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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY , 

APPOIKTMENT OF COMMITTEE AND TERMS OF REFERENCE. 

The Textile Labour Inquiry Committee 'was appointed by the 
Government of Bombay by Resolution No. 1988/34 dated the 13th 
October 1937 of the Political and Reforms Department which reads 
&8 follows: 

"The Governor of Bombay is pleased to appoint a Committee of 
Inquiry to be known as the Textile Labour Inquiry Committee 
consisting of the following members to investigate into the q~estion 
of the adequacy of wages -and kindred matters in connection with the 
textile _ industry in this Province :--

~ 

1. Jairamdas Doulatram, EsqUire, Chairman, 
2. V aikunth L. Mehta, Esquire, 
3. D. R. Gadgil, Esquire, 
4. S. A. Brelvi, Esquire. 

-, " (2) The Committee will be advised on technical matters by the 
following four Associate Members:-

1. Sakar1a.l Bala.bhai, Esquire, M.L.A., 
2. S. D. Saklatvala, Esquire, M.L.A., 
3. K. K. Desai, Esquire, M.L.A., 
4. R. A. Khedgikar, Esquire, M.L.A. 

"(3) Mr. S. R. Deshpande, Assistant Commissioner of Labour, 
;Labour Office, Bombay, should act as Secretary to the Committee. ; 

" (4) The terms of reference which the Committee should be asked 
to consider are :-

1. To examine the wages paid to workers ha.ving regard to the 
hours, efficiency and conditions of work in the various centres of the 
textile industry in the Province, to enquire; in this regard, into the 
adeqila.cy or inadequacy of the wages earned in relation to a living 
wage standard and, if they \xe found in any oc~upation, centre or 
unit of the, industry to be inadequate, to enquire into and report 
upon the reasons therefor, and to make recommendations regarding: 

(a) the establishment of a n;Wi.imum wage, 
- (b) the measures which the employers, the employees and the 
Government sho~d take to improve the wage level, . 
• (e) the remuneration of workers -engaged on night shift, and the 
regulation of night shift _ work, • 

(d) standardisation of wages and musters, ap.d 
(e) the methods of au~mtlntof wagesfu.future. 

14 Bk n 26-1 -
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2: To report whether in view ~f the present cond,ition of, the 
indust~y an immediate increase in wages can be given in any 
occupation, centre or unit of the industry, pending the conclusion 
of the CoIPmittee's work and the preparation of its Report a.nd to 
make recommendations in this beha.lf., . 

3. To report on any matters germane to the above. 
I "(5) The Committee should be requested to submit its Report 
to' Government as sOQn as possible." , . 

PUBLICATION OF INTERIM REPORT. 

In pursuance of paragraph 2 of our ,terms of reference, we submitted 
a.n Interim Report to Government on 11th February 1938. Gov~rnment 
released this report for publication on 14th February 1938 together 
with the following resolution:' 

" The interim report ot the Textile Labour, Inquiry 'Committee has 
been received by Government and is now released for publication. 
This rep~rt has been prepared in reply to one of the Committee's 
terms of reference which required it to report whether in view of the 
present condition of the industry an immediate increase in wagesi 
could be given in any occupation, unit or centre of the industry 
pending the conclusion of the Committee's work. ' 

".This question has been studied in detail by the Committee, who 
in a report of over one hundred pages have closely analysed all the 
data relevant to the issues involved. They have come to the con
clusion that the condition of the industry has decidedly improved in 
the year 1937, that it has emerged out of the periOd of depression, 

l
and that the ~m~iD.:g.,]J!.pacity of the industry as a whole has . 
incrjlased. The wages of the workers employed in the industry have 
been. subjected to various cuts in recent years and the principal reason 
advanced for these cuts was the depression. This having been lifted 
it is the opinion of the Committee that an increase in the present level 
of wages is justifieq. 

cc Government accept the recommendations of the Committee, and 
recommend to the Millowners that the proposed increases shall be 
introd~ced with <effect on the wages due for the month of February 
or for the last pay period of the month of February. The conclusions 
and recommendations of the Committee have been made after a search
ing enquiry, and in the view of Gove~nment are entitled to the weight . 
and authority which should be attached to the award of an Industrial 
Court or a Court of Arbitration. Government are therefore of opinion 
that the recommendations as they stand should be carried out and 
accepted both by employers and labour." 

JVe 'understand that, with' a very few,exceptions, all the units in 
the varIous centres of the cotton textile industry implemented the' 
l'ecolIUl\end~tions ~ade iI!,. o~ In~ri~ Report, 



APPOIlfTMEIfT OF HEW CIIAlRMAN AND SECRETARY. 

After the submission of our Interim Report to Government we dis
persed for some time to await the replies to our 'main questionnaire. 
Thereafter, Mr. Jairamdas Doulatramresigned his appointment as 
Chairman of the Committee owing to protracted illness. Government, 

. thereupon, a.ppointed the Honourable Mr. Juatice H. V. Divatia, Puisne 
Judge of the High Court of Judicature, Bombay, as Chairman and he 
took charge op. 5th October 1938. . 

In the beginning of December 1938 our Secretary, Mr. S. R'. Deshpande, 
M.B.E., Assistant Commi88ioner of Labour, Labour Office, Bombay, 
had to proceed on reave on account of illness. Government, thereupon, 
ap~ointed in his place Mr; N. A. Mehrban, M.~.E., F.S.S., Assistant. 
"Commissioner of Labour, Labour Office, Bombay, as Secretary to the 
Committee with effect from 5th December 1938. . 

ISSUE OF MAlI( QUESTIONNAIRE. • 

Chapter I of our Interim Repor1i gives an account of out woceedings 
leading up to the publication of that Report. In addition to 'the 
questionnaire relating to matters covered by paragraph 2 of our terms 
of reference, which has been reproduced in Appendix A at page 97 -of 
our Interim Report and which was issued on 17th November 1937, 
we issued a fuller questionnaire covering matters arising from. the 
remaining paragraphs of our terms of reference to about 250 bodies and 

. persons on 23rd November·1937. A copy of this questionJaire will be 
found in Appendix I at pages 431 to 441 of this Report. It was divided 
into nine parts. The first 17 questions. grouped under part A Irelated 
to the operations of individual milIs and were intended to be answered 
by them and not by a88ociations of employers or' other bodies 3o·M 
persons. Individual units were free to reply to the remaining eight partll 
of the questionnaire ~ither individually or through the associations of 
which they were members .. Such of the mills in Bombay and Ahmed
abad as were members of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, or the 
Ahmedabad Millowners' Association did not reply to any of the questions 
in parts B tq. I but expressed agreement with the replies submitted by 
the associations of which they Were members. Most mills" in centres 
outside Bombay and' Ahmedabad furnishedmerrioranda containing 
replies to questionS in all parts of the" questionnl}irebut as we' thought 
it would be useful for the mills in such centres, as had more than one 
unit, to submit joint memoranda, we requested' such mills 'to do so in 
respect of questions in parts B to I of the questionnaire. In accordance 
with this request, the millowners in Sholapur, Viramgam, Barsi, Broach 
and Surat submitted joint memoranda to us. The Khandesh, Berar 
and Burnanpur Millowners' Association, which was formed in the middle 
of the year 1938, submitted a. joint memorandum oIl; bellalf of the mills 
in East and West. Khandesh: 

In addition to the mills, bodies and individuals to whom our 
questionnaire had been issued on 23rd November "1937, it wa~ also 
sent' from time to time to variou~ other bodies and individuals. Th4) 

·N Bk1:lo2~14 
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total number of mills, bodies and individuals t~"whom the questionnair~ 
was issued was 291. Four mills in Bombay; eight in Ahmedabad and 
one in another centre w~re closed and did- not send any replies; 
Three mills in Bombay, eleven iIi Ahmedabad and eleven mills in other 
centres, including small power loom factories in Bhiwandi and Malegaon; 
stated that they were unable to furnish any information., The statistics 
relating to the, numbers of mills, bodies and, persons to whom 'copies 
of the main questionnaire were issued and the numbers from 
whom replies were received are not capable of being put into tabular· 
form owing to the diversity of the procedure adopted in dealing with 

, different parts of the questionnaire. We, however, reproduce a list 
of all bodies and llers~ns who subm~tted memoranda to us in reply to 
parts B to I of the questionnaire in Appendix II. This will be found at ' 
pages 442 and 443 6f this Report. 

SITTINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. • 

On" resuming 011l' work, we held. two preliminary meetings on 5th. and 
20th October 1938 among ourselves "and two other. similar meetings 
on 21st November and 6th December 1938 with' our Assoriate 
Members in order to discuss and: settle questions connected with our 
procedure and programme of work: We held 81 sittings for the 
examination of representatives of various bodies and groups of mills, 
representative workers from different centres and units' and other 
individuals .• Certairi.Government officers and -individual witnesses, 
at their own request: were exa.mined:by us'in camera. The total number 
of individual witnesses examined was 733. Seven of these 81 sittings 
were taken up for the examination of various bodies in connection with 
the several schemes submitted to us regarding standardization of wages. 
In addition to these 81, sittirigs, oUr Standardization Sub-Committee ' 
held ~even- sittings for discussion of various schemes of standardization 
with the parties concerned. A 'list. of the various examinations held 
in these 'S8sittings together with details of the places at which they 
were JtelQand the names of the various individual witnesses who appeared 
before us, will be found in Appendix III printed at pages 444 to 466 of 
this Report. We held 15 meetings with'our Associate Members in order 
to enable them to present their ;views on the points covered by ow: 
terms ,of reference. Finally we, held. ,65 meetings, between ourselves 
for the purpose of fo1:mulating our ,conclusions and reconuuendations 
and for the reading of the various chapters of our Report and for revising 
,the printed proofs. It will thus besee':l that we held nearly 170 sittings 
since 5th October 1938. 

VISITS TO MILLS, FACTORIES AND INSTITUTIONS. 

Except fo~ certain smaller centre~, of' the cotton textile industry 
~uch as Bhiwandi. Malegaon and Belgaum which have a number 0,£ 
small power loom factories, we visited all the principal centres of the ' 
cotton textile' iridustry in the Province. The' centres visited were 
Ahmedabad, 'Viramgam; Nadiad, Broach, Surat, Jalgaon, Amalner, 
Chalisgaon, Dlm!ia, Gadag, Hllbli, Gokak, Sholapnr, Tikekarwadi, Barsi, 
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and Poona (in the order of time at which the visits to these centres were 
paid). I~ addition to t~e. five mills w~ich ~e ~isited before submitting 
our Interun Report, we VIslted five cott~n nulls ill Bombay. We visited 
five mills in Ahmedabad and every mill in each of the other centres 
ennmerated. During our visits to the-mills we also saw the mill chawls 
dispensary, creche and other welfare services wherever these had bee~ 
provided by the management. Wherever time permitted, we inspected 
general housing' conditions in the town or the city concerned and paid 
visits .to institutions with which cotton textile workers had some direct 
or indirect connection. For example, we visited the Cr;minal- Tribes 
Settlements at Gadag and Sholapur and the Dhanrajgirji Hospital at 
Sholapur. ,We spent one day in Ahmedabad in visiting the office 
of, and seeing the various welfare activities conducted liy, the Textile 
Labour Association and we also visited the offices of unions of textile 
workers in Bombay, Viramgam, Sholaput' and Hubli. As we t:h.ought 
that it would be useful to us to examine the conditions of life and work 
in some factories other than those in the cotton textile industry, we . 
visited the factory of the Western India Match Company-at Ambel'l).ath, 
the Carriage and Wagon Workshop' of the, G. I. P. Railway at Matunga, 
the soap factory of Messrs. Lever Brothers and the factory of the Healds 
and Reeds Manuf~cturing Company of In<\ia in Bom~ay City. We also 
visited the Textile -Technical School of the Social Service League 
and the 'Technological La1>oratory of the Indian Central, Cotton 
Committee in Bombay, certain hand loom factories, the branch office of the 
Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics and the Municipal Technical 
School in Sholapur. We visited one mill each in Bombay, Ahmedabad 
and Sholapur at night to examine 1londitions of work during night shift. 
We also spent one evening with Mr. A. W. Pryde, Labour Officer to the 
Government of Bombay for Bombay City, atone of his night offices in 
the Development Department chawls at DeLisle Road a.nd' we spent 
another evening in visiting certain Government welfare centres in 
Bombay. A list of the various mills, factories and institutions visited 
by us will be found in Appendix IVat pages 467 to 469 of this Report. 

EVIDENCE OF WORKERS. . 

We had originally decided to record, the evidence of the representatives 
of the mills, the unions and the workers at each of'the centres which.we 
visited. It was represented to us, however, that as the offices of the 
majority of the managing agents of the mills in centres other than 
Bombay and Ahmedabad were located in Bombay, it would be more 
convenient for the representatives of the mills concerned to appear 
before us in Bombay. We accordingly decided to confine the taking 
of evidence from all associations, bodies and individuals other, than 
actual workers in Bombay and Ahmedabad. As it was inconvenie,nt 
to call the employees in various centres of the industry to Bombay, we 
decided to record the evidence of the workers at each of the centres which. 
we visited. The procedure adopted in the selection of the workers for 
purposes of examination varied at difierent centres. In Bombay, the 
Government Labour Officer and certain unions submitted lists of names 



from which \10 few were selected at random. .At Ahmedabad and Viram ... 
gam we examined workers. selected by the Textile Labour Association, 
Ahmedabad. In all the other oontres, except Sholapur, the Secretary 
went through the various departments of the mill with a clerk and the 
time-keeper of the mill ooncerned and selected one or more workers 
from each department at random. Those workers who were thus selected 
were examined, strictly in cam£ra, on the mill premises. At Sholapur w~ 
examined jointly representative workers who were selected by the 
Secretary in the manner described from each of the five mills in that centre 
and also those whose names were suggested to us by the Lal Bavta Girni 
Kamgar Union, Sholapur. 

SCHEMES OF STANDARDIZATION OF WAGES. 

We appointed a Sub-Committee consisting. of Mr. V. L. Mehta and 
Mr. D. R. Gadgil and all the Associate Members to discuss the various 
draft schemes of standardization' of wages submitted to us with ,the 
representatives of the millown,ers and the unions concerned. In 
addition, 'however, to the discussions conducted on the subjeGt by 
our Standardization Sub-Committee, we had a series of discussions in 
full Committee with the parties concerned. Our Scheme for Standardi
zation of Wages in Cotton Textile Mills in Bombay was submitted to 
Government on 23rd December 1939. 

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS. 

When our Committee was appointed in 1937, Government'had not' 
fully defined the duties and functions of our Associate Members. After 
we resume'd our work in 'October 1938, one of our Associate Members 
'raised. the question of the necessity of a proper definition and the matter 
,,-as referred to Government. In reply to the letter from the Chairman 
on the subject Government stated that it was their desire that the 

. Associate Members should be consulted at every stage of the proceedings, 
should have the right of examining witnesses and written evidence 
and should be given the opportunity' of discussing the evidence 'with 
us and of influencing us in arriving at conclusions. The' Associate 
Members were, however, to take no part in the actual drafting 
of the Report and it they submitted their views to us in writing, 
these views would not form part of the Report nor would they 
be published. The notes and memoranda submitted by the Associate 
Members were to be forwarded to Goveinment for their consideration 
with our Report. In accordance with the procedure laid down; our 
colleagues have been associated With us in the examination of all the 
witnesses who appeared before us and in the visits paid by us to the 
diff.erent centres and institutions. On the conclusion of the recording 
of evideIfce, the Associate Members presented their views to us on 
each of the points arising out of our terms of reference and we gave 
careful consideration to these views before formulating our conclusions 
and. recommendations. The schem~ of standardization of wages prepared 
ltv us for mills in Bombay was sent to the Associate Members and they 
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expressed their views on the scheme in person at a meeting of the 
Committee and also gave written statements which were forwarded to 
Governnient along with our Report on the subject. ' 

Printed drafts of the various chapters of this Report were forwarded 
to the .Associate Members as soon as they were ready. The written 
statements embodying their views which are being submitted to 
Government along with this Report were carefully considered at a series 
of further meetings of the Committee and the Draft Report was, as 
a result, modified in certain particulars. 

REPRESENTATIONS MADE ON OOR INTERIM REPORT. 

We received representations from the Millowners' Aasociation, 
Bombay, the Ahmedabad Millowners' Aasociation and the Khandesh, 
Berar and Burhanpur Millowners' AssociaJiion, asking us to reconsider' 
the recommendations made i,n. our Interim Report. Copies of these 
representations were· simultaneously fOI:warded to Government. 
We gave careful consideration to these representations and arrived 
at the conclusion that the second term of reference of the Committee, 

• namely, .. whether in view of the present condition of the industry 
an immediate increase in wages can be given in any occupation, centre 
or unit of the industry, pending the conclusion of the Committee's work 
and the preparation of its Report" had been considered and disposed 
of . when we submitted our Interim Report to Government. 
We accordingly held that we bad completed our task so far as that term 
of reference was concerned. We, however, thought it desirable to 
refer the matter to Government. In reply to 'this reference, . the 
Chief Secretary to the Govepunent of Bombay wrote a letter to the 
Chairma~ on the 26th May 1939 informing him that Government 
accepted the view expressed in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Chairman's 
letter that with the. submissibn of the Interim Report WI' had completed 
the task referred to us in the second term of reference. We reproduce 
the correspondence with Government on this subject in Appendix V 
which will be found at pages 470 and 471'of this Report. ' 



UHAPTER II 

WAGES IN THE COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

Information ,regarding wages in the cotton textile industry in the 
Province of Bombay over a period of nearly twenty years is contained 
in a series of repOlts published by the Labour Office of the Government 
of Bombay. The earliest of these reports relate to inquiries conducted 
by that office for the years 1921, 1923 and 1926. The fourth report to 
be published was that of the departmental inquiry into wage cuts and 
unemployment in the industry conducted by the Commissioner of Labour, 
Imder the orders of Government, early in the year 1934. As the Govern
ment of Bombay carried out a general census into wages in all perennial 
factories in the Province in 1jhe same year, the textile ·industry was 
again covered by a comprehensive inquiry into wages in that year. 
Apart from the chief centroo of 'the industry-Bombay, Ahmedabad' 
and Sholapur-there was no uniformity in this series of wage reports 
with regard to the presentation of the data for the remaining cotton textile 
centres in the Province. The 1921 report put &11 mills in centres outside 
Bombay, Ahmedabad and" Sholapur into one group under the heading 
" Other. Centres". In the report of the 1923 inquiry, this group was 
split into" Mills in Baroda State" and" Mills in Other Centres". The 
1926 inquiry was confined to selected mills in Bombay, Ahmedabad and' 
Sholapur, and other centres of the industry were not covered. For the 
purposes of the 1934 Departmental Enquiry, mills in " Other Centres" 
were divided into three groups: (.1) Southern Mahratta centres; 
(2) Khandesh centre· and (3) Other Gujerat centres. For the purposes 
of the General Wage bensus, the Province was divided into ten territorial 
areas which were: (1) Bombay City; (2). Bombay Suburban, Thana, 
Kolaba :;J.nd Ratnagiri Districts; (3) Ahmedabad City; (4) Ahmedabad 
Di/:!trict, excluding Ahmedabad City, Kaira and Panch Mahals Districts; 
(5) Broach and Surat Districts; (6) East and West Khandesh; (7) Poona, 
Nasik and Ahmednagar Districts; (8) Sholapur City; (9) Sholapur 
District, excluding Sholapur City, and Satara District; and (10) Belgaum. 
Dharwar, KaIia.ra and Bija:i>ur Districts. 

After' the Ge~eral Wage Censu~ had been held, an imp.ortant change 
occurred in conditions of work as a result of the application of the new 
Indian Factories Act &which came into operation with effect from 
January 1935, whereby weekly hours of work in perennial factories were 
reduced from 60 to 54. l\'Ioreover, wages in cott:on mills in 'Ahmedabad 
were reduced by 6i per cent. according to an agreement reached at Delhi 
between the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association and the Textile Labour 
Association, Ahmedabad, on 13th January 1935. It, therefore, 
became necessary to conduct a fresh inquiry into wages in order to 
supply the Committee with up-to-date data. Go~eI'~en~ accordingly 
instructed the Labour Office to conduct such an mqUlry III November 
1937. As this inquiry had to be completed expeditiously in order to 
enable the Committee to submit to Government their Interim Report 
on the second term of reference at an. early date, it was felt that it would 
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not be possible to conduct a slU'vey on the lin~1! of the General Wage 
Census. It was, therefore, decided to undertake a special inquiry on 
the ba.sis of a sample for the month of July 1937. . 

Unlike tb.e General Wage Census of 1934, the 1937 inquiry did not 
cover textile conQ6rIlB such as the smaller power loom factories, separate 
dyeing and ble"a.ching plants, etc. All cotton textile mills which 
were working in 1937 were, however, covered. The standard list of 
occupations prepared by the Labour Office at the time of the General 
Wage Census of 1934 shows that there are about 260 different occupations 
ill the cotton textile industry of this Province~ Some of these, however, 
are not common to all the mills while a few contain only a small number 
of operatives. Such occupations were, therefore, excluded from the 
scope of the 1937 inquiry, and the number of occupations and workers 
covered were 160 and 217,979 respectively. The Labour Office informed 
us that although about a hundred occupat«>lls were left out of the scope 
of this inquiry, only about 7,500 operatives were excluded as a result 
of this omission. As in all the previous Labour Office inquiries into 
wages in the cotton textile industry in the Province, labour employed 
through contractors was also excluded from this inquiry. 

The methods adopted for the 1937 inquiry were in many respects 
different from those of ~he previous inquiries conducted by the 
Labour Offioe. The first difference was that, exoept in Ahmedabad 
and Viramgam, the data regarding tiple workers were extracted' not 
from the muster rolls but from the wage notices displayed by the mills 
under Section 19 of the Payment of Wages Act. So far as piece workers 
were concerned, it was, _of course, necessary to extract information 
regarding their earnings and attendance from the muster rolls themselves. 
Another .difference was that, instead of covering all the operatives in 
,.,ll the occupations, a sample was taken. In every case, however, 
corp.plete information was called for regarding the actual number of 
workers employed by each mill in each of the occupatioIlB covered by . 
the.inquiry. The existence of what is known as the" Relay System" 
in some of the mills in Ahmedabad necessitated the working out of two 
sets of averages for that centre in some. ocoupations, namely, an average. 
for workers in mills working with relays and an average for those not 
so working. _. . 

Night shift work on a cOIlBiderable scale synchronised with the period 
of the inquiry, and in July 1937, 99 mills employing about 70,000 persons· 
were working ort night shift. An examination of the wage notices for 
day shift workers and for night sitift workers, however, revealed that 
there was little or no difference in the rates of wages paid for day and 
night work, and, therefore, no data relating to the wages of night shift 
workers were tabulated. As it was thought that it would be useful to 
the Committee to have comparative wages data for workers on day 
shift and on night shift, information relating to piece workers working 
on night shift was collected and tabulated separately. 

On the basis of the i937 inquiry, the Committee have been furnished 
with wage data relatmg to cotton mill operatives in 18 centres in the 
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Province tabulated on the lines described above. We now proceed to 
examine these data for, the most important occupations in each 
department. Th~ figures given in .the summary tables which follow are 
those relating to workers employed on day shift only in Julj 1937.. It 
is 'necessary to emphasize that these figures take no account of the 
increases granted in· accordance with the recommendations contained 
in our Interim Report. TheBe increases apply in all cases' to the' 
earnings of the individual worker. It would not be "accurate to . 
apply these increases to the general a';erages for particular 
occupations because in many cases 'the range of the variations between 
the highe!!t and the lowest earnings is Somewhat wide. We have, 
therefote, comned our examination of wages to the position prevailing 
in July .1937. A fair approximation of the actual level of earnings 
obtaining in August 1939 could, however, be arrived at by incorporating 
into these the increases at the' rates specified in the Schedule given in 
paragraph 133 of our Interim Report, which we reproduce below: 

'Schedule . 

Category of earnings. Rate of increase. Remarks. 

1 2 3 

Below Rs. 13·8 .. 3 Annas in the Rupee. Provided that no person falling in 
this category shall receive more than 
Rs. 15·8 as a result of the increase. 

Rs. 13·8 and below 2i Annas 
Rs.25. Rupee .. 

in the Provided that no person falling in this 
category shall receive more than' 
Rs. 28 as a' result of the increase. 

Re. 25 and below I 2 Annas in the Rupee. Provided. tbat no person falling in this. 
Re. 35. I category shall receive more than 

i Rs. 39·4 as a result of the increase. , 

Rs. 35 and below Ii Annas in 
Re. 40. Rupee. 

the Provided that no person falling in this 
category shall receive more than Rs.43 
as a resul t of the increase. 

Rs. 40 and below 1 Anna)n the Rupee. Provided that no person falling in this 
Rs. 75. category sh&lI receive an increase in 

." 
e&rnings of less th&D, Rs., 3. . 

Rs. 75 and over N ,Z. 

(1) The basis on which the increase will be calculated shall be'the net 
earnings of each individual, worker for each pay-period. . 

(2) (a) In the case of time workers, the rate of increase for an indi",-idual 
worker in any occupation is indicated by the rate shown in the Schedule 
'against the category of earnings within which may fall the wages to 'U,hich 
a worker in that occupation working for the full pay-period is entitled. 

(b) In the case of piece workers, the rate of increase to which an individ~l 
worker will be entitled is indicated in the Sc~ed'ul('. by the rate shown aga~nt 
the category of earnings within which may fall his net earnings during lhe 
pay-period. 
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(3) The earnings shown in the Schedule above relate to a pay-period oj 
26 working M-ys. I • 

(4) ~n pay-peri?ds containi"!1l less or ,more than 2q working M-ys, the 
categorteS oj earmng{J shown ~n the Schedule should be adjusted in the 
proportion which. th,e 'number 'OJ working M-Ys in the pay-period bears 
to 26. The maximum and the minimum limits shown in column 3 oj the 
Schedule shoUld also be adjusted in the same proportion. 

(5) These "I'ecommenM-tions apply to the entire body of workers (as 
defined in the Indian Factories Act but excluding all persons employed in 
a clerical capacity) employed in the cotton textile industry in the Bom,bay 
Province. . 

Owing to the existence of a multitude of different pay-periods which 
are to be found in cotton textile mills in IAhmedabad and in certain 
other centres, it has not been pos~ible for the Labow Office to ascertain 
the averages of monthly earnings for all" those occupations for wh~ch 
the pay-period is less than a month. We may mention here that there 

. are six different pay-periods for different groups of operatives il;t the 
cotton textile mills in Al).medabad : (1) weavers in all mills are ,paid for 
haptas of fourteen days, which uniformly commence in all mills on 
Monday and end on the Sunday of the following week; (2) process 
workers in the spinning department are paid for haptas of sixteen days; 
there is no uniformity with regard to the commencement of these haptas, 
and in certain mills different haptas obtain even for different groups of 
workers in the same department; (3) workers in supervisory and clerical 

. jobs and in the maintenance and mechanics departments are uniformly 
paid for periods of a calendar month; (4) winders and reelers in many 
mills are paid bi-monthly for periods from the 1st tothe 15th and from the 
16th to the end of the month irrespective of the number of days in the 
month. In some mills, winders and reelers are paid either according 
to the spinning or the weaving hapta or by the month; (5) certain 
categories of unskilled workers engaged in transport work within the 
premises of the mill are paid weekly in some of the mills; and (6) certain 
workmen engaged in a temporary capacity are paid daily. WeI 
recommend that there should be uniformity with regard to the fixation 
of the pay-period in a centre. . ' . 

Owing to the reasons mentioned above, we confine our examination 
of the wage positioll in this chapter to averages of daily earnmgs. For 
the main centres of the industry where there have been marked changes 
since 1934 we make comparisons with the figures contained in the third 
. of the General Wage Census Reports covering the textile industries. In 
the summary tables which follow the figures given in brackets below the 
averages. of earnings relate to the numbers of workers concerned in each 
case. In all cases, general averages have been worked out for the whole 
Province and. these are compared with the corresponding general 
avertges for the year 1934. 
BLOW ROOM •. 

This department is staffed in all cotton mills predominantly by 
men. The principal occupatiOl~.s are: opener attendatl,ts, intermen, 

. scutcher tenters, willowmen ,and thread extractors."" Payment is a~o8t 
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nnivel'Slllly on the basis of time rates of wages. The following table aets 
out the average daily earnings for men on time rates: ' . . 

'. TABLE No. 1. 

Aver~ge Daily Earnirlgs during July 1937 i:i some S~lected Occupations in 
. the Blow Room. . 

- .. ----~-- ---- , 
I I 

Single ! 

(Jt'ntr~. 
Opener Int.crmen .. Machine Willowmcn. Thread' 

Attendants. Scutcher Extractors. 
Tenters. 

---- "-- --- -------

I 
\ 

I , -
i 

Its. a. p. Its. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. . 
J.l()JIlbay ,,! o 13 7 ' 0 14 5 o 13 8 o 12 6 o 12 :I 

, (505) (136) 
Aluuedabad : 

(232) (213) (140) 

Without H.elay.: o 13 6 o 13 II 
! 

o 14 3 o 13 1 o 12 8 
i (171) '(50) 

I 
(162) (74) (61) 

With Relay "1 o 14 3 , o 14 7 o 15 0 o 13 4 o 13 2 
(37) 

, 
(16) (47) (14) (9) 

All Mills 
., o 13 8 i o 14 1 o 14 5 o 13 1 o 12 !) 

(:lO!!) (66) (209) (88) (70) 
Sholapur .. , 0 8 !J I 0 9 7 0 9 7 0 8 9 0 9 2 

(56) (ll) i (60) (19) (9) 
Kurla " o 12 II I o 13 4 o 13 5 o 12 10 o 12 9 

I (21) (5) ,- (13) (7) . (3) 
Viramgnm . , 0 9 7 , 011 1 011 5 .... .... 

(6) (3) 
, 

(5) 
Nadiad ,,' o 12 4 .... .... .... 0 9 9 

"i 
(8) (I) 

Broach 010 5 011 9 Oll 5 o 10 9 .... 
(ll) (2) (3) (1) 

Snrat I 0 9 9 .... o 10 2 0 9 9 0 9 9 . " 
I (1) 

~ 

(5) (1) (2) 
Ja\!(aon .. : 0 910 010 0 010 1 0 9 8 o 10 1 - , (ll) (5) , (7) (2) 

, 
(4) , 

Amalm'r " 011 0 .... I 011 0 011 0 011 0 
(15) I (7) (4) (4) 

Chalisgaon ., 0 9 4 o 10 2 010 3 0 8 7 0 7 5 
(7) (3) (3) (2) (2) 

Dhulia ,. o 10 5 o 10 0 o 10 0 o 10 5 
I 

0 9 1 
. (8) (6) (6) (2) (3) 

Poone. " 0 8 .0 i .... I 011 0 011 0 

I 
0 9 3 

(1 ) i I 
(3) (1) (1) 

Be.rsi .. 0 6 5 0 6 9 0 6 7 0 6 9 I 0 611 
(7) (5) . (6) (5) (3) 

Golmk " 0 8 4 .... 0 810 011 0 0 9 0 
(9) 

, 
(20) (6) (8) 

Hnbli ... 0 7 2 . ... 011 1 .... .... 
(8) 

I 
(2) 

Gadag ". .... . ... .... 0 6 0 .... 
! ! (1) 

Whole Provinco: : I I 
o 12 10 I o 13- 7 o 13 1 o 12 3 o 11 11 .July 1937 "I ! I 

J (882) I (242) 
I 

(581) (352) (250) 

"\ 
I 

1934 o 12 7 I o 13 1 

I 
o 12 10 o 12 3 o 11 10 

(1,240) I (308) (693) (403) (334) 
I 
I 
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A noteworthy feature of the .figures both in the above and in all 
subsequent tables in this chB.pter is the marked variation in the levels 
of earnings as between the different centres in the Province. The 
difference in the earnings as between the occupations in this department 
varied from about one to four annas in all centres except in Amalner 
where the earnings uniformly averaged eleven annas a day in all occupa
tions. The variation was, however, not uniform in any two or more of 
these fi,ve occupations. }'or example, opener attendants earned more in 
Bombay than willowmen and thread extractors. In Sholapur, thread 
extractors earned ·more than opener attendants, and the earnings of 
willowmen were- the same as ,those of opener attendants. A striking 
feature of the table is the close similari!y. between the figures of the 
general averages for the Province as a whole as between July 1937 and 
1934; but, as far as Ahmedabad is concerned, the average daily earnings 
in all the occupations examined were about half an'anna to an anna and 
a quaitei lower in July 1937 as compared with the averages for 1'34. 

CARDING ROOM. 

There are five principal occupations in the carding room, and these 
are: (1) grinders; (2) strippers; (3) lap .carriers; (4) carding machine 
attendants; and (5)fiy collectors. Stripping and grinding in 
most' mil~s are separate occupations. One of the earliest forms' of 
rationalization to be introduced in this department was to ask 
one worker to do both. grinding' and stripping. Where these 
combined "strippers and grinders" 'were asked to mind more 
machines, they were classified as ," strippers and grinders-efficiency 
system". The numbers returned doting the inquiries connected with 
the General Wage ,Census were 474 grinders, 1069 strippers, 275 
"strii>pers and grinders" and 90 "strippers an&! grinders:-efficiency_ , 
system". For the piu'poses of the 1937 inquiry all combined" strippers 
and grinders " were put together and no distinction was ~de betwe!ln 
the merely combined and the efficiency groups. Thenumbersreturned 
for July 1937 for all cotton mills for day shift working were 352 grinders, 
898 strippers and 219 "strippers and grinders". Payment in this 
department is universally on time .~ates, and, with a small number of 
exceptions, all the workers employed were men. The following table 
sets out the average daily earnings for men in unrationalized o'ccupations 
in this department; 
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TABLE No.2. 
Average. Daily Earnings during July 1937 in some Selected 

Occupations in the Carding Room-Men. 
"'"-"-------- .~----

- Carding 

Lap Machine Fly Centre. Grinders. Strippers. Attendants Carriers. (Standard Collectors. 

system). 
-

, 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

Bombay .. o 15 4 o 14 2 o 13 0 tl 12 5 o 12 7 
.(165) (402) (292) 

, 
(700) (149) 

Abmed~bad : 
. 

Without Relay. 1 1 1 o 14 4 o 13 S o 13 7 o 12 S 
(103) " (224) (92) (246) (3S) 

With Relay .. 1 1 6 o 14 11 o 14 3 o 14 5' o 12 7 
(24) (S2) (29) (116) (15) 

All Mills .. 1 1 2 o 14 6 o 13 10 o 13 10 o 12 S 

Sholapur 
(127) (306) (121) (362) (53) 

.. 011 0 0 9 S· 0 9 1 o ·S. 5 0 SlO • (10) (79) (46) (100) (25) 
Kurla .. o 14 6 o 14 0 o 12 10 o 12 1 o 13 1 

(12) (20) (13) (30) (5) 
Viramgam .. o 14 9 o 10 2 0 S 11 0 9 4 '0 Sl1 

(4) (S) (1) (12) (I) 
Nadiad .. 1 1 6 o 12 S o 12 2 o 12 ,2 . ... 

(2) (S) (4) (S) 
Broach .. o 12 5 011 3 0 9 0 0 9 6 . ... 

(5) (13) (2) (15) 
Surat .. 011 3 010 6 0 9 9 o 10 0 . ... 

(2) (4) (2) (7) 
Jalgaon .. o 11 ). 010 4 010 Q 0 9 S 0 9 3 

(7) (12) (2) (11) (1) 
Amalner .. o 12 2 011 7 011 0 o 10 7 011 0 

(3) (5) (2) (12) (2) 
Chalisgaon .. o 12 4 0 910 0 S Hi 0 g 4 0 S 7 

(3) (4) '(3) (6) (2) 
Dhulia .. o 12 ·7 o 10 5 o 10 0 .0 10 0 o 10 0 

(2) (4) (4) (12) (2) 
Poona .. o 12 0 o 10 0 o 10 0 0 S 0 o 10 0 

(2) (1) (1) (4) (1) 
Barsi .. 0 9 7 0 611 ,0 6 7 0 5 4 0 5 3 

(2) (9) (5) (7) (1) 
Gokak .. 011 1 0 g 9 0 9 S .0 9 S 

(4) (19) (14) (38) . 
Hubli .. o 'l} 9 ..... 0 S S 0 S 7 0 6 0 

(1) (2) (9) (14) 
Gadag .. 0 7 0 0 6 0 .... 0 5 6 . ... 

(1) (4) (5) 

Whole Province: 
July 1937 .. o 15 7 o 13 5 o 12 7 o 12 2 011 9 

(352) (89S) (514) (1.338) (256) 

1934 .. o 15 S o 13 5 o 12 4 o 11 11 I o 11 11 
(474) (1,069) (664) (1,722) (305) 

The highest levels of earnings in this department are those for grinders. 
Strippers come next in very close order, but in certain centres the 
~erence8 in ~he earnin~~ betwee,q th,ese two occupations are very 
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narrow and in others very wide. For example, whereas strippers in 
Kurla earned only half an anna per day less than grinders, their earnin~s 
in Nadiad were nearly five annas a day less. Fly collectors iIi certam 
centres such as Bombay, Sholapur, Kurla, Amalner, Chalisgaon and 
Poona earned slightly more tha?- carding machine attendants. 

As in the case of the blow room, the levels of daily earnings in all 
mills in Ahmedabad 'were about an anna to an anna and a half per day 
lower in July 1937 as compared with 1934-the most striking reduction 
being that in the level of earnings of fly collectors who earned twelve 
annas and eight pies per day in July 1937 as compared with fourteen 
annas and two pies per day in ~934. A comparison of the general 
averages for the whole Province as bJ'ltween these two years shows 
a maximuIIl variation of only three pies-in celtain cases in favour 
of the year 1937 and in certain others in favour of the year 1934. The 
following table sets out. the average. "daily earnings in rationalized 
occupations in the carding room: 

TABLE No.3. 

Average Daily Earnings in Rationalized Occupations in the Oarding 
Room in July 1937. 

Strippers Carding Machine 
Centre. and Attendants 

Grinders. (Efficiency System). 

!l.s .. 0.. p. Ra. a. p. 

Bombay .. .. 1 0 7 0 1111 
(192) (84) 

Ahmedabad: 
Without Relay .. .. o 14 7 0 .14 1 

(6) (34) 
With Relay .. .. .... 0 13 8 

(2) . 
All Mills .. .' 014 7 0 14 1 

Sholapur 
(6) (36) .. .. o 9 6 .... 
(21) 

• . 
The average daily earnings of this group in Sholaplir in 1937 were about 
the same as in 1934, but the earnings fell from fifteen annas and nine pies 
per day to fourteen annas and seven pies per day in Ahmedabad as 
between 1934 and 1937. The ea:.:nings of carding machine attendants 
on the efficiency system· improved in Bombay and JVorsen~ in 
Ahmedabad by about half an anna biltween1934 and 1937. It IS of 
interest to note, that, whereas carding machine attendants on the 
standard system. in mills in Bombay earned an average dailywag~ of 
twelve annas and five pies, those on the efficienc;y s;ystem earn,ed abo\lt 
!+alf an anna per da, les!:!, ., 
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DRAWING DEPARTMENT. 
There is only one main occupation in this department, and that is 

of drawing tenters. The normal method of work is to allot one head 
to each tenter. 'Efficienoy systems cover the allotment of three heads 
to two men, four heads to three men and two heads to one man., 
Payment is predominantly on piece rates, but certain mills in Bombay, 
Ahmedabad, Viramgam, Broach and Jalgaon and the mills in Chalisgaon 
and Hubli pay wages in this department on time rates. In the mill 
in Gadag, wages in this department are ,paid both on time and piece 
rates. A few women are employed in this department, and the figures of 
the numbers so employed will be found in the foUowing table which 
Ilets out the average daily earnings of one-bead drawing tenters: 

TABLE No.4. 

Average Dflily EMnings of One-Head Drawing Tenters in 
July 1937. 

I One.Head Drawing Tenters, 

1--l\I-e-n-, -['---l\-fe-n-. --j'-w-o-m-e-n-. -

I (Time.) I (Pipee,) (Piec~,) 

Cent.rt'. 

Rs. a,Jp. Rs. a. p; Rs. a. p. 

Bombay o 13 6 
(40) r 

Ahmedabad : 
Without Relay 1 0 0 

··i 
(21) 

With Relay 

All Mills 1 0 0 

o 15 11 
(915) 

0'15 11 o 15 9 
(559) (12) 

1 2 4 1 1 3 
(131) - (4) 

1 0 4 1 0 2 
(21) 

Sholapur 
(6oo} (16) 

0 9 8 0 9 9 
(274) (3) 

Kurla 

"1 Viramgsm .. 0 SIl 
r, (12) 

'Nadiad 

1 o 10 
(SO) 

o 12 O. 011 
(17) (4) 

011 7 011 5 
(IS) . (3) 

Broach 0 9 0 o 14 4 
(6) 

Rumt 
(12) 

o 13 5 o 14 1 
(2) (4) 

Jalgaon 011 6 
(15) 

Amalner 

011 7 
(24) 

o 14 4 
(30) 

Chalisgaon o 12 7 
(IS) 

Dhulia 

Poona 
I 

"1 

I 

011 6 
.(36) 
o 13 1 

(9) • 



C~tre. 

Barsi .. 
Gokak .. 
Hubli .. 
Gadag .. 

Whole Province : 
July 1937 .. 

1934 - .. 
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TABLE No. 4-contd. 

One-Head Drawing Tenters; 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

Men. 
(TiIIle.) 

Rs. a. p. 

. ... 

. ... 
0 6 5 

(17) 
0 5 0 

(2) 

o II 10 
(131) 

010 7 
(128) 

Re. a. p. Re. a. p. 

0 8 7 . ... 
(18) 

013 6 . ... 
(38) . ...... . ... 

0 7 0 . ... 
(12) 

o 14 11 o 14 I 
(2,175) 

I 
(30) 

I 0 6 015 3 
(3,273) (53) 

It will be noticed that ~ those centres, where payment in this 
department is made both on time and piece rates. the earnings for time
rated workers are lower than those for piece workers. As compared 
with the figures for 1934~ one-head drawing tenters in Ahmedabad show 
a fall in earnings from Rs.1-4-0 per day to Rs.-I-0-4.per day. The" levels 
of earnings in Bombay and Sholapur for piece-rated men fell' from 
Rs. 1-0-6 to fifteen annas and eleven pies and from eleven annas and 
two pies to nine annas and eight pies per day respectively. If the 
figures for the Province as a whole are considered. the earnings of time 
workers show an improvement from ten annas and seven pies per day 
to eleven annas and ten pies per day. but those of piece workers fell 
from Rs. 1-0-6 to fourteen annas and eleven pies per day. The average 
daily earnings for workers employed in each of the three rationalized 
occupations are set out in the following table: 

TABLE No. D. _ 
Average Daily E0!7nings in Rationalized OCCUpalt'fmS in t~ Drawing 
. Department in July 1937. (Piece unless otherwise stated.) 

Dr' awmg T te en re. 

Centre. Three Heads to two men. 
Four Heads , Two Heads 

to three JIIen. -----_ .. _-- to one man. 
Mell. I Women. 

I :Be. a. p. Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. I Re. a. p. 
I 

"I 
! 

Bombay .. 1 3 2 I ]. 5 .... 
I 

.... 
(9) (671) 

, 
.BkB26-2 
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TABLE No. I>---roma. -

Drawing Tenters. 

Centre. Three Heads to two men. 
Four Heads Two Heads 
to three men. , 

\ 

toone man. 
Men. Women. 

, 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. &. p. 
Ahmedabad: 

Without Relay •. .. .... 1 2 0 1 311 1 211 

With Relay 
(115) ,(3) (5) .. .. . ... 1 1 3 . ... . ... 

, (18) 
All Mille .. .. . ... 1 III 1 311 1 211 

(133) (3) (5) 
Broach .. .. . ... . ... . ... T o 10 0 

(11) 
Barsi .. ," . ... .... . ... 0 7 2 

" (9) 
Gokak .' 

i .. .. . ... o 13 5 . ... . ... 
(34) 

T=Time. 

An examination of the figures given at pages 94 and 95 of the third of 
the General Wage Census Reports published by the Labour Office covering 
the textile industries shows that, whereas there were 1,528 one-head 
drawing tenters employed in all shifts in all mills in B'ombay, the number 
of two men to three-head drawing tenters amounted to 604. The numbers· 
returned for day shift working alone in 1937 are 955 one-h"ead drawing 
tenters and 671 drawing tenters on the system of three heads to two men.' 
These figures,would show that there has been some extension in the allot
ment of three heads to two men in the drawing department as between 
1934 and 1937. A much larger development in this direction is noticeable 
in Ahmedabad where the similar figures for 1934 and 1937 were 26 and 
136 respectively including three women in the latter case. The average 
daily earnings in Bombay fell from Rs. 1-2-2 to Rs. 1-1-5 and in Ahmed
abad from Rs. 1-6-3 to Rs. 1-1-11. Only 9 men were employed on the 
four heads to three Il}en system in 1937 in mills ill Bombay on day 
shift as compared with 45 men in 1934 on all shifts. Earnings, however, 
improved from an average of Rs. '1-1-1 to Rs. 1-3-2 per day. This 
method of working does not appear to be resorted to in any centre 
outside l3ombay. The total number employed in the whole Province 
on the two heads to one man system. was 25, distributed as follows: 
Ahmedabad 5, Broach 11 and Barsi 9. 
FRAME DEPARTMENT. 

The chief occupations in the frame 'department are slubbing tenters, 
inter tentets, roving tenters, creelers and doffers. Creel~rs and doffers 
are universally paid on time rates, but aU the three main classes of 
tenters are predominantly paid on the basis of piece work. With the 
exception of one woman roving tenter in Bombay and 37 women tenters 
in Ahmedabad all frame tenters were men. ,As doffers :fu both the frame 
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and ring spinning departments are employed on the same rates of wages 
in individ~l ~lls, all doffers were ~ouped together for the pUrPoses of 
the 1937 mqwry as was "done m the General Wage Census. ,The 
occupation of doffers will be dealt with in the next 'section on ring 
spinning. Except in th~ mills in Viramgam, Broach, Jalgaon, Amalner 
and .Barsi, where slubbing tenters 'are always given back tenters, the 
predominant method of work in slubbing is not to provide slubbing 
tentere with back tenters. The figures for the whole Province for day 
shift working are 1,107 slubbing tenters without back tenters and 327 
with back tenters. As far as inter tenters are concerned, the predominant 
method of ,!ork appears to be the allotment of single machines to each 
tenter although mills in Bombay returned 25 double machine inter 
tenters and the mill in Nadiad returned all its inter tenters as double 
machine tenters. 

In roving the normal method of work is to expect roving teuters 
to do their own creeling-the figures for day shift working for 
the whole Province showing 3,236 roving tenters doing their own 
creeling as against" only 95 not doing their own creeling. Under 
efficiency systems of work two machines are allotted, to each roving tenter. 
Here also a difi'erence"is made as between double machine roving tenters 
doing their own creeling and those not so doing. The following table 
sets out the average daily earnings of single machine slubbing, inter and 
roving tenters and creelers: 

TABLE No.6. 
Average Daily Earnings in the Frame Departmene-:-J:len. 

I 
, 

I 
Single machine Roving Slubbing Tentel'll. Tenters. 

·T Single 
machine Centre. or Inter Creelers. 

P. With Without Tenters: Doing Not doing 
" back back own own , 

tenters. tentel'll. creeling. .creeting. 

I Ra. a. p. Ra. a. P.IR~. a. p.1 Ra. a. p'l. Ra. a. p . . Ra. &. p. 

Bombay •. T 011 10 o 14 9 I . ; I 0 12 4 .. 011 6 
I (28) (17) (2) (25) 

P 1 0 7 1 1 0 0 15 61 0 14 10 0 J4 2 .. 
(68) (605) .(1,246) (1,090) (9) 

Ahmedabad: 
.Withollt T . , 015 9 1 0 0 015 9 .. 010 3 

Relay. (6) (6) . (16) (4) 
P 1 1 0 1 3 2 1 1 9 015 7 o 14 7 .. 

(109) (233) (549) (1,088) (30) 
With Relay P 1 1 9 1 3 4 1 3 0 1 07 .. , . 

(51) (47) (121) (308) 
3 AllMilla •• T .. o 15 9 1 0 0 o 15 9 .. , 010 

(6) (6) (16) , (4) 
, P 1 1 3 1 3 2 1 2 0 o 15 10 o 14 7 .. 

(160) (280) 

(870) 'I (1,396) , (30) 
Bholapu .. T .. ~ .. o 10 10 o 10 10 , " 0 8 0 

I~ 
(26) , (133) r (18) 

'O. o 11 31 o 10 10 0 9 7 .. ... 
(93) (145) (127) -1 

.T = Time, and P = PIece •. 
KBkR26-2a 
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TABLE No.J;-contd. 

Slubbing Tent~rs. Single machine Baving 

·T. ' Single Tenters. 
machine Centre. or Inter Creeler8. 

P. With Without Tenters. Doing Not doing 
back back own own 

tenters. tenters. creeling. creeling. 

Kurla. T 
Rs. a. p. Rs ••• p. Rs. a.. p. R~ a.. p. Rs ••• p. Rs .•• p. .. .. .. .. .. .. 011 6 

p. 
(17) .. 1 0 6 o 15 0 1 0 5 01211 .. 

Viramga.m " P 
(29) (55) (25) (38) 

o 10 8 .. o 12 6 o 10 1 .. 
Nadiad P 

. (24) (24) .(57) .. .. 1 2 2 .. .. o 15 4 .. 
Broaoh T 

(7) (2) .. 010 0 " .. .. .. .. 
P 

(2) 
014 o 12 11 .. 2 o 12 5 .. .. 

Surat P 
(18) (25) (49) .. .. 1 1 1 o 12 11 o u 91 .. .. 

Jalgaoil 
(2) (6) .(17) 

.. P o 10 0 .. 011 6 o U 71 .. .. 
(8) (8) (17) 

P .. 011 6 011 0 o 10 4' .. .. 
(8) (16) (33) 

Amalner. .. P o 13 5 .. o 11 21 010 6 .. .. 
(10) (22) (48) 

Chalisgaon .. T .. 01310 o 13 11 : .. o 1310 .. 
(6) (14) . (16) \ 

Dhulia .. P .. 0.12 7 011 1 o 10 I, .. .. 
I (12) (21) (51) 

Poona .. P .. o 13 1 o 13 4 o 13 3 .. .. 
(3) (6) .(15) 

Ba~i .. T .. . .. .. .. .. 0 5 3 
(5)' 

P 0 8 6 .. 0 7 7 0 7 2 .. ! .. 
(!I) (18) (27) : 

Gokak .. P .. o 13 3 011 5 o 10 10 I .. I .. 
(29) (55) (97) , 

Bubli .. P .. all 0 0 9 1 o 8 4 .. 
J 

.. 
(6) (6) (21) 

I 
Gadag .. P .. 0 7 5 0 511 0 5 9 .. .. 

(4) (8) (15) 

Whole Pro· I vince: e 
July 1937 •• P 011 4 O' 14 91 o 12 4 011 5 o 13 10 o 10 1 

(38) (29) (54) (168) (16) (69) 
P o 15 10 1 0 10 () 15 6 014 5 o 13 9 .. -(289) (1,078) , (2,323) (3,068) (79) 
All o 15 4 '1 0 9 I o 15 6 o 14 3 o 13 9 o 10. 1 

(327) (1,107) ! (2,377) (3,236) t (95) (611) 

1934 .. T 011 9 o 10 0 o 11. 8 011 01.0 8 5 o 10 2 
(36) (18) (33) (153) I (8) .. (199) 

P 1 2 4 1 2. 3 1 1 1 102/114 .. 
(691) (1,086) (2,917) (4,733) (90) I 

I All 1 1 11 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 9 010 2 
(727) (1,104) (2,950) • (4,886) I (98) (199) 

*T = Time, and P d, Piece. 
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, The earnings or slubbing tenters who are not provided with back 
tenters are in all cases higher "than of those who are so provided. As 
compared with 1934; the earnings of slubbing tente~s have fallen-in 
some cases considerably-in' 1937. For example, whereas 433 slubb~g 
tenters with back tenters and 238 without back tenters in Ahmedabad 
earned averages of daily earnings amounting to Rs. 1-4-3 and Rs. 1-8-11 
respectively'in 1934, the earnings of 160 and 280 workers in these two 
groups fell to Rs. 1-1-3 and Rs. 1-3-2 respectively in 1937. In mills in 
Bombay, the earnings of slubbing tenters without back tenters fell 
from Rs. 1-2-1 in 1934 to Rs. 1-1~0 in 1937, and the earnings of the 
same group in Sholapur fell from twelve annas and eleven pies to eleven 
annaa and three pies per day during the sa.me period. As compared 
with, slubbing.tenters, single machine inter tenters show lower levels 
of earnings in the three chief centres of the industry, but in the case' 
of certain centres such as Viramgam, Broach and Jalgaon the earnings 
of single machine inter tenters are higher. 

The drop in earnings as between 1934 and 1937 in the three chief 
centres of the industry is ~a.rkedly reflected in the general averages 
for the Province as a whole. For example, the averages for 
all piece-rated slubbing tenters with, back tenters fell from Rs. 1-2-4 
to fifteen annasand ten pies per day and those of slubbing tenters 
without back tenters from Rs. 1-2-3 to ~s. 1-0-10. Similar decreases 
are noticeable in almost all the other figures for the geDjral averages 
in the above ta.ble. The following table gives the figures df numbers of 
inter and roving tenters employed on double machines in mills in v8iious 
centres of the Province together with their average daily earnings : 

~ 

TABLE No.7. 

Average Daily Earnings oj,D,ouble Machine Inter aru1 Booing Tenters 
in JuZy 1937 . 

• 
Double machine Roving 

Double Tenters. 
'rime machine Centre. or Inter' Piece. Tenters, Doing Notdomg 

'bwn own 
creeling, creeling. 

Ra. a. p. Re. a. p. Ra.a. p. 

Bombay .. .. Piece .. I 0 4 1 3 0 I 14 0 
(25) , (69~) (40)' 

Ahmedabad: 
Without Relay •. .. Do. .. .... I 5 4 I 5 3 

(40) .. (8) 

With Relay .. .. Do. ", .... I 7 6 . ... 
I (5) 

AllMiIls .. .. Do. 'f ····1 I 5 7 1 5 3 
(45) (8) 
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TABLE No. -7~ntd . . 
j I 

Double machine Roving I 
Double I 

Tenters. . 
Time machine Centre. or Inter I 
Piece. Tenters. I 

Doing Not doing , own own , 
I creeling. creeling. 
I 

. 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. 

Sholapur .. .. Time .. .... o 14 7 . ... 
-- (10) 

Kurla .. ... Piece . ... '''1 o 15' 2 , 
(6) 

Nadiad . , .. Do. .. I 9 0 . ... l 3 11 
f(6) (IS) 

BarBi .. .. Do. .. .... o 12 9 .. ... 
(5) 

< , 

Only a few inter tenters are employed on double machines in mills ill 
Bombay and Nadiad. In Bombay the daily earnings of 25 double 
machine inter tenters averaged Rs. 1-0-4 per day as against fifteen annas 
and six pies fpr single machine inter tenters. In the. mill in Nadiad, no 
single machine inter tenters are employed. The inquiries in connection 
with the Gen~ral Wage Census of 1934 showed 56.roving tenters employed 
on the basis of two men t.o three machines. :N,Q" workers were returned 
in this category during. the 1937 inquiry. On the other hand, figures 
were returned fot double machine roving tenters doing their own creeling 
and not doing their own creeling. The predominant group is that of 
those doing their own creeling. The average daily earnings of double.. 
machine roving tenters in mills in Bombay fell from Rs. 1-6-5 in 1934 to 
Rs. 1-3-0 in 1937. There were no double machine roving tenters in 
Ahmedabad in 19M. The system, however, appears to have been 
introduced and made some progress since ,then because during th8 
1937 inquiry a total of 53 workers were returned in this group-45 doing 
their own creeIing ~ith an average daily' earning of Rs. 1-5-7 and 8 
not.doing their own creeling with an average daily earning of Rs. 1-5-3. 

RING SPINNING DEPARTMENT. 

The two principal occupations in the ring spinning department are 
siders or pieaers, as they are sometimes,called, and doHers. In certain 

, centres, a. subsidiary group of workers who are known as gaiters or 
tarwallas are also employed. No such workers are employed in mills 
in Ahmedabad, Viramgam, Nadiad, Broach, Surat, Poona and Gokak. 
Siders 'in some mills in Bombay, Ahmedabad' and Sholapur and aU 
siders in the mill at Gadag are ,paid on piece rates. The predominant 
method of payment for this group iSI however, on time rates. Gaiters 
and doHers are always on time rates. 
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The ring spinning department is the first of the process departments 
in a cotton textile mill which gives employment to a considera.ble number 
of women. The total number of .women employed in this department in 
all mills in the Province amounted to 4,317 in July 1937. The Wage 
Census Report on the textile industries shows that a total number of 983 
children were employed as dofiers in various cotton textile mills in the 
Province: The results of the Labour Office inquiry for the year 1937 do 
not show any children as being employed in this department except in 
mills in Viramgam. In this centre 69 half-time dofiers were returned with 
an average daily earning of three 'annas and one pie as against three 
annas and ten pies in 1934. In the following table we show the average' 
daily earnings of single side siders, gaiters or tarwallas, and dofiers, 
separately for men and women according to whether they were paid 
on time or piece rates: 

TABLE No.8. 

Average Daily Earnings of Single Siik Siders, Gaiters anl 
Dofferg in July 1937. -

i , 
I Single Side Gaiters or 

I Dofiers. 

:~ I 
Siders. TarwaIla.s. 

'Centre. 

I women.: 
P. 

!women .• ! I ' ' Men. Men. 'Men. Women.,Children. 
i 

IRs. A. p. R8. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p) Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. 'Ra. a. p. 
I 

Bombay .. T o 13 8 0 13 3 o 13 o 0 12, 3 0 10 6 010 3 .. 
(4,160) (296) (2,268) (300) (6,9.'50) . (1,090) 

p 1 5 4 .. .. .. .. . . . . 
Ahmedabad : 

(80) 
, 

Without Relay T 015 6 016 3 .. .. o 10 7 0 10 8 . . 
(2,062) (512) (3,632) . (470) 

WithRelay •. T 1 0 1 1 0 0 .. .. 011 1 0 10 11 . . 
(1,983) • (392) (1,005) (135) 

AlIMms .. T o 15 9 0 15 7 .. .. 010 9 0 10 9 .. 
(4,045) (904) (5,137) (£05) 

Shoillpur .. T 0 810 010 2 0 7, 6 0 7 7 0 7 1 0 611 .. 
(1,413) '(56) (361) (12) (1,324) (20) 

P 0 9 3 0 910 .. .. ., .. . . 
(266) (2) • Kurla .. T o 14 3 .. o 12 6 .. o 10 0 .. . . 
(Ml) (66) (326) 

'} Viramgllm .. T OIl 2 0 10 11 .. .. 0 6 o 0 6 o 0 3 
(231) (41) (128) (3~ (69 

Nadiad .. T o 12 4 0 12 6 .. . . o 811 o 2 .. . (10) (2) (163) (6) 
Broaeh .. T o 11 }O 0 9 7 .. . . 0 7 9 .. .. 

(212) (46) (167) 
Burat .. T 011 9 0 Il 9 .. .. 0 7 o 0 7 0 .. 

(77) (23) (50) (18) 
JIIIgaon .. T 010 6 .. 0 8 2 .. .0 6 7 .. .. 

(192) (72) (108) 
AmaInet 

"1 T 
010 7 .. 0 8 6 .. 0 6 10 .. .. 
'(246) (69) , (166) 
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• TABLE No. 8-contd. 
------.~------------------------------------.-- ..•... - . 

Single Side'! Gaiters or 

__ Ce_n_t_re_· ___ ¥._~;o~~.l ~~:~.: Mon. i=ril-

! IRs. a. p. Rs. a. P.IRS. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs.&.. p .. Rs. a. p. R s. a. p 
i 

Chalisgaon .. 'l' 0111 •. \'080 .. 069 •.•. 
(82) (31) (67) 

Dhulis. .. T 0110 .. 081 .. 058 .... 
(264) I (36) (139) 

.. T 01150115 ..... 070070 .. 
(67) (5) i (47) (3) 

.... T 0611 .. 10500411042042 .. 
(170) : (65) (2) (79) (16) 

'·1 T 0 7 2 0 7 31.. .. 0 4 9 0 3 9 .. 

POODS. 

Balsi 

Goka.k 

Hubli 

I 
(314) (127) I (408) (109) 

.. T 0 (4~) 6 0 (4~) 61 0 (t) 0 0 (3~) 0 0 (3~) 6 0 (2!) 6 .. 
Gadag .. P 0 6 7 0 6 3, . . 0 4 10 0 3 11 0 3 8 .. 

-----i-'~~I--- (28) ~~~ 
Whole Province: ' . I 

July 1937 .. T' I O' 13 3 0 13 8 0 11 9 0 11 0 0 9 10 0 9 8 0 3 1 

1934 

(12,071) (1,544) \ (2,964) (373) (15,303) (1,945) (69) 
P 0 12 J 0 6 5 . . •. . • . I .. 

l (339),. (56) 

\ 

All 0 13 3\ 0 13 51' 0 11 9 0 11 0 0 9 10 0 9 8 0 3 1 
_ (12,410) (1,600':' (2,964) (373) (15,303) (1,945) (69). 

.. T. 0 13 8 0 14 4, 0 11 8 0 11 5 0 9 10 0 9 9 0 3 8 
(20,873)(3,347) ; (3,793) (6U) (15,166) (3,146) (983) 

P 10 9 9 0 7 4' .. •. •• •. .. 
(272) (53) . 

All 013 7 014 2' 011 8 011 5 0 910 0 9 9' 0 3 8 
(21,145) (3,400). (3,793) (6U) (15,166) (3,146) ~ (983) 

. '\ I ! 

*T = Time, a.nd P = Piece. 

As between men and women workers, the differences in earnings are 
'Very small except in Gokak where 109 women doffers earned on an average 
three annas and nine pies as against an average daily eaming of four 
annas and nine pies for 408 men cloffers. In Bombay, men siders earned 
about five pies per day more and men tarwallas. earned nine pies per day 
more than women employed in these occupations. As compared with 
1934, the earnings of siders improved by one pie per day in Bombay and 
worsened by eight pies per clay in Ahmedabad. Men gaiters or tarwallas 
in mills in Bombay secured an average daily earning very near to that 
of men single side siclers, but the earnings of women tarwallas amounted 
to about an anna per day less. . 

The wage position of all groups of single side siders except men on 
piece rat.es worsened slightly between 1934 and 1937. The average 
daily earnings of the excepted group improved from nine annas and 

. nine pies for 272 men in 1934 to twelve annas and one pie for 339 men 
in 1937. The position with rega.rd to ga.iters and doffers, howev~r, 
rema.ined about the same. In the following. table we set out the 
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information available regarding numbers and .wages of double side 
and treble side siders: 

TABLE No.9. 

Average Daily Earnings oj DO'I.IlJle ani/, Treble Side Siders in JUly 1937. 

! i Double Side Siders. 
i *T ! ____ ~----

I ~! Men. 

Treble Side Side ... 

Centre. 
Women. Men. I Women. , 

! 
R8. a. p. I Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

Bombay .. .. T 1 I 10 ! 1 2 6 i 510 

I 
I .... 

(4,468) (195) (28) 
P 1 5 4 .... . ... . ... 

(13) 
Ahmedabad -:. 

I Without Relay .. T 1 4) 10 1 4) 9 . ... . ... 
(1,888) (197) 

P 1 4) -6 

I 
.... ••• <\, . ... 

With Relay I 
(46) 

.. T 1 6 7 I 4) 8 .... . ... 
(107) '(6) 

All Mills .. .. T 1 510 1 5 9 .... . ... 
(1,995) I (203) 

P 1 5 6 
! 

.... .... .... 
Sholapur 

(46) 
.. .. T o 13 5 ! . ... .... . ... 

(9) i 

Kurla 
! .. .. T 1 2 10 .... . ... . ... 

Nadiad .. .. T 
(41) 

1 0 5 1 0 9 ...... . ... 
(109) (1) 

Chaliagaon .. .. T I 1 3 1 .... . ... 0 •• ~ 

-l 
(16) I , 

Whole Province: 
July 1937 T. 

, 
.I 3 0 1 4 2 1 jj 10 .. .. . ... 
(6,638) (399) (28) 

P 1 5 6 .... '0'" .... 
(59) I All 1 3 1 1 4 2 1 510 .... 

.. Tj 
(6,697) (399) (28) I 

I 
I 

1934 .. 1 3 0 I 1 3 1 • .... . ... 
I 

(4,001) I (151) I P 1 6 7 I· .... .... 
f 

. ... 
(216) 

, All 1 3 2 I I 3 1 .... .... 
(4,217) 

j 
(151) I 

*T = Time, and P = Piece. 

An examination of the figures at page 101 of the Third Report of the 
General Wage Census shows that there were 3,596 double,side siders 
as against 8,798 single side siders employed in all shifts in Bombay 

. and that there were only 676 double side siders 3S against 10,640 single 
side siders employed in all shifts in Ahmedabad. An examination of· 
the figures contained in the above two tables for the year 1937 shows 



that there were 4,676 double side siders as against 4,536 single side 
liders' working on day shifts alone in Bombay and 2,244 double side 
siders as against 4,949 single side siders working on day shifts alone 
in Ahmedabad. These figures show that there haa been a rapid extension 
in rationalization in the ring'spinning department in the, two main 
centres of the industry in the Province. The table also shows that there 
was little rationalization in this department in mills outside Bombay, 
Ahmedabad and Nadia<!. 

Double side siders on time rates in Bombay and Ahmedabad earned· 
an average daily wage ofRs. 1-1-10 and Rs. 1-5-10 respectively as against 
average daily earnings of thirteen annas and eight pies and' fifteen annas 
and nine pies respectively of single side siders. As compared with 
1934, the earnings of double side siders on time rates fen from Rs. 1-2-6 
to Rs. 1-1-10 in 1937 in Bombay and from Rs. 1-7-9 to RB. 1-5-10 
in Ahmedabad. 

MULE SPINNING DEPARTMENT. 

The principal occupations in this 4epartment are spinnere, 'engine 
piecers, side piecers and creel boys. The total number of workere 
employed in this department on day shift working in all mills in the 
Province in July 1937 amounted to 656, of whom 624 or more than 
95 per cent. were employed in mills in Bombay. There was no mule 
spinning whatever in mills in Ahmedabad in 1937. No women are 
employed in this department, and although payment in some mills 
is made on time rates, the piece rate system is the predominant mode 
of wage payment. The average daily earnings ,in the occupations 
specified in July 1937 were as set out in the following table: 

TA.BLE N:o. 10 • 

.Averag~ Daily Earnings in the 'Mule Spinning Department in July 1937. 

1 ,----

·T Engine Side 
Centre. or Spinners. Piecers. .P~ecel'l!l. 

Cftel Boys. 
\ P 

~ , 

Re. a. p. Re. a. p. RI. a. p. Ra. a. p. 

Bombay .. .. 1; 1 12 6 1 2 0 1 1 8 o 10 10 
(5) (35) (46) (148) 

P 1 8·8 1 2 1 • 1 0,10 .010 2 
(77) (128) (181) (4) 

S'holapur .. .. T o 12 10 .... ..... 0 8 4 
(5) (3) 

~alner .. .. T o 11 10 011 0 0'11 0 .... 
(1) (1) ( (1) 

Gohk .. .. P ... ". OJO 8 o 8 2 . ... 
(3) (11) 

Eubli .. .. T o 14, 9 .... 0 9 3 .... 
(I) (6) 

-x _ Time. aDd P "" PUlee. 
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TABLE No. lO-contd. 

I*T I Engine I . Side Centre. or Spinners. Creel Boys. 

I P 
J 

Piecers. I Piecers .. . '1 -
I ., I 

·R8. a. p. I Rs. a. p. &S. &. p. Rs. a. p. 
Whole Province : 

July 1037 ,. .. I T ! 1 3 6 . I 1 10 1 0 7· '010 II 
(12) (36) (63) (161) 

P 1 8' 3 1 1 11 1 0 4 010 2 
(77) i (131) (192) (4) 

I Ail 1 7 7 I 1 1 10 1 0 5 o 10 9 

i (89) . . (167) (245), (166) 

1934 .. T 1 4 5· 
I .. 1 1 8 015 9 010 7 

(20) (58) (lll) (254) 

l' 1 10 2 ], 3 5 11 11 013 1 
(121) (214) (~69) (5) 

) Ml 1 II 5 1 3 0 1 1 5 o 10 8 
(141) (272) (480) (259) 

: 
I 

*T = Time, and P = Piece. 
, 

REELING DEPARTMENT, • 

There is only one impor,tant occupation in this departrp.ent, and that 
is reeling itself. This department is staffed overwhelmingly by women. 
The figures for 1934 were 11,312 women and 263 men. Similar figures 
for 1937 were 11,004 women and 127 men. Inquiries conducted by the 
Labour Office into wages prior to 1937 made no ,d~tinction ~etween 
hand and power reelers. For the purposes of the 1937 inquiry, however, 
special in:(orma~ion reg~rding the number and ~arnings. of p~wer ~eele~s 
was procured III certam cases. Except· 25 power reelers III nulls. III 

ShoJapu.r who earned an a.verage daily wage of six annas and five pies. 
on time rates, all the remaining power reelers Were on piece rates, . The 
figures regatding their average daily earnings are as follows :-

.. Rs. a. p.' 

Bombay 010 1 
(350) 

Ahnledabad 010 8 
(102) 

Sholapur 0 4:11 
(28) 

Kurla 0 91 
(143) 

Gokak ; . 0 8 9 
(7.13) 
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The following ta1>le gives the average daily earning~ for all women reelers 
according to whether they were on time or piece rates: 

TABLE No. 11. 
AVe1'(lge Daily Earnings of Reelers in July 1937. 

Conti'e, 

Bombay 

Ahmedabad: 
Witbout Relay 

With Relay 

All Mills 

Sholapur 

Kurla ", 

Viramgam 

Nadiad "-

Broa.oh 

SuraL ", 

Jalgaon 

" 
Amalner " 
Chalisgaou 

Dhulla 

Poona 

-&rai "I 

I 
Gokak 

"1 

Reelers (Women). 

Time. 

Rs. a. p. 

C 8 :I 
(31) 

0 9 6 
(16) 

011 1 
(6) 

0 911 
(22) 

0 6 0 
(41) 

0 6 9 
(3) 

Piece. 

Rs, &. p. 

o 9 0 
(5,870) 

o 8 7 
(1,269) 

o 9 5 
(18) 

087 
(1,287) 

o 4, 1 
(1,249) 

o 9 11 
(198) 

o 4- 9 
(16) 

o 10 5 
(31) 

i) 6 0 
(51) 

o 7 6 
U2) 

o 4 7 
(147) 

042 
(125) 

o 511 
(25) 

06 0 
(lOIS 

043 
(8) 

043 
(431) 

086 
(864) 
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TABLE No. ll--contd. 

Centre. 

I • I 

i 
Hubli ': I 
Gadag •• i 

I Whole Pro~ince : 
July 1937 

i 
I 

1934 
I 

"1 

I 

$ 

Reeler$ (Women). 

Time. Piece. 

Rs. &. p. :Rs. a. p. 

0 4 0 0 4 7 
(2) (308) 

0 6· 0 0 3 4 
(1) (181) 

0 7 6 0 7 9 
(100) (10,904) 

0 7 9 
(11,004) 

0 7 5 6- 9 3 
(153) (11,159) 

0 9 2 
(1l,312) 

As compared with the averages for 1934, the earnings of women reelers 
in Ahmedabad fell from eleven annas and seven pies per day in 1934 
to eight annas and seven pies per day in 1937. The extent of the fall 
in Bombay is less-the figures being ten annasand two pies in 1934 
and nine annas in 1937. The general average for all women reelers in 
a.ll mills in the Province fell from nine annas. and two pi.es per day to 
seven anuas and nine pies per day. 

WINDING DEPARTMENT •. 

The principal occupation in this department is that of winding, but 
there are several dillerent types' of winding. The workers engaged on. 
these dillerent types are grouped into . three main classes: (1) grey 
winders; (2) colour winders; and (3) pirn or universal winders. As in 
reeling, this department also is predominantly. staffed with women 

. workers, but not' to the sa,me extent.' The figures returned for the 
purposes of the General Wage Census show that the total number 
employed as winders of all types in all shift~ in all cotton mills amounted 
to 24,219, of whom 19,839 or 81·91 per cent. were women and 4,380 or 
18·09 per cent. men. The total' number of winders employed on day 
shift alone in July 1937 fu all mil1s in the Province amounted to 25,969, 
of whom 24,022 or 92·50 per cent. were women and only 1,947 or 
7·50 per cent. were men. It is of interest to obse:rye that 1,182 or 
60·70 per cent. of the total number of men winders were' employed in 
mills in Ahmeuabad. In this connection it "is, however, necessary to 
emphasize that whereas the figures for 1934 covered all shifts, the, 
figures for 1937 given here 'are for day shift only, 'and it is more thatt 
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probable that. a large' number of men were employed all winders for 
the ,.purposes of night shirt working. Payment in this departm~nt is 
predominantly 'on the basis of production and only 467 or 1'80 per 
cent. of the total number of 25,969 winderI'! employed on day shift'were 

,paid on: tim~ .rates. .,' 
There are a few instances of workers in' this department being put 

on rationalized systems of work, but it has not been possible for 
the Labour Office to collect any data regarding the numbers so employed. 
The.following table shows the average daily earnings of men and women' 
employed in the three principal types of winding in July 1937 according 
to whether they were paid on time or piece: 

TABLE No. 12. 

Average Daily Earnings 'in the Winding Department in July 
. 193'l-Men and Women. 

, 

·T 
Grey Winders. Colour Winders. Pirn Winders. 

Centre. or 
P. 

Men. I Women. Meu. I Women. Men. I' Women. 

Re. a. p. Re.a. p. Re. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. 

Bombay .. T 0 8 6 010 8 011 11 010 9 o 12 10 o 10 2 
(1) (20) (6) 

51 
(10) (59) (35) 

P 011 7 0 911 o 15 I o 12' 8 1 1 6 011 1 

Ahn·edabad: 
(37) (7,654) (21) I (3,687) (157) (2,936) 

Withou t T o 1510 .. Ii 7 0 .. 011 0 014 5 
Relay. (26) (1) (77) , (22) 

P 0 911 I} 8 5 011 4 010 3 Q 13 0 .. 
(665) (3;359) (407) (1,766) (5) 

With Relay T .. .. .. .. o 10 7 .. 
(1) 

AllMills •• T 015 ro .. 0 '1 0 ~ . 011 0 014 5 
(26) (1) (78) , (22) 

P 0 911 0 8 5 011 4 010 3 o 13 0 .. 
(665) (3,359) (407) (1,766) (5) 

Sholapur .. T .. 0 6 6 .. 0 5 7 0 9 1 0 5 2 
(45) (4) (47) (58) 

P .. 0, 4 6 .. 0 5 0 0 8 0 0 9 8 
c (1,287) (543) (368) (108) 

Kurla .• P .. o 10 0 ,. 011 9 .. o 10 11 
(225) (72) 

Viramgam •• T .. .. .. .. (86) 
0 7 7 0 '1 3 

, (2) (1) 
'P 0 511 0 7 2 1 2 10 o 12 11 .. .. 

Nadiad 
(7) (120) (3) (25) 

.. T .. .. .. ' ... 0'9 3 .. 
(6) 

P ., 0 9 9 .. Olli 4 .. .. 
(lll) (92) 

Broach .. T .. .. .. .. .. 0 6 0 
, , (24) 
P .. 0 7 3' .. 0 8 8 .. .. 

(128) (47) 

·T '" Time. and P "" Piece. 
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... 'ABLE No. 12-conttL 
, 

.-r . Grey WiDders. Colour Winders. Pim Winder~ . 

. Centre. 01' 
P. Men. I Women. Men. , Women. I Women. Men. 

I 

• 
, 

Rs. a. p. R8. a. p. Ra. a. p. Ra. a. p. Rs. a. p. R8. a. p. 

SlUM .. T .. 0 7 4 .. .. 0 5 2 0 7 0 
(5) (1) (7) 

P .. 0 6 4 011 5 0 5 1 .. .. 
.JaJaaoA T 

(103) (8) (58) .. .. .. .. .. 0 9 3' .. 
P 0 7 3 0 810 

(7) .. .. .. 0 910 
(137) (38) (22) 

Amalner .. f .. 064 0 511 .. 0- 6 ].0, 
(131) (102) (90) 

ChalUsaon •• P .. 0 5 4 .. 0 8 0 015 0 .. 
Dhulia 

(70) (26) (13) 
.. P .. 0 46 .. o /I 3 .. 0 6 6 

Poona T 
(133) (168) (157) .. .. - .. .. .. 0 8 0 .. 

(2) 
P .. 0 7 4) .. ,0 6 5 .. .. 

:Barli 1> 
(47) (43) .. .. 035 .. 0 7 0 .. .. 
(55) (12) ~ 

Tikekarwadi. P 0 711 .. 0 I) 7 .. O. 6 6 .. 
(1) (16) (3) 

Gobk .. P .. 0 7 2 .. .. .. .. 
(49) 

Hubli .. P .. 0 6 1 0 4 g .. 0 4 11 
(66) (29) (9) 

Gadag P .. 0 311 .. .. .. .. 
. (10) 

-I 

Whole Pro-
, 

vince : 
July 1937 • T 015 1 . 0 7 9 011 3 0 9 3 o 10 11 0 8 0 . (27) (70) (7) (14) (202) (147) 

P o 10 0 0 8 9 011 4 011 0 . 0 10 11 010 8 
. (710) (13,676) (455) (6,708) (546) (3,408) 

All o 10 2 089 011 4 011. 0 010 11 o 10 6 
. (737) (13,~45) (462) (6,722>. (748) (3,555) 

Men and Women 0 810 011 0 I o 10 ·7 
on both T· (14,482) (7,184) (4,303) 
andP. 

19U •• T 1 0 II 0 710 011 1 011 IS 011 3 o 10 11 
(65)" (123) (7) (30) (194) , , . (68) 

P 012 , o 9 Ii 013 9 o 12 0 o 12 9 o 11 ~ 
(2,208) (11,440) (867) (5,234) (1,039) . (2,944) 

All 012 II 0 9 , o 13 9 o 12 0 o 12 6 011 2 
(2,273) (11,663) (874) (5,264) (1,233) (3,012) 

Hen and Womell o 9 9 012 2 011 6 , 
on both T (13.836) . (6,138) (4,245) 
andP. 

*T ... Tinle, and P = Piece: . 
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It is n~teworthy\ that, as in 1934, there werff no pirn or Universal 
winders ret~ed from mills in Ahmedabad on piece rates, except for 
five men whose average daily earnings amounted to thirteen annas. 
We do not' think it of value to compare the averages- as between 1934, 
and 1937 owing to the fact that the volume of employment in this 
flepartm~nt is seldom; if ever, constant. 

WARPING DEPARTMENT. 

There are two fna.in occupations in this department-those'of warpers' 
and warping creelers. The rates of wages paid to creelers are very 
similar to those of doffers in the frame arid' ring spmning departments. 
This department is entirely staffed by men and no women are employed. 
Warpers are paid predominantly on production and creelers on time 
rates. Inquiries conducted by the Labour Offic~ into wages prior to 
1937 made, no distinction between warpers working on, high speed 
machines and those working on ordinary speed machines. For the 
purposes of the 1937 inquiry, however, a distinction was :made between 
these two groups. An examination of the data collected showed that 
the differentiation was not sufficiently clear to merit a division of 
this occupation into the tw~ groups indicated. The separate figures
collected for high speed warpers are, however, not without value. For 
example, the detailed tables furnished to the Committee show' that 
the' average daily; earnings of 95 warpers working on high speed machines 
in mills in Ahmedabad which worked without relay amounted to 
Rs. 2-4-3'as against an average daily earning of Rs. 1-14-2 for 689 warpers 
working on machines operating at ordinary speeds. Seven high speed 
warpers working in mills in. Ahmedabad with the relay system earned 
an average of Rs. 3-3-0 per day. The figures for Bombay, on the other 
hand, show that whereas the average daily earnings of 932 ordinary 

• speed warpers amounted toRs. 1-11-4 per day, thos? of 43 high speed 
warpers amounted only: to Rs: 1-10-2. The folIowmg table sets out 
the average daily earnings of all warpers and warping creelers according 
to whether they were paid on time or piece rates: ,~ 

TABLE NQ. 13. 
c 

Average DaiZy Earnings in the Warping Department in July 1937. 

Wa.rpers. Warping C~elers. 

Centre. 

Time. Piece. .Time. PiE'cE'. 

Ra. a. p. I , Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. Ra. a. p. 

Bombay ", 1 6 S' 1 113 011 I OIl 5 

I (11) (975) (497) (9) 
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TABLE :No. 13-contd. 

Warpers. Warping Creelers • . 
Centre. , . 

Time. I Pieoe. Time. I Piece. 

, 
Re. a. p. Ra. a. p. Ra. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

lhmedabad :- , 
Without Belay •• ... 2 0 3 1 14 11 0 9 7 0 6' 7 

With Relay 
(14) (784) (Il5) (4) .. .. lOw •• 3 3 0 . ... . ..... . . (7) 

All Milia .. .. 2 0 3 115 1 0 9 7 0 6 7 

holapur 
(14) (791) (Il5) (4) 

"4 .. .. 013 6- 1 9 6 0 9 I) .... 

"urla 
(1) (94) (52) 

.. .. .... 1 810 011 () . ... 
'iramgam 

I 
(49) (29) .. .. .... 1 711 0 9 3 . ... 
{25) '(1) 

radiad .. .. .... 2 2 2 . ... . ... 
(21) 

Iroach .. .. .... 1 8 4 0 9 8 . ... 
(25) (2) 

urat .. .. .... 1 7 2 . ... -
(27) 

algaon .. .. .... 1 9 8 0 8 JI . ... 

,malner 
(15) (9), .. .. 1 1 7 1 6 0 0 8 9 .... 

haIiagaon 
. (2) (18) (20) .. .. .... 1 3 5 0 8 4 . ... 

Ihulia 
(12) (4) 

.. .. 0 9 1 1 7 4 0 7 8 .... 
(2) (17) (10) , 

'oona .. .. 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 6 0 .... . (3) (8) (3) 
:arsi .. .. .' ... I 1 9 0 6 4 .... 

(6) (3) 
ikekarwadi .. .. .... 1 10 5 . ... . ... 

- (2) 
[ubli .. .. .... 010 10 I. .. . ... 

(15) . 
adag .. .. . ... 

I 
1 0 2 .... . ... 

I 
(3) 

/'hole Province: • 
July 1937 .. .. 1 8 9 I 12 2 o 10 6 0 911 

(33) (2,103) (745) (13) 
- 1 12 2 o 10 6 

(2,136) (758) 
'. 

1934 ' .. .. 1 3 5 1 15 0 o 10 7 o 13 10 
(57) (2,146) (6j!0) (29)' . 

1 14 8 o 10 8 
(2,203) (649) 

-There was practically no difference in the earnings of piece-rat~d 
'arpers in Bombay as b~tween,1934 and 1937, but in Ahmedabad the 
~rnings fell from Rs. 2-1>-4 per day in 1934 to Rs. 1-15-1 in 1937 •. 
--~Bk Ifzs.:...3 ' ' ,. -" ' " . 



SIZING DEPARTMENT. 
'As in the ~arping and drawing-in departments, no _ women are 

employed in the sizing department in any mill in the Province. 
With the exception of a few mills in Bombay, two mills in Kurla and _ 
one mill each in Jalgaon and Dhulia which pay front and back sizers 
on production, all other mills in' the Province pay workers in this. 
department on time rates. The three principal occupations in this 

. department are those of front sizers, back s~ers and sizingmixers.
With the exception of a few centres, the rates of wages of back sizers are 
about half of those paid to front sizers. The" average daily earnings 
in the three specified occupations in this department are set out in the 
following table: . . 

TABLE No. 14. 
Average Daily Earnings in the Sizing Department in July- 193'1. 

• 1 
I Front Sizers. Sizing 

Back Sizer&. Mixers. 
Centre. _. 

Time. I Piece. Time. I Piece. I Time. 

: 
Rs. a; p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

Bombay .. .. 211 2 2 10 8 1 5 8 1 511 1 0 2 
(327) (121) (318) (120) (185) 

Ahmedabad: -
Without Relay .. 1 12 9 .. o 14 8 .. o J3 10 

(361) (370) , (151) 
With Relay .. .. 1 13 9 .. o 14 10 .. o 13 0 

(20) (20) (5) 
All Mills .. .. 1 12 10 .. o 14 8 .. o 13 10 

(381) (390) {156) 
Sholapur .. .. 1 9 5 .. ·014 4 .. o '9 9 

(52) (53) (34) 
Kurla .. .. 2 6 3 .. 1 3 8 1 0 4 

(l7) (19) (4) 
Viramgam .. .. 1 10 9 .. o 12 10 .. o to 1 , 

(9) (ll) (6) 
Nadiad .. .. 2 0 4 .. o 14 9 .. 011 9 

(1O) (10) (5) 
Broaoh .. .. 1 8 2 .. o 13 10 ... o 12 4 

(ll) (12) (7) 
Surat .. .. 1 9 1 .. o 12 4: .. o 10 11 

,. 

, 
.. \ 

(5) (6) (4) 
Jalge.on .. 1 6 1 1 10 0 o 10 9 1 7 0 011 8 

(4) (3) (4) (3) (4) 
AmaIner .. 1 8 6 .. 113 .. o 14 4 

"1 
(10) (10) (8) 

Chalisgaon .. .. I 1 5 8 .. 011 6 .. 0 9 3 
(6) (6) (5) 

Dhulia .. .. .. 1 511 .. - on 0 o 10 7 
(8) (8) (4) 

Poona .. .. 114 0 .. o 14 0 .. o 10 0 
(4) (4) (3) 

Barsi .. .. 1 7 1 .. o 10 6 .. Il 9 7 
(3) (3) (3) 

Hubli .. .. o 13 0 .. 090 .. .. 
(5) (7). 

Gadag .. .. .. .. 070 .. .. 
.- (1) 

~ . • 
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TABLE No. 14-contd. 
-

Front Sizers. Back Sizers. Sizing 
Mixers. 

Centre •. 

Time~ 'I Piece. Time. /- Pieoe. ~ Time. 

Whole Province: 
Rs. a. p. Rs.a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Re. a. :p. 

July 1937 .. .. 2 2 0 2 8 9 1 1 2' l' 5 1 014 3 
(827) (149) (835) (190) (428) 

2 3 0 1 1 9 . 
(976) {985) 

1934 .. .. 2 2 2 2 810 1 1 6 1 5 1 0"1410 
(860) (187) (873) (l7l) (5I9) 

2 3 5 1 2 1 
(1.047) (1,044) 

It is of interest to note that in this department the average earnings 
in Bombay' are considerably higher than .those even in. Ahmedabad. 
As compared with 1934, the average daily earnings of frontsizersdropped 
from Rs. 1-14-6 to Rs. 1-12-10, those of back sizers from fifteen annas 
and seven pies per day to fourteen annas and eight pies per day and of 
sizing mixers from .fifteen annas and eleven pies'to thirteen annas and 
ten pies in Ahmedabad. The levels of earings remained. approximately 
the same in' Bombay. ~ , 
DRAWIIfG-1If DEPARTMENT. 

The two principal occupations in this department are those of drawers
in and reachers. No women are employed in this department. Except 
for four drawers-in in. one mill in Bombay who were paid on time rates, 
persons in this occupation are paid on production in aU other ,mills. 
The results .contained in the General Wage Census report On the 
textile industries show 142 men as ha~ng been paid on tim,e rates and 
252 as having been paid on piece rates in. Ahmedabad. During the 
1937 inquiry all drawers-in in Ahmedabad were .paid on the basis of 
production. The following table sets 'out the average daily earnings in 
these two occupations in July 1937 according to whether the workers 
concerned were paid on time or piece rates: . 

TABLE· No. 15. • 
'Average Daily Earnings in tke Drawing-in -Dep,!,'Ttment in July 1937 . 

• Drawers·in. ;Reachers . 
. 

Centre. 

Time. I Piece. Time. I Piece. 
I 

I Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. I Rs. a. p. 
~ 

'Bombay .. •• j 1. 5 3 ,1 10 0 012 6 I o 13 5 
(4) , (884) (8) (884) 1:1 

Ahmedabad .. .. ..... 1 II 11 0 910 I .... 
• 

- (157) (352) , 

I 
Ii 9' 1 Sholapux .. .. .... 1 4 0 . ... 

(93) (93) 
Kurla " " .... 1 15 1 ... , 010 0' 

(51),. (43) 

II BkR 26-311 
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'. , TA:BLE No. 1~-(:ontd. 

, Drawers·in. Reachers. 

Centre. -
Time; I • Piece. Time. I P' I lece .. 

, 
Re. a. p. Re. a. p. Re. a. p. Re·. a. p. 

Nadiad .. .. . ... 1 12 0 0 611 . ... 
a (IS) (IS) . 

Broach .. .. . ... o 13 2 0 7 .6 0 6 4 

Surat 
(19) (7) (S) .. .. . ... 1 7 0 0 7 2 

Jalgaon 
(4) (13) 

" .. .... o 15 2 . ... . 013 2 

Amalner 
(15) (15) .. .. . ... 014- 2 . .... 0 9 6 

Chalisgaon 
(IS) (IS) .. 

." 
.. . ... o 12 9 . .... 010 2, 

Dhulia 
(10) (10) .. .. . ... o 15 0 . ... 07 7 

Poona 
(12) (12) .. .. . ... 1 0 2 . ... • 0 7 7 , 
(9) (9) 

Barsi .. .. . ... o . 7 11 0 411 . ... 
H'ubli 

(5) (5) . .. .. . ... o 12 10 0 5 ~ . ... 
(12) (12) 

Gadag .. .. .... 1 3 0 I 0 S 0 . ... 
(1) (1) r 

Whole Province: -
July 1937 .. " f 5 3 1 S 8 0'9 1\ o 12 8 

(4) (1,30S) (416) (1,092) 
1 S 8 0,11 9 
(1,312) (1,50S) 

1934 .. .. 011 '1 1 10 '1 010.1 o 13 'f 
(19S) . (1,395) (342) ,(I,OS6) 

1 S '1 Q 12 9 
a (1,593) (1,42S) 

.-

Earnlligs in these, two occupations were .about the same in 1934 and. 
1937 in Bombay, but the average daily earnings of drawers-in fell·from 
Rs. 2-2-9 to Rs. 1-11-11 and those of reachers from ten annas and eight 
pies to nine annas and ten pies in Ahmedabad and from Rs. 1-4-11 to 
Rs. 1-4-0 and from ten annas and nine pies to nine annas and one pie 
respectively in Sholapur. In Ahmedabad, work in this department 
is never ·done on the basis of the relay system because no dr~wer-in can. 
look after two frames at the same time. It is oj interest to note here 
that whereas prior to 1938 a considerable number of, mills in Ahmedabad 
gave out the work in this department on contract, the contract systelli 
has now been completely abolished and all drawers-in and reachers are 
employed directly by the mills-thf,l Ql~ cOntractQrs having in Plost casea 
pecqme muccadams or jobbers, . 
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WEAVIXG DEPARTlIriENT, 

There are two principal occupations in the weaving shed: weavers 
and beam carriers, The usual allocation 01 work in weaviIig is to 
requite a weaver to mind two looms. In certain regions of the 

\. 
Province, especially in Sholapur, in Khandesh and in the Karnatak, 
there are considerable numbers of one-loo'm weavers. The allotment , 
of one loom ·to a weaver ,does not always imply want of efficiency. 
Jacquards and blankets are w.o~eD. on" exceptionally wide looms and it 
would not ordinarily be possible for a weaver engaged on this 
type of production to look after two looms. There are also cases where 
~ wide loom engaged on chaddars and sheetings or a dobby loom engaged 
on the manufacture of cloth with intricate designs is allotted to one 
weaver. Labour Office inquiries make a distinction between one-loom 
weavers wor~g on ordiaary plains and greys, on dobbies and on. 

I 

jacquards and blankets, but no distinction is. made in respect 
of widt~ of looms. The allotment of .three, four or six; ioo~ 
to a weaver comes within the sphere of efficiency measures. As 1'Vill 
be . seen from Table No. 17; there are a certain number of 

- three-loom and "four-loom 'weavers returned by mlll~ in Ahmedabad, 
Sholapur andViramgam. These number in all 182; including 23 
" smash hands ", Apartrfrom the few cases cited, a weaver is not asked 
to mind more than two looms in any centre of the industry ·outside 
Bombay, Six-loom working has only been . adopted in some of the 
mills under the agency of Messrs. E. D. Sa~sOon & Co., Ltd., Bombay, 
but in all such cases the 'weaving shed is worked on the basis of three 
shifts of seven hours each per ,day instead of the normal shifts of nine 
hours each. " Smash hands" afe weavers who are employed generally, 
on the six-loom a~d sometUnes o~ the four~loom systems to ,help the 

• regular weavers. The total number!? of weavers employ~d in rationalized 
forms of 'working on 'day shi~ in aU mills in Bombay were as 
follows: three-loom weavers, 685; four-loom weavers, 2,825; J:lix-loom ' 
weavers, 609 ~ and smash hands, 333. We understand that a n~ber of 
automatic looms have been recently installed'iIi. Bomban the data 
furnished to us by the Labour Office for 1931 reveal 25 automatic loom 
weavers, all from Bombay, 

The totai nUmber of weavers returned by all mills in the Province 
working on day shift in July 1937 amounted to 59,438 as against a total 
of 66,683 returqed by all mills for all shifts for the puiposes of the 
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General Wage Census in 1934. The last figure included 7 women 
weavers, but no-women were employed in this department in July 1937. 
Weavers arepaid on production. The following table sets out the average 
daily earnings of different categories of one-loom, weavers, two-loom 
weavers and beam carriers: 

TABLE No. 16 . 

. :A.verQ1}e Daily EO/I'nings of One-loom and .Two-loom Weavers· and Beam 
Oarriers in July 1937. (Piece unles. otherwise specified.) 

. 
One.loom Weavers. 

. :Beam 
Centre. Two·loom Carriers. 

Ordinary Jacquards weavers. (Time). 
Plains and Dobbies. and 

Greys. Blankets. . 
Rs. a: p. Rs. a. p. .Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p • 

Bombay .. .. o 14 10 . 1 211 1 7 4 Tl 8 7 
(519) (106) (342) (2) • 

PI 5 8 1 0 4 , I (21,461) (537) 
Ahmedabad: 

Without Relay •• TO 12 6 .. 1 4 4 .. 01510 
(1)_ (36) (59) 

PO 1411 .. .. 1 9 0 .. 
(24) (19,655) 

With Relay .. .. o 12 0 .. ... 1 9 7 0.12 6 
(1) (2,422) (3) 

All Mills .. •. TO. 12 6 , .. 1 4 4 .. o 15 8 
(1) (36) 

i 
(62) 

PO 14 10 .. .. 1 9 .. 
(25) (22,1)77) 

Sholapur .. .. o 10 1~ 011 5 .. 1 6 0 o 11 6 
(1,021) (76) (2;644) (55) 

Kurla .. .. .. .. .. 1 6 3 1 1 9 
(1,320) (26) 

Viramgam .. • .. 0 711 
(2) 

.. .. 1 1 8 .. 
(548) 

Nadiad .. .. .. .. .. 1 13 0 1 1 3 
(430) (8) 

Broach .. .. 011 6 .. .. 1 5 1 .. . (31) (557) 

Surat .. .. 1 0 4 .. .. 1 5 8 012 fI 
{6) (354) (10) 

Jalgaon . . o 10 10 0 7 8 .. 14 2 o 13 4 
(112) (46) . (332) (8) 

T = Time, and P = Piec~. 
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TABLE No. 16---contd. 

One-loom Weavers.' 

Centre. Two-loom Beam 
Ordinary I Carriers. Jacquards weavers_ 

(TiIl!e). PlaiDs and, Dobbies. and 
Greya. I BlanJrets. 

-.. Re.~. 'p. Rs.~. p. Rs. a. p_ Rs. a. p. Rs. a. P, 

Amalner. .. .. 011 9 011 9 013 1 1 4 2 015 9 

Cha1isgaon 
(~94) (121) ,(24) (254) (13) .. .. 4) 911 010 0 " 1 2 3 011 1 . (137) (42) (212) (5) 

Dhulia .. .. 0 911 010 2 " 1 4 3 TO 12 1 
(57) (340) (338) (7) 

Po 9 3 , (4) 
Poona .. .. 0 9 2 .. . . 015 5 012 0 

Barsi 
(1) (275) (4) .. .. 0 8 5 .. . . 104 010 9 

Tikekarwadi • 
• (34) (123) (3) 

., .. .. 0 '88 .. .. 0 5 9 

Hubli .. 0 9 
(37) 

3 .. (2) . . 1 ·1 2 0)2 0 
(152) (239) (5) 

Gadag .. •• TO 4 6 .. .. . . .. 
PO 

(4) 
5 8 .. .. 0 810 .. 

(34) (13) 

Whole Province : 
.:/To 5,1 July 1937 .. TI 8 7 T015 9 

- (5) (2) (743) 
PO 11 7 011 6 1 6 5 PI 7 I PO 8 1 

(2,525) (768) (402) (51,177) , (6) 
AlIO 11 7 - AlIl7 1 AllO 15 8 

(2,530) (51,179) (749) 

1934 .. . , . . 014 9 o 12 7 T2 2 10 Tl 1 6 
(1,610) (1,302) (8) (5~) 0 15 10 

; . 
PI 7 0 PI 82 (819) 

(492) (57,499) 
AlII 7 I AlII 8 2 

(500) (57,551) 
/ 

T = Time, and P = Piece. • 
As compared with 1934, the earnings of two,loomweavers in Bombay 

reII only by five pies in July 1937 in spite of the reduotion of working 
hours from ten to nine per day owing to the,introduction of the 54 hour 
week imposed by the F~ctories Act, 1934. It may, however,.be men
tioned that mills in Bombay decided in 1934 that the dear food 
allowance 'paid by individual mills to piece workers should not be less 
than 40' per cent. after the coming into operation of the new Factories 
Act.. This deCision involved the raising of the dear food allowance paid 
to weavers in most mills from 35 to 40 per cent. In Sholapur, the ea$.
ings of two-loom weavers actually improved from Rs. 1-5-4 per .day to 
Rs. 1-6-0 per day' as between these two years. A fall, however •. 

c 



occurred\ in Ahmedabad whe~e the earnings dropped from Rs. 1-14-8 
per day in 1934 ,to Rs. 1-9-0 per day for mills working without 'relay,. 
Rs. 1-9-7 for'mills working with relay ILnd Rs. 1-9-1 for all mills. 

BelLm carriers are paid on time rates in all centres of the industry: 
Only a small number of beam carriers are shown in the above table 
for' Ahmedabad because this work in that centre is largely giveJ;l oD, 
contract. We now prooeed to a consideration 'of the average daily 
earnings of three-100m, four-loom and six-loom weavers, smash hands and 
automatic 100m weavers, and these are set out in the follQwing table: 

TABLE'No. i7. 
Average Daily Earnings' of WeawTs minding more looms than tke ~TlWl 

in July 1937. (Piece unless otherwise specified.) , 

Three- Four- I Six- Smash Automatic 
'Centre. loom 'loom • loom hanqs. ' loom 

weavers. weavers. weav~rs. weavers. 

Rs. a.. p. ,Rs. a.. p. Rs. a_~_ Rs. a. p'. Rs. a. p. 
, 

Bombay .. .. 1 911 2 0 3 2 1 7 T 1 3 3 T 2,8 0 
(685) (2,825) (509) (278) (25) 

,P2 2 10 

Ahme<labad : (55) 
" 

Without Relay .. 2 2 7 2 4 7 .. T I' 4 8 .. 
(4) (129) (23) , 

Sholapur .. .·1 .. 3 3 4 .. .. .. 

..I 1 1111 
(3) 

Viramgam .. 1 12 2 .. . . 
(1) (22) i 

. 
Whole Province: . 'I July 1937 .. o • 1 10 0 2 0 5 2 1 7 Tl 3 4 T2 8 0 

(690) (2,979) (509) (301) (25) 
.. P2 2 10 

(55) 
~1l5 9 

(356) 

1934 .. . .. 1 8 6 2 1 2 1 15 4 T2 2 6 T2 8Il 
(606) (3,439) (1,445) (44) (34) 

P2 o 10 
(145) 

( .A1l2 1 3 
, (189) 

T = Time. and P = PIece ... 

The figures in the above ,table show that there were 133 three-loom and 
four-loom weavers and 23 smash hands employed in mills in Ahmedabad, 
but duri1lg the, course of our oral examination at ,that centre we were 
told that no mills then, i.e., in January 1939, employed !our-loom 
weavers. In Bombay, the average daily earnings of three-loom, four-loom 
and six-loom weavers amounted to Rs. ,1-9-11, Rs. 2-0-3 and Rs. 2-1-7, ' 
respectively, which were about 20 per cent., 48'8 per cent., and 
55 per cent. respectively more than those of two-loom weavers. ' It has 
to be remembered, however, that in the case of six-loom weavers work 
is on the basis of shifts of seven hours each.- ' , 
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CALEKDEBDIG DEPAR~KT. 
The only two occupations in this department are those of front 

calende~n' and bac~ cale:ndermen.No .women are employed~ and 
payment IS on the basIS of tune rates. Thefollowing table sets out the 
average daily earnings for these two occupations in the different centres 
of the industry; . ' 

TABLE No. 18. 
Average Daily Earnings in the Calendering Department in J·uly .1937. 

Con«L· . I c.:...~ICoI=-. 
Rs. a. p, Rs. a. p. 

Bombay .. .. .. o 15 8 014 1 

Ahmedabad: (156) ,(199) 

Without Relay .. .. .. 

~ 
/ 0 12 2 

( 5) , (215) 
WithR~lay .. .. .. o 1 1 .. / 0 12 10 

(!l) (7) 
All Mills· ... .. , . . o 12 5 o 12 2 

(211) ~~22) 
Sholapur .. .. ., . o 9 0 -.,.t. 9 

. (21) (21)' '" . 
Kurla. " .. .. o 15 4 01310 

(15) (5) 
Vira.mgam .. .. .. OIl 1 OIl 2 

(7) (6) 
Nadiad .. .. .. o 12 5 o 10 6 

(4) '" (5) 
Broach. • .. .. .. 013 ·0 o 10 5 

(2) (2) -
Bura.t ... .. .. 0 8 0 .... 

(2) 
Jalgaon .. .. .. o 10 1 0.9 6 

(6) (6) 
Ama.lner .. .. .. o 9 7 '0 9 10 

(4) (4) 
Chalisgaon .. .. .. 0 9 3 0 8 7 

(2) (2) 
Poona .. .. .. .... o 12 O. 

(1) 
Barai .. .. . . 0 8 2 ..... 
Hubli .. .. .. 0 

(3) 
7 6 0 7 6 ... (~ (2) 

Gadag .. .. .. 0 6 Q 0 6 0 

• (1) (1) . 
Whole Province : 
- ~u1y 1937 ... . , , .. o 13 4 o 12 8 

(438) . (476) . . 
1934 

. o 14 4 o 13 1 .. .. .. '. (624) (622) 

. In most centres, front calendermen earned' slightly higher rates 01 
wages than back caleridermen, although in some cent~s the earnings 01 
both these two groups were exactly the same" and in others the 
earnings of back calendermen were slightly higher than those of front . 
calendermen. . ' . 
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BLEACHING,' DYEING AND PRINTING DEPARTMENTS. 

As pointed out. in the'introductory section to this chapter,· most of 
the occupations in this department were omitted from the scope of the J 
1937 inquiry. Such data as have been collected are not of a strictly 
comparable character, and we do not, ther4}fore, endeavour to examine 
these data in the same manner as has been done in the case of other 
departments in the industry. 

FOLDING DEPARTMENT. 

The principai occupations are those of cutlookers or cloth examiners, 
folders and pieces stitchers. Except for 14: 'women employed as folders 
in mills in Sholapur with an average daily earning of seven annas and 
two pies and 19 women employed in mills iI}. Kurla with an average 
daily earning of seven annas and six pies in July 1937, no women are' 
employed in this departmen~ in any other centre. of the industry. 
One mill in Bombay pay?its folders on production and a few mills in 
Ahmedabad do likewis,e-.' Apart from 'this, payment of wages in this 
department in aU ~tres of the industry is on time rates. As in the 
drawing-in department; work in this departmeJ,lt is not possible on 
the basis of :relays' because. 'one worker cannot look after the work 
of tw,o persons. The following table sets out the average da~ly earnings 

,An the three occupations specified for men workers only: . 

TABLE No. '19. 

Average Daily Earnings in, the Folding Department it, July 1931~ 
Men. . •• 

Time Pieces 
Centre. 'or Cutlookers. Folders. stitchers. 
. ' 

Piece . 
I 

Rs. a. p . Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 
, . 

Bombay .. .. Time ... 1 2 8 o 13 10 012 '6 
(645) . (1,481) (224) 

Piece .. .... I 11 8. .... 
(4) 

Ahmedabad 
, 

Time o 15 1 1 2 1 o 12 3 .. .. .. 
(7) (628) (58) 

Piece .. ..... - ~ 8 1 , ..... 
(88) 

Sholapur ' .. .. Time ... o 10 0 0 9 6" 0 9 5' 
(16) (209) (6) 

Kurla .. .. Do. .. o 14 7 o 12 8 .... 
(46) (101) 

Viramgam .. .. Do. .. .... .... 0 9 6 
(9) 

Nadiad .. .'. Do. .. 1 7 1 o 12 8' . ... 
(2) (47) 

. 
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TABLE No. 19-4X}ntd. 

Time 
- CeDtre. or Cutlookers. Folders. Pieces 

Piece. stitchers. 

Rs. a. p. Re. -a. p. Re. a. p. 

Broach .. .. Time .. . ... 010 4 - OIl 6 
(26) (2) 

Surat .. .. Do. . ..... 1 0 l. 012 7 
(20) (9) 

JalgaoD .. .. Do. .. 012 3 0 9 '6 II 9 2 
(4) (14) (6) . 

Amalner .. .. Do. .. OIl 10 0 9 5 010 0 
(6) (24) (4) 

_ Cha.liegaoD .. .. Do. .. o 13 10 o 10'U 0 9.3 
(2) (9) , (2) 

Dhulia .. .. Do. .. 012 Q 010 0 0 7 7 
(7J (21) (4) . 

. PooDa .. .. Do. .. o 12 3 010 8 ,0 8 0 
(~) (12) (1) . 

Barsi .. .. Do. .. . ... 0 ~ 8 . ... 
(7) 

Tikekarwadi .. .. Do. .. . ... 0 Ii , .... -. (2) 

Huhli .. ... Do. .. 0 8 0 o '7 3 0 7 0 
(II) (14) (3) 

Gadag .. ,. Do. .. 0 7 5 .... 0 5 0 
(1) (1) 

'\ -. 
Whole Province : 

July 1937 .. .. Timt! .. 1 1 10 014 3 o 12 1 

Piece 
(751) (2,615) (329), 

.. . ... I 8 3 , .... 
All .. 1 1 10'-

(92) 
014,7 o 12 1 

(751) • (2,707) (329), 

1934. .. .. Time .. I 1 2 9 o 14 0 012 0 
(651) (2,834) . (443) 

Piece .. 1 12 11 1 10 4 I 2 8 . • I All 

(16) (123) (II). .. 130 o 14 6 012 2 
(667) (2,957) (454) 

It will be noticed that as compared with 645 cutlookers returned by 
mills working on day shift in Bombay, only 7 cutlookers were returned 
by mills in Ahmedabad, The reason for this is that work in this 
occupation is one of the iIllPortantprocesses in the industry which is 
almost entirely given on contract in mills in Ahmedabad. 



JOBBERS. 
, 

. Almost every department in a cotton textile mill has a number of 
jobbers. In most departments one or more head jobbers ~re appointed 
to supervise the work of the jobbers. In the weaving department 
a distinction is made between line jobbers and fancy jobbers. The 
former are in charge of "lines" of 36, 40 or 44 looms and their duties 
are to help the weaver whenever there is a breakdown, generally to 
guide and .supervise his work, to -see that a loom is quickly and properly 
cleaned up after a beam is finished and to help the weaver in gaiting 
a new beam: Line jobbers are expected to have a good general 
knowledge- of the working of looms. They are almost invariably paid 
on the production of the weavers they are in charge of. Payment is 
made either in terms of a percentage of the total earnings or on 
the total' production of tJ:!.e weavers concerned. The functions of 
fancy jobbers are somewhat different. These supervise the work of 
weavers engaged in operating high ~haft dobby looms. Their main 
duty is to see that all the ends are in proper order and that a design 
is woven p.roper(y. If any of the shafts or arms are loose, they are 
required to- attend to iliem. Fancy jobbers are allotted twenty to 
twenty-five dobby looms -and they are almost invariably paid on time 
rates. Women jobbers in the winding and the reeling departments are 
called women supervisors. -The 1934 General Wage Census and the 
1937 inquiry conducted by the Labour Office into wages in cotton mills 
divide all head jobbers and jobbers into two main groups: (1) spinning 
side, that is, from the mixing to the reeling depart~ent ; and (2), weaving 
side, that is, from the winding to the finishing -department. _ Fancy 

_ jobbers and women supervisors are classified separately. The following 
two tables set out the average daily earnings of head jobbers and 
jobbers on the spinning and the weaving sides and of fancy jobbers and 
women supervisors in the variQuS centres of the cotton textile industry 
in this Province: - . . \ 

. TABLE No. 20. 

Average Daily Earnings of Head Jobbers in July 1937. 

. Head Jobbers • , 
Centre. Spinning Side. Weaving Side. , 

I Time. I 
.. 

TiI!l.e. Piece. Piece. 

Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. Rs: a. p. Re. a. p. 

Bomilay -
4'. 

.. .. 3 13 1 4, 13 10 4 8 5 510 11 
(228) (29) (50) (104) 

Ahmedabad .. .. 2 8 8 ..... 415 5 6 9 Ii 
(216) (79) (1) 
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TABLE No. 2Q....-.contd. 

-
Head Jobbera. 

Centre. Spinning Side. Weaving Side. 

Time. t Piece. Time. I Piece. 

Re. a. p. Re. a. p. Re.~ a.'p. Rs. a. p. 

Sholapur .. .. 1 15 3 3 6 4 2 3 5 Ii 0 8 
(18) (12) (7), (10) 

Kurl ... .. .. 3 1~ 4 ., .. 3 10 2 . ... 
I (6) (8) 

Viramgam .. .. 2 8 7 .... 410 1 .... 
'(3) (2) 

Nadiad .. .. 313 2 .,. .. . ... . ... 
(2) 

Broach .. ," .... .... a 0 0 .... 
(2) 

Surat .. .. 2 0 4 .... 2 15 1 ...... 
(4) (3) 

Jalgaon .. .. S 1 3 5 0 2 .... 5,8 3 
(2) (2) (2) 

Amalller .. .. 2 6 3 .... 3 '6 5 5 7 8 
(5) (1) (I) . -

Chalisgaon .. .. 1 Ii 8 .... 313 6 .... 
(2) (I) 

Dhulia ... .. , .... 3 3 4 . ... 31410 
(3) (3) 

Poona . . .. III 0 .... . ... .... 
(2) 

Bani .. .. 1 9 2 2 2 1 . ... 
:1 

.... 
(10) (2) • . 

Hubli .. .. 2 8 4 .... . ... .... 
(2) 

Gadag .. .. 2: 1 3 I 3 8 .... .... . ' (2) (3) 

Whole Province : 

1 

. -~~, . 
July 1937 " .. 3 I 5 4 I 8 4 9 0 If 9'5 

(502) , (51) (153) (l2I) , 
1934 .. "l 3 4 9 4 7 8 

I 
,4 I4 b 5 8, 2 

(495) (64) (227) (135) 

! 
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TABLE No. 21. 

Average Daily Earnings of Jobbers, Fancy Jobbers and Women 
Supervisors in July 1937., . ' 

Jobbers. ~ 
Women 

Fancy Jobbers. Super-

Centre. Spinning Side. WeaviDj! Side. visors. 

Tim.. j Piece. Time. I Piece: Til';le. I Piece. Time. 

Rs. a. p. RS.a. p. Rs.a. p. Rs.a. p. 
r. " 

Rs. a. p. R8. a. p.!Rk. a. p. 

Bombay ., 1 13 11 2 2 9 2 1 4 3 6 8 2 10 4 4 2 1 1 4 6 
(1,199) (201) (436) (1,313) (129) (14) (117) 

Ahmedabad ., 1 6 0 .. 1 8 9 3 7 3 1 9 2 .. o 12 5 
(565) (370) " (906) (425) (7) 

Sholapur •. 1 1 9 1 9 10 1 5 7 2 5 o 1 14 7 2 2 4 0 11 2 
(52) (76) (66) (228) (9) (8) (32) 

Kurla •• 1 8 2 211 3 1 13 7 4 2 3 2 1 10 .. 1 3 0 
(43) (6) (4) (14) (7) (4) 

Viramgam •• 1 1 10 .. 1 8 2211 2 1 11 5 .. .. 
(25) (12) (25) (5) 

Nadiad ," 1 411 .. 1 9 4 3 4 5 3 9 8 .. .. 
(17) (13) (24)' (1) 

Broach •• 1 9 3 .. 1 8 2 3 5 5 1 10 4 .. 0 9 2 
(9) (10) (24) (8) (3) 

Surat •. 0 15 9 .. 1 14 2 2"" 15 8 1 3 9 . . 0 8 3 
(7) . (Hi) (9) (7) (3) 

Jalgaon •. ·1 I 3 1 13 9 1 2·6 2 6 4 1 2 3 .. o 12 10 
(13) (15) . (6) (26) (5) (3) 

Amalner •• 1 3 4 .. 1 2 4 2 9 0 1 0 8 .. 014 5 
(33) (28) (33) (20) (3) 

Chalisgaon •• 1. 6 10 .. 1 4 4 2 611 1 2 6 .. .. 
(10) (4) (14) (3) 

Dhulia .. .. 1 6 4 III o 2 8 0 1 1 2 .. 015 7 
(28) (12) (27) (7) (3) 

Poona .. 1 5 4 .. 1 7 6 1 12 7 1 8 0 .. 0 7 6 
(8) (4) (14) (2) 

61 
(2) 

Barai •• 0 14 6 1 3 1 1 0 4 1 7 7 1 5 .. 0 8 7 
(13) (3) (9) I (10) (1) (11) 

Tikekarwadi .. .. .. 187 .. 1 5 6 .. .. 
(3) (1) 

Gokak .. 1 c,) 7 2 1 0 .. .. .. .. o 13 0 
(13) (5) (11) 

Hubli .. 1 1 11 .. o 12 8 2 11 0 .. .. 0 8 4 
(fl) (7) (14) (6) 

Gadag .. o 10 10 o 10 11 1 0 0 .. .. .. 0 7 0 
(3) (1) (5) (6) 

--L..-

Whole Provjn~ : 
1 10 4 1 15 5 1 11 11 3 4 5 1 12 5 366 1 0 4 Juty 1937 .. 

". (2,021) (335) (1,005) (2,681) I (630) (22) (211) 
~ 

1934 , .. i 10 10 2 1 9 1 15 1 3 10 7 1 14 4 2 15 8 I 1 9 
(2,574) (483) (991) (3,144) (519) (21) (239) 
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We shall now proceed to an examination of wages in some of the more 
important occupations in the maintenance ~nd n;techa~cs departments. 

POWER PLAHTS. • 

Over fifty per cent. of the mil:ls' in Bombay 'and a fair petcentage of 
the mills in Ahmedabad and in all other centres of the Province are 
electrically driven. The majority of the mills, however, still continue 
to use steam either for power or for other purposes. In. the following' 
two tables we set out the'figures of avera~e daily earnings in the main 
occupations in engine and boiler rooms anJi for oilmen in all departments 
and for the more important of the electrical occupations. It may ,be 
pointed out that for the purposes ·of the 1934 General Wage Census and 
the July 1937 inquiry all workmen of a type such as oilers and certain 
other' categories of workers such as carpenters, fitters, cobblers, coolies, 
etc., were grouped together irrespective of the departments in which 
they worked. No women are employed in any of the occupations 

• connected with -power plants except as coolies for carrying work J!.nd 
as packers. Payment of wages in all occuplttions in the maintenance 
and. mechanics departments is on' time. rates. except for some oilmen 
in a few mills in Bombay, Sliolapur,Kurla, Barsi, Gokak and Gadag 
who are paid On piece rates. 

TABLE No. 22. 
Average Daily Earnings in Engine and Boiler Rooms and of Oilmen 

in July 1937. (Time unless otherwise specified.) 

Steam 
Boiler Attendants. 

Centre. Engine. 

1st Class~ 12~d Class. 

Firemen. Oilmen. 
Drivers. , 

. 
RS,',a. p. Rs. a. II. R~. a. y: Re. a. p. Rs •••• p. 

Bombay .. .. 211 3 2 7 8 1 14 8 1 3 9 1 o .~ 
(10) (46) (26) (147) (1.148) 

P.l .1 10 

AhmedAbad: 
(5) 

Without Relay. .. 1 7 4 2 5 6 1 12 11 1 4 6 } 1 2, 
(62) (55) (18) • . (233) (928) 

With Relay .. .. 1 7 7 2 4 1 - .. 1 Ii 7 1 2 2 
(8) (3) 

Ii 
(39) (230) 

All Milla .. .. 1 7 4 2 Ii 1 12 11 1 4 8 1 1 4 
(70) (58) (18) (272) (1,158) 

Sbolapur ~ .. 1 0 8 1.11 10 1 611 o 14, 1 o 10 5 .. 
• (9) (11) (5) (58) (196) 

1;'0 13 9 
(17) 

Kurla . , .. .. 2 l3 0 1 811 1 1 6 1 0 1 
(4) , (2) (7) (51) 

PI 6 • (5) 
Viramgam .. .. 1 4 Ii 2 12 6 .. l' 0 2 o 13 4. 

(1) . (2) (9) (38) 

, 
P;; Piece. 
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TABtE NQ. 22-contd . 

. 
Steam 

Boiler Attendants. 
, 

Ceil,.tre. Engine FinimeD.. Oilmen. .. Drivers . 
1st ClUS . .I2nd Clus. 

. , 
Rs. a. p. Re. ~. p. Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. Re. a. p. 

Nadiad • .. .. 1 9 5 3 1 3 " 1 0 3 o 15 5 

Broach 
(2) (1) (8) (36) .. o 13 2 214 2 .. o 15 6 o 13 4 
(4) (1) (4) , (23) 

Surat .. 1 1 3 2 1 10 1 3 1 o 13 8· o 12 1 

Jalgaon 
(I) (I) . (I) (6) (25) .. .. 1 6 2 1 8 7 1 4 0 1 2 2 OIl 3 

Amalner. 
(4) . (1) (1) (9) (28) .. .. o 12 5 .. 2 0 0 o 15 5 011 9 

Chalisgaon 
(2) (1) (13) (34) .. .. 1 011 .. .. 2 411 011 5 

Dhulia 
(2) • (I~ (16) .. " J 7 10 .. 2 6 6 1 1 5 OIl 6 

Poona 
(2) (2) (m (44) .. .. .. 1 5 6 . . 1 1 6 o 12 0 

(1) (4) , (8) 
Barsi .. " l' 3 5 . .. 1 7 1 1 1 3 0 6 1 

(3) (2) (8) (23) 
PO Il 5 

Gokak 
(2) .. .. .. .. . . . . o 10 2 

(18) 
PI 1 8 

Hubll 
, (7) .. .. .. .. " 0.13 4 0 9 9 

Gadag .. .. o 12 4 3 7 5 
(13) (27) ... 012 Il 0 8 2 

(1) (I) (2) (8) 
PO 8 9 , (2) 

Whole Province: 
July 1937 .. .. 1 7 8 2 510 1 12 11 1 3 0 o 15 9 

(lll) (127) (58) (572) (2,881) 

I 
PO 15 10 

r I (38) 
AllO 15 9 

\ 

I (2,919) 

1934 .. .. 1 10 1 2 9 7 2 0 0 1 3 10 1 0 5 
(181) (137) (90) (745) . (3,591) 

PI 0 10 • (63) , AlII 0 5 
(3,654) 

P = Piece. 

Boiler attendants are diVided into two classes, viz., first cla.ss an' 
second class. according to the certificates they hold. . 
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TABLE No. 23. 
AfHlf'age Daily Earnings in certain Electrical Occupations in July 1937. 

i I Wiremen. Switch Electric 
Centre. Board MO,tor 

Attendants •. Jllen. I 

Superior. I Ordinary. 

Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. Be. a. p. I Rs. a. p. 

Bombay .. .. 2 2 9 1 4 6 2 6 1 I 1 8 0 
Ahmedabad: (13) (273) (31) 

I 

(31) 

Without Relay .. 1 5 3 _1 4 8 2 5 4 1 6 0 
(12) (7) (12) 

I 
(90) 

.WithRelay .. .. .... . ... . ... 

I 
1 9 5 

(4) 

All Mills .. .. 1 5 3 1 4 8 2 5 4 1 6 2 
(12) (7) (12) 

I 
(94) 

Sholapur .. .. 015 7 on 10 . ... 1 () 7 
(9) (17) . (12) 

Kurla .. .. 1 12 7 1 0 0 2 4 3 1 4 0 
(2) (10) (1) (1) 

ViramgaPl .. .. .... . ... ..... f 1 4 
(2) 

Nadiad .. .. .... . ... ·4 0 7 1 2 4 
(1) (4) 

Broach .. .. , .... 1 7 3 ..... .... 
(1) 

Surat .. .. . ... on 0 . ... 1 7 2 
(2) (2) 

.AJnalner .. .. .... .... . ... I 5 6 . (3) • 
ChaJisgaon .. .. .... . ... .... o 12 4' 

(1) 

DhuJia .. .. .... .... .... I 6 7 .. (2) 

Bani .. .. . .... .... .... I o -0 
(3) 

-
Gokak .. .. .... 0 9 9 ..... I 3 7 

(8) (4) . 
HubIi .. .. .... . ... I 2 5 

(3) 

Whole Province; , 
9' 2. Ii I Ii 8 -July 1937 .. I I 3 7 2 6 

-.. I (36) (318) (45) (162) 

1934 .. 2 2.8 I 0 9 2 7 Q 1 7 0 
(120) . (404) (74) (126) 

)lBkR~~ 
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FITTERS AND MACHINISTS .. 
The following table sets out the average daily earnings of the different 

gtades into which fitters and machinists were grouped for the purposes 
of the July 1,937 inquiry: 

TABLE No. 24. 
, . 

Average Daily Earnings of Fitters and Machinists in July If/3r. 

Fitters. Machinists. 

Centre. 

Specia.I. ( s~perior'l Ordinary. superior./ Ordinary. 

, 

Rs.a .. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs.a.p. Rs. a. p. 

Bombay .. .. , 10 8 2 10 , 1 10 0 2 8 , 1 12 1 
(7) (521) '(412) (141) (105) 

Ahmedabad .. .. , 15 9 2 6 3 1 9 3 2 311 1 9 2 
(6) (238) (442) (57) (128) 

Sholapur .'. .. .. 2 12 0 1 , 0 .. 1 4 0 
(7) (104) (33) 

KurIo. .. .. 4 0 0 211 r I 8 7 2 5Il I 7 1 
(I) (15) • (29) (5)-

I 
(14) 

Viramgam .. .. .. 2 8 7 1 5 8 .. 1 5 4 
(2) (13) (5) 

Nadiad .. .. .. 2 8 3 1 3 5 .. 1 8 10 
(4) {1O) (4) 

Broach .. .. .. 2 6 9 1 1 6 .. 1 2 6 
(1) (10) (2) 

Burat .. .. .. .. 1 5 0 .. 1 7 6 
(10) (4) 

Jaigaon ' .. .. .. .. 1 2 1 2 III 1 711 
(13) (1) (3) 

Amalner .. .. .. .. .. I 3 8 2 10 5 I 4 2 
(13) (I) (6) 

Chalisgaon .. .. .. .. 1 0 " .. .. 
(8) 

Dhulia .. .. .. 3 3 4 1 2 6 22 0 1 3 2 
(I) (13) (1~ (5) 

Poona .. .. .. . " I, 5 
(5) 

2 .. 1 8 0 
(2) 

Ba.rsi .. .. .. .. ..... 012 8 .. o 15 3 
(13) 

I 
(5) 

Gokak I .. 11 6 .. 014',0 .. .. .. 
(17) , (5} 
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\ TABLE No. 24-contd~ 

Fitters. Machinists. 
Centre. 

. . Speciel. J Superior. Ordinary . s~perior.1 Ordipary. 

. 

·r·~~ 
RS.,a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p~ Rs. a. p. 

Bubli " .. 012 4 .. 015 5 
(23) (4) 

Gadag .. .. .. ... 013 II .. 1 0'7 

• (7) (4) 

Whole Province : 

July 1937 .. .. 412' 1 2 9 2. 1 711 2 7 0 1 8 8 
(14) (789) (1,142) (206) (329) 

1 15 3 1.14 2 
(1,945), (535) 

i 

Spe. Supe. Ordi. 
f cial. rior. nary. 

1934 " 

"/ 
4 13 2 2 8 4 1 7 2 482 2 6 10 1 7 6 

(22) (860) (905) (1) (281) (291) 
2 0 4 1 15 2 
(1,787) .. (573) 

MISCELLANEOUS OCCUPATIONS. • 

Almost all cotton mills in the Province employ their own carpenters 
and masons; another iniportant subsidiary occupation is that of cobblers. 
The following table sets out the average daily earnings in these three 
occupations: ' 

TABtE No. 25 . 

. A.verage Daily EOIf'nVngs of Carpenters, Masons ani/, Cobblers in 
I " July 1937. . 

Centre. 

Bombay " 

Ahmedabad: 

Without Relay •• 

With Relay " 

All Mills .. 
• 

• BkR2~ 
. I 

.. 

., 

.. 
" 

Carpentepl. 
• Masons. Cobblers. 

Superior. Ordinary. , 

Rs ••• p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a .. p~ Re. a. p. 

2 5 6 1 10 .0 1 12 0 015 6 
(152) (301) (113) (257) 

2 4 7 1 10 ' 2 1 12" 3 1 510 
(151) (152) (60) (155) 

2 4 0 1 14 3 . .... 1 7 1 
(3). (3) (22) 

2 4 7 1 10 3· 1 12 3 1 6 0 
(1M) (155) (60) (177) 

, .. ~ ._- ."- ---
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TABLE No. 25-contd~ . 
Carpenters. 

Centre. Masons. Cobblers. 
Superior. ~ OrdiDa~. 

Ra. a. p. Ra. a. p. Ra. a. p. I Re. a •. p. . 
I Sholapur .. .. .... 1 2 8 1 2 7 o 10 10 

(57) (23) (42) , -
Kurla .. .. 2 4 1 1 8 7 1 8 0 015,0 

(3) (19) (2) (ll) 

Viramgam .. .. 2 1 7 1 411 1 7 7 1 2 3, 
(1) (6) (2) (6) 

Nadiad .. .. 2 12 5 1 10 4 2 2 7 1 7 1 
(2) (6) (1) (4) 

-
Broaca .. .. 2 8 0 1 2 7 .... o 13 10 

(1) (5) (6) 
, 

Burat .. .. 2 8 '1 1 810 III 8 I' 2 11 
(2) (4) (1) (3) 

Jalgaon .. .. .. 1 7 7 1 10 10 013 9 
(6) (2) (6) 

.Ama~er .. .. 2 1 7 1 410 o 14 i o 12 1 . 
(I) (5) (1) (7) 

Chalisgaon .. -.. .... o 15 0 . ... 0 8 4 
(3) (4) 

Dhulia .. .. .... I i 2 7 o 15 1 011 9 
(6) (1) 

I 
(5) 

Poona. ~ 1 2 6 I 0 0 o 12 Q .. .... 
(4) (I) (2) 

BarBi .. .. . . ~ . 1 ! 3 .... 011 0 
(5) (4) 

Tikekarwadi .. .. .... o 15 5 .... .... 
• (1) 

Gook .. .. .... 1 0 8 1 3 0 o 13 6 
~ (4) (2) (1) 

Hubli .. .. .... o 13 9 o 15 8 1 1 1 
(19) (4) (5) 

Gadag .. .. .... o 15 8 0 9 10 o 10 0 
(2) (2) (1) 

Whole Province: • 

I 
I 

July 1937 .. .. 2 5 1 1 8 5 1 10 4 1 I 2 
(316) (608) (215) (041) 

1934 . .. .. 2 5 5 

I 
1 8 2 1 12 7 1 1 10 

\ 
(435) (571) (269) (6~4) 



UNSKILLED OCCUPATIONS. 

All unskilled operatives such as workers in the mixing and- waste 
departments of cotton textile" mills, persons who are not asked to attend 
to machines, and labourers' such as coal coolies, patiwalas, toplawalas, 
basket coolies, etc., have been grouped together for the purposes of the 
Labour Office inquiries tmder' the one' general heading of "coolies". 
Another important unskilled operation is that of departmental sweepers 
and bluvtlgis who have been grouped together under ,the general headiy,g 
of" sweepers". The following table sets out the average daily earnings 
in, these tlVo occupations separately for men and women: 

"TABLE No. ,26 • 

.Average Daily Etvlnings 'of Ooolies and Sweepers in July 1937. 

Centre. 

Bombay 

Ahmedabad: 
Without Rll,Iay •. 

With Relay 

All Mills 

ShoIapur 

KurIa 

VLramgam 

Nadiad 

Broach 

Surat 

JaIgaon 

AmaIner 

ChaIisgaon 

Dhulia 

Poona 

Barsi 

Tikekarwadi 

Gokak 

Coolies. Sweepers. 

I--------~----~.I----------~----I Women. Men. I vJomen. Men. 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a.p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

o 12 9 
(4,590) 

•• 01010 
(1,656) 

•. 0 12 9 
(67) 

01011 
(1,723) 

•. ~ 8 II 
(689) 

•. 0 13 3 
(145) 

•. 0 9 1 
(21) 

•. OIl)) 
(44)1 

•. 0 8 3 I 
(64) 

.. 0 8 3 
(17) 

•. .0 8 Ii 
(78) 

•. 0 10 Ii 

(93) 1', •• 0 7 3 
(33) 

•. 0 9 7 
(55) , 

•. 0 811 I 
(23) 

.. 0 7 0 II 
(53) 

•. 0 6 21 (2) 
.. 0 7 2 

(49) " 

o 9 0 
(181) 

082 
(640) 

o 8 2 
(640) 

o 411 
(164) 
078 

(53) 
o 6 10 

(16) 
076 

(17) 
086 

(3) 
069 

(24) 
0'4 7 

(1) 

053 
(4) 

046 
(17) 

o 11 2 
(483) 

o 10 1 
(427) 

o 10 2 
(52) 

o 10 1 
(479) 
094 

(32) 
o 11 6 

,(7) , 
o 811 ' 

(6) 
o 92 

(21) 
o 8 Ii 

(11) 
o 810 

(12) 
• 0 7 8 

(27) 
o 8 10 

(15) 
069 

(13) 
078 

(16) 
o 8 0 

(5) 
o 6 2 

(4) 
062 

(1) 
077 

(26) , 

o 8 6 
(1,248) 

o 9 3 
(319) 

o 911 
(69) 

o 9 4' 
(388) 

o 411 
(252) 
08 0 

(57) 
o 6 6 

(17) 
o 7 Il 

(6) 
064 

(I4) 
o 6 1 

(8) 

,0 6 7 
(3) 

, ... 
0' 5, 8 

(4) 
o IS ,0 

(6) . 
o 3 11, 

(22) 

o 8 0 
(3) 



Centre. 

Hubli .. 
Gadag .. , 

Whole Province: 
July 1937 .. 

1934 .. 

54, 

TABLE No. 26-contd. 

Coolies. 

Men. . l\' Women. 

Ra ••• p. Re ••• p. 

.. .0 711 0 IS 0 
(62) (1) .. 0 6 6 0 0 0 
(12) (8) 

.. 011 8 0 7 8 
(7,753) (1,129) 

011 2 
(8,882) 

.. o 12 1 0 7 8 
(10,041) (2,874) 

011 2 
(1~,915) 

-' 

h:=r. 
- ,M~n. I Women.' 

I 

I Ra. •• p. ~a ••• p • 

I 
0 6 9 0 4 8 

(14) (9) 
0 411 0 4.0 

(0) (7) 

o 10 2 0 8 1 
(1,177) (2,0«) 

0 810 
(3,221) 

o 10 4 0 8 2 
(1,387) (2,028) 

0 9 1 
(3,415) 

WATCH AND WARD DEPARTMENT. 

The two most important oooupations in this department are those of 
watchmen and their supervisors who are known as jamadars. OnlX 
men are employed in this department, and payment is on the basis' of 
monthly rates of wages. As the earnings in all the oooupations so far 
studied have been expressed in terms of daily averages, we present the 
figures in the ~ase of these two ocoupa.tions !n a similar manner. 

TABLE No. 27. 

Average Daily Earnings m the Watch awl Ward Department in 
July 1937. 

Centre. Jamadars. Watchmen. 
c 

R8 .•• p. R8 ••. p. 

Bombay 1 1 8 o 12 6 
(103) (975) 

Ahmedabad o 14 3 0 9 4 
(94) (1,139) 

Sholapur o 14 11 0 9 4 
(7) (140) 

Kurla 0.13 9, o 12 1 
(2) (15) 

Viramgam 013 10 0 8 9 
(4) (28) 

Nadiad 1 0 2 0 8 0 
(2) ,(34) 
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TABLE No. 27-contd. 

Centre. Ja.mada.rs. Wa.tchmen. 

Rs. a.. p. Rs. a.: p. 
Broa.cb " .. .. o 12 II o 10 3 

Surat 
(I) (10) .. .. .. I 3 9 . 010 1 

Ja.lgaon 
(2) (13) 

" .. .. o 10 6 0 7 0 

Ama.lner 
(3) (48) 

" .. .. . ... 0 8 0 

Cba.lisga.on 012 5 
(8) 

" .. .. 0 7 8 

Dhulia 
, (I) (9) .. .. .. 011 4 o II II 

Poona 
(I) I (10) .. .. .. o 13 5 o 12 II 

Barsi oW (7) .. .. 4 0 8 2 

Gokalil 
, (I) (18) .. .. . . o 10 10 0 9 4 

Hubli 
(2) (39) .. " .. o 10 7 0 9 2 
(2) (25) 

Gadag .. .. ., 0 9 3 0 7 5 
(2) (12) 

Whole Province: -. 
July 1937 .. .. ," o 15 8' o 10 6 , (229) (2.530) 

. 
1934 1 0 4 o 10 8 .. .. . . 

(268) (2,762) 

. 
GENERAL AVERAGES FOR ALL OCCUPATIONS. 

The following table sets out the general averages of daily earnings oj 
all adult workers on time and piece rates of wages-firstly. in " process" 
occupations; secondly, in engineering occupations and occupatione 
common to all factories; and lastly, in all occupations :in the different 
centres of the industry in the Province:' . 

TABLE No. 28. 

Average Daily Earnings of All Adult OperativefJitJ. All Occupations in 
. July 1937. 

Opera.tives in . Operatives Engineering 
All Occupatiqns. Centre. in " Process" a.nd 

Occupations. "Common" 
Occupations. 

, 
Re. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. . 

Bomba.y .. .. 1 1 4 1 2 8 1 1 5 
(97,143) (10,457) (107,600) , 

- ~ ._.- .- ~-" , --.. 



TABLE No. 28-contd. 

Operatives in ! 

Centre~ 
Operatives Engineering 

in II Process" and All Occupations. 
Occupations .• "Common" 

Occupations. 

, 

Ahmedabad: 
Rs. &. p. RB. a.. p. Rs. a.. p. . 

Without Rela.y •• o. 1 3 2 1 2 3 1 3 0 
(51,922) (5,956) (57,878) 

With Relay .. .. 1 2 4 1 1 7 1 2 4 
(8,217) (503) (8,720) 

All Mills .. .. 1 3 0 1 2 3 1 2 11 
(60,139) (6,459) (66,598) 

Sholapur .. ' .. 011 3 011 6 011 4 
(15,148) (2,110) (17,258) 

KurIo, .. .. 1 0 7 1 0 5 1 0 7 
(4,158) (551) (4,709) 

Viramgam .. .. o 13 10 o 14 7 o 13 11 
(1,602) (183) (1,785) 

Nadiad .. .. 1 2 10 .0 15 0 1 2 6 
(1,437) (188~ (1,625) 

Broach .. .. o 14 7 o 13 2 o 14 6 
, (1,755) (136) (1,891) 

Surat 
-I 

.. .. o 1411 o 14 3 014 10 
(1,020) (146) (1,166) 

Jalgaon .. .. o 12 3 o 12 5 012,4 
(1,760) (210) 

I 
(1,970) 

Amalner .. .. 011 7 o 13 3· 0,11 9 
(2,417) (196) (2,613) 

Chalisgaon .. .. o 12 4 o 1()O 7 '0 12 2 
(993) (90) (1,083) 

Dhulia .. .. 011 3 o 13 8 011 6 
(2,204) (214) (2,418) 

Poona .. .. o 12 9 012 8 o 12 9 
(689) (85) (774) 

Balsi .. .. 0 7 3 0 9 4 0 7 7 
(1.309) (197) (1,506) 

Tikekarwadi .. .. o 9 1 o 10 6 0 9 2 
(73) (4) (77) 

Gokak, .. .. 0 7 10 011 9 0 8 2 
(2,382) (216) (2,598) 

Kubli .. .. 0 9 2 098 0 9 3 . (1,348) (311) (1,659) 
Gadag ... .. 0 5 4 0 9 6 0 6 0 

(477) (83) (560) 

, 
Whole Provinoe : 

, July 1937 .. .. 1 010 1 1 2 1 o 10 
(196,054) (21,836) (217,890) 

1934 - .. 1 1 7 1 2 0 1 1 8 

I 
(231,685) (24,623) (256,308) . 

• -
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As it would be of interest to compare the genera.llevels of earnings 
as between 1934 and July 1937 in the three chief centres of the industry, 

. the necessary figures are set out in the following table: 

TABLE No. 29. 

Oomparison oj.Af)erage Da·ily Earnings in .All Occupations in Bombay, 
. Ahmedabad and Sholapur as between 1934 and 1937. 

Occupational group. 

Process Operatives 

Engineering Operatives 

All Operatives 

Year. 

f1934 

"11937 -

f1934 

. '1 1937 

•• {1934 

1937 

[, Bombay. I Ahmedabad·1 ShQlapur. 

j Rs. a. p. 

.. I 1 1 9 
, (116,989) 

1. 1 4 
(97,143) 

129 
(11,429) 

1 2 8 
(10,457) 

1 1 10 
(128,418) 

115 
(107,600) 

Rs. a. p. 

1 511 
(74,185) 

130 
(60,139) 

1 3 11 
(7,901) 

123 
(~459) 

1 5 7· 
(82,086) 

1 2 11 
(66,598) 

Rs. a. p . 

o 11 6 
(14,435) 

o 11 3 
(15,148) 

o 12 6 
(1,889). 

o 11 6' 
(2,110) 

o 11 .8 
(16,324)3 

o 11 4-
(17,258. 



CRAPTER ITI. 
THE LIVING WAGE STAND'ARD. 

~n oUr terms of reference we are asked initially" toexamin~ the wages 
pald to workers having regard to the hours, efficiency and conditions of 
wc,rk in the various centres of the teXt.ile industry in the· Province; to 
enquire, in this regard, into the adequacy or inadequacy of the wage&
earned in relation to JI •. lj:ying, wa.g~;t~tl!.p.dard._and, if they are found in 
anf occupation,. centre or unit of the industry-to. be inadequate, to', 
enquire into and report upon the reasons therefor, . . . ." In the 
previous chapter we have set out the latest available information 
regarding the wages pa,id to workers in the main occupations in the' 
various centres of the textile industry in the Province. We' now 
proceed to inquire whether these wages are adequate or inadequate 
in 'relation to. a living wage stand!1~d. ' . , . 

OBIECTIONS TO DEFINING LIVING WAGE STANDARD. 

Before attempting to formulate our conception of a living wa.ge 
sta.ndard, we must deal with the plea. that it would be inadvisaMe 
for us to ilefine a. living wage standard. It would not have been" 
possible for.us to proceed with our inquiry, if we had been persuaded 
tha.t this plea' had' considerable weight, because our' . terms of 
reference direct us to' inquire into the reasons· of any inadequa.cy 
in relation to a living wage standard fo~d to· exillt in the present level 
of wages and to make recommendations. r~arding.a. variety of matters 
only if such an ina~equacy existed. \/The chief reason why it)s 
considered inadvisable to define a. living wage standard is that -such 
a. definition may result in an acceiltuation of labour discontent. ~lias 
been 'said that it would lead to constant fnction ana dIscontent for 
labour to have a standard dangling before its eyes which it could never 
hope to reach 'and that repre~ntatives of labour would t~ereby be led 
in all disputes to fight, even against their convictions, for ~ighjigtl!t 
S~'\lp by the living .wage standard. ~s a.gainst this, it may be pointed 
out that.the idea of a living wage -standard is J1Il old one in the world of 
labour and that it has ,obtained a place in the legislation of many 
countries. The VersailTes Treaty.mentioned the :{Jrovision of an adequate 

.l~ving wage among problems of urgent importance. The conception 
has played aa:important and activEl part in shaping labour policies- in 
the world and it is futile to believe that if we abstained from defining 
our idea of a living wage s~dard that would lead to a lessening of its 
influence in this country. The priIlciple is well· recognized today in 
the world 'of textile labour this Province, and an attempt to define 
th~ standara .was made nearly ten years ago in the award of Dewan 
Bahadur Jha.~eri in aij. arbitration between the Ahmedabad l\Iillowners' 
Association and the Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad~> It is 

. worthy of note 'that, even though the Textile Labour Association 
sets great store by the living wage standard of the Jhaveri 
award, this has not prevented, it, throughout the last decade, 
from accepting, as pllort of practical settlements, much lower levels 
of earnings for the majority of occupations. Again. in its evidence 
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before us, the Jt~bal Provincial Trade Union Congress put 
forward a demand for a hvmg wage of Rs . .£Lper month, modified by 
an immediat~ demand of Rs. 35 per m~th a~ t~ lowest that should be 
paid in: any occupation. In splte of tIils,<Wile' representatives of the 
Bombay Provincial Trade Union. Congress normally accept settlements 
,on the basis of the present level of wages in individual.disputes; and 
we found that they were willing to. modify their demands further in the 1 
discussion of quest,ion_s requiring to be immediately settled, such. 'asl 
st&ndardization~n the light of these considerations, we cannot attachl 
much weight to the plea regarding the inadvisability of defining 

· a living wage standard.) .. 
~t has also been maintained that the evaluation of a living wage 

standard by the Committee would penalise, in a special manner, the 
textile industry of this. Province and further that sucn evaluation must 
necessarily be preceded by an all-India inquiry covering all industries. 
We are unable to °abcept these contentions. ~e ~ake it clear, in the 
following disc,ussion, that the concept of the liyi~wage standard has 
no special connection with the textile industry. Ylt"is a generic concept 

· which can be applied to persons., in' any walk of life. 1he items 
included in the normal expenditure 'of· a familywiU .be, the same 

• wheth!)r 'the worker' is' engaged in'ol1e or the .... Other occupation. 
· In a concr~te measurement of the living wage'standard, the clrcumf>tal1ces 
ofJ8. particular occupation wjll-ilave. weight only in so far as that 

",-occupation iJ!volves som~ special ~xpl;lndi.tu.te. O.Ithe status o.f.ear;ne;r;s 
o.h~ositioifofc the .family, of worke~s,in that occupat~o~ differs 
c~ably from the normal. ~r all practlCal purposes, the livmg wagtl 
standard that we define' will bll applicable to persons in the same cent.!~ 
similarly circumstanced, whether they are or are not textile worker~1 
We cannot, 'therefore, see a~y reason, ';Why oUr definition of the living 
wage standard should opera~ Unfairl)r towards the textile· industry 'of 
this Province .. We do not also consider that our worl-: is materially 
hampered by the absence of data on an all-India scale~n:ce. we accept 
certain norms of expenditure as lSeing implied in tke .definition of 
a living wage standard, their application .to 'particular places and 
circumstances and their measurement. in money terms. are dependent 
on the availability of the data, not for"the country as a whoM-but for 
the particular. region and .occupation Concerned. And l this typ~ of 
dltta for th~ textile wo~kers of thi~ P~,?T.irice are ample ~Mugh for our 
purpose. 

~ . 
DEFINITIONS P' OTHER COUNTRIES.. . , '," . . . ~. 
. The attempt to define technical tetins ~~ .th.e' peld of sotliai scien£elJ 

invariabll involves considerable difficulty.~. 'lJ:ie'c~mplement ot tec¥llcal 
. terms is not necessao# fiXed nor Ji tM 1;lsage alwaysstandardlzed; 
it is noteworthy. for 'e~ple, that the',authoritativs':Encyclopmdia of 
the Social Science~ does not copta~ anartiole on tl1a. "livi.ng wage" 
though the term has been. current in econpinic literature for many decade~. 
However, the term ~ living. wage" has not only been used: m economlC 

• discuBsiolf. where' .it may oontinue'~ re,main vague', but has also been 
, " 
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defined i~ legal enactments and by Co~ts of Justice ~nd other tribunals i~ 
~ome Engl~sh~spe,~ng c01.lntries. ,The most i~p?rtaIi.t of these countri~s 
IS Australia.,{1f1. that country the terms, "hvmg wa~" and "b)l.s_lc 
wage :_ a!~ -ordinarily synonymous and we giye a rew examples 'below 
of attempted definitions of. these. terms . .- An'instance of a statutory 
definition of the liying wag~ that cOlitained in ~he lndustriat Code, 
of 1920 of South Au~tra~a. v'J.his. C!ode lays down that the" living wage 
means a sum sufficIen~ for the .normal and reasonable needs' of the 
a.ver~ge employ~e living in the .localitr where Shll work .u!lder 6on.~ider~" 
tl0n IS done or IS to be done.'ViThe most famous definitIon of the basIC 

,wage is perhaps that of theComm.o:o.wealth Arbitration Court in the 
Harvet,ter case, The st~ndard. i>f the.l>aSio wage here laid down is the 
" normal needs of th't avera~e employee 'regarded as a. human being.living 
in a civilized. community <"J Anothel! interesting and ,detailed .definiti~n 
of a. ba.sic~age is the 9ne 'Containea ~in_ .tha Queensland Inp,ustriiLl 
Conciliation 'and ,Arbitration Ac1VlThi~ proyicIes tha~ the basic wage 
paid to an adult,' male' '!lmployee shan nQt,be less than is " sufficient to 
ptaintain a well-con~ucted employee~ o!'aver\tge health, ,strength and 
competence and hi~ wife Jl~d a faJD,ily .• ut ~h.re~"cbilm:en . in 'a fair and 
average standatd,of cowort; hayhig regard. to thlj con~itions of living 

,prevailing among employees, in the caIling in' respe"ct <4 which such 
basic wage is' fixed. and provided. that in ,fixitlg such basic wage the 
earnings of. the children or wife 9£ such. ,empl9y~e shall not be tll,ken into 
accounbj It is l).ot necessary-to 'quote other ,descriptions and definitions, 
as most of them emboa,y' similar iqea~,.-lIn other' countries, s~as 
Canada,and the United States of ~erica, t,)te definitions-are not - ly 
so detailed. Sometimes a reference' is made to the n~sary cos of 
living and sometimes to the ma#ltenance of health.) Occasionally, 
however, a detailed definition is given such as that a liVIng wage must 
be sufficient to t~shthe necessary Cost of prop~r living and maintain, 
the health and welfare (<:!f the workers) "':JU) \ 1n England wage regulation 
does not invoke the-concept of a living wag(. In that cOUll,try. how~ver. 
Bowntree's definition»f the huma]! needs of labour has been generally 
accepted a§ a. notal>le attempt to define a living wage standard. Though 
aU these definitions and measures can hardly ,be called precise. they 
reveal a general agreement regarding considerations which are essential 
for determining It" living wage" or a" living wage standar!i". 
MEASUREMENt OF 'nUDEQUACY..' ., 

The problem that our terms of reference se~ us is one of estimat~ 
the inadequacy or deficiency in'the present level. of earnings, (In order 
Ito gauge deficiencies. we must devise a standard or a. measure with which 
to compare the existing levels.) As pointed out ib,-u-"'tecent sti;dy
published'by the liitern:nttonal tabour Office,(I) there are ~e 
approaches to such a problem.1.~i8 "by way of norms.ela.boratea1:)y, 
physiologists, hygienists, h<?using specialists"and others"; ~the other 
followa co the'method of setting up standard budgets for populatIOn groups 

(1) Arkansas Act of 1915. quoted by E. M. Burns in II Wages and the State no 1926. 
page 302. . .' , 

(8) .. The Worker's Standard of Living ". 1938, pages 57 and ~8, 
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, . at different levels -of income ;'. \During th~ last twodeciades both these 
approaches have been followed'in many countries. >Jfhe whole of the 
recent progress in nutrition poliey. exemplifies the first approach. The 

· "London Standards ~ determined by: a . Technical Commission of the 
H~lth- Committee Qf the Leagu.e of Nations attempt to define norma. 

-Sir John. Orr'lI famous study': ]l'ood. B;ealth and' Income " also measures 
defici~ncies, in terms· yf no~. \N~veJ1;heleBB •. tvaluation cannot' be 

· made at present· on the basis.: of '116r~ a.foll-e., ~ The ~in reason is' 
that the elaboration -of '}lonrlS"fOi; ·map.y~ e~em.ents.- pf .oonsumption. is 

· difficult and slow!\-'\!rb,e' ".I!tan~il{,l;>udget ,vapproach.1;las. therefore, 
been much more widely' uSed arid is-' J;tiUver.y important> today . 

. .Models of sti(lh .budgetlil -a.re· tQ ·JIIL found, .,'in'. t~e:'W'wk~ bf private 
investigators like--~~ut' incouIitrles. :wh&~ wage. 'regulation 

· is .attempted on the basis of,a: HYing wage, .-standaJ:d budgets. may be 
set up after official inquiry.~ )Thus, apart, UOOL thecaleulati~B. made 
by Boards and .Tribuv.a.ls !J:Onr'time. to time~, ~ Royal" Commission :On 
the Basic :Wage was IIJlt ,up.m..-Australia.in 19~O, .. !.This .Commission 
oonducted a .detailed.inq~.iry anq, preparlld an ela.bo.rat~ budge~ for.the 
purpose. of evaluating' 1\ prQPe~ .basic .}Vage.. In tlle same manner, 
a South African Cos.t of Living Committee prepare<1 estimates, of 
expenditure reqlwM to' maintain a civilized standard. of living for
a typical family of· a man;' wife anq three children. on (a) 801,1 average 

· Ie imen and (b) a minimum ·tegi:rp.e~ .The two 1l.pproachesare 'hot, 
owever, mutually: incom:p;l.tibl~ As the -International.Labom . Office 

publication points' out,~~eelJls.logical that, :for purposes of social 
policy, the two. methods • ~ . ~' ••• 'to should t be combined. As norms o~ 
~utrition, housing, clothing. ete~' are elaborated,,)hey can beapplied 
IDsetting up and in COII).puting the costs of stet<l.~u~ps ...... ~ ". Ol 

This is the procedure we intend to Tollow iJ1' evaluatmg a hving wage. 
standard for our purpose:)" .." .'. '. , 

All that has been said so far should niake it clear that what we have 
to attempt is not an exact measurement of a . wen-defined. tloncept. 
~Y definition ~f a. standard of livin~ is necessarily-descriptive rath~r 
i1i8:Ii logICal. .A.ny minimum, after all, is arbitrary .and relative. --No 
complctely 'objective and absolute )1leanm&ccan be attached to a term 
like the-" living wage standard '! arid it has necessarily to be judged in 
the light of the circu es of rticular time" and. count 
It is, however, not necessary. for us to'define t e iving wage standard 
very precisely.·, We have to use the measure set up 'not for the 
determination of a dispU'te or the giant 'of an award, .but only for 
ascertaining, in a genera1 mapner,. whether the present.level of ear$gs 
is or is not a.dequate in relation to, it.' For this.' purpose, a broad 
indication of where, in our,opiniOIi; such levelpesj.s'.i!oll.tha.t we need 
attempt. • . . .• 
DATA AVAILABLE. . ' r.·· , 

It'has been urged that it would 'be i~possfb1e for the Comm,ittee to 
,arrive at even a general. idea of the.1iving. ~age standard in the absence 
of scientific and exhaustive inquiries, ,and that the d,;{ta available are 

~ " - . . . 
IU ".The Worker'. Standard ofIJving", 1938. page 59. 
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at present too slender. In the light of what we havlt said above, it 
will, be 'clear that the data required for our purpose ate of two types. 
~he ,one :liand, we require scientific data to fix, if possible.,!lorms and, 
on the other hand, we require data regarding :qlodes of consumption 
and living and of costs of various items of expenditUl'e ill order to prepare 
a standard' budget and' to measure its cost.-\.JJ('" ~espect of the first 
requirement, the data are as yet insufficient almost everywhere. ¥or 
such items as clothing scientific norms have almost nowhere been set 
up today. Advance has been most noteworthy in setting up norms 
regarding expenditure on food, though it has to be admitted that the 
position in India is not wholly satisfactory. Scientific data regatding 
India.n cqnditions are, however, not entirely lacking ..... :A number· of 
medical authorities gave valuable evidence before us regarding nutritive 
requirements. We also profited by the data on housing needs and 
conditions which had been collected for 'th:e Rent Enquiry Committee, 
Bombay. With regard to dsta about current standards of ,living, 
we are in a partic~rly strong position ... The Bombay Labour Office 
has, during the last 18 years, conducted a number of inquiries into 
the 'budgets of working class families iIi. Bombay, Ahmedabad and 
Sholapur. ~ large majority of families covered by these inquiries 
belonged to the class of textile workers: The Labour Office also 
llIldertook, during 1937, inquiries into the budgets of fte families of 
,textile workers in other' centres speQially to collect data for our 
Committee. The family budget data to which we can thus resort are 
as shown in the following table: . " ' 

TABLE No. '30. 
Numbers of Ootton lIWl Workers~ Budgets collected in the course of 

the different !-abour Office Family' Budget Inquiries •. 
, 

.... -
Period Total number Total number of 

Centre. of of budgets budgets of cotton 
Inquiry • oollected. ' textile workers. 

Bombay . • 11921 3,076 1,522 

Do. •• 11932~~3 '1,469 947 

Ahmedabad ..\1926 872 • 
Do. .. 11933.35 

I 
1,293 1,070 

Sholapur .. I 1925 1,055 
. " ' 1,055 

Do·tl :. 1936. 848 650 
.. 

138 138 Viramgam 1937 , . 
Nadiad 1937 .. 177 177 

• Information regarding the number' of textile workers covered by the }926 
inquiry for Ahmedabad is not available. 

t Not publi8hed~ 
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TABU!! No. 30-c0ntd. 
, 

I Period Total number Tota.l number of 
Centre.- I of of budgets budgets of cotton 

I Inquiry •. -collected. textile workers. 

Broach .. .. 1937 
I . . 127 127 

Surat .. .. 193' .. 67 67 . 

Ja.lgaoD .. .. 1937 .. 86 86 . 
Amalner .. .. 1937 .. 70 70 

ChaJisga.on .. .. 1937 .. 40 40 

Dhulia . .. .. 1937 .. 77 77 

BatBi .. .. 1937 .. 46 46 , 
Hublf 

, 
1937 69 59 .. .. .. . 

Gadag .. .. 1937 . . 28 28 

-, I 

- No inquiries were conducted for Kurla, Poona, Gokak and Tikekanradi. 

Although the data are not ill eyery respect as ample as we would have 
wished, we cannot hold them' to be so insufficient as to make it 
impossible for us to frame a general picture of the living wage fitandard. 

, . , 

THE UNIT IN TERMS OF WHICH STANDARD I{I TO BE DEFINED. 

Before we go on to give concrete shape to our. concept of a living w:age 
standard we must determine the unit in respect of which we have to 
define this standard.~.The main unit of consumption everywhere is} 
the family.) Studies of consumption are always made in terms of the 
family and standards of consu~ption are set up on the !lame basis. 
There is no reason. why we should depart from this universal practice. 
It has, however, been urged before us that the large number of single 
Jllen and boarders amongst textile' workers makes :the family unit 
inappropriate. No data have been put forward in support .of this 
contention. There are no data available for determining' separately 
the civil condition of, workers in the textile industry. The family 
budget inquiries of the Labour Office were directed specifically to families 
and took no account of single men living by themselves. They cannot, . 
therefore, throw any light on the total number of single men among, 
workers in the textile industry. General considerations are, however, 
strong for presuming that the large majority of t~xtile workers are 
married men.' " 

The reports of the recent family budget' inquiries in Bombay and 
,Ahmedabad contain information about the ages of workers. One 
defect of these statistics, for the purpose we have. il;l view, should, 
however, be noted. It is that, though they cover unmarried earners 
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who live with families as boarders or as members 'of a family, they do 
not contain a. sample of the class of workers in the industry who are single 
and live by themselves. The following table gives information regarding 
the classificati9n by. age groups of earners living in families included 

. in the family budget inquiries: . 

TABLE No. 31. 

Age Distribution of Earners in Family Builget Inquiries condU(!ted by the 
Labour Office. 

Bombay. Ahmedabad. 

Age group. I Women. ~I -
[.women: I ,Men. Total. 

-
Men. Total. , 

I I . 
10-14 .. 1 2 I 3' 22 10 .32, 

15-19 .. 82 74 156 155 37 192 

20-24 .. 178 97 275 306 ..71 383 

25-29 .. 427 90 I 517 425 73 498· 

30-34 .. 329 75 404 271 52 323· I 

35-39 .. 265 63 '1 
i 

328 199· 44 243 

40-44 .. ·227 . 37 264 143 25 168 , 

45-49 .. 157 35 192 I 100 19 119 

50-54 .. 67 18 85 43 11 54 

55 andover 21 3 24 
:: 

21 4 25 .. 
Unspecified .. .. .. .. I 6 .. 6 

Total .. 1,754 494 2,248 I 1,691 352 2,043 

, 
The above table shows that the percentage of earners below the age 

of 20 living in families is less than 8 in Bomba.y and less than 11 in 
Ahmedabad and that the large majority of . earners fall between the 
ages of 20 and 45v the proportion being 79'54 in Bombay and 79'05 
in Ahmedabad. vAs the bulk of the earners in these groups were 
textile-workers, the age distribution reflected in the above table T.,y 
safely be taken to represent the distribution by age groups or t~ile 
workers also. , ', . .. 

For adult males the married" state is well-nigh universal in India. 
Though we have .ItO separate information regarding textile workers, 
the data !Jontained in the Bombay City Census for 1931 may be taken 
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to indicate :he universalitr of. marriage. ~e . civil condition by age 
groups of Hmdus and MuslIms m Bombay CIty m 1931 is set out in the 
following table: 

TABLE No. 32. 

Oivil Oondition of Hindus and Muslims in Bombay Oity in 193i by 
Age Groups. 

Hindus (Men !lnly). Muslims (Men only). 
Age group. 

unma.rriedl Ma.rried.1 Widowed. unma.rried/ Ma.rried. I Widowed. 

15-20 .. 27,585 17,166 120 9,087 4,034· 52 

20-25 .. 25,095 37,347 282 8,941 8,791 132 , 
25-30 " 10,981 76,797 757 5,108 17,974 300 

30-35 6,493 77,981 975 3,246 19,035 396 

35-40 " 2,220- '47,245 1,247 1,240 _ 13,768 512 

40-45 .. 1,177 30,843 1,265 747 9,837 481 

45-50 " 372 12,498 1,142 268 .4,506 431 

50-55 .. 215 7,766 1,007 . 151 2,878 383 

55-60 .. 85 3,021 724 57 1,320 274 

60-65, .. 58 1,945 585 35 909 227 

65-70 .. 19 I 562 200 16 294 91 

70 a.nd over .. 18 600 240 15 349 129 
I . 

Of the textile workers in Bombay City in' 1931, Hindus formed 
83~15 per cent. and Muslims 11'25 per cent. .There is no reason to. 
believe that the proportion of married persons among textile workers 
is less' than that in the general population of their co-religionists or that 
the position in the other centres of the textile industry is materially 
different from the position in Bombay. It is safe, therefore, to assume 
that single men form, for'our purpose, a negligible proportion of textile 
workers in the Province. If single me\1- predominate in the industry or 
form a large group in it, it can reasonably be urged that, in determining 
the living wage standard, this fact should be taken into account. The 
position in respect o. boarders is, however, essentially different. (The 
boarder is not necessarily a single man With a single man's responsibilititls. ~ 
.fIe may be, in a large majority of cases, a m,arried 'man with a fa~ly 
~ at his native place depending for its support entirely or to a large extent, 
,on remittances sent by him. Un:- such,"8 case the boarder's living wage 
standard would not materially differ' from that of a married man 
living in the work-town with his family. Unles~ it is proved that 
ordinar~y the boarder's resl'on&ibilities are substantially 1~1l than those 

MBkR26-5 
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of a man living with his fawly, the number of boarders would make 
little ditterence for the purpose we have in view. In fact, the existence 
of boarder workers has itself been used, a number of times, as an argument 
to prove the inadequacy of the wage or of the housing accommodation 
in an industrial centre. 
COMPOSITION OF FAMILY. 

Having decided that the living wage standard should be determined 
in· respect of the family unit, we proceed to consider the composition 
of such a family. urCre the results of the family budget inquiries 
conducted by the Bombay Labour Office are of great value. For, 
though the inquiries took no notice of single men living by themselves 
they tried to cover by means of the sample method most of the 
population of families of workers. The 1937 inquiries conducted 
by the Labour Office were confined to textile workers. The earlier 
inquiries covered all classes of industrial workers. In the case of 
its earlier inquiries, however, the Labour Office has supplied to 
us data, regarding the families of textile workers separately. These 
data, together with the results of the recent inquiries, can thus be 
taken to represent the correct position regarding the composition 
of the families of textile workers. We may confine our at~ention 
to the three chief centres of the industry-Bombay, Ahmedabad and 
Sholapur. The table below sets out the information by groups of 
incomes for these three centres. <11 

TABLE No. 33. 
Average'Number of Earners and Dependants in Cotton Milt Workers' 

Families at Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur by I noome (koups. 
, 
Dependants 

I living 
Inoome group. Earners. Dependants. : away Total. 

l' 
from the 
family . . 

Bombay. 

Below Re. 30 ., 1'13 1'83 0'25 3'21 

Rs. 30 and below Rs, 40 .. }'38 }'75 0;36 3'49 

Re. 40 and .. Rs,50 .. 1'43 1'86 ~'63 3'92 

Re.50and .. Rs.60 .. l,t9 2'10 0'83 4'52 

Re,60and .. Rs.70 ., }'57 2'49 0'91 4'97 

Rs, 70 and .. Rs.80 .. }'84 2'40 }'02 5'26 

Rs, 80 and- ... Rs,90 .. 2'20 2'28 1'40 5'88 

Re. 90 and over .. .. 1'97 2'73 1'77 6'47 

All incomes .. .. 1'53 2'06 0'74 4'33 --- I ~ 

( 

m,Similar tablE'S for Viramgam, Nadiad. Broach, Sura~, ~a1ner, Jalgaon, 
Cb.~liegaou, Dhulia, Bani, Rubli slid Gsdag are ginn in AFpendix , I et pages 472_-5. 
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TABLE No. 33-contd. 
~ 

Dependa.nts 

Income group. Earners. Dependants. 
living 
away 

from the 
Total. 

family. 

Ahmedabad. 

BelowRs.20 .. 1'04 2'IS 3'22 

Rs. 20 a.nd below Rs. 30 .. I'IS 2'lS 0'17 3'53 • 

R8. 30 and .. Rs.40 .. 1'33 2'19 0'29 3'Sl 

R8. 40 a.nd .. Ra.50 .. .1·3S 2'47 0'31 4'16 

Ra. 50 and .. Ra.60 .. l'S3 2'53 0'3S 4'74 

Ra. 60 and .. Ra.70 .. 1'90 2'S7 0'35 5'12 

Ra. 70 and .. Ra. SO .. 2'29 3'U 0'67 6'07 

Ra. SO and .. Rs.90 .. 2'48 2'90 0'55 5'93 

Ra. 90 and over .. .. 2''16 3'5S 0'S4 6'5S 

AUincomea .. .. 1'57 2'50 0'35 4~_ • 
Sholapar. I 

Below Ra.20 .. 1'22 2'45 0'09 I 3'76 

Ra. 20 and below Ra. 30 .. 1'65 2'9S 0'14 4'77 

Ra. 30 and .. R8.40 .. 1'95 3'45 0'16 5'56 

R8. 40 and .. Ra.50 .. 2'45 3'95 0'25 6'65 

Ra. 50 and .. Ra.60 .. 2'44 4'30 0'65 7'39 

R8. 60 and .. Rs.70 .. 1'63 4'62 0'63 

I 
6'S8 

R8. 70 and .. R8.80 .. 4'00 5'33 1'00 10'33 

Ra. SO and .. R8.90 ., 2'50 6'00 0'25 S'75 

Ita. 90 and over .. 
"1' 

3'67 12'33 0'33 16'33 

All incomes .. .. 1'69 3'12 0'16 4jl... 
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of single \earners and to limit consideration to families in- the 
lower income grades, we take' into account only ·the earning groups 
below Rs. 50. The Bombay figures relate to the year 1932-33 and the. 
average number of persons per fa~ily varies from 3'21 to 3'92. The 
Ahmedabad figures relate to the years 1933-35 and the average number 
of persons per family varies in the different groups from 3'22 to 4'16. 
The Sholapur inquiry was carried out in 1936 and the corresponding 
variations in this centre were from 3'76 to 6'65. ~ is no way of 
arriving at, an .e~ypical-1i~ithin this range; era e, 
however worked out,WOiiIa -not be n~essarily representative: n 
a balance of considerations it would, in our opinion, be most appropriate 
to define our living w~ge __ standard in ,~ll centres~ynth ,refe!enc.e to l 

a family of four persons, i.e; a man, a wife and. two, dependants who I 
would Qrg.J!i.~JJ.Jj:._be,..chi1dIenunder,J. 4)}V e . are " aware thit this mar 
be considered tQ be an estimate on ffie low side. The total figure of 
four, however, seems broadly justified by the statistical data that are 
available. \1fr"is also convenient to define the living wage standard in 
terms of a natural family. The importance of what the Labour Office 
inquiries call the" joint household" system varies from centre to centre~i 
but in the two main centres of .the industry, that is, in Bombay andi 
Ahmedabad, the number, of natural families is larger than that 
of joint households. The following table sets out the figures for natural I 
families and joint households in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur: 

TABLE No. 34. 

The NumbeT of Natural Families and Joint Households of Cotton 1extile 
Workers in Family Budget Inquiries conducted by the Labour Office 

in 'Bombay, 4hmedabad and Sholapu.r. 

I Textile Worken. 

Centre. No. of Budgets. 

I Natural Joint 
Families. Households_ 

Bombay 947 
I 

682 , 365 I 
1932·33 I 61-45% 38-55% 

Ahmedabad 1,070 I 594 476 
1933·35 55-51% 44-49% 

. Sholapur* 

"I 
650 i03 347 

1936 46-62% 53-38% 

* Not published_ 

The basis of the natural family avoids difficulties encountered in 
determining the number and status of earners ~n the unit. The unit 
Qt a ~nl wife and, ~w~ dependants we consider as the fairest on this 



basis. We are awar~ of the objection forcibly stated, for example, 
by ~wntree that this leave~ a co~siderable number. of families and 
~ a larger number of chlldren Inadequa.tely proVlded for. On the 
I contrary it is necessary to guard against setting up too high a norm 
in order to provide for a special group. The problem of the exceptionally 
large family or rather the problem of the ~~ family at one stage 
of its life has ~o be dealt with sepa,mtely.Ul it is allowed to influence 
the unit, t~ken as typical for determining the lVing wage, the result will 
be to put the norm at an excessively high figure. ~has been the 
experience even in Australia, and it was perhaps the main reason wlu.. 
the findings of the Royal Commission on the Basic Wage proved 
unenforceabl~. (2») 

CONSUMPTION UNITS. 

, The next step in our calculation is the conversion of the total number 
of members in the family into standard consumption units. This 
problem has not so far been satisfactorily solved anywhere. In some 
places, conversion scales based on the total expenditure per unit have 
been attempted. ,Mostly, however, the scales are based on fOQd 
requirements in terms of calories.(3), It is not necessary for us to 
enter into the difficulties involved. So far as we are aware, no attempt 
has been made in India to prepare a standard' conversion table in terms 
of general expenditure and the only scale based on dietetic requirements 
is that contained in the revised edition of Health Bulletin No. 23 "The 
Nutritive Value of Indian Foods and the Planning of Satisfactory 
Diets" published by the Indian Research Fund Associaticm. The 
scale is as followa : ' 

Coefficient. 

Adult male (over 14) ,'. 1'0 
Adult female (over 14) 0'8 
Child 12 and 13 years 0'8 

" 
10 

" 
11 

" 
0;7 

" 
8 

" 
9 

" 
0'(; 

" 
6 

" 
7 

" 
0'5 

" 
4 

" 
5 

" 
0'4 

Dr. W. R. Aykroyd, Director, Nutrition Resear.ch Labora~ories, Coonoor, 
'states that this scale" is based on considerable experlence and may 
be considered sufficiently near the truth fqr'practical purpos~s." In his 
opinion it can be reasonably applied to textile workers ill Bombay'. 

, Before applying the conversion table it is necessary to postulate tho 

(l) .. Wages a.nd the Family", p, H. Douglas, 1925. 

(I) The" Minim'Vll Wage ", published by the International Labour Office, 1939, 
pages 38-39. 

(I) .. Workers' Nutrition and Social Polioy", published by ,the Intemational 
Labour Office, 1936, pages 40-47. 
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ages or th~ dependants 'or children in a typical family. t.l'~ family 
budget inquiries the results of which we have used for arriving at 
the family composition give no indication as to the age di~Jl.tion 
of children. We have, therefore, thought it safest, [or--purposes of 
~ lJlace the figure at twice the value of the mean coefficient 
for children. This gives for the family one male = 1, a ~~'8 and 
two dependants or children'6 ~ 2 = 1'2 ; altogether 3'OJ<:l>ur typical 
j'tCmily may, therefore, be takl}ll,iQ. consist o~ four,.JD.eID.heIli..1l.D.d..{)UbJ:ee 
cOI!!l.!!.,mption units. ) ,-

..... 
DIETETIC NORM-DR. AYKROYD'S OPINION. 

We now approach the consideration of the actual expenditure that 
will have to be incurred by the typical family in order to maintain 
a. living wage standard. We shall begin with. the mos~ important item 
of this' expenditure-food. In determining this, the approach thAt 
has been universally adopted is that of setting up norms. Initially, 
these norms were set up only in terms of a. minimum calorie intake, but 
wjth the advance of nutritional science they have been elaborated. 

{the measure is not now confined to a minimum calorie intake, but 
extends to the detailed composition of the diet in terms of proteins, 
carbohydrates, fats, etc., with special emphasis in recent years on 
certain elements such as vitamins and mineral salts. Dietetic science 
has advanced so far in relation to European countries and peoples 
of Europ~n origin that it has been found possible to set up for them 
standards of minimum consumption and to claim that these standards 
have ap. objective scientific character. It has to be admitted that 
nutritional research in India has, in comparison, lagged far behind. 

"No sufficient information is availapIe for setting up equally valid 
standards for India. as a. whole. ~egional or class diet surveys have, 
also been small in number. We have, however, had the benefit of 
evidence tendered by medical and scientific 'authorities who have done 
some work in this field and have experience of Indian conditions. Of the 
evidence thus offered, we shall take into consideration first that of 
Dr. Aykroyd who, as the Director of the Nutrition Research 
Laboratories, Coonoot, can draw upon, perhaps, the most substantial 
and specialised work so far carried out., in India in this field. 
Dr. Aykroyd specially prepared for our Committee a note on dietary 
standards for Indian workers. ~ his note, Dr. Aykroyd lays down I 
a minimum standard of daily ~take of about 2,600 calories for an adult 
man. It is necessary at this stage to emphaSIze the pOInt of view· 
adopted by Dr. Aykroyd in preparing his standar,d dietary. He says: 
." Caution is necessary in applying Western dietary standards to 
the 'East . . • In preparing a 'Health Bulletin' on 'The 
Nutritive Value of Indian Foods and the Planning of Satisfactory 
Diets " to bepsed for public health nutrition work in India, I have 
suggested standards of calorie, protein, fat, mineral and milk intake 
far below ' generally accepted ' Western standards, because there is no 
point in putting forward standards out of all relation to reality . . • 
in practice, the standards recommended by the Laboratories are set 80 
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8S to represent an improvement on the existing levels of diet. among the 
poorer classes in India, as discovered by field investigations. At the 
same t~e, the!. represent. a· not impossible ideal in relation to present 
econoJIUC conditlOns-or,.m o.~r words, a goal to be aimed at which 
is not too far c;mt of ~eac~." \}Ve may thu~ say that ~he norm setup by 
Dr. Aykroydls a sCientific standard modified to SUIt Indian economic 
conditions. ..AS such, it may be safely taken as an absolute minimum 
for the living wage standard. For our purpose, it is not necessary to 
enter into the details of the composition of the dietary standard suggested 
by Dr. Aykroyd. ~ are concerned chiefly with the monetary value 
of the dietary which nutritional ,e;:p,irls lay down as the minimum 
necessary for the typical family.~r. Aykroyd states that in South 
India the cost of his well-balanced diet is &.5 to Rs. 6J!er man. Wview 
of the generally higher cost of living in thisi'rovince, we may 
place the figure at a minimum of Rs. 6 per month per adult man. 
Dr. Aykroyd further points out that this estimate does not allow-foi any 
.. extras l' such as sugar. \H6 is of opinio~that an allowance of 25 'per 
cent. of the total cost of primary fooustuffs should be made for 
expenditure on "extras". Vealculating the cost in general terms for 

r
hiS Province, -er. Aykroyd's estimate would work out at Rs. 18 plus 
s.4-8-0 for" extras ", that is, a total of Rs. ·22-8-0 per month for 
family of three consumption units. 

:NATURE or DIETETIC :NORM. 

'''It should be noted that Dr. Aykroyd's well-balanced diet is that-of 
a vegetarian and as such is somewhat cheaper than the corresponding 
diet for a non-vegetarian would be. Much has been said in the. evidence 
before us regarding tie variety of castes and communities and;therefore, 
of the standards of living amoJ,lg the working classes in India. But, 
for OlU purpose, the only important difference that has to be observe4 
is that between the cost of vegetarian and non-vegetarian diets. For, 
as has been elicited in the examination of the medical witnesses, whether 
the base of a vegetarian diet is rice, bajri, jowari or even wheat, not much 

. difference ismauem the cost ora well-balanced diet. The cost of 
cereals bears after all a small proportion to the total cost of the diet. 
It nas been pointed out that as betw.een vegetarian and non-vegetarian 
dietaries also, certain compensatory adjustments can and are usually 
made. Thus, in a non-vegetarian diet, the same expenditure need not 
be allowed for some of the more expensive but absolutely essential 
items of the vegetarian diet, such as milk and ghee ; and no difference 
need really obtain if a full allowance is made for these elements in the 
vegetarian diets.VOrdinarily, however, the non-vegetarian diet will 

. be a little costlier than the vegetarian diet. We have decided to base 
our cal~ulations on the vegetarian diet only, because we desire to 
ascertain a minimum living wage standard, and also because the family 
budget studies reveal a comparatively small consumption of meat 
amongst textile workers in this Province. In items other than food 
the difference made to the COSt of the living wage standard by' different 
modes of living is negligible. 



OTHER ESTlMATES OF EXPENDITURE ON FOOD. 

Among the medical authorities who gave evidence before us, two 
submitted detailed dietaries with estimates of cost. These were Dr. H. V. 
Tilak, Honorary Provincial Secretary, Bombay Presidency Baby and 
Health Week Associati6n, and Dr. A. S. Erulkar, both m~dical practitioners 
of standing in Bombay City. Dr. Tilak has had experience of some 
diet surveys in the' City and Dr. Erulkar has been Honorary Physician 
in a big free general hospital catering mainly for the working classes 
in Bombay. Dr. Tilak puts the cost of food for a family (husband, wife 

.and three children) at Rs. 27-8-0 per month. The scale of conversion 
adopted by us gives 3'6 consumption units for the family for which 
Dr. Tilak's calculations have been made; By a simple calculation, we I: 

get the approximate figure of Rs. 23 on Dr. Tilak's basis of expenditure, 
for the family considered typical by us. Dr. Erulkar drew up two 
dietaries setting out the daily food requirements of an adult textile 
worker---one for a vegetarian and the other for a meat eater. These 
were drawn up by him with a ,iew to assess the minimum cost, consistent 
with _minimum physiological requirements. He was: however, of 
opinion that the diet suggested by him for the vegetarian worker was 
deficient in certain essential elements and the defect could be remedied 
only by a liberal supply of milk. The monthly expenditure per head 
for the vegetarian diet was calculated by Dr. Erulkar at Rs. 7-8-3 and 
for the non-vegetarian diet at Rs. 9-12-4. This gives us the monthly 
expenditure on food for a family of three consumption units at, 
Rs.' 22-8-9 (vegetarian) and Rs. 29-5-0 (non-vegetarian) . ..eJ'should be~ 
noted that, while Dr. ,A.ykroyd's dietary has general reference to Indian 
oonditions, Dr. Til~k and Dr. Erulkar refer specifically to conditions 
in Bombay City. We obtained no evidence relating to ~pecial local 
oonditions from any other textile oentres in the Province. "'It is a notable 
ooincidence that three estimates of costs of a minimum vegetarian diet 
independently arrived at should meet so closely near the figure of· 
Rs. 22-8-0 or Rs. 23. While we do not attach ,excessive importance 
to this coincidence, we take it as evidence of a general agreement among 
those qualified to speak on these matters about the broad level at which 
the minimum has to be placed. 
HOUSING: DEFINING THE NORM. 

In matters of food it is highly desirable to seek objective scientific 
~orms ; because, on the one hand, the considerable progress made in the 
science of nutrition makes this possibl(l to a large extent, and, on the 
other hand, because existing deficiencies in this regard have grave and 
lasting consequences on national standards of health and wel1-being~ 
The latter consideration ,applies with almost equal force to housing. 
rHousing conditions, especially in the bigger centres of ou: ~dustria~ 
population, are deplorable and a mere reference to the eXIstmg stat6:1 
of affairs can thus afford no idea as to the conditions necessary for a living' 
wage standard.vln this matter, however, scientific standards cannot 
be set up as easily and objectively as in respect of food. While alm.ost 
uniform dietary standards have been evolved for European countrIes, 
housing standards still differ considerably from country to country. 
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Th.e considerations that usually weigh in setting' up these standards 
cannot very easily or cle~b' be laid down nor can they be always 
evaluated accurately. ~ousing .standards vary widely, " partly becaus~ 
they are evolved with the idea of amelioration of conditionS, and partl 
because needs differ with climates, the ~valent types of diseaseJoD,d 
other factors."ul) We are nor-concerned WIth such matters as size 
and helght~ bu1idings, fire prevention., sanitation, light and air, which 
,artyl8ual~y dealt with under municipal building. and health bye-laws. 
%e housmg standards that we are concerned WIth are those relating 
chiefly to the number of rooms and the floor space per person. Here, 
again, as in the matter of dietary, we have to keep in mindJlonstantly 
the background of actual Indian economic conditions. ~e Australian 
Royal Commission on the Basic Wage discussed the question whether 
8. four-room or five-room house was the minimum necessary and found 
in favour of the latter alternative. The¥,-ore modest standard set. up 
by the Ministry of Health, which is commonly used to measure 
overcrowding in Great Britain, adopts chiefly the. two tests of density 
and . of sex separation in bedroom accommodation. Very little 
material is yet available for setting up housing standards in India and 
little discussion has taken place for determin.iD.g such standards. 
It is clear, however, that we must keep to the most elementary 
considerations.'-..'.I;)lere iii. in the first instance, the question of the 
number of rooms. ~vast majority of industrial workers in this 
Province are housed in one-room tenements. We have, however, 

. received no evidence in support Q.f t!l,lYView that eo one-room tenement 
was not highly unsatisfactory. ~ost all witnesses who expressed 
an opinion on this question definitely stated that a two-roomtenewent 
waa.,the minimum necessary, The point need not be laboured. In the 
crowa'ea environment of an industrial city, housing accomm\>datio~ 
whicli compels a whole family to cook and eat, live during the da 
and sleep at night in the same room, cannot certainly be considered a 
satisfying the minimum req,uirement of any living standard. vKminimum 
accommodation of two rooms may thus be taken to be established 

. beyond dispute. We have received no evidence regarding the i:ninim.um 
floor area necessary for a family. We observe,however,that the 
Rent Enquiry Committee, Bombay, lays down a definite minimum 
standard which it proposes sho\lld be immediately' enforced. This 
minimum standard it lays down in its \re~oInmendation with reference 
to Bombay City. The recommendation is :" It is desirable to discourage 
construction of one-roo.med tenements;. bj.lt'·wherever they are found 
necessary they should not ·be of less than 180 sq. fu in size and 
should not accommodate more than 4 persons."") . This recommendation 
of a. Committee, which made a special study of housing !londitions 
in the. three cities of Bombay, Ahmedabad and &lrolapur,can 
be accepted as embodying a minimum standard. "'For . a family 
of four, 180 square feet may thus be held as the minimum in Bombay; 
the standard of the floor area may be put a little higher in less 
overcrowded cities. . 

(11 .. The Worker's Standard of Living", published by the International Labo1+ 
Office. 1938, page 41. . 

(I) .. Report of the Rent Enquiry Committee ", Bombay, 1939, Vol. I, page 511, 
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EXPENDITURE ON RENT AND FOOD. 

The report of the Rent Enquiry Committee contains also the data 
necessary to convert trus housing standard into its monetary equivalent. 
The following table gives the average monthly rent for two-room 
tenements in ~he three important centres: 

TABLE No. 35. 
, 

Average Rem and Area- of Two-Room Tenements.C1l 

Centre. 

Bombay (Combined E, F 
G Wards). 

Ahmedabad 

Sholapur 

f 
Average Monthly 

Rent. 

Re. a. p. 

and 12 8 2 

7 5 9 

3 10 " 

Approximate 
:floor spa.ce. 

189'19 square feet. 

251'75 

145'83 

In this table the average of the available floor area for Bombay comea 
very near to the accommodation held by us to be necessary. a)h trus 
case Rs. 12 may, therefore, be taken as the allowance of expenditure 
on rent. For Ahmedabad and Sholapui the floor areas of the tenements 
differ widely from our requirements. For adjusting this difierence we 
may use the data of rent per 100 square feet given in other tables in the 
Bame report. II) From these we choose the figures given for the 
income group Rs. 21 to Rs. 40 per mo~th as being the most appropriate 
for our purpose. The rates per hundred square feet are Rs. 3-12-9 
for Ahmedabad and Rs. 2-7~0 for Sholapur, The expenditure on rent 
may thus be put at between Rs. 6-8-0 and Rs. 7 for Ahmedabad and at 
between Rs. 4 and Rs. 4-8-0 for Sholapur. -, 
", We may Bum up the discussion up to this stage by stating that for 
maintaining a living wage standard the expenditure necessary on the 
two items of food and rent wdu~d be a minimum of Rs. 35 in Bombay, 
in the neighbourhood of Rs. 30 for Ahmedabad and approximately 
RB. 27 -for Sholapur:") 

We may at this point deal with the difierence made in our estimate 
of expenditure by ,the variations in the cost of living in the difierent 
centres of industrY'.' We have already indicated the differences in 

'expenditure Oll rent in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur. Difierences 
in the price of cloth between centre and centre are negligil;>le. The 
total efiect of the difierences in prices on expenditure on items included 
in the miscellaneous group would also be smalL We, therefore, confine 
our atte~tion to variations in the expenditure on food: No data are 

(11 .. Report of the Rent Enquiry Committee ", Bombay, Volume II, Part IV, 
Tables V. XIV and XX. -

(I) Ibid, Volume I, Parts I, II and III, Statistical Tables Nos, 17 and 27. 
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available which would enable us to measure these variations directly. 
The composition and the base years of the working class cost of living 
index numbers compiled by the Bombay LaQour Office for Bombay, 
Ahmedabad and Sholapur are all di1Ierent. The figures regarding prices 
of commodities collected by the Labour Office for the purpose of preparing 
these index numbers do not ,also cover the same group of commodities 
in each centre. We have, therefore, had to make certain independent 
calculations in order to arrive at an indication of this di1Ierence. For 
this purpose, we have utilized the table giving a balanced diet at moderate 
cost (Table C) from the booklet on "Balanced Diets" published by the 
Bombay Presidency Baby and Health Week AssociationQI and the 
information regarding retail prices collilcted periodically by the Director 
of Agriculture and published every month in the Bomhay Government 
Gazette. We decided upon Table C as the most suitable for our purpose 
because the distribution in this dietary among the more important 
food materials was more even than that in other dietaries included in 
this publication. We took from this dietary the quantities of 
consumption of rice, jowari (to represent the whole group wheat, jowari, 
bajri), turdal (to represent the pulse group), milk, ghee (to represent 
ghee and butter), potatoes (to represent root and fruit vegetables) and 

. pI (to represent sugar and gull and xp.ultiplied them by the prices for 
the respective commodities at Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur as 
reproduced in .the Labour Gazette. The sum of these products yielded 
the amount of expenditure that would have had to be ~curred for the 
greater part of a standard dietary at given dates at the three centres 
of industry. We had these tables prepared for three di1Ierent periods: 
The following table sets out the results of these calculations. In this 
table the amount for Bombay for each period is take.n to be' equal to 
100 and the amounts for Ahmedabad and Sholapur are shown iIi the 
form of percentages of this figure: 

TABLE No. 36. 
lrulez Numbers of.Expenditure on Food in Bombay, Ahmedabad 

and Sholapur. 

Period. Bombay. I,Ahmed&bad. ! Sholapur. 

July 1929 100 82 86 

to 1934 100 92 86 

to 1939 100 95 88 

, These figures rev~l surptisingly large variations in the differences 
- between the three centres as between one period and another. If the 

total expenditure on food at Bombay is put at Rs. 23, the variations in 
the above table indicate a reduction in this expenditure at the other 
centres varying from Re. 1 to Rs.4. There are certain assumptions 

(1) Page 10. 



involved k the ,above calculations and we do not consider that they 
do more than give rough indications of the differences made in the 
expenditure on, food by variations in the cost of living. A special 

-inquiry, which, however, would not require much time or money, would 
be necessary for obtaining a more precise measurement of these 
differences. 
OTHER ITEMS OF EXPENDITURE. 

Our approach to the question of the living wage standard has 
necessarily to be changed when considering items in the family budget 
other than food and rent ..... 'Norms are almost non-existent in this 
sphere and little h~adway has. been xp.ade)n any ,country with the 
application of scientific objective tests. ""We shall, therefore, proceed 
to deal with the other items mainly on the basis of the data afforded 
by the family budget studies .. These items have been divided into three 
_IQain groups: (I) clothing, (2) fuel and lighting, and (3) miscellaneous. 
According to the Labour Office family budget studies, the expenditure 
incUrred by the average working .class family in the three centres on-
each of these groups was as follows~: -

TABLE No. 37. 
• Expenditure of Families of Textile Workers in Bombay, Ahmedabad 

and Sholapui for Certain Groups. 

Average monthly expenditure on . 
Centre. Clothing, 

Fuel and Bedding, Misoel· . Lighting . Footwear, laneous. 
etc . 

.. 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

Bombay .. -.. . . 3 6 3 3 9 9 12 4 10 
(7'17) (7'63) (20'00) 

AIuiledabad .. .. ." 2 12 6 3 15 10 915 5 
(6'63) (9'51) (23'75) , 

Sholapur .. .. .. 2 10 2 3 3 9 6 3 10 
./)9'46) (11'61) (22'40) 

NIlte.-Figures in brackeb denote percentages of the difIer€nt items to the total 
monthly expenditure of the family. ' 

Nothing need be said regarding the expenditure on fuel and lighting. 
~regards expenditure on clothing, it' is contended that the present 
average expenditure- provides neither sufficient protection against 
inclement weather nor an, adequate reserve for a change. Special 

_ emphasis is also often placed on the inadequacy of the bedding material. 
We are not in a position to examine these details nor to provide for any 
increase that may be necessary. On the other hand, we have not 
received any suggestions that any part of this expenditure is inadmissible 
for extravagant. 
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The miscellaneous group contains a large variety of items. The 
expenditure is incurred mostly on necessary items or on conve~tional 
necessaries. It may be noted that the specific item olamusement 
accoUnts for an average expenditure of only twoannas and four J;lies 
per month in Bombay and two annas and five pies per month·· in 
Ahmedabad. There are two items included in this group, which may, 
however, be considered as inadmissible. These are (1) payments to' 
dependants, and (2) eHlenditure on liquor or toddy. ~ first is 
inadmissible because we have postulated...1l(Ldependants liYi!J.u.war 
from the ~fur..L and the second because of the introduction of prohibitlOI 
iii. ;8omoay and Ahmedabad. These items accounted for Rs. 1-12-! 
in the average budget in Bombay arid eleven annas and eight pies iI 
the average budget in Ahmedabad. If we take as admissible the-ave~a 
expenditure in the miscellaneolis grouP. barring expenditure on th 
two items, the total expenditure for the average family for the gr ; 
will be Re. 7-14-4 for Bombay, Rs. 7-12-8 for Ahmedabad and Rs.4- . 
fQ.r Sholal1Y!. ' -

ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN' FAMILY BUDGET STUDIES. 
- /' rest 

, ~he family budget studies take no account of payment of d 
on debt, occasional expenditure on festivals, marriages, a~d 
other similar items regarding which satisfactory informs co 1 
not be obtained. ~It has also been contended that the bud r~ea 1 
an extremely inadequate expenditure on certain heads, suc me cas 

. relief and education. Medical fees and medicines account woo ann:r 
and eleven pies per month in Bombay and two annas an rO ':biesthat 
month in Ahmedabad. Expenditure on education is so Igl t et d 

p1ias not been separately classified or noted in any fami u;ge s :J~ 
No expenditure also appears in the budgets on aClla 0 ;ny . the 
of insurance. l These extra items do not obviously stan th °i·vin 
same footing.) If the worker earns a wage which ful overs .e, ~ fo~ 
wage standard and,. especially, if this includes ana ate pr;Vls::1n to 
various forms of sooial insurance, it will not be. essary: :Imissible 
incur any debt. lriterest on debt in that oase w.. be a~ ill d that . 
item of expenditure. On the other hand, while ,mar e urgte iII an 
oeremonial expenditure should be dras1iically c iIed l~ can:o wou1~ 
80ciallife be entirely ignored. It has been sa' tha~: £rca lonhooling' 

, and should ordinarily be free. The State p.ro~~ e
t 
r sCnnected 

but this would not obviate expenditl}Ie on lie PlCl e~_ a s hCO l'okness 
'th d t' M di 1 Ii f ,\ ~ 90me tllloug s 'fII ,e ,uca Ion. e ~a re e may: p~r a 'ded £ r under one 

msurance, but even so It would havQ/ tr .' ptOVl 0 
head of expenditure or the other: . 

" / 'rTf d d' h . ' . • 1 ot measurtl iII monetary 
'-=n e 0 not an , m t e Clrcumsta~LC ,ca~ h d fioienoies 

t h t all uld b ry to meet suo e 
erms w a owanoe wo e n7cessa t 1 tt because 

or extra items of expenditure. This does no great y rna ~ lieve that 
our calculations need not be very pr~ise~n the wholed~e e on items 
we, would be jWltified iII plaoing the mIDl')lJ,UpJ, elCpen I ure , 
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lother than food and rent between R~. IQ.!lond J3.~Q..per month. ~lS 
would give us, for a typical family of a husband, wife and two children, 
a range of between Rs. 00 and Rs. 55' for Bombay and of between 
Rs. 45 a~ Rs. 5~or Ahmedabad. For Sholapur the range would be 
about R :tlto R 5 less than for Ahmedabad, and the range for the 

I other. -cen res coul be approximately determined by making similar 
appropriate allowances. ' 

NUMBER OF EARNERS PER FAMILY. 

'Before we compare the monetary equivalent of the living wage standard 
determined by us with earnings of workt;rs in the dillerent occupations 
in the textile industry, we must deal with two important questions. 
~e first is the question of the number of earners per family to be 
allowed in our calculation and the second is the question of sUPlllem.llIltl\lJ' 
q,rnings. The consideration of the first question is made easy by our 
ropting the natural family as the basis of our calculations. In such 
'amily the question can refer only to the earnings of the wife; the 
~ndants or children' can obviously not be .expected .to earn anyth!ng. 
~~ld any allowance be made for the possIble earnmgs of a wife 1 

been argued that, under a proper interpretation of the term living 
::Jtanda~d'-~Lwife.shoul~ be spared,foE the-duties of the.hou~ehold • 

~ IQQking after.the children.,.~e cannot be and should nOt'"De
?£ec'to supplement the earnings by extra paid work. \lIr'Australian i erpt tions of the basic or living wage, the earnings of the wife are 
af~ays ~uded from calculation; this is done ordinarily by the courts 
; . ~w \ sometimes the exclusion is definitely provided by the 
egIS a ture'To this, important conside~tion has to be added, in our 
cas~ an ar~ent of another type. ""1\:n. allowance for the earnings of 
:h w ~an on be made if it is always or at least ordinarily possible for 
eJ e to o",in sui~l?tlLgainfuLlm.ployment. On this point the 
h dence o~ theq,mily budget studies is overwhelmingly clear. They 

? ow that ~ln the'\ t majority of cases the wife was not, in actual fact, 
~~. e" Of the natural families contained in the family 

u get studies, 7' er cen~. in Bombay and 74'40 per cent. in 
:ijedab;d ~d to epend-on th!L!ll.\~ning~ .. ()~~I!.I+Jhe.h~d..~ 
.............. y.~-- n VIew O,f t fact, we cannot, for our typICal family, make 
::y aIIow~nce for the ninga.of the wife. This is entirely apart from 

e proprIety of making uch ai:t allowance . 

. OTHER,SOURCES OF'1ARNI S. ~ 
, It ha? been urged~at rn~s from'sources other than hiS main 
, occupat~on should. bt\ ta n to account before we determine whether' 
the fa~dy of a worker d es ot .reach a living wage standard. This 
content~on would be correct i i~ could be shown that a substantial 
proportIOn of the worke1v' fa li~ were in receipt of income from 
supplementary sources. aut of flle 947 textile workers' families in 
~he sample in Bombay 316 were in rebeipt of such income the correspond
Ing figures for Ahmedaba.d "being 1,070 and 121 r/spectively. The 
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J'roport~on in .Ahmedabad is obviously ~egligible and we need examine 
m detaIl only the Bombay figures whICh are shown in ,the following 
table: 

TABLE No. 38. 
Olassification of Textile Workers' Families in receipt of Supplementary 

Income according to the Amount and Source of . 
Additional I ncome. 

Number of families ill, receipt 
of supplementary income from 

Amount Percentage. 
of Total. to 

Supplementary Boarder Total. 
Income. or Agricul- Pension. Others. 

Lodger. ture. 
I 

Nil .. 6 .. I .. .. 6 1·9'1 

Below Rs. Ii .. 3 4, '. 3 10 3·16 

Ro. Ii and below 21 1 
Rs.IO. 

1 2 25 7'91 

Rs. 10 and helow 106 1 
Rs.15. 

.. 2 109 34'49· 

Rs. 15 and below 14 .. .. 2 16 5'06 
Rs.20. 

Rs. 20 and helow 91 .. .. 1 92 29·12 
Rs.25. 

Rs. 25 and below 3 .. .. .. 3 ·95 
Rs.30. 

Rs. 30 and below 19 .. .. ..' 19 6·01 
R8.85. 

Rs. 35 and below 8 .. .. .. 8 2·60 
Rs.40. 

Rs. 40 and over 
• 28 I .. .. .. 28 8-S0 

Total ._ 299 . l+.j 10 316' I 100'00 

Percentage to~ 1-90 I' 0'32 3-16 100'00 .. 
Total. 

- . . 
Irt is clear that the question ill entirely one of dealing with the income 
'rr~()!r9-.Yrs_ and. lo!ig&s.} Out of the 316 families wb; :nave 
an additional source of income, 299 derive the income from boarders 
and/or lodgers. "The really im.portant income is the one derived from. 
the lodger_ ~~jf.r1f'~tra. The family already pays rent for its 
tClleiiient ;...th"e con I ution oOhe lodger towards tlie rent is a net 
deduction from this it,em of expenditure. , We cannot, however, make any 
allowance on this account because we have provided for an absolutely 
minimum housing accommodation and calculated its rental. That 
accommodation is presumed to be· sufficient only for the family of four 
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persons; ~n extra inmate would mean overstepping the limit of the 
maximum number of occupants and this cannot be permitted.' As for-

~
the .b.oarder, he wo~ld in,:olveextra expe~diture for the food of the 
additlOnal consumptlOn umt/'-The net earnmg ~ould only be the sma!l 

rofit to be 'obtamed from the common messmgarrangement. 'TIllS 
supplementary source of earning may, therefore, be safely neglected 
from our Calculations.) , 

CONCLUSION,' . 

VIle con~lusion w~ arrive at is that an adult malesh~uld be held to 
nave to support the family without the help of any supplementary earner 
or any other source of income. The adequacy or inadequacy in relation 
to a living wage standard of the wages at present earned in the textile 
industry in the Province should, therefore, be judged by comparing the, 
average monthly, earnings of adult male workers in the various 
occupations with th6' result of, the calculations we have set out above.' 
The avera"e earnings have already been indicated in the previous 
~hapter.~-N'Comparison of these earnings with our estimate of the living 
wage starifard shows plainly that in all centres and for the large majority 
of occupations in the cotton textile industry the wages earned today 
are inadequate in relation to a living wage ~tandllrd. Barring the higher 
grades of occupations such as those of si;lers and warpers, and a section 
of the best-paid weavers in the bigger centres of the industry, earnings 
in all other occupations fail to come up to the living' wage tltandard. 
'For the large bulk of the workers, indeed, earnings fall far short of the 
standard. 

We may note that our conclusion refers only to the earnings of the 
adult male worker. The question of the earnings of the female worker 
has to be treated separately. In countries like Australia, Canada, or 
the United States of America. where a basic or minimum wage for women 
is set up. the standard prescribed for evaluating it is different from the 
standard for the wage of the adult male worker. In the absence of 
sufficient data we have not dealt separately with this question. 



CHAPTER IV.-
r.. ••..• 

THE MINIMUM .wAGE. 

We have fteen as~ed, in case we find the wages in any occupation, 
centre or unit of the industry to be iMdequate in relation to a living 
wage -standard, to make recommendations regarding, al'I(oIlg' other 
things, "the establishment of a minimum wage ". It is unnecessary 
for us to enter into a detailed history of the minimum wage concept 
and minimum wage legislation. It would, however, be useful to indicate 
IJriefly some of the salient features of this history in order to understancl 
the demands that have been put forward and the recommendations 
that we make in this behalf. 

ORIGIN OF THE CONCEPT. AND ITS INITIAL JUSTIFICATION. 

. The origin and the character of the initial phase. of llJ,injJ;uum .yvage 
legislation are best indicated in the following extract:"( Legislation 
for the regulation of minimum wages forms part o( the general body of 
social legislation whid developed in a nu~pyW"· of countries during 
the second half of the nineteenth century~~e main object of the 
labour legislation eMcted was to secure reasonable minimum conditions, 
and beyond these to permit complete freedom. On these lines the laws 
passed included measures to ensure reasonable sanitary conditions in 
factories, to protect workers again.st industrial accidents, to limit the 
hours of labour and to fix the minimum. age for young persons to 
commence work. For many years, however, no legislation was eflacted 
to provide for the fixing of minimum rates of wages. ~ Neverthelesst 
enquiries conducted. in various countries showed that numbers of workers 

... in certain trades were.suffering severe privation as their w~.~~u.dged, 
by the ~er~!!y"p~~~i.~staI!aar~_s~wer~~!J!WrmalIy 10,!.\<Cl'herefore, inJ 
a llUmoer of countrIes"the J!rotection of the workers against exceptionally 
low wanes rr 11 came to be regarded as necessary."(i) Ihe demand 
for fixing a minimum~age was u , e s Instance, to the 
revelations of abnormally low wages paid in certain industries, especially 
home-work industries, and minimum wa~ legislation was meant to 
eradicate the evils denoted "by the term " sweating". At that time the 
denlalld was not held to be inconsistent with agenerallaissezlaire regime. 
It was usually argued that special circumstances we~e responsible for 
unduly depressing wag. es in certain industries and that it was justiji2?lc, 
for the State to interfere: in order to coi.tnteract their efiects'!f!;te/ 
operation of minimmll wage legislation was, therefore, confined.to trades; 
'where exceptionally low wa.ges obtained and ~here: j.nvestiga.tionsl -
revealed conditions ca.lling for the intervention of the State) I ~ 

OTHER SUPPORTING CONSIDERATIONS. . . 

Almost from the start, however, there may be discerned the presence 
of' two other elements in a. varying degree and these elements assumed 
great.er importance with the progress of time. These t,wo elements 

0'''''-
,IJ ., lIinimum Wag~-Fixing I1Ia<'hinery ", published by the Intprnntjol1al I_abf"'!" 

Offic(>, 1927, page 9. 
u Ut.. 'D oc D. 
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~ere the need io_, p~event industrial di~putes_ and the desire to 'protect 
"or impr:ove the national-standard otI~ving~~'\J3oth of them have, 
smce the beginning; been- most . promment in Australasia~ legislation. 
-In New Zealand the making of wage awards, including the fixing of 
minimUD1 'rates. of wages, 'was entrusted to the Arbitration Court, from 
the beginning, as part of its function of settling ~,disputes between 
employers and registered unions of workers. ~n Australia," wage 
regulation;was initiated by a system of wage boa!di4 but the connection 
of wage rllgulation with the machinery tor the settlement of industrial 
disputes was established soon afterwards and all the major developments' 
in wage policy opcurred th~reafter. \.l'he' Commonwealth Arbitration 
Court began to operate in 1905, and its first decision .defining . what 
constituted a liying wage was given in 1907. Since that time most of 
the awards, apart from, basic wage declarations, have been embodied in 
judgm. ents settling partiCl~l)t wage disputes between organizations Qf 
employers and employees. (~he idea of protecting the standard . o~ 
livin. g of ~~rkers is, of course! closely associated vv~tlt ~h.~ living. wage.~asl.· S 
of _the...lO.lllJJ!!1,UIl-wage. )It'ls notewortny tnat the hvmg wage baSIS 0 

the minimum wage has been adopted ilyAustralia, New Zealand, the 
United States of America and Canad~untries in which the idea of 
the protection of a national standard of living has ~ad considerable 
influence on public policy. This idea is appropriately expressed in the 
following passage :~ut there was another reason for the attempt to 
prevent low wages. It was held to be very impor.tant both.from ~he 
employers' point of view and for the general pres~ig~ .Qfj;h~ Domip.ion 
.that ·the relatively high standard uf living 1!i'lJanaua " should not be 
undermined. '..:rhus people welcomed m.inim.um wage laws as a rampart 
against the advance of the destructive low wage."(l») / ' .. 

DRAFT INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION, 1928. 

!!¥::rt, however, from the Dominions and the United States of America: 
m' . um wage regulatiorrremained mainly an instrument f~r_ ~liminating 
.,bnorma1.lyJ9.W. or sweated':wagesand, as.& corollary, for preventing 
#.fair' and cut-throat, competition amonglit, employers. \ The study 
of m.inim.um wage-fixing machinery, which the International Labour 
Office prepared as material for framing the International 'Convention, 
discusses theothet objectives, but attaches little importance to ~hem. 
This study concludes its remarks in this conneotion as follows: "To 
sum up, 'the chief objeots of miuimum wage legislatio~ of the type 
contemplated by the Governing Body in framing the item on the agenda 
of the Conference are to prevent the paymeJ,lt of unduly low wages, and' 
'competition between %nployers with regard to wages.''tlll--Th~. Draft 
International Convention evolved in 1928 after this study naturally 
described the trades in which~age regulating machinery should be set 
up as those wherein '~arrangements exist for the effective regulation 

(1) Dr. MacMillan, quoted by E. M. Burns in" Wages and thllState ",1926.page 16. 
(9) '" MinimumJWage,~ixing Machinery". published by the International Labour 

Olllce. 1927, page 15. . 
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pf wages by collective arrangement o~ otherwise and wages are 
, exceptionally low.'" Ilie Bombay StrikeEnlftiir1"tronifulttee'{192S:29) 
examined the claim for a minimum wage of Rs. 30 made on' behalf of! 
Bo~ba~ labour ~ the,light ~f this. Convention a~d held thil.tin thel 
textile mdnstJ;y In Bombay CIty neIther was machinery for regulation) 
of wage~ entirely abs~nt nor w:er? the wages exceptionally ,low .. ~~ 
InternatIonal ConventIon was similarly used by the Royal COID.mlSSIOn 
on Labour in India for arriving at its finding on the minimum wage" 

~ , ' 

LESSONS or THE DEPRESSION. 

, ~~ the' date of the Draft International Convention:ide~s 'regarding 
the applicability of the principle of minimum w~e regulation have, 
however, undergone':considerable changll. The chief part in bringing. 
about this change was played by the economic depression after 1929. 
During the years of depresliion it became increasingly clear that even 
iIi well-established' ,indnstries, there was no'limit below which wages 
might not be pushed intheabs6nce of!IJ!t1:9ng,.prganization-of labp¥l: 
The International Labour OffiCilYear~Book for 1936-37(1) notices this 
lesson of the depression and its effects in the following _ terms: "It is 
a point worthy of note that the development of minimum wage-fixing 
machinery has continued with unabated vigour during the period of 
econdmic rec~very. When. the depression was a.t its worst, and the 
presiure fo~ wage reductions most severe, the need for such legislation 
8S a measure of protection for unorganised or weakly organised workers 
waS clearly demonstrated. As conditions improve<\, the danger of 
cut-throat competition at the expense of wage rates was 'lessened; 
but the. continued development of ~UID. wage-fixing machinery is 
evidence of a recognition that thiS danger is never entirely absent, and 
that such machinery forms a necessary part of the normal, mechanism 
of economic control." ~um 'wage-fixing machinery has thus 
advanced from the positI~n of heing _ applied to a few exceptionally 
[ow-wage industriE)s for merely restoring proper competitive conditions 
to being applicable to all industries where labour is unorganized or ,,!ealdy 
organized. / An exceptionally low wage level can no longer be cO~Ide'red 
~ necessary ~equirement before m.jnimum wage regulation js introduced.~ 
Such regulation may now be properly introduced. in normal times in 
industries paying the current ra~es of wages. '!e.~~y'y~ce.ss~ry te~t 
is the state of la.bgur organization. . .' . 
-....-~ .... " .. -... -...,...... -- " . 
MI.NIMUM WAGE SCHEDULE or MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY. 

There is ~o minim1!J,l.\..:wa~ legisla~ion in India. There has, however, 
been'm()peraUon"';'slnce July 1934,'a. SchedUle' ot wages covering certain 
[lon-rationalized time-work occupations in cotton mills in the city and 
mburbs of Bombay; framed by the M11Iowncts' Associa.tion,Bomba.y, 
which must be noticed in this connection. ,This schedule ,is commonly 
mown as a. .mmunum wage schedule, but the Association prefers to 
iescribe it as a schedule of fair occupational wages. The following 

(1) Page 291. 
III BkR26-6d 
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extract gives an account, in the ~ords of the Secretary of the Millowners 
Association, Bombay, of the origin of this schedule: 

"MR. MALONEY: Unfortuna.tely, wage cuts had to be made t{ 
save the industry. These cuts should have taken place in 1926 01 
1927. Conditions were very bad then.- Attempts were made bJ 
the Association to do what was absolutely. essential for the salvatior 
of the industry, but we could not achieve our object. We did n01 
succeed in effecting any wage cuts. Therefore, when the mills closec 
down, the position of the workers became very bad, and when thE 
mills •. one after another, began to close down, there was a lot oflaboUl 
seeking employment under any condition and we allowed the milli 
to take individual 'action, whatever they thought was reasonable all(: 
just. ·It was then tpat we stepped in and said: ' So far you may go 
but no farther.' \)fhat was what happen~ and the minimum wagE 
was fixed according to ~he standards ruling then."(l) , 
The Millowners' Association, "Bombay, in its .written nlemorandlllT 

submitted to the Committee states that the minimum wage schedule ha~ 
worked satisfactoriry and that the :p.llmber of occupations covered ha~ 
been extended from time to time: \,.lri the oral evidence it was stated 011 

behalf of the Association that it took steps to see that the minimum 
schedule was observed by all the member mills, that inquiries .WerE 
made whetherits instructions were carried out arid when a discrepancy 
came to light the Association " made detailed enquiries as to the wageE 
paid to every m~ in the particular mill ". We notice that complaintE 
about individual member mills paying wages below the 'minimum in 
particular occupations real!heti the Government Labour Officer even 
as late as 1937.(9) It is, however, agreed that the minimmu wag~ 
schedule is generally adhered to by melJl.ber mills. I~ is also a;greed that 
the schedule had a salutary steadying e,ffeet d!lrkrg the years 1934-3li 
imd continues to a.fIord a kihd of protection to workers in occupatiom 
covered by it. $he minimum wage' schedule is confiped to certain 
non-rationalized time-rated occupations and the total.numbe.rof persom 
covered by it would not, it is estimated, constitute" nlor~ than haH 
of the total number of persons employed in the .industry.\.oWorkers 
engaged in piece woi'k occupations are not similarly protected. Among 
piece workers, the predominant class is that of weavers. The representa
tives of the Millowners' Association, Bombay;-mated that protection 
to weavers was provided" by compilation monthly ot the average wageE 
earned." They also stated: "If we consider any millllnduly low, we 
write to the mill a.nd ask'them to bring the :wage level in that particuhu 
mill ,up." In determining whether the wage was unduly low or not, 
the Association had a standard of "sOl1).ething like J.~s.:_3jLJl. __ l1.tonth 
as the wl:\ge.1'or.,a..wcaver". We were not' informed of a.ny sinular 
standard for other classes of piece workers, nor was the average of t.he 
wages of other piece workers compiled at regular intervals for all, the 

UI Record of the oral eviden~e given before the Committee. 
(I" Issues of the La/lour Gazette published by the Labour Oftke of tht' Governml'nt 01 

Bombay for the months of Fcbrua,'Y, March. AUgUAt and Novt'ulber 1937, , . 
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member mills. It is clear tW!.t even' weavers are in a different position 
from that of time workers covered by the minimum wage schedule. 
Among the latter, each individual worker is guaranteed a minimum 
wage. In respect of the w'eaver, the Association's Labour Officer 
would ordina.rily institute inquiries into the weaving rates in any mill 
only when he found that the aY~e~d_wali. JlJ!.dl.lly low. 
Low individual earnings amongst weavers would, therefore, De difficult 
bot.hto detect and t~ bring up. 

The minimum wage schedule is binding only on the members of the 
l\lilIowners' Association, Bombay, in the city and sVburbs of Bombay. 
There are a few (six) mills in Bombay whiCh are not members .of the 
.Associatiori. These mills are not bound by the schedule and may 
pay lower wages. M·a fact, in a publica.tion(l) issued by the Millowners' 
Association, Bombay, 'we notice the following coinplaint: "We refer 
to the fact that no effective means have yet been devised by the 
.\ssociation ,which )Vould compel non-member mills to fall in line with 
member mills. The result is that in th .. few non-member mills which 
remain in Bombay, the earnings of , the workers are·considerably below' 
the average wages paid in member mills."· It is said; however, ,that 
the minimum wage schedule of the Association also influences the wages 
paid by non-member mills and that the Government Labour Officer 
utilizes it in settling wage disputes in those'milIs. The schedule was 
11.1110 used by the Chief Conciliator in diJ;put'es under the Bombay 
Trade Disputes Conciliatiolj. Act, 1934. j 

PRESENT NEED FOR MINIMUM WAGE REGULAtION. 

This schedule is obviously not a minimum wage schedule properly 
110 called. "'1'he latest International Labour Offiee publication on thi~s 
Kubject defines minimum wage reguIa.1lIion as I" the fixing of J.ega.Uy 
t~fo~~~!JJJ.k.lllinimulll rates of wages ,by some a"iithorityother than the 
employers and workers or organizations of employers and workers directl 
eoncerned.'.'(2) \The Millowners' schedule is not legally enforceable; also 
it, is fixed not 6;; any external authority but by onlUUJib,Ularti~.t.<;)J;~e 
wage ~l,1.i.u .. ': The origin antI working of the Association's schedule, 
liOW"cver, throws cOllsiderable light on the question of the minimum 
wage. \ '1'tproves, in the first instance, that, apart from any consiq~rations 
regardJug" interests of labour,t.he danger of unfa,ir. c.QmpetitioI! among 
elllplorer~ ,~ith regard to wages became 89 serious in 1934 that the 
e-inployersl association thought it necessary to intervene~) It also 
provesthe.J>!!'l.cticability of framing a minimum wage schedule for the 
vario'uSOt;cupatJonSTn the industry, at least those paid on time rates, 
and of enforcing it without great difficulty. ,(On the testimony of the 
Labour Officer and the Chief Conciliator, the minimum wage schedule! 
has also proved useful both in preventing antI ill settlin~ wage 
disputes. . 

(1) •• Welfare of the Cotton ?llill Worker: Polky of the ?lIillownns' Aeeociaticn, 
Bomba),", pages 26-27. ~ . 

(~) .. The minimum wage ", 1939, page 2. 



(The Mi1lowners' Association, Bombay, expressed its views in the matter 
of the fixing of' a minimum wage in the following manner: "The 

-Association is not in favour 'of establishing a single minimum wage based 
on a theoretical cost of living or a living wage standard. The Association, 
however, is in favour of extending its existing system of fair ocpupa~iQJJ,a1 
~ages for time workers and of guaranteeing, wherever possible, adequate 
earnings for full work for efficient permanent workers in piece-work 
occupations."; '1 o. 

/' 

\.The experience of all countries, especially during the last decade, 
shows how wage. regulation has now become a necessary part of the 
normal economic mechanism. The experience of the textile industry' 
of this Province also .emphasizes the need for such regulation. We refer 
not only to the experience of.~omba.y belore and after the introduction 
of the As~ociation's minimum schedule but also to the experience of 
most centres, other than Ahmedabad, where the wage reductions of. the 
last decade led to all unsatisfactory .state of affairs.(I~The case for 
regulation can b~ supported' on a variety of grou,nds. U1r'is generallyf 
agreed that collectiv~ agreements provide the best method of determinin~J 
wages and this i!'.1~e)Ilplified by the experience of the t.extile industr~ 
in Ahmedabad~ lJ!*en collective ag1~.e~nts, however, do not rendej 
legislative interference llnnecessary.(2)~here no collective bargaining 
is possible and labour is. weakly organized, wage regulation' by an 
external authority becqmes highly desirable. It is vital from the 'point 
of view of the worker an~ important even from the point of view of the 
employer. The millowne!s in Bombay do not deny the need for a 
minimum w~e, but claim that it is adequately met by their minimum 
schedule.v1t can, however, hardly be argued that a schedule framed 
and guaranteed by the employers' could give sl}tisfaction to 'the 
workers. Except in Ah:w.e~abad, the workers are' even less 
well-organized than in Bombay and the employers' associations are' 
also ~ither very weak or non-existent.. Ahmedabad, with its long 
and continu~u~': record of collective bargaining;. we may treat as 
exceptional. v}sewhere ~abour is weakly organized and clearly 
stands in need of the protection a~orded by minimum wage ~e~tion:' 

(1) For a detailed description see "Wages and Unemployment in the Bombay 
Cotton Tflxtile Industry-Report of the Departmental Enquiry", published by.the 
Labour Office, Government of Bombay. ' , . 

(2) Reference may be made in t~i8 connection to the Clonclusions. reacb£d at the 
Tripartite Technical Conferenoe on the Textile Industry held at Washington in 1937 
under the auspioes of the International Labour Office. 

"The general conolusions to be drawn from the course of the discussion might be 
Bumml'd up as follows :- , . 

(1) Colleotive agreements are tlf special importance mainly in the regulation of 
matters which are not dealt with by legislation and may serve as a very useful preFa! a· 
tiOIl for futul'elflgislation .. They may also be of great utility in th!l workiLg out and 
application of the detailed execution of legislation, subject to and within the genel'a} 
limits laid down by the law. 

(2) Even in the national field, recourse to legislation is in some ('ases indisl'ensable 
to secure a sure and comprehensive basis for the establishment of ('onditions of fair 
competition between employers and the proper regulation of conditions of employ
ment." Vi~" The World Textile Industry n. V91ume II, published by the Inter- . 
na.tional Labour Office, 1937, pages 261-262. 
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lIIACRIKBRY FOR REGULATION. 
, . 

_ A large variety of systems of minimum wa~e regulation is in operation 
today in the different countries of the world. We have to take account 
of the important features of these systemS in order to recommend the 
arrangement that seems 1110s1; suited to our conditions. ~ e shall 
consider the question under two separate aspects: {iY,the IIl.jI.chinery' 
for mipimum wage regulation, and<f~ the basis of the~age. '-'There are 
at least four .different types of agenOles by which a minimum wage may, 
be determined. \..Xhese are: (~il.n enactment, (~lI.I1 arbitration cotirt,,~ 
(iiij,a"general board, and.,(id a special trag~boaid.. Much need not be 
said as regards the first mell'hod. ~1'!'Some states in Australia and the 
United States of America ~e limit below which no wage may ,be paid 
in.anindustry js laid down ~~{ttute.;(The method is obviously rigid 
and the usual result has been topUt-tJ:te .legal wage at so low a figure 
as to giye little effective protection. ~he method of the arbitration 
court is almost uni'{ersal in AustraJafiian wage legislation. ""'la. 
ap'pli~_a~iQn .... _ . ..!o.;w~~L.jll"es!lpposel!_ ~~§oJ:Y... arbjt~8:t_i..q,n. vFurthe~, 
\he arbItra.tIon system can work success1Ully onlyw~~!il la.b0lll" ,18 

org~~ed.!Il strong,trad,e.1l!l!OIls: These necessary condItions precedent 
do not,jor the greater part, exietin the textile industry of this Province. 
We need not, therefore, further consider the possibility of adopting t,his, 
method of wage dete~minatioJl. ,\. • 

We may, however, at this place COmID(IJlt upon the reply given by 
the Millowners' Association,Bombay, to .our Q.uestion regarding the 
machinery for fixing and -revising the minimum ,'Nage. It states: 
" ~~e Association i~ '~efinitely ,op:p~ed t<\' the id~ of wing a si!l.gl.e 
~rumum wage as liistmct from mIDlmum occupatIOnal wages. We do 
not think it will be pecessaiyto devise specjal ~hinery for revising wage 
rates, since machinery will be' pr~vided under r t4e Bombay Industrial 
Disputes Act wp.en fiually passed." ~ BO~~;Y:§!!ll~~!LaIJ~il!J.lp.~~s.~ct,1 
1 ~~8~ provides for comp?l~o~!~f~re!l~~<>rV:'a:rwu~m.aJ;teJ:El t~!lo~cjhl!o~~QJ;J,., 
:But It does not provide for compulSory ;JpItratIOn and a bmding award 
....,..as in Australia.....:.on 'failure to reach an agreement. The 'arbitration 
machinery provided by the Act will oper~te only 0!l..-both p~.!!ie~_~ the: 
dispute agree,ing to refer it to arbitration. 'We cannot, ffierefore'j 
~ee that the Bombay Industrial Disputes '-ct dispenses with the need 
, for a. special machin;ery for fixing, ~r re~.JL ~~~~..!'~~~ !~tes. 

~~e~tial feature of the general board system is that the,minimum 
ratel! ina'p.ihUbel'~-iM.ustriea ?-re ~e~~.M..ro.~.) S'o.metimes 
a general board fixes rates: 'which apply uniformly to a. number of 
industries~' other cases,' 'different minima_ar~Ji]}.~<tJ()J: ... Q.i,fi~t@t 
in~u.~tries.~he general bciar~e4l1S:1'0::ee found in the United 
'StateiiOr"1Unerica Canada and AustralaSIa. It may be observed that 
this system is pre~alent usually in c!>untri~s ~here. a livrng wl!'ge b~sis 
has been definitely adopted for wage regulatIOn and ;where the protec~IOn 
of a nationalst&ndard ofliving is an import;a.l!!.~.~j~~i!e..o! the regqlap~Q.n·l 

;.in AiIstraIia-irid"'''New -Zealanu;"arbitration courts' are empowered 
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to declare b.LSic ~a.ges of gmieral applieiJ,tio~, apa.rt alto,gethct from 
the .existence of a dispute: In exercising this power the r.ourti perform 
a. fullct.ion distinct from that of arbitration, and are essentially'the same 

. type of,machinery as general hoards for fixing~minimtlm rates applicable 
to a. number of industries. ~e idea of a general board may thus be 
associated with the natIOnal minimum. or basic wage concep9 
We cannot discuss this meclla~lism ,without reference to such i1.«?pncep~ 
ot 'to-wage "regtiratloll III other industries.~'-AnY detailed. discussion of 
t,his question would take us cOI}.siderably beyond our terms of reference 
.~merely __ n~t~.t~t ,!~~, great (!iy'~rsi!y OLc~)Jl§.!io.~~l}-_l~dia 1ll~Jl 
nlaketh(r~tuophon o. r a general nllnlllllllU rate muc1i lllore dIfficult 111 

t,his count.ry than elsewhere. ~ same ,Ieason would render less 
urgent the' need for uniformity and co-ordination, which sometimes 
leads to the adoption of the general ~age board. \,A1l a. fact, the 
prevalence of the system of the general wage board,., is becoming less 
marked even in the countries where it originated/;1't does not a.ppear 
to be suitable for our purpose. - '. . 

THE TRADE BOARD. 

A 8eparate board for each industry qr trade is the type of minimum 
wage-fixing machinery w~ich is' the mtst widely ado.pted.- -" The 
e;;sentiaJ feature of tlJ-is seheme is that it is based upon industries, and 
the ('ontrol of what the wage shall be rests to a large extent with the 
tra(ll' itsclf."(l) The...constitution of these trade boards is ordinarily 
of <J, lllliform type . .\.."l'he m~jority of the ll1el~lbers of the board is forme;l 
of au equal number of representatives of employers and workers in tIll' 
industry. \.'1'0 these represllntatives may sOllletim~s be addl'cl a few 
independent members appointed by the State. l'he chaimmn of thc 
board is invariably an independent person appointed--either by the 
State or elected jointly lJrMte'l'epresentatives of employers and workPrs. 

I1'Jl1.de boards (If this type appear to be best suited to Indian conditio1l8.~ 
,.{Il h'arle boards the wage is arrived at largely .by discussion und. 
('Ql1ciliat,iol1 and it, iR only in exceptional circumstances that the deriding. 
vote" of the chairman and the independent Dl,ClUbers is given. ""1n the 
a,hSl'HCe of well-organized unions in regular cO~ltact.. with employers' 
organizations; trade boards also afford an opportunity to the 
reprl1sentatives of both 'sides to learn each other's point of view. 
Further, it is possible to determine Jninima for all the occupations in 
all industry only under the trade board system: Where the ~bjective 
of minimum wage regulation is l1u."reJy' the prevention of sweating, it 
would he 8ufficit'nt'to fi4 rates on}y iOJ the lowest grades of ordinary 
workt'rs in 1tn illdusfuy, le,aving the 'skilled and scmi-ski1ll'd ~'orkers 
unaffected; where the objective is the protection of It national standard, 
it wO\llo.~~,sufficiellt t,o declare a basic wage below which nobody 
i~ paid. ~lt, as what we desire is to afford protection to weakly organized 
lahour, to prevent Unfair competition amongst employers and to obltinte, 
1,0 some extent, labour disputes, it would not be sufficient to restrict the 

." •. ,rages and the State ", E. 111. Burns, H126, page :?7 . . 
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ft!gulMion to a single general minimum.' \Atl-occupational grades in 
t,he industry.must be covered amI this can best be done through the 
ma('hinery of the tr~de board) . 

BASES OF WAGE FIXATION. 

It is now necessary to Indicate briefly what, in our opinion, are the 
principle' on which the determination of the minimum wage should be 
based. We do not recommend the setting up of ,"wholly external 
lluthority for the determination of the minimum wage. Our proposal 
ill to, arrive at the minimum wage level largely by discussion and 
conciliation. This approach renders superfluous any detaileCraetinition. 
~s ; indeed, it Illakes it impossible to say in advance that a certain 
hasis will be{nvariably adopted for the purpese. At the same time, 
the number of issues raised an<j. 1)((i number of deUlands made before 

I
llS require some consideration. (~~ ba'ses of wage fixation have been 
Kometimes put into three classes: (i) the living wage, (-ii) the capacity 
t,o pay, and (iii) relation to wages in other industrieB:') Other factors 
considered as importan~ are tb.e(eost- of living and the deW:l;jLO£ ,l3killl 
..jll~Jye.<l in a,n occupation. In so far as the cost of living implies the 
cOllsiderat,ion of a standaw. of ljmng, the question is best examined along 
wit,h the living wage basis. 'the other aspect of the cost of .living is 
that connected with changes in the general level of prices. This' does 
not enter into the fundamental dete,rlJlination of the minimum wage 
level, but merely into i~Mia.tloiis-;Nn 'iile""same' lllanner, the~ degree 
of skill involved can be'l1 conSIderation only ill lixing the ~tial.i! 
aft,er a hasic minimum has been laid down f~r the unskilled'~orker.) 

LIVING WAGE BASIS •• 

We shall, therefore, .c911sider, ill the· first instancs, the' tItrcl'; 
~ases specified above. ~ these three, the' relation to wag~s i~ othcr 
mdustrles affords a baSIS not so much for :absolute determlD.a.tlOn as 
for comparison' and adjustment) L{ll' special circumstances, it may 
prove to be of considerable use. vThus, for laying down wages ill sweated 
or home industries, the wage of a comparable n:ol,l-I!~~ated or factory 
occupation could be taken as the basis. .The basis may alsq prove useful' 
if two ill,dustri~imilarly situated contained 'a set of comparable 
occup~tiQns. "'Ifuti~ could not be used in the case of a major organised 
fiiU'ustry, the wage rates in which are themselves influential in detefmining 
lhe general level of wages. We 'are thus left with the two bases of the 
living wage and thll capacity to pay. We have already noticed in the i 
previOlis Qlillpter certain definit.ions of the living wage. as laid doW)l in 
c9untries whcre it forms the' basis of. minimum wage regulation. 
~t would seem on a preliminary consideration of the matter that th.e 
l~ving wage bas~s .affords{,!l.~,a?soh~te.~!ter~lJ,~.standard ~or ~h~~determl: .. 
natio1[Df,the UlIWDlUm~n fact, where a hvmg wage Criterion nas been 
usec(in the giving of an award or the fixing of a wage, the decision has 
always been tempered by othecconsiderations of a practical character._ 
It lllaY be noted that most definitions of the living wage have some 
saving clause or words which can be Ulade easily to modify its absolute 
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oharaoter. As an eXlJ.mple,,'~e may refer to the Queensland definition 
quoted by us in the previous chapterY) On this definition,Professor 

,Pigou oQm.ments'as follows ~ " The first part of this provisiQn suggests 
that the living wage is to be adopted as the sole standard, but the Jast 
part belies this suggestion, because, qf oourse, the conditions of living 
prevailing among employees in the oalling depend on their cust9mary 
earnings, and, therefore, are related to the economic wa,;e, of .. the 
oalling."(9) Even where the provision or definitlon- contains nO'~8uch'" 

'1laving"clause, the w~ge-fixing bodies have always imported into the 
interpretation various practical oonsiderations. Mr. President Jethro 
Brown in interpreting "nop!'l1tf and reasonable needs '"o!lili.e-ltVerage 
employee" remarked : ~ve frequently said that suoh needs oannot 
be interpreted without referenoe to national inoome and, national 
output."(B») The Economic Commission on the Queensland Basic Wage, 
therefore, found that" the economio limitations upon the fixing of wages 
have been recognised by the Courts, and have influenced theu 
determinations to a; greater extent than would 'appear from superficial 
evidence."(4) The same oonolusion is arrived at in a more recent survey: 
" One faot whioh enlerges from this survey of living-wage findings is 

~
hat wage:fixjng authorities have throughoutr1l.lmost without exception, 
refus~q to declare a living wage differing in any marked degree from 
ourrent ruling rates."(5) It is important to observe the difference 
between the interpretations of the living wage criterion ,adopted by 
wage-fixing bodies and others. Wt Australia, as a result of a detailed 
investigation, the Royal.Commission on the Basic Wage arrived at 
a figure ,for t,he basic living wage, Whi~h" howeverr !,smluot be and 
was not, adgpted hy,,' any .,w~ge-fi.Xing authority. ~ 1ll a theoretical 
determination of the living wage,-it is possible"by means of objective 
norms to arrive at. 1l.n independent calqUation; but where suoh 
a oaloulation has to be given immediate effect, praotical considerations 
o(oosts and outputs, inoomes and outlays, that is, all those considerations 
embraced in the phrase" ?apacity to pay", necessarily enter into the 
calculation. '}Even so, a living wage basis for fixing the minimum wage 
is explicitlradopted ohiefly in those oountries where the normal wage 
level most o1osely approaohes a living wage standard. ,Elsewhere such 
a basis is not laid down for the direction of the wage-fixing authority. 
This does not, of course, mean that no oonsideration is paid, to the 
question of the workers' standard ofliving in such a oase. The protection 

't ( 

(1) See 8upra, page 60.' 
(al .. Essays in App'iied Economics", A~ C. Pigou, page 64. C()mpare'a similar veM 

recent provision: .. In fixing minimum rates a Committee shall, so far as practicable; 
secure for able.bodied men suob wages as in the opinion of the Committee are adequate tc 

, promote efficiency and to enable a manin'an ordinary case to maintain hlmself a~d hi 
, family in aocordance with such standard of comfort as may be reasonable in relation t~ 
the nature of his oocupation."-Agricultural Wages Rt>gulation (Scotland) Act, 1937. ' 

(al Quoted by the Economio Commission On the Q~eensl&Dd Basic Wage ReFort 
1924, page 25. • . ',' " • 
. (') Ibid, page 26. ' 

(II II The Minimum Wage ", publish~d by the Inter,!lat¥>~al Labour Office, \939, 
~ge39. , 
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of the worke~s' stan~rd and, if possible; its improyement i~ and can 
be the one prunary aun of.aII wage regulation on the part of the State. 
,Where ~ basis like the living wage is not. laid' down no iIi.depenaen~ 
calculatl(Jns 'Would be made,' but the current concepts of the normal 
standard of l~ving of particular classes of wOl:kers would and. do naturally 
intluence wage fixation: In a number of cases· we thus find reference 
made not ,to a li~g wage 'but to the cost of living. _ 

CAPACITY TO PAY • 

.'The basis ~f "capacity t~ pay" is similarly difficult to interp~et and 
apply in a precise manner.; The most notable attempt to adopt the 
single basis of a measur~ of capa?it;r to pay. for wage fixation, ~as that 
made by the Economlc COIDIDlsslOn on the Que~nsland Baslc Wage. 
The statisticaJ difficult.ies encountered by the Commission in compi1ing 
an index of capacity to pay were enormous and could not be satisfactorily 
'solved in its recommendations, even though the Commission confined 
its attention to the qu~stion of determining the value of material 
production. ;t'he recommendations of the Commission were themselves 
never adopted. "'l'he ~ap~ity to pay a wage ca.nnot obviou~ly be deter
mined merely by the value of production. 'CrKere is. the important 
question of determining the charges that have to be deducted before 
arriving at the amount that callbe pal;rrn""'W'i'ges. The determination of 
each of a large number of charges involves difficulties, both theoretical and 
practical. -Interest charges, remuneration to salaried staffs and managing 
agents; sales commissions, profits; all these caDnot for any large organized 
industry be taken as predetermined, in a fixed Jll3nner. Neither is 
it to be expected that representatives 'of labour would accept without 
challenge the current levels of expenditure" on these iteID.8--1lpart from 
the consideratio~ whether the . industry was being reasonap.1y 

. well-managed or not. It should be noted that, in theiraemand 
jor a."iiiiiiiinum. wage, the representatives :of the Bombay Provincial 
trrade Union Congress refused to attac}i. weight to considerations of 
capacity to pay, 0 .. the ground that they colild not properly judge the 
capacity to pay of an industry in the management of wh!c1i labour ha~ 
no voice~) 

f"'" We conclude, therefore, that it is not pOBsib, to lay. down., i}4l>ny' 
well-defined. terms, a basis for the fixation of the minimum wage.( .Jhe 
standard of living and the condition of the industry will alwa.ys remain' 
the guiumg corisiderations":\ But it is not possiQle 'todefine for this' 
purpose in a precise manner either of these concepts pr to indiclate the 
weight that should' .be attached to each. This is an additional reason 
why we consider the machinery of the trade board as the most suitable 
for fixing Ininimum rates of wages in' the textile industry of the 
Province. ' . . ". . f.. . 

. ~.' Before we close this discussion, we would refer to one aspect of the 
basis of capacity to pay. This is the unit inrespecfj.-6f which. considera
tions of capacity to' pay should be weighed. "'''!'he capaclty should 
certainly not be measured in terms of the individual establishment. 
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1~ is a. clearly established p~ulCiple in Austr~liah courts that "the 
n'llluneration of the employees cannot Be allowed to depend on the 
profits or the losses made by tIH~.indiviUual" empl,QI.er, but that the 
p!ofits of(!]1ic~ tl~e.il!<!~lstry aSa whole is capable JlllLy~bt, t,aken intg 
.il!_c~olJ.};ljj,:' We would apply this prInciple not only to the mdividual 
employer but also .!O centres of indu.stry, ~specially when the milBber 
of units in a; centre is so small that variations ill efficiency could not be 
<'xpected to cancel out. In considering capacity to pay of the industry 
in a ce"ntre, th!) main criterion should be the profit~making capacity of 
t.he industry in the whole Province. I Only such allowanc~s would be 
made fQr a particular centre as are neces&itatcd by th.e 'Peculiar nature 
of its production, or of any special charges t~at it has to bear b"ecause 
of its lscation. " 

SINGLE GENERAL MINI~PM AND OCCUPATIONAL MINIMA 

It has been urged by some witnesses that we should re~oJllmelld 
a figure at which the m.inimum wage should be fixed for the t.ext.ile 
industry of this Province. We have already indicat.ed the reasons why 
we consider the single general minimum unsuitable. It would not 
protect all ocoupations and would not, therefore, be adequate for our 
purpose.vN"eit.her do we think that tb,tlre would be any merit in adopting 
the Australian system of two sets of rates-the b~si<L wage _ amL ... th"l? 
ll\il~i.m~l!n . .lt~e ; the former having application to all industries within 
a 'pr~scribed area and the latter being limitecl to an industry or to 
different occup~tions or grades of workers in an industry. Under 
Indian conditions, the approach to a ~ational mini~um should rather be 
l,y way of a multiplication of the number of trade boards covering 
different trades and industries. As we have said above, the fixat.ion 
t.oday of a general m.inunum wage presents many difficulties. It if;, 
of conrse, obvious that. a trade btlard attemptiug to fLx the variolls 
occupational minima has: as a necessary part of the process, to scttle 
al~o the lowest wage for the unskilled. Any scheme of occupa.tional 
minima OT of standardized rates for an industry -has to start from sueh 
!L hasic minimum. There is, in the twQ. approaches of the single gencral 
minimum llond. the occupational minimum, a difference only in emphl\si~ 
on the pa.rt-icular question of t.he fixation of the lowest wage. We are 
keenly alive to the urgency of raising, as far and as soon as practicable, 
the wages of the lowest paid worker in the textile industry; and we feel 
Ilure' that the trade boards that may be set np in the future will attacll 
.lne importance to this consideration. In fact, some t:mrI~yers have 
also stressed this aspect in their evidence bcfore ns. \.:j,)ltt the minimulll 
if! low todll.y not only iii. the textile uldustry and not only III the industrial 
('entres but also ill all occupations and ill all places:· r t.t !'1'.f!1l ':.t ... ~-1,.~f'f2re. 
bl' liftNI II\" ~url(ll'n BI·t.ion ; t-hi!l can be done in the course of tUlle only 
hy-a-steady cont.inuoll8' pi-essure on all fronts.' In the meanwhile, i~ 

. \"ould be unwise to neglect to provide minimum wage-fixing machinef) 
IIhich. would protect workers other thai the lowest paid. We do not 

(11 .. -Fixation of Wllg<,g in Au&tralill ". George Andersol1, IB:W, page 5<111. 
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th~refore. consider it proper to isolate the question· of the lowest wage 
from the general scheme of {)ccupational wage rates in an' industry. 
And beyond such consideration as has been given to the question in 
the chapter on standardization we make.no specific recommendations 
in this behalf.(l) 

W AG~ DIFFERENTIALS. 

j An important part of the work of the trade boar<l, for the textile 
industry would be the fixing of the differentials betweeXf· the va'rious 
occupations and worker~"tiolla.r({iffereri:tla.ls wilt be the main 
type of these differentials.,"Historically, a set of these differenti.a.lk have 
already been evolved in the textile industry, lmd we found that, to 
a large extcnt, the diffcrentials were similar from centre to centre. 
There are, however, to be found· some -remarkable differences. The 
difIer~ntials ha.ve obviously grown up in Ii haphazard fashion (lver a series 
of years. \..The attempts at standardizati01r"bf'~age"s ill. "v;rious centres' 
lllay.lead to a carefJlI examination of the differentials and their 
systelll.atization.\lt( most cases they are due to extra strain, disagree
n,bleness, skill or responsibility involved in thc work. But while all 
of them might originally have had ~ome justification, they may not 
. be found equally justifiable in the present circumstances. It will be 
for th"6 trade ·board to go into this question and fix the differentials as 
far as practicable in a logical manner. There are one or two outstanding 
problems connectcd with the question of differentials on which we may 
offer some remarks. "fn the first instance, therc is the question of the 
total !lNead. '«'(e millowners, especially in Bombay, have alwaYR 
comp1ained of the considerable gap that exists between the wa~es of 
spinners and weavers. The question was discussed by the Tariff Board 
(1927) as also by the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee in some detail. 
It is not necessary for us to go over the same ground agaili, especially 
as no new points were raised in the evidence given before us. ~ may 
observe, however, that the problem of the spread ii encountered not only 
in connection with the difference between the earnings of spinners and 

• ~rs but that it is also eommoJl to the entire scheme of gradations. 
:ffi India, as compared with Qth~r countries, the differentials in the 
cotton textile industry,_ as in all industries and occupations. are 
enormously greater. U'he differences between the wages of the unskilled 
and the semi-skilled, of the sem~-skilled and the skilled, of sl"illed H:J.anual 

(1) In connection with the whole quest!on of the alma and policies of trade board •• 
(he following conclusions rea.ched by a oompetent student of t·he English trade boald. 
will be found instructive :_" In so far as liny general policy of trade boards is implieit 
in ~he fixation of general minimum time rates over a long period of years, jt may pe~·h~p. 
be stated thus: (1) begin by levelling up wage rates to. the standard already eXlstmg 
among the best employers ill the trade, allowing differentials only where necessary to 
prevt"nt serious injury to or dislocation of legitimate business,. yet avoiding encourage· 
ment of a continuous subsidy from the workers to the detriment of their own healtb and 
,·/Jidency; (2) incrt'ase the minimum rate gradually, taking into consideration changt": 
in the cost oflivillg, what the trade ean bear, and the level of wages in cOlilparable trade. 
and occupations; (3) gradually, but persistently, work towards levelling up the wag ... 
rates for comp81'sble work in allied trades.", . ." British Wage Boards ", D. Sells, 1!l:W. 
pages 201-204. • 
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workers and clerical occupations, o.f,the lower clerical grades .and the 
higher, of these la~ter and the technicians and the managerial staff. are 
.3011 consider~.ble. ~Tlie fotal spread between the lowest and the highest 
paid employees of 80 concern maybe-extremely wide and may often be 
~f t~e d~gree of 1: 150 or 200 or. e~en . .more. t !ha.teverthe historical 

. JustificatIOn for ~ls, I~ IS hIghly deSIrable that 'they should, 
80S far as possible, be reduced.~s wi,Il.ha~e to be' acIlleved· s1c;>wly by 
the double proces~ of raising tlie minimum and:t:edueing the !lobnormally 
high Aifferentiahf:~ It is,.h.o~ever, douQtful how far this can be ichieved 
in a single industry- by itself. A trade 'bo~nd co\11d, do something by 
applying a steady upward pressure.()n the minimUm .rates and by holding 
in check the inflated differentials. ' . .; . . 

.' ." , 

tTWe may next consider. the questi~n .... .Pf s~x differentiaJs .. Sh~uld the 
rates for men and women differ 1 't is generally agreed: that -they 
should be the sam~ where men and women pe:t:form identical ,ta~ks. 
This also is the general practice in the cotton textile industry of tIie: 
Province. Occupations where men and women perform identical tasks 
are not, however, very common. Should the minimum level of earnings 
for men and women, whatever be their occupation, be the same' 
We believe the answer is inevitable: They will have to. be different. 
A considerable gap, in ,fact, 'exists today between the lowest wages 
earned by men and women in the industry. L-AnY violent disturbance 
of the e;xisting differentiation is bound to affect the proportion in the 
employm.ent offered to the two classes of workers. The trade board 
may reduce the differential between thf} basic minima for men and 
women, but this can only be a gradual process. ~ e have already noticed 
that in countries where ·the living wage basis is adopted for fixing 
a minimum wage, the standard of responsibilities for .the calculation of 
a wontan'S wage is defined in a different manner from that of an adult 
male. ?A similat: difference may have to be postulated for the textile 
industry in this Province and an independent standard will have to be 
fixed for a woman worker's earnings. This will be an important and 
necessary part of the ~or~ of the trade board. . 

Much need not be said regarding the differentials for learners and 
apprentices and for injured and infirm workers. Thes!l are well 
established in trade board and trade union practice and could, aftel 
a proper ascertainment of the facts, be easily settled by the board. 
~e problem of regional differentials is ot a more complicated character, 
and we deal with it below in connection with our recommendatiom 
regarding the constit1;ltion and powers of the trade board. 

CONSTITUTION AND FUNCTIONS OF TRADE BOARD. 

. We recomm:end that 80 trade board be set up for the cotton textilE 
~nd~stry of this Province and that its powers and constitution should 
'be similar to those of the' trade boards established under -the Britisb 
~'fra.·de Boards Acts of 1909 and 1918. 'There should be one trade board 
!tor the whole of the Province. It should be composed of an equal 
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number of representatives Qf employers and workers and should also 
contain 80meindependent persons. . WI). make' no definite recommenda
.tion regarding the 'nuplber ;of representatives of each side, but feel tha.t 
.such. numl>er of ~epresentatives of.each side may suitably be placed 
'between twelve and fift&en. F~l1owing the~usual British P!actice, the. 
numher' of .independent ~pp?inted.:.,members sh<!!!!~ ~bL!~~e, of whom 

• one· should be the' chaIrman. Vl'he 'representatIves . f)f both sides 
Bhould J be- nominated·' aftllr .3s\cing assgciatio4S,Ii..1ld..JJ.niDp,s...whe.rever 

. they' &iist, to suggest suitable names. Where'such.associations or unions 
:dQ' not exist;Uovernment'·WHl'1ia.ve to make appointments after direct· 
.i;l.vestigation~'"'Th!i tot#.f.l'epresentation will have to be s~ di8tribute1 11~ to make the 'employers' reprpsentation representativ!l of all centre 
of the Uldu!ltry and 1ihe wpi:,kers' representation representative of th 
.va.rious occ~P!lo.§?ns in .... the industry. as well· as all the centres of the 
.industry.-In .. iew of the present state of workers' organizations in 
the Province, it is, necessary . to. provide· thM among workers' 
iepresenta..t!ve~ on the t.rade board t.here mao y be included so. me persons, 

In?t exceedingt..iJl num~e~ .o.n~:ha~ ofJ.he ]ot!L,1 fepresllntatives,who.may. 
not b~j.ctu.aJ.:workers m the mdustry. 'lIi.emam duty of the trade board 
shall be to fii·D:UnimWiitim.eandjQt :piece rates for as large a body of 
workers included in the industry as possible. The trade board sho:uld 
have also the power to fix guaranteed time rates(l) and piece work basis 
time rates.(!!) \ Both these types of rates we conside! as very necessary 
for pro~erly sMeguardin~ the eafnings of ~iece workers.wluLform..a. la..r.ge 
proport~f workers,}p._t,l!L~~ The board may fix spec131 
rates for learJ:iers~~mfirm and injured workers, and it may fix differen~ 
rates for dUIerent -centres' or district&.-The trade . board may also be 
authorised to set up, ·if. it conside~ necessary, reSional advisQ.O" 
.CJ.Q.JlJJl).jUees_t9-!,-~~ist it in its work:.. "In fixing rates no differentiation i 
should, however, b68JIoWed on considerations of the~~y; 
of a particular centre or district as apart from the. capacity to pay of: 
the industry as a whole. ~ome aUowanle will have to be made for 
differences ~ving, but considerable caution will have ,to be 
exercised in this respect'l'Or these differences are apt to be exaggerated. 
It may be made clear ~t minimum wage regulation .by a trade board, 
cannot apply to tho,se occupa&,ions in any centre for which wage rates 
have been standardIZed. . . 

\..Whe~ a trade board decides to fix or vary a rate: it should publish 
the proposed rates of wages for the information of the employers and 
workers in the industry, and, after hearing objections, it should 
oommunicate its final decision to the Minister .m.. charge. The Minister 

• CIJ A gtMJl'af&teed time rate is defined as a ra.te per hour which will ensure a minimum . 
amount to piece workers for tl,1e time during which they have been employed, if their 
piece work earnings fall short of the guaraD.teed rate. . 

~ . 
(II Apiece tDOf'.fbaata timerateis defined BB a. rate which when lilted takes the place of 

the generallllinimum time rate as the basis rate for piece workers foxt whom no gene~al 
or special minimum piece rate has been fixed,. In th:e absence of '!' gen~r~l or sFe~lal 
minimum piece rate, piece workers must be paid at a piece rate thatls suffiCient to Yield 
in the circUll\lltances of the case to aD. ordinary worker at least as much money a's the 
baaM rate •. 
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should, on receipt of the decision of the trade ,board, make an order. 
In making an order it should not be open to the Minister to modify the 
decision, 'Qut he may send the decision back to the board for reconsidera
tion. '"'When ~he Minister makes an order, the wage rates should become 
thY'~egally binding minimum rates for all the e?lployers concern~d. 

"TheIr enforcement should be guar.anteed by providmg for the keepmg 
of records by employers and their periodic inspeCtion.. PenaIt,ies should 
also be provided for breaches of the order: . '. . ..-"- --

CHANGES IN BOMBAY INDUSTRIAL "DISPUTES ACT, 1938. " - . . . '.' .-

.• Our recommendation regarding the establishmeiit of a: trade board 
for determining minimum rates of wages for the textile industry of this 
Province wil~siderably affect the structure of the Bombay 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1938. The only material amendment rendered 
necessary by the proposal is to remove mi~imum rates of wages in' 
iJldustries in which a trade board is established from Schedule II framed 
under Section 28. A· similar exception with regard to m.ininlum wages 
should also be made in the Act in the definition. of " Industrial :Matter". 
This will take all matters connected with minimum wages out of the 
purview of the Industrial Disptrtes Act and place them under the new 
trade boards legislation. 

DANGER OF MiNIMUM BECOMINGtHE MAXIMUM. 

~t'has been sometimes urged'that, the fixing of minimum wages has 
a tendency to lower the rates paid by the better employer-that, in 
effect, the minimum also becomes the maxinulm. (This contention rests 
chiefly on a misapprehension of the nature of the trade board minimuni) 
The point is made clear in the following passage in which Professor 
Pigou shows that there is practically little difference in this respect 
between the trade board and the arbitration court method: "In respect 
of any given category of w6r1."People, Court or Board alike would aim 
at what they consider t,o be the proper wage for ordinary workers in that 
category. \I'tle ~o-caUed, minil;num wages of Trade Bo¥ds are not 
intended, in respect of any given category of yorkpeople, to be fixed 
at a level substantially below what is ordinarily paid, thus serving merely 
as a kind of safegua.rd against eccentric employers.' Trade Boards, 
no less tha.n Arbitration Courts, aim at determining the rates ,of wages 
that will actually be paid in their industries. "Then a piece-rate is 
announced by either sort of body, this is intended to be the piece-rate 
payable to all employees. When a tinle-rate is fixed, Court and Board 

, alike are settling the wage appropriILt,e' to a worker of representativ'e 
strength and skill. For both of them the rQ,te is a minimum, in the l 
,sense that workers of strength and skill great,er than the ordinary mayl 
expect better pay; and by both provision is' made to allow workers 
whose strength and skill is abnotmally 'small to be paid less thltii. the 
, minimum' rate. In this matter, therefore, the two systems are up~n 
all fours. Under both of ' them the task of public authority. is to 
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announce, not ~Il ineffective mmimum, bu\ the r<Lte of wage it deemll 
proper to a defined grade of worker· in the industry it is 
r~viewing."(11 

While, therefore. individual employers may be paying rates ~ 
individual occupations higher than the minimum, the level of wages as 
a whole o.f the large p13jority of emploYllrs will not be materia.lly higher 
than the, minimum. w.age level. This is at present also the relation 
between the UWUnll'lm,schedule of the Millowners' Association, Bombay 
and the rates paid·, by. the vlI-rious mcmbe~ mills in Bombay. Th~ 
representatives, of tJie- Millowners' Association, Bombay, told us that 
they had an. addit4inal' safeguard for preventing the minimum. from 
becoming the' ~ximum. The Association does not allow any membel' 
mill to lower any wage rate high~r than th~ m.il;1imum which it' is at 
present paying, without the previous 'permission of the Associat~on. 
A similar safeguard will now be available all over the Province~~use 
of the operation of the Bombay Industrial Disputes·Act,' 1938. ~ i 
higher than the minimum will continue ,to fonn a 'part of ,Sche ule I 
and any change contemplatl!~ in them could becom.e the subject matt 

'of an industrial dispute. In this connection we may notice a complaiJlti 
made to us by representatives of Bomba] labour of the 'use made, by 
the Chief Conciliator, of the minimum wage schedule of the Millowners' 
Association, Bombay, in conciliation matters. It was stated that when 
representatives of labour opposed a cut. in 'existing wage rates in 
conciliation proceedings, their objection waS automatically overruled 
so long as the wage still remained at~of the ~imum 
of the Millowners' Association, Bombay It IS not n~ 
to ascertain the truth of this statement.lF e would only say that. we 
do not endorse a mechanical use of the minimum schedule in conciliation 
or arbitration proceedings. So long as this is avoided, there would be 
no danger of the minimum ~lso becoming the inaximum~ 

>' 
U) "Essays in Applied Economics ", A. C; Pigou, 19~3, lage (2. 

'x BkR 26-7 



CHAPTER V. .. 
ST~~ARDIZ~TIO~ ~F WAqES 

The survey of wages in the ~tton textile industry in this Province . 
contained in Chapter II indicate,s the very wide disparities that exist 
between the earnings of workef8, m the di1terent ~entres of the' industry 
and in different occupations in, t4,e same' centre.. ~ most centres there 
are similar variations in the 1{ha1~.of paymenis' from unit to unit;t,The 
continuance of these disparit(es i6 maiIiIy due to the lack of cohesion 

• among the ~mployeis and' of .~a.;gaiD.ipg strength aJl?ong the' einployee~ 
Our terms of r~ferenoe reqtl.ire !ts " t .. make recommendations regardirig 
the standardizatiQ,Q 'ot :Wages so that variations may be reduced 
and COnlmon standards. of payment for similar classes of work 
adopted.. lhat is the ~~.of standardization of wages':'-the fixing fOj' 
any roe -Or. ~ll of the centres of an industry uniform scales of payment 
for identical types of work. .... Once standardization of wages is introduced 

. divergences in th\1 standards of payment of labour are eli,minated and 
, thereby a fruitful cause of rec\llTent wage dispiltes is removed .... There 

is no occasion for competition between unit and unit in drawing the 
labour supply, while the scope for co-ordinated action in the matter of 
payment of wages is widened. ~ the point of view of labour, too, 
standardization of wages presents several advantages:. The removal 
of a frequent cause of disputes is as great a gain to employees as to ,em
ployers, and -so is the widened scope, for collective bargaining. A con-

• stant source of irritation is banished in so far as workers engaged in 
the same occupation in a centre get payment on the same scale. Besi~es, 
the fixing of common standards, which are published for general informa
tion, renders easier the task of verification' and' comparison. :The 
educative influence of standardization is by no means inconsiderable .. 

.-'No less valuable is the inflqence' of standardization in developing a feeling 
u~...a.m.OAg.,.~h~eu. Jt is· because of these advantages 
that follow in the wake, of standardization of wages that- the general 
principle finds univer~l,support among associations both of employers 
and of labour. """At the same time, it wo'uld be wrong to underrate the 
difficulties involved in achieving standardiza.tion. 'v ~e manufacture 
or'cottongooas~comprises a' humber 'or operations requiring differing 
degrees of skill and effort which are not easy to evaluate for the purpose 
of determining the appropriate' payment for each. The type of 
machinery and material in use, the conditions in which work is carried 
on, the quality of the goods manufactured-these factors influence pro
duction everywhere. Variations in th~se factors are partly responsible 
for the disparities in rates and earnings referred to above. "'1n the absence 
of well-developed collective bargaining, scant success has hitherto 
attended efforts at reducing these disparities. The task of .inducing 
those who have adopted low wage standards to agree to higher standards 
of remune~ation is not an easy one; nevertheless, i~ is one that has, in 
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our opinion, to be attempted without delay. In assaying it, what is 
needed, as the experience of Lancashire amply bears out, is the acceptance 
of the principle of collective bargaining as an integral feature of mdustrial 
relations_ ' This is also proved by the history of standardization in the 
Indian cottoJ1, textile industry where the principal handicap has been the 
absel).cs of a "t~de- union .m.evement ca.pab.lll "'ofnegotiating national 
wage Bcalel. "(1) ',. 

. ",' .. '.... . '.~. 

HISTORY OF STAirDARDIZATIOlJ{lN PROYnfCE. 

~The historJ ~t 8t~dization of wag~ in the cotton textile industry 
in this Pro'{incegoes Baclt to the year 1~91 when a pfominent mill agent, 
th~late Mr:N.:N.W~ia!first dre~p.b- saheme for the consideration 
of~is ?olloogUes ip Bombay. ~.Bcheml\a.lld th,:-subse~uent attempt~, 
made ill Bomba.y im 'the same directl(m biat WIth faIlure. ' 'rhe Industrial 
Disputes Committee (1921) commlffited.bn ·t~e'.st"~es that had occurred 
beca~e of the uncorrelated action taken 'by"t}j.e :Various units, in adjust
ing t ir ~age rates and aptly observed that if employers failed to take 
'joint a tion vohmta.rily they would feel cODXpelled to, do so un, qer pressur~' 
from the workers, a course whi~h would, in its opinion~ b~i'd..eWiinenta 

. to the cause' of industrial peace. That Committ~" recommanded 
standardization of wages on a def4rite principle.... tecommendatioD, 
which was ~iterated-a.fter a lapse of six years dcling which no actiQ~ 
wall taken-by the Indian, Tariff Board (1927) . .,In pursuance of the 
recommendation, of the Tariff Board, the Millowners' Association, 
Bombay, appointed in 1928 a committee !' to investigate and report 
as to the measures which might reasonably be taken towards the 
standardization {)f muster rolls and wage rates." This action coincided, 
with the occurrence 'of strikes m the City of Bombay wlllch led to the. 
appointment by Government of the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee. 
This Committee was called upon, tinder its terms of reference, to consider 
the standardization scheme prepared by the Millowners' Association and 
also the alternative one drawn up by the Joint Strike Committee which 
had been set up by the workers. The proposals for standardization,. 
underwent exhaustive examination at the Mnds of the Committee which 
arranged for joint deliberatiop.8 on the subject between the Standardiza
tion Sub-CoInmittee of the Millowners' Association and the Joint Strike 
Committee. ~".As a result of the consultations held,agreement was 
reached on a large number of points.: This'agreement was endorsed by 
the Committee and on the points on 1\T~ch there Was disagreement it 
recorded its own findings; . Certain matters were reserved for further con
sideration, and .. to provide for such consideration and to :mi:r,timize the 
chances of disputes on the standard'rates, the Committee recommende~, 
the setting up of a machinery in the form of 3, joint committee to inquire 
into disputes arising under the scheme and to arrange .for settlement on 
the basis 'of" ml}diation ·rules" 'approved by it. 

Early In 1931, the Millowners' Association, Bombay, , approved of the 
sta~dardized rates, embodying the modifications suggested by the. 

W .. Problems of ~dU8try in the Ea.et ", Harold Butler, 1938, page 20. 
JJ Bk ~ 26-7a . 
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Committee, for adoption by member mills, but" unfortunately, this 
attempt at introducing standardization in Bombay was'infructuous. 
The Millowners' Association, in its memorandum submitted to us attri
butes the failure of the attempt to the-unwilijngness of labour to co
operate.' "Even while negotiations were going on," the memorandum 

,adds, "plans 'were being made to bring about a general strike with the 
result that the standardization scheme had to be dropped." . On the 
other hand,the 'Bombay Provincial Trade, Union Congress contends i; 
its memorandum that the abandonment of the scheme was due to the 
arrest and imprisonment of all the organizers',of the Bombay Girni 
Kamgar Union who had knowledge of the scheme and had participated 
in the negotiations. "The arrests were soon followed by victimization 
.leading to a general strike," the memorandum proceeds to pbserve, 
" and the seheme fell through as well a~ coll~ctive bargaining!' The 
industrial disputes which' were a feature~ of the ~ext f&W' years---combined 
with the progressive .introduction of efliciencq measures led to the 
shelving of the scheme for the time being. In 1933-34, mills in Bombay 
made cuta in wages at their discretion. $1th a view to put a check on 
such unregulated action, the ~fillowners' Association interVenedanq, 
prescribed for its member mills minimum rates of wages for time worker~ 
in the numerically more important unrationalized occup!ttions. vtllile 
the Schedule prevented the rates falling below a certain level, it did not 
prescribe standard rates and did not deal with the rates for pieceworkers. 
The introduction of the Schedule cannot be said to have met the ne~ 
for standardization of wages, the purpose of which is to place the wage 
rates in all units in the industry on a uniform level. " . 
"The only centre where an attempt at standardization h~ been made 

with success is Ahmedabad. As the rtst!t of an award made in 1920, the 
wages of warp and, weft piecers, doffers, oilers an~ muccadams in the xing 
frame department were standardized .. The rates then standardized have 
since been subjected to uniform cuts and increases. . In addition to these 
occupations, the other occupations covered by agreed schemes of 
standardization during the last twenty years are doffers, oilers ilnd 
muccadams in the speed frame department, firemen and drivers, In 
1935, at the time of the Delhi Agreement, 11.oth parties agreed on evolving 
a scheme of standardization of the wages of piece workers on the 
understanding that" such standardization should not involve any cut 
or increase." The principles on which- ·the standard wage rates for 
weavers were to be determined by the Ahmedabad Millowners' Associa
tion' and the Textile Labour Associ~tign .. Ahmedabad, were set forth 
in an agreemel1teniered-mtO'by"them in 1937: "Standardization of 
weavers' wages shall be put into effect immediately on the understandin~a 
that mills paying lower than the standard agreed upon shall imniediatel 
raise their wages up to the standard, and those paying higher than the 
standard shall automatically come down to the standard on the expiry 
of six months from the date the standardization is given effect to, 
provided that such mills will be permitted to come to the standard 
even within the period of six months if recommended by the Conciliation 
Sub-Committee to be appointed for the purpose. The standardization 
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shall be based on tM a,verage earnings of the weavers In all mills 
during the period of 1~ full &ptas of,12 working days beginning from 
1st April 1935 and taking jnto consideration the comI?osition of cloth, 
etc., _ during this' period. Rates will be based 'on tl1e basis of these 
earnings provided that the allowance to be given in respect of the reduc
tion of rates on account, of the adjustment r;garding fines, etc., 
consequent on the fayment ,of Wages Act would be subject to th~ 
decision of the Arbitration Board. Such scientific standardization will 
be put into effect from 1st January 1938." The various details were 
worked out, on -the lines laid down, through a joint committee and 
" the standard for the weaving rates" wa!!introduced by agreement in 
February 1935; The texts ofthitt·,scheme and ~1s0 of the other standard
ization schemes sUbJilitted to the Committee are set forth in Appendix VII 
which will be found at pages 476 to 505 of this Report. The wages of 
drawers-in and reachers in Ahmedabad were standardized 1att ~193S 
with the aoolition" of the contract system in that department. ~ccording 
j(J both the associations in Ah.p:i.edabad, nearly SO per cen~. of the wage bill 
of the industry ~nd. apout'70 per cent. of the workers-in the centre have 
b~en brought under the _ purview of the various stll.nd:i.rdization scheme~ 
hitherto adopted. -The schemes so far adopted to not, however, covet 
workers in a la.rge number of departments such a.s the mixing, blow room, 
card room, speed frame (exclusive of dofiers, oilers and muccadams), 
refling, winding, warping, sizing, finishing and folding departments and 
the unski~led labour engaged on the contract system. The Textile Labour 
Association, Ahmedabad, has urged ,~he introduction of standardization 
in these departments, but according to the Millowners' Association, th~ 
sta.te ~f the industry in 1939 stood in the way of a.ny further progresSi 
being achieved. . ' 

The inclusion of the question of standardization of wages and musters 
among our terms of reference,has naturally revived interest in all the 
principal cllntres of the_ industry in this Province in the possibility of 
resorting to standardization as a mEll!osure for the Eromotionof industrial 
peace and the ending of anarchy in the matter, of wage rates. Wifh 
tlle general acceptance of the principle of standardization 9f wages in the 
evidence before us, we requested the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
the Ahmedabad Millowners' A88()ciation, the Khandesh, Berar and 
Burhanpur Millowners' Association and the representatives of the mills 
in Sholapur, Barsi, Broach and Viramgam to frame standardization 
schemes for discussion with us and with representatives of labour in the 
respective centres •. In response to this req~est.. !!chemes were drawn ?p 
for Bombay, Khandesh.and Sholapur. and we are grateful to the aS80013·· 
tions in the two former regions and to the representatives of the mills in 
the last-named centre for the trouble they took in preparing them. 
The three mills in Barsi could not reach an agreement about a common 
standard and the 'attempt. had, therefore. to be abandoned. No, 
schemes were received from Broach and Viramgam~e Ahmedabad 
l\IilIowners' Association and the Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, 
having decided upon standardization by joint agreem~nt merely 
submitted the schemes in operation for our scrutiny. 
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./ The schemes for standardization of wages in Bombay, Khandesh 
and Sholapur submitted to us all suffer from this one common defect· 

~
hat they have been framed without any consultation with labour and 
.!~ent, therefore; the point otyie_~_ ~Uh~~"0'iI6:-'lii- their 
vidence Defore us, the representatives of the Bombay Provincial Trade 

Union Congress as well as the representatives of labour in Khandesh 
and Sholapur, expressed their willingness to participate in deliberations 
on standardization with the representatives of the employers' and to 
assist in the drawing up of agreed schemes .. 'Both before and after 
initial discussioll.s of the schemes with representatives of employers, we 
conveyed to. them this offer of co-operation. ~t is a matter of regret to us 
that this offer was not availed of by them at any stage of the discussions 
and al~ that the representatives of employers in the three regions could 
agree to was that we might discuss the schemes with representatives of 
labour b~fore forming our own conclusions. ~iscussions by us with 
labour'representatives were, of course, essential but" they could not take 
the place of deliberations between the two parties either by themselves Or 
along with usVThe Bombay Strike ~nquirfCommittee set the seal of its 
approval to a scheme of standardization after getting the two parties 
to hold mutual consultations. Owing to our inability to persuade the 
represel}.taJ#,es of employers to discuss the schemes, with labour 
representativ~ our deliberations on standardization became difficult 
and prolonged: Separate· discussions with. the parties led to the 
reiteration of certain views and demands without any opportunity 
bemg available of arriving at common formulre after JUutual exchange 
of views. (It is not surprising, in the circumstances; that the two parties 
failed to appreciate each other's points of view and .the gulf between 
them appeared to be incl1:pable of being bridged.) ;t' 

FACTORS GOVERNING STANDARDIZATION. , . , 
Before we examine the various schemes in detail and deal with the 

criticisms, modifications and suggestions put forward by representatives 
of labour in the different centres, it is necessary to set forth a few con
siderations bearing on the question of standardization in general,. These 
oonsiderations are well brought out in the following extract from the 
memorandum submitted to us by ~. F. Stones, Managing Director, 
MesSIs. E. D. Bassoon and-Company Ltd.: 

'U; The establishment for one locality of that wage level which 
represents at the moment an equitable basis between capital and 
labour. ' ' , 

"2. The establishment of loca.lity differentials. ' 
... 3. The analysis of occupational differentials relative to each other. 
\ .. 4. The 'nalysis of the normal productivity to be returned by 

lab6ur in each occ.upation." -"-.-., -,-'" -- .---~ 

The" Ahm~d~bad Millo~rs' As~ociation' and the Textile Labour 
Association, Ahmedabad, both fll-vour 110 uniform scheme for the 
standardization of wages for all the centres of the industry in the Pro
vince of Bombay.> This is also the view, with certain reservations, of 
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the representatives of the employers and I~bour in Sholapur. Before 
aeciding about the application to all the centres of a uniform scheme, it 
is ne~essaIJ:"' however, t? keep in vp ~h"'o¥&~~~s.~~!lJl..!l",Yh...0se 
mentIOned m the foregomg extract, which go to influence the determ,ma
tion of wages in particular centres. \Pt these, the most important is 
the cost of living.which may vary from centre to centre. tiff a uniform 
standard is tObe ev~lved, for all the centres, it is essential that, while 
applying it to the various centres,,Prope:.:.allowance should be made for 
variations in the cost of living.! The yext important factor is the 

_capacity of the industry to 1'ay. v\{ any stage, when a scheme of 
standardization is-rra:mea~-in:e' capacity of the industry as a whole
and not that of units-has undoubtedly to be taken into accofult8iiOject, 
(Jf ClJ1l1'8~eneral considerations outlined in the chapter on the 
Minimum Wage. LStandards of management, no doubt, differ, but these 
differences are reH~ted ultimatel~ in the financial position of the 
industry in a region as a whole . ..,lil so far as the differ8'D.c~tin the 
capacity to pay are due tp the efficiency or inefficiency of management, 
the introduction of a uniform scale of wages will have .the effect of raising 
the Ifwel of business efficiency. We believe, however, that the existing 
regional variations in the payment ,of labour' C8.nnot be ignored 
altogether. It is far from our intention to suggest tW because the 
existing level of wages remains low in centres where wor¥:el1l can be easily 
recruited in large n~bers at low rates o,f rellJ.unerations, these conditions 
may be stabilized. ut the very existence of the low levels gives some 
index to the avaiIa: llity of the supply of labour and to the efficiency 
and bargaining strength of the workers in those centres. )It is these 
factors, in the main, which are also responsible for the pre~ailing levels 
of wages. The average wage for agricultural labour is, for instance, 
higher in the Ahmedabad than in the Sholapur district and higher in 
Gujerat than in Khandesb.. Taking advantage of the introductio~ 'of 
schemes of standardiZation"it may be possible to help in raising, to some 
extent, jihe levels of wages; but this attempt cannot succeed in doing' 
a'!'ay altogether with the' disparities. , 

PROBLEM OF DIFFERENTIALs. 

The next important question is that of. the differentials that obtain 
between one 8ccupation and another in a particular centre and between' 
centre and centre. A glance at the schemes of standardization framed 
for the different centres is enough to show how numerous are the varia
tions in a centre. and what lack of uniformity there is in that respect 
between centre and centre. An examination of the varying differentials 
in the different centres reveals difFit ,points of view, each jlentre 
claiming that its basis is scientific"...... he'differimcelt in ~~re 

,attributed to the differencesjiH;he_s iJLll..!t4 labour involved in the 
various occupations. But as an illnstration ortuintlfficUIty·tnil.t'arises 
in attaching weight to this type', of reasoning and. of the conseque,nt 
difficulty of securing uniformity throughout the Province, we would Clte 
the scale of paymen~ proposed for doffers in the frame aI}d ring 
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spinning departments and for warping creelers. The figures, accordllig 
to the three schemes, are set forth below: 

I 
\Bombay. Sholapur. Khandesh. 
B.s, a. p. Re. a. p. Re. a. p. 

Dollet (Ring and Frame) 17 0 0 13 8 0 9 0 0 
Creeler (Warping) 17 0 0 15 0 0 12 8 0 

The representatives of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, contend~ 
in the course of their evidence before us that the work of a creeler was, 
neither more strenuous nor more skilled than that of a doffer, while "the 
representatives of the Khandesh, Berar and Burhanpur Millo-wners' 
Association justified the differential adopted by them on t~e ground 
that more strain and skill were involved in the creeler's occupation. 
That was also the view of the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee which 
recommended a daily wage of Ra. 0-13-1 for creelers as against a daily 
wage of Rs. 0-12-6i for doffers on the ground that the work of the 
creelers "is a little superior as they have to arrange the bobbins on the 
creels with a little more attention, especially if there are yarns of 
different colours in the warp."(I) Another illustration is provided by 
the wages of drawers-in and reachers. The latter get half the wages of 
the former in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur; the standardization 
scheme for Khandesh makes the difference between the two scales of 
payment much narrower. The representatives both of the employers 
and labour in Khandesh maintain~ 1ihat a reacher should get more than 
half the wage of the drawer-in. ~~ labour and skill involved in work! 
"in the different occupations is undoubtedly the main criterion to be-1 
adopted in determining differentials, ~t the illustrations cited above 
show how the evaluation of this criterion may differ from centre to centre) 

FUrther, in attempting to reduce the disparities between t,he wages of 
weavers and spinners in some centres, the historical factor cannot be 
overlooked. In Bombay, particularly, the industry had mainly 
developed on the spinning side until the begi.nn.iD.g of the present century. 

'--When weaving was introduced attractive wages had to be offered to 
induce skilled workers to join, and the adoption of two looms as the unit 
of work led to the payment of wages which were much above those earned 
by spinners. This disparity between the wages in the two sections 
of the industry attracted the attention of the Indian Tariff 
Board (1927) which recommended that steps should be taken to reduce 
it. The disparity is nearly as great in Ahmed&bad and greater in 
Sholapur as will be seen from the following comparative figures of the 
average daily earnings of single siders and two-loom weavers in the 

" three principal centres of the industry in. the Province: 
Single Side Ring Spinner. Two-Loom Wearer. 

Ra. a. p, Ra. a. p. 
Bombay.. 0 13 8 1 5 8 
Ahmedabad 0 10" 9 1 9 1 
Sholapur 0 8 10 1 6 0 

The question arises whether at the time of standardizing wages in all the 
occupatIons an attempt should be made to reduce this disparity. In 

-
III .. Report of the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee". 19~9. lage 143. 
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the standardization Bcheme considered by the Bombay Strike Enquiry 
Committee, a cut of 7! per cent. was proposed in the wages of weavers 
with the intention, it was represented, of securing this object. The 
Committee, however, recommended that the proposal be. dropped with 
a view to securing the co-operation. of labour -in the introduction 
of standardization. In the scheme submitted to us by the Millowners' 
Association,Bombay, it was proposed to l:aise the earnings of the 
two-loom weavers slightly above the level of the, wages· obtaining in 
1937 and to stabilize those of the single siders. Vftle disparity instead of 
being reduced would thus be somewhat widened. For Sholapur, the 
proposal, however, was to brfug down the earnings of two-loom weavers 
to below the )-937 level and to leave those of single siders at about the 
same level. (While we agree that advantage should be taken of the 
adoption of schemes of standardization to reduce disparities, we are of 
opinion that that end should be achieved not by effecting cuts in the rates 
for any occupation but by a process of levelling up when the sta:.ndard 
lists are framed.~ 
AmTl1DE or LABOUR. 

"Standardization of wages, we need hardly emphasize, can be introd~ced 
with success ~ if labour co-operates. Any scheme of standardization 
acceptable to e owners ",ilHlIv'OTve the bringing down of the wage 
rates in some units which pay more than others and in some occupations 
where the earnings are comparatively high. 'rhere is naturally opposi
tion on the part of labour to any a.ttempt at levelling down wages. 
Representatives of labour who gave evidence before us agreed, however, 
that they could deal with· the opposition provided the· units and the 
occupations affected were small in number and the cuts proposed w~re 
merely for the purpose of adjusting wage levels and reducing flagrant 
disparities. 4 Although in Ahmedabad, according to statements made in 
evidence, the weavers' standardization scheme involved, on a rough 
calculation, reduction of wages in one-third of the number of mills, increase 

• in another one-third and stabiljzation in the rest, it was implemented 
witjout difficulty because the representativel'l of labour were actively 
associated at all stages of the discussions and they could, therefore, 
appreciate the implications of the proposals. The scheme was thus 
,a product as much of the efforts of the Textile Labour Association as of 
those of the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. In the other centres 
of the industry, on account of ·the lack of contact between the 
representatives of labour and of the employers and their associations, the 
former are naturally not in a position to formulate schemes of their 
owri-though we may add that the representatives of the Amalner and 
the Dhulia unions, in response to our request, took the trouble of framing 
a detailed list of standard wage rates in modification of the scheme 
prepared· by the employers. S~lar alternative proposals were also 
prepared at our request by the representatives of labour in Bomb~y. 
Representatives of labour in Sholapur contented themselves With 
offering criticism of thf,l scheme drawn up by th& representatives of the 

\ mills in Sholapur. I Ya1uable u.s these criticisms were, the representatives 
of labour from all tfitese centres stressed the difficulty they experienced 
in making constructive suggestions in view of their lack of touch with 



the employers and the absence of any detailed knowledge of the internal 
working of the mills. No access to the mills ia allowed to representatives 
of the workers' organizations in these centres, much less any facilities for 
study and investig~tion. Mr. S. A. Dange, representing the Bombay 
Provincial Trade UniGn Congress, for example, admitted that his 
knowledge of the technique of production and of machinery was ten years 
old. This lack of knowledge imposes a handicap in the consideration 
of· schemes of standardization; and, in our opinion, it is essential that 
before such schemes are drawn up or revised in future proper facilities 

'should be granted by employers' organizations to representatives of 
trade .union organizations to study the machinery in use and the 
~ethods of working in vogue. 

• NORMAL BASIC RATE. 

The main c~it.i9ism of all the three schemes for Bombay; Sholapur 
and Khand~sli bY.~h.~rep~es'mtatives o~ labour was that t~e'yjll."y~~d 
wage cuts ",lII: •. aTriiost,all, th( oc~upat~onsaniLthat no.scheme of 
standardiiation which led to general wage cuts would be acceptable to 
labour. ) Standardization is usually adopted on a basis that does not 
involve any substantial addition to the wage bill and stabilizes thd 
aggregate wage cost' at the prevailing figures. The cuts that wer~ 
proposed were justified by the employers and their organizations mainlyj 
on the ground that standardization of wages should be for normal times 
and for normal conditions of trade. The period that the employers 
selected fof the purpose as being normal was the year 1937, that is, 
subsequent to the time when wage cuts had been effected in all the centres 
of the industry in .view of the depression through which the industry 
pasSed after 1932. The wage position was examined by us at the end of 

,the year 1937 and formed t~e- subject matter of our Interim Report 
issued in February 1938. ¥ the opinion of the representatives of the 
'employ~s the recommendations made by us did not apply. to a normal 
period, and the increases in wages reco~ended by us were, therefore, 
treated by them as temporary increments. As the favourable cOI\di
tions of the trade which, in their view, had led us to recommend ihe 
increases had ceased to exist, the increases should, according to them, 
not be taken into account WjJ.en the4wages Vttre being standardized. 
Stabilization should take place, they insisted, more or less on the basis 

, of the wage level obtaining in normal times. Of the three' periods 
1921-34, 1934-37 and 1938-39, they selected th~ middle one as the normal 
period, although actually it was a period ~en the level of wages had 
to be depressed owing to the deterioration that had taken' place in the, 
condition of the industry. The representatives of labour did not agree.,' 
that the increases granted in 1938 in accordance with' our Interim Repwt . 
were intended to serve as temporary increments or' bonuses: V1'h@ t 

increases, they urgeq, represented merely a partial restoration ,of the cuts" 
made during 1933-34, and should, therefore, have been taken as con
stituting permanent additions to the wages which could not be withdra.wn 
~t the discretion of the em~loyers .• Discussion about standardization 
should ~roceed, they contended, on the basis of the present level of wages. 
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It is necelisary for the purpose of clarifying the issue to reier to the :views 
set forth in our Interim Report: . 
~ consider that the general recovery and the recovery i~ 

textiles are not temporary' as they are based on trends which< are 
. visible inaTm,oiiCaltaspects of economic activity in most countries' 
of the world. . . . \.Jhe improvement of the la.st year and of . 
the current year due to trade recovery we do not' propose to 
entrench UpOft fo~ an increase in .wages. For this . year it is o~ly 
the surplus resultmg from the fall in" the price of cotton upon which 
we would draw. In order, further, that the industry may have time 
to adjust itself to the pr9'posed increase in the annual wages bill 
and that the additional burden inaybe met without difficulty in the 
subsequent years as well, we suggest an increase not to the extent 
of the entire but of half the amount of the surplus. The increase" 
in the total annual wages bill would thus amount to a sum which the 
industry could find for a period of two years from this year's special 
profits due to the,fall in the price of cotton. . . . 

," Finally, it may'be made clear that while we have calculated the 
proposed increase in wjtges on the basis of an estimate of the specia.l 
profit that the industry is likely to receive as a result of the fall in 
the price of cotton, the ground o~which we feel j\lstified in recom
mending any increase in wages is~tre cumulative effect of a. gener~ 
improvement in the condition of ' the industry. A widening of the 
margin as a result of a fall in th6firice of'cotton may come about 
even during years of depression: «It--Would then be regarded merely 
as a. windfall and if the workers claimed and obtained any share in 
such a. windfall that would be of a temporary-nature.·· The profit 
due to the fall in the price of cotton today is. also .a partial windfa;ll 
but it accrues during years of good trading profit. Even at margins 
ruling during 1937, all mills, whose :fin3.ncial structure o~ tec:Qnica.l 
equipment were nt!:t ssentially unsound, 'should hav. earned. 
substantial profits. is this betterment--the result of a general j 
trade recovery whic -we consider should normally list for some time 
-t~t is th. true basis of our recommendations' It was possible 
to obtain only fo, Bomblli' compliteafiUcorilpluable figures of 
financial results for a period so rec~t as the first half of the year 
1937. For, other centres, the financial results for the latter half of 
1937 coul4 not be estimated satisfactorily. On the other hand, 
approximate' calculations regarding the prQ$pective gains due to the 
increased margin of profit could be'made for all th~ centres of the 
industry. We have, therefore, thought it convenient to measure the 
proposed extent of the . ncrease ill wages. in terms of those· gains. 
Our recommendations leave .. untoustifed he- results .oLnonnaJ. 
in:pr~emen~~", .. ~,J.mdin€t.condi~io~. . ey further give" £li.em.ul
owuerii"1l:margm of two yeltl'lf Wlthin hich they shou1d be able to 
make.the,necessary adjustments to render it possible for the ,~du~try. 

b h d . . . b t ,'(1) '\ to ear t e propose illcrease ill wages ill Slj. sequen years. ) 

U) Pages 87-89. 
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~se extracts inake _ it cl~ar that the increaseS we recommended were 
intended by us to be an integral part 'of the wages and were, in no 
sense, to be looked upon as temporary increments or bonuses intended 
to meet a special situation. Demands for the restoration of the cuts 
that had been made in the Rrincipal centres of the industry in the period 
of the post-war depression had been put forward by labour in 1937. 
Our ,terms of reference did not require us to examine these demands. 
But 'We held' from our review of the position of the industry, that the 
d~pression which was adduced as the principal justification for the, 
~age .cuts had -lifted and that the capacity of the industry to earn 

profits was distinctly better than when the cuts were imposed. 
According to us, out. of the substantial betterment that had· 
accrued, the industry could meet additional charges of a reasonable 
'magnitude for the raising of the wage level. ~6'ignore these increases 
and to seek to stabilize wages on the basis of the level prevailing in 
1937 will, therefore, in our opinion, be tantamount to enforcing wage 
cuts which were partially restored in 1938:' 

SCALE OF MINIMUM PAYMENTS. 

The next important point of divergence of views was with regard to 
th~, lowest paid categories of .. employe~s in the different centres.' 

.JI1 the course of their evidence before us, representatives of labour . 
everywhere demanded the fixing, of a minimum wage in the industry, 
which was put down -hf..j;he Bombay Provincial Trade Union Congress 
at Rs. 35 and by the"Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, at Rs. 30. 
This demand has been dealt with by us in an earlier chapter, lmt it is 
referred to here because the representatives of labour in Bombay, 
Sholapur and Khandesh objected to the schemes inasmuch as, in framing 
these, the e~~k no ~~i2!lill,<;,!l_Of....t1:i.s<,gtl,!!1a~d. In order to. 
facilitate the introductl.oliOr standardization, they proposed, without 
prejudice to their original demand for a minimum wage, certain figures 
below which, acoording'to them, no worker in apprentice or unskilled 
occupations should be remunerated, and a similar but somewhat higher 
figure below which the wages of semi-skilled w-Orkers or 'Y.orkers engaged 
on heavy labour' or in occupations deleterious to their health should 
not fall. These figures were pUJi down tly the representatives of the 
Bombay Provincial Trade Union Congress at Rs. 25 and Rs .. 30, 
respectively, for Bombay .. The representatives of labour in Sholapur 
and K~andesh similarly proposed corresponding limi~ 'of ~s. 20 and 
Rs. 25. For lack of data, the representatives -of labour dId not find 
themselves in a position to estimate the effect of these proposals on 
the total wage bill, but the consequent increase, in their opinion, would, 
not be beyond the capacity of the industry to pay. That there should 
be a distinction in the scales of payment for workers in apprentice 
occupations, for unskilled workers, for workers engaged on heavy labour 
or in occUpatiollS involving special risk to health, for semi-skilled workers 
and for skilled workers is a matter about which there appears to be 
general agreement. : The 'apprentice occupations intended for new 
recruits provide stepping-stones to employment in semi-skilled or skilled 
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occupations and the scale of initial remuneration may thus be somewhat 
lower. The difierence between the normal output of,work of all except 
the semi-skilled and skilled workers, in the opinion of the representatives 
of labour in Bombay, was small and difficult of assessment ~ and. hence 
their proposa¥that there should be only two flat rates for these groups 
of workers. tw"is only for the semi-skilled and skilled workers that 
these di1ierences in output of work can be properly measured and 
suitably remunerated. The acceptance of this point of view would 
have resulted in the elimination of the di1ierentials between one 
occupation and another falling within the pr~posed scales of Rs. 25 
and Rs. 30 for Bombay. The di1ierentials are justified by the employers 
as being determined by considerations of output of'work,but varying 
as they do from centre to centre,and occasionally even in. a centre, 
it is not possible to accept them .as having' necessarily a scientific 
basis. 
EXAMINATION OF MILLOWNERS' SCHEMES. 

The general framework of the scheme formulated by the,Millowners' 
Association,Bombay, was acceptable to the . representatives of labour 
as it conformed to the structure of the scheme agreed to by labour during 
the deliberations of the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee. There 
were certain departures from the principles adopted in 1929, but these 
were not fundamental. For instance, th. basis· of the rates for reeling 
was not the same as in the scheme of 1929. But the new basis of the 

number of doffs instead of hanks was not objected to by labour provided 
there· was an agreement about the basic ra.te~ There was also 
a departure in the proposals for the framedepartinent, for in the scheme 
of the Association there was no schedule of rates recommended in view, 
it was explained, of the conditions of flux through which this department 
was passing. There were standard earnings prescribed; and Mr. Dange' 
agreed to the proposal to standardize merely the earnings in this depart
ment provided the basis of rates to be adopted could be subjected to 
examination by the representatives of. labour. He proposed, however, 
that the di1ierentials in the wages of slubbing, inte~ and roving tenters 
should remain the same as recoommended by the Bombay Strike Enquiry 
Committee. There were two main points of difference between the 
standardized rates'for ring spinning proposed in Bombay'and Sholapur 
and the rates in the Millowners' AssociatiQn's schedule for thp.e workers 
or in the scheme approved by the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee. 
The first was that the distinction between remuneration for spinning 
on warp frames and weft frames was done away with; the second t.hat 
in place of the distinction -made between single side and double side 
spinning, there was a Jlin~ gradation list based on the number of 
spindles to be looked after. The effect of the gradation, it was explained, 
would be similar to that 0 the percentage addition granted for double 
side working, butje method of gradation adopted, ~t was claime~, ~as 
more satisfactory. Mr. Dange asked for a restoratlOn of the eXlstmg 
distinction betwe the wage rates for warp and weft siders. In 'his 
Ischeme of gradation, Mr. Dange adhered to the p~rcentage ad~itions 
fallowed for double side working. The increase suggested by him for 
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double sid~ working was· 45 per cent. in place of the 331 per cent. 
provided for in.the Millowners' scheme. The standardization proposals 
for ring spinners inSholapur were modelled on those of the Millowners' . 
Association, Bombay. The representatives of labour in Sholapur, 
however, objected to an attempt being made to enforce rationalization 
in the occupation in aft indirect manner by fixing unduly low wages 
for siders working on frames with a small number of spindles. 

. For Khandesh no scheme of gradation on the basis of spindles was 
proposed and there were flat rates for single side spinners, irrespective of 
the numb.er of spindles worked. There was, however, a distinction 
made between remuneration for warp and weft spinning. 

A schedule of standard rates for winding was agreed to before the 
Bombay Strike EnquirY' Committee, but in the proposals for Bombay 
no such schedule was drawn up and the scheme provided merely fo.! 
standardized earnings for.26 days of full work of 9 hours per day for 
efficient winders. I~ was not possible, according to the Millowners' 
Association, Bombay, to prescribe standard rates on account of 
variations in the speeds, allocation of spindles per winder and the length 
of the yam on bobbins. The schemes' for Sholapur and Khandesh 
contained tables for standard rates for winders, and l\Ir. Stones in his 
evidence before us furnished us with tables of standard rates that were 
in operation in his group or.. mills. The representatives of labour in 
Bombay agreed that they would not insist on the framing of a schedule 
of standard rates. for winding if the monthly earnings could be 
standardized at the figure of Rs. 25 as proposed by them, and if the 
structure of the piece-work rates that would be recommended by the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay, _ to the various mills was subject 
to their scrutiny. A formidable difficulty in the way of standardiziJ;J.g 
the earnings of winders is that of dividing the work among the women 
on the musters. The average earnings in this occupation were low, 
it was .asserted by representatives of the employers, because there was 
always an excess of women employed and the excess was particularly 
large during certain seasons of the year. The problem of t~e permanent 
excess has so far not been solved in most mills. The winders on the 
muster rolls, it was said, did not wish the existing arrangements to' be 
disturbed but' agreed to continue with a smaller volume of work so that 
employme:Q.t could be found for all of them. The' representatives of the 
employers urged that any attempt at providing ~ full day's work such 
all" would ensure a reasonably high wage being earned led to 
unpleas,antness if not to disputes, and standardization of rates on 
an acceptable basis was, hence, difficult of achievement. 

There remainS the question of the weaver's wage, the standardization 
of wh:ch' has alway~ presented, manifold difficulties because of the 

-numerous factors that have to be taken into consideration in assessing 
the value of the production turned out and the volume of labour put in. 
In this connection, the Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, in its 
memorandum. observes: .. The dangerous propensities of the lack of 
standard can be visualized from the fact that 50 thousand looms of 

i;1;es from, 28s to 728 are manufacturing hundreds of !,!orts of plain 
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and fa.ncy with grey and coloured yarn further complicated by the use . 
of different counts of yarn. Each new sort with va.tyjng textur~ would 
require entirely new rates for the purpose of calculating wages. Different 
mills have different rates for similar 80~ and even different methods 
of calculation. We. have found that in. fixing rates, the employers. 
rarely took into consideration either the specifioation of the c~othJ skilJ 
required.~r he stram involved in the pr~cel!8 of weavitig. TIle only 
coIlBidera . n which weighed with them was how best to give lowest' 
~ e above mentioned conditioIlB brought about "'the cliiOS 
followed by industrial disturbances which were unparalleled during 
the last seven years." The standard price list in Lanc~ire serves as 
a model for schemes of standardization, but as conditions of production 
and employment are different in India, that list Cahnot be suitably 

• adapted to Indian requirements without furth.er investigation and 
calculation. The prefuninary process of investigation and calculation 
.was first gone through by the l\{illowners' Association, Bombay, by 
itself and subsequently in collaboration 'with representatives of labour 
before an agreed scheme was submitted fo1' the approval of the 
Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee. The standardization of weavers' 
wages was achieved by a similar process in Ahmedabad in 1938. The 
scheme adopted 'in Ahmedabad differs from tha.t agreed upon in Bombay 
in 1929. The main difference is that paxment in the 1929-30 scheme 
was to be on the basis of a standard rate.in termeof piee per square yard 
while the basis o.f the Ahmedabad scheme is payment for weaving 
plain grey cloth ten yards in length on a 44 inches loom at ten picke iIi 
a quarter of an inch. The Millowners' Associadon, Bombay, accepted 
the ba<;lic standard adopted in Ahmedabad. We would observe that 
'on tlie whole the scheme for weavers' rates proposed by the Millowners' 
Association, Bombay, was sound. The representatives of labour were 
willing to accept it provisionally, .but urged that its effect should be 
watched jointly by them and the Millowners' Association for a period 
of three months. Both the parties, it was suggested, should compare 
the earnings under the proposed scheme with those op. the existing basis. 
Each mill, it was further suggested, should keep a full record of the 
wages that would be payable in case the scheme was brought into force, 
and while doing this, payment might continue to be made on'the existing 
basis. At the end of the period, the two parties might suggest, after 
consultation, suitable improvp.ments and modifications in the light' of 
the experience gained; To this propositI the'. representatives of the 
Millowners' Association demurred on the ground that it would. be 
tantamount to a postponement of the standardization of weaving rates 
which the AB8ociation looked upon as one of the essential features of 
its scheme. Such postponement, in its opinion, was un~etira-.ble, 
especially as there was no prospect 'of a final settlement of the question 
at the end of the three months. 

The representat~ves olthe mills in Shol~'P.u~ . .l)occep~ ~he sta~dardized 
scheme of weav~g rates proposed"1or Bombay m ItS entIrety, but 
desired that the basic rates should be low,El( by)O. per cent. These 
rates on the average spee~ a~rem-ciencrin~Sholapurwoutd yield, they 
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estimated, a. monthly wage of Rs. 31-8-0 to a. two-loom weaver. In 1937 
t~e average d!"ily earning of a two-100m weaver in Sholapur was slightly 
hIgher than m Bombay. Thus, apart from 1;'he cut'involved in the 
proposed elimination of the increases granted in 1938, there would be 
a further cut as the proposed scheme provided for. the basic rates being 
10 'per cent. l?wer than in Bombay. For this reason, the representatives 
of labour found themselves unable to agree to the proposed. basis of 
standardization for weavers' wages, but put forward a demand for rates' 
being standardized on a b:J.sis which would yield a minimum 'monthly 
earning of Rs. 40 for a two-loom weaver. The representatives of the 
mills in Sholapur while they refused to accept this basis agreed that 
if the Millowners' Association, Bombay, effected a percentage increase 
in the rates fixed in their scheme, they too would raise their schedule of 
rates by a correspon.ding percentage. 

The scheme for Khandesh was not as elaborate as that adopted in 
Ahmedabad or proposed for Bombay. The weaver's wage was fixed 
at pies 77-78 per 100m per day plus a 30 per cent. dear food allowance. 
Allowances were proposed for seven types of cloth. On this basis, the 
minimum earning of a single-loom weaver on plain cloth was put down 
at Rs. 13-12-0 per month. The representatives of labour in Khandesh 
in their alternative scheme proposed to raise the basic rate to 108 pies 
and further proposed a wider range and an increased scale of allowances . 

• According to them, the minimum earning for a single-loom weaver 
should be Rs. 25 and for a two-loom we\\ver Rs. 45. The latter figure 
was higher than ,that demanded in any of the other centres, including 
Ahmedabad; but; on the other hand, it has to be noted that the 
proposal of the employers' association had the effect of bringing down 
the one-loom weaver's wage to a figure below that for most semi-skilled 
and skilled occupations in that region .• / . 

'IEWS OF ASSOCIATE MEMBERS REGARDING BASIS OF STANDARDIZATION. 

It will be cl'ear from what we have said so far that the gulf between 
the proposals of the millowners and the demands of labour regarding 
the standa.rdization of wages Was very wide and that. we were unable 
to find any means by which it could be bridged or "8.t least narrowed. 

(From our discussions with both the parties, no sets of fi.:,aures were 
'available to us on the basis ot which we could proceed to build up our 
scheme of standardization:) "'In spite -of the disagreement, both the 
parties were insistent upon the advisability, nay, the urgency, of our 
putting forward a complete Bcheme of standardized wage rates. This 
was also the view expressed by our Associate Members. Even among 
them, ,however,' there was no agreement as to the basis on which we 
should proceed to erect the structure of standardization.{ Mr. Saklatval~ 
was of opinion that the scheme put forward by tIie Millowners 
Association, Bombay, should be accepted as the basis for a normal year, 
and that the diffetences to be maintained between the schemes for the 
different centres should be determined having regald to the cost of 
living and the capacity of the, industry to pay in eacb centre. 
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Mr. Sa.karIal Balabhai did not indicate any particular level of wagea, 
which, in his opinion, should be considered as basic. He insisted, 
however, that the Bcheme of standardization should be uniform fOI 

all centres in the Province and should b~ appliedsun;Jtay{~~~I.Y -to all 
of them. The structure of the scheme, accortling to him, would..be 
identical for all centres and difierences in the level of rates' would 
be allowed only on the score of differences in the cost of living and in 

, the natural advantages enjoyed by the centres. He was of opinion that 
difierentiation in rates between centre and centre should not be allowed 
on the ground of variations in capacity to pay and that if the capacity 
of the industry to pay in a centre was influenced by ~actors other than 
the natural advantages or disadvantages pertaining to the industry 
in that centre, no weight should be attached to these other factors. 
By natural advantages, Mr. Sakarlal meant economies arisin~ out of 
factors such as proximity to sources for theTupply otara;lI1!ma.re~ls 
or to markets, advantageous freight rates, etc. We should, according 
to him, inquire into all relative advantages or disabilities of this 
character and should arrive for each centre at a total ~stimate 
of the difiei'entiation from the standard rates. Mr. Khedgikar 
advised us to base our scheme of standardization for Bombay 
. on the existing rates at Ahmedabad including the' increment 
granted 4t 1938.lFor Sholapur, Khandesh and the Karnatak he was 
of opinioq that the wages should be fixed at the standard rates. for 
Bombay minus 10 pe~ cent., He desired, however, to make one 
exception to the unifor:m.. app1ication of the scheme of standardized 
wages to all centres of the industry. The exception was in resp~t 
of the wages to be paid to weavers at Sholapur. It has been pointed 
out that the difierence between the earnings of weavers and those of 
other classes of workers is much greater at Sholapur than, for example, 
at Bombay or Ahmedabad. The application of a uniform scale of wage 
rates to all centres would ordinarily involve.a drastic cut in the earnings 
of weavers in Sholapur. MJ,:. Khedgikar was of opinion that this should 
be avoided. In order to achieve this, he recommended treating Sholapur 
weavers as a class by themselves' and basing their rates on present 
average earnings, plus the increase granted in 1938 and a 30 per cent. 
grain allowance., ;Mr. Khandubhai Desai held that the' level of 
standardized wages in Bombay should be the same as the existing level 
in Ahmedabad including the 1938 increment. He suggested the division 
of mills outside Bombay and Ahmedabad into two ,broad classes: 
(i) mills in Gujerat, and (ii) mills in Sholapur, Khandesh, the Karnatak 
and elsewhere. He felt that, in view of the fact that wages especially 
in the latter group were very low as compared with those in Ahme~abad 
or Bombay, it would not be pOBBible to standardize the wage rates f?r 
the rest of the Province at a level having a fixed relation to that m 
Bombay and Ahmedabad. He, therefore, suggested that the scheme of 
standardized wages for each of the two groups should be formulated by 
fixing the' wage rate for each occupation in a group at the hiJhes~- rate 
that was at present paid by any mill in that group. We have indicated 
in brief the advice given to us by the four Associate 1t1einbers in respect 
.BkB2~ 
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of the basis of standar~ization in order to show the variety of Possibll 
appro:l.ches to the subject. ' , 
DEMAND FOR A SCHEME OF STANDARDIZATION rOR'EOMBAY. 

, While the' recommend.'J.tions to be made rega.rdin'" standardizatioI 
of'wages in' the Proviltce were still under consideration, we. receivec 
a letter from the MiUowners' Association, Bombay, asking us to makl 
our recomm~ndations in the ID.lottcr of standard levels of wa"'es fOJ 
Bombay and to submit them to Government in advance of other portioru 
of our Report. We referred this letter immediately to Governmen1 
and received a communication to the effect that Government desirec 
that the scheme' regarding standardization of wages and musters shoulc 
be submitted as soon as possible and in advance of the final Report. III 
In view of the communication from Government, we hastened tc 
complete the details, of the scheme of standardization for Bomba~ 
and forwarded it to the Associate Members for their comments on thE 
16th December 1939. In order to save time, we met them on the 22nd 
December 1939 and recorded their views on the scheme prepared by us. 
After ctlnsidering these views, we scnt our find scheme and, recommend, 
ations to Government on the 23rd December 1939. We reproduce thil 
scheme of standardization at the end of this chapter. 

It was not possible for usto present with the scheme a completE 
explanatory memorandum and we had.to content ourselves with a seriee 
of brief notes on its sJ.lient features.,' \Ye dea.l here with the underlying 
principles of our scheme and the various issues raised by it in greatel 
det.ail. . 
,cOMPONENTS OF A SCHEME FOR STANDARDIZATION. 

It I,hould be noted that n scheme for the standardization of wage rate! 
such as that prepared by us for the Bombay cotton textile industry i! 

"composed of two. separate elements. "'ODeis what may ,be called thE 
structure or·'tli"e·scn:eme:~T1!.iifconsists chiefly of the' classified and 
'ki'r.aeulist of ' various occupations, and, in addition, for piece workers: 
the methol~B and measures of calcuk.ting' earnings. ·The other part 
of the scheme conflists of the fetes ut 8",r,inst individual occu ations. 
For time workers the rates represent e wages to be paId for wor put 
in for stand&rd periods of time end for piece workers they are expressed 
as the money payments for standcrd tesks or piooes of work. ,~ 
determinction of the rates .involves decisions of two different kinds: 
firstly, that regarding the generd levei of wa.ge payments to w~rkl'rs in 
the industry e.nd the tota~wage bill of the indu,'itry; secondly, that 
regarding differences in payments froID oCClupation to occupation, 
~ho.t is, regr.rding the position of each individua.l occupa.tion in the 
grr.ded list of occupations in the industry. -It should further bo noted 
that when a. standardization scheme is accepted and put into 
operation its structure and scheme of differentir.1s tend to remain 
comparr.tively fixed, but the generr.l level ~f rates is dependent upon 
circumstancE's and is clways liable to edjustment from time to time by 
mutual p,grcement. The importance of the for~ theref~e~_ ~~ of 

III The corr£s[ont!enc(t on the 8ubject iSlepoduud in AIIU,r.u. Vlll at Isgu 60e 
and 607 of this ReEoIt. 
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a~e&t; c:ba~ while the level of rates is essontially temporary. 
In-an places and occupatiqns where standardized wage rates have been 
in operation fora long time it will be found that the level of rates has 
been changed as occasions atose usually by means of a percentage 
addition to or deduction from the entire scheme of rates. We expect 
that this method will also be followed if a scheme of standardized wage 
rates is adopted by the cotton textile industry in Bombay. 

Before we go on to explain in detail the scheme prepared by us, we 
indicate the extent to which it nas been possible for us to utilize the 
results of efforts made in, the same direction in the past. The scheme 
approved by the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee and the det3.iled 
occupational classification undertaken by the Labour Office, as 
a preliminary to its wage census, have both. been of the utmost help to 
us in determining the classification of the numerically important 
categories of workers. The scheme approved by the Bombay Strike 
Enquiry Committee gi'yes a clear indication of the differentials between 
occupation and occupation obtaining in Bombay a' decade ago and 
broadly accepted as fair by both the parties at that time. The results 
of the wage census conducted by the Labour' Office in 1934 and the 
special sample inqUiry carried out by that office in 1937 indicated both 
the general levels and the scheme of gradation of earnings at the 
respective dates. The scheme approved by the Bombay Strike Enquiry 
Committee and the comments ePlbodied in the report of that Committee 
further proved valuable in a consideration of the structure of the scheme 
)f standardization. As we note below, the scheme of weaving rates 
~dopted at" Ahmedabad was also use fur in determining the piect\" 
~ate structure for weavers. The minimum wage schedule of the 
~loWIlers' Association, Bombay, and the report of th~ spec'ial 
luh-committee on rationalization appointed by the~sociation in.1934: 
lVere also import.ant as guide~ in our deliberations. 

)EFllfITIOlf OF NORMAL TIMES. 

,t£.he Millowners' Association, Bombay, contended tha.t the rates put 
lown in a scheme "for standardization of wages should be those 
~ppropriate for normal times.'\ It sta.ted that this was the lev;el aimed 
~t in the proposals put forward by it. That the standard rstesshould 
>e those suitable for normal times was a proposition which was also 
~cceptable to representatives of la.bour. There Wag, however.,.a wide 
lifIerence in the views of the two sides re ardin the normal. "'rhere are, 
n our opmlOn, many 0 VIOUS difficll ies in ~rying, to define normal 
,imes or ascertain" normal period. "'The term normal may have reference 
.0 a. variety of factors such as the price level or the state of industry 
.r trade conditions. ~ If we examine the period of the last two decades, 
t records wide fluctuations in geMraI prices, in the prices of cotton and 
loth and.,in the workers' cost of living. The state of the industry and 
msiness conditions similarly shO\v large variations;, the limits 9r the 
imo8 of these variations do not, again, necessarily coincide in the 
lifIerent centres in the Province. It is. therefore, extremely difficult 
o choose a particular period and say that it represents normal times. 

X BkR26-81f 
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'Further, even if we were able to call a particular period normal, this 
would help us in, our decisions only if we could &Ssume that wages 
obtaining during that period were also placed at a .le"leI which was 
appropriate for it.'{We must find not only·a no~l period but also the 
wage level'suited to the normal period, because the mere fact that 
a certain wage level ruled during a period that was, judged by prices 
or the state of the industry, normal could'not make it normal:)1'fu the 
face of these considerations any attempt at a" theoretical or historical 
search for the nO~lllal must prove flltile. -'«'e, therefore, approached 
this question from a diffl'rent angle and based our recommendations on 
what appeared to us to be reasonable andf .... ir looking to prevailing 
economic conditions, that is-:tJre eCoiloIDic c~tions on the eve of 
the war. During the last twenty years the wages in the cotton textile 
industry in Bombay stood broadly at three different levels. Wages 
rose'rapid1 during the period 1917-21.1' Th.ey were stabilized towards 
the beginrung of 1921 and the level then re.lched WJ.S generally 
maintailled till the year 1933." Cuts wer~ effected by all 'mills in the 
wages in all occupations during the period 1933-341.nd II. new level was 
attained towards the end of 1934. An sttempt to indicate the extent 
of the difference between these two levels hd.S been mld~ by us in, 
Chapter III of our Interim Repprt. The wages paid towards the end of, 
1934 remained substantially unchanged till February 1938 forhen, as 
a result of the 'acceptance of the recommendations made by us in that 
Report, they were raised in give~ proportions for different categories, 
by earnings, of workerr. The level of wages ruling on the eve of the war • 
was the same as that ,in March 1938. The level of wages .ttained in 
,1921 ruled for the larger part of the last two deca.des anrl the cuts IIl3de 
in 1933-34 were avow.ldly effected ir. order to adjust that level to times 
of a severe depression. ' 

BASIS OF MILLOWNERS' PROPOSALS. 

Even a cursory examin9.tion of the proposals put forward by the 
(Miilowners' Associa.tion shows that they constit.uted a.n attempt to 
~ndardize wages at the level reached during the depression) The 
minimum wage schedule of the Association adopted in 1934 represented 
a level below which, on the evidence of the AS3ociation itself, it would' 
be unfair to pay a worker even in bad times. Yet a comparison of the 
rates proposed by the Association in its scheme of standardization for 
workers covered by, the minimum schedule showed little difference 
between the two sets of wage rates. In some cases the standardiza.tion 

• scheme attempted actually to reduce the, level accepte~. by the 
Association as the minimum in 1934. This was, fOJ! example, the case 
with a number of categories of oouble side ring spinners. In the 
circumstances it was obviou~ly impossible for us to accept the contention 
of the Millowners' Association t'liat'their proposals representtxi a level 
suitable for normal times. I We could not pos~ibly believe that a level 
for normal times could be almost the same as that laid down by the 
millowners themselves as the minimum in times of an acute depression 
after the complete collapse of a general strike.} If we considered 
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that the level of wages embodied in the minimum schedule of 1934: 
represented a level tha.t coulJ. be borne by the industry in a period of 
bad trade-and there 18 nothmg to support a. contrary position-then 
a level of wages for normal times must necessarily show some advance 
on the position of the minimum. .our Interim, Rep0l.b contains 
an 'examination of the advance made by the industry towards recovery 
and the wage level suited to it. In that Report we indicated that in 
1937 two types of betterment ,were discernible in the position of the 
cotton textile industry: one was due to the ordinary recovery of tra~ 
from a specially lo~ level previously attained and the other to certa' 
abnormal features of the situation, chief among them being the fdoll 
in the price of cotton. While we attempted to measure ,the extent 
of the betterment due to 'both these sets of factors, the increment in 
wages suggested by us was deliberately put at levels suited to times 
of norm,l trade. We have already indiclj.tel, with the h lp of a few 
extracts from the laterim Report, the' na.ture of the recomrne.:ld.l.tilns 
made by US"" The level of wages reached after adding the increments 
to the 1934 wage level cannot be said to represent a level appropriate 
fd'! abnormal times, that is, times of specidol prosperity. This is 
indirectly prove by the fact that the movement towards increased 
production of goods by mills, which became marked towards the 
beginning or 1937, was not checked by the increase in the wage bill in 
1933 but continued pro,;;tessively for ~1most a year a.flllt the grant of 
the increases . ./' 

THE BASIS OF OUR PROPOSALS. 

In the light of these co!}siderations we held that the existing level 
of wages was, at the level of the cost of living ruling in: AugUst, 

. 1939, suitable for times of normal trade. If either the cost of 
living or the condition of the industry', change markedly in any 
direction, it would be open to any side to claim and obtl..in 
a percentage change in \ the rates laid down in the standard list. 
In the absence of any changes in conditions no case could be made 
out for fixing the standard rates at a level different from the 
existing one. It is, in addition, obvious that there are considerable 
,difficulties in.. attempting standardization at other levels, especially 
those lower than the current. (The effort at standardization presumes 
the existence"of variat.ions in the current rates Qf payment from unit 
to unit. ~ }( stands.rdized rate, while raising the level in units where it is 
specially low, will necessarily mean a reduction in the earnings of workers 
in units wllit!e the level rules above the average. It may be Possiblel 
to persuade these workers to accept a reduction in earnings for the 
sake of benefiting the low-paid section and for attaining a permanentl~ 
desirable end. . 'It would be very difficult, however, to persuade the mass o~l 
workers in normal times to accept 11 scheme of standardization w:Uch 
involves a general lowering of the level of wages. In such circumstanc"s 
very few would profit from standardization, while a majority would IC'se 
arid workers would then rather not have standardized rates at all. 

,Weare of opinion that the demandJor any material reduction or increase 
in the wage bill must be considered by itself as a separate issue and not 



as a; part of a ~cheme for standardization. ~ a wage reduction . is 
incorporated in a standardization proposal, this' may well result in 
creating a permanent prej Ildice against standardization in the minds .of 
w9rkers and make them always suspicious of such proposals.) 

PLEA FOR A ;olIFORlI WA!;E LEVEL IN PROVINCE. 'I 

,We had neXt to consider whether it wa.s necessary to correlate the 
level of standardizoo wages in Bombay to that in other centres or 
any particular centre in the Province. Three of our Associate 
Members supported the view that the level of wag,'s in Bombay should 
be the same as that in Ahmedabad. The Ahmedabad Millowners' 
Association made a number of representations to us to the effect that 
the level of wages in Ahmedabad was ~lb...higheLthan in Bombay 
and that we should inquire into the extent of this disp¥ity. Their 
statements were controverted on a number of points by the ~1illowners' 
Associn.tion, Bombay, and by Mr. Saklatvala. The main· contentions 
of the Bombay Millowners were: firstly, that the average qwolitiof the 
products in Ahmedabad being superior to that in Bombay the figures 
of earnings gave a misleading idea as to the extent of the difference ill 
the rate of payments;· and secondly, that the labour costs per 
1,000 spindles or per 100 looms were ~t higher in Ahmedabad than 
in Bombay. In Chapter II we have set out the results of the sample 
wage census con~ucted by the Labour Office in 1937. We held that it 
would serve no useful purpose if we went beyond the facts then collected 
and conducted an inqlliry into the merits of th·;) case as put forward by 
the two Associations. An inquiry of this character' would have 
necessarily involved a. detailed examination of the CO&t structure in eacn 
cen~re.· Besides the expenditure of time and energy that it wo)lld have 
neCessitated, such an examination would not have 'yielded any results 
of special significance from the point of view of our terms' of reference. 
We did not think it necessary to examine this question in detail also 
because we held that the time had not yet come when it was possible. 
to have & uniform level of wages in the industry throughout the Province. 
The Province consists of different regions in which the conditions of the 
supply of and demand for labour are markedly divergent. In the large 
majority of centres collective bargaining is non-existent; and labOur] 
organizations are weak. No beginning has yet been made in the 
reg Illation of wages by the State. Not only are there differences in 
the levels of wage rates between region and region but· the disparities 
in the payments made by the various ·units within a region are alsd 
considerable.) In these circumstances au attempt to enforcg a uniform 
level of wages-even when an allowance is made for the cost of living-' 
would involve too numerous and too considerable changes in wage 
rates. -.tAn approach to uniformity,. if it/is ever achieved, must be 
through at least two previous stages. ('These stages are: first, the 
imposition of a minimum wage level for a region which will considerably 
narrow the disparities within the region, and second, the standardization 
of wages for. the region) In our opinion, the introduction in 1934 of 
the minimum wage Bchedule in Bombay paved the way for 
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"standardization in that centre.') ~s standardization should, however 
be based on conditions obtaining in a centre by itself and it~ 
consideration· should not at this initicl st~ge be complicr-ted by 
attempting a definite correla.tion to an extraneous wa.ge level. We may 
in this connection refer to the history of stand2.rdiza.tion ,in both the 
cotton and the coa.l industries in Englr..nd. The extent of thl) uniformity 
that obtains today in Lanca.shire has been r.chieved by the gradual 

"adoption, by various regions, of price lists evolved in important centres 
for· particular occup2.tions or departments. . Conditions in Lancr.s:Jre, 
it should moreover be remembered, are vastly less varied than in this 
Province and even so the extent of the uniformity Mhieved is 
not complete. In the cov.1 industry, where the area covered is wider 
and the conditions more diversified, uniformity does not obtain either 
in the rates or in the terms of agreement. A national agreement was 
operative in ~hat industry only for the short period between 1921 and 
1925; the rule of sepr~is""triet...ag(eements has been revived since 
1926 imd seems, at least at the present, UeSttiiM to continue. 

DEFINITIONS OF DUTIES OF WORKERS AND STANDARDIZATION OF MUSTERS. 

We have, in framing our scheme of standardiz..".tion for Bombay, 
adopted broadly the br..sis of the existing level of wages in tha.t centre. 
It may be noted that this wa.s th: procedure adopted by the Millowners' 
Assocmtion, Bombay, in preparing the scheme of standardized rates 
of wages published by it in 1930 and that the Bomba.Y, Strike Enquiry 
Committee advised the millo~rs P.g~.inst enforcing a cut in the we..wers' 
wage while introducing a,.sch6me of standardization even though it heU 
that prevailing circumstances justified such a cut. Our· proposJs 
liave neither been put in the fQIm adopted by the Assocw.tion in ).930 
nor are they 80S detr.iled. The nu.in difference between the two Seta 
ofproposr.ls Arises out of the fact that We ·h~e not been able eithCi 
to define the duties of the different categories of workers or to indicate 
their comparative strength in ooch process or department as was done 
in the !!cheme of 1930. We were unable to do this because the 
representatives of the Millowners' Assocbtion, in their evidence before 
us, mcintained that, it was neither possible nor desirable to define tie 
dutics of workers nor to standardize musters. It was argued that it 
was undesirable to define the duties of workers because such a definition 
could never be comprehensive enough to meet all conditions and 
contingencies and that it would, therefore, constantly give grounds.for 
eomplaints on the part of workers. With regard to standardiz..'1.tion 
of musters it was said that conditions of work differed widely from 
unit to unit and that further they were undergoing a rapid change in 
particular departments; ip the circumstances, standardization of muste:. 
would lead to a. rigidity which woul<! prove harmful to the progress of the 
industry. t While acknowledging that these arguments· have some force, 
we consider that they are not such as to justify the view that a.n attempt 
at a definition of uties or t,he stap,da.rdization of musters is impossible. 
It has 0 e emphaSIZe hat a precise definition of h s duties is of the 
utmost importa.nc~ from the point of view of the worker.) In. such 
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a. definition lie~ an obvious guarantee against extra -demands being 
made of the worker or extra pressure exerted on him by his superiors .. 
Definitions are also necessary for a proper implementing of the scheme 
of standardization. When a scheme names different categories of workers 
and indicates different rates of payments for them it necessarily assumes 
that the connotation of each of these categories is clearly understoOd. 
The millowners adduced no specific instances of the diffi~s 
involved in framing'definitions which could lead us to beHeve that 
a.n explicit statement of the duties of each category of workers was 
either not as possible today as it was in 1929 or that it was less desirable 
than when the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee presented its report. 
The standardization of musters is, no doubt, work of a more cOmplicated 
character than the definition of duties. Variations in conditions of work 
and possibilities of changes in the detailed processes of manufacture 
may lead to special difficulties in this behalf., But these considerations 
cannot cover· equally all departments in a mill. Departments in 
which changes are actually taking place may for the time being be~ If 
out; but this can be no reason for neglecting the work altogether. . 
would in this connection draw special attention to that class of pie e 
workers whose output is influenced in a. marked degre~ by tha numb I 

of helpers. This is not3bly so with tenters in the frame dep&rtme t 
and weavers on the rationalized system. We are of opinion that the 
determination of the number of helpers, whenever they are given to piece 
workers· in any department, is absolutely necessary and should be 
attempted, imm!Jdiately a scheme of standardized wage rates is put 
into force. That the difficulties involved in this task are not insuperable 
is clearly shown by the specific recommendation regarding t~ 
complement of doffer boys which the· special sub-committee of the 
Millowners' Association, BOYlbay, ,was itself able to frame in 1934. 
Lastly, we would point cJut that the contention that a definition of dut\e! 
and standardization of musters will lead to a r~itr !?! Il9nditions hal 
little force since the passing of the Bombay In us nal Disputes """A'ct. 
1938. The Act makes it impossible for the employer to change, without 
notice to workers, old practices which haw the sanction of custom 01 

usage or the number of permanent workers. With divergent usages and 
customs in various mills the field for possible disputes would be ver) 
large. It will obviously be advantageous to both parties to have thE 
duties of workers clearly defined a.nd the musters standardized so that 
practice is made uniform from unit to unit and the investigation 0: 
complaints and the settlement of disputes is made easier. ' 

DETERMINATION OF PRESENT EARNINGS. . 
, . In determining, for purposes" of standardization, the present leve 
of earnings in each occupation we ·have· proceeded by ascertaining thE 
,,"verage earnings revealed by the sam~le wage census of 1937 and addin~ 
thereto the. increment appropriate to the category of earnings in thE 
Ichedule, incorporated in o\ll' Interim Report, in which the average fell 
We are aware that where earnings are spread on either side ohhe linE 
dividing two categories of earnings in the schedule the average arrive( 
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a.t by our method of calculation may be difierent from and sometimes' 
even a little lower than the average -ef actual earnings, inclusive of the 
1938 increment. In the 'absence of detailed information regarding the 
frequency distribution of actual earnings, the method followed by us 
was, however, the only possible one; and the difierence made by it in 
results is also negligibls. The procedure adopted by us further assumes 
that there have been no changes in wage rates, apart from the 
1938 incrt'!ment since 1937. To our knowledge, this assumption is 
substantially correct. We have, of course, not put the wage rate in, 
our scheme at the exact figure arrivel at by the method described above, 
but have in most cases put it at the, nearest higher eignt anna or 
rnpee figure. We see no justification for differences smaller,than eight 
annas in the wage rate schedule for time wo~kers and we have taken 
advantage of this opportunity to eliminate tcr some extent the large 
number of small differentials that have grown up in the industry through 
course of time. Mr. Dange's. proposals regarding difierentials fqr the 
unskilled and semi-skilled workers were of a radical character, but the 
representatives of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, were not m 
favour of dying away with the differentials in this manner. 

WAGES 01' LOWEST PAID WORKERS. 

The reduction in the number of differentiated categories of wage rates 
was helped by the one'departure we made mnn the rule of standardizing 
the wage at the average actual earnings obtaining today. This was in 
respect of the earnings of the ca.tegories of the lowest paid unskilled 

:workers. The classes of workers affected are sweepers (male and feIl1ll1e), 
doffer boys and creelers, coolies; pickers, carri~ and the entirely 
unskilled workers in the proccss departIll(lnts . ...-We have, in Chapter IV, 
accepted the need for minimum_ w~guegulat~oJJ, and have pointed 
out that the Trade Board,that we propose should be set up, would 
have to give special attention ~o the question of raising the wages of 
the lowest paid workers in the textile industry. The centre in which 
a scheme of standardization is in operation will be. outside the purview 
of minimum wage regulation, and, once such a scheme is adopted, it will 
be difficult to revise the wage rates for individual occupations. It was, 
therefore, necessary for us in respect of the lowest wage categories to' 
take action of the type we expect the Trade Board· to take and to 
recommend standardized wage rates accordingly. The .lowest wage 
proposed by us is Rs. 20 per month for women sweepers. We have put 
doffers and creelers on an initial wage of Rs. 22 per month in view of 
the fact that their occupations are *>nsidered as laarners' occupation.s. 
We have, however, made special proVision for persons who may remam 
in these occupations for long periods of time. The wages of men 
sweepers are put at Rs. 24 per month, and those of coolies and other 
unskilled workers at Rs. 25 per month. The increases in wage rates, 
which these figures represent are, no doubt, somewhat substantial so 
far as the particular classes of workers are concerned; but the~ amount 
in the aggregate to a very small percentage of the total wage. bill. 
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TREATMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL DIFFERENTIALS. 
" Our proposals, rega.rding increases in the lowest categories and ow 
treatment of very small differentials have led to some departures fron: 
the existing scheme of occupational differenti::.ls."The effect has been 
in the main, to'narrow the differences between the lower paid and thE 
higher paid classes of workers and to diminish the number of separat« 
categories of wage rates .... ·We have not attempted any other adjustmentl 
regarding occupational gradations and have, in general, adhered closcl~ 
to existing levels of payments. "'There are, in the nature of things, n( 
objective tests which can determine the differences that should obtan 
in wage pa1!nents between any-two occupations and current practic« 
must largely guide decisions in this matter. If detailed discussion: 
between representatives of millowners and labour had taken place 
they might have led to agreements or at least pointed the way to cerlan 
desirable changes. In the absence of such discussions and in the absenci 
of a convincing case made out for any particular change, we have retaine( 
the differentials revealed by the 1937 census as modified by the gradec 
schedule of the increments granted in 1938. We:m.ay illustrate ou 
procedure further by reference to the particular case of the gradation 0 

the standard average earnings of the different dasses of frame tenters 
These grades in the proposals of the Millowners' Association, Bombay 
were much closer together than in the scheme approved by the Bomba~ 
Strike -Enquiry Committee. Mr. Dang'; urged tliat the difference 
indicated in the 1930 scheme should be ret?,;ined in our scheme 0 

standardization. There had been a discussion of this question. befor, 
the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee and the report of that Committe, 
contp.ins, together with the findinl;B, the arguments put forward by botl 
the sidell. The representatives of-the millowners urged before us tha 
the conditions in the frame department had changed considerabl: 
during recent years and the fltrain involved in.some classes of work wa 
much less than before. Mr. Dange, while arguing in favour of the olde 
scale of differentials, admitted that h" was not acquainted with. th 
changes that had occurred in this department in recent years. The 
millowners did not attempt to justify their specific proposals for the 
frame department &8 having been based on the results of any special 
inquiry. We have, therefore, thought it proper not to disturb the 
mutual relationship exi~ting today between the average wages of the 
different categories of workers in this department. 

We now proceed to comment particularly on those parts ofthe scheme 
of standardization which require such comment1 We begin with our . 
proposals for the class of dofiers .and creelers. ~ 

CREELERS AND DOFFERS. 
In our scheme we have made a distinction between doffers and crcelers 

engaged in the frame, the ring spinning, . doubling, and warping 
departments and the other categories of workers whose earnings are on 
a low scale. The dofiers and creelers are ordinarily looked upon as 
belonging to what may be termed apprentice occupations. Adolescents 
seek recrui~ment to mills in these occupations to learn to handle 



machinery and, after they have put in a period of apprenticeship, they 
are considered eligible for more responsiblo work such as that o~ tenters 
in the frame department, tarwallas or siders in the ring spinning 
department, or warpers in the warping department. It has been urged 
that the wages of these workers are Jow in comparison because they are 
new-comers to the industry and have to put in a period of apprentice
ship. We see the force of this argument and bave, therefore, fixed 
for these occupations an initial wage lower than that for the unskilled 
workers. However, we cannot ignore the filCt th2.t the number of 
vacancies among tenters, warpers, tarwallas and siders to which the 
creelers and dofiers can aspire is limited and there is no assUrance that 
the higher .appointments will always be obtained by apprentices after 
a certain number of years. Dofiers have often to wait for years before 
beooming siders and there are instanc!ls of dofIers who have remained 
in that ocoupation for years together. The introduction of a system 
of gradation will meet this point and we, therefore, recommend that 
the following scale 'of increments be granted to dofiers and creelers in 
the frame, ring spinning, doubling and warping departments, provided 
they continue in the servioe of the same mill in the same oocupation in 
whioh they were originally reoruited : 

Re. 1 after oompletion of two years' servioe ;' , 
Re. 1 additional after completion of three years' servioe ; 
Re. 1 additional after completion of four years' service. 

In further justifioation of our proposals we may refer to the common: 
practice in other countries of bringing up the learners' wage by fixed 
periodio increments to the standard wage. In the majority' of these 
oases, the gradation is based on the worker's age and the increment is 
related to it. In view of the fact that in our industries the learners are 
not neoessarily juveniles, we have graded the increment in relation 
to the period of servioe. The objective in both oases is the same; it is 
that the employer should not be left in a' position to exploit the class 
of learners in order to de1>ress the stan<ia.r(l wage. 

RING SPINNING. 
The structure of the soheme of rates for siders prepared by us differs 

from that obtaining at present. The present basis is that contained in 
the sohedule of consolidated minimum wage rates for time workers 
reoommended for adoption by the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
in Ju1y 1934. The wage rates for siders attendtng to two sides are on 
the basis of the soheme adopted by the Assooiation in October 1934. 
The basis. accepted by the employers and labour in the disoussions 
before the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee was also the same. The 
framework of the soheme now recommended by us is on the lines of 
the proposals submitted to us by the Millowners' Association, Bombay. 
This provides for the wage rate being graded upwards according. to the 
numbe~ of spindles looked after by a sider and does away With the 
distinction that had grown up on the introduction of rationalization 
b(ltween single side and double side working. The basis of the number 
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of spindies alone ha.s been acoepted by us as more satisfactory than 
the present one. The Millowners" Association proposed. In its 
scheme, to do away with the existing difIerential between the wage 
rates for spinning on warp and weft frames. The representatives of 
the millowners urged that there should theoretically be no addition~l 
stra~ involved in minding weft frames as compa.red with minding warp 
frames, but they were not. able to show that the additional strain did 
not exist in practice. We, therefore, see no justification for abolishing 
the additional payment for minding weft frames that has always been 
made in this centre as well as in Ahmedabad. The present scale of 
additional remuneration is thirteen annas for single siders and Re. 1-1-0 
for double siders. We have fixed the allowance at annas eight for weft 
frames containing 275 spindles or less and at Re. 1 for weft frames 
having 276 spindles and over. We have graded the rates for the difIerent 
classes after an examination of figures relating to the number of spindles 

,in the spinning frames in mills in Bombay and after a consideration of 
the figures of the minimum wages earned by siders Gn the frames with 
the most common frequency under the scheme of minimum wages now 
in operation. ' 

It is necessary at this stage' to explain the difIerence ma.de by our 
recommendations in the existing relation between the wage of the single 
sider and the double sider. In. the chapter on Rationalization we have 
explained our general attitude towards the extra payment that is or 
should be made to workers in order to induce them to mind more 
machines or to do more work. We have emphasized that it is hardly 
possible to determine the extent of this payment by any series of 
objective measurements and that the extra payment cannot necessarily 
be of the same proportion in all occupations. The extra strain involved 
on the worker, the extra coat incurred by the employer and the resulting 
economies are all relevant considerations in determining this proportion. 
These factors are bound to have different weights attached to them in 
the process of rationalizing the difIerent processes and occupations. 
Further, the measurement of the payment to the workers in rationalized 
occupations in terms of an extra percentage. is necessary only for 
a transitional period and is suited to times when both types of working 
are concurrent. Conditions in this regard will difIer from centre to 
centre. Thus, while in this Province two-loom working is generally the 
standard practice, there are centres where the adoption of two looms 
per weaver may stilI be looked upon as rationalization. When the 
rationalized system of work becomes the predominant system, it would 
be wrong to calculate the wage of the rationalized worker in terms of 
a proportion on a given basic wage. The wage sho,uld then rather be 
directly calculated in relation to its place in the general scheme of 
oocupational gradation. We are of opinion that this point has been 
reached in Bombay with regard to the working of double sides in ring 
spinning. At this centre the number of double siders is today so~ewhat 
greater than that of single siders and of the total number of ring spinuing 
frames more than two-thirds are looked after by double'siders. It has 
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further to be remembered that all the frames in mills in Bombay cannot 
possibly be worked by double siders. Th()ugh there is no agreement 
on the exact point, it is admitted in all quarters that below a given count, 
a sider cannot mind two sides under existing conditions. The maiority 
of the single siders in Bombay today mind only one side not because 
they are incapable of minding or are unwilling to mind two sideS but 
bocause the frames on which they work spin counts so COMse that double 
side working becomes impossible. By implication the work of the 
average single sider in Bombay is not really much easier than that of 
the double sider. In these circumstances while determining the standard 
wage rates for ring spinning we did not think it appropriate to start 
by fixing the wage rate for ~he single sider but thought it proper to ·begin 
with the wagJ of the doubfe sider. We fixed the standard wage of the 
double sider, following bur usual procedure, at about the level of hit 
actual average earning today. For doing this, the information available 
to us was, unfortunately, not detailed enough. The 1937 sample wage 
inquiry recorded the· information for the whole class of double siders 
and did not differentiate between them according to numbers of 
spindles minded. It thus yielded an averag~. wage for the entire class 
of dQuble siders and we had to determine the lilcely composition of this 
average in relation to the different sub-classes. We attempted this 
task in the light of information, specially called for, of the number 
of frames installed in,. mills in Bombay cla.ssifiedaccording to the number 
of spindles contained in thein.II) Our calculations could; of course, 
be only approximate in view of the fact that the information was not 
exhaustive and further that it wa~ not possible to say that a' given 
number 'of frames with a given number of spindles contained in them 
were worked on either the single or the double side system. Having 
fixed the wage of the double sider, we proceeded to determine what the 
single ~ider should get in relation to the earnings of the double sider 
and the unskilled worker and in view of what he earned today. The 
smaller difference in the percentage between the wage of the single 
sider and that of the double sider which we have fixed has been arrived 
at not by calculating how much more the double sider should get than 
the single sider but how much less the single sider should get than the 
double sider. Looking specially to the fact that in Bombay the single 
sider works mostly on frames spinning coarse cOlmts, we do not think 
that the, difference between the :remuneration of these two classes of 
workers should be greater than 'that provided for by us. In this 
connection a poiiit may well. be raised whether in equity a special 
allowance is not called for in respect o~ those ring siders who mind 
frames spinning very coarse counts. In' Lancashire, where siders are 
paid on piece rates, the rates are graded steeply below a certain point 
in favour of those wox:king on coarser counts. Members of the Technical 
Sub-Committee of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, with whom 
we discussed the scheme of standardization, agreed that the claim had 
logical. validity but pointed out that the margins ill the coarse count 

W We may note that a.similar difficulty was met with in dealing wit.h w~ges i~s~me ' 
other occupations such as frame tenters and that this was dealt WIth 111 a BUDdar 
III&IlIlel. , 
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trade were already very small and that the trade could not bear ail 
increase of this' ~haracter. We mention the point not in order to 
recommend the introduction ofa difference which does not exist 
today and for .which no demand has been voiced, but as a fUrther 
justification for narrowing the margin between the payments to be 
made.to the single and the_ double siders. • 

A fear may be ent~rtained in some quarters that our treatment of this 
question may encourage employers in other centres to cut down the 
extra payment made to double siders. We have explained the procedure 
followed by us in this matter at some length in order to obviate 
the danger of our recommendations being interpreted in this manner. 
The considerations that we have set out above do not apply to a centre 
]Vhere rationalization in spinning has yet to b~gin or is in its early 
stages. They apply only where the rationalized system is the dominant 
system. ,Further, our recommendations are not to be interpreted as 
justifying a cut in the extra payment made to the double sider over the 
wage of the single sider. What we wish to emphasize is that where 
single side working' is mostly on coarser counts the deduction allowed 
for it from the standard wage for the double sider-arrived at by 
independent considerations-should not be considerable. 
PIECE WORK OCCUPATIONS OTHER THAN WEAVING. 

The Millowners' Association, Bombay, did not propose any 
standardized piece work rates Cor the drawing and frame, winding and 
warpmg departments. They proposed, instead" standard levels of 
earnings for piece workers in these departments and suggested that 
individua.l mill/! should lie permitted to fix piece rates for themselves so 
as to yield these earnings to their workers. The conditions of equipment 
and working in these depa.rtments, it was said,. were so different from mill 
to mill that it would not be possible to have one set of standard piece 
rates applicable to all mills. It was further pointed out that in some 
departments, for example, the frame depart.meht, the conditions were also 
undergoing a rapid change. In view of these considerations, we have 
proposed for piece workers· in these departments standard earnings 
on 'the basis of which piece rates would be worked out by individual 
mills.· Further, we were not able to examine. in sufficient detail the 
standard piece-work rates proposed by the Association for th~ reeling 
and the drawing-ill departments. We have, therefore, put forward 
our proposals in respect of'these depo.rtments in the form of standard 
levels of earnings.on the basis of which piece-work rates should be worked 
out Jater. We recommend that the work of the preparation of piece
work rates for all these departments should be done by the Standardiza
tion Committee which should be set up as proposed by us in a subse
quent paragraph. The structure of piece work rates prepared by the 
Standardization Committee for the various departments will have 
to be the same for all the mills. The Committee may, however, allow 
. varintions in piece rates if it is satisfied that particular circumstances 
warrant such vari&.tions, provided, of course, that . in each case the 
piece rates prescribed yield the standard levels of earnings fixed. 
by us. 
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IlEEIJIfG AIm WIKDIlfG. 

We found considerable difficulty in fixing the standard earnings for 
working out the piece rates in reeling and winding. The figures of actual 
earnings are not of much help in this Gonnection, because the number 
of workers in these departments today is said to exceed greatly the 
needs of the departments. The actual average earnings of the individual 
worker do not, therefore, reflect the earnings for a full day's work. 
In working out standard piece rates, it is, however, necl'lssary to adopt 
the basis of earnings for a full day's work. We have based our 
recommendations in this behalf on information regarding earnings in 
mills and centres where workers in these departments are kept fully 
occupied and on considerations regarding the position which women 
process workers should occupy in relation to the other categories of 
workers, such as men and women unskilled workers. We understand 
that in a number of concerns .in Bombay the piece rates ruling in these 
departments would yield, for a full day's work, earnings substantially 
higher than those proposed by us as basic. standard wages. . 

Even more difficult is the problem of dealing with the excess number 
of women in these departments in many nplls. This excess, we have 
been informed, is due to two difierent sets of circumstances. In the 
first instance, the variations from month to month of work available 
for a department lead to variations in the numbers of workers required 
~nd hence to the maintenance by mills of a labour force somewhat in 
excess of average requirements. Secondly, it is said tlliJ,t througb course 
of time the excess number has been suffered to grow and that it. has been 
found difficult to reduce it as the . workers are themselves willing 
to share work and ar~ opposed to a reduction. While re'1lizing fully 
the difficulties in the way of reducing this excess of workers, we are 
of opinion that a large permanent excess is in the interest neither of 
workers nor of employers and that steps should be taken immediately 
to reduce it. We realize that action cannot be very repid, but we also 
feel that no effective action may be taken if some continuous pressure 
from without is not exercised. We recommend that the Standardization 
Committee 'should ascertain the extent of this excess in individual mills 
and shoulddevise means so that it is eliminated within a period (If two 
year~. We have provided that the Standardization Committee should 
see that. the actual earnings of piece workers in departm~nts for which 
standard piece rates have not been fixed by us come up to the standards 
of earnings laid down by us. It would not be possible to treat reeling 
and winding in the same manner. Standardization would at the same 
time be futile and the problems of these departments would still remain 
unsolved if nothing.was done. We, therefore, propose, as a transitional 
mer.sure, the introduction of a guaranteed time rate for workers in these 
departments similar to that provided by the British Trade BOJords. 
We recommend that a guaranteed time rate of annas eleven per day for 
reelers and grey winders and of anrias twelve per day for high speed, 
pirn and colour winders should be' prescribed and workers in these 
departments ~hol1e piece work earnings for a pay-period fa.ll below the 
earnings calculated according to this guaranteed time rate should be 
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paid according to the time rate. We consider this provision absolutely 
essential in order to provide for minimum earnings to workers for the 
time spent by them in the factory. 

SIZING AND DRAWING-IN. 

It is the common practice in Bombay for the wages of back sizers 
to be fixed at half those of front sizers and for reachers to get half the 
wages of drawers-in. In the scheme recommended by us, it will be seen 
that these proportions have been altered. The back sizer, according 
to us, will receive 55 per cent. of the wages of the front sizer instead of 
half, and similarly the reacher will receive 60 per cent. of the wages of 
the ~rawer-in. The relations between the wages of workers in these 
two groups of occupations were altered by the fact that, according to 
the sliding scale of mcrements recommended in our Interim Report. 
the front sizers and the drawers-in received increases in their wages on 
a lower scale than the back sizers and the reachers respectively. We do 
not recommend reversion to -the old proportion. For the reacher we 
recommend a standard ea.rning of Rs. 27. Looking to the difficult 
nature of the work of the leacher and the fact that in several centres 
he gets more than half the wages of the drawer-in, we recommend that 
the proportion should be raised in Bombay from 50 per cent. to 
60 per cent. -

WEAVING. 

The calculation of the wage of a weaver is a much more complicated 
process than the calculation of any other piece work wage. This is 
inevitable in view of the necessity of adapting the structure of rates to 
the requirements of the hundreds of-varieties'of cloth woven in the loom 
sheds. The structure of the weaving piece rat~r price list as it is 
called in Lancashire-is composed of two p¢s. The first defines the 
standard basic rate and the second lays down a number of allowances. 
The standard basic rate denotes the wage to be paid in re&pect of plain 
cloth of & given standard composition woven on a loom of ,a standard 
width. The scale of allowances indicates the measurement of the 
changes to be made in the standard rate for a large variety of departures 
from the standard composition of cloth, sucp. as those in respect of 
width of loom, quality of ,weft or warp, the number of reeds and picks 
per _ inch, the use of coloured or artificial silk yarn, drop box. dobby or 
jacquard work, borders and headings, etc. The weaving list submitted 
by the Millowners' Association, Bombay, to the Bombay Strike Enquiry 
Committee expressed the standard rate in terms of pies per square yard. 
In their scheme of standardization the Ahmedabad Millowners' 
As&Ociation and the Textile Labour Asoilociation, Ahmedabad, have. 
however, adopted a simpler standard. This standard rate which is 
similar to the standard of the Lancashire price list is expres~ed in terms 
of price per pick. The width of the cloth, under the Ahmedabad 
standard, is supposed to hold a definite relation to the width of loom and 
no separate calculation; other than the variation consequent upon the 
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di1Ierence in loom widths, is made in respect of it. The Millow'ners' 
Association, Bo~bay, ip. its scheme of standardization submitted to us, 
adopted the baSIS of the Ahmedabad standard rate. 

The standard adopted for the basic rate m the weaving standardization 
scheme presented by the Association aimed at an earning of Rs. 35· on 
two 100mB of «- width on plain cloth. We were not sure that this 
standard would yield to weavers the earnings obtained by them today. 
The standard for the basic rates adopted in Ahmedabad is somewhat 
higher, being about four per cent. above the Bombay standard for 
most widths of looms. We understand that the Association would not 
object to adopting the Ahmedabad standard and we recommend its 
adoption except for looms 80w

, 90" and 100" wide for which we retain 
the original rates proposed by the Millowners' Association, Bombay. 
While the Millowners' Association, Bombay, has adopted for the 
calculation of its standard basic rate the new method evolved in 
Ahmedabad, it retains for its scheme of allowances the structure framed 
at the time of the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee. This structure 
dillers in some particulars from that at present obtaining at Ahmedabad. 
We do' not, however, recommend the a4option in Bombay of the 
Ahmedabad scheme of allowances and have incorporated the Bombay 
scheme, with a few minor changes, in our recommendations. While 
approving in a general manner the structure of the scheme of allowances, 
we cannot give a definite opinion on the scales of the individual 
allowances. In our opinion, these scales should not be finally fixed 
until the scheme has been in operation for some time. We, thefefore, 
recommend that, while payment of wages-to weavers according to the 
scheme should begin imm.ediat~y on the adoption of standardized rates 
by the industry in Bombay, the Standardization Commi~tee should 
watch the results of the wor1ring of the scheme and study the yield in 
practice on the dillerent types of cloth and compare them with actual 
earnings and di1Ierentials ob.taining today. We emphasize this point 
as many allowances in the present scheme are lower than those 
incorporated iri. the Association's scheme of 1930. It is said that .the 
quality of artificial silk and coloured yarn has so improved tod.ay that 
it is unnecessary to pay the allowances proposed in 1928-30. It is 
further said that lower allowances for dobby work,. for borders and 
headings of dhotees and sarees, for drills, etc., are justified by the 
greater skill which the Bombay workers have now· acquired in the 
production of these cloths and also by the increased technical efficiency 
of the looms. We found that some allowances, as for example the 
allowance for pick finding, were also much lower than those paid in 
Lancashire. In respect of these differences it was pointed out that the 
Lancashire scheme of allowances wa.s based on a. foUr-loom system and, 
that the sheer physical limitations of four-loom work rendered necessary 
a much higher scale of particular allowances. The validity of all these 
arguments apd the justification for the' particular reductions can . be 
tested only by watching the working out of the "cheme over a perIod 
of time. There is, however, one point arising out of the last argument 
to which we may draw attention. It is that the· Bombay scheme of 

III Bk'R26-9 
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allowances being based on two-loom working it would, . per contra, be 
not appropriate in particular cases to three-loom, four-loom or six-loom 
systems. The Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee had differentiated 
between a two-loom system and more-loom systems in the case only 
of. the allowance for two-beam sorts.· ·We have reintroduced that 
differentiation in our scheme. In other cases no differentiation was 
made, but the number of three-loom, four-loom .and six-loom workers 
was comparatively small at the time the Bombay Strike Enquiry 
Committee held its deliberations and, further, most of the allowances 
were placed at a higher level by that Committee. We recommend that 
the Standardization Committee should consider whether it would 
be necessary to' revise the scale of allowances when applied to systems 
of working other than the two-loom system. 

RATIONALIZED OCCUPATIONS. 

In framing our proposals we have taken account of the increased' 
earnings that should accrue to workers in return for the increase in 
the number of machines to be attended to by them with the introduction 
of efficiency measures. , We have allowed for such increases as have 
seemed to us appropriate for particular occupations. With the 
development of efficiency measures, it may be found that, in respect 
of certain occupations, in the absence of specific proposals either from 
the employers or from labour, no provision has been made in the scheme 
as prepared by us. To meet all such cases, we recommend that it should 
be olle of the functions of the Standardization Committee to examine 
the position and to fix suitable standard rates for workers on efficiency 
schemes not covered by oui'recommendations. 

JOBBERS. 

Although the scheme submitted: to us' by the Association contained 
proposals for the standardization of the wages of certain classes of 
jobbers, we have thought it desirable jio refrain from making any 1 

recommendations in that behalf. The responsibilities attaching to the 
work of the jobbers differ from unit to unit. For this reason, we have 
kept out of the purview of the scheme drawn up by us all workers 
engaged in a supervisory capacity. We may add that al~hough rates 
for jobbers· were included in the scheme which was approved of by 
the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee, a note was attached to the 
effect that the figures relating to head-jobbers were shown in the list 
only for purposes of guidance. 

ST ANDARDIZATION COMMITTEE. 
We recommend that Government should appoint, as early as possible 

after the scheme of standardization of wages is brought into operation, 
a Standardization Committee for Bombay for the purpose of attending 
to the working out of the details of the scheme, watching its operation 
and making suitable adjustments in it. Apart from these t~ee main 
functions, it will be the duty of the Committee to examine particularly 
the working of the scheme of allowances in weaving rates as now 
provisionally approved of by us and to make suitable changes si<'[ months 
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after the coming into operation of the scheme, in the light of the 
comments that we have offered and of the experience gained of the 
effect on actual earnings of the scales of allowances. Another function 
of the Committee will be to examine and approve or revise ,piece-work 
rates for the speed frame, reeling, winding, warping and drawiI).g-in 
departments. The following should be the procedure to be adopted in 
this behalf : 

(1) A type standard should be set up for an average mill. 

(2) A departure from the type standard should be made only in-
ascertained special circumstances. 

(3) Monthly compilations of departmental earnings, average and 
individual, should be obtained and scrutinized. 

(4) The payment of the guaranteed time rates for piece workers, 
wherever recommended, should be enforced. 

(5) The rates for piece-wo!k occupations initially approved by the 
Committee should be made final on expiry of a period of six months 
from the date of their adoption, after examination of the results in 

. the shape of actual earnings. 

The Standardization Committee shoUld consi~t of seven members to 
be appointed by Government-an independent chairman and three 
representatives each of employers and workers. The appointment of 
these representatives should be made by Government after consulting 
the Millowners' Association, Bombay, the Bombay Provincial Trade 
UniQn Congress and unions of cotton textile workers in Bombay 
registered under the India~ Trade Unions Act, 1926. 

Matters relating to schemes of standardization of wages should, 
we recommend, be excluded from the purview of the Bombay Industrial 
Disputes Act, 1938. ' . 

PERIOD OF ADJtJSTMEJrT! 

W~ realize that in particular cases the adjustments in )Vage rates 
consequent upon the introduction of the scheme of s~dardization 
recommended by us may be considerable in extent. ~.some mills 
workers may suffer cuts in their wages while in others the employers 
may have to bear a substantial increase in the total wage bill. It would 
be It hardship to both the employers and the workers to have these 
changes enforced suddenly. A period of trawition must be prescribed 
during which the adjustments may be made gradually,J' period of 
six months will, in our opinion, be appropriate for the purpose . 

. TRADE; BOARD TO DEAL WITH STANDARDIZATION. tI 

The Standardization Committee which. we recommend will be 
an aiL hoc committee set up to supervise the launching of the scheme 
of standardization and to fix finally certain details iJl. eoAn-ection with ,it. 

II Bk R26-9a 
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We have suggested six months as the period allowed to mills for making 
adjustments, before they are asked to pay the standard rates; that will 
also be the period during which the Standardization Committee will be 
engaged in studying the. operation of the scheme, especially in connection 
with weaving, and in framing a scheme of piece-work rates for occupations 
for which we have recommended only figures of standard earnings. 
It is difficult to estimate accurately the time that may be required by 
the Committee for completing its work. The Committee, in any case, 
will not be- a permanent body. Demands for particular or general 
changes in the scheme of standardization may, however, be nmde any 
time by either side and it will be necessary to provide some permanent 
machinery which 'can suitably deal with them. It will be undesirable 
to have each such demand for change, or dispute in respect of it, taken 
through the stages provided by the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act. 

The Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee had approved of a set of 
mediation rules under which it contemplated that all disputes regarding 
the standardization scheme would be settled. The operation of these 
mediation rules was, however, based on the existence of collective 
bargaining between capital and labour. Changes in the schemes 01 
standardization in Lancashire are also brought about by collectiv 
bargaining under the Brooklands Agreement. Such collectiv 
bargaining is altogether absent in Bombay today and our experienc 
in the discussions regarding the scheme of standardization does no 
lead us to hope that it can be established in the immediate future. 
We have recommended in Chapters IV and VIII 'the establishment 
of two bodies to deal with certain questions. The first is. the Trade 
Board which will be entrusted with the task of framing minimum rates 
of wages for all centres in the industry and the second is the Rationaliza
tion Committee. We do not think that it would be advisable to 
have an additional body to deal with disputes concerning standardization .. 
We are of opinion that, in view of the suggested composition of the 
Trade Board and the questions which it will handle, it can appropriately 
deal with schemes of standardization as well. The Trade Board will 
be constantly dealing with questions regarding the general level of wages 
and occupational differentials; it will have knowledge about conditions 
in all centres of the indusjryand it will be composed mainly of representa
tives of both sides. y}we, therefore, recommend that disputes and 
demands for changes regarding. standardization in all centres--except 
where the scheme operates under an agreement for collective bargaining 
-should be referred to the Trade Board. The decisions of the Trade 
Board in this matter caDllot, of course, be made legally binding in the 
manner in which its recommendations regarding minimum wage rates 
would be. We recommend that the procedure to be adopted by the 
Trade Board with regard to standardized rates should be similar to the 
one we have recommended should be adopted by the Rationalization 
Committee. On any matter concerning standardization on which the -
Trade Board is unanimous the decision of the Board should be legally 
binding on the two parties; where, however, unanimity cannot be 
obtained, the differing reports of the Board should be published and 
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the parties should then be free to refer the dispute, by agreement, to the 
Industrial Court, or to arrive at an agreement on any other basis, or to 
resort, if they choose, to a. strike or to a lock-out before arriving at 
a settlement. . 

STANDARDIZATION FOR CENTRES AND REGIONS OTHE~ THAN BOMBAY./ 

We have already indicated our opinion that it is difficult to undertake 
the standardization of wage rates in centres or regions where the 
disparities in wage payments from unit to unit are very large. These 
difficulties become almost insurmountable when no agreement can be 
brought about between capital and labour regarding the general 
principles on which schemes of standardization should be built. We were 
confronted with these difficulties when considering the question of the 
standardization of wage rates for centres other than Bombay. 
AB indicated above, we had before us draft schemes of standardization 
for Sholapur and Khandesh, to which we gave consideration. No such 
draft schemes were received for any other region. Even though it was 
not possible for us to get the two sides together .to discuss the scheme of 
standardization in Bombay, we were, while framing the scheme for that 
centre, helped greatly by the agreed scheme approved of by the Bombay 
Strike ~quiry Committee and by the fact that a mininium wage 
schedule had been in operation in mills in Bombay for the larger body 
of time workers'since 1934. This made our task in ,preparing the scheme 
comparatively easy. No records of any former discussions or agreements 
were available either for Sholapur or for Khandesh and no regulation 
had been in operation in these regions tending to bring about 
a nnifor,mity in the level of wage rates paid by the different units. 
A further important consideration is that the wages paid to some of 
the lowest paid. categories of workers are today very low in both these 
regions. There is here an obvious need for the a<l.iustment of the 
differentials between the various occupations. All the'llecessary changes 
and adjustments cannot be effeclied in one stage. We, therefore, eec end that in centres and regions other than Ahmedabad and 

_ mbay no attempt should be made at present to standardize wage rates_, 
ut that \!!inimum wa~egulation through the Trade Board should _b~ 

enforced immediately In these centres or regions. We recommend 
that, after some experience has been gained of the working of minimum 
wage rates, ~Trade Board should attempt the framing of schemes of 
standardization for these centres and regions, beginning with Sholapur 
and Khandesh. In this manner, wage rates in the textile industry may, 
we hop&. be standardized, in due course, throughout the Province. 
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LIST OF STANDARDIZED WAGES FOR COl'TON MILLS IN BOMBAY. 

TIME WORKERS 

Standard Wages. 
(26 days per month.) 

Rs. a. p. 
Occupations common to var~ous Departments: 

Departmental Oilers 29 8 0 
Shafting Oilers, Oilers and Banders 31 0 0 

Mochees 29 0 0 
Tare Picl{ers, Bardan Piokers, Waste Pickers 24 0 OMen. 

20 0 o Women. 
Sweepers 24 0 OMen. 

20 0 o Women. 
Hoistmen 27 8 0 
Coolies 25 0 0 

Mixing Room : 

Navganies or Bale Stackers '29 8 0 
Bale Breaker Attendants 28 8 0 
l\fu:ing Spreaders, Mixing Breakers 25 0 0 

Blow Room: 

Hopper . Feeders, Lattice Feeders, Hand 
Feeders 26 0 0 

Exhaust Openers, Exhaust and Lap Machine-
• men, Crichton Openers 27 0 0 

-Breaker Scutchermen, Inter Scutchermen, 
Finisher Scut,Jiermen .. '27 0 0 

2 B.reaker Scutchermen, 2 Inter Scutcher
men, 2 Finisher Scutchermen 

Thread Extractors .. 
Willowmen 
Dust Carriers, Dust Coolies, Dropping Carriers 
Hard Waste l\Iachinemen, Cop Breakers, 

Roving End Breakers 

Card Room: 

Lap Carriers 
Fly Gatherers 
Can Boys and/or Card Tenters 
Grinders and/or Strippers 
Strippers and Grinders-Efficiency System .. 
Flat Grinders 

34 00 
25 0 0 
25 0,0 

250 0 

25 0 0 

26 0 0 
25 0 0 
25 0 0 
28 0 0 
32 0 0 
30 0 n 
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Frame Department: 

Standard Wages. 

(26 days per month,) 

Rs. a. p. 

Crealers or Dofier Boys 

Bobbin Carriers and Bobbin Coolies 

Bing Spinning and Doubling Departments : 

Tarwallas, Followers, Gaiters 

Doffer Boys 

Bobbin Carriers, Bobbin Coolies, Doff Car-
riers, Doff· Coolies, Scale Coolies 

Ring Siders attending Warp Frames: 

Up to and including 200.spindles 

201 to 225 spindles 
226 to 250 spindles 

251 to 275 spindles 

276 to 300 spindles 

301 to 350 spindles 

351 to 400 spindles 

401 to 450 spindles 

451 to 500 spiJidles 

501 spindles and over 
Note: For weft frames an s,lIowance of eight s,nns,8 up to 

275 spindles and Re. Vor 276 spindles and over to bepa,id. 

Yarn Bundling Department: 

Weighers 

Knotters 

Pressers or Bundlers 

Wrappers 

Labellers 

Bundle Boys 

22 0 U 
25 0 0 

26 0 0 
22 0 0 

25 0 0 

26 0 0 
26 12 0 
21 8 O' 
29 0 0 
30 '8 0 

32 0 0 

33 8 0 
35 0 0 

36 8 0 

38 ~ 0 

3£) 0 0 

32 0 0 

34 0 0 

26 0 0, 

25 0 0 

25 0 0 

Carding, Spinning (Miscellaneous) and Line Levellin~ Depa,rtments : 

Rope Splicers 35 0 0 

Ticket Boys, Number Markers, Wrapping 
B,?ys 25 0 0 

Fitter Coolies 25 0 0 

Head Roller Coverers 36 0 0 

Assistant Roller Coverers 31 0 0 

Tubular and Cone Banding Machinemen 28 0 0 
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Standard Wages. 
(26 days per month.) 

Rs. a. p. 

Winding and Warping Departments : 
Number Markers 25 0 0 
Bobbin Carriers .. 25 0 0 
Beam Carriers 30 0 0 
Creelers or Creel Boys 22 0 0 

fizing Department: 
Beam Carriers 30 0 0 
Head Size Mixers .35 0 0 
Assistant Size Mixers 28 0 0 
Front Sizers 70 0 0 
Back Sizers 38 8 0 

Drawing-in or Beaming Department: 

Beam Carriers 30 0 0 
Heald Cleaners and Repairers 29 8 0 
Reed Repairers 29 8 0 

Weaving (Miscellaneous) and Line Levelling Departments : 

Beam Carriers 30 0 0 
Weft Muccadams 31 0 0 
Weft Coolies or Weft Carriers 25 0 0 
·Loom Cleaners and Oilers 25 0 0 
Line Levelling Coolies 25 0 0 

Warehouse, "a1endering, Finishing and Folding Departments : 
Head Cutlookers 42 0 0 
Cutlookers 35 0 0 
Stitchers and Sewers 25 0 OMen. 

22 0 o Women 
Damping men or Coolies .. , 25 0 0 
Front Calendermen 29 0 0 
Back Calendermen .. 27 0 0 
Finishers 27 0 0 
Front Machine Folders 27 0 0 
Back Machine Folders 26 0 0 
Hand or Table Folders 27 0 0 
Head Stampers 36 0 0 
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Standard Wages. 

(26 days per month.) 

Rs. a. p. • 
Warehouse, Calendering, Finishing and Folding Depart

menfa..-eontd. 

Assistant Stampers .. 
Ticket Appliers and Bundlers 
Bundle Carriers or Cloth Coolies 
Piece Checkers, Sorters and Measurers 

:::'cale Boys 
Number Markers 
Tally Boys 

Cloth and Yam Baling Department: 

Bale Markers 
Hoop Men or Hoop Cutters 
Navganies, Bale Stackers and Ba~e Coolies 

l'IECE WORKERS. 
. Frame Tenters : 

Piece rates to be so fixed as to yield to a full
time worker the following average earnings 
for a month of 26 working days: 

I 

Drawing
Single 
Two ~en per three heads 

Slubbing-
72 to 76 spindles 
78 to 82 spindles 
84 to 88 spindles 

90 to ,94 spindles 
96 spindles and over 

l'1li6mediate-
100 to 108 spindles 
110 to 118 spindles 
120 to 128 spindles 
130 to 138 spindles 
140 spindles and.over 

28 0 0 
25 0 0 
25 0 0 
30 0 0 

27 0,0 
26 0 0 
25 0 0 

29 0 0 
25 0 0 
29 0 0 

Rs. a. p. 
29 8 0 
33 0 0 

31 0 0 
31 8 0 

32 0 0 
32 8 0 
33 0 0 

28 0 0 
28 10 0 
29 4 0 
29 14 0 
30 8 0 
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Frame Tentel'S-<:ontd. 

Standatrd Wages. 
(26 days per month.) 

Rs. a. p. 

Roving-
128 to 142 spindles 
144 tQ 156 spindles 
158 to 170 spindles 
172 to 184 spindles 
186 spindles and ove~ 

Hand Reelers : 
The piece rates to be fixed in such a way as to 

yield to a reeler an average earning of 
Rs. 23 per month of 26 days of full-time 
work. 

Winders : 
The piece rates to be so fixed as to yield to 

a winder the following average earnings per 
month of 26 days of full-time' work:, 

Grey Winding 
Grey Winding on High Speed Machines and 

Pirn Winding 
Colour and Artificial. Silk Winding 
Note: These earnings will apply only to non·rationalized 

departments. 
Warpers : 

The piece rates to be so fixed as to yield to 
a full-time warper the following average 
earnings per month of 26 working days: 

Warper minding Single Mac~e 
High Speed Warper 
Note: Where t.he two machines per man system is 

worked. the rates to be 70 per cent. of the single 
machine rates. 
Drawers-in : 

27 0 01 Plus 33 per 
27 12 0 ~ cent. for 
28 8 0 working 
29 4 0 two fram-
30 0 OJ es. 

Rs. a. p. 
23 0 0 

24 0 0 
25 0 0 

Rs. a. p. 
48 0 0 
60 0 0 

Piece rates to be so fixed as to yield to a full-time drawer-in an average 
earning of Rs. 45 per month of 26 working days and 60 per cent. 
of these' rates (that is, an average earning of Rs. 27 per month 
of 26 working days) to a reacher. 

Weavers : 
THE BASIS-PLAIN CLOTH-GREY. , 

Basic Rate.-The standard adopted is 23 pies for weaving ten yards 
on a 44" loom at 10 picks in a A,uarter of an inch. 
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Deductions to be made for looms with a lesser reed space: 11 per cent. 
to be deducted per inch below 44" up to 32". For looms from 32" to 
25", the deduction will be made in the following manner: 11 per cent. 
to be deducted from 44"' up to- 32" and below 32" the rate of deduction 
to be 1 per cent. per inch. For looms below 25", no deduction to be 
made and on such a loom, the rate for 25" to be given . 

. Allowances for looms with a greater reed space: For looms ·above 
44", the allowances to be calculated as follows: Ii per cent. per inch 
from 44" to 50 "; an additional aIlowanc~ of 21 per cent. per inch for 
51" and 52"; and a further addition of 2t per cent. per inch ifom 
53" to 79'. 

Looms. 

2S" 
30" 
32" 
34" 
36" 
3S" 
40" 
42" 
«" 
45" 
46" 
47-
4S" 
50" 
52" 
54" 
56t 

5S" 
60" 
62"· 
64" 
66" 
70" 

BASIC RATES FOR MAIN LOOM WIDTHS. 

Rates in Pies. 

IS'63 
19'09 
19'55 
20'125 
20'70 
21'275 
21'S5 
22'425 
23'00 
23'345 
23'69 
24'035 
24'38 
25'07 
26'105 
27'255 
2S'405 
29'555 
30'705 
:U'855 
33'005 
34'155 
36'455 

For SO", 90" and 100"' looms the rates to be as indicated below: 

SO" looms 
90" " 

100" " 

Notes: 

43'34 pies. 
51'18 " 
60'91 " 

(1) The term .. Plain Cloth-Grey" for the purposes of this list includes clot.h 
containing up to 16 ends of colour in the body, and cloth containing no colour except In 

the selvedges. The term also includes cloths of twill weave woven on a tappet loom on 
not more than 4 shafts, but excludes drills. 
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Payment for any.clot~ narrower than 56" to be on appropriate loom width which will 
he taken as cloth wldt.hm grey state plus 10 per cent. Fractions of an inch to be taken 
as the next higher i?ch. . 

!or cloth 56" wide and over, the rate for the loom on which it is actually woven to b£ 
paid. ., . 

(2) The rates to be paid when the three, four or six.loom system is adopted to be: 
Three.Loom System Five·sixths of the Standard Rates. 
Four·Loom System . . Three.fourths of the Standard Rates. 
Six.Loom System Two.thirds of the Standard Rates. 

(3) This standard does not apply to automatic looms. 

ALLOWANCES. 

Up t9 5i' Lift. 6" Lift. Over 6' Lift and 
Universal Pima. 

"-
Counts. 

Below 42" 52" Below 42' 42· I and and 52' Below and 52" 
42'" below and 42· below and 42' 

below i and Loom. '52". over. Loom. 52'. over. Loom. 52'. over. 

I 
Per Per Per Per Per Per Per I Per Per 

cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. 

3sand below .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 30 35 40 
4s .. .. .. .. 32 37 42 25 30 34 
5s .. .. .. . . 26 31 36 20 24 29 
6s .. :l3 38 43 22 27 32 16 20 . 24 
78 .. 28 33 38 18 23 28 12 16 20 
8s .. 23 28 33 14 19 24 9 13 17 
9s .. 18 23 28 II 16 21 6 10 f4 

lOs .. 13 18 23 8 13 18 4 8 12 
lIs .. 9 14 19 5 10 15 3 

I 
7 10 

128 .. 6 II 16- 3 8 13 2 6 9 
13s .. 4 8 12 2 5 9 .. 3 6 
148 .. 3 7 9 .. 2 6 . .. .. 4 
158 .. 2 5 7 .. .. 3 .. ! .. 

I 
2 

168 .. .. 3 5 .. .. .. .. 
/ 

.. .. 
178 .. .. .. 3 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
NoteB: 

Do8tl.ti We!t: i.e., rewound 2 ends up, count to be calculated as resultant count, e.g., 
if 16s Dosuti weft on Universal Pirns is used, allowance to be as for 8s in appropriate 
universal column. 

Folded We!t: count to be treated as resultant count plus 2 counts, e.g., 2/16s would 
. have the allowance applicable to lOs single yarn;' 3/30s would have the a.llowan~e 

applioable to 12s single yarn. If two different counts of weft are used in a <'heck loom, 
the allowance applicable would be the allowance applicable to the "eight€d anlage of 
the two columns used: e.g., if the checking was 8 pieks of 20s and 24 picks of 8s. the 
allowance pa.ya.ble would be the allowance appropriate to lIs single yarn. 

8 picks of 20s = 160 
24.. 8s = 192 

352 divided by 32 
A vera.ge count-Us. 



Reed: 

Counts of Warp; 

Up to and including 8s • • • • 
Above 8s and up to and including 12s 

12s 14s 
148 18s 
18s 22s 
22s 26s 
26s 80s 
30s 40s 

" 40. 50s 
Above 50s 
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Standard. 

Ends per inch 
in reed per-

, missible without I allowance in 
2 per dent 

sorts. 

(1) 

36 
40 
44 
48 
52 
56 
60 
68 
72 
80 

Ends per inch 
permissible 

without allow
ance in Drills, 
Sateens and 

Ducks woven 
3 or more ends 

per dent. 

(2) 

54 
60 
66 
72 
78 
84 
90 

102 
108 
120 

In the case of cloths woven two ends per dent, an allowance of 1 per cent. to be given 
for every 2 ends in excess of the figures given in column (1). 

In the case of drills woven 3 ends in a dent, an allowance of 1 per cent. to be given for 
every 3 ends in excess of the figw:es given in colulllIl (2). 

If a drill is woven 4 or 5 ends in a dent, an allowance of 1 per cent. to be given for 
every 4 or 5 ends in excess of the figures given in column (2). . 

When plain cloth is woven4oends in a dent, the permissible ends per inch in reed would 
be as in column (1), i.e. if a cloth is woven in a 36' reed, 4 in a dent, the allowance would 
he calculated as if there were 72 reed, 2 in a dent. "-

High Pick: 
For plain and stave work cloths, allowances to be given as under: 

35s weft and under. Above 35s weft. ,Allowance •. 

Picks per inch .• 61 to 64 
65 to 68 
69 to 72 
73 to 76 
77 to 80 
81 to 84 
85 to 88 
89 to 92 
93 to 96 
97 to 100 

101 to 104 
105 to 108 
109 to 112 
113 to 116 
117 to 120 

73 to 76 
77 to 80 
81 to 84 
85 to 88 
89 to 92 
93 to 96 
97 to 100 

101 to 104 
105 to 108 
109 to 112 
113 to 116 
117 to 120 
121 to 124 
125 to 128 
129 to 132 

Add 1% 
2% 
3% 
4% 
5% 
6% 
7% 
8% 
9% 

'10% 
11% 
12% 
13% 
14% 
15% 

NoIe: In the case of twills, drills and weft faced sateens, half the above allowllonC6s 
to be given. . 



Fine Warp: 
41s to 50s 
51s to 60s 
61s to 80s. 
80s and over 
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. " 
Oolour and Artificial Silk Warp: 

Up to and including 25% 
26% to 50% .. 
51% to 100% . 

Up to and including 15% 
16% to 25% 
26% to 50% 
51% to 75% 
76% to 100% 

4% 
6% 
8% 

10% 

Colour a.llowance . 

5% 
10% 
15% 

Art. Silk Allowance 
(single). 

5% 
10% 
15% 
25% 
35% 

Where single colour and single artificial silk are both used in warp, 
the . percentage of colour and artificial silk to .be taken out separately 
and the appropriate allowance for each to be given. . 

For doubled coloured yarn, half the single colour allowance to b~ 
given. ' 

When two-fold artificial silk is used, or when artificial silk is doubled 
with cotton yarn, the allowance to be given as per the colour and not as 
per the artificial silk scale. 

No allowance to be given for less than 17 ends of colour or artificial 
silk in the warp or when colour is used only in selvedges. 

The above allowances are not payable for colour or artificial silk in 
the borders or patchas of dhotees and sarees. 

Artificial Silk Weft,' 
Artificial Silk Weft .. 

Note: This a.llowa.nce is only to be given in single shuttle sorts. It is not to be 
given in drop bOll: sorts. 

Drop,Box: 

Shuttles. 
2 3 4 

Up to 40" 30% 35% 40% 
41" to 50" 25% 30% 35% 
51" to 60" 20% 25% 30% 
61" to 72'; 15% 20% 25% 
73" and over 10% 15% 20% 



When one-shuttle sorts are woven in drop box IOODlB, the allowances 
in the left hand collimn less 10 per cent. to be given; e.g., for a plain 
cloth woven in a 40" drop box loom, the allowance to be 20-per cent. 

Dobby Shaft Work in Ground: 

1 to 6 staves 

For each additional stave, add 
4% 

1% 

The above allowances are not to be given for patcha stripes or skirt 
bordered dhotees which are provided for separately. 

Cumber-Board work in Dhotees and Sarees of all sorts including Patcha 
Stripes and ~kirt Borders: 

From 1 to 8 Jacks 4% 

From 9 to 16 Jacks 6% 

From 17 to 24 Jacks 9% 

From 25 to 32 Jacks 12% 

From 33 to 40 Jacks 15% 

Jacquard Borders: 

100 hook Jacquard 15% 

200 hook Jacquard 20% 

400 hook Jacquard .. 30% . 
In dhotee and saree sorts, which have shaft work in the ground and 

dobby cumber-board .work in the border, the total shaft allowance to be 
the sum of the appropriate shaft and cumber-board allowances; e.g., 
a saree with Ii dobby pattern on 10 shafts in the ground, and a fancy 
border requiring 10 jac.k:s., 

The total allowance would be as under: 

10 shafts in ground 

10 jacks in border 

Total 

8% allowance. 

6% allowance. 

14% allowance. 

In saree cloths in which there is a Jacquard ground and a Jacquard 
border, the allowance to be paid according to allowances for Jacquard I 

all-over styles. No separate allowBJlce tQ be valable for Jacquard 
borders in lIuch cloth!!, 



BordeHs of Dhotees and Sarees: 

For a border on each side: 

Up to t" 
Over t" to 11" 
Over 11" to II" 
Over 11" to 2t" 
Over 2t" to 3t" 
Over 3t" 
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2% 
4% 
6% 
8% 

12% 
15% 

Dhotees with 
pa toha stripea. 

2t% 
5% 

71% 
10% 
15% 
17% 

N oIt: The above allowances are additional to any allowances for cumber-board work • 

. Headings in Short Length Sorts : 

(The allowance to be calculated for the length per pair, except for 
sarees, where it will be per piece.) 

1 % for 10 yards. 

2% for 9 " 
3% for 8 " 
41% for 7 " 
6% for 6 " 
71% for 5 " 
9% for 4 " 

11% for 3 " 
13% for 2 " 
15% for 1 yard. 

For Cholas with 4 headings per pair: 
2% for Chola heading in addition to above 

(e.g.) Chola 8 yards long: 
2% allowance for Chola heading, plus 
3% as per list-Total: 5%. 

Additional Shuttle Ohanges for Headings in Sarees and Dhotees: 

Up to 8 shuttle changes per heading (average) Nil. 
9 to 15 shuttle changes per heading (average) 2% 

"16 to 20 shuttle changes per heading (average) 4% 
Over 20 shuttle changes, add 1 % for every 5 changes. 

The allowances to be given by adding together the shuttle chang<'s 
in each heading in the saree and dividing by 2. 
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Splits: 

Add 3 per' cent. for first cut split. 

Add Ii per cent. for each additional cut split. 

Pick Finding : . 
mere pick finding is insisted upon, 2 per cent. in cloths wQven in 

widths 84 ends per inch and below and 4 per cent. in cloths woven finer 
than 84 ends per inch. 

Drills: 

2 per cent. for drill woven with 84 en~ per inch and below. 

4 per cent. for dri~ woven with more than 84 ends per incp'. 

Orammed Swilpes : 

No allowance to be paid for yarn extra dented in the reed unless the 
average endq per inch in the cloth are high enough to come within the 
fine reed allowance, which will then apply. 

', .. - . 

Dcmble Drawn Warps: 

Double drawn warps, (Dosuti) to De treated as an increase in reed' of 
12i per cent., e.g., 16s warp Dosuti in 48 reed would be ,treated as 
54 reed and have 3 per cent. allowance added as per list. 

Mixed Deming : 

Average reed to be taken fo; allowance,. 

Example: Tot~( number of ends, say, 2,200 divided by reed space, 
say, 286 = 78 reed with 24s warp would have an allowance of 11 per 
cent. added. 

Two-Beam Sorts : 

Allowance of 21 per cent. 

AIIo~ance of 5 per cent. when more than two looms are worked~ 

~ BkR26-1t 



. CHAPTER VI. 

AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT OF WAGES. 

One aspect of wage regulation which the terms of reference direct the 
Committee specially to inv~s9~~te is " the methods of aut. omatic adjust-. 
m!lnt of wages in future.~e understand by the. t~rm method of 
..automatic adjustment any deVice which makes it possible fOl wage rates 
· to adjust themselves to changing circumstances withou.t' giving rise to 
disputes. ) The advantag$S 'of a satisfactory arrang{romt .of this 

·character 'are obvious. wrhe principal advantage is, .of course, the 
,avoidance of ~dustrialstrife.' It is well-lllown that the la~ge~majority 
· of labour disputes and Strikes and lock-outs arise in respect of the 
· determination and the payment of wages. ufby any device disputes 
in respect of wage determination and wage payment could be avoided, 
industrial relations would automatically be put on an immensely better 
footing. Some methods of automatic adjustment of· wages are also 
advoca:ted for'maintaining wa~ payments at a just level. One of our 

· Associate Mexp,bers, :Mr. Khandubhai Desai, claims that autQmatic adjust
rnent of wages can also serve as a means of raising thewage rates of low 
paid workers and of assisting them to attain the living ...-age standard. 
We have, however, been unable to a.ppreciate the force of tltis c.Iaim. We 
fail to understand, how an arrangement for. automatic adjustment- as 
such can be a means of raising wages, unless it deliberately ~provides 
for a continuous incre!l<!3e-in ...... w.age-utes with the progress of time. We 
have not come acrossany instance of.a sliding scale or other method of 

l
adjustment where such an increase of wages has beE'n contemplated 
nor do we think that employers will agree to a scheme of adjustment in 
which a continuous increase of wages, with the passage of time is 
automatically provided for. • .. / ' ' 

Any scheme for the automatic adjust~ent of wages can be said to. 
work perfectly only if it provides for all types of changes of ~ircunistances 
which may-lead either employers or employees to demand an adjust
ment of wage rates. "'These changes of circumstances may in the mai~ 
be classified into two. types: {j(changes in the real value of the money! 
wage, aJ;ld (~hanges in the capacity c;>f the employer to pay. A third 
type of change is the ~ase in the proportion of the rodue f industr 

emanded by workers a~~e in the current 1 eas 0 

what t IS propor lOn s ould be 'ould materially affect the claims of 
workers regarding wage rates. But this type of change is usually not, 
and is hot really, capable of being covered by a scheme for automatic 
adjustment. 

C\i:iT or LIVING SLIDING SCALES. 

We shall in the first instance consider arrangements designed to meet 
the difficulties caused by'changes in'the value of the monetary medium. 

4ny considerable change in the general level of price~ brings· slout 
a change in the real value of wages paid to workers. ~t, consequently 

• " i, 
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upsets the real terms of thf!.!>ar~~agr~ed upon between the ~mployers 
and the. employed ~tura1fy gives ~18e to a. demand from either one 
or the .other ~ide. for a revision of the money rat~s of wages~ order 
to obVlate this ~ifficulty, the re,?edy sugge~te~ h3~ always been to vary 
tq:e wage rates m accordanCl;l WIth the VarlatlOns m the level of prices . 

. And t¥s has usually been ~one by link~g the whole or a part ~f the wage 
'to an mdex~l'rlces.:-. The'prlFry aIm of.aD. ar,rangementfor 
lI:tttoIQ&hc 8:jusmr whicK links theeage to anmdex number is tQ 
maintain the, Teal 'value of the cUrrent level ohages.') The :g.roblems 
presented. by these arrangements are usuAlly of two types :l'those in 
connection with the index number and those in 'connection withth. 
nature oh~e link.) ID, the early days of these sliding scales ~he index 
numbers available were very few. Hence, usually some index 
number which was designed to measure the fluctuations in the general 
level of prices was chosen to form the basis of th. system of sliding scales 
of wages. It was; however, soon realized that variations in the prices 

, of different types of goods and commodities were neither simUltaneous 
nor of a uniform size, and thaKhat wail necessary, from the point of 
view of wage '6djustment,t was the measurement not so much of the 
fluctuations in tb.e general level of prioes as of the variations in the prices 
of those' goods' which the worker -co~u,med~ \.The, preparation and 
maintenance ofliiaexIiiiiiioers of ~rkellJ' Cost of living haa. ,therefore, 
of-late Jears aBBumed greater alld greater importance. \.:rte justice and 
success of the cost of living sliding scales depend largely -upon the nature 
of the cost of living index number and the extent to which the index 
nw;nber reflects changes in the workers' cost of living. 

'"" A large number of different arrangements are found in the struc~e 
of the cost 'of living sliding scales. We may illustrate this by referring 
to the variety of arrangements in -one country, namely, (}re~t~ritain, 
-wherMiding scales form part of many collective agreements. The basic 
_ index numbers used in that country for sliding scales are those compiled 
and published by the Ministry of Labour. But the manner in which 
adjustments of wages take place in relation to the movetnents of the 

, index numbers is very different from trade to trade. In some trades, 
a change in wages is made- when the index number shows a given 
,variation; but"'Ehe extent of the necessary variation of the index number 
is not uniform from trade to trade. ~ other traaes, the sliding scales 
operate at stated interv!lls either quarterly or annually, being based on 
the index number fo£ the same or the preceding month or on an average 
of the preceding months. Again, the reIationship between the amount 
of change in the wage rate and the extent of tt!Jluctuations in, the cost of 
living varies from agreement to agreement. some trades, the varia-

, tions in wages depend on different fluctuati s in the index number for 
different classes of workers, while other provide for different amounts 
of wage changes far <lifferent classes of workers for the same fluctuations 
in the index number.)vA number of agreements further provide for a stop 
in the downward movement, in the form either of a minimum rate or of 
a pro~so that the movements in the cost of living below a certain point 

)I Bk R 26-10~ . , 
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lhall Q¢ase to have any effect on wages. It is also important to observe 
;haY,while in some cases the whole of the wage moves in relation to the 
:hange in the cost of living, in others 'Only a _"po~ the to~al wa~ is 
~ffected, the rest of the wage remaining una1iected by the change. 
'/Cost of living sliding scales assume importance in ~imes ",hen ):ai>~d 
lucttiations take place in the value of the monetary medium, especially 
~t times of a. rapid rise in prices. The existing scales are the product 
lirectly of ',' war and post-war inflation, attaining their greatest 
popularity when currency depreciation was most severe and when, 
~he:refore, the recognized defects of these sca:les were felt to be -of very 
minor significance alongside the overwhelming need for rapid adjustments 
)fwages to the rising price level."{l) 

'OST-WAR INCREASES IN WAGES IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY. 

In t~e cotton textile iIldustry of this Province, the period of high prices 
bowards the end ofthe war (1914-18) saw a demand on the part of workers 
tor a compensating increase in the wage rates. Io{s usual, the actual 
increase given lagged a great deal behind the rise in the index number 
I)f prices in all centres of the industry. And it was only towards the end 
I)f this period of rising prices that an increase somewhat proportionate to 
~he rise in prices was actually conceded.(2) The manner in whi9h this 
increase was given was the same in .most centres of the industrY.. The 
pre-war level of wages was considered to be. the ba~ic -Jevel arid] 
110 percentage addition,. which was usually called a "dear food 
IlllOWSl.nce ", was made to 'tliiS basic level of wages. The percentage 
~n was not uniform for time workers and piece workers and even 

'!t": .. -

~ tU .. Wage Policy in relation to Industrial Fluctuations", A. G. PI;IOI, 1938. pagel 
~1i7.258. • . 

'II The following table sets out the general increases in wage rates giv~n by the mills 
.n Bombay during the period 1917 to 1921 and also the comparative figures of the move· 
lIlent of the woljking clas8 cost of living index number during the same peIi04 : 

TABLE 

• Bombay working class 

Year and Month. 
Total per~ntage of cost of living index 

wag~ mcrease number on base since 1914. ,July 1914 = 100 •. 

.January 1918 .. . . 15 134 

.January 1919 .. .. 35 182 
Fehruary 1920 .. .. 55* 181 

7St 
Nov~mber 1920 .. .. 70* 186 

80t 

*Male workers on time rates andfemale workers both on time and piece rates. 
tMale workers on piece rates. _' , 
Movements of wages in Ahmedabad and Sholapur during this period werl of a similar 

character. ' For details see Appendix B to Report on an Enquiry into Wages and Hours 
of Labour in the Cotton Mill Industry, 1926, and a supplementary note on movements of 
wages in recent years in relation to prices and cost of living (pre-war and post-war) 
in the memorandum submitted to the Ro~al Commission on Labour in India, by 
~.e Go'ferllm'lIj; of Bombay. ' 
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for all occupations among ~e. workers and piece workers. Ordinarily; 
however, the percentage additions were of a uniform character for all 
units ina centre of the industry. This structure of wage rates in the 
cotton textile industry reniains unaltered in all places and occupations 
except where, as in the case of standardization in .A1).medabad or the 
operation of the minimum wage schedule in Bombll;~ common measure 

. of regulation has since affected the wage rates.\(It is Clear that liuch 
an addition of a fixed percentage to the wage has nothing in common 
with a sliding scale. ) When the wages rose during the period of high 
prices, the increases were all brought about by insistent demands on the 
part of wage earners, leading in almost all cases to wage disputes. In 
subsequent years, when prices ,fell, attempts were made by 
employers to bring down wages., These were resisted by workers and 
led, in numerous cases, to prolonged and costly strikes'. The existence 
of the dear food allowance did notjn any way help either the upward or 
downward adjustment of wages. It is thus no different from the basic 
rate 'and has no more significance than recording a historical fact. 

SHOLAPUR GRAIN ALLOWANCE. 
The,Sholapur grain allowance, however, contains some elements akin 

to a cSlSt of living sliding scale. The dear food allowance granted to 
workers in the'post-war period by mills in Sholapur took a dual Shape!, 
A part of the increase was given in, the form of the usual percentag 
addition to the' basic wage; the, other part was given in the form Q 

a stated quantity of specified cereals and pulses to which a worker wa 
entitled in lieu of a' fixed sum deducted from his total monthly wage. 
In times of high prices, the rllarket price of the given quantity of food 
grains was much higher than the sum deducted on its account from the' 
worker's wage. The difference between the two represented the addi
tional remuneration obtained py the workers in consideration of the ~gh 
leve~ of prices. As prices declined; the cost of the grain allowance to 
millowners and the advantage obtained from it by the workers ~oth 
declined proportionately. There was thus an automatic .pdjustment 
,of this part of the wage to the prices of the specified food grains. The 
following table gives the results of a calculation made by the Labour 
Office of the Government of Bombay regarding the value in different 
years of the Sholapur grain ~llowance : 

TABLE No. 39. 
Value of 18 seers of J~wari and 2 seers of TurdaZ at retail prices in 

Sholapur from 1919 Co 1933. . 

Months. 
Year. 

January. July. 

Re. a. p. Re. a. p. 

1919 611 7 7 3 3 
1920 615 1 6 1 4 
1921 7 1 3 7 13 4 
1922 710 2 3 9 4 
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'Yea.r. 
Months. 

January. ' . I July. 

Re. " •• p. Rs ••• p. 

1923 3 6 4 310 1 
1924 4 2 5 4 12 6 
1925 .. 4 5 7 3 15 7 
1926 3 9 6 3 8 4 
1927 .. 4 5 1 4 0 3 
1928 "' 3 13 2 3 4 8 
1929 3 11 10 313 11 
1930 4 9 8 3 311 
1931 1 15 0 1 9 8" 
1932 1 12 7 2 1 3 
1983 1 13 5 1 15 4 

It should be remarked that the' fixed" relation between quantities of 
grains and the deduction was maintained only until the point was reached 
where the market price of the grain allowance wa!l equal ,to the 
deduction made from the wage. After this point was reached the 
quantities of grains were maintained at their former level, but the sum 
deducted was allowed, to fluctuate from time to time in accordance with 
prices ruling in the market. The grain allowance is also paid today, 
but it does ,not confer anY"special advantage to the worker nor does it 
entail any additional cost to the millowners. It may be coni.par~d tQ 
a cost of living sliding scde which has reached the stop below which the' 
fluctuations in the cost of living are not allowed to affect any part of 
the wage. 

The Sholapur grain allowance is, however, not a pure cost of living 
allowanoe. Other elements are incorporated into it, the chief of which 
is the elemeut of a good attendance bonus. A coSt,of living allowance 
has to be paid to all workers-whether temporary or permanent-in 
a giveJUlroportion to wages earned by them, irrespective of attendance, 
output, etc: The Sholapur' grain allowance is, however, paid only to 
workers ,who put in a certain number of days of work during the 
preceding month. To this extent it cannot be said to be a. cost of living 
sliding scale. ' ' 

We need not enter into a detailed discussion of the merits and demerits 
of the cost Qf living sliding scales.VExcept in times when prices are rising 
rapidly, the majority of points in respect of which differences are likely 
to arise between employers and employed regarding wages cannot be 

I covered by such a sliding scale, because, in normal times, the majority 
i of disputes arise in respect of cha!!~jAJJte capacit~ to 
pa.y. Further, the policy of maintaining, inlr"1iX~manner, real wages 
lover a period of time, which is presumed in a cost of living sliding scale, 
may involve action opposed to adjustments of wages which may b 
highly desirable from other points of view. The waning popularity 0 

these sliding scales during the last fifteen years shows how they wer 
appropriate only to a special period of time.tl) . We do not, therefore 

(1) .. In short, the oost ofliving sliding 80alemustatand condemned except as a meam 
of emergenoy adjus~ent in periods of violent monetary disturbance."-" Wage J'o1ic~ 
ill relation to IndustriaJ. F~uotuations ". A. G. Pool, 1938, page 286. -
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think it 'desirable or necessary to recommend the adoption oia sliding 
scale based on any cost of living index number in the cotton textile 
industry of this Province. LRepresentatives of neither employers nOlf 
workers advocated or welcomed, before us, the adoption of such a slidingj , 
scale.) " , , 

PB0F!JoSHABING. 

'Sllding scales othel' than those linked to cost of living aim. usually at. 
~usting the wage to the capacity of the employer or industry to pay .. 
(profit-sharing of the ordinary type may itself be treated as a special' 
case of such a sliding scale) The profits made by a concern can fairlyl 
be'taken as indicating its capacity to pay. Variations in profits indicate 
variations in capacity from period to period; and a cash payment based 
on the profits earned 1>y the concern for the preceding period has the 
result of adjusting, to' a certain extent, the wages of the workers to 
capacity, A pefmanent scheme of profit-sharing provides for a measure 
of automatic adjustment of this, character. Upart from bonuses paid, 
to workers during periods of specially high profits, nothing of the nature 
of profit-shar~or has been known in the cotton textile industry or 

,this Province.r, .L:,ese bonuses" ot usually vary in accordance . t 
tlI.e pl:gti.ta maa.e by individual concerns, pal y a concern 
in a centre at a uniform: rate not necessarily related to even the ,total pro
fits made in tltat centre. Profit-sharing as such or as a method of adjust
ing ~he wages of ","orkers has.1!-~been a.dvocated before us by anybody 
connected with the industry. '(The difficulties in the way of a successful 
adbption of profit-sharing schemes in the cotton mill industry are of 
the same character as those on account of which many such schemes have ' 
failed elsewhere.) The existence of a fairly high rate of average profit 
is a ~o.n@jQDP!e~r the success of a profit-sharing scheme, and 
.from t1Ui'" pomt of VleW the employer profit-sharing s~d result in 
a marke . rovement in the efficiency or the. contentment of tlie 
worker. Neither of t ese con' lons ' y to obtain in the 'cotton 

, textile industry of this Province. The analogy' of pro(!.t-sharing in 
a strong, isolated unit of industry such as, the Tata ,Iron and Steel 
Company, cannot obviously apply to units in the cotton textile industry. 
The.average rate of profits in the latter is not likely to rule, at a high 
figure and the cash" share of profits accruing to an individual worker even 
iJl comparatively good years' would be too small to exert an!. aPl>reCiahl~e 
m1luence on him or'his work. '--:AsmalJ,...remote and deferred payment 
cannotact-mr a: sUDstantla1 ,InCentive. vThere is also the danger, from th 
employer's point of view, of workers coming to regarq. the cash- share 
as a right and resenting any material reduction in its size consequ~?i.?n 
reduced~. The extra payment may thus become a source of, disputes 

, iIi:iiteiiaOf a means for settling wage rates automatically. Apart from 
these considerations, we do' not favour profit-sharing of the ordinary 
,type in an industry like the cotton textile industry. We have made it 
clear elsewhere that we think it highly desirable to establish uniformity. 
of wage payments among different units in jI. centre. Profit-sharing 
schemes under which individual mills shared profits with their employees , , , . 
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would for some concer~ materially cut across such uniformity.' We do 
not, theref()re, advoca.te the establishment of individual profit-sharing 
schemes in ~he industry. -

. , , 

SLIDING SCALES BASED ON pmCE OF PRODUCT. 

This leads us to a consideration of sliding scales other than those 
related to cost of living or the profits of an indjvidual concern. These 
sliding scales fall again into two mAin types :ufth6se in which the index 
?~lthe bas.e is e~ther the tota~ p~ofits or proceeds of the in~ustrf, and 
~ those ill which the scale IS linked to some external' or mdependent 
~ariable such as the selling price of the product. The classic example 
of the latter type is the regulation of wages in the iron and steel industry 
in Great Britain. The selling price sliding scales in the British iron and 
steel industry are among the oldest and most su~cessful of the ~arrange
ments for autoJll!)otic adjustment of wages. The iron and steel industry 
being a producers' goods industry suffers from more' severe cyclical 
..fiuctuations than other types of industries. The need for frequent 
adjustments of wage ratjjs to variations in capacity is, therefore, kee~ly 
felt in this industry. \J.l'h.e selling price sliding scale is based principally 

. on the assumption that the selling price of the product is by itself a good 
index of the capacity of the industry to pay. Similar sliding scales were 
common in the British coal mining industry for some decades, but were 
abandoned on account of the opposition of workers, mostly during the 
first decade of this century .. We do not enter into the details of these 
arrangements, as they are obviously not suited to the cotton textile 
industry. The iron and steel industry produces fairly homogenous and 
standardized commodities the selling prices of which can be calci.llated with 
comparative ease. {The selling price of the product is, at least for short 
periods, also the dominant factor in determining capacity in this industrn 
Neither of tj!.ese assumptions would be valid. for the cotton· textile 
industry. ~ot only-do the products of this industry exhibit enormoUS 
diversity but they also yary in character and quality from time to time. 
The selling price is further. ,not the only important factor in determining 
ability to make profits.~e price of the raw ma,teria1 As; fer example, 
almost equally important in this connection. It is, therefore, not possible 
to adopt a selling price sliding scale in this industry, nor is it possible to 
suggest any other suitable index for this purpose such as, ror example, 
a relation between the prices of cotton, yarn and cloth. The prepara
tion of a satisfactory index number of cloth prices,Jwhich must reach 
a very high degree .of reliability before it can be accepted by. both sides 
as an element in automatio wage adjustment over a period of time, is 
well-nigh impossible. The profits of a cotton textile mill again depend 
on a large variety of factors and cannot be correla~ed over any long period 
of time to any simple relation between two or three sets of prices. (1) 

• 
(11 Rowe examines j;he movements in Lancashire spinning and weaving liate over 

a number of years and comes to the conclusion that they do nQ,t bear Imy simple relatioll 
to any signifioant external faotor or a combination of suoh factors. "Wages in. Theory 
and Praotice ", Chapter VI. ' 
, In the only reoorded instance in the Lanc..;mire cotton industry in which negotiatiolll 
lor automatic adjustments were conducted, the method di8cuBBed was that of what 
may be called .. collective profit.sharing". L. L. Price, .. Conciliation in the CottoD 
?Xade", Economio Journal, June 1901. 
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PROCEEDlI-SHABING SLIDING SCALES. I 

We shall now examine sliding scales based on profits or proceeM '(In 
theSe scales either the net profits of the mdustry are determined ~ 
a part of the wage linked to fluctuations in them, or the proceeds of the 
industry, that is, the amount remaining after deducting all expenses 
o~h~r th~ wages e:nd profits !rom the gross receipts, are de:J' Inm. • ~d a.nd 
diVIded m a certain proportIOn between wages and profits. rrIie most 
important case ofCroCeeds-Sharing obtains in the coal mi . g industry 
in Great Britain. The coal miner's wage in that country is' made up of 
a basis wage plus percentage~ The, basis wage varies according to ]he 
type of work, and according to particular pits and seams workedY!rhe 
determination of the basis wage involves allowjngjor the special working 
conditions and for occupational differences. 'The function of the per
centage addition is to reflect changes in the ecop,o~Qllditia!l,..of~the 
~try-,-, The percentage addition has always been determined' not 
locallyror particular minell,but for large areas. In 1921 when the present 
system of proceeds-sharing was ttrst adopted, the preliminary step in 
the determination of wages was the fixing of certain standard wages. 
Next, independent accountants appointed by each side 'ascertained tIle 
proceeds of all the mines in a district and deducted therefrom standard 
wages, expenses other than wages and, profits, and standard profits 
expressed as, a percentage of standard wages. The surplus thus 
remaining was divided in a fixed manner between wages and profits and 
it was the surplus accruing to wages that was expressed and paid in the 
form of the percentage addition. I1l' 1926, substantial changes were 
made in this wage structure. ,The most important of these is that the 
terms of agreements now vary from district to district, instead of being 
uniform, as from 1921 to 1926~ for the country as a whole. Further, 
there is now no determination of standard wages ,and standard profits to 
be deducted from the proceeds. jWhat is deducted are only expenses 
other than wages and profits. The remauung proceeds are then divided 
in a gIven proportIon between wages and profi~. The wage earners 
become entitled to a percentage addition if the basis wages accruing to 
them fall below the sum to which they are entitled accordiD.g<to their 
share of the proceeds. But the percentage addition is subject to 
a minimum. However, low the amount of the proceeds in any districir, 
the percentage addition to basis rates is not allowed to fall. below 
a given minimum. Besides, it is provided that if the rates ,0£ wages 
as determined for any district do not yield a certain minimum wage 
to certain low-paid workers" an addition should ,be made to it 
in the form of an. 'allowance per shift. 'On (the othel,: hand, if on 
account of the provision for the paymen~of ,minimum wages, 
employers do not obtain the :f.ull slllu!a at the proceeds ai*rofits to which 
they are entitled, they can ca~ry forward t ese,claims be made good 
out of any surplus accruing dur g future ,years. the Royal Com, 
mis,sion on the Coal Industry (1~25) remarks, "these rather complicated 
arrangements embody two main principles-thato£ a minimum wagE 
and that'of an economic wage to be determined scientifically."!l) " 

W Report of the ~oyal Commission on the Coa.l Industry; 1925, pa.ge 13~: ~ : ' 
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The history of ~he proceeds-sharing sliding scale in' the o'oal mining 
industry in Great Britam is interesting."" It was introduced, on a national 
scale, in 1921 amid great enthusiasm. vlt soon gave rise, however, to 
difficulties of interpretation. ,In 1924 its terms were revised somewhat 
in favour of the miners. ·'In 1925 owners gave notice to terminate it. 
Protracted negotiations led to no result and there was a serious stoppage 
of work in 1926. .After 1926, district agreements, all of the proceeds
sharing type though varying in the details of the arrangement, took the 
place of the national agreement. The working out of the arrangement 
has revealed a number of difficulties, and it should further be remembered' 
that all the problems inherent in this met!J.od of determining wages have 
..not been acutely felt as, for the greater part of the period since 1926, 
proceeds-sharing has not operated to any appreciable extent, practically 

Jf:very district 'being almost continuously on the minimum percentage. 
l:' In other words, the price obtained for coal has been such that the net 
proceeds in the various districts have not risen above the amount 
nec6Ssaryto pay the guaranteed percentage{ and in some cases have fallen 
very considerably below that amount."w.) , 

PROPOSALS EXAMINED. 

, We have referred to the experience of the British coal mining industry _ 
in some detail because the only concrete proposals made before us 
regarding automatic adjustment of' wages in the cotton textile industry 
were similar in character to proceeds-sharing. Almost' all those who 
gave evidence before and submitted memoranda to us questioned the 
feasibility or desirability of measures of automatic adjustment. The. 
representatives of all associations of employers were opposed to any 
measure of automatic adjustment; so were the representatives of most 
labour unions. The Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, stated 
in its memorandum: " It is certainly desirable to have a definite scheme 
to effecf wage adjustments automatically . . . But so long as the 
factors responsible in determining the profits of the industrial concerns 
are not clarified and a standard basis adopted, the scheme would not 
be feasible . ....without an agreement on a reasonable standard of 
remuneration to the ~aging agents, depreciation for plantanlllimita
tionsof dividends, it is difficulttoconoeive a workable basis for automati~ 
adjustment of wages by any colleotive agreement." Mr. Shankarlal 
.Banker who gave evidence on behalf of the Association elaborated these 
:ideas in his oral evidence i and though he expressed himself keenly in 
favour of automatio adjustment, if it were possible, he admitted that the 
fundamentalideas had yet to be olarified and that collect~ve profit-sharing 
was hardly practicable today. -

W "Wage Determination iA the Coal Mining Industry "t published by the 
Intlernational Labour Office, 11131, page &6. 

o 
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Mr. Ambalal ~rab~i, a lea~ingmillowner of. Ahmedabad, who gave 
evidence m his personaJ. capacIty, put forward' an elaborate scheme of 
proceeds-sharing. The nature' of this scheme is made clear by' the 
following extracts from his memorandum: ' 

.. In the Province _ there are, three important centrett of textile 
industry-Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur . . . A ,combined 
balance sheet of aU-the mills- working in each ~entre should be taken 
out each year, say before the end of April of the following year.' To 
do this accurately merely for the purpose of this scheme a method of 
ascertaining profits will ha~e to be laid down and enforced-method 
,of .;valuation of st~k, what should be revenue and capital' charges, 
Managing Agents' com.mjssion, provision for depreciation and income 
tax, fair return to shateholders, provision for repairs and maintenance 
of machinery, etc., etc. Actual payments to Managing Agents, 
provision for depreciation and for other purposes need not be 
according to tlie calculation, but adjusted as may ,be decided by the 
shareholders and the interests concerned . . . 

" If the combined balance sheet for each centre after making the 
above provisions leaves an' excess, then up to the time that wages equal 
living wage standard, • . . 'even 75% of. the excess maybe 
made over to Government to be utilised for payment wholly or 

, partially to the workers employed in the, industry cr for other 
measures for the benefit of the workers, such as sickness benefits, 
leave'with pay, etc., etc~, growers of cotton, and 'of the COI;lllD,unity 
as a whole. When this level is reached the percentage to be 
substantially reduced." 

, ,,-- This scheme, even if we assume that, the' share of the excess will be 
paid not to Government but directly to the wage earners in cash, is ope.n 
to all the usual objections to a collective profit-sharing scheme. ""-It 
would involve considerable work on the part of independent accountants 
appointed by each side. It would ineVitably lead, as in the case of the 
British coal mining industry, to a number of difficulties of interpretation 
and disputes regarding the admissibility and the size of various items, to 
be deducted from. the total proceeds. As the adjl}stment would depend 
on the preparation of a full year's accounts, it would allow for a con
siderable tim~-~ag. ~AM, D;lost, impo, rt~nt of all, the trouble would ~o~ 
be worth whIle. For, ordInarIly, takmg the average of the wo~king; 
results for a whole centre the amount of the additional remliIleration~ 
obtained by any individual worker can be only a small percentage oi' 
his total wage. 'The following set of tables, ; shows for Bombay, 
Ahmedabad and Sholapur, the sums carried. to res~rve,to 
depreciation, agents' commission and dividen!is and those paId -out as 
wages and salaries:, ,-
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TABLE No. 40. 

Wages and Salaries, JJividends, Agents' Oommission and Allowances 
Depreciation and amounts carried to Reserves and Dividend ' 

Equalization Funds of Ootton Texti~ Mills. 

~ 

Wa.ges Amount 
Year. and of divi-

Salaries. dend. 

1929 .. 531 23'42 
1930 .. 641 19'15 
1931- .. 597 18'05 
1932 .. 648 18'57 
1933 .. 420 12'69 
1934 .. 395 21'14 
1935 ,. 511 20'98 
1936 484 24'10 

I 
.. 

1937 .. ' 585 . 34'96 
1938 .. 718 49'04 
'. 

Bombay. 

(Rupees in lakhs.) 
, 

Ra.te of Agents' 
Dividend Com-

to mission 
Paid-up and 
Capital. allowances. 

1'7 20 
1'4 13 
1'4 15 
1;3 ' 14 
l'l 10 
1'8 

I 
15 

1'8 12 
2'0 15 . 
2'9 I 22 
3'9 28 

, 

Depre-
ciation 

pro-
vided. 

40 
10 
52 
39 
34 
47 
38 
42 
66 
78 

N ote.-Figures taken from 'the consolidated balance sheets. 

Amount 
Wages ofDivi-Year. and dend. 

Salaries. 

(ll 

1929 •• Informa- 43'04 
1930. tionnot 39'09 
1931 •• available. 49'17, 
1.932 .. 50'98 
1933 .. 36'24 
1934 .. 33'82 
1935 .. 26'74 
1936 .. 24'08 
1937 .. 31'34 
1938 .. 28'4;,0 

[Ahmedabad. 
'-4 

(Rupees in lakhs.) 

Agents' 
Rate of Com-

Dividend mission 
to and 

Paid-up allowances. 
Capital. 

00-

12'7 .. 
10'5 .. 
U'4 37 
10'9 40 
7'7 24 
7'7 29 
6'1 28 
5'5 25 
7'2 35 
6'7 32 

Depre-
ciation 

pro-
vided. 

(I) 

.. 

.. 
51 
55 
36 
50 
46 

I 
39 
58 
58 

I Amount' 
Amount ca.rried to 
carried Dividend 
to Re- Equaliza-
serves. tion 

Fund. 

0'50 0'40 
Nil. Nil • 
Nil. 0'60 
0'25 1'00 
Nil. Nil • 

14'14 2'98 
2'40 Nil. 
6'77 0'18 
3'45 2'55 
8'05 7'19 

Amount 
Amount carried to 
oarried Dividend 
to Re- Equaliza-
serves. tion 

Fund. 

(I) (I) 

.. . ... .. .... .. . ... .. . ... .. . ... .. . ... 
12'26 0'50 
5'92 0'80 
8'64 0'50 
9'80 0'75 

U) Figures taken from the "Direotory of Ahmedabad MIll Industry II , by 
N. N. Desai. • , 

ell Figures taken from the balanoe sheets and statements supplied by mills. 



Year. 
Wages 
and 

Salaries. 

1929 .. '07 

1930 .. 02 

1931 .. 53 

1932 .. 52 

1933 .. ' 49 

1934 .. 44 

1935 .. 47 

1936 .. 45 

1937 .. 49· 

1938 .. 60 
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TABLE No. 40-c0ntd. 

Amount 
of Divi-
dend. 

12'42 

0'85 

6'55 

6'9S-. 
4'95 

4'87 

3'67 

S',51 

S'S3 

4'82 

~ . r. "" ShoIapuJ:. "... , (Rupees in laklul.) 

• 
Rate of Agents' 

Dividend ' Com-
to mission 

Paid-up and 
Capital. allowances. 

" 

18'9 .. 
8'9 .. 
9'9 .. 

10'5 4'S 

7'5 21;'4 

7'4 3'S 

5'6 2'3 

5'3 2'6 

5'8 2'3 

7'3 4'2 

Depre-
ciation 

pro· 
vided. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
1'9 

1'4 

2'1 

0'4 

0'6 

1'5 

11'S 

Amount 
Amount carried to 
carried Dividend 
to Re. Equalize.. 
serves. tion 

Fund. 

,. .... 
.. . ..... 
.. .... 
0'07, - Nil. 

0'09 Nil. 

0'04 Nil. 

2'88 0'50 

0'12 Nil. 

0'16 Nil. 

0'26 ,0'65 

No/e.-Figures taken from the balance sheets and statements supplied by mills. 
·lricludes expenditure on office establishment of Managing Agents in one case. 

Thes~ tables bring out the'relations blltweeri the various classes of 
payments involved in a scheme of collective proceeds·sharing. , ~ey 
show that even'though individual concerns by be in a ~specially I 

favourable financill.l position the, figures for a centre as a whole do not 
necessarily reveal a specially high level of dividend pa.yments.reserve· 
allocations or depreciation amounts. For &mbay it is clear that in 
most years of the decade the pajrmen~s towards depreciation fell short 
of what may be prescribed as standard requirements and this would, 
perhaps, also be the case with the profits earned. It has ,not been 
contended before us that the commissions earned by the. managing 
agents in Bombay are levied on an unfair basis or are specially excessive. 

~ Any reductions th:"t ~ould be made on the plea of an inflat~d capital, 
structure or exceSSIve mterest rates would also not be substantJ.a1 enough 
to outweigh the shortage of payments on. the other side. , • 

While for Bombay the last decade was for, the larger part one of ' 
depressed conditions, it was not so, for Ahmedabad., At Ahmedabad 
the allocations to both depreciation and reserve funds are distinctly 
on a higher leve1.than at Bombay. They cam;lOt, however, be, called 
excessive Ilond it, WQuld, ev~n for p~oses of ca.lculationJ undet 
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a scheme of ~roc.eeds-shar~, not he possibie i~ reduce them materially:., . 
The dividends paid are no doubt much more subst,antial than in Bomba{.' 
It has to be remembered that the share 'Capital, on which it is that the 
ratll of dividend payment is calculated, b_ears in.Ahmedabad a smaller 
proportion to the total.funds employed than in Bombay; hence in this 
centre the amounts made available by calculations on the basis· of 
a standard rate of profits would not be large relatively to the total wage' 
bill. The total wage bill for' .Ahmedabad for 1938, according to 
information obtamed from the balance sheets of mills, amounted 
approximately to Rs. 5 crores. ,The amounts paid as agents' 
commissions in Ahmedabad are no doubt high as compared with 
those' paid in other centres. The minimum scale suggested by 
Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai for agents' commission would put the pay
ment, .of minimum commissions at about Rs. 20 lakhs in 1938. 
If we 'assume a standard rate of profits of 5 per cent.~this was the 
percentage generally agreed to· in the Lancashire negotiations of 1899-
1900-the calculated dividend payment would be put a.t about Rs. 21 
lakhs. The sum indicated for sharing would in this case, without 
making a1'l.y allowances on the other side, amount to nearly 

, Rs. 21 lakhs which is les8 than 5 per cent. of the total. wage bill 
for the year in that centre. In 'this connection it should be remembered 
that while it may be possible for mill companies to agree,to a proceeds
sharing a.rrangement related to profits earned or dividends declared, 
they cannot themselves reduce the commissions paid to agents. These 
commissions ar~ legally payable by the companies to mill agents under 
long term contracts and the consent of all those 'having an interest in 
managing agencies-and this is reported to be a numerous class in 

, Ahmedabad-will be :g.ecessary before any limitation of these payments 
is brought about. % any case, as 'the tables reveal, the surplus of 
,. proceeds to be shared will in ordinary years be too small to be significant 

/ even in Ahmedabad. SiniiIar considerations apply ,to the figures 
, re}ealed by the table fot Sholapur. ' 
,..runless, therefore, there is a very dra.stic legislative limitation of 

. dividends, ~ommissions, etc., such as cannot be presumed and is not 
contemplated by Mr. Ambalal Sara.bhai, any scheme of proceeds-sharing 
~ capable of augmenting the workers' wa.ge only by a small percentage. 

The percentage will be so small that it will not materially affeqJi the 
, efficiency of workers or help to improve industrial relations. V5n the 

other hand, as remarked above, the variatiolls in this percentage addition 
may themselves well become an additio~ soUrce of disputes. • 

Our colleague, Mr. Khand~~l!>i1?~!,{I>j"", suggested a schem~ for 
'automatic adjustment whicTite thought was not only urgently deSIrable 
but 'also feasible. As we uOOerstand it, he proposes an arrangement 
somewhat similar to proceeds-sharing with, however, the following 
important difference. In the usual proceeds-sharing arrangements all 
items of expenditure, other than pJ:.ofits, are tal-:en from the books of 
concerns, as ascertained by independent accountants., Under ,the 
Vroposed scheme, iteIUi such as depreciation or agents' commission 



would not be taken at the figures actually' shown in the accounts but 
would be. calculated. a8" in Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai's scheme, at certain 
standard rates to be determined previously. .The unit for. calculating 
the proceeds would be ea.ch independev.t centre of the industry. The 
proceeds would be so divided-though the details of the arrangement 
are not clear-as to benefit chiefly classes of workers whose wages fell 
below the living wage standard. It was further suggested that 
commissions and dividends should be limited to a minimum figure until 
the living wage standard was reached by all workers and that these limits 
should be laid down· and enforced by the Pr~oviD.ciaIGovernment. 
It is obvious that these questio.ns cannot be considered in respect of one 
industry alone. Further, we do not think that s1!eps·to be taken for 
attaining a living wage standard can' b~ 'fruitfully incorporated into 
a scheme of automatic adjustment of wages. However drastic 'the 
measure for the limitation of dividends or commissions, there is nothing 
in such limitation itself to lead to a progressive attainment of the living 
wage standard. A limitation will increaSE) the absolute size of the 
proceeds to be shared; bnt as long as the manner and the basis of 
calculating the procee~ remain unchanged, there is no reason to suppose· 
that the size of the proceeds will exhibit.a. definite trend one way or the 
other. This size will depend on the' fortunes of industry and will 
fluctuate with them: These fluctuations are normally cyclical and the 
secular trends in proceeds or profitB, if there are any such, are at least 
today not predictable. L Mr. Khandubhai Desai advocated his scheme of 
automatic adjustment mainly as a'means to attain' the living wage 
standard. We are unable to ,see how it can do this.) . 

WAGES EQUALIZATION FUND. 
A partial method of automatic adjustmegt advocated by another 

of our AssoClate M~~bers, .Mr. ~hed.gikar, is that. of lnstituting a ~nc}~' 
analogous to the diVIdend equalizatIOn fund, which ~y be' utlhz~d 
!oryeventing a reduction in the w~ge level during t.imes of depression. 
,.Kis suggested that a certainpercentag'e of the profits of industry in 
. a centre should be paid into a fund to be called the waltes eguiJJization', 
fund. The idea is similar to that of profit-sharing with this difference 
tlla.t, while under the latter profits will be shared at the end o~ each 
year, with a wages' equalization ~d the share of profits will be 
accumulated during years of prosperity to be distributed only in periods 
of depression. The objections to the institution of a wages equalization 
fund for separate units are of de same character as those to profit
sharing in individual concerns. he institution of a wages equalization 

Ifund for a centre as a'hole is ither desirable nor is it likely to be 
agreed to by employers.) Such a fund. ,,?ll pen~lize' the more effic~ent 
units in the industry and help to subsldize partlally the least efficlent 
ones, because during times of prosperity the better uni~s will. pay .the 1 
most into the fund and they will also draw the leas~ from It d~mg ye~:rs 
of. depression. Any scheme which .JJubsi~zes the least efficlent· ~ts 
in ihis manner cannot.be in the interests of mdustry or the workers mIt. 
;:t' ill also clear from the relative sizes of profits,' dividends and wages 
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that 8. wages equalization func:i ~ become large enough to help 
matenally to. keep up the wage level. durmg any prolonged penod of 
depression.· . 

DIFFICULTIES OF SLIDING SCALES. • 

Sliding scales were initially hailed with enthusiasm and automatic 
adjustment of wages is even today considered very desirable because 
of a belief that with a predetermined system in operation wage disputes 
can be settled very easily. This belief seems, however, to ignore two 

~portant factors. \ofD. the first instance, an automatic arrangement can . 
.;..fake account of only a limited number .of considerations in wage 

determination ..... But considerations or' changes of circumstances which 
may lead one or the other 'party to demand a change in the wage rate 
are diverse.. These cannot all be covered by an antomatic arrangement. 
And where an automatic adjustment in relation to one set of factors 
is in operation, it may become difficult to obtain recognition for other 
factors as legitimate grounds for a change in wages. The more compl~x 
the structure and circumstances of the industry the less are the chances 
of a sliding scale adequately covering its needs for any period of time. 
Secondly, the nature of the demand put for1ih by labour is itseH 
undergoing continuous change. What may have been· regarded by 
labour leadersa~ on~ time a~ a s~tisfactory agreement may not be looked 
upon in the same manner after a lapse of time. ""Where the nature of 
the demand changes an automatic arrangement is incapable of suitably 
adjusting the wage. These are fundamental difficulties apart from the 
numerous practical difficulties invotved in the framing and working of 
sliding scales. . . 

(The nature of these difficulties has -been made cl~ar in the brief 
description of sliding scales which has been given above. The large 
variations in the structure of the arrangements and in the relationship 
between the changes in the base index and the changes in wages show 
that th~se agreements can haldly be called scientific in character) The 
preliminary determination of the structure and proportion of the scale 
is invarljl.bly the result of bargaining of the ordinary type. Moreover, 
it is .not as i~ ~mce a ~cale is fixed ~o PlLrty ~an demand a s~~ctural or 
detaIled reVISIOn of It afterwards~he history of allslidmg' scales 
I shows frequent demands for an alteration of their terms by one side or 
Ithe other and an., automatic adjustment does .not thus guarantee that 
._ wage dispute will not arise in respect even of the factors covered by it. 
The avoidance of disputes under sliding scales requires as much goodwill 
between the two parties to the wage bargain as in circumstances where 
no sliding scale is adopted. It has been noted by all students of the 
subject that the cordial relations obtaining between the employers and! 
the employed in the British iron and steel industry were largely; 
responsible for the continuous smooth working of sliding scales in tha~ 
industry. . ' . 1 

It is no wonder, therefore, that sliding scales should have proved 
successful only in exoeptionlLl circumstances. In both the BritUlh iron 
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and steel and coal mining .industries the factors governing profits and 
wages are comparatively simple. In both these industries, again, 
circumstances render necessary a frequent adjustment .. of. wages. (1) 

Even BO, particularly fawnrable circumstances were required for the 
smooth working of sliding scales in the iron and steel industry, and the 
absence of similar circumstances in the coal mining industry led to 
frequent breakdowns of the arrangements and to changes in them in 
the coal ~ing industry. . 

. -----We need not consider the assumptions involved in a sliding scale 
arrangement and the theoretical objections' to it. Whether the wage 
should be a fluctuating one or whether it should be rigid; whether 
the aim should be to stabilize it in terms of money wages or real wages'; 
whether it is possible to combine in any arrangement the differing ai~ 
of the minimum wage, living wage and the economic wage-all these 
questions we need not enter into because the issue can be settled in the 
light of ordinary practical considerations. { Frequent .fluctuations in 
wage rates are not rendered necessary in the cotton textile industry 
by any peculiar circumstances.) Its price and wage structures are also ! 

of a complicated character. L.A sch~~~01!!atic ~~jl!!liment is, 
therefore, likely neither·to be usef~t!l0r feasible.'.For the purposes of 
this industry it lsenough"lrprOper a1Tangement~are provided for the 
prompt consideration of the grievances or demands of either side. The 
recommendations which we make in the chapters. on the Minimum Wage 
and on Standardization of Wages provide ample arrangements for 
settling wage disputes and will, if given effect to, be as successful in 
avoiding industrial strife' as any sliding scale. ( We do not, therefore, 
recommend that any attempt be made to set up arrangements for the 
automatic adjustment of wages in the cotton textile. industry) 

U) The Royal Commission on the Coal Industry (1925) rur 81 lis 8S rEfards rrinirg: 
" In mining, with its violent fluctuations of prosperity and prices and the large 
proportion formed by wages in the total costs of production. the economic wagc 
must also be fluctuating."-Page 134 . 

• j\I Bk Rl/6-11 



CHAPTER VIl. 

WORKING OF SHIFTS • 
• 

RIGHT SHIFT WORKING. 
On severa.l occasions in the past, mill~ in the Province of Bombay 

resorted to the working of night shift, but night work was never so 
general as' it has been during the last three or four years. It appears from 
the evidence before us that night shift was first introduced in Bombay in 

r 1915 by Sir Ness Wadia in his mills on the basis of two eight hour sru.."ts. 
In Ahmedabad, according to Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, night shifts were 
introduced about 1924 ~n a very restricted. basis, only two or three 
mills resorting to night work. In Sholapur night work was not 
undertaken on any considerable scale before 1935 . .\'" The following table 
Jndicates the extent and progress of the working of night shifts in cotton 
mills in Bombay, Ahmedabad and other centres during the last 
decade: 

TABLE No. 41. 
Number of Cotton Textile Mills working Night Shift and the Number 

of Workers employed in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Otlwr Centres 
in the Province of Bombay 

. ' 

:Bombay. Ahmedabad. Other Centres. 

Period. 
No. of I No. of No. of I No: of No. of I No. of 
Mills. Operatives. Mills. Operatives. Mills. Operative 

December 1930 •• 16 3,592 18 6,954 3 958 

January 1931 •. 17 5,951 15 5,571 3 943 

July 1931 •. 33 14,347 19 6,302 3 1,108 

January 1932 •• 30 17,118 21 6,870 4 "1,159 

July 1932 .• 18 10,107 18 6,293 . 5 1,9Ui 

January 1933 •• "19 9,734 18 6,824 4 1,586 

July 1933 •• 13 4,854 15 4,795 4 1,689 
" 

January 1934 •• 14 10,021 19 6,962 4 1,132 

July 1934 •. 21 12,691 27 12,228 6 1,537 

January 1935 •• 33 27,500 31 12,468 8 3,951 

July 1935 •• 34 27,680 33 12,030 7 5,856 

JanuarY 1936 .. 35 29,386 34 14,449 6 3,878 

July 1936 .• 33 22,013 33 12,936 7 4,483 

January 1937 •• 38 26,362 39 19,710 7 2,612 

April 1937 •• 42 34,566 45 22,902, 7 ,1,629 
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TABLE No. 41-contd. 

Bombay. Ahmedabad. • Other Centres. I 

Period. 

l No. of I No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of 
Mills. Operatives. Mills. Operatives. Mills. Operatives 

• 
July 1937 .~ 48 39,568 44 25,439 7 2,929 

October 1937 •• 47 46,326 66 32,205 8 3,M2 

January 1938 .. 48 47,524 64 35,325 11 4,901 

April 1938 •• 63 50,176 • 62 39,415 12 6,65~ 

July 1938 •• 52 53,059 56 34,618 12 8,030 

Ootober 1938 •• 52 50,908. 53 30,868 12 8,325 

January 1939 .. 51 48,894 47 27,422 10 5,852 

April 1939 .. 43 40,150 43 26,823 10 • 6,893 

July 1939 •• 39 t 34,691 45 26,628 7 , 
3,476 . 

~ 

October 1939 .. 40 32,411 43 24,964 10 3,846 

November 1939 .. 42 32,687 39 22,699 10 4,126 

• A comparative statement of the average number of workers employed 
on day and night shifts in mills in different regions during the fow 
years from 1935 to 1938 is given in the following table: 

TABLE No. 42. 

Average Number of Workers employed on Day aM Night Shifts in 
Cotton Mills in the P'I'omnce. 

• Average number of workers fmploy£d in 
'\ .. 

Region. \935. 1936. 

Day Shift. I Nigli t Shift. Day Shift. I Night Shift. 

Bombay, .. .. 1,11,976 31,945 1,06,149 I 31,122 

Ahmedabad .. .. 83,353 13,722 78,703 15,031 

SboIapur 16,768 1,021 16,008 . 129 .. .. 
~ujerat (excluding Ahmed· 7,506 660 7,482 496 

abad). 
3,918 8,402 2,317 lthandeah .. .. 8,449 

Haharasbtra and Xamatak 7,965 1,432 8,210 1,798 
" (excluding Sholapur and 
. Khandesh). 

• -
Whole Province .. .. 2,36,017 52,598 2,23,964 50,893 

II Bk Eo 20-11. 
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TABLE No. 42--contd . 

• 
Average number of workers employed in 

RegiQn . 1937. 1938. 

• 
Day &h~ft. I Night Shift. Day Shi£t • I' Night Shift. 

. ~ 
-

.Bombay .. 1,14,964 40,583 .1,20,366 50,935 
/ \ 

Ahmedabad . , .. 78,668 33.244 77,051 40,421 • 
Sholapur .. .. 17,108 716 17,596 2,002 

Gujerat (excludinfl: Ahmed- 7,118 1,872 7,636 1,000 
abad). .). 

Khandesh .. .. 8,488 1,971. 8,775 623 

Maharashtra • and Karnatak 8,466 2,621 .1,835 2,733 
(exoluding Sholapur and 
Khanueeh) .. ... .. 

Whole Province .. .. 2,34,812 81,007 2,39,259 97,7l4 

WHY NIGHT SHIFTS ARE WORKED. 

In .industries r~.q,~Y-ing £9E-~~nu!,l.,!~.p~<?~e~ses, nig~t shift is inescapa~leJ 
but, ill most colllitrles, the tendency lias been to discourage the workmg 
.of more than one shift in non-continuous processes save in exceptional 
circumstances. In the Province of Bombay, as pointed out before, 
night shift was not so general as it has been during the last three or 

, four years. According to the representatives of the Ahmedabad 
Millowners' Association, night shift has been resorted to because t: Ij 
has the di~tinct ad~antage of l.Q.wering overh~d .. ~~~s., Which is essen~ia 
more partIcularly m these d~ys of keen3ompetlt1Qn and of enahlm 
the industry to cope wituemP01~~crea8e in demand withou 
additional outlay of fixed.- c3pltif".~Kast1ii:blia.i7Lalbhai said 
" There is bound to be a greater tendeney to wOrKtlle'nlghrsnift instea 
of producing by a. single shift, because what is happening actually is 
that day after day with the inventions going on, machines are getting 
costlier and costlier and in order to meet the depreciation and interest 
charges on these machines, production has got to be taken out of them in 
a limjted time.. and it will certainly entail working night shift." He; 
however, agreed that the large increase in the number of workers on night 
shift that occurred in 1937 was m.ainly due to the increased demand 
for cloth. According to Mr. Stones, night shift reduces overhead 
charges. Referring to othei'm!tliiotfiie-advantages he said: "In addition. 
it has advantages in a country. like this, such as th~, u~til=·!!i!::za~t~io~n~ ....... "!,,,,~ 
amount of cotton in the country. It is worked because 0 t e saving it 
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makes, enabling us to sell more~educe o~, prices' and obtain morE 
markets • . . We have a certain amount of export trade, and iJ 
our supplies increase in the direction' of export trade, we must haw 
more night ~hifts." He added that so long as Japan continued to work 
night shift, India should not do away with it. It has been suggested 
by an important independent witness that the system of remunEration 
of managing agents in some centres tends tOelicoiiia~e"wght shifts 
inasmnch arincrease-"O[ productiOIi means incruse of ·com.m.isf>ion. 
Whatever the purposes for which night shift may be work€d~nductioll 
of costs of .. production" meeting foreign competition or sun1yjng 
a temporary increase in demand-it possesse~ certain obvious economic 
advantages. • ' 

EFFECTS ON PRODUCTION. 
An important factor in determining the value of night shift to industry 

is its effect.onthe_q\l!l,Ii~y andqu;mtityof.output. While it was asserted 
by the employers that, given adequate lighting and ventilation and 
sufficient supply of skilled labour, production at night did ~ot sufier 
appreciably eith,:r in quantity or quality, the workers and their 
representatives ,contended that it did suffer in both respects, especially 
after midnight. Mr. S'tones said that evry yard of cloth prodUced was 
checked and that the millowners were, therdore, in a position to assert 
that production did not suffer at night. It might happen, he added; 
that "in the beginning when night shift commences, production is 
a little inferior because of raw labour, but as soon as night shift settles 
down properly, there is no difference in the production". Mr. Kastur
bhai Lalbhai said: "Production per hour has reDiained the same as it 
is during the day. There would not be any question about the quality. 
It remains the same." However, when asktd whyhe had adoptEd in his 
own mills the system of closing night shift at 12-30' a.m., he replicd: 
"Not only out of consideration for the w9rker. That was one of the 
considerations. The second consideration was my own production, 
because I felt that,if the worker was allowed to work up to 3 o'clock in 
the morning I may not get out of him the same amount of production 
as I expect to get out of him by asking him to work only up to 
12-30 a.m." Many of the employers in the other centns of the industry 
agreed with the view that the quality of production deteriorah d afttI 
midnight. This view was also support£d by the reprcsmtatives of 
la~o~. The representatives of the ~i~~t .. ~~ ~~!I'~d.ar,. As&Ocia'ti~n 
vOlCmg the opinion of drawers-m and reacile~s stated that m 
night working, as the eyes' were affected, the ends somrotim£s got 
mixed. up and the. clotIr"'WiS;tlierefore, spoilt. The representativfs of 
workers further urge~ that comparison between the production of day 
work and night work was vitiated by the fact that the net working .time 
during the day, owing to the time taken to clean machinery, was 
slightly less than that during the night. Another factor which, it is' 
contended, should also be taken into account for a fa~ari.f&P..-Js 
~he reduced extent of loitering at night. In the absence of exhaustive 
investigation it i~ difficult to ascertain the extent of the variations 
caused by these factors or to say at what hour at night appreciable; 

. . 
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deterioration in production ~ets in. There is, however, a good deal of ~ 
evidence in support of the view that if night ","ork ends at or alout 
midnight, ~here w~uld be no' appreciable difference, either in resFect of 
quantity or qualitl. J.>etween production by day and by nigJ:tt. . 

LIGHTING. VENTILATION AND OTHER 'FACILITIES.'! 
The Millowners' Association, Bombay, agreed "that for production. 

at night to be the same as during the day, in quality as well as quantity, 
it was necessary that lighting and ventilation should be adequate. 
In Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai's view, proper facilities for night work should 
include good lighting, ventilation and good material. la. T. W. John
stone, Chief Inspector of Factories, Bombay Province, had found 
instances of badly arranged lighting, particularly in the drawing-in 
'department, which, according to him, would result in injury to the 
eyes, headache and the like. But, apart. from such isolatEd instances, 
he thought that, on the whole, the standarq of lighting was fairly 
adequate. Workers both in ~ombay and Ahmedabad, however, 
complained that in many mills lighting was insufficient, while in others 
it was very dazzling. 'lhe complaint was also general that the lighting 
in the compounds of mills was not as satisfactory as it shQuld be. There 
are also· other facilities that JAJlst be provid£d' for night 'W()rkers. 

I Adequate dining accommodation is an essential need. Mr. Johnstone 
held the view that permission for night work should be refused if dining 
accommodation was not provided. It is necessary that such .accom
modation should be adequate and- satisfactory. We deal with the 
question of dining ro~m accommodation in another chapter. It is, 
however, necessary to note that such accommodation has to be much 
more ample for night workers than for day workers because it is usually 
not possible at ni~ht to use ether parts of the mill compounds for the 
purpose. I 
EFFECT ON HEALTH OF WORKERS. 

For arriving at a proper decision on the regulation of night shift, 
an important facf4;lr to be taken into consideration is its .effect on the 
health of the workers. Although a good deal of evidence has been giv£n 
by the representatives of workers and employers on this point, it is 
neither complete nor scientific. t Hardly any mills keep separate tecords 
of ~ickness among night workers:") Mr. Stones, though he stated that, 
to ~he best of his knowledge, health was not affected, admitted that 
inquiries had not been sufficient to enable one to come to any definite 
decision one way or the other. Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai who had, for 
one month; carried out investigations into the effect of night shift 
working on the health of the workers in his mills, said that he had found -
that ab~among night shift workers was 5 per cent. as against 
3 per cent. among day shift workers and that in the mill hospital there 
were more patients from among night shift workers than from among 
day shift workers. According to the Textile Labour Association, 
Ahmedabad, the health of workers was greatly impaired by continuollS 
night work, the incidence of absenteei6m due to frequent illn£ss and 
fatigue was greater among them than among day workers and diseasea 
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'of the eye and digestive organs were also ~lll()~ hequentamong them. 
The evidence of the- workers generally s~pported these statements. 
Dr. H. P. Dastllr of Tata I1fi1Is said that in his pra.ctice,:which was mostly 
among miltworkers, he had come across cases in .which some 'night 
wotkers complained, not necessarily of eye strain, Q~t· of mental strain, 
Dr, A. N, Tankaria of,the Calico and ~he Jubil4jll Mills and La.bour Union 
Hospitals, Ahmedabad, observed in his memorandum that the incidencel 

of sickness among night shift workers was somewhat higher thanQmon~ 
day shift workers because of the greater strain of night work. 'Hc added 
that night workers commonly suffered from eye diseases due to strain. 
Again, night work involves a disturbance in the usual hours for meals 
as was emphasized before us by several~workers. Such disturbance 

. has naturally a harmful effect on health. ' 
The question of extra stra~ and fatigue during night shift ha.s not 

been examined by th& mill authorities or any other organizg,tions and 
the views expressed before us were not supported by data 8cientifically 

'compiled. But there is. little doubt tht the living conditions of thE 
workers contribute to making night work more onerous than day work. 
Living as the workers do, with very few exceptions, in one room 
tenements, they are llot ,!oble to have s01lD.d, continuo~ft. and r8yeshing 
sleep dlUing the day as easily as at night owing to the street. noiso! 
and the BOunds inseparable from the carrying on of household routine. 
During the greater part of the year, a large number of people in Bombay 
sleep on the pavements or streets. This is not possible during day time. 
Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai agreed that the strain o£.continuous night work 
was very great and that it was not possible for most workers to get 
adequate sleeping facilities during day time, He suggested that 
employers should be dompelled to provid~sleeping accommodation in 
the mills, for those who wanted it, on payment of anIUtll eight per month. 
The Bombay and the Ahmedabad MilloWners' Associations emphasized .' 
that working conditions in the night shift were, if anything, more 
comfortable than in the day shift, owing to lowel: average tempera.tUrE.8 
and the greater ease with which adequate humidity fo~.efficiEmt working 
could be obtained. As Mr. Johnstone, however, pointed out, with the 
progress in air-conditioning and humidification, the difference in 
atmospheric conditions was no longer an important factor. 

We cannot better conclude our consideration of this subject than 
by drawing attention to the following passages from pages 61 to 70 of 
Dr. Frederic S. Lee's book "The Human Machine and Industrial 
Efficiency II : 

.. Man is a diurnal not a nocturnal, animal, and any attempts to 
change bis innate habits in this respect areJ>ound to, interfere with 
his physiological processes, Man's body needs the stImulus of sun
light and is adapted to the atmospheric conditio~s of the day • ., • 
It is widely believed that bodily vigor is low m the early morum,g, 
and 'that the greatest number of deaths occur th~n; there IS 

. some statistica.l evidence for this.. • , There IS a general 
~onsensus of opin,ion that night work is more deleterio~ to health 



than is Jay work, and this opinion is, supported by incontestable 
,evidence; but in the present state of ' our knowledge it is hardly 
possible, rior indeed for our present purpose, is it necessary, to' 
differentiatl.' between deleterious effects' per se, l'esulting from 
such conditions' a~ the attempted imposition of an unphysiological, 
rhythm and the lack qf beneficial sunshine, and deleterious effects, 
resulting from the fact that under our social conditions .the day's 
recuperation of the night worker is rarely equal to.the night's 
recuperation of the day worker. Night work entails a diminution of 
~leep. The day's light, the day's sounds, the irresistible lur. of an 
,active world, and, with a married woman, domestic dnties, in a home 
where children must be Cl\red for, meals must be' prepared, and 
,clothing must be washed-all these prevent sleep." 

SOCIAL DISADVANTAGES OF NIGHT SHIFTS.' 

We may now consider the question of the effects of night shift on the 
life of the worker outside the factory. Apart from the objectioll J;hat 
to work at night, turning night into day, is, unnatural, it bas been urged 
on behalf of tbe workers that night shift upsets family life. When_ the 
father oE the family works atfl'}ight and has to' sleep during the day, 
it is evident that he is not able to devote adequate attention to his 
children or their upbringing. - This disadvantage is aggravated when 
the mother of the family has also to work in a fa.ctory during the day. 
The representatives of the Bombay Presidency Women's Council said 
that women did not like the idea of men doing night work because it 
o!,set the routine of. the household. 

Nor is the night shift worker able to participate in organized games 
or _ to take advanfjge of re(Jlfeational facilities. His opportunities for 
social intercourse and activities are also considerably restricted. 
Another drawback of night shift from the point of view of the working 
class as a whqle is its effect on their org~al work. _ It. was urged 
by representatives of workers that night shi£t~ workers were not able 
to take part in trade union ar.tivities. In this connection, it may also 
be added that night shift working, to a great extent, interferes with the 
educational advancement of the worker who may not be able tl) avail 
himself of the usual facilities for adult education. 

EFFECT ON EMPLOYMENT. 
. .\, 

Labour turnover provides an indication of the effect of night work 
on the healtlr of the workers and of their attitude towards it. According 
to the representatives of labour, the incidence of absenteeism due to 
frequent illness and fatigue was greater among night than among day 
workers; and the tendency on the part of night workers to obtain 
employment during the day instead of at night appreciably-mueased 
~.h~Jabour _turnover. This view was supported by the Chief Inspec~or 
of FMtOrieewho stated that as many operatives changed to day shifts 
either in their own or in a neighbouring mill, one would expect a greater 
turnover on night shifts. He added that badlis were more numerops 
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on night than 011 day shifts. The evidence of the employers on this 
subject is rather conilicting: While the Ahmedabad Millowners' 
Association did not think that the turnover at night was greater than 
during day, the Millowners' Association, Bombay, stated that !h 
turnover was greater in those establish~ents in which a cha~~Vjl 
system had not been ~ted, and that In those concerns where it 
been adopted there was practically no difference. In this connecti n 
it may be noted that in very few mills in Ahmedabad does the change
over system prevail. Mr. Ka.stu,rbhai Lalbhai, however, stated that 
"it wae & fact that there was & considerable increase in the number 
of workers absent in the second shift." 

Night shift as & permanent and regJilated fea.ture may provide 
~e,ased emp~t. in an industry, but the spasmodic working of 
night shift~sbile te~o~}!y offering additional employm!)nt, ultimately 
aggravates the evil of unemp!oyment, by attracting to industrial 
centres an unduly large TluriiOer of men~ In his evidence, Mr. N. M. Joshi, 
M.I1.A. (Central), said that, on the whole, night !lhifts were not desirable 
because they created unemployment inasmuch as they encouraged more 
people to find their way into a city than it could find employment for. 
Table No. 41 on pages 162 and 163 show. the variations a~ fluctuations 
of the working of night shift from the year 1930 to 1939 in Bombay, 
Ahmedabad and other centres. While the number of persons employed 
in Bombay City steadily rose, there were also considerable fluctuations 
d~ing this period. As is evidenced by the statistics furnished to us 
by Mr. Johnstone, there were appreciable fluctuations in the number 
of workers employed on day and night shifts and the number of days 
and nights worked by each mill from 1935 to 1938. For instance, in 
Bombay, in 1935 two mills worked nighttshift for less than a. month, 
two for less than two months and one for.fess than three months. In 1936 
two mills worked for less than 'fifteen days, two for less thaI!- a month, 
while two worked for less than two months and four for less than three 
months. Again, twelve mills worked night shifts for less than 
nine months in 1935, the number of such mills in 1936 being 19. Of the 
fifty-four mills that worked at night in Ahmedabad during 1935~37, 
thirty-nine worked with few interruptions, but twelve worked for periods 
of less' than three months and three between three and six months. 
On January 1st, 1936, thirty-four mills worked night shift and-employed 
14,449 persons. On September 1st, in the same year; there were 
23 mills on night shift employing 9,637 persons, while on September 
1st, 1937; there were 46 mills employing 28,330 persons. -According to 
the Chief Inspector of Factories, there were fairly wide fluctuations in 
ether centres as well: "Thus, in Nadiad I,lQO. persons were recruited 
for night shift on the 8th Februa.ry 1937, only 10 be told after a couple 
of months that. their services would' not be required • • 
A mill in Surat, .a.f'ter working night shift for a long period, elose~ 
it down ill February to restart it on the 28th May 1936". It lB 

obvious that these . wide flUctuations, create considerable economic 
distress. • • 
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NEED FOR REGULATION. 

We have in the preceding paragraphs referred to the·' disadnntagea 
of night shift from the point of view cf the workers. It is not liked 
because it is unnaturaf and dissociates the individual from the normal 
life around him. It is considered, injurious to the health of'the workers 
inasmuch as it involves greater strain and fatigue than work during the 
Iday .. The worker, however, regards night shift as a necessary evil and 
Iwould not see it abolished until some effective measures are taken to 
isolve the problem of unemployment. Some provision has also to be 
tmade for meeting a tempomry increase in the demand for cloth. -Again. 
I so long as night shifts is resorted to elsewhere. employers consider it 
necessary to adopt it in order to mainbin their co~etiti:V.tU»J,plJocity. 
Nor can the fact be ignored th.q,t the increasing adoption of rationaliza
tion and the introduction of labour saving machinery may lead to 
increasing unemployment./This techn~ogic~L1lI!empl0Y!Dent may. 
to a certain extent, be met ":oy a resort to night shifC'1rherefore, the 
problem before u~ resolves itself into one not of abolishing rugliniliift 
but of BOreguIating it as to secure the maximum advantage to the 
industry with the minimum discomfort to the worker. )The general 
trend of evidence before us was to el!lphasize the need for such regulation 
of the workins of night shift. 

PAYMENT OF EXTRA WAGES. . 
Before we formulate our proposals regarding the regulation of night 

shifts, it is necessary to examine thE; question of the payment of additional 
wages to workers on night shifts. Except in one or two mills, no extra 
remuneration is paid to workers on night shifts. The Gokak Mills 
pay an extra allowance to induce workers to do night shift work. 
and so do the Narayandas Chunilal Mills at Gadag. The representatives 
of the workers in all centres made a demand for an additional ,,-age 
for night work. The Textile Labour Association;. Ahmedabad, justified 
th is demand mainly on the ground of the unnatural and arduous character 
of night work. .. If the society or. industrY .. , it contended, "wants for 
its own purpose to draft a particular section of workers for this type of 
work, it is but proper that such workers should get higher remuneration 
to compensate them for the special handicap incidental to night ~ork 0 •• 

Other grounds for this demand were: insecurity of employment, greater 
incidence of sickness, less production by piece wor~ ers. necessity for 
incurring additional expenditure on tea. or coffee to keep awake and 
on food purchased from hotels owing to the difficulty of getting it from 
home. The representatives of labour found additional support for their 
!iemand in the practice which prevailed in certain mills, before .1933. 
of paying extra remuneration to night workers. The representative 
of the Narayandas Chunilal' Mills at Gadag stated that higher wages 
were paid to the workers for night shift because of the extra strain 
involved. The management of the Gokak Mills said that they had only 
partial night shift working for short periods and paid extra remuneration. 
for night work in order to attraclllabour owing to the difficulty of recruit· 
ment. the mill being surrounded by an entirely agricultural tract. They 
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were not, howev~r,' in favour of paying extra remuneration :When night 
shift was worked regularly over an extended period with a change~o~~r, 
The representatives of Employers in the inaiist'r1"t~i!;ti(nhe d(mand 
for additional wages. They explained that, before 1933, certain mills, 
in order to attract good labour, offered.the incentive either of an extra 
allowance or of shorter hours than were usual on the day shift. With.the; 
reduction in the number of weekly hours of work since 1935, the n~cessity 
for shortez hours or ~xtra pay for night shift workers, thEy said, 
disappeared. But the main reason for the opposition of mill-ownHs to 
the payment of an extra allowance for night work was stated to be the 
~p~a.c~tlt thUIW!l§tQ1'b,paIlt. It was urged that if they were 
C'ompmt 0 pay liigher wages to night workers, it might not be worth 
their while to continue night shift. It was further urged that in no 
other industry were .higher wages paid to the workers on night 
shift. Another ar~nt advanced was that, with the adoption of 
a system 'If change-over, the justification for higher wages would .not 
exist. 

The practice of paying higher wages for night shift does not obtain 
in most countries. The only two exceptions we have been able to find 
are South Africa and Australia where in wage awards applying to the 
textile industry an extra allowance is aid for' . In Jlouth 
Africa the law lays own t at the texti e worker should get 10 per cent. 
extra allowance if he is employed on nighf shift for more than three days 
per week in two or more consecutive weeks. Under an Award ofJ.he 
Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration of Australia ...... for 
the textile industry, extra payment has.tO' be made for night work. 
(Having given careful consideration to all aspects of the question, 

we do not suggest an extra payment for night work. We hold that the 
proposals that we make for the regulation of night shifts will adequately 
safeguard the interests of the wor~ers, without placing on the industry 
the burden of additional wages. 

LIMITATION OF HOURS. 
We no~ proceed to deal with the crux of the problem of night shift, 

namely, the limitation of hours. The problem is how to safeguard the 
interest of the workers without depriving the industry of the advantages 
[)f the shift system. The Bombay Provincial Trade Union Congress 
Ilrged that night shift should be of seven hours' duration, and wages and 
iLliowances should be so arranged that the seven hour working did not 
result in a fall in earnings. The Textite Labour Association, Ahmedabad, 
rreferred that employment should be restricted, as far as possible; t~ 
~ours between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m., but, recognising that this was not 
[easible at the present moment, it suggested thai rught work should be 
~mited to eight hours and no factory should work later than 2 a.m. 
rhe Ahmedabad Mill Kamdar Union and the Sholapur Lal Bavta 
lirni Kamgar Union urged the prohibition of work betwem 12 midnight 
md 6 a.m.' Individual workers who were examined were generally of 
ihe view that night shift should end at midnight ... 
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According ,to the' information specially .compiled for us by the 
International Labour Office, night shift is regulatE d in many countries 
in order to compensate the workers in some mfasure for the discomfort 
attaching to shift work. Thus, in Brazil, whm the three shift SystE m 
is applied to textile mills, the. first shift works 8f hours and the 
next'two shifts 6£ hours each; where two shifts are adoptfd, the first 

. works eight hours and tlie second seven. In Czechoslovakia whm night 
shifts were worked the working week was restricted to five nights. 
In Bulgaria, the shifts are regulated as follows : 

T·wo Shift System--

First Shift 

Second Shift 

.. 5 a.m. to 2 p.m. 

.. 2 p.m. to 11 p.m. 

One hour's rest is included in both cases. The shifts must change 
over each week.' 

Three Shift System
First Shift 
Second Shift 
Third Shift 

5 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
2 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
11 p.m. to 5 a.m. 

The first two shifts include one hour's rest. The third shift is a six-bour 
shift without a break. The shifts must change over each week, so that 
the first two, have a weekly rest of 48 consecutive hours and the third 
a consecutive rest of 36 hours and no work on Sunday night. 'Ihe rf[ort 

,of the Washington Tripartite TEchnical Confu£llce on the TExtile 
IIndustry refers to the recent tendency to sho _ lUS of work Bnd to 
increase wages.,,~Jl:eJ?,shift working is in.troc[Jic(d.-, In the tEX u~y 
,«."{tiMe Jl'iiitaitHvtrere shi:ft'WOr1tiriglift~tn introduc( d, it was g£110 ally 
accompanied by a rfduction in the length of the working wuk. and in 
most cases this reduction in t~e working week was accomrani<dby 
an adjustment of wages, so that the worbrs f€ceiwd wagES for forty
eight hours, though working a shorter week. It may 1:e added Hat 
the1'lecond shift ended at 10 p.m. The two-shift syst(m was aiandonfd 
in the cotton trade in Great Britain after the war of 1914-18. 'I he 
two-shift system (between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.) for. women and young 
persons has been applied in some of the undertakings in the wool and 
'rayon factories. Most shifts work eight hours including at least half 
an hour for meals. As the wor~ stopa at 2 p.m. on Saturday, the 
working week for the mornfug shift is only 43 hours (71 hours on five 
days in the week and 5t hours on' Saturday) and that of the afternoon 
shift only 371 hours .. The shifts change over every fortnight, so that, 
the average working week of both shifts is 401 hours. In Italy, in the 
cotton industry, hours of work in' undertakings working two or three 
shifts are 371 in the week •. paid for as 40. Another system prevailing 
in the Italian textile industry is that of working three six-hour ,shifts 
between 5 a.m. and 11 p.m. In Spain. where two shifts are employed. 
weekly hours of work are 45 'for each, and where three shifts are employed, 
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42 hours for each. In th~ United Stat~s of America, as a rule, the LabouJ' 
Code prohibits the working of productive maphinery for more than 
two 40-hour shifts each -week. . 

Thus, if the practice in these countries is taken as a guide, the need 
for ~duction of hours in ~W lYSlrk b~~m'lB p!ndQU$. In fact, workers' 
orgaIiiZatlons throughout the world have in recent years been carrying on 
a campaign for a 40-hour week. Dr. H. M. Vernon(l), taking note of this 
ag tation, recommends the wide-spread adoption of the two-shift system 
(between G·a.m. and 10 p.m.) as offering a. means of reducing hours 
of work, which involves little or no reduction of wages, which is not 
unacceptable to employers and which is suited alike to conditions oj 
trade depression and to times of trade revival. A modification of the 
two-shift system on the lines suggested by Dr. Vernon so that the second 
shift closes as early as possible at night would best meet our requirements. 
It would enable the worker to use", considerable part of the night fOJ 
sleep and would thus largely mitigate the evils of night work. It would 
also not impose any considerable handicap on the industry. 

We, therefore, recommend that textile mills must cease work f01: 
a period of at least six consecutive hours between the hours of 
12 midnight and 7 a.m. except when a three-shift system is permitted 
and that a. two-shift system should be allowed only on the basis of two 
shifts of 81 hours eacIJ., exclusive of half an hour's interval for rest for 
each shift. This recommendation, we believe, will not only adequately 
meet the object;ons to-night shift, without involving its entire abolition, 
but it will also secure to the employers all the advantages of two-shift 
work. To the workers·_an additional advantage of the arrangement 
recommended by us is that they will be required to be on the mill 
.premises, at night as. well as during the day, for nine hours only instead. 
of ten as at present. It. was -urged in evidence that the workers would 
not like to begin work at 6 a.m., especially in winter, as that would 
entail their rising from bed' at 4-30. or 5 a.m. Especially for women 
workers, 6 a.m. would be, it was stated, very inconvenient as they 
had to do household work. We have taken account of this objection 
on the part of the workers and our recommendation makes it possible 
for work to commence even as late as 7 a.m. The Bcheme we recommend 
is not entirely new to the industry. A shift system on somewhat similar 
lines prevails in a group of mills in Ahmedabad, v .. ith the management 
of which Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai is associated, where, however, on one 
day in the week the workers have to work ten hours instead of 8! in 
both the shifts. We were aSsured by the representatives . of the 
Ahmedabad Millowners' Association that if the Committee recommended 
the shift system devised by Mr. Kasturbhai the Association would be 
prepared to adopt it. The Marwadi Chamber of Commerce also favoured 
this system. Already in some mills in Ahmedabad a working week of 
52! hours prevails and the view of the representatives of the SholapW; 
mills in favour of an 81 hour shift at night is definite. Mr. Gordhanbhal 

U) Article by Dr. H. M. Vernon on .. The DeveloI ILfDt of the 'Iwo.EhiU System in 
Great Britain" published in the" International Lal,our Review". February 1934. 
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I. Patel, Manager of the New'Shorrock Mills, Nadiad,~as of opinion 
that a slight reductio:q of hours of working at night would not affect 
production. What would be lost by this reduction would, he thought, 
be gained in ,quality and regularity of attendance. In this connection, 
we may refer to the statement ~de by the Employers' Delegate of the 
United States of America at ~he Washington Tripartite Technical 
Conference on the Textile Industry that the reduction of hours 

=
d facilitated a change-over from a single shift to a two-shift system 
d that the latter systeII} had now become fairly general in that 

ountry(l). 

DESIRABILITY OF CHANGE-OVER SYSTEM. 

The disadvantages of night shift become p'"onounced because, in most 
instances, workers have to do n'ght work continuously without 
a change-over. In August 1939, 18 mills out of 38 mills working night 
shift in Bombay had a change-over system. In Ahmedabad, the 
change-over system is adopted in certain departments in seven mills 
out of 44 mills working night shift. , The representatives o~ the Mill
owners' Association, Bombay, held the view that there was a great 
deal to be said in favour of a change-over system where night shift 
work was more or less permanent, but they referred to certain practical 

,difficulties in the way of int~oducing the change-over system in some 
departments. The representatives of the Ahmedabad Millowners' 
Association endorsed this view and were prepared to work a fortnightly 
change-over system if the workers agreed. The representatives of the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay, were not in favour of a legal enactment, 
while Mr. Kasturbhai thought that that was the. only way in which 

'a change-over system could be smoothly worked.' Mr. Johnstone was 
of opinion that if night shifts were regulated, the change-over should 
be made compulsory. A large number of women are employed in the 
winding and reeling departments, and as, under the Indian Factories 
Act, women cannot be employed at night, it is not possible to have 
a change-over system for these two departments. In some mills, 
especially outside Bombay, a few women are employed 1n some other 
departments also. ' As regards winding and reeling work, i~ w~s admitted 
by several witnesses that it could be done in the day in sufficient quantity 
to render the working of these two departmenta during the night 
unnecessary. In the group of mills under the agency of Messrs. E. D. 
Sassoon & Co., Ltd., women workers on day shift complete all the 
winding and reeling required both for day and night work. The number 
of women in other departments is too small to stand in the way of 
a change-over system being adopted. It was also urged that some mills 
did not work all the departments or the same number of looms or 'pindles 
at night as during the day and, therefore, found it d'fficult to have 
a change-over system. But this difficulty is capable of being met, with 
8ome,adjustments. 

IU .. The World Textile Industry ", Volume II, publishtd by the Int£lDatic.na1 
Labour Office, 1937, page 262. 
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The opinion among labour representatives on the subject of Ilhange
over was divided, but they all agreed on the need for" change-over 
with effective sl!ofeguards for permanent day workers. Mr. Dange, for' 
instance, said that where night shift had been agreed to by the workers, 
a . c~nge-over could ~rtainly be adopt~d., If there was any 
objection from any section of the workers, It should be inquirtd into' 
and met; but he added that as representatives of labour they had some 
responsibility towards the night shift workers also and should influence 
and impress upon the day shift workers that "as members of the same 
fraternity they should see that they also ~ork in a suitable manner". 
The Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, stated -that there was no 
unanimity of opinion among workers on, the question of change-over 
and that unless security of employment was guaranteed to the day 
workers, it was unfair eve~ to suggest to them to do night work. 
The Association was, therefore, of the view that the acceptance of the 
~hange-over system should be left to the option of both day and night· 
workers and added that th~ day workers would not rejtct it if the 
Committee recommendedj;horter hours of work for night shift with higher 
ear.nings. ")During oral examination, the: Association's representllotives 
said thafl'fi the hoUrs of work were reduced and better conditions of work 
assured, the appeal to day workers to accept a change-over system would 
fall on willing ears. 

The difficulty of the change-over from the point of view of permanent 
day workers deserves consideration. The night shift system may not 
be permanent and the day workers are naturally apprehensive that under 
a change-over system, when night shift is stopped, they may be dismissed 
without regard to tlle length of their service. Workers who are engaged 
for night work are ,naturally in favour of a change-over system. The: 
ad vantages of a change-over system from the point of view of the workers 
on night shift are definite and clear. It gives to workers periodic relief, 
from the irksomeness of night work and it may be an effective measure 
to induce them to accept night shift. It may reduce labour turnover 
and absenteeism. On the other hand, we realize the force'of the 'day 
workers', disinclination to a change-over system. We, therefore, 
recommend ,that whenever night shift in a factory is stopped, workers 
should be. retained in employment according to the length 
of their service. This is now provided f9r.. jn the standing 
orders settled by the Industrial Court'for the cotton textile industry. 
On this ques~ion there was unaniinity among the spokesmen of empIOyer~ 
and workers. This safeguard will meet the main objection of the worker 
to a change-over, and we; therefore, recommend that the change-ove 
should be made compulsory by law. In occupations where women ar 
employed, the Chief Inspector of Factories may, in exceptional 
circumstances, permit men working on night shifts, on jobs or machines 
attended to by women workers during the day, to .be -continuously 

~
PIOyed on night work. Where the number of workers employed on 

. ght shift in a mill does not exceed fifty or ten per cent. of the to~al 
umber of employees; whichever is less, the Chief Inspector of Factories 
. y allow such workers to be ,engaged continuously on nigh~ shift 

for a period not exceeding six months. As regards the pellod of 



change-ov~r, there seemed to be a consells~ -bf opinion 'tlJ~t- it sbould 
be a month." We recommend that the period J:Je fixf.d at one month as 
it has to be a sufficiently long one ttl afford 1he workers a chance of 
becoming accustomed to altered hours and habits: ~ 
REGULATION OF NIGHT SHIFTS. 

At present the working of night shift is be}un and ·endrd at the 
,discretion of the employers. Under the existing factory lfgislation llne 
. is no control exercised by Government in this respfct. All that 
an employer is required to .. do is to intimate to the Chief Inspector of 
Factories the starting of night shift. This is in accordance with the 
practice in other countries, in most of which, until r~{])ily, thfle was 
no special regulation of night work and the emplOyer was not l;ound by 
law to obtain a Pefmit or to notify the authorities whfn starting night 
shifts. Where shift work is subject to regulation, the rulfs aFPly either 
to women or young persons or to men engaged in continuous process 
~ork. The reason is that the tendency in most countries is 
to discourage the working of more than one shift in non-continuous 
processes save in -special circumstances. Recently, however, some 
counotries-have brought night shift under control, the notable instances 
being the Irish Conditions of Employment Act of 1936 and the provisions 
of the Award of the Australian Court of Arbitration for the textile 
industry. 

We think the present position, so far as starting night work is 
concerned, is unsatisfactory, and' we recommend that a system of 
licensing should be adopted with a view to ensure that the/minimum 
requirements regarding lighting, dining accommodation as we II as working 
conditions generally are satisfied. Before permissiorl. is given for starting 

: night shift, an inquiry must be made by the Chief Insp€ctor of Factories 
who should be notified at least fifteen days before night shift is intmded 

. to be started. The regulations regarding lighting, dining accommodation, 
etc., must be definite and m~st be strictly enforced. 

We have referred elsewhere to the spasmodic manner in which night 
shifts have been worked resulting, in several instances, in considerable 
unemployment and economic disturbance among the workers. This 
can be prevented by making it a condition of the li<;ehse-_ that night 
shUt work should continue for a certa,~ __ ~Um.:. pesiod. The 
Textile Labour Association, Aliiiiea8.bad;' suggested that the employer 
should give a guarantee before starting night shift that it would be 
worked for at least six months. Mr. Dange was of the same opinion. 
Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai was in favour of regulating the periods during 
which night shifts might be worked. The Chief Inspector of Factories 
laid special stress on the need for providing a minimum period during 
which night shift was to be worked, and, according to him, this should 
be from six to nine months. We think this may prove to be too long 
a period for several mills to continue to work with profit, especially 
if the night shift had been resorted to to meet a temporary demand 
\for goods. We,. therefore, reco~end that o~c.e any t}fle of ~ghtJ 
!work is started It should -be contmued for a mmlmum perIOd of thre~ 
months. The Chief Inspector of Factories may, however, be empowered 
to permit, in exceptional circumstances, the working for shorter periods 
of night shift which involves the employment. of not more than one 
hundred workers. .: 
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(~lIied to this question, is that of the' minimum period for notice of 
closure ~f ni::~'ht shifts. 'It ~as suggested. 01. he~alf of labourth:"t three 
months notIce should be gIven qefore mght shift was closed, In order 
t6 ensble the workers to see~ ~mploym.ent. Mr. Johnstone 
considered this period rea80naDIe.· The 'employers' representa.tives 
realized that the presep.t period of notice, namely, a fortnight,' was 
insufficient and they were prepared to extend it to one month. They, 
however, -opposed a further extension on the ground that a Budden 
~ might make the continuance of night shift financially 
undesirable. It was also suggested that a louger notice might encourage 
sabotage on the part of workers. About this suggestion, Mr. Banker 
said that there had been no instance of such sabotage and that it was 
not in keeping with the general nature of the working class in India. 
Mr. Pryde also said that he had not heard of any.f\!stance where, in 
such circumstances, the workers had caused damage to cloth or 
machinery. Besides, if the workers were inclined to cause damage. 
they could do so even when the period of notice was a fortnight. The 
representatives of the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association in this 
connection made another suggestion that, in order to avoid the' spasmodic 
working of night shift, any mill which closed down night shift shl>uld 
not be perInitted to restart it within a period of six months of its closing 
down. ' This, howe;er .. does not meet the needs of the situation inasmuch 
as it might prevent a mill from restarting for six months even though 
c~ in the meanwhile may have justified the resumption. 
Having provided that the minimum period for the working of night shift 
should be three months, we do not think it is neces8/I.Iy or desirable that 
a longer notice than that of a month should be given to permanen~ 
workers for the closing down of night shift. . 

We do not favour the working of three shifts, as it involves work 
after midnight. We recognize, however, that there may be exceptional 
circumstances justifying three shifts, and we, therefore, recommend 
that speciaUicenses may be givenl>y the Chief Inspector of Factories 
for working of three shifts provided the factory concerned is prepared to 
continue the shifts for a sufficiently long period. Special perInission 
may also be given for work to be done between midnight and 7 a.m. 
for certain departments, such as the engine room. 
DRAWING-IN DEPARTMENT./' 

There is onlll department, however, in which night work should, in 
no circumstances, lle permitted, and that is the dra~g-in department. 
The Gujarat Sarni Kanidar ASBociation of Ahmeda'Ilad urgea, that it 
was not desirable for workers to work at night in this department because 
,the work involved considera.ble strain on the eye. It also said that 
the drpwing-in work could be done during the day in sufficient qua:n,tity 
to meet the requirements of two shifts. As a. ma.tter of fact, the 
ma.jority of the mills in Ahmedabad did not work night shift in this 
department. We do not think that there would be any serious practi~al 
difficulty in getting all the work required for two shifts done dur~g 
the day in this department, especially as the amount of ~he capItal! 
expenditure involved in extend~ this department would, be verr sma.ll • 

• Bk ~ 26-1; ,. . 
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WDlDDfG AID REELIlfG DEP~RTMEIfTS. I 

A large n~ber· of women are e~ployed in the winding and reeling 
departments, and 'as night work ~ot ~omen is prohibited under the 
Indian Factories Act, someemplo~g urged this fact 'as apractica.l 
difficulty in the way of a change-()vel'system: We have alread)t provided 
for men working in place of women ~t :aight to be allowed to be employed 
continuously in night shifts. This is, however, undesirable as a regular 
practice. The difficulty has been overcome by several mills by getting 
all winding· and reeling work d9ne during the day time. We recommend 
that, &8 far &8 possible, wiading and reeling work should be completed 
during the day. 
ALL-INDIA REGULA:rION 01' NIGHT SHIFTS. 

The Millowners' Association, Bombay, in its memorandum, while 
recognizing the acfvantages of night shift, pointed out that there were 
inherent dangers in the unlimited working of night shifts and stated that 
there was no effective machinery to ensure its regulation on an all-India 
basis. In a subsequent cha.pter we consider the question of regulating 
production. But this is only one aspect of all-India regulation of night 
shift. The other aspect is that if the statutory conditions ·under which 
night shift is permitted in one province do not exist in other provinces, 
the competitive capacity of mills in that province may suffer. It was thi~ 
cons. id. eration which prompted representatives of employers to urge that, 
if the workiIig of night shifts was to be regulated by law, tho law must b 
an all-India one applicable to every province. This view deserve 
c&reru1-;~onsidoratiolf"an({'"'we~'8iiggestthat the All-India Industrial 
Council, the early establishment of which is urged by us, should! 
examine the question of regulating night shift for the whole country, 
Obviously, all-India action on this subject, if it could be secured 
without much delay, would be welcome. On the other hand, it has 
to be remembered that the provinces are now competent to undertake 
labour legislation and there is much to be said in favour of the view 
that if one province gives a lead in regulating night shifts other 
provinces . will follow suit. We, therefore, recommend t}lat 
legislation on the lines suggested by us be undex:t,aken in the 
Province of Bombay as early as possible. 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF SHIFTS. . 

, The single and the double shift are the two main systems prevailing 
in the cotton textile industry .in this Province. There- .are, however, 
other systems which are employed in some mills, The three-shift system 
is adopted by some mills of the Sassoon Group for the weaving depart-

, ment only. Each shift lasts for 7! hours, including half an hom's rest,. 
1 and there is half an hour's inte't\'albetween each shift. We have in 
a preceding paragraph recommended that such a system should not 
be Permitted except under 8. special license, as it involves working 
between midnight and 7 a.m. A different method of working known as 
the" Relay System" obtains chiefly in Ahmedabad. In this system 
there if'fl6iltmuous work even during rest intervals. This uninterrupted 
'rork is sec~lled by dividing wOfkers into two or more groups with different 
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rest in~rva~ so that while one group is having reat, the work of that 
group IS carned OD. by the others ju addition to their own. Another 
variation was .toot follow~ ~y'~ ~hri Ram M~ in Bombay. The 
adv~ta~e clalDled ~or. this s1stem :'trae ,that the rught shift ended. at 
12 Dlldnight. The tlDllngs of the ~wo'shifts were 8S follows: 

i'ir8t Shift-

6 &om. to }f~ 1100·r 
3 p.m. to 11 p.m. ..1 b )-. 

Second Shift-

11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
7 p.m. to 12 midnight . ::} 9 hours. 

A still different system obtains in the laY8shankar Mills, Barsi, the 
shifts being arranged as follows: 

• 
Day Shift-

Batches. Starting time •• Stopping time •• IntervAl. for lest. 

A 6-30 a.m. 7-30 p.m. ... 9-30 to 1-30 p.m~ 

B Do. Do. 12-30 to 4-30 p.m; 

C Do. 
I . 
~-30p.m. 12-30 to 1~30 p.m. 

D 9-30 a.m. , . 7-30 p.m. 12-30 to 1-30 p.m. 

The systems described above may have the advantage of uninterrupted 
working of the machinery and of stoppage "of work by midnight, 
but they possess serious drawbacks from the point· of view of the 
workers. They are liable to abuse by the employment of :workers 
for hours beyond those permitted by the Indian Factories Act., Again, I 
in systems where shifts are split, the larger spread-over is most 

. inconvenient to the workers unless· they stay very near the mills. 
Either they have to waste considerable time in walking to and from 

. their houses or to re~in in the compound of the mills doing.nothing. 
If they are not able to go home and rest, they have to be away from 
it and members of their family for a much longer time thaIJ. when they 
are on the ordinary shift. The representatives of both the Bombay 

. and the Ahmedabad Millowners' Associations did not favour such systems 
which have also been disapproved. of by the ROYILI Commission pn Labour 
in India. LWe recommend that ~1l mul?ple shift systems ~h?uld \lei 
prohibited except the double straIght shift, and the tliree-shift srstt'~ 
under a special license.'" 

~ BI< & 26--1~~ 



CHAPTFm VIII. 

RATIONALIZ1l-TIOJ(~ 
, . 

DEFINITION OF THE TERM .. RATIONALIZATION ", 

One of our ten$ of reference directs ,us to make recommendq,tions 
regarding "the measures which the employers, the employees and t.he 
Government should take 'to improve the wage level." An important' 
measure for this purpose, is what is known in modern industrial 
economy as " rationalization ". Everybody connected with the 
management of an industrial concern speaks nowadays of rationalization, 
but this expressi~n is used in such a variety of meanings that a discussion . 
about it tend.s to result in confusion unlesl its exact connotation is 
defined beforehand. 

According 'to ita etymological meaning" rationalization, means any 
measure or method which is based on "reason, that is to say, any reasoned 

~
rocess as j),pposed to a merely empirical, traditional or haphazard 
rocess, "'Taking reason as the basis of science, it may mean any 
cientific, as opposed to an unscientific, process. In this, its widest, 

sense, it may apply to all processes or methods used in all sciences. 
We are concerned with its use in methods pertaining to business or 
industrial organization· and here also it is described in a variety of 
ways. The aim of the industrialist is to produce goods with as much 
profit as. can be obtained in tl;j,e prevalent circumstances, and from 
this standpomt his success would be measured by his efficiency in 
that direct~on:· This would depend upon: 

/(1) the efficiency of machines ln'the production of articles with as 
Tittle cost and as much ra~ as possible; in other words, with 
Diiiiiiii'iim of cost and maximum l>i 'Output; 
J (2) the efficiency of men working on different processes in tun\ing 
out the largest quantity of products of given ,types ; and 

j (3) the efficiency of m~nagement in pi;venting waste and eliminating 
unnecessary costs. ' 

• The various definitions of rationalization as applied to industry have 
In,id different degrees of stress on one of these forms of efficiency or 
the other. It is not necessary to examine all these definitions here. 
It is sufficient to give a few definitions which have been laid down by 
leading industrial institutions and conferences after matl1r~consideration. 

, One of the earliest of':1;hese is the one adopted by tJie International 
Economic Conferenee which met at Geneva in :May 1927 .(1) ~ It defined 
rat.ionalization as "the methods of technique and 0.{ organisation 
designed to secure the minimum waste of either effort or material. It 
includes the scientific organisation of labour, standardisation 'both of 
material and of products; simplification of processes and improvements 

m "The Social Aspects of Rationalisation ", publisht'd hy HIt' IntnnatiNI8,l Labol1f 
Office, 1931. pa~e 6, ' 
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in the system of t;:ansport and Illarketing h •• Th~ Coufe~cllcc Itl~o 
coneideredthat rationalizatioll: aims simultaneously: . .' 

~ (1) At securing the ma.ximum efficiency of labour with the 
minimum of effort ;' . 

"12> At facilitating by a reduction in the variety of patterns (where 
such variety offers no obvious advantage) the design, manufacture, 
use and replacement of standardised parts ; 

"'(3) At avoiding waste of raw materials and power; 
'1~} At simplifying the distribution of goods; • 
15) At avoiding in distribution unnecessary transport, burdensome 

financial charges and ~e useless interposition of riUddlemeri." 
. The Conference also considered that judicious and constant applicatjim 

. of ~ation~ation is calculated to secure: . 
~' (1) To the community greater stability a.nd a. higher standard in 

the conditione o-r life; • . 
.,.;;' 

(2) To the consumer lower prices and goods more carefully adapted 
to general requirements; 
. "(3) To the various classes of producers higher and steadier remunera
tion to be equitably distributed among them." 

This definition and description of the aims of ratioIUlolization. was 
approved by the International Labour"ponference at its Eleventh Session 
in 1928. In 1931, the International Labour Office at Geneva issued a publi
cation containing a series of studies and reports entitle\lr" The Socia] 
Aspects of Rationalisation", l-'is stated therein V"Rationalisation 
means that, instead of tmditional prpcesses, ~ablishe<l-routine! empiricaJ 
rules, and improvi(!atiQns"u~~Je of methods that are .the {rUlt ot 
atientscientific study and aim at the 0 timum ad'ustment of meallS to 
en B, ttuB securmg that every effort produces the max;wllw use 11 

~tB .(1). . , 

. Definitions of ratioIUlolization have alBo been attempt~ by responsible 
authorities in various industrial countries. I~~~~~ny, which can be 
regarded as the birth-place of ratioIUlolization,. the National Efficiency 
Board described it in 1933 as ~he knowledge, testing and employment 
of all the means of increasing efficiencY,in the sense of the one best way 
to do work, which are f'.lIliished by science, technical development, 
economy, organisation, and every other bran~h of human activity ".(2) 

The German La.bour Front described the aim ·of rationalization in 1936 
as placing man in the centre of the working p~ocess, requi~ing reasonable 
performance, comba.ting' waste and bringing enthusiasm ,into work. 
In the same year the Czechoslovak National Managelll~nt Committee 
described it' as "a systematic, reasoned and· 8cieJltifically organised 
attempt 'Qnomisitw~.Jlllla1!.~'iliYand eBp~cially econ~mic activity, 
80 as to lDl-prove the quality and lower the prICe of product,! and thm 
increase the general wel1-bein~'" .(3) -

In France, the French National MaIUlogement Committee described 
ratioIUlolization as "first of 0.11 revising human activities witJi~ view tic: 

(1) Page 1. . 
<II .. Intemation&l L&bour Review", April 1938, p&ge 429. 
m Ibid, p&ge 429. 
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replacing rout~ne B:nd emp.irica.l practices by pr~ctices strictly adapted 
to their end by a process of reasoning and basep.' on scientific research ; 
it also means endeavouring as far as possible to strike a balance between 

. the di1ierent elements in the economic system; "while scientific manage
ment was meant to be "the application of the experimental scientific 
methods calculated to produce the best results' with the minimum of 
means ".(~ 

......... .A.lthough the ce~tral idea in all these and other definitions was the 
same, ¥mely, the replacement of traditional and unsystematic routine 
methods by those of a scientific nature, some laid stress on scientific 
management, some on organization and others on efficiency as the basis 
for rationalization: It was felt that a clarification of the different phrases 
used .in describing rationalization was necessary, and the Governing 
Body of the International Labour Office at Geneva asked its Advisory 
Committee on Management to give exact definitions of the basic terms. 
This Committee, which was composed of representatives of Governments, 
employers and workers and was assisted by'hperts, adopted the following 
definitions in !IIay 1937(2): . 

.. / "I. Management, Scientifio.:Management. 
"(a) Management is the complex of the continuous co-ordinated 

activities by means of which any undertaking or any administrative 
or other service, public' or private, is conducted. 

(b). Scientific management is management based on principles 
and methods that are the outcome of scientific research. 

" "II. Organisation,' Organisatio~ scientifique (qu travail) '. 
(a) Organisation is the complex of activities the object of which 

is to achieve the optimum co-ord~tion of the functions of any 
undertaking, or any administrative or other service, public or private. 

(b) 'Organisation scientifique' is organisation based on principle! 
apd methods that are the outcome of soientific research. 

(0) 'Organisation scientifique du travail' is the" complex of the 
co-ordinated actions the object of which is to achieve and maintain 
the optimum arrangement of work in any underlaking or any 
administrative or other service, public or private. 

~. "III. Rationalisation. . 
. (a) Rationalisation in general is any reform. tending to replace 

habitual antiquated practices by means or met~.ods based <In 
systematic reasoning. .., 

(b) Rationalisation in the narrowest sense is any teform of an 
undertaking, administrative or other service. public or private, 
tending to replace habitual, antiquated practioes by means and 
methods based on systematic ;repsoning. , 

(c) Rationalisation in a wider _sense is a reform which takes 
& group of business undertakings as a unit and tends to reduce the 
waste and los8 due to unbridled competition by conoerted action 
based on systematic reasoning. . • • 

------~----- -_._ ... _'---- -..... _--
Ul "lIiternationall"aboiIrReView·". April 1938. page 428. 
ial .. Iu,ternational Labourlteview ,!\ August 1937~ page 251. 
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Cd) Rationalization in the widest sense ja & reform tending to 
apply means and methods based on systematic ~easoning to the 
collecti~? activitie~ of l.arg~ economic and ~cial groups." 

These definitions of ratlonalizatlon and other alll(:d terms are the result 
of deliberations of experts on this subject. and may be taken as autho
ritative for the purposes of our discussion. It is necessary to bear in 
mind that, according to these definitions, rationalization even in ita 
narrowest sense does not consist of one isolated method, -but is 
a combination of concerted and organiz~ methods all of which tofYether 
constitute one continuous process. "'The adoption of labour':avin~~ 
practices, the installation of up-to-date machinery and the amalgamatio 
of concerns are different aspects of the whole proc~!J$ of rationalization 
. The installation of up-to-date machinery resulting in the displacemen. 
of workers does not by itself mean that the industry is rationalized 
trnless means are simultaneously devised by a process of reasoning and 
research to absorb the increased output and the released laboui force. 
the so-called reform may harm rather than benefit the industry and tIle 
community. Such. a change is ~pseudo-rationalization and not genuinel 
rationalization . ..r'l'he rational method as opposed to an empirical method! 
takes account of the far-reaching effects of economic. technical as weI, 
as social factors involved in the change known as rationalization. Much 
of ' the prejudice and opposition of the workers tOt the introduction of 
rationalization methods is evidently due to the piecemeal and un
scientific application of rationalization. We pursue this point later on in 
this chapter. Here we only wish to emphasize the necessity of having 
a correct apprecil+tion of what i! meant by " rationalization". 

It will be apparent from this discussion that rationalization has a wider 
as well as a. narrower meaning.. In its wider sense it means a reform in 
the various concerns in an ;ndustry taken together for the purpose of 
reducing waste and loss by concerted action. In its narrower sense it 
means a reform in a particular industrial unit for substituting y~economic 
and inefficient practices by systematic and scientific methods. In one 
aspect of the latter sense, rationalization means improvement in.....labour 
JLrod~~d efficiency, and all reforms of this type are grouped 
together and have been called "efficiency systems" in Bombay.· It 
has been contended that such efficiency schemes are different from 
rationalization. We do not think that, according to. the latest 
comprehensive definition given by the International Labour Offioo, 
efticiency schemes can be taken out of the sphere of rationalization. We, 
therefore, use the term rationalization 8S including efficiency 8Chemes~ 
and we propose to diVide the treatment of the subject into three parts: i 

•• / (1) Inc;ease in production per man and machine and its relation ~ 
. wages; .' . I 
v' (2) Improvement in the efficiency of workers and III workingj 

conditions; and . 
" (3) Financial and industrial reorganization. 
W~ have treated each of these three parts separately. In the present 
cha.pter we shall deal with labour productivity and improvement in 
.working condition's. . 
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Having seen, what rationalization means, we proce~d to deal briefly 
with the history of rationalization, with special reference to the cotton 
textile industry, in some of the countries in which it has been introduced. 

EXTENT OF RATIONALIZATION IN OTHER COUNTRIES. • Hationalization can be truly said to be one of the results of the Great 
War. Reduction of costs and measures of efficiency being of the essence 
of rationalization, it was natural that it -should have been initiated at 
a time of extreme depression and industrial paralysis, as part of the 
determined effort to reconstrnct the economic foundations of industrial 
organization. After the war, Germanyf'ound itself in desperate straits 
and had to adopt drastic methods of reform and reorganization. This 
movement for reconstruction was started in 1920-21 and was known in 
Germany as "Wirtschaftlichkeit" which canlbe rendered in English 
as " system of efficiency". The spread of economic depression led to its 
adoption not only in European countries but also in America and 
Japan. In all large-scale industries, econ,omy and efficiency became th~ 
watchwords; the adoption of labour-saving devices, simplification an I 

standardization of products, improvement in the skill and efficiency 0 

workers and a number of allied reforms were sought to be introduced 
after a more or less scientific study of the physical as well as the human 
factors in industry. Ford and other industriali.sts considerably expanded 
certain industries-automobile, steel, chemicals, etc.-by the adoption 
of these methods. In the domain of the cotton textile industry, Japan 
and America introduced rationalization on a big scale. In England, 
however, it could not be adopted so successfully as it caused strikes 
and discontent among the workers who were thrown out of employment 
on a,ccount of the adoption of efficiency llleasures and who swelled the 
already large number of the unemployed textile workers. We shall 
briefly dwell here on the effect of rationa.iization on textile labour in 
these countries. 

In Japan, where rationalizaf.ion was put into force on a very large 
scale, its effects on production and employment during the decade 
1923-33 were as follows: Although the number of spindles increased from 
4,080,000 to 6,778,000, the number of workers on these spindles decreased 
from 163,000 to 129,000; the number of spindles per worker increased 
from 25 in 1923 to 52 in 1933 ; the production of yarn increased by about· 
42 per cent. and the at tput per wo' . w Imost doubled. In the 
weaVing section the looms lllcreased from 53,000 {) 4,000, while the 
number of weavers went down from 51,000 to 34,000; the number of 

'looms per worker increased from 1'04 to 2'17; the production of doth 
increased by about, f3uer cent. and the total output per .w~rker was 
Iilore than doulilIedY) It'SllOuld be noted here that the workmg hours 
which were 11 per day in 1923 were reduced to 10 in 1927 and further 
reduced to 8j in 1931. The increase in the productivity of labour was, 
therefore, greater than what these figures show. This rise in productivity 
is due to a combination of vl1rious factors not found in any other country, 
namely, installation of up-to-date modern plant, merger of undertakings 

(U "The World Textile Industry ", Volume J, publishl'd l)~ thE' InteIllRtioJlal I alOt r 
OfficI', 1937, page 299. '. 
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under one common management, closing down of several ine'ent 
~ce~revalence of a high standar 'I among wor ers together 
Witli"a comparatively low standard of living, grant of State subsidies, . 
standardization of products with vertical specialization and general 
improvement in the technique of production and management. It is 
to be noted, however, that, in llJlite of the vast increase in production and 
extension of plant, the effect of rationalization has been to' reduce 
employment in the textile industry, especially in its spinning branch 
where it fell by 11 per cent. between 1929 and 1936,11) 

In the United States of Am8Jica, also, the introduction of rationa.liza
don methods has increased labour productivity. Between 1923 and 1933 
the number of workers employed in the cotton textile industry fell byl 
20 per cent. and the average increase in productivity per worker was 
about 18 per cent. High draft spinning, high speed winding and warping, I 
and the system of allotting an increasing number of Jooms per weaver' 
have been introduced on a fairly big scale. 

In England the application of rationalization methods has not been 
80 extensive as in Japan and in the United States. High draft spinning 
was confined ~o only 27 per cent. of all spindles in 1936, while the 
corresponding proportions were nearly 100 per cent. in Japan and 
99 per cent. in the United States.(2) There was no appreciable 
modernization of plant or improvement· in organization. 

EXTENT OF RATIONALIZATION IN. THE PROVINCE OF BOMBAY. 

Rationalization in the form of" efficiency systems" was not attempted 
in the Province of Bombay till 1926 .. Before that year, no systematic 
effort was made to reduce the number of men on the machines or to 
improve their efficiency. In ring spinning each sider generally minded 
one side, the number of spindles in which varied from 120 to about 200. 
In weaving the two-loom system appears to have been generally 
prevalent, although in a few eases three and even: four looms were given 
to individual weavers. The numbers of weavers attending one, two 
and more looms as revealed by the earliest of the Labour Office inquiries 
were as set out in the following table: 

T.A.BLE No. 43. 
Number of One, l'U'o and More Loom, Weavers in the Provi'M8 of 

. . Bombay, e;,.,duding Indian States .. 
_______________________ 0 o~ ____ _ 

Yea~. -

1921 

1923 

.. I 
I 

·'1 

11oom. 

1,198 

2,637 

Number of weavers with 
Total 
No. of 

2100mB. : 31oolllB. I 4 looms. Weavers. 

41,121 399 287 I 43,005 

48,093. 431 t 178 I 51,3311 
I I ! 

(1l "Th~-World Textile Industl'Y h, Volum~ I, published by the lnterna~~bour 
Office, 1937, page 313. 

tlJ Ibid, page 305. 



'th~ Tariff Board (1927) referred to the necessity of increased 
efficiency and larger output per operative, especially for mills in Bombay 
Oity. It mentioned that the number of spindles looked after by each 
opera.tive in India was 180, while in Japan it was 240, in England 540 
to 600 and in the United States 1,120. The number of looms attended 
to by one weaver in Japan averaged 21, in the United Kingdom 4 to 6, 
in the United States 9, while in India it was usually 2.<1>. The qUlolity 
of the raw materia.l and the working conditions were unfavourable to 
the introduction of efficiency methods. To our knowledge, the first 
systematic .attempt at rationalization in Bombay was made by Messrs. E. 
D. Sassoon & 00.; Ltd., in 1926 in the M"anchester Mill. They extended 
the system to some other mills under their agency during the next three 
years. A detailed account of the manner and the circumstances in which 
rationalization was introduced will be found in the written statement 
on. the ~, Efficiency System" submitted. by the l\fillo:wncrs' Association, 
Bombay, to the Bombay Strike Enquiry Oommittee, 1928-29, and pub~ 
Ii shed as Appendix XII in its report. A perusal of that statement will 
show the difficulties which Messrs. E. D. Sassoon & 00., Ltd., had to 
encounter on account of the opposition offered by the workers, who were 
naturally aggrieved by the unemployment created. The measures 
initiated in the.Sassoon Group of Mills affected almost all departments, 
but principally ring spinning, where two sides were given to one worker, 
and weaving where the three-loom and four-loom systems were brought 
into force in tluee mill\,!.· Mr. Stones has in his evidence furnished us 
with a list of the efficiency measures introduced in the mills under the 
agency of Messrs. E. D. Sassoon and Oompany, Ltd., in the spinning 
as well as in the weaving department. These are as fono~ : 

l\Iixing Room 
Blow Room 
Oard Room 
Drawing Frames 
Roving Frames 
Ring Frames 

SPINNING DEPARTMENT. 

1 man to look after two hopper feeders. 
1 man to look after two scutchers~ 
1 man to mind 16 to 18 cardlf. 
2 men to look after 3 heads. 
1 man to look after 2 roving frames. 

1 man to look after two sides. 

Doffers and Tarwallas 1 man to look after 450 spindles on coarse 
counts and 600 spindles on fine counts. 

Winding (Grey) 

Warping 

Sizing 

Beaming 

WEAVING DEPARTMENT. 

No change except for adjustments in 
speed spindles per operative. 

',rwo frames per warper with . extra 
creelers where necessary. . 

One man per machine with extra Taper's 
labourers where necessary. 

No change except institution of" wire 
healds wit1l. adjusted dta wing. rates. 

(1) "Report of the Iu.dian Tarifi Board (1927) ". Volum.e I. fages 136-137. 
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Wearing Four looms to- & weaver with ceitaia 
facilities. also six to a weaver with 
certain facilities and adjustmeilt of 
hours. Also changes in jobbers' sec
tion with smash hands and beam. 
gaiters. 

Efficiency systems have been adopted by other mills in, Bombay and 
have gradually been extended in scope. Although the greatest progress 
has been achieved in the ring spi,nning department and in the loom shed, 
& certain measure of progress has also been achieved in the allotment of 
two hopper feed,ers, two scutchers and two roving. frames per individual 
and in asking two men to look after three heads of drawing. In the 
ring spinning department, about half the number of workers in Bombay 
work on the double side system. Generally speaking, there is no 

. double side spinning on counts below 20s.. Automatic looms have not 
been installed in large numbers in Bombay. We were told that one o~ 
the main reasons why they were looked upon ·with disfavour waS 
that they would. involve .large capital. expenditure. The unfavourab~ 
times and the opposition of labour have also been adduced as reasonS 
why they have not been insta.lled in large numbers. They still appear 
to' be in an experimental stage in this Province. The following· table 
sets out the numbers of men employed on the implJrtant efficiency systems 
of work on day shift in all cotton mills in Bombay for one month in 
each year from 1934 to ~939: 

TABLE No. 44. 
Number of Workers employed on certain EjJiciency Systems 

in Cotton. Mills in Bombay. 

Num.ber of mon OD, the system • 

. Type of E!B0iency SY6tem. 
August August I December I July I March I March 

1. 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

Two Hopper Feeders per 
man. 

Two Scutchers per IWUl • 

Two men per 3 heads in 
drawing. • 

Two Roving frames per 
man. 

Two Ring Spinniug sides 
perman. 

Three looms per weaver • 

Fourl~om8perweaver .. 

Sixloo~8 per weaver .. 

1934. 1930. I 1936. I 
42 

r 
32 39 

! 
106 134 168 

415 638 624 

323 596 590 

2,035 2,986 3,147 

261 574 545 

2,111 2,192 2,754 

36~ 496 472 

1937. 1938. 1939. 
i 

44 
I 

47 46 I 

i 
157 178 183 ' 

758 787 787. 

760 797 759 
.. 

3,795 
I 

3,892 3,857 

636 574 I 556 

2,735 3,079 2,716 

I , 
509 504 501 
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The wage inquiries conducted by the Labour Office make no distinc
tion between persons attending one and those attending two hopper 
feeders and no s~parate figures of earnings are, therefore, available for 
these two groups. As a matter of fact, all hopper feeder attendants are 
included in the general occupational group of "opener attendants". 
The following table sets out the average daily earnings in 1934 and 1937 
of workers on normal and efficiency systems of work in mills in Bombay 
for all the occupations set out in the above ta.ble except for hopper 
feeders : 

TABLE No. 45. 

Average Daily Earnings of RationaZ:zed and Unrationalized Workers· 
in certain Rationalized OccujJations in BMnhay. .. 

Average Daily Earnings. 

Occupation. 
1934. 1937. 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

Single Maohine Scutoher Tenters o 13 0 o 13 8 

Double 
" 1 1 4 i 1 I 9 

.1 

One Head Drawing Ten,ters .. I 0 6 I o 15 11 

Two Men per 3 Head Drawing Tenters 1 2 2 1 5 

I 

Single Machine Roving Tenters doing own Creeling.1 1 -0 I 
i 

014 W 
! 1 6 5 

i 
1 3 (I Double Machine 

" " "! I 

I I' 
I I 

! 
SiIlgl,Side Siders (Men) .. I o 13 7 I o 13 8 

Double .. " 
, 1 2 6 1 1 10 
i • 
I Two.loom Weavers r 6 1 1 5 8 "\ 

Three.loom Weavers "j 1 8 2 1 911 

Four·loom WeaVl'rs ! 2 2 0 3 

Six·loom '''eavers •• j 1 15 4 2 1 7 

In Ahmedabad rationalization' haS not progressed to the sam.e extent 
that it has in Bombay. The representatives of the Ahmedabad Mill
owners' Association allege that, ill spite of their eagemess to introduce 
efficiency measures, tqey have not been able to do so on accoul!t of the 
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determined opPOilition of the Textile Labour Association. Before 1935 
there was little rationalization in spinning and none in weaving, where 
the two-loom system was. normal. The figures showing the progress 
made in the last six years have been set out in the following table which 
has been compiled in the sam. way as that for Bombay: 

TABLE No. 46. 

N urnJJer of Workers employed on cer~in EfficienCy Systems 
in Ootton Mills in A.hmedabad. 

Number of m,en, on the system.' 

Type of Efficiency System. . I I I 
August August I December 
1934. 1935, 1936; 

, 

1. Two Hopper Feeders per 
man. 

2 .• Two Bcutch.rs -per me • 

3. Two men per 3 heads in 
Drawing. 

j 
7: II 

, 
, 

6! 3 
31 30 

4. Two Roving Frames peri 31 I 52 
man. I 

5. Two Ring Spinning sidesl 792 
perman. 
. I. 

6. Three looms per weavers.! Nil 

1,239 

Nil 

Nil 

5 

• 5 

46 

63 

1,514 

Nil 

76 

6 

5 

.7 

6 

5 

48 

76 74 

1,662 1,841 

Nil Nil 

116! 100 

6 

11 

43 

97 

2,()02 

Nil 

Ni,! 

. Nil 

7. Four looms per weaver. '.1 32, 

8. Bixloomspcrweaver Nil Nil Ni~ Nil : Nil 
___ -,--___ . __ ._--!.. ____ ! ______ -'-;-- __ t ___ -'-__ _ 

The average daily earnings in non-rationalized and rationalized 
occupations in mills in Ahmedabad in 1934 and 1937 are set out in the 
following table: 

TABLE No. 47. 

Average Da~ty Earnings of Rationalized and Unfationalized Workers 
I in certain Rationalized OicupationBin A.hmedabad.· 

Occupation. 

Bingle m3<?hine scutcher tenters 

Two machine sClltcher tenters 

Average Daily Earnings. 

1934. 

R~. a. p. 

0,15 0 

·0 16 6 

1937. 

II~s. a.p: 

o 14 5 

I 1 1 3 
I 

-~-----------~-~-~.-. -... --_--:..-.....,.,-"...,.,.-'---., 
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TABLE No. 47-ccmtd. 

Average Daily EamiJlgs. 

Occupa.tion. ,--. --.--,-----~ 
1934. 1937. 

, 

Re. a: p. Re. a. p. 

One head drawing te.ters .. .. 1 4 0 1 0 4, 

Two men to three head drawing tenters .. 1 6 3 1 III 

-
Single roving te.ters doing own creeling .. 1 3 0 015 7 

Double .. " " .. .. ... ~ 1 IS 7" 

; 

Single side siders (Men) . .. ,,' 1 0 IS o 15 9 

Double side siders (Men) .. ..I 1 7 9 1 IS 10 

• 
I 

Two·loom weavers .. ..1 114 8 1 11 1 
; 

Three.loom weavers .. .. 2 Iti 7 2 2 7 

Four-loom weaVl'rs 
; 

·2 4 7 .. .. i . ... 

In 1935 a wage dispute between the Ahmedabad M!.llowners' Associa
tion and the Textile Labour Association was referred to the arbitration 
of Mr. (now Sir) S. S. Patkar. During the arbitration proceedings, 

. the parties came to an agreement, which was ratified at Delhi. That 
agreement, which is known as the Delhi Agreement, provided for, among 
other things, steps to be taken for introducing. certain rationalization 
measures with safeguards. The pot:tion of the a.greement relating to 
these measures rbns as follows: ." . 

"The principle of rationalization is accepted subject to the safe
guards that the process of rationalization would be carried out in such 
a manner as to avoid imperilling the health of the workers and avoid 
creating unemployment among the existing employees of Ahmedaba~ 
mills, except in the directions indicated in clauses below: 

Suitable machinery be created for the proper regulation 6f the 
process. 

Unemployment incidental to rationalization will be confined to :
(1) Married women whose husbands are benefited by the 

rationalization process. . 
. (2) Persons whose connection' with the industry is of less· thsJ) 

a. year'~ duration, 
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hy persons in the above category whQ are thrown out of employ
ment in consequence of rationalization will be given preference over 
new persons in filling vacancies. _ 

Such of the mills as are desirous of rationalizing the work in any 
section of the spinJ.llng department will be entitled to do 80 by granting 
the workers for dOIng double the work 45 per cent. of the wages other
Wise due for such additional work provided that for counts below 28s 
in warp and 32s'in weft up to 18s such rates will be 471 per cent. 
In the case of ring frame spinning the word "double" means two 
sides. . 

The mills may proceed with rationalizati~n from and after Jst April 
1935, provided that it may be started forthwith (that is from now) 
in the following cases: . 

(1) In counts above 27s warp and 31s weft. 
(2) In counts above 18s in mills which start night work or where 

new machinery is started after 31st December 1934 . 
.. A scheme will be devised so that no new persons can enter the 

specified groups of mills till vacancies are created and for this purpose 
all the existing employees in such groups of mills and those whose 
claim to re-employment is not debarred under clause 6, will be 
regtstered before 30th June 1935. This clause will apply only to such 
mills as are desirous of adopting rationalization under this agreement. 

" A Joint Committee of the Millowners' Association and the Labour 
Union will be appointed to supervise and regulate the working of the 
rationalization scheme in the industry. 

" Any wsputes arising in this connection which the Joint Committee 
has not been able to settle satisfact;orily sha.ll be settled finally by 
Arbitration ... 
It will be seen that this was a modest attempt which was confined to 

the spinning department and did not touch the weaving section at all. 
As regards the extent of the measures adopted, about 60 per cent. of the 
mills are now working on two sides in ring spinning, mainly in respect of 
medium and fine counts. We were told that the Ahmedabad Advance Mills, . 
which worked on the four-loom system for some time, gave it up in 1938 
after they became members oUhe Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. 
. The representatives of the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association stated 
that it had not been possible even to conduct experiments in 
rationa.lization in other departments owing to the opposition of. labour .. 
They added that the Joint Committee appointed under the Delhi Agree
ment fun~ioned only for' one year. The Textile Labour Association 
contended that, having regard to the quality of the raw materials used 
for the manufacture of yarn, it was neither possible nor practicable to 
adopt rationalization on coarse counts. ' With regard to weaving, it 
stated that any attempt to proceed with rationalization was bound to 
fail on account of the varying sizes of the looms in a single shed and the. 
countless 'types bf cloth that were being woven in a single unit. The 
fear of unemployment was also alleged to have been /10 deterrent factor. 
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In the n~xt important centre. Sholapur, there is very little rationaliza
tion and it is !,onfined to the roving and ring spinning departments in 
one miII., The figures showing the progress during the last six years are 
3S set out in the following table: 

I., 

TABLE No. 48. 
Numher of Workers employed on certain E'fficieney 

Systems in Cotton ~lJlills in Sholapur. 

'Number of men on the system. 

Type of Efficiency System. : I I ,----'-- I 
, • jl August August December July I March I' March 
, 1934. 1935. 1936. 1937. 1938. 1939. 

, I 1 ~ 
. I I 

1. Two roving frameR perj- 10 10 10! 10 
man. 

2. ' Two ring spinning Bidesl 26 
perman. 

10 9 8 

,. 
10 I 

I 
10 ' 

26 

115 

The av~rage daily earnings of single machine a'lld double machine roving 
tenters in 1934 and 1937 were ten annas and one pie and nine annas and 
seven pies as against fifteen annas and one pie and fourteen annas and seven 
pies respectively. The earnings of single and double side siders for these 
two years amounted to nine annas and eight pies and eight annas and 
ten pies as against thirteen annas and nine pies and thirteen annas 
and five pies respectively. In the, weaving section, there were 1,097 
one-loom weavers as against 2,644 two-loom weavers on day shift 
working in 1937. The average d.'Ioily earnings of two-loom weavers were 
approximately double those of one-loom weavers. 

In the rest of the Province, there are practically no efficiency measures 
adopted. In the Gokak Mill, which is only a spinning unit, there is 
double side working on counts 30s and 32s, one man to two sides 
in doubling frames and two men to three hl'.ads on COtmts finer than 
12!s in drawing frames~ , 

ATTITUDE OF EMPLOYERS AND WORKERS TOWARDS RATIONALIZATION: 

The employers and workers. in our Province are opposed to each other 
on the subject of rationalizatio_n. Both sides look at it more from 
the standpoint of their own respectiye interest,s than from that of the 
industry itself of which they arl:) integral part~. 
"The employers' case may be stated thus ;71!he c~tton textile industry 
is the premier national industry on which the livelihood· of over 
300,000 workers in the mills and a. very large number of persons in 
subsidiary businesses in this Province depends. The industry in 
Bombay is today the largest supplier of cloth to the various Provinces 
of India, but has to fa.ce internal as well· as external competit.ion. 
Internal competition, though of recent origin, is gro'wing in intensity 
pn account of the esta.blishm,ent. of cotton mills in ?ther Provinces 'lI.nd 
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in neighbouring Indian States, in many of which wages and ,0thE 
expenses are lower. The external competition of British and Japanee 
imports, though restricted by the systems of protection and quotas, i 
not negligible, espec'ially on a'ccount of the chea)mess of Japanes 
cloth. Further, the poverty of the average Indian consumer neces'sitate 
the price of cloth being fixed at as Iowa le,>;,el as possible. For thes 
reasons, the mills should be in a position to turn out a' greater volum 
o~roduction at lower prices withouftl affecting the ~liallty of clotl 

"This result, could be secured only by reducing expenS!:l~ of ittod\lctio 
and by increasing the output with as little additional COSb :lIS. 'pOssi,lle 
in other wordk by increasing the efficiency of men as ~ell as' that S; 

~~ 'rhe metlwd. Q£ rati<malizaJiQIl'tnhe' only .2~eby· wJ!i~h. th 
volume of production can be in(,reased -arur ilie cost 'Or" prodl).ctio 
decr~im:CilEiiieously. Tlie 'EifupIoyers asseJ;i; tUat-witn--;gettE 
organization and the help of better raw materials and working condition 
even old machiqery is capable of giving greater output with a lessi; 
number of men working on it, so that without undue strain the workeI 
can produce more with increased earnings for themselves. It is claime 
that modern machinery is being so perfected that its operation require 
less and less manipulation and consequently causes less straill. an 
fatigue. It is further claimed that the introduction of rationaliiatior 
though it may cause temporary unemployment by relea!!~ii;ul 
~bour, would, if rightly and widely practised, enable the ,industry t 
"'s~ze ItseIr and to expand. As a conseq~ence, the workers retaine 
in the industry will be assured of permanent employment and th 
displaced workers will obtain re·employment through the introductio 
of night shift w6rking and the establishment of new facto riel 
Consumers will be benefited by lower prices and investors will als 
~y~~.ofitr.- Thus all persons concerned will share in th 
benefits resultmg from ratioIlalization. • 
\JThe workers' case may be put thus: the theory of rationalizatio: 
Claims much more than it can achieve. ""it subordinates 'man to th 
machine, deprives him of interest and initiative and mal>:es his wor: 
dull and mechanical. ~The greater the extent of rationalizatio: 
t~.larger is the volume of output leading to a ~~ 

/'Such overproduction, in its turn, results in cut-throat competition whicl 
is' naturally followed by a slump in prices and the inerita.l>le ,sLi&f 

-'1'he increased efficiency sought to be created by rationalization generall: 
amounts to nothing more than e~j;he ,,!,orker by holding out til 
temptation of somewhat highe1:' wages ; ~ result is to use labou 
for xnaking higher proiits for the capitalist. The greater the amount spen 
for rationaliza.tion the greater a.re the returns to the investors and th, 
less the earnings with more 'work: to the workers. Inbnost cases, thl 
greed and cupidity of employers lead them, undercover of rationalization 
to reduce the number of workers without spending money for providin: 
better raw materials and working conditions, with the result that thl 
retrenched workers suffer from unemployment and the retained' worker: 
from additional strain and more fa.tigue. The existence of a largi 
number of \memployed. men, disturblil the relations 'betw~ell capita 

.. Ric R.9il_l!t 
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in neighbouring Indian States, in many of which wages and .other 
expenses are lower. The external competition of British and Japanese 
imports, though restricted by the systems of protection and quota.s, is 
not negligible, especially on account of the cheapness of Japane.si 
cloth. Further, the poverty of the average Indian consumer necessitate 
the price of cloth being fixed at as Iowa level as possible. For thea 
reasons, the mills should be in a position to turn out a gr~ater volume 
of· production at lower prices without!;l affecting the quality of cloth 

I.1his result. could be secured only by reducing expenses of prOductio~, 
and by increasing the output with as l.ittle additional cost as possiple 
in other words, by increasing the efficiency of men as well as that f>., 

~~. The m.e.~.Md-.(}{ r~~~zatiQl!.,i~.,~~1i tl1uy .o.~~ .. b.~ 'Whi9lt ~he 
volume of productIon can be me·reased and tne cost of, prodUctIon ~ 
decr~-MmUltaneousri: ·· .. The·employers asseI;t tnat with -better 
organization and the help of better raw materials and working conditions 
even old machinery is capable of giving greater output with a lesoor 
number of men working on it, so that without undue strain the workers 
Can produce more with increased earnings for themselves. It is claimed 
that modern machinery is being so perfected that its operation requires 
less and less manipulation and consequently causes less strain and 
fatigue. It is further claimed that the introduction of rationalization, 
though it may cause temporary unemployment by releasi,gK.xed.\!!!ia.nt 
].a, our, would, if rightly and widely practised, enable the industry to 
'Sta lze Itsell' and to expand. A.s a consequence, the workers retained 
in the industry will be assured of permanent employment and the 
d. isplaced workers will obtain re·employment thr.ough the introductiOI~ 
of night shift working and the establishment of new factories 
Consumers will be benefited by lower prices and investors will also . 
~y mc.r~ased E!'.~fits; , .. Thus all persons concerned will share in the! 
benefits resnl£ingfrom rationalization. , 
: The workers' case may be put thus: the theory of rationalization 

claims much ,more than it can achieve. ' It subordinates man to the 
machine, deprives him of interest and initiative and maIms his work 
dull and mechanical. The greater the extent of rationalization 
tl,le larger is the volum.e of output leading to a ~~~9.~Utn. 

o~uch overproduction, in its turn, re~ults ~ cut-throat c?mp~tition w~i~hD 
IS naturally followed by a slump m prIces and the me~\ 

·, .. ·The increased efficiency sought to be creatE¥! by rationalization generally 
a.mount~ to nothing more t~n e~ploitil1-t~e w?rker by.holding out the 
temptatIon of somewhat higher wages; s ''Oniy result IS to use labour 
for lllaking higher prqits for the capitalist. The greater the amount spent 
for rationaliza.tion the greater are the returns to the investors and the 
less the earnings with more work to the workers. In·tmost cases, the 
greed and cupidity of employers lea.d them, undercover of rationalization , 
to reduce the number of workers without spending money for providing 
better raw materia.ls and working conditions, with the result that the I 
retrenched workers suffer from unemployment and the retained' workers I 
from additional strain and more fatigue. The existence of a large 
number of unemployed men di$turbs the relations between capital 
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,$nd l~bour and is a. consta,ntsource /)f ~tI'ikes, thus'(iefeating an imporlant 
object of rati Jnalization, namely; 1!he stability of the industry. Besides, 
uneqnal conditions and earnings in ration81ized~d unratioll8lized 
units create dissa.tisfaction among workers. Even if ,relief is afforded 
by unemployment:.lilenefits, it throws a heavy burden on society. It is 
also urged that even though rationalization may be practised in countries' 
like Japan, Ameri,ca and England, which have export markets to absorb 
eXC~S productiob, India which has a very small e,xport market at the 
present, tiUle .jln.\)uld look' only lo supplying its own internal ,market. 
And, if in~r~sea int~rnal demand necessitates inPreased production, 
it should be~ortght about -rather by increasing the number of mills 
than by:resortillg to r~ionalization. . . 

We'Jiave'endeavoured to present here the cases of both sides as 
fairly as we could, and we now proceed to examine them from the 
standpoint of the cotton textile industry as a whole. It must be stated 
at the outset that we are here dealing with complex phenomena which 
relate to human needs and economic uncertainties, so that itjs dangerous 
to be dogmatic in formulating any conclusions. All that we can go upon 
are probabilities in the light of ow experience and knowledge of human 
nature.. We have to start with the fact that we are dealing with 
mechanically equipped factories run by power. There may be good 
and justifiable objections to the use of power machinery for supplying 
human requirements. But these are irrelevant for our purpose. 
If there are any inherent defects or drawbacks in the use of P2'\Ver 
machines, we have to take them for granted, and the mo&tw,iLQ!J,n do 
is to try to reduce the degree of their evil effects. Another fact whIch 
i~ave to face is that the Indian cotton textile 1ndustrjdoes not! 
operate in a world of its own, but is a unit of the world textile industry.

f

l' 
The price of cotton, its raw material, is regulated by' inte~tional i 
production and requirements. For finer counts we are dependent on 
foreign cotton and will continue to be so till we can raise long staple 
cotton in sufficient quantities. In spite of protection and. quotas, _the 
imports of foreign cloth are a factor which cllnnot be i~red. At 
present(l) our imports are in the vicinity of 206 million I yaMS from 
the·, United Kingdom and ·425 million yards from Japan. Our mills 
have thv.s to' face tlie competition of Japan and L~~hire. Besides, 
cheap prodyption must remain an important objectiy(f·;01 the industry 
if we wish to see the mass of our population adequae1f.'blad. We must, ' 
therefore, take the fullest advantage of all,~ and' resources at 
our disposal which will enable us to stabilize th4l.tp.austry~·and to face 
successfully" the competition of other countries .wAich have attained i 
a. high degree of efficiency in producbion. . It is trufS, that oUr export 
DJ,arket is small~ but our own internal deDf,and sh()~rove sufficien~ 
to ,c, all for much greater production than at p,rese1T. '" I~ is, indeed, 
tragic, that even, during a minor crisis, t~' n;QH ,~ts should haye to 
~Qtn:rlain of la~ge undisposed of sto~k~, ¢.iie-. ~,ho~,',~ I1,C:~ss of people ar . 
movmg '~bQut m a semI-naked uondltlDn:m tA~. It has been 
said with truth that the producer~ ,9f cloth must reg art· themselves as 

, .' "t" ' 
~) On, the basis of the figurll!! f~r imports for the year 1938-39. 
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and labour .and is a. consta,nt source of strikes, thus'defeating a.n important 
object ofratiJnil.li,zation, namely; the stability of the industry: Besides: 
unequal cond.itions. and earnings in ration8lized and unratioruJlized 
units create dissll.tisfo.ction among workers. Even if. relief is afforded 
by unemployment: benefits, it throws a heavy burden on society. It is 
.also urged that even though rationalization may be practised in countries 
like Japari, Amer~ca and England, which have export markets to absorb 
eXCyss production,· India' whicb, has a very small export market at the 
present; titn~ oj'!Ii'uld look" only to supplying its own internal •. market. 
And, if IDQr4asea int~~l demand necessitates jncreased ~oduction: 
it should be ~6lfghtabout .zather by increasing the number of mill! 
than by ·r,esortit.~ to' rlCtionalization. , 

W'e'!J.ave·endeavoured to present here the cases of both sides as 
fairly as we could, and we now proceed to examine them from the 
standpoint of the cotton textile industry as a whole. It must be stated 
at the outset that we are here dealing with complex phenomena which 
relate to human needs and economic uncertainties, so that it. is dangerolli 
to be dogmatic in formulating any conclusions. All that we can go upon 
are probabilities in the 1ight of OlU" experience and knowledge of human 
nature, We have to start with the fact that we are dealing with 

'mechanically equipped factories run by power. There may be good 
and justifiable objections to the use of power machinery for supplying 
human requirements. But these are irrelevant for our purpose, 
If there are any inherent defects or drawbacks in the Use of PQ~eI 
machines, we have to take them for granted, and the most W!l.itan ito 
is to try to reduce the degree of their evil effects.' Another fact which 
we ,have to face is that the Indian cotton textile 1ndustry does not 
operate in a world of its own, but is a unit of the world textile industry, 
The price of cotton, its raw material, is regulated by international 
production and requirements. For finer counts we are dependent on 
foreign cotton and will continue to be so till we can raise long staplE 
cotton in sufficient quantities. In spite of protection and quotas, jihE 
imports of foreign cloth are a fiLctor which cannot be ignored. At 
. present(l) our' imports are in the vicinity of 206 million 'yards from 
the· United Kingdom and 425 million yards from Japan. Our millf 
have thl,lS too face the competition of Japatl and Lancashire. Besides, 
cheap produ,ction must remain .an important objective 01 the industry 
if we wish to see the mass of our population adequately' clad. We must, 
therefore, take the fullest advantage of all·means and' resources at 
our disposal which will enable us to stabilize th~ industry and to face 
successfully the competition of other countries .which have attained 
a high degree of efficiency in production •. It is true that our export 
market is small, but our own internal demand should prove sufficient 
to call for much greater produc1iio~l than at present. I~ is, indeed, 
tragic, that even. during a minor crisis, the' mill agents should have to 
complain of large undispo~ed of stocks, ",hile thousands of people art 
moving ~bout in a semi-naked condition in the country~ It has been 
said with truth that the producer~ fif clo!h must regard themselves as 

I e 

Q) On the basis of the figures fot imporUi for the year 1938-39 • . ~ ~. \ " . 
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trustees for the c~nsumers. We must ~rd.'ourseive8. agains~b~ing 
understood. t? IIDggest that the cott~n·textIlEJ wQrker, whoS'e' ~ages are 
below the hvmg standard and who hlIilself belongs to the po~r classes 
is expected to make special sacrifices in providing cheap clotJi. fot others: 
We ~onfidentl! beli~ve t~ere is a genuinely ratio~hnethod of.nl,nIi.in~ 

. the mdustry m whICh higher wages and lower pI'lee8"'.~an go together.' 
That such a method is within the range of economic poo.$ihiUties. is. 
in our opinion, borne out by the results obtained in hlghly 1'Il.tiQ.naJized 
industries in the modern world. By a judicious a pplica~lon. of, efficierie;Y1 
measures;' tb,e use of machinery could b~ made a means 'of rajsin$1ihe 
standard of living of wage earners. H .1lat,bee1\ weU'l;Iaid)hat th~ 
standard of living of our workers must bE! steadily rai~etl in narmoily 
with the rate of progress of the machine.. Ie The maqhiiie raisett the' 
output, multiplies our wants and creates more leisure. A worlring-clasB 
enjoying sufficient leisure and earning adequate to keep up with 'the 
speed of the machine can· rna,ke the machine a blessing to mankind, 
Ii. vehicle of a higher civilization; An under-paid unhappy· working 
Qlass will caus~ the machine,to work havoc in society."(I) 

We are glad to note that neither of the two leading labour organizations 
in our Province that appeared before us, namely, the Bombay Provincial 
Trade Union Congress and the Textile Labour Association, Ahmeda;bad, 
took up a completely hostile attitude to the introduction of measures of 
rationalization in the industry. They both accepted the principle of 
rationalization but pleaded for effective safeguards in its application. 
Mr. Dange, on behalf of the Bombay Provincial Trade Union Congress, 
said that he was not opposed to rationalization as such under, certain 
conditions, that he J!elieved it would lead to an increase in wages if it 
mas carried out properly ~nd that there was no doubt it had come to 
stay. Mr. Banker, who gave evidence on behalf of the Textile Labour 
Association, Ahmedabad, was of the opinion that' rationalization 
was to a certain extent a. necessary evil, but he had no objection to 
rationalization, in the broad sense of the term, if it would help the 
country. He also observed: "'As it is an effective way to attain 
the living wage, to the e:Xtent that ratiOnalisation can hele. in enabling 
(the worker) to attain the living wage, it becomes necessary to resort 
to it. "(9) . '. • 

,. ~ • I 

In view of th~ statements of leaders of. textile labour, in' which 
we generally concUr, it is not necessary to elaborate the point that, 
rationalization may lead to ail increase iII wage ratelJ. The extent of the 
increase is a pomt of difference»etweim the employers and the wor~ers, 
but we deal with, that point later.. We may add t~at,. besldes 
effecting an increase in wages, it may also lead to a reductIOn m hours, 

m .. Annals ofthe Ame~ioan Academyof l'olitical and Social Science ";,!931,quoteQ 
in .. The Social Aspects of ltation¥isation ", page 222. • 

(1) It may be interesting 'to Bote here that a number of leadi»:g Labour !ede~ati~ns' 
of Europe have expresaed themselwB' in favour of, the poh~y of r~tlon.aUza.tl~~ 
accompanied by the policy Qf high wlI€Ps. "The SOCIal ASFfcts of Rabonah~a.tl~n !" 
published by the Inte.matio~al Labour OjDce, 1931, l'.ages 223·230, •. 

~BkR26-13~ 
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of work. We may note here the conclusions arri~ed at by the International 
Labour Office.. after an elaborate study of t1l.is question in " The Social 
Aspects of Rationalisation "(1): "Measures of a collective nature 
for the reduction of hours of work lead the managers df industry to 
make efforts' to rationalise their undertakings ", 'lmd conversely" the 
introduction of rationalisation methods favours a. reduction in hours 

~ of work either by consolidating the progress ;lready n~c1,~ or by paving 
.the way for fresh progress." Thus rationalization anp' -Jeduction of 
hours of work act; and reaotupon each other.. To the extent t.hat hour~_ 
?f wo~k ~re c~ailed, there is le~s strain a.n~ more leisure (or the work~r 
m- a rat\onahzed department. The only mstance of thIs tendency 1 

the cotton textile industry of this Province is the reduction of hours from 
. nine to seven for the six loom weavers in some of the mills under the 
inanagement of Messrs. E. D. Sassoon & Co., Ltd. 

It is true that rationalization by itself may not necessarily result. in 
lowering prices. The amount saved from the reduction of the cost of 
production may be absorbed in increasing wages, il\curting additional 
costs on new plant, impro-ring working conditions and paying morb 
dividends to the investors. In some cases, monopolist combines may 
even restrict production and raise prices, but a wise businessmen ta1.-ing 
a long view would use the increase of productive power gained by 
rationali~ation for expanding the market for his goods by lowering price 
The evid~nce that we have received from experienced in us rIa IstS 
in Bombay and Ahmedabad is to the effect that the introduction of: 
.rationalization under existing conditions of e-ompetition between. millJ 
would definitely lead to a reduction in prices. We- m.ay quote] 
here the opinion of J. A. Hobson, expressed in ":Rationalization and 
Unemployment "(9): "The free play of rising productivity can only 
distribute its gains fairly through falling prices that represent reduced 
costs of production per item of the increased goods. . Any check to thisl 
process signifies a. conflict of ' pulls' or economic forces in the proces~es 
of production or distribution . . . All attempts to distribute. 
increased prosperity between the Capital and Labour in the 'prospering 
~ra.des without regard to c~e and will remain 
constant causes of economic friction and waste." 

If the use of methods of :ationaliz;iion reduces the cost of production, 
raises the w~ges of workers and cheapens cloth, we have no doubt tht 
India ill geue;al an.d our' Province in particular stand in need. of its 
adoption. It is, therefore, eminently desirable that all the three partil.ls to 
be benefited by rationalization', namely, the employers, the workers and 
the State as representing the consunlers should co-operate in facilitating 
its smooth working. It must pe realized, above all, that the co-operation 
of emploYElrs and workers is vital to the suce-ess of· rationalization. 
Whetever rationalization has .failed, the failure has been mainl

g aue to forcing it on the workers without the provision of prope 
safeguards, or to opposition on the part ~f the workers throu.gh a. la.c 
of understanding. If the employers are compelled to pronde prope 

~ Page 12;. . 
." Pages 1Q5 and 106: 
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saf~iwu:ds ~nd to ~mprove working cond~tions before resorting to 
ratIOnalizatIOn and if the State takes upon Itself the d~y of alleviating 
the hardships caused by unemployment, most of the grounds of opposition 
would lose their force. And in this event labour leaders would be 
well advised to persuade the workers to accept it in their own interest. 
Once they appreciate its advantages and get accustomed to work on 
the rationalized' system, the workers would. not like to abandon it. 
The evidence' hefore us gives support to'this view. We were told by 
Mr. Stones that, if the management went back to 'old conditions in 
the rationalized departments of their mills, the workers, would go on 
strike and this was partly conceded by ~fr. Dange, 'rho said' that, 
although the workers were opposed to rationalization, those of ihem 
who worked on a rationalized basis stuck to it as they knew that their 
level of wages was not likely to go down. Whatever has been hitherto 
achieved by way of rationalization in Bombay has been mainly effected 
after prolonged di,sputes and strikes in which employers as well as 
workers have had their share of troubles. We have the ·opinion of 
a responsible and experienced officer of Government that in some cases 
employers have to thank themselves for strikes against the intrQductioll 
of rationalization, as this process was unaccompanied by improyement 
in conditions of work. One of the great aangers of rational~ation is 
-that, unless it is gradually and scientifically carried ~ut by cQ-1lperation 
hetween employers and workers, it would involve the indilBtry in 

ifea iir losses on account of wastage of capital and constant labour 
d' utes than' would be the case if rationalization were not introduced. 

e International Economic Conference of 1927 laid down. the following 
conditions, amollgothers, for introducing ra.tionalization, which, in our 
opinion, should always serve as a guide to employe~s, workers as well as 
the State: 

• "It must be applied with the care which is necessary. in order, 
while at the same time continuing the process of ratioIialisation, not 
to injure the legitimat~ interests of tlie worker& ; and suitable measures 
should be provided for .cases where during the first stage of' its 
realisation it may result in loss, of empll}y'ment or morEi arduous 
work. .. 

" It requires, .futther, so far as regards, $e 'orga.nisatio~ of· labour 
in the strict sense of the term the co-operation of employees, and 
the assistance of trade and industrial organisation's and of scientific 
and technical experts."(l) . 

We are, therefore, definitely of opinion tha.t, if the industlJ. i~ to prosper, 
workers must be taken into confidence and earnest endeavours should 
be niade to remove their just apprehensions. This takes ~s to the 
consideration of the' measures to be adopted for facilitating ra~iona1i-
zation. • 

The unpopularity of rationalization among ,worker~ is ma:iJj.i~ due, 
to the following apprehensi.ons: (1) ~~c'rease~ stra~ \~Q. :fatlgue;i 
(2) unemployment; and (3) madequate mcrease ill earrup.gs. :...J 

. , 
. (t) "The Social A8pWt~ of RationalisatieD. ';' published J:>y the International 
Labour Office, 1931, pages 6 and 7. 
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tNCREASE STRAiN· AND FATIGUE. 

It was asserted by MI. Stones, who has m~re experience o£ rationali
zation than any other person connected with the cotton te~ile industry 
in Bombay, that the worker should not feel overstrained if efficiency 
methods were introduced after improving working conditions and making 
time and motion studies of the reaction of ra.tionalized work on the 
mental and physical condition of the worker. Stated differently~ it 
comes to this, that for any particular set of workers in given. conditions 
of work, rationalization can be introduced only if there is no undue 
.strain on the' workers. How to measure the strain is a question of 
scientific study which is usually undertaken by means of time and 
motion tests. . . 

Time ·and motion study has been described as "the analysis of 
the methods, of the materials, and of the tools and equipment used, 
or to be used in the performance of a piece of work-an analysis 
carried on with the purpose of (i) finding the .most economical way 
of doing this work; W) standardizing the methods, materials,. tools 
and equipmen~; (iii) accur/lotely dete~g the time required 
by an average worker to do the task, and (iv) training the worker 
in the new method."(l) This· definition of the study makes· clear 
the vast ground it covers and the varied equipment needed to 
carry it on. If properly conducted the study is no doubt valuable. 
It must, however, be remembered that, apart from investigations into 

. the technical methods of production. time and motion study involves 
the measurement both of muscular strain and mental fatigue. 
It, therefore, calls for the services not only of trained engineers but also 
of well-trained industrial psychologists and industrial physiologists. 
As the psychologists always insist on pointing out, "time study and 
movement study as carried out by the industrial psychologist are totally 
different from time study arid movement study carried out by one whose 
outlook is dominated by a training in engineering."(2) And, apart from 
the objection of labour that a staff engaged by the employer must always 
be biased in its observations, there. are writers who doubt the possibility 
of an obj~ctive scientific measurement resulting from these studies. 
The following quotation gives an example of :ruch criticism: "The 
method ig quite sensible if rightly used, but the manner of putting on 
fatigue and other \llowances makes amusing the claim that it is scientific 
method. "(3) The attitude of the scientific ,worker as contrasted with 
that of the industrial engineer is indicated in the following quotation: 
". All time and motion study must be undertaken solely in the interests 
of lessened fatigue and never in the interests of. increased production. 
When a proper system is carried out, increased production will probably . 
result; and, in all cases which have come under the writer's notice, has 
actually ~aken place; but if increased production is made the object 
of the experiment the true issue becomes confused, and what purports . 

(1) ., Mo.tion a.nd Time Study.", 1937, by R. M. Barnes, page 1. 
(I) .. Industrial Psychology ", edited by C. S. Nyem, page 87, 
,II .. Prinoiples of Rationa.l Industria."l Management" by Gillespie. 
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to be a scientmc investigation degenerates into a process of speeding 
up ".(1). We note thes~ points in order to emphasize how thorough a.nd , 
many-sIded these studIes need to be and the caution with which their 
results must be used. 

y! e have dwelt upon ~1ie, subject of time and motion studies in order 
to Impress upon the mmds of employers the fact that rationalization 
.~~nno~ b~ .older.ed o!~~ight. I~ requires improvement in the quality of 
materIals and m workmg conditions, research for reducing strain and 
fatigue and reorganization of management and ovrhauling of machinery. 
We were told in evidence that, with the exception of a few mills in Bombay 
and Ahmedabad, little attention had been paid toeffectrug improveme!lts 
or providing facilities necessary; to render efficiency schemessuccessrul. 
We would, therefore, commend the suggestion made to ustb:at research 
and experiments for this purpose should be made in Bombay by the 
combined efforts of the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, the Technq
logical Laboratory of the Indian Central Cotton Committee and the 
Department of Technology of the University of Bombay and that their 
results should be made available to cotton rills in the whole Province. 
We also suggest that the millowners' associations Jll3Y engage experts 
with competent staff whose services can be made available to member 
rills desiring to adopt efficiency measures. We now proceed to, 
enumel\ate the improvements' in working conditions necessary for 
increasing production and reducing strain on the workers. ; 

(i) B~tter Quality of Cotton anil Mixings.-The principal com'plaint which 
the workers made before us was about the number of breakages due to 
want of good cottQn ,Inixings, which made rationalized work difficult 
for them. Spinning with inferior Inixings leads to a disproportionately 
heavy number of breakages, thus imposing an arduous task on the 
workers. It is, besides, not profitable to the employer as production. 
also suffers. The Millowners' Association, Bombay, has'made a recom
mendation to its 'member Inills that the introduction of the two side 
sYlltem in spinning should not ordinarily be attempted unless, upon 
introduction, the number of breakages which an operative working on 
two sides would have to piece up does not exceed two per minute. But 
we received complaints that this recommendations was not being carried 
out. The Govemment Labour Officer (Mr. Pryde) stated that b~cause 
of the large number of breakages he, had resisted double side working 
on counts coarser than 30s. We were told that i.:d Bombay several rills 
had allotted more than 4QO spindles to a sider and that in Ahmedabad 
it was possible for one sider to mind 416 spindles without any 
extra strain, if superior mixings were supplied. Th~ represent~t~ve~ 
of the MilloWners' Association, Bombay, claimed that Wl1Jl.good IDlxmgs 
it was possible to work double sides even on coarser oounts, but they 
agreed that. good ~ings Were a necessity for working more than one 
side and that otherwise it would not be profitable to them 'to work two 
sides. • The same considerations govern ,the working .of rationalize~. 
systems in weaving and other departments. 

(1) Farmer, quoted by Viteles in II Industrial Psychology", page 436. 
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(ii) Good Macl1inery.-The machinery must be"kept iLl good con:d.itioll 
for smooth working.' It is not necessary for rationalization that the 
machinery must be· new. Of course, the use of up-to-date machinery 
for high draft -spinning with inventions like the Casablanca. system 
gives higher and better production, but it is luainly the quality of the 
raw luaterial that passes through the machinery and not the macv.inery 
it.self on which the reduction of breakages depends. All that is required 
[s that it must be kept in good working condition. 

(iii) Reduction of Speed.-It was conceded by everybody that the 
IIpeed of the machine should be lowered if the number of men working 
011 it was to be reduced, because high .speeds increase the number of' 
breakages. There are two kinds of drive in the ring spinning department : 
(1) belt drive; and (2) individual motor drive for each frame. On the 
belt drive, revolutions range from 8,500 to 9,500 per minute according 
to counts spun. On the individual motor drive, the speed, when thc 
frame is started, is 6,000 revolutions per 1l1inute, which is' slowly increased 
by stages in a.bout three to five. minutes to a maximum of about 12,500 \ 
-again according to counts spun, If the frame was started off on the 
maximum, the breakages would be very large. We were told that 
the speeds a.t which luachinery was run in Bombay and Ahmedabad 
were greater than even in America and that this was one of the reasons 
why the number of spinners per 10,000 spindles in India was larger 
than that in England; America .and other countries. The ~ Indian 
spinner, th~refore, suffers by comparison. 

(iv) Ventila,tion and Lightil1g.-It is clear that a worker cannot put in 
l'lUstained and energetic work unless there is sufficient light and venti
lation where he works. A number of mills which we visited did not 
appear to us to have Inade arrangements for proper lighting and 

. ap.equate ventilation. The layout was crowded, with little room between 
the Inachines, with the result that more men than could be conveniently 
.accommodated were packed in' one room. The windows were ,usually 
kept shut and generally. there was ho air-conditioning plant. The 
lighting also was in some cases so defective that we were surprised how 
people could work in such conditions without suffering from eye strain. 
Humidity in many cases was in excess. On the other hand, we saw 
some mills in which conditions regarding lighting and ventilation left 
little to be desired. In a large number of mills, these conditions 
will have to be impro-ted considerably before workers are asked to mind 
lUore machines. In a subsequent chapter we recommend th~ compulsory 
installation of air-conditionillg plants. 
, (v) Assistance to Worket·s.-It is absolutely necessary that workers 
ill rationalized.. departments should have assistance given to the~ for 
bringing and removing materials in the shape of occasional helpers for 
minding luachines, etc. 

(vi) Clea~ing and' Oiling.-A separate staff should ordinarily be 
engaged for cleaning and oiling machinery. At present, the operatives 
have to do this work themselves in some cases and this diverts. their 
time and energy from' thair proper work. 

" 
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(vii) Regulation' of Si~.--The number ~f spindles per ring (raule and. 
t,he wIdth of a loom are Important factors ill the application of rationali
zation. The number of spindl~s genera~ly varies_from 240 to 540 per 
frame or from 120 to 270 per sIde. A sIder who IS asked to mind two 
Rides may, therefore, be required to look after anything from about 240 
to 540 spindles. Ring frames vary in size not only between centre and 
centre but also between unit and unit in the same centre_ Double. 
side working does not, therefore, involve the same amount of work ill 
every unit. The width of the looms also varies according to the nature 
of the cloth. In those mills under the agency of Messrs. E- D. Sassoon 
& Cd., Ltp., in which a weavcr.attends to six looms, the width of the 
looms does not exceed. 54 inches. It is very difficult to introduce 
rationalization in weaving where there are a number of looms of 
different widths producing different styles and designs of cloth_ 
Definite regulations should be framed. regarding the width of looms and 
the types of cloth where more than two-loom weaving is resorted to. 

(viii) Rest Pau.ses.-Researches have recently been made to judge 
the effect of rest pauses on contirruous work. Concentrated work for 
a period of four to five hours naturally imposes strain on workers arid 

• there is, therefore, some slackening of effort especially in the 
latte]! part of the period.. Experiments about this subject ~ made 
in England show that a rest of ten minutes in the middle of the 
morning period as well as the afternoon period has a favourable effect 
on output. It is stated in a Report of the Industrial Fatigue Research 
Board(l) in England that" there are strong grounds for thinking that as 
a general TIlle, the influence of such rest-pauses is definitely beneficial. 
In many of the cases tried, the introductio.n of the system has been 
followed by an unconscious response on the part of the workers, reflected 
in an increase in the total output in spite of the reduction in the actual 
working time, whilst the opinions' t>f the workers themselves, after 
they have once become accustomed to the change of practice, have 
usually been favourable." In this connection, we may refer to the 
complaints : of the representatives of the millowners, especially in 
Ahmedabad, about the prevalence of the habit of loitering among the 
workers, who, it is'l}>lleged, waste more than an hour a day in going .out 
of their departments on various pretexts_ We refer to these complamts 
·and suggest remedies elsewhere in this report. Here we ,are concerned 
with the strain of rationalized work and we think that employers would 
do well to consider the feasibility of introducing a short rest-pause 
during each working period in order to reduce strain and fatigue. . ' 

The above are the principal improvements in ",:"orking 'conditions 
which we suggest should be made in. order to reheve wo~kers from 
the added strain and fatigue of rationalized work.. There IS ~noth~r 
aspect of ,workers' efficiency which is even more lIuportant III ~his 
connectioa, namely, the raising of the level of their mental and physlCal 

• i .. (I) "ltest-Paw;es in lndU8t~ ", 1927, S. Wyatt, page (iii). 
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eapacity by measures for the improvement of their health and general 
well-being. That is a subject by itself and: we, therefore, devote 
So separate chapter to it. 
. Before concluding the discussion about strain and fatigue, we may 
state that although workers on rationalized processes have made general 
complaints before us about the strain involved in their. work, we are 
unable to pronounce any considered opinion on the extent of the addi
tional strain, as we have no definite data on the subject. We have also 
no data about the incidence of sickness or occupational diseases among 
such workers. On the other hand, the representatives of the millcvmers 
urged that the workers felt no genufne stram and that they were 
capable of turning out I!till more production if they did not loiter about 
as at present. ,There is probably exaggeration on both sides. One 
,thing,1lowever, we believe to be true, and it is that an average textile 
worker' in Bombay or Ahmedabad is capable of turning out as much 
and as good work as his compeer in industrially advanced countries, 
if he is properly looked after and trained and if there is co-operation 
bet~een him and the management. That is also the opinion expressed 
before us by the representatives of millowners as well as by other persons 
having experience of Indian workers. 

RArIONALIZATION COMMITTEE. 

The conclusion at which we have arrived as to the necessity of 
improving working conditions for facilitating the introduction of 
rationalization takes us to the consideration of the machinery by 
which it should be regulated. Hitherto, an employer wishing to 
introduce ~ationalization has done so in any maDl;ler he thought 
expedient, and he has had, in consequence, to suffer often from stoppages 
of work. This is surely a method fraught :with danger and 
disaster not only to the particular employer and workers concerned, 
but also to the industry in general. If it is of the essence of the success 
of any efficiency scheme that it should be launched with·the co-operation 
of those who have to work it, this must as far as possible \>e done after 
m~tual consultation and after securing the best technical advice available. 
~ e are, theJ;efore, definitely of opinion that no ~mployer should be! 
permitted to start any efficiency scheme in his mill without previou~l 
consultation with the workers and without suhmitting the scheme t':1 
the scrutiny of techn,ical experts. For these reasons, we recommend the 
setting up of a Rationalization Committee to be appointed by Govern
ment and consisting of three representatives of employers and three 
representatives of workers, with two expert assessor members, presided 
over by an independent chairman not connected with the, cotton 
textile industry. The various millowners' associations and trade unions 
of the Province should be asked to recommend the names of suitable· 
persons and Government should nominate the members from panels 
so formed. All members of the Committee, including the assessors, 
should have 'the right to vote. • 
v' The function or the Committee should be to examine schemes of 
i:ationalization submitted to it by employers and also to hear compl¥utli 
and disputes arising out of such schemes already introduced. '-'The 

, . 
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Committee should hear - the employers and the workers or their 
repr~~~tatives. affected by a particular schem? on its necessity, its 
feasIbIlity and Its effect on the workers. 'For this pllIpose the Committee 
should inquire whether working conditions of the natllIe we have 
examined above have been established to its satisfaction. After 
the inquiry is complete, the Committee should publish its report in 
which it may sanction, reject or modify the scheme, or sanction it, 
subject to the fulfilment of certain conditions. If the report is 
unanimous, the employer will be entitled to introduce the scheme 
aoeording to the terms and conditions laid down in the report. if it is 
not unanimous, the majoritt and minority reports should both be 
published and' the findings of the majority report should be given 
effect to. "However, any person or party aggrieved by the majority 
report should be entitled to apply to the Industrial COllIt, Jstablished 
under the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 1938, for a revj!Jion 'Vf the 
decisions embodied in that report. The majority report may be m,aWy· 
in favollI of one party, but if it is not wholly acceptable to that parly" ~ 
it also can apply to the Industrial Court for its revision. The Industrial 
Court, after a perusal of the reports and after heying the parties 
concerned, if necessary, should publish its award. "'i'hus, the employers 
can put into operation rationalization schemes only according to the 
unanimous or majority' report of the Rationalization Committee, or 
under the terms of the award of the Industrial Couti;. No employer 
should be permitte_d to introduce any rationalization scheme, and no 
worker should be permitted to go on strike on the proposed rationalization" 
until the matter is finally disposed of either by the Rationalization 
Committee or by the Industrial Court, as the case may be, and adequate 
Sanctions by way of penalties should be provided for breach in both 
cases. The employers should have the liberty of taking steps to 
introduce rationalization as approved by the Rationalization'Committee 
ot: the Industrial Court and if the workers employed in the departments 
to be rationalized refuse to work according to the approved scheme; 
the employers would be justified in discharging those. workers without 
notice and without any unemployment gratuity and in engaging other 
workers. If a!y workers go on strike in sympathy with the discharged 
workers, such a strike should be regarded as unjustified. It is necessary 
that a time limit should be fixed for the disposal of these proceedings, 
and we suggest that the Rationalization Committee should publish its 
report within three months of its taking cognisance of the matter, 
unless the time is extended by consent of both parties. The party 
applying to the Industrial Court for revision should do so within 
one month of the publica.tion of the report, and the Industrial Court 
should publish. its award within two months from the date of the 
application for revision, unless the time limit is extended by the 
Court. The report of the Rationalization Committee and tb,e award 
of the Industrial Court should be sent to Government as soon as they 
are published .. 

These p~ovisions with regard to the constitution of a· Rationalization 
Committee and its functions are a departure from the present provisidns of 

• 
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the law as relating to rationalization Wlder the Bombay Indmltrial Disputes 
Act, 1938. We will first set out in brief the relevant provisions before 
C!.iscussing them. The introduction of rationalization or other efficiency 
systems of work is one of the industrial matters mentioned in Schedule II 
of the Act and Section 28 provides that an employer intending to effect 
any change in respect of such an industrial matter must give due notice 
of the change to the representative of tlie employees.- The representativ~ 
oft.he employee could, under Section 3 (29) be a registered or a representai 
tive union as defined in the Act, or, in the absence of either, not more than 
five representatives elected by the employees directly affected by the 
clmnge, and if no such representatives ar~- elected, the Labour Officer. 
Under Section 29, if sl1ch change affects only some of the employees 
engaged in an'industry or occupation, ,the registered or qualified union 
may intimate in writing to other employers or association of employers· 
that the employees in such industry or occupation are affected by such 
~h~nge. On this intimation being given, the other employees are 
.~so to he deemed to he affected by such change. Under Section 30, if 
'an a,greement within a limited time is arrived at in regard to the proposed 
change between the employer or the employers and the representative 
of the employees, the 'agreement is to be forwarded to the authorities, 
and after due inquiry it will be registered. Section 31 provides that 
where the Labour Officer is the representative of the employees, he must 
place the terms of the proposed agreement befor~ a' meeting of the 
-employees concerned, and if t.he majority. of those present accept the 
agreement, it will be regarded as accepted by all, but not otherwise. 
Under Sections 34 and 35, if the proposed change is objected to, the. 
cmployer is to send a full statement about it to the authorities within 
a certain time. On receipt of that statement, the Conciliator has to start 
the conciliation proceedings in t.he prescribed manner ana he has to 
endeavour to bring about a settlement of the dispute and induce the 
partie'Stto come to a. fair and amicable settlement. During the pendency 
9f these proceedings, the Chief Conciliator may, under.' Section 36, 
intervene or direct a special Conciliator to intervene at any st.age and 
take charge of the proceedings. Under Section 38, if a settlement is 
arrived at, a memorandum cont.aining the settlement ;will be signed 
by the employer and the representative of the employees and recorded 
by the Registrar. Thereafter t.he change will come into ope~ation. 
If, however, no settlement is arrived at, a full report of the proceedings 
should be sent to Government who will then ,publish it. 'Where 
a Labour Officer is the representative of the employees, he is required 
to place the terms of the settlement before a meeting of the employees 
concerned, and he will sign it on their behalf only if a majority of those 
present accept the terms. Under Section 39, it will be open to Govern
ment during the pendency of the proceedings before a Conciliator to 
refer the dispute about the change to a Board of Conciliation and if 
both the' parties concerned agree, either prior to the commencem6l1t Df 
such proceedings or after their failure to reach a settlement, to refer the 
dispute to a BoaJ:d of Conciliation, it must be so referred. Section 23 
provides for t.he constitution of Boards of Conciliation" which are to 
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consist of a Chairman and an 'equal number of members selected by the, 
Government from panels representing the interests of the employers 
and employees respectiyely and both the Chairman and the members 
of the Board are to be ~ndepen~ent persons _ in the sens~ that they-, 
should be unconnected. WIth the dIspute for whiCh the Board IS constituted 
and with the industry affected by the dispute. Boards of Conciliation 
have the same. functions and powers as a Conciliator and whether 
a settlement isarriv~d at o,r not, they have tp submit a report of their 
proceedings to Government, which will be published. Finally, under 
Sections 62 and 63, any s.rike or lock-out with regard to the proposed 
change before the conciliation proceedings are complete or after, the 
expiry of two months of" tpeir completion wOJlld be illegal and 
punishable un~r the Act. '. ' 

We now give in brief the r~sons which have led us to suggest 
a separate Ra~lonalization Committee in place of the concilia.tion 
proceedings under the Act. ,It is necessary ,to state here that thre~ out 
of our four ASQociate Members were in favour of a Committee fQr, 
Rationalization, though with functions somewhat different froU;·, 
those suggested. by us. 1.Il'.&karlal' Ba1a.bhai was in favour of 
a Committee' to be known as~~ Licensiflg Committee to supervise the 
introduction of rationalization and to issue liceflses in order that the 
milIs which were not capable, of i~troduping rationalization should not 
be allowed to introduce it. 'He qualified this by stating that he was in 
favour of a Committee only for starting the work and not for permanent 
supervision. Mr. Khand.ubb.ai D.esai stated: "Unless the Committee 
recommends a properly constituted independent permanent committee 
for the purpose of rationalization at all the centres, which, before giving 
license to a mill ,to rationalize, will satisfy itself that rationalization 
in that mill is possible, that it would not put unnecessary strain on the 
workers and that there, would be no unemployment among the prese~t 
workers, I think the Committee will not be justified in recommending 
rationalization and that it should be open to either party to appeal to 
the Industrial. Court against the decision of the committee or if the 
recommenda.tions of the committee are not properly ca'hied out." 
Mr. Khedgikar was also of the opinion that before introducing any 
scheme of rationalization, there ought to be reference to a committee of 
experts and representatives of employers and labour, which must See that 
all conditions were fulfilled, and that, unless they were fulfilled, no mill 
should be allowed to introduce any measure of rationalization. Mr. Saklat
vala was not in favour of a committee and he urged that it should be ~eft 
to the management to decide what measures they would adopt in orde,I 
to introduce and facilitate rationalization, because it was in their own 
interest to increase efficiency and not to decrease it. He added. that if con
ditions for rationalization in any particular mill were grossly inadequate, 
the workers could always take the matter before the I.abour Officer and 
have their grievances remedied.- The ev.idence before .us, especially 
that of Mr. Pryde, who, as Labour Officer III Bo~bay, ,had considera.ble 
experience of conditions of work in Bombay mIlls dId not, however, 
support the optimi~tic vi~w t.aken by Mr. Saklatvala .. Mr. Pryde, who 
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was in, favout of a joint committee of' employers and employee's to 'see 
that conditions re~ating to rationalization were satisfied, gave j,nstances 
of . mills, which sought to introduce rationalization without improvinlY 
wOrkillg conditions. . . . ~ . • ," 

Finally, Mt. Stones was of opinion that ratioIl;3olization, if not really' 
controlled,. was liable.to lead to a great many evils.B:e , said: 
" A committee of e:;:perts on whicblabour would obvio\lsly have to be 
represented would have tQ, pass the efficiency scheme, provided we can 
go to aJ! Industrial Court OJ! Arbitrator . . '. 'There must be some. 
Courf of Appeal." 

We tllink we have adduced enough support for our recommendation 
regarding a separate Rationalization Committee. We may only add 
that whatever measures of rationalization have been introduced in 
Ahmedabad have operated more .smo6J;hly there under the supervision 
of a Joint Rationalization Committee than in Bombay, where such, 
measures have been introduced without joint consultation. 
, We think that questions connected with rationalization s'[ould not 

be allowed to be dealt with under the machinery provided for by the 
. Bombay Ind,llstrial Dislmtes Act. Rationa1i'Za.tion is a highly technical 
subject aM sho\11d, be ~ealt ~ith and supetvjsed by technically competent 
persons,a procedure not provided ~or ip. tlie conciliation proceed
ings. It is better that any measufes' prQPosed should be diScussed 
by the representatives of both sides sittmg together at It C(}mmon table, " 
with the assistance~ of technical experts tha:Q. that the pll.{tiesshould be 
ranged on opposite sides in a dispute bElfwe fl. Conciliator wh<? merely 
endeavours, if he can, to bring about a settle.mwit of the dispute. In 
conciliation proceedings, moreQver, it tn.ay .be· somewhat difficult 
to get persons to represent labour, 'Unless there is a registered or 
a representative union in existence. In the,absence of such unions, the 
election of five representatives of laQour, or, if the Labour Officer is to 

~. )r~present labour, 'lihe necessity of hia calling meetings of workers to 
ratifY"his actions will be a cumbrous procedure each time there is 
a dispute about rationalization. On the other hand, €he Committee 
nominated from. panels of both sides will 1>e a permanent institutiQ,n 
composed of competent and experienced persons. The Board of 
Conciliation as constituted .under the Act would not be competent to 
deal with or settle technical questions relating to rationalization in 
cotton textile mills, as, under Section 23 of the Act, the members of 
this: Board will have to be persons unco~ected: with the industry. 
If conciliatiou proceedings fail, there is no other remedy under the Act, 
~xc~pt that parties may under Section 43 agree to go in arbitratio,n to 
the Industrial Court, if the employees concerned are members of 
a registered union.' , 
. It is necessary that the report of the Rationalization Committee, if 
not unanimous, should be open to remsion at the instance of any party 
aggrieved and we think the Industrial Court would be the proper forum 
for the final decision regarding the .points . of difference between the 
parties. ,If there is a strike or lock-out after the award of the Industri~l 
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C?urt, th~ ~ub1io will b! iIi a better position to judge the meritlof the 
dispute .. Fmally, one IJIlP~rtant asp~c~ ~f our reco~e:tl~tion' ~y 
be n?ted. Under the Act, if the concilIatIOn proceedmgs fa.il" $ereis 
no~hing. to . preTent the employer from ~~tempting to in~roduce, the\;' 
ratIOnahzatIOn measwes und!lr such condltl?nS as he ].ikelJ. ',According 
to o~ 0069mmendatIO.ns~ he. cannot do this, eXCjlpt in ~nfJ$ .of the 
unanImous or the lIla)onty report ot thlY Committee. Of the award of 
the Industrial Court. We trust the rec"oI1l.m~tions we have made 
will go a long way towards removing the apprehensions of the workers 
regarding hasty and ill-conceived schemes' of rationalization. . 

UNEMPLOYMENT. 

We now take up'the second objection urged by the workers against 
rationalization. It is agreed on. ,all sides that the introduction of 
rationalization must cause some ~ unemployment among workers 8S 

an immedjate r~t. The installation of improved 'machinery in the 
preparatory processes,the elimination of certain processes in the 
frame department, the introduction of auto!ll3tic looms, etc., also reduce 
the number of operatives iJl, a mill .. "'But ~his unemp~~ent is 
distinc1t from tnat . resulting from efficien.CY ,.. 8cJhe~ Ja' which, 
irrespective of the nature of the machinery_less .m.~, are 'employed 
per machine than 'ltefore., .. n ~ch\strial countries adopting efficiency 
JIlleasures have had to tackle tM ,resulting unemployment. It is true thatj 
the earrungs of th~ workers tetained in employment wQllld increa-s9, but l 
that would be atthe cost :Q.t a nuntber of persons losing their jobs. "'It has 
been said with truth thllt t'h«1,tmrado:lf of a rising standard of life with 
a high level of unero.ploprrent isA

' a result of pre~ent tendencies in 
industry. "With an increastn& demand for eloth and remunerative prices, 
the volunie of unemployment is likely to diminish as a:. resulu..oLihe 
~€U'f..aouble shifts and ,the establishment of additional factories: 

. \.£ut were an industry is losing m:ar1l:ets' on account of competitive, 
conditions or where prices fall to unremimerative l~vels, the' chances of 
the' unemploye~ persons being reabsorbed in the indfistry gradu,aJ.1y 
reclllie. • '. 
J" . Should unemployment thed be a reason for not resorting to- ratio~i.-;. 
zation·~ ~his question can only be answered by asking another. In the 
partioular circumstlj,nces of a coUntry, would !Ion. ~creasing' volume of 
unemployment b6 a gJ:eater evil than having a.yital industry fu:a-weak 
and inefficient' sti!,te ~ Such an industry would naturally: be -incapablQ., 
of mil.Kmg suffiCIent profits to give its workers decent wages and to a.ttract' 
the requisite ;uppl~capital and would steadify deteriorate, ultimatel;\ 
threatening 0 crea amliClr greater volume of unemploymen't an~1 
eoonomic distress. Taking all these facts into consideration, we ale of 
opinion that rationalization in the cotton textile industry is the lesser 
evil; and in order to minimize the volume and effeots of unemployment 
caused thereby, we woUld lay stress on the necessity of a policy. of 
gradualness in its application and of the grant of une~ployment r~hef . 

. "'It is lrue that, if efficiency measures are introduced m comparatlvely 
good times, there may be little or no unemployment because of 
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an, increase' in -th~ 'lVorking'p£ night shiftB-. But such absorption' of 
workers in n.ight..shi!t~' may on.ly be terilporary . .,...·~o -doubt the need 
for rationalizatiop.lfruore felt in bad times, when the cost of prQduction 

i
PeCiallY !equi~(lsto. be, ct;l'taile9-" but it is better .t.o. :h].troq.uce it ~ll' 

. omparatIveJy' good .tunes, when the' retrenchefl· operative~ can fie 
e~bsorbed. "-'ffve:n then, a' Iile~ain volum~ .. of unelllploymen1: fs bound 

, 0 occur for wli.lch ~om.Ei fo~m.of relief"m.ust be''Pl'oy!ded,' With that 
object, we make the follov.:ing, reoommendations: , . 

",-"In the first place, we recon"lmend that,'the workers to be retrenched 
should be those with the sh~f.s~~e ; and that the employers' . 
associations'shQuld have the responsibility to ~ee ll}.at the workers 
discha.rged as lI.' resulll of .rationalization in each cen~re are reabsorbed 
in the lni~~in tha~ ce'ntJ;e" befor? new recruits are t~~n up, In another 

_ chapter, 'fie suggest.'the creatIOn of, labour exchlltnges in Bombay, 
Ahpledabad and" Sholapur, which couM assist the. unemployed 
workers in finding 'employment, The labour exchan.ges, Ip.illowners' 
associations and workers' organizations can by mlltlfal po::operation 

. do, a goo'd deal to reduce the vol"\llD.e of ~e~pl?y¢ent~n the second 
place" we ,recomn1®q that an employer Q.lsmit?smg work~rs. sn account 
of the introductiq.n: of efficiency m.ealiur6s-,shoJId pa.y out.-nf-work 
gratui!;y to the t~trenched wor~ers wth lIeryice ,of one year or niore, at 
\.t .. he rate of one w~ek's pay f~r ev;ry six m~~th:s' setvib~ ex~~eding a per~od\. 
of one year, subJect to a mAXImum ~f ~~ weekst 

. pay. " Workers' WIth 
twelve months' service sh'ould receive two" ~ee](s', 'pay. ~:rhis grat.nit.y 

, will thus be paid on the following scale: ' .•. ;f ,'. ~" • '. '. "~' . 
. ~ ~ . , ....... 

Workers with 1 year's sef0c'e :..... ~:·P,.y.'v.of two weeks, 
, . ~ t ~ • 

Work~r~ w~t~ If year:' ser~oe~ , • \:, Pay: of't~ewee~~.:.:~. 
W 9rk~s w,Ith,~ years _ Sff~lce .;: "Pay 01- four weeb, .. 

• • j, . ••• .. 

Wprke~swith'2! years' se,vic~\ '.-;, 'Pay of five'W~eks. 
" Woi'lier~, wit.It' f\('rvice of 1'hree years'. . 
, and ov~t.·· . ~ .~ Pay of six,. 'weeks. .... 

. 'For this. Vurpos~; th~ ~a7 of piece workerl! should ~e' based ~~ .:th~ 
average of· ,thelf-ea-plmg$ for. the three months pnor to the date of 
dischar~e and time workers ~hould receive the gratuity on th~ basis 
of the ;ay gi.~en tothe~ at the time of their disch~~~;: ..... _ ", ~.. ' 

We are aware that this relief by way of a gratuit1 cahnot be regarded 
as a comp1ett:' . remedy ror unemployment', but it would undoubtedly 
give some help to the discharged workers, Our scheme may appear 
modest, but we think that, ji m.easures of rationalization are to' be 
llncouraged, an unduly large bUrden for relieving unempldyment,should 
not lJe thrown on the industry. The public, also, as representing the 
cpnsumers and benefiting to some extent by the existence of an efficient 
a,nd stabilized industry, should bear some part of that burden, 

vA.n unemployment insurance scheme would be a luore comprehensive I 
form of relief and we deal with it in another chapter. As we believe' 
that that scheme, involving a. contribution from employers, wbrkers 
and 'Government, may take some time for its inau~uration, we have 
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provided for imme~&~ Tel.ief·in:~he sha~~~h~~y.~e~~ ~f'gratuity by 
emplo~erJI.· . It may·, be note~ ~hat the' ~()m.bay:· ~tJ;~eEnquiry 
ColllIIUttee has put forward a SlImmY I!ehe~e' of gt"!l.ll~ty.',· . 

• • '. '. I __ , ." .. .."": ,..:.. • ../: t. w • 

IlfADEQUATB INCREASE IN EARNIlfG& 
, - ~ 

-The third objectioJl of labeur against' ,ati~naijzation:'iS'that, although 
the rationalized ,,:-orkers get -increased e8.!~S~ ,t~e' increases are not 
proportionate to the a4ditionalcwo~k thrOvru'j>I'l tluim, and that it is 
not they but the employers who rattly benefit ;roJIl ratioIlaiization. ,,' The 
employers' case is that, althCh1gh rationalization may involve. additional 
work such work do~el flot necessarily involve.cnor~ ~train. They contend 
that If an operative .working on one side o~ ·a~ spinniIig frame minds 
two ~ides, his work ia lI,ot necessarily doubled and tlult S<1 long as the work 
is well within ~ normal cap~city, the number offl1a.c}l.ines he is ask~d 
to mind is immaterial. He' is nqt, therefore, enty.~~ to additional 
wages in 1?fOpoftion to the m<'cJ'ease in the number otframes, sides, looms, 
etc., looked after l1r. ,~im./ln short, their case is that additional 
wages are justified 0Flf 'w.l1en the work imposei ext:r:a.. strain ott hjjlj,. 
It is als~ ~onten4e4t~t,~~,~mi>loyer, bef~.e ~tro.ducing rati~naliz~tion, 
has to Ylcur heavy !~:(penc11tl1Ie for provldmg Improved machmery, 
better raw materialsan..d more. Sati~fa.etor¥ conditions ·of work. 'Che~e 
will be no in.centive for. ratiollaIizatio~ if . the 'benefit of the reduction 
in cost is Bw3.1lo.wed llP 01 aI! ~dU.IY. large incr.t6se of wages. We think 
bO.th \}ie parties base tli!lir (lasEls.on suppositions which mayor may not. 
hold true in pattioulaf ?8es.> "Wheth61 ~he, work or ~train is increased 
by minding more sides awlo,Pin'-antf,tif sO;~lwhat P:fopoI"tilon, cannot be
ascertained' eicept: by ~x'aJnjn;ng, jn "elj.ch' partieular case, the working· 
conditi?nl, the state ,or ~~ ma,ehinerj, ~u.a;~jty ~t the .1aW:inat~rials 
and the normal capaclty ,oft'vOl;kers. ~n" a.'null· Wlt;o goO\l m3Qhmery 
and working conditions, ~ven lour-Iodin weaving may cause,. less ~tra4I 
than two-loom weaving in a miJfWith in~rior conclliion~ a,pd it·may be 
urged with some"degree of force that the.weaver-in theformllr ,case ,~ 
not cmtitled to get double of.. w:hat the weaver gets:in\ th~ la~et caile; 
,Ai t'he &ame time, it is very desirable. that tli& q.tes Joi· fationalized 
working should be standardized in each ~ centre, .. so tliaJ;aIl workers 
worlcing' Qn a partIcular kind of system get uniform'1;atel! .. ' . 

'-According .to' th~ ~h8IIle that we have suW!s~dl' the. }tationalization 
Cotiunittee will allow the introduction of rationalized m~thod$ if· the 
necessary conditions and tests are satisfied and, 'thesE! conditions. 'will be, 
the same for all mills in each centre.. ~ On the fulfiIment of these 
conditioIl8, there will be uniformity of 'forking and with it uniform.ity 
of standardized rates, with the result that neither the employers nOl: the 
workeriJ will have any grievance about disparity prevailing in difierent. 
mills. This, it will be seen, affords additional justification for the 
appointment of the Rationalization Committee. 

The standardization of rates for rationalized working is, in our opinion, 
also highly desirable from another point of view. There has been a g~od 
deal pf divergence in the views expressed before US as to the llercenta~e 

N~!I:.al!6-H 
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of the ~~ins of rationalizatic;m: to' 'which. worker~ are' entitled..' The 
labour representatives in Bombay have urged that all gains.of l'ation.a.li
zation should go to workers if the employers do not incur a~l 

\
ll~SeS' and theytenta.tiYel;r)mt 8Q per ce. nt. for workers alld 20 per cent. 
i'Orei:ii"ployers as the proportIon ~ which the gains should be:diatributed. 
In. Ahmedabad, where ration.a.\ization prevails to a lim~ted extent, the 
workers get 4B per cent. more fo~ minding two sides iJ:i. the case of counts 
above 28s in warp a:n.d.32s in weft anq. 471 per cent. 'niore for counts 
below 28s in warp ~nd· 32s in weft down" to 18S' according ~~' the DEllhi 
Agreement. We were told that this percllnta'ge was fi.:x:ed as ~ result 
not of any SCIentific calculation but of ba!&l!-ining.. .;Xhe workers began 
by asking for 60 per cent.' and the ~proy;rs initill.Uy offered ~ only 
30 per cent. 'The representatives of the ~Mn:1M'8:bad Mi1lo~ers' 
Association contended before us that the 45 per cent. was too high and 
that not more than 15 per cent. should be given. 'They cited the example 
of Lancashire where they said 17 to 20 per· cent. waS given. The 
representatives of the Millowner,.s' Association, Bombay, stated that 
different percentages ranging from: 33 per cent. to 50 p~ cent. were given 
for different types ,of Tation.a.lized work. They wer" .not in fa.vour of 
fixing any 'definite perce~ta~ of increase. Mr. ,Stones stated that it 
was impossible tp'do so .• According to-him, the'standard of living,. the 
nature of work, the amount of work done and the, Cit pacity of the industry 

• tQ pay should be the guides in fixing the increases in each schep;16, and in 
doing so an a.ttempt shobld be made to improv~ .the lot·· of the workers' 
who were underpaid in relation to the higher paid workers. "'. 

~ We are against fixing a unito~ perce~tage' for djstributing what are 
called the gains of ;rationalization. We 'think that, instead· of having 

.. an arbitrary uniform percentage for all 'types of 'lation.a.l~d 'Work, the 
increases for each existing type in each pantre : should b~ Ileparately. 
standardized after taking all the relevant factors into consideration. 
For new types df rationalization that may ,be worked in future 
as well as for efficiency measures that may, be introduced in 
centres for which a sta:lldar~iza~ion 8ch~e cannot be framed; we 
recommend that the RatlOnalIzatIon CommIttee should fix the percentage 
increases after taking into cOllSider~tionthe particularcircJ,lIllstances of 
~ch centre. ' . 

. We have riow dealt with the three objections to rationalization urged 
by labour, and we hope that the recommendations we have ~de for 
meeting them will, if adopted, considerably reduce the points of 
difference between capital and labour and bring about that degree of 
co-operation between them without ,which no scheme of rationalization 
can be worked wit~ success. 



rIN~Cw. AND INDUSTRI~· REORGANIZATION. 
:. .. . 

Rationaliza.tion iri its widest sense comprehends all measures that 
can, on grounds of systematic reasQJling" be recommended for adoption 
by an industry fi;n; improving its technique, its management and its 
financeS'; Tho term-" scientific, management" has been defined all 

;. management based on prinLliples arid methods that are the outcome of 
lCientifie research; Although the technica.l terme "rationalization" and 

I "scientifio management~'" have oome into vogue reomtlyin India, the 
need fCYi technical a~jin.anoial reconstruction was appreciated by some 
of those jn charge" 9f the ~ile industry in the Province of Bombay, 

. at least' soon after th;.. depression that followed the post-war .boom 
in India and elsewhere. Further, when theindustryolaimed protection. 
from the State, the question of reorganization came very 'much to the 
fore and an exhaustive treatment of the",ubject is found in the Report 
of the Indian Tariff· Board (Cotton Textile Industry Inquiry); 1927. 
The subsequent inveStigations by the Tariff Boards 011.1932 and 1936 
deal with the extent to which the industry toofi'stllps to reorganize itself. . . . 
MERGERS ~D COMBINES. • " 

, The Tarill Boards considered the problems of reorganization mainly 
from. the points of view of the 'State, whic~ is oolled' upon to grant pr!>tec
tion, and olthe consumer, who is called upon to pay for this protection:" 
Any reorganization of the industry that takes place may beexpect~ .~' J 

react on t~e posit~on of labour in it ana it is with this ,reaction that we. .. 
are· principally concerned in' the present inquii-jr. Among our terms of' 
reference is bne 'Which requires us to examine and report on the measures 
which the employers should' take to improve' th~ wage level. We 
propose to confine our attention in this chapter to the bl:oader aspects 
of the prohlem. of reorg¥ization and concentrate on such measures 'as 
may be helpful in increasing tecDnical efficiency and in ellecting ~cono- . 
mies in the, cost. of production .• Referenoe has ,been made, in some of 
our prelioull c~pters to the desirability of raising the wage level, 
in course of tiiD.e, to the living' wage standard and certain measures 
have been recommended fQr improving conditions of wo~k. It is 
obvious that most of 'our recommendations ' will involve some 
inorease in the cost of production, and it is unlikely that in a highly 
organized and ~mpetitive industry, such as the cotton ~xtile industry, 
a.ny appreciabIeliliare of the higher charges will be passed on to 
the consumer in the shape of higher prices,,' It follows, thetefore, ~hat 
these charges will have to be met by taking all possible steps to eliminate 
waste, to secure economies, to reorganize management and ,to reduce 
Dverhead costs. In all countries, where there is a well-developed textile 
industry, its leaders and the State have, in recent years, increasingly 
Ilirected their attention to the question.of its reorganization. Uniform 
mccess may not have attended all attempts a.t reorganization made in 
~hese countries. Nevertheless, in India, as elll6where, it is only by 

• lJ~ ~ 26--14" 
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pursuing methods of scientific management in the: ~idest sense of 
the term that the industry can meet the de:'1l3.Ilds of labour for better 
conditions of life and work and 'still retain itll cOI.l)peiliivA capacity; 1 

The problems of reorganizatl.;m have bee'J. .classified by. a writer(l) I 

under three heads: (1) merger ~ (2) modernization; and (3) management. 
Increasing the size of the operating unit ae. a, means of 'securing the 
advantaga of low manufacturing costs has been otie.9f the ~in direc~ 
tiona alorig· which attempts have been malie in .. va.rioult bo11n'triesto 
reinvigorate the cotton textile industry. JaI,an provides the most. well., 
known example of the successful working out· o~ ,thi's"'nlethod .. In that 
country,' almost tIle entire industry is contrlmed, by five huge corpora

. tions, and in this, as in other industries,. Ji'-~an has resorted 1 
a programme of cartellization. It is not, tM;'efore, surprising that wMo 
the post-war boom passed and a period of ,~epressio~ set i:ri., somn 
prominent nUll a.gents in Bombay considerlld 'he possibilities of tIne 
method of reorganization' and engaged the services of foreign exper.is 
to draw up. and advise on the details of, a scheme. for a merger :ts 
Bombay. The Report of the Indian Tariff Board' (1932)(9) contaiin 
a. brief description. of this. project: us 

.. Under this scheme 'no less than thitty-four mills under seV4 

managing :gency firms were to a.malgamate with the objects. of :~m 
(i) standardisation of products; . 

(ii) reorganisation of qualities so thai. single types or ranges· 
yarn or cloth might be allotted to individual mills;, .. of 

. (iii) concentration of purchase and ~le by single well~efinl 
''}. units ; ~d 

(iv) avoidance of duplication of work ~ a~~ 
(v) elimination of uneconomic machinery. 

"Eachmill was to be valued and taken o,er by the merger corpor. 
tion at its pte sent day price paid in ordinary shares; its unsold stocla.
were to be paid for in cash, and nothing was to be paid for goodwiks 
The control of the corporatioJl was to be veBted in a Board of Directoll. 
with working committees to carry out the following duties:~ rs 

(1) Purchase of cotton. 
(2) Sale of yarn and cloth. 
(3) Purchase of machinery and stores. 
(4) Management of mills. 
(5) Aimngement of nnance. 
(6) Organisation of research and statistics." 

Both Sir Ness Wadia and Mr. F. Stones in their evidence before us' ga, 
valuable information about the scheme that was drawn up in 1930 anre 
explained why the plan had failed to receive general acceptance.. Beind 

, 19 
(II .. Some Aspects of Ra.tionaliza.tiod''', Sir lIa.rk "ebater J~llkin8cn. 11l29, JaBe _ 
,II Pa.ge 7., I. 
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an old es~blish6d' industry, the Bombay cotton textile industry is 
imbued with the spirit of individua!!ml!.io a greater extent than the newer 
industries of the. count~. The natlllal aversion of indepen(lent under
takings to amalgamation, the difficulty' of satisfying the varying financial 
obligations of the difiereIlt constituent8, the disinclination to sacrifice 
capital, all these considerations which prevailed with the majority of 
the millowners;wh~Il the ;~malgamation scheme was first proj~'ted, may 
stand again, in ~he way of its revival in the same or in any' modified 
form. Besides,':, there a.re well-definep. li~ts beyond which thai 
process' of centrallzapon and Iarge~sca."1e operation. fails to yield\ 
~a~fa~tory .rcsults; .-fllither, in any .scheme o4am.algamation thel 
IwtIatlve which the"tna».agement of an mdependent unlt of production 
enjoys is liable to be lmp~.ired and the flexibility of operations which is 
valuable for successful wOl'king is often lost. As the Tariff Board (1932) 
observes, in· the existing circumstances of the cotton textile industry, 
better results are likely to be attained by economies accruing from close 
personal attention than from production or management on a larger 
scale. • 

The movement towardll increasing the s48' of the uriits of production 
is due to the desire "to 'reduce overhead costs per uni14 of output by 
spreading the costs of m.aila.gement and of non-manufacturing operations 
over a larger volume of output."{lj To the extent that these result~ 
can he achieved, the proc,~ss of amalgamation is undoubtedly welcome, 
but it is not certain that this end cannot be attained except by the 
formation of mergers. V J.rious authorities hold that a fair:sized unit 
can enjoy all the economies ope:g, to a large combine. A.spinning mill 
with 1,00,000 spindles is not considered too small for the purpose in 
Lancashire •. Much,. of coerse, depends on the structure of the industry 
and the cws of goods manufacturtld. An American writer observes that 
no changes in processes have occurred in recent years which require 
a larger plant simply to obtairi efficient operation of manufacturing .' 
processes: "The general consensus in the trade is that a print cloth 
mill of about sixty thousa.;ld spindles attains the principal eg,onomies of 
large-scale management. For a mill. producing coarser yarn fabrics 
such as sheetings, maximum efficiency Could be attained in a mill of not 
much over thirty thousand spindles. These economies are largely 
economies of plant and plant layout rather than due to technical 
efficiency. Smaller mills could, for practical purposes, be considered 
as equally efficieI?-t in technical operation solely."(1) An idea. of a fair~ 
~ized unit for the industry in the Province of Bombay can be had from 
!;he view put forward by Mr.· Kasturbhai Lalbhai, in the.' course of his 
evidence, that concerns of more than 40,000 to 50,000 spindles and 1,200 
looms had been found by practical experience to be too big to be run as 
efficient single units. Tho average size of units in Ahmedabad is some
what smaller than that of ',:;he fair-sized unit favoured by Mr. KasturblULi 
Lalbhai ; the size of the ILverage unit in Bombay approximates more 
~losely to it. Apart from the inherent difficulties noted above, t,he fact 

. al Profits and Losses in Textiles," s. J. Kennedy, 1936, page 186. 
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~ha11 thll industry has to, turn out products in response to the inAnitj 
variety of the requirements of consumers renders the task of centraliza 
tion very difficult. ' . " . .. . 

An aspect of the question 9f reorganization is the possibility of 
rec;:~].~~lizing units which were initially or at some stage in their history 
m27f-italized. This attracted the att.ention of the, Tariff Board 

WliIch"held the view that" the tendency to over-investment in 
the boom period was much more marked in Bombay. than 'it was else
where and that' Ahmedabad; was comparatively lit1!le affecteq," The. 
Board recorded its opinion that the matter was one which required the 
further attention' of the industry. The' Tariff Board (1932) 
after examining the progress made in the direction of writing down of 
capital observed that the milIs in Bombay had " evidently not failed to 
pay adequate attention to t~ recommendation of the Board". Ta~ 
Special Tariff Board (1936) found that the position in Bombay had been 
complicated by the reconstructions which had· taken place in that 
centre of the industry. ,The Board, however, held that in Ahmedabad 
the average capital cost of the mills which worked out at Rs. 63-0-0 per 
spindle and Rs. 1,575-0-0-per loom represented a fair estimate of capita
lization for the purpose of calculating the overhead charges. During the 
last seven years, there has been further capital reconstruction in progress 

• in Bombay and . the position may now be taken as having been stabilized. 
It may be remarked that the capital cost of the average unit in Bombay 
is stilI somewhat over the figure held by the Special Tariff Board as 
a fair estimate of capitalization. If even in 1927, when. there was definite 
evidence of overcapitalization; the Tariff Board could not. regard it as 
a cause of depression, much less can the present position be regarded with 
any degree of misgiving on this· account when the capital cost .of the 
plant held by various units in BombayJ1aB been written down. 

While, for the reasons set forth above, the formation of large-scale 
combines and mergers may not be either suitable or necessary from the 
point of view of increasing working efficiency or financial stability, the 
same considerations do not apply to the possibility of securing economies 
in the cost of production by resort to other forms of joint action. The 
formation of p·ools for certain specific purposes represents a more modest 
method of reorganization which has, within degrees, yielded satisfactory 
results.. The usual illustration of this method is the machinery set up 
by the textile industry in Japan for the purchase of cotton. In Bomb.ay, 
much success has been achieved by the Millowners" Association in 
negotiating with the Tata Hydro-Electric Agencies Ltd., for securing 
gradual reductions in power costs from '725 of an anna per unit, which 
was the usu!'\l charge in 1926, to '35 of an anna per unit in 1939. Success 
has also attended the efforts of the Association in organizing the 
insurance of risks arising out of the application of the Workmen's Com
pensation Act, 1923. The scope for economy in a field like this is evident 
from the fact that the Millowners' Mutual Insurance Association, Ltd., 
has now accumulated a fairly considerable surplus fund, indicating the 
economies that have been achieved by this form of joint action. No 
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corresponding arrangements obtain in Ahmedabad where many, of the 
milia carry their own risks; nor is & mutual organization contemplated 
either in Bombay or in Ahmedabad for undertaking insurance against 
~.e.. Tb,e ~in difficult~~ are s~ated to be those of raising adequate 
lIlltml .~pltal and deVlBmg ,sultable arrang~ments for reinsurance. 
Neither'of these difficulties is insuperable. Although the rates for fire 
insurance have ,been brought down as & consequence of the joint action 
taken in .respect of insurance against compensation: claims, the possi
bilities of securing further economies' by organizing & mutual fire 
insurance concern deserve to be further explored .. 

Substantial savings were obtained in Ahmedaf>ad when orders for 
machinery of fairly conaiderable extent were. placed jomtly in 1931-32, 
and there is no reason why mills carinot permanently organize themse~ves 

.lor such action. Ahmedabad appears also to ha.ve experimented, though 
not on a well-organized basis, with the joint purchaSe of consumable 
stores. The general argument advanced against joint purchases is .the 
same as used in relation to mergers, namely, tha.t, peyond a stage, large 
scale operations provide no scope for economy and that; on the contrary, 
the bulking 'of large orders, provides occasion, for distributors .to -iaise 
prices. While the joint.liooking of orders ·may 'not 'secure appreCIable 
reduction in price for all types of purchases, it is certainly worthwhile 
examining whether by extending the scope of joint action in this direction 
substan,tial economies cannot be secured in all the centres of the industry. 

In view of tlie fact that the cost of .cotton represents nearly half the 
cost of production of cloth, any economies effected in its putchase will 
materially affect thep~in; It is of interest to note here that 
in 1933 there was a1lroposarput forward in Lancashire for a Textile 
CQ-operative Society, one of the objects of which was to be the joint 
purchase of cotton and the purchase or leasing of ginneries in cotton
growing countries. Cotton is a world commodity over the prices o~ 
which purely local factors can exercise comparatively negligible influence.~ 
Economies can, however, be sought by. organizing the purchases 
efficiently, by ensuring that the· burden of the distributive charges is 
reasonable and by examining whether by joint action these charges can 
be reduced. The Tariff Boards (1927 and 1932) did not see any grounds 
for recommending Ii. change in the practice followed by a majority of 
the mills in Bombay of purchasing their cotton from the central cotton 
market in Bombay. A number of mills supplement such pqrchases by 
employing agents to buy cotton in the cotton-growin,g areas.' The 
latter is the usual method followed by milIa outside Bombay for the 
purchase of their requirements of .cotton; and this represents 
an advantage especially to mills located in or near t~e cotton-~owing 
areas inasmuch as they lIore able to reduce the processIng, marketIng and 
transport charges: That advantage they can derive o~ly if they posse~s 
the requisite financial resources for buying the major part of then: 
annual requirements dUl'ingthe season and only to the extent that they 
oonsume local cotton. )Ims which buy in the organized cotton market 
of Bombay do' not have to finance their purchases for prol~nged periods 
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~nd they are.in & posi~ion to cover the risks of fluctuations in prices 
by hedging the bulk I>f their purchases. The purchl!.sing of Indian 
cotton by joint arrangements is not fa voured by mill" agents, as the 
requirejllcnts of mills differ widely. Inasmuch as the managing agents 
are in a position to mltintain daily teuch· with the Bombay and 
upcountry, markets, they can manage to buy at- the cheapest possible 
rates and henc~ joint purchases, it is urged, may not • secure any 
additional advantage. Bulk purchasing on a joint basis presents special 
advantages to buyers separated by long distances from 1;he cotton
growing areas. And while the experience of the combined arrangements . 
for . purchase on behalf of the Cotton Spinners' Association of Japan
which are reported to result in a saving of from 3 per cent. to 5 per cent. 
":"'-may not be applicable to purchases of . Indian cotton by our mills, 
a combination for the purchase of in).portep, cotton, more especially of 
Uganda cotton, may result in savings, as pointed out by the Tariff' 
Board (1927). The Cotton Spinners' Association of Japan has secured 
valuable concessions in the freight charges on the cotton transported 
from India by negotiating agreements with the various st~mship lines. 
The need for following up the suggestion in this behalf made by the I 
Tari« Board (1927) is all the greater now, in view of the much larger I,' 
quantities of imported cotton consumed by the mills, particularly in 1 
Bombay and Ahmedabad. 

FINANCE. 

The system of financing the industry is of importanoe from two points 
of view. Firstly, if it is unsuitable or undeveloped, it may hamper 
the progress of the in4ustry. Secondly, the system may impose unduly 
h~vy burdens by way of interest charges. Certain methods of 
financing have been evolved in the industry in this Province, such as 

te financing of & portion of ~he block account by, short-dated deposits, 
hich though unusual and theoretically unsound have so far, in practice, 

I.erved the needs of the industry fairly satisfactorily. A system of 
debentures is preferable, although·if the debentures are floated in 
a period of high money rates, the incidence of interest charges is likely 
to be felt as onerous when the level of interest goes down. But, while 
in & well-organized and developed industry only a small proportion of 
the blook account may have to be financed by these means, the industry, 
as a whole, including the flourishing units, has always to resort to 
credit from. outside for its current requirements. Borrowing agains~ 
floating assets in the shape of stocks of cotton, yarn and cloth is almost 
universal. The incidence of interest charges on these borrowings does 
not at present appear to be heavy, but the credit machinery needed for 
the purpose is still not as well-developed and capable of automatic 
expansion as that in other indllstrially advanced countries. To remedy 
this defect, a system of licensed warehouses was recommended by the 
Indian Central Banking Inquiry Committee and the Bombay Provincial 
Banking Inquiry Committee recommended that warehousing arrange
ments be provided in the cotton trade centres of Bombay, Ahmedabad 
and Sholapur. 80 as to faoilitate the financing of the ~rade in Indian 
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piecegoods. Dealers in iJ!lported godds are in a favourable position 
in that they obtain suitable warehouse accozn.medation in the godowns 
of the Bombay Port 'trust, the warehouse receipts of which are 

. acc~p~~le to ~ankers a~ document~ of title to ~oods .. It was to provide I 
& similar eastly negotiable security for Indian piecegoods that' the 
formation of a warehouse tlOrporation was projected by the mill agents 
in BombaYI but the scheme was abandoned on account of the subsequent 
depression in the industry. With the . prevalence of easy money 
conditioIlB, facilities for the grant of financial accommodation by banks 
have developed in recent years, but the need for a warehousing 
corporation has not disappeared. Under Section 17 (4) ,d) of the 
Reserve Bank of India Act, the Reserve Bank of India 'c.an 
discount bills issued against docUments 'Of title' to goods such as 
warehouse receipts or warrants issued by ~ party distinct from the 

. lending agency, but that Bank cannot have the possession of goods 
transferred to itself. Another defect in the. credit syEltem also needs 
to be rectified. To provide for credit agaiIlBt goods in transit during the 
process of marketing, there should be a suitable credit instrument tha!t 
can be easily negotiated. For this reason we endorse the recommen
datio:d of the Indian Central Banking Inquiry. Committee that riLlwa y 
receipts should be placed by the legislature on the same footing as. bil1~ 
of lading and should be drawn. in a form which made the instrument 
negotiable. For this purpose, it is necessary, of course, that the railway 
receipt should contain as full and accurate a description as possible 
of the goods conveyed hf it. . 

DIVERSIFICATION OF PRODUCTION. 
Diversification of production has considerabl~ importance in 

strength.ening the competitive capacity oC-the industry. This was the 
view of the Tariff Board (1927) which recommended that Bombay 
should utilize more fully its llij,tural advantages in the matter 
of climate and situation for the production of ~good~ of higher counts 
than it had done in the past. The figures in the following table show 
that substantial progress has been made by mills in Bombay during 
the last few years in the manufacture of fine count yarn : - . . 

TABLE No. 41). 

Production of Yarn of above 30s counts by mills in Bombay. 

• 1924·25 

1925·26 •• 

1926·27 .. 

1927·28 •. 

I .. 

. Year. 

··1 
"I 

Quantity produced 
in lbs • 

11,173,429 

8,388,778 

13,508,268 

17,308,191 



1928.29 .. 

1929·30 •• 

1930·31 •• 

1931·32 •• ~ 

• 1932·33 

1933·34 

1934·35 •• 

1936·36 •• 

1936·37 •• 

1937·38 , 
1938·39 
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TABLE No. 49-contd. 

• 
Year. ! 

I 
Quantity produced 

in Ibe. .. 
11,700,348 

17,703,103 

33,165,058 

42,432,836 . 

44,494,805 

32,232,67~ 

43,857,049 

56,756,926 

58,593,240 

84,601,675 • 

88,281,8211 

An idea. of the extent of the development which has taken pla\;e 
in the manufacture of piecegoods from fine count yarn can be had from 
the figures given in the following table shov.-mg the production of dhotees 
and cambrics and lawns. (The average count used in the manufacture 
of these goods is generally over 30s.) 

TABLE No. 50. 
Quantity of Dlwtees, Oambrics and Lawns manufactured in Ootton MiU, 

. in the Oity ilrid Island of Bombay. . 

1924·25 

1925·26 

1926·27 

1927·28. 

. 1028.29 

1929·30 

1930·31 

1931·32 

1932·33 

Year. 

Production in yards. 

• Dhoteea. I Cambrics and Lawns. 

IlO,996,643 2,442,682 

115,412,150 1,449,052 

150,181,287 351,516 

168,795,029 2,395,462 

86,508,559 1,802,004 

170,834,693 797,275 

229,412,394 7,511,763 

287,665,729 14,636,296 

343,O77,15'l 14,601,172 

• 



1933-34 

1934-35 

1935-36 

1936-37 

1937-38 

1938-39 

Year. 
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TABLE No. 50-contd. 

Production in y&rds. 

Dhotees. I Cambrics and, Lawns. 

239,599,7l6 I 
I 14,638,606 

268,086,183 31,688,207 

407,118,987 41,101,800 

317,301,230 43,975,560' • 

357,178,040 79,461,401 
, 

',-[ 457,364,646 64,284,081 

In paragraph 82 of it6 Report, the Tariff Board (1927) had pointed 
out that one remedy for the ~epres~ion in the industry in Bombay was 
an expansion in the production of bleached, coloured, dyed and. printed 
goods. There has been a considerable development in the production 
of bleached and printed goods in Bombay during the last ten years. 
A special 'inquiry was made at the time of the appointment of the 
Tariff Board (1932) in.order to ascertain the extent to which the bleaching 
side of the industry had developed and the following statements have' 
been compiled from the returns then received ; 

In 1927, 19 bleaching establishments bleached 20,985,277 lbs . 
. of cloth. • 

In 1931, the same concerns bleached 31,157,967 lbs. of cloth. 
In addition, 4 establishments, wJ!Wch did not do a.ny bleaching in 

1927, bleached 1'3 million lbs. of cloth in 1931. • 
It is understocidthat since the publication of the Report of the Tariff 
Board (1927), seven mills in Bombay have installed printing ~chines 
and that orders have peen placed abroad for more. 

MARKETING. 

In recent yej;US, the organization of marketing has come to o.ccupy 
a very prominent place in all schemes for industrial reconstruction. 
An American writer points out that the most significant factor today 
in the textile industry has been the economy of large~scale merchandizing 
and selling and that among the current proposals directed towards 
the recovery of the industry, one of the most widely accepted is that 

, adVoCating the formation in the industry of a larger number of integrated 
units in which the production and marketing of 'finished goods would 
be carried on under' one management: (11 A common co·ordinated 
policy for enlarging existing markets, the investigation of new uses for 
cotton fabrics, the systematic exploration of 'export markets-these 

II) "Profits and Losses iu Textiles ", S. J. Kennedy, 1936, page 187. 
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are among the numerous directions along which action has to be ~aken 
as part of a programme of reconstruction. It may be noted that. the 
'establishment of an Export Development Committee, the function of 
which is to make recommendations to the Cotton Industry Boar d for 
promoting the development of the British export trade, is one of the 
integral parts of the Cotton Inquiry (Reorganization) Bill. In Indi:f 
at present the marketing of the products of the cotton textile industry\ 
like all other operations, is carrIed on on an individualist basis .• There 
is also a hierarchy of middlemen interposed between the manufacturer 
and the consumer in rural and urban areas. The only noteworthy 
joint attempts at organizing internal marketing are the appointment 
of trade correspondents in Bombay, Calcutta and Amritsar by the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay, and of a Marketing Officer ill Amritsar, 
by tl).e Ahmedabad Millowners' Assoniatio~ The former helps in 
building up contacts of which advantage is taken by individual mills 
or g.roups. The latter appointment was short-lived, the post having 
been abolished after a preliminary market survey had been conducted. 
The Millowners' Association, Bombay, has also published a pamphlet 
on "Where to buy Indian Piecegoods and. Yarn ". Similarly, both 
in Bombay and Ahmedabad, action has 'been taken to ensure that the 
quality of a particular cloth is ma.intained. In Bombay, since 1933, 
a system of registration of trade numbers covering.mills which 3re 
members of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, has come into 
operation. From 1st January 1935, there' has· also been in force 
a separate scheme for the registration of trade names. The schemes 
are applicable only to member mills, including those in Sholapur. The 
Ahmedabad Millowners' Association introduced early in 1939 a scheme 
for regulating the use of ttade numbers. A series of numbers is allotted 
to each mill and another series to merchants and the merchants are 
supplied with a list of the tra.de numbers of mills. All the numbers 
arb a<lvertised. The Ahmedaoad Millowners' Association believes 
~hat unde~ its scheme there is no possibility of overlapping of numbers. 
Apart from these efforts, there has been no joint action fu this field 
initiatei either in Bombay or Ahmedabad and the 'conditions of 
unregulated competition persist, notwithstanding the recognition on 

. the part of mill agents of the desirability of taking some unified action" 
Attempts have been made in India to organize the marketing of sugar 
and of cement joiritly on behalf of the manufacturers. With the forma
tion of a merger of the various cement companies in Bombay the CO-I 

ordinated arrangements for the marketing of cement 8.re no longer needed. 
The marketing organization for sugar concerns itself mainly with fixing 
a minimum price and prescribing from time to time the quota of a unit'!! 
production to .be marketed so as to adjust the supply to the demand. 
Within the narrow limits in which it operates, this form of regulation 
has worked well. It has been urged; however. that the conditions of 
the market for cloth are so different from those of other markets that 
the experieilce in the marketing of cement or sugar is of little applicability. 
None-the-less, the evils of unregulated competition are so obvious that 
the need for some form of j.~int endeavour becomes imperative. The 
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. division· of the markets on the basis of the sources of supply, the 
allooation of the production' of specialized sorts to specific unitsl 
or cen.tres, the better organization of the export markets for the common 
benefit of the industry-these matters must, in our opinion, receive 
earnest attention if unbridled competition is to be checked. 

The TariiI Board also considered that a better organization of the 
export trade in piecegoods woul<l be .of considerable assistance to the 
mill industry in Bom.bay. It indicated that the first measure to be taken 
might be a rapid survey of the potentialities for the marketing ofI.Udian 

. manufactures in certain: countries. A survey of some of the territories 
mentioned in the TarllI Board's Report was made in 1928 by the Indian 
Trade Mission, the expenses of which were borne partly by the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay, and partly by the Government of 
India. The Trade Mission recommended the appointment of Trade 
Commissioners at three c~ntres; but so far appointments have been 
made at only two places, Alexandria aJ;ld :Mombasa. Another recom
mendation was that the industry should> examine the feasibility of 
a combination of the mills interested in the export trade for the purpose 
of arranging such detailll as the manufacture of lines required, .the 
allocation of quantities among the members and the prevention of 
imitation of marks and numbers. The question of forming a combine 
on the lines- indioated by the TariiI Board for the development of 1;he 
export market was considered by certain members of the Millowners' 

.Association, Bombay, interested in the export trade, but such a step 
was not deemed practicable. The Tariff Board further recommended in 
paragraph 101.that in the interest of the industry it was most important 
that it should have its own representatives in the principal export 
markets. Expenditure by the Millowners' Association, Bombay, in thi! 
respect should, it was recommended, be supplemented for foUr ye.ars 
by the grant of an equal amount from Government up to a maximu?Jl 
of Rs. 25,000 annually. The Trade Mission, considered tbattW1 
additionallDArket for 80 to 90 million yards of cloth could be foGnd 
in the terr'itories covered by the Missions' Report, provided that 

,a common selling organization Was brought into being. This questiox: 
was considered by the industry in Bombay after the Trade MissioI 
reported, but it was felt by it that the increase in trade which Wal 
anticipated did not warrant expenditure on the large staff whrch thl 
Trade Mission pointed out was necessary for the' purpose. In ow 
opinion, it is still worth examining whether a joint organization willlQi 

. yield better results than the isolated efforts of individual mills. 

IMPROVEMF;NTS IN PRODUCTION • 

. The Tariff Board (1927) indicated the .considerable scope thai 
existed for expansion Qf the production of bleached, col.oure~ 
dyed and printed goods, and recommended large-scale operatIon u 
the production of these goods by a concern. to be assisted financiaIl) 
by . Government if necessary.· Soon thereafter, a. scheme was draWl 
up for the eatabli&hment ofa central bleaching. dyeing and printinl 

" 
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plant at Amberna.,th near Bombay. The history of the project is given 
in the following extract from the memorandum submitted to us by-the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay: ' 
. "In view or the difficulties inherent in the concentration undeI 

Qp.e management of the many plants existing in Bombay for bleaching 
and dyeing, and to a lesser degree calico printing, the Association 
was of the opinion that the establishment of a combined factory on 
the lines propos~d in the ~926 Tariff Board Report was not within 

. tM:limit of practical politics. One of its members, however, with 
an extensive knowledge of the printed goods trade considered the 
matter carefully aild came forward with a scheme for opening such 
'a factory, provided· certa.,in facilities such as free supply of water 
and financial Il.:Ssistance were forthcoming from Government. 
The Association endorsed this'" application, but the scheme fell 
through as the Government of Bombay were not, in the first.instance, 
willing to grant a cheap enough water supply and neither the Govern
ment of India n.<>r the Government of Bombay were able to guarantee 
a.,ny financial assistance to the promoters of the scheme. However, 
as the Trade Mission which visited certain markets in Africa a.,nd 
Asm-Minor in 1928 stressed the importance of developing the 
production of bleached, dyed and printed goods, .the question was 
re-opened, and the Association appointeda.,n Expert Sub-Committee 
to consider the feasibility of establishing a' central organization 
on receipt of an enquiry from the Government of India. Government 
desired to be informed whether the Association was still interested 
in the proposition and if so, whether there was any ~hance of the 
AsSociation itself or a group of its associated members consenting to 
promote such an undertaking either independently or· with Govern
ment financial assistanc~, and if so, what sort of assistance would be 
required. They also desired to be informed as to the extent of the 
'capital which would be required for the establishment of a factory, 
its probable working results and the arrangements which would be 
made between the proposed company and' Bombay mills to avoid the 
creation of a monopoly and to prevent profiteering. 

"The financial position of the industry precluded the possibility 
of Bombay mills supporting a proposition of this nature, and any 
financial resources which mills might have at their command at 

. the moment must, it was thought, be devoted to reorganization in 
the direction of replacement of old machinery ,on a. larger 'Scale than 
had hitherto been possible. Public support to a project on the lines 
outlined by the Tariff Board was a~o lUllikely in view of the general 
conditions of the money market in Bombay and the continuous 
depression . in the Textile Industry. In the circumstances, the 
Committee of the Association considered the possibility of erecting 
a. central bleaching plant by concentrating under one control all the 
dyeing and bleaching machines in Bombay which would serve as 
a. nucleus of a combined plant, but after a careful study of the data 
collected in this connexion, they were ()f the o:pinion that the cost 

, .~ 
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involved in the removal of individual plants and the difficulty of their 
adjustment to the requirements of an up-to-date bleaclling and dyeing 
factory would far outweigh any advantage which might accrue.'~ 
This project represented a step in the right direction beoause 

a finishing plant to operate at high efficiency requires the handling bt .. 
products in considerable volume, much larger than can be 
available in the average individual unit in the industry. After the 
abandonment of the sch~me, a certain -number of the larger units have 
set up their own bleaching establishments, while a smaller nu., 
have installed their own plants for printing. . . 

Unlike the more recently developed industry in Japan, the textile 
industry in India is almost helplessly dependent on foreign countries 
for the machinery and the stores used by it. The iridustry cannot 
materially influence the nature of th~ supplies that it obtains from 
distant countries and has, therefore, to adjus~ its methods of working 
accordingly. Such a process may well react on efficiency. For this 
reason, as also from the point of view of ensuring a control over the 
supply of machinery and stores, in the event of international compli
cations, the need has to be emphasized for those in charge of the industry 
encouraging subsidiary industries and interesting themselves in 'the 
production, within· our Own "borders, of articles necessary for their 
normal requirements. The manufacture of bobbins and shuttles has 
been attempted though on a small scale, the. manufacture of reeds and 
healds has recently,been undertaken in Bombay, and even more recently 
a large company has been floated for the manufacture of starch. 
A detailed enumeration of the subsidiary industries that could' be 
promoted is contained in the memorandum submitted to us by 
Mr. Stones: \ 

"The textile industry of India is now sufficiently large to warrant 
big developmen~ in ancillary industries, on which a small commenc~~ 
ment has been made in the last few years. The manufacture of rollet 

. skins and roller covering works, shuttle and, bobbin making, roller 
flannel, sizing flannel, shuttles and bobbins, ring travellers, 
preparation machinery and looms, healds (cotton and. wire), reeds, 
dobbies, jacquards, engraving plants, calender bowl pressing plants 
and' many other subsidiary industries, . are all worthy of detf1iled 
examination. . 

" A start might also be made in manufacturing ring frames in the 
Bame manner that the Japanese used to develop these industries, 
namely, by importing rollers and spindles from abroad and making 
the remaining parts here. China and Japan have works ,for the 
manufacture of high drafting parts of excellent quality. and with 
assistance and organisation such parts could readily be made here. , 

"This list could be extended, but sufficient has been written to' 
show that there is a. large scope for expansiClll, which, in addition to 
providing employment in new industries, would ~ke ~he c~un~r~ 
more self-supporting in the event of world COnflIct and shlppm. 
difficulties. " 

.~ 
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TECHNICAL PROG8ESS AND RESEARCH. 

The Indian ~'otton t~xtile industry has not, to our knowledge, .any 
invention or any new process to its credit which represents an advance 
<}n the machinery and the, ·.methods it has copied from foreign countries. 
It is undoubtedly true that some concerns in Bombay and Ahmedabad 

. have taken full advantage of recent improvements in machinery and 
met.hods and have brought their equiprp,ent and the working of their 
pl<l.nts to a high standard of efficiency. That is, however, different 
froJll the technological progress that has been achieved, for example, 
in~Japan where the industry had a later start. Though the fundamental 
characteristics of the manufacturing process in the cotton textile industry 
were stabilized years ago, the last twenty years have witnessed several 
changes designed with the twofold object of raising the output per 
worker and of improving the lItandard of uniformity of the product. 
Continuous process machinery in· the blow rdom, vacuum stripping 
in the ca"d room, high -drafting of the Casablanca or other types, 
lengthening of frames, high speed winding' and warping, improved 
machinery for <,lyeing and" finishing-these are some of the innovations 
which have added to the efficiency of several mills in Bombay and 
Ahmedabad particularly. But, as observed above, besides adapting 
improvements in designs and in processes to Indian conditions, no 

- technological progress has been recorded in the industry, either in 
this Province or elesewhere in India. The need for continuous technical 
development in a b.ighly organized and competitive industry like the 

. ?ot.ton textilj can scarcel~ be. overrated. ~he Shirley Institute, w~~ch 
IS the centra body forsmentific and technical research for the BrItIsh 
cotton textile industry, has been commended before us as a model for 
this purpose by the Indian Merchants' Chamber, Mr. Kasturbha~ IAilbhai 
and Mr. Stones. This research association costs annually' about 
£70,000 to run. The funds are obtained by contributions to the extent 
of two-fifths from the individual firms in the industpy, two-fifths from 
the Cotton Trade War Memorial Fund and one-fifth from Government. 
An idea of the work of the Shirley Institute can be obtained from the 
following extract taken from a recent publication on the British cotton 
industryll) . 

., 

.. The programme of th~ research work at the Shirley Institute 
has been drawn up in consultation with sub:committees 01 
technical men from the different branches of the industry. It covers 
the investigation of the raw material through all the manufacturing 
processes to the finished product in the form of yarn or cloth. 
A thorough investigation 'has been made of the vario:us types of 
opening machines, with a view to determining the relative efficiencies 
of the different types of beaters. A study of the mechanism of carding 
haB shown that it is possible to carry out modifications of the standard 
types of cards in directions which make for greater stability, ~sier 
setting, and some economy of machine cost and floor space: In 

QI .. Report on the British Cotton Industry ", published by the Industries GIOtlp, 
Political and Ecollomic Planning, 1935, }lage 101. 
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spinning, extensive comparisons of the different systems and the 
influence of varied dis1;J:ibution of drafts, roller settings and weightings 
twists and speeds, have provided definite information enabling 
spinnel'l! to choose conditions that are most,luitable to their individual 
requirements. In Sl.ddition to work of direct· application of this kind. 
a good deal of very valuable basic research is being done. Publications 
are issued from time to time in the fotm of either .memoranda or 
p.amphlets ~hich deal in Ferycase with a fa~l:y complete investiga
tIOn, and gIve all the necessary data and conditIOns under which the 
res~ch has been conducted. In addition the 'Shirley Institute 
Bulletin' is circulated to members, giving information on.ethe progress 
of the research work. 

" An investigatioJl. is needed.to detennine (a) how far the results 
of work of direct application done by the Institute are in a form which 
enables them to be quickly absorbed in works practice; (b) how far 
such results are actually utilised by members of the Institute; 
(e) what advances have been made in this way.with particular reference 
to costs, quality and novelties; (d) what provision is made for 
maintaining adequate contact between the pure and applied fields." 

. In the United States of America, there are two bodies specially created 
for the work of research. One is the United States Institute for ~echnical 
Research which has been endowed by a group of textile manufacturers. 
The other is the Textile Foundation which was created by an Act of 
Congress to undertake scientific and economic resea~ch for the benefit 
of the textile industry and its allied branches. It is endowed with 
a. fund'~of about $1,200,000 and is managed by a board of directors 
composed of representatives of the textile industries and the Secretaries 
of Commerce and Agriculture. 

The Technological Laborat.ory of the Indian Central Cotton Committee 
conducts some technical research bearing on the use of various types 
of Indian cotton and assists in the testing of spinning machinery and 

,the strength Qf samples of yarn. It possesses.nb equipment for work in 
weaving or the subsequent processes. The Department of, Chemical 
Technology of the University of Bombay has been of help in stimulating 
interest in chemi.cal research, .especially from the point of view of the 
finishing processes in the industry, while at the V~ctoria Jubilee 
Technical Institute there are some facilities available for investigations 
about the mechanical side of the industry. Recently, there have been 
attempts at co-ordinating the activities of the three institutions and 
correlating their research work to the requirements of the industry. 
Dr. Nazir Ahmed, Director of the Technological Laboratory, gave some 
information about the contacts that had been recently established with 
the Millowuers' Association, Bombay, and with the managerial and 
technica~ staff in the mills. We recommend .that these arrangements 
shouls! be systematized, regular co-ordination secured among all the 
three institutions referred to, and contact established not only 'witb 
mills in Bombay but also with mills in other centres in the .Province 

,We attach great value to technological progress and would pomt to th~ 
~ 13k!-,- 26-19 ' 
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action proposed to be taken in the United Kingdom. under the Cotton 
Industry Reorgani?;ation Bill, 1939. According to clause 18 of the Bill, 
among the services to be performed by the proposed- Cotton Industry. 
Board for safeguardiJlg,and promoting the development of the. industry 
are the following: 

" (a) to conduct, and to promote or encourage by financial assistance 
or otherwise, research and experiments in matters relating to the 
~nufacture of products of the industry, 

.. (b) to conduct, and to promote or encourage by financial assistance 
or, otherwise, research and investigation in matters relating to the 
consumption of products' of the industry, 

" (0) to take such measures as the Cotton Industry Board think 
proper for increasing the consumption of products of the industry, 
including advertising and the giving of demonstrations and instruction 
with respect to the use of such products, . . . 

'! (d) to collect and publish statistiQs and other information relating 
to th~ industry." 

In this connection the question arises whether action along the lines 
indiC4teti should be for the Province of Bombay alone or should neces~ 
sarily be on an aH-India basis. In the matter of research and economic 
mvestigation, we see n~ reason why action should not be initiated for this 
Province alone. We recommend that the Government of Bombay 
should, in consultation with the industry, take suiiable :measures 
for the promotion of technical research. The details of the sch!lme may 
be worked. out in collaboration with the three institutions referred to 
above and towards the expenses of the proposed additional research 
equipment and establishment, half may be ~ontributed by the industry 
and half by Government. 

REGULATION OF OUTPUT AND PRICE CONTROL. 

While effort in the field of technical research may usefully be· on 
a provincial.basis, action in the Province of Bombay alone can scarcely 
succeed in such matters as the regulation of output and the control of 
prices. .Recent experience in the cotton textile industry in other 
countries, emphasizes the need for suchco-ordinated action. severgl 
factors have combined to bring about a state of instability in this as . 
several other industries, chief among which are increasing productiv 
capacity, restrictions on trade, vagaries of exchanges and fluctuatio 
in the price of the raw material. The growth in productive capacity has 
apparently outstripped the increase in eonsumption, notwithstanding 
efforts to bring down the price level. The demand for cotton fabrics 
is .not likely to expand appreciably in the near future, while with th1 
.introduction of rationalization and as a consequence of steady technica 

. advance t~e pro~l!!lti:ve..ca~y may gro~ ~ontin~ously. The cap~c!t~ 
of productIOn to expand even wltIlthe e:tlstmg eqwpment and condItIon . 
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of technical efficiency is illustrated by the, growth' of ~utput which 
, occurred in India in 1937 and 1938... This is brought out in the following 
two tables ; 

TABLE No. 51. 

Production of Woven Piecegoods (including Hf!siery ani/. Cotttm 
GoodB mixed with Silk or Wool) in Mills in India (Briti8h India 

and Indian States). 
, 

Woven Piecegoods (in thousands of yards). 

Month. ' 

1936. 
\ 

1937. I 1938 • I 1939. 

• 
January .. 2,94,099 3,18,271 3,56,472 3,57,178 
February .. 2,89,938 2,91,972' 3,36,206 3,21,655 ' 
March .. 2,93,131 3,10,202 3,61,371 3,38,877 
April " 3,01,281 3,23,908 3,73,435 3,51,081 
May .. 3,07,875 3,27,453 3,64,967 3,,,9,4115 
June .. 3,03,431 3,27,375 3,40,871 3,42,991 
July .. 2,98,252 

I 
3,29,890 ' 3,52,347 3,35,425 

August .. 2,78,885 3,24,798 3,70,586 3,24,129 
Reptember .. 2,82,887 3,40,985 3,61,114 3,35,988 
Ootober ., 2,85,520 3,56,819 3,29,104 3,29,172, 
November .. 2,70,379 3,21,723 3,46,560 .... 
December .. 3,23,033 3,77,275 

I 
4,11,476 .... 

;rotal .. 35,28,711 39,50,671 43,04,509 .... 

TABLE No. 52. 

Production oj Yarn in Mills in IndiO, (British India and 
Indian States) . 

• Yam (in thousaJlds of Ibs.). - , 
Month. 

I I I .. 1936. 1937 • 1938. 1939. 

. . 

R 

January .. 91,457 89,676 1,07,156 1,17,494 
February .. 87,298 85,182 94,933 97,974. 
Maroh " 85,545 " 88,287 1,01,141 1,02,769 
April ~. 89,453, 89,723 1,05,381 1,04,778 
May • .. 92,355 90,757 1,05,57!l 1,06,672 
June .. 90,608 89,408 1,00,903 1,07,529 
July 91,261 . 93,280 1,11,146 1,07,899 .. 
August .. 86,199 91,908 1,15,679 1,06,604 
eptember .. 83,150 95,950 1,12,740 1,01,207 

Ootober - .. 86,035 1,02,224 . 1,04,185 1,03,017 
November .. 80,069 94,226 1,10,850 .... 
December " r 88,362 1,10,009 1,18,281.j .... 

Total .. 10,51,792 11,20,630 12,87,969 I .... 
I 
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The early months of 1939 witnessed the accumulation of stocks in 
several centres of the industry as a result of the intensified productive 
activity of the two preceding years. With a declining level of prices, 
the demand was voiced from more quarters than one for some joint 
action for the control of output: The Millowners' Associations oj 
Bombay and Ahmedabad took a lead in the matter and approached 
mills all over the country. The restriction.of production on night shifts, 
the stoppage temporarily of a certain percentage of spindles and looms, 
the reduction of the working day or working week-these were among 

. the proposals set down for common deliberation. Restriction of outpui 
may lead to regulation of the production of ce,rtain sorts and varietie! 
of cloths and the laying down of standards. This, in its turn, may paVE 
the way for the regulation of the prices for the standard 'varieties and 
for the reservation of markets for such varieties. In fact, once thE 
principle of joint action is' accepted, it may ultimately lead to contro 
of supply and marketing through joint action. In the United State! 
of America, there is a definite trend towards joint action in matters oj 
general industrial pOliCy<l), and in some of these matters the industl} 
has already begun to act as a unit: 

Voluntary action has also been tried in the United Kingdon, but as i1 
failed to be effective, the Board of Trade recently introduced in Parliamen1 
& Bill for the Reorganization of the Cotton Industry on the representation 
of the 'industry 'itself. The main feature of the Bill is that jt .. tnables 
a Cotton, Industry Board to be constituted to bring into 6peration 
schemes which are supported by & majority of the firms affected by the 
schemes, and controlling at least two-thirds of the capacity, turnover 
br other measure approved by the Board of Trade. The machinery 
to be set up by the proposed enactment consists of' a Potton Industry 
Board, a Cotton Indust'ry Advisory Committee, a Represen~tive 
Advisory Council and an Export Development Committee. The most 
far-reaching among the schemes that fall within the purview of the 
Cotton Industry Board are those for the acquisition and scrapping ()f 
redundant plant and for the de'termination of the prices of certain, 
classes.of products and of the processing charges that may be recovered 
in certain operations. The Bill 'provides for the recovery of the cost 
of the scheItl,a by levying fees, from manufacturers and merchants 
associated with the cotton textile industry, while there is provision for 
the grant of contributions by Government for the wOrk of. research, 
investigation and 'demonstration. These details are set forth to lend 
emphasis to the view that th~ time has arrived for steps'. to be taken in 
the interest of the healthy progress of the cotton textile industry to brin~ 
about some form of joint control over its development and to place somel 
ohecks over the operation of the forces"'of competition. ' 

FIom this point of view. it ia gratifying that Bombay and Ahmedabad, 
the two principal centres of the cotton textile industry in the oountry, 
possess strong well-knit organizations and that the mill agents in 
Khandesh and Berar have recently formed a :Millown~rs' Association 

(1) "ProfiLs and Losses in Textilea ", S. J. KeDDEldy, 1936, page 210. 
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on the same I!lOdeI. Most of the mills in SholapU! are members of.the 
l\Iillowners' Association, Bombay, and so are the mills in Gokak and 
Poona. The mills in Viramgam, Nadiad and Broach are similarly 
connected with the Association in Ahmedabad. In the Province of 
Bombay, therefore, only a few mills remain outside the influence of one 
or ~e other .of. the .m.illowners' associations. The membership of·the 
varIOUS ~SSOCIatIOns IS set out in the following table : 

~ABLE No. 53. 

Number of working mills whick are memhers of Millowners" 
Associations in the Province of Bombay . 

. 
Number of mills which are members of 

Number of 
ltegion. mills 

MilloWllers' Ahmedabad' 
Khandesh, 

working. Berarand 
Association, MilIowners' Bmhanpur 

Bombay. Association. MilloWllers' 
Association • .. 

Bombay • . .. .. 69 63(1)' 

Ahmedabad . .. .. 70 65(2) 

Sho~!,pu.f. . .. .. 5 4, 
I 

Gujerat (excluding Ahmed-

I abad) .. ··1 7 4 

Khandesh .. 5 5 
Maharashtra and Karnatak 
. (excluding Sholapur and 

Khandesh) .. .. S oif - I \ 

(1) Includes one millwhichis also a memberofthe Ahmedabad Millowners' Association 
and one mill which is also a member of the Khandesh, Berar and Bmhanpur lIfill
owners' Association. 

ill Includes one mill which is also a member of the Millownets'Association, ,Bombay. 

Individual employers who have remained outside the associations 
haV!} sometimes refused to fall in line with the policy adopted by these 
bodies. At the same time; there have been occasions 'When a few, of 

,them have had a better understanding with labout than the associations 
themselves. The advantages of having all mills brought under the 
influence of the associations are undoubtedly great. but in view of the 
progress made by them in increasing .tl.I.eir strength voluntarily, there 
is no need to insist on compulsory membership. However, for specific 
'purposes such as-the supply of marketing information or the application 
or uniform standards in the registration of trade numbers and labels. 
compulsion may be called for. It has next to be considered whether 
it will be possible for these bodies, by establishing cloa.e and continuous, 
touch with similar associations in' other parts of the country, to evolve., 
a unified poliCY. Apart from the individualist spirit ~hich is particularlt 

. . 



strong in isolated cenires, ~he diffieulties that present themsel"es are 
no doubt manifold. There is the inclination on the part of the 
undeveloped indUstrial centres to keep aloof from schemes for regulation 
for fear that their natural growth may be Unpeded. Units operating 
in the Indian' States in which the standards of labour legislation and 
factory administration are inferior to those of British India ·may 

· wish, to e:qlloit' their local advantages urihampered by any 
restrictive action taken on the initiative of the well-developed i'ndustrial 
centres. The tendency to encourage self-sufficiency on a provincial 
scale may present a third . set of obstacles. And, lastly, lack of 
uniformity Pt the matter. of labour legislation and administration in 
different provinces may obstruct the emergence of a common outlook. 

Similar problems did press for solU:tio~ in relation t~ tlie sugar and 
jute indilstries,but the task there was simpler. Jute is practically 
a monopoly of the Province of Bengal, and it has, therefore, been 
oomparatively easJ for the Government of that ~rovince and the Indian 
· Jute Mills Association of Calcutta to' enforce control. In Virtue of the 
Bengal Jute' Ordinance No. II of 1938, the. Government of Bengal 

· "may fix the times during which it shall not be lawful for each jute 
~ mill to be worked and for this purp.Qse may .fix different times for 
different jute mills." Further, it has been prescribed that, after-the 
commencement of the Ordinance, "it shall not be lawful, except with 
the previous sanction 'of the Chief Inspector in writing, to increa~e the 
number of looms, nor to replace anY,existing loom in any jute mill." . 
By an agreement entered into in January 1939, the members of the 
Indian Jute Mills Association pave agreed to regulate production in 
the interest of the jute industry and trade. The working hours under 
this ~greement, which it is expected will be operative for five years, 
will never be less than 40 hours a week nor greater than 54. This latter 
provision is, however, subject to certain safeguards and exceptions. 
To meet the altered situation created by the 'outbreak of war, some of 
these restrictive provisions have, however, now been abandon-ed. 

The aim of the legislative measures enacted in the United Provinces 
and in Bihar for the control of sugar factories is not so much the direct 
restriction of production as the licensing of factories, the regulation of 
the supply of sugar-cane for use in the factories and the fixing, in' the 
in~~~Uh~~!1,g~.:-!lan6 growe!X of the price at which cane may be 
purchased. The system of licensing was introduced because the Govern-. 
ments of the two Provinces found by experience that, with the increase 
in the number of sugar factories consequent on the grant of protection, 
a state of unhealthy competition arose. This reduced the pric~ of 
sugar to low levels and brought down the pripe paid to growers for the' 
sugar-cane supplied to the factories to levels which hardly covered the' 
cost of production of sugar-cane. The introduction of a system of licenses 
for the starting of -new factories and the extending of the size of the plant 
of existing factories have imposed an indirect limitation on the ~utput of 

'the factories. To ensure effective regulation and proper supervision, 
Oovernment insist on factories b~coming members &f a central 
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organization in t~e ~dustry, ~h1ch . is. recognized by them. The fac,t I 
that sugar factones m the two .ProVInces are responsible for nearly 
85 per cent. of the total production of sugar in India has facilitated 
the enActment of the legislation and the enforcement of control. The· 
enactments and the rules promulgated thereunder are almost the samej 
in both ~he Provinces, and the.mills ib. the two Provinces are members 
'tlf the Indian Sugar Syndicate which regulate~ marketing in the manner 
described above. While Government impose a levy not exceeding six 
pies per maund on the sale of sugar-cane, .the Syndicate recovers a levy 
at the rate of one 'anna per maund for meeting its expenses. 

, I 

All ALIrINDIAINDUSTRIAL COUNCIL. 
The special features of the measures for the control of the jute and 

sugar industries are helpful only in indicating the shape which legislative 
and administrative measures assume. The main distinction of· the 
cotton textile industry from both these industries, P-9wever, is that the 
production of cotton cloth is now carried on in almost all the major! 
Provinces of India and in . a number of Indian States as well. 
Production is diversifi~d, competition' is keen both with extern.aJ. 
manufacturers and among intflrnal producers, and· the technique of 
production is, in comparison with the other two industries, ext;remely 
complicated. Vohmtary action has not yet been given a trial, although 
Buch voluntary action will have' some prospect of success only ~ it is 
supported and has the m()ral backing of the G'ove:riJ.m,ent of India, of the 
Governments of the Provinces and of the Rulers of Indian States. 
1'0 promote co=ordinated action, the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
proposes the establishment of an AIl-India Industrial Council. We 
reproduce below the proposal put forward by the Association: 

" The idea is not a new one, and it was, in fact, suggested by the 
Royal Commission on Labour that an Industrial Council composed of 
representatives of employers, of labour and of the Provincial and 
Central Governments and tIle States should be formed which would 
meet regularly in confJlrence. With the advent of Provincial 
Autonomy, the need for such a Council is greater to-day than ever 
before, as without such a Council it would be extremely difficult tt 
bring about 8. satisfactory,,«t~~o!.<Lin!!-tion~ of lab.Qur legi.sIat!~th 
various Provinces and in the States; The Goverhment of Bombay' 
press communique outlining their Labour Policy apparently 
contemplates important amendments in factory legis~ti~n", higher 
levels of wages for industrial wor1!:ers, holidays with pay, sickness 
insurance, unemployment schbmes, etc., but advance in anyone of 
the above directions in Bombay can. hardly be made without 
imperilling BOl!1~lJoy's competitive capacity unless similar l!teps are 
taken in other Provincesaiid;nIiidiari:'"Staies. Another advantage 
of an all-India Industrial Council would be that it wovld give, 
opportunities for a regular exchange of ideas between '. Governmental 
Officers, in{lustrialists, economists ahd the experts. in labour matters 
drawn fro,n various parts of the country. The Council would also 
provide a link between Prdvincial Governments and employers 

.' 
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which would enable the expert opini\>n of the latter tp ·be obtaIned by 
Governments befQre introducing 'labour legislation which might 
materially affect cost of production. The services of the Organizationi 
could also be 'utilized for the purpose of working out an ordetfy and 
planned development .of Industry ill India and for th& purpose of 
preventing the excessive and unhealthy internal competition which 
often follows ffom un-coordinated action by individual employers. 
We submit that unless some means is devised for co-ordinating and 

·regulating the pace of adVJlnce in labour and social legislation 
throughout India,": satisfactory progress in tke'se ·directi.ons.on 
a Provincial basis will be found impossible." -. ~ 

We strongly support the proposal that an Industrial Council should be 
established in the immediate future to deal with problems relating to 
the cotton textile industry in the various Provinces and Indian States. 
We suggest that the Council should be fully representative of th~ various 
interests in the country, namely, theempl.oyers, labour and Government, 
and should have ten members each to represent the employers and labo~ 
and ten more to represent thtt· Government of India, the Pro~incial 
Governments and the Indian States. The Council will deal with the 
various matters detailed in the list of functions set forth by the Royal 
CommiSsion on Labour, but we recommend the addition,to t~e'ljst 
of subjects bearing on' technological ~d economic ".research aJ;l.d the 
regulation of output and prices, to.both of which we have already made 
a reference. If co-ordinated actiob. is to be ~ffective, it is esse!!tial that 
the representatives of the employers and labour in India-& States as well 
as their ruling auth.orities aho.nUl be induced to associate themselves 
with the work of the Council. . Their interests are ultimately bound up 
with the interests of the textile industry in British India; and in 
a. rapidly changing industria.l society influenced by world economic 
forces, they cannot afford to remain isolated. They will have, in theu 
own 1&rger interest, to adopt the unifor~ labour standards evolved fOI 
the country as a whole and to agree to common programmes. WhateveI 
the details of the Federal Constitution, it is essential that a convention 
should grow up for the policy and plans evolved by the All-India Industrial 
Council to be accepted and implemehted by the various States in the 
same spirit in whic~ the policy and plans will become integral parts oj 
the industrial and ~conomic programmes .of the. various autonomous 
Provinces. 

ALLowAliCE FOR DEPRECIATION. 
In considering questions connected with the financial position Ol 

reconstruction of 3..\l industry, one of the principal factors to be taken 
into account is the extent of the provision that has been made in the 
past or has to be made in the future for ·depreciation. Depreciation 

. hasJ>een defined as the shrinkage in: value caused by the wearing out oj 
an asset owing·to its use in business, and the provision for it represents 
the a.llowance made in estiInates, valua.tions and balance-sheets for sueb 
wear-and-tear. The paramount iInportance of adequat~'provision fOJ 

depreciation can be appreciated when the object of making this provisiOll 
!. 
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is properly undenstood. The ~ing capacity of an industrial under-\ 
taking depends largely on the condition of its capital equipment. 
As, owing to age and to constant use and sometinies because of . their 
~tting' obsolete, the machinery fond plant which represent the fixed 
assets of the undertaking continuously get diminished in value, it· is 
financially unsound not to maintain unimpaired their capital value and 
their profit earning capacity. ".rhe Ptlriod for which the maChinery~. 
expected to give se~ the risk of its becoming obsolete are t 
principal factors to be considered in ,deteriiiiiiing ""t1i6"extent of t 
necesll3ry provision :Or depreciation. At -any poi$ of time, merely the 
date of construction af the plant and machinery and the period of their 
installation are, of course, not the deciding tests in gauging their 
efficiency, and much depends on how they have bee.n treated and what 
repairs and renewals have been effected. A recent survey<l) of the plants 
in the spinning ana weaving mills in Lancashire showed that ring frames 
had a wolking life of 35 to 40 years and on that basis about,. 95 per cent': 
of the· plants at work were judged to 'be of reasonablerefficiency. Of the 
lo"'oms in the weaving section, 42 per cent. had been installed prior to 
1900.(9) No similar survey is availalire of the plants in the various 
centres of the Province of Bombay. From the personal observations 
made' ·by us during the course of our visits to mills in different places, 
we feel' thali, with few exceptions, the machinery and plant are kept 
in a state of reasOJi.able efficiencf Expenditure on repairs and renewal~ 
is' usually incurred from year to yeallt being charged to the operatin 
expenses.~d th.e sums spent for this purpose for the. last five years fo 
which figures are available are shown in the following table:. .. ... 

, , TABL:E No. 54. 

E;r;penditure on Renewals ana Repai'1'3 incurred by Gatton Textile 
Mills in various regions durirtg the years 1934-38.(5) 

(Bs. Lakhs.) 

Region. 1034 I 1935 I 1936 I 1937 1938 . 

G 

Bombay .. ..I 13'87 • 17'87 17'4.5 ! 23'66 28'62 

..I (53) (56) (57) I (63) (63) 
AhmedaBad .. 11'86 12'91 12'95. 16'25 21'66 

(56) (57) (58) ,I : (63) . (61) 
Sholapur .. .. 1'32 1'69 1'61 1'33 1'61 

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) 
ujerat (exoluding Ahmed- 0'53 0'52 0'52 0'60 . 0'53 
abad). (4) (4) (5) (5) .(5) 

Khandesh .. .. 0'57 0'69 I'll 0'95 0'89 
(4) (3) (5) (4) (3) 

harashtra and Ka.rnatak I-l6, 0'91 0'70 0'87 0'95 
(excluding Sholapur and l (8) (7) (7) (7) , .. (7) 
Khandesh). I . I i 

i 
(1) "Report OD. the British Cotton Industry", published by the Industries Group, 

Politica.I and Economio Pla.nn,ing, 1935, page 54. • 
'01 Ibid, page 61. 

II) COmpiled irom the statements supplied by milIs. }'igures in bracket~ indicatk 
the number of mills supplying information. ' 
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In addition to such expenditure on renewals and repairs, all weH 
conducted concerns make provision' for depreciation whenever the} 
earn profits. Thereis no statutory obligation to 'provide for depreciation. 
Article 107 of Table A of the Indian. Companies Act, which prescribel 
regulations for the management of a limited liability compahy, requirel 
merely that every item of expenditure fairly chargeable against a year'l 
income shall be brought into aC/:l.ount:"' A specific reference to depre· 
ciation in the Indian Companies Act, is contained in the provisioll 
prescribing the basis of the remuneration payable to managing ageIltl 
in agreements entered into after the introduction of the amended Act. 
In sub-section (3) of section 87C, the net profits on which the remunera· 
tion is to be assessed are defined as profits calculated after allowing the 
usual working charges and depreciation. The basis for providing for thil 
depreciation is~ however, not prescribed ind it is with the directors oj 
& cQrn,pany that dis~etion rests in the matter of" determining the 
depreciationJi6 be provided for, either before arriving at the net ~rofite 
or as an appropriation out of the profits to be sanctioned by the general 
meeting of the company. The standard, which forms the basis of the 
allowance in respect of depreciation, is..that accepted for the assessment 
Of the profits of companies for income-tax under the Income-tax Act. 
The maximum rates for which allowance is granted by the income-tax 
authorities are 5 per cent. on machinery, 21 per cent. O1! buildings 
and 71 per cent. on bleaching and dyeing plants. These allowancetl 

f are permitted on the original cost of the building, plant and machinery, 
although when full depreciation has been earned by any buildiIig, plant 

I or machinery no further allowance can be claimed in respect of such 
l item. According to the Indian Income-tax Amendment Act, 1939, 
allowance is, however, to be granted in respect of depreciation., up to 
a percentage to be prescribed, on the written down value of the buildings, 
machinery and plant. The schedule of rates applicable under the 
amended provision has only recently been drawn up in conformitt with 
the rates prescribed for similar assets in the United Kingdom and 
criticisms and suggestions have been invited oIi the schedule from the 
interests concerned before it is finally adopted. Two new provisions 
have been introduced in the Income-tax Act. One removes the 
restriction to six years of the maximum period up to which arrears of 
depreciation could be carried forward, so that the writing-off of the 
arrears' of depreciation can hereafter be spread over a longer period. 
The other is that when obsolete machinery is sold or discarded, the 
amount by which the ')'I'Titten down value of the machinery or plant 
exceeds the amount for which the machinery or plant is actually sold 
or its scrap value can be treated as an authorised allowance for 
depreciation. This is, however, subject to the condition that such 
amount is actually written off in the books of the concern. 
. The scale prescribed by the income-tax authorities represents, merely 
the maximum ,reduction that they allow from the assessable profits. 
It does not constitute any statuto~y obligation, and, as observed above, 
the directors have full discretion in deciding about the actual provision 
to be made from year to year. The provision made by them is deter
mined by various ;factors, such as the extent of the profits, the -need Qr 
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otherwise Cor granting some dividend, the state of the machinery 
the provision for depreciation made in th~ past, the strength of oth~ 
reserves and the obsolescence of particular parts of the plant. It is after 
consid~ation of such factors that provision for depreciation is deCided/ 
upon. The extent to which provision has been made in recent years 
in the diiIerent regions is shown in the following set of tables: 

TABLE,No.·55. 
DepreciatiOn Provided, arul Percentage of Depreciation to Total 

arul Depreciateif, Block. 
, (a) Bombay. 

·1934 1935 1936 I 1937 1938 

Number of Mills 61 64\ M I 68 69 . 
(Rs. La khs.) c 

. Total Block-C?riginal Value. 3,118 3,128 3,249 3,3M 

Depreciation Fu:u.d 1,183 • 1,2(2 1,192 1,2M. 1,360 

Depreciated Blo!lk 1,935 _ 1,886 1,901. 1,965 1,974 

Depreciatio! Provided (7. 38 42 66 78 

Percenttge of Depreciation 
to: " 
(i) Total Block 1'5 1'2 H 2'0 2-3 

(ii) Depreciated Block .. , 2'4 12'0 2'2 3-4 4'0 

NOTB.-Figurea taken from the consolidated balance sheets. 

(b) Ahmedabad. 

, I 1934 I 1935 I 1936 ! 1937 I 1938 

N umbe, of Mills 62 I 711 68 67 63 

(Rs. La kha.) 

Total Block-Original Value. 1,782 1,'1'89 . 1,751 1,787 1,886 

Depreciation Fu:u.d 641 576 588 656 700 

Depreciated Block 1,141 1,213 1,163 1,131 1,186 

Depreciation Provided 50 46 39 58 58 
' .. 

Percentage of Depreciation • tol . 

(i) Total Block , 2-81 2-57 2-23. 3'25 3'08 

(ii) Depreciated Block 4'38 3-79 3-35 5'13 
\ 

4-89 

, 
l'!OTB.:-Figures taken from the balance sheets of individual mills. 
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(c) ShoIapur. 

1934 1935 1936 1937 

Number of Mills ., S 5 5' 5 

,(Rs. Lakhs. ) 

Total Block-Original Value. 495 501 tHO 511 

Depreciation Fund .. 156 158 150 150 

Depreciated Blook 339 343 360 361 

Depreciation Provided .. 2'1 0'4 0'6 1'5 

Pe~ntage of 
to: 

Depreciation 

'(i) Total Block 

::, 
0'4 0'1 0'1 0'3 

(ii) Depreciated Block 0'6 0'1 0'2 0'4 

NOTB,-Figures taken from the balance sheetll of individual mills. 

(d) Gujerat (excluding Ahmedabad). 

Number of Mills 

Total Block-Ol'iginal Value. 

Depreciation Fund 

Depreoiated Block 

Depreciation Provided 

Percentage of Depreoiationl 
to: 

(i) Total Block 

(ii) Depreciated Blook 

6 

136 

46 

90 

4 

1935 

7 

(Rs. Lakhs. ) 

141 

48 

93 

2-6 

1-8 

2-8 

1936 

7 
1. 

170 

51 

119 

2'9 

1-7 ,
N , 

1937 

7 

172 

53 

119 

3-8 

NOTB,-Figurc, ~akcn from the balance sheets of individual mills. 

-

1938 

S 

509 

152 

357 

11'3 

'2'2 

3'2 

1938 

6 

145 

58 

87 

2'2 
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(8) Khandesh. 

1934 1935 1936 1937 I 1938 

Number of Mills 4 4 4 4 4 

(Bs. Lakhs.) 

Total Block-Original Value, 204, 211 213 213 214 

Depreciation Fund, 28 28 29 22 47 

Depreciated Block 176 183 184 191 167 

Depreciation Provided ,0'4 4'7 11'7 3'9 4'6 

Percentage of Deprecia.tion 
to: 

I 
(i) Total Block 2'6 2'2 INI I'S 2'1 

(ii) Depreciated Block 3'1 2'6 6'4 2'0 2'8 

N ou,-Figures taken {rllm the balance she,eta of individual mills, 

(I) Maharashtra and Karnatak (excluding Sholapur and Khandesh). 

1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 

Number of Mills .. 7 7 .. ~ 7 7 

(Bs. 'Lakbs.) 

Total Block-Original Value, 154 167 169 168 170 

Depreciation Fund .. 39 42 41 43 46 .. 
Depreciated Block .. 115 125 128 125 124 , 

Depreciation Provided .. 2'2 1'6 2'1 3'2 3~7 

Percentage of Deprecia.tion 
to: 
(i) Total Block .. l'4 1'0 1'2 1'9 2'2 

(ii) Depreciated Block - 1'9 1'3 1'6 2'6 3'0, 

NOTB.-Figures taken from the balance sheets of individual mills. 

While the Millowners' Associations of Bombay and .Ahmedabad 
assert that provision for depreciation should be made on the income-tax, 

. basis, they do not agree that it can be made a first charge on the profits, 
in the sense recommended by the 'Tariff Board (1927}. Their main' 
objection to any such statutory provision being prescribed arisesttom the 
difficulty felt in making full provision on the income-tax bas~ in years 
of I~ profits for the industry .. At the same time, they urge that it ill 
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occasiona.lly expedient to allow small dividends, even if fUll provision 
for dep1=eciation cannot be made.· Where com.mission to agents is 
'payable as a percentage of the profits, it may also be necessary, it has' 
been pointed out, for that percentage to be raised if full depreciation has 

, to be provided for 'as a statutory first charge. The following set of tables 
'shows the position in the matter of payment of dividends and commissions 
by mills which were unable to provide for full depreciation on the incom.e-
tax basis: , . 

TABLE No. 56. 

Number of miZls paying DWideruls and FuZl Agenta' Commission 
without providing for Depreciation on 1 noome-taz Basis. 

(a) Bombay. 

.\ 1934 1935 1936 1937 "') 1938 

Number of mills supplymg 59 63 64 66 65 
information. 

Number of mills not provid- 37 42 46 40 36 
ing depreoiation on inoome-
tall: basis. 

Number of mills paying divi- 18 19 24 19 15 
dends which have not pro-
vided depreoiation on 
income·tall: basis. 

Number of mills oharging 8 19 22 29 28 
full agents' oommissioll 
whioh have not provided 

I depreoiation on income· 
tall: basis. 

I 

(b) Ahmedabad. 

1934 I 1935 I 1936 1937 1938 

: 
Number of milia supplying 58 58 58 63 60 

information. 

Number of mills not provid- 23 34. 29 24 26 
ing depreoiation on inoome· 
tall: basis. . 

Number of mills paying divi. 
dends whioh have not pro. 

18 23 19 ' 15 17 

vided de:y:oiation on 
inoome.tall: is. 

Number of mills oharging 7 6 6 7 4 
full agents' oommission 
whioh have not provided 
depreoiatioJl on .oome· 
tall: basis. -



(c) Sholapur •. 

1934 1935 I 1936 11)37 1938 
, 

Number of milla supplying 5 5 5 5 4. 
information. 

Number of mills not provid. 4 3 3 3 2 
ing depreciation on income. 
tu basis. 

Number of milia paying divi· 3 2 2 2 1 
dends which have not pro. 
vided det:;iation on 
income.tall: ia. 

Number of mills obrging 4 S· 3 3 2 
full agents' commission 
which have not provided 
depreciation OIl illcome. 
tall: baais. 

(d) Gujerat (excluding Ahmedabad). 

1934 I 1935 1936 1937 I 1938 

Number of mills 8upplying 5 6 6 7 6 
information. 

Number of mills not provid. 2 4 4 3 2 
ing depreciation on income. 
tall: basi,. 

Number of mills paying divi. 1 1 
dends whioh have not pro· 
vided depreciation on 
income·tall: basis. 

Number of mills charging .. 
full agents' commission 
which have not provided 
depreciation on income· 
tall: baais. 

(e) Khandesh. 

I I I 
I -- .1934 19:t5 1936 1937 I 1938 

Number of mills supplying 4 3 5 4 3 
information. 

Number of mills not provid. 
ing depreciation on income. 
tall: basis. 

1 1 1 2 1 

Number of mills paying divi. 1 1 1 .. , 1 
dends which have not pro. 
vided depreciation on • income.tall: basis. 

Number of mills chargmg 1. 1 .. .. 1 
full agents' commission 
which have not provided 
depreciation on mcome· 

I tu baais .. 
I 
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(I) Mahl!-rashtra and Karnatak (excluding Sholapur and Kpandesb). 

_________ ··_~_'· _______ ~ ___ ~9_3_4~L--l-93-5--+_-1-9~-19-3-7--L-_1_93_8 __ 

Number of mills supplying 
information. 

Number of mills not provid, 
Ing depreciation on income
'tax basis. 

Number of mills paying divi
dends which have not pro
vided depreciation on 
income·tax basis. 

Number of mills charging 
full· agents' commissio 
which have not -provided 

tax basis. 

7 

4 

1 

3 

7 

3 

1 

7 

3 

2 

1 

'7 

3 

1 

1 

6 

2 

2 

2 

depreciation on income-/ 

~~--~----~~-----~----~----~------
The necessity of adhering to a' rigid standard' in making actual 

provision for depreciation is also sometimes questioned in view of the 
fact that, as experience in Lancashire and in India shows, the life of 
a plant is not necessarily limited to 20 years. Moreover, it bas to be 
recognized that to allow for depreciation at a statutorily fixed rate in 
concerns which ljore overcapitalized imposes a needless burden and leads 
to an incorrect position being presented of the profit-,earning capacity 
of the industry or of a particular unit. It :was contended on behalf of 
labour in Ahmedabad, however, that from the point of view of the 
stability of the industry it was desirable to make provision for 
depreciation a statutory first charge, so that units would always 

,maintain intact the capital value and earning capacity of their 
plants. To this contention, Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai replied that 
the lack of provision for depreciation did not inevitably mean financial 
disaster or the scrapping of ,the plant. Concerns might, he stated, 
in case their managing agents enjoyed sufficient credi~, be able 
to carryon their operations by resort to borrowing for some time, 
althou~h he agreed that failure to provide for 'depreciation over a. ssries 
of years must react adversely on their financial position. It was also' 
pointed out by various witness~ that no obligation in the matter of 
provision for depreciation was laid on other industries and it was 
inequitable to single out the cotton te~ile industry for this particular 
requirement. We would emphasize again the paramount imporlance 
of making adequate provision for meeting the shrinkage in fixed assets. 
Appreciating, nevertheless, the cogency of several of the grounds set 
forth ily representatives of the employers, we do not see any need to 
recommend depreciation on the income-tax or any other- basis being 
~de a statutory charge on the profits. 

LIMITATION OF DIVIDENDS. 
One of the suggestions for the financial reconstruction of the industry I 

made on behalf of Iabom in Ahmedabad was that the payment of 



dividends by cottoI?' ~i1l companies .should be lim.it~J~ . .ll~t. per 
annum. In the oplIllon of the TextIle Labour,.Assomation, Ahmedabad ~ 
it is necessary to see that when large profits are earned, they are no~ 
utilized in the disbursement of dividend!! at excessivelY" high rates
as was done between 1917 and 1922-but are conserved to strengthenl 
the reserve and depreciation funds and to enable the wages of thel 
workers to be raised gradually to the living wage standard. On behalf 
of the employers, it has been argued that the principle of limitation is 
altogether unsound, that it will constitute an entirely unprecedentelil 
innovation, that a proposal to limit dividends will scare away investors, 
that there can be no maximum ,limit fixed for dividends unless thei:e . 
is a guaranteed minimum, that judged in the light of the circumstances/ 
which 'prevailed during the post-war boo~ the returns secured bY, 
shareholders were not excessive, and that, at any rate, in recent times\ 
there has been no tendency to declare large dividends, because the \ 
profit-earning capacity has diminished considerably. 

The question is worthy of a somewhat d~tailed examination because 
of the importance that is attached to the determination of what is a fair 
return on investment in industry. Dividends represtylt the, return 
paid out of the profits of a joint stock undertaking to those who 
contribute to the share capital in proportion to the paid-up amount of 
the shares held by them. The basis for the payment of dividends varies 
occasionally according to the type of shares issued by a company;A 
according, for instance, to the distinction that has to be observed between' I 
ordinary, preference and deferred shar~s, cumulative preference shares 
and the like-:-rn-Tndia, it is principally on the shares of certain railway 
companies that there is a minimum rate of dividend guaranteed by 
Government. Dividends are paid by companies if there are profits 
available in a year; and the rate of dividends declared depends on the 
extent of the profits made. If there are dividend eqUalization funds, 
they can be draWn upon 'for payment of dividends in years when the 

. profits are meagre or altogether absent .• In many industrial concerns, 
the entire amount of the profits is not appropriated for the payment of 
dividends, but, in addition to the requisite provision for depreciation, 
allocati~s are also made to reserve and other Junds.AllotmenJis arlY 
made 'to funds for the equ3iization of dividends and sometimes 
contributions are granted for workers' welfare funds. The bonuses that 
are at times allowed to shareholders are.only additional payments of 
dividends shown separately as sllOti because the companies are desirous 
of maintaining a nominally UJ:I,llorm level of dividends. 

'The scale of payment of dividends in the boom periods was e~minedl 
closely by the l'ariff Board (1927) which came to the conclusion that the

l payment of unduly high dividends in those years could not be held to 
have contributed to the subsequent' depression; but, as this is a matter 
of past history, we need not now go over the same groun~. ':Ole m~re' 
recent history of dividend payments in the cotton textIle companIes 
in the Province of Bombay is set forth in the follo~g set ot tables; 
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Rate of Dividend per cent. I 
~ i . 

Ntr ... I 

"1 :Below 3 .. " 3 and below 4 .. ::1 4 
" 5 .. 

5 " 6 .. 
6 " 7 .. ::1 
7 .. 8 .. .. , 
8 .. 9 .. " 9 .. l& .. ", 

10 .. 12i " f> •• 1 
121 .. 15 •• 'It • ··1 
15 u· l71 .. , "1 17i " 20 " •. ! 
20 .. 25 .. ,,1 
25 .. 50 " ,,/ 50 .. 75 " " 75 and over .. 
Unspecified .. "1 

j 

Total .. / 

TABLE No. 57. 

1'1efJ.uency Distribution of Dividends paid by OoUon ~e:r.tile'Mills. 

(a) Bombay. 

1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 

20' 20 20 20 20 22 33 
.. " .. 1 3 1 8 

1 " 1 .. .. 1 2 
1 1 1 .. 2 8 4 
1. .. 1 4 .. .1 3 .. . .. 2 2 1 1 2 . 
2 2 .. .. 2 2 1 .. " 1 1 .. j! 2 .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 
6 10 8 7 6 6 7 ... .. .. .. .. .. .. 
2 .. 2 2 1 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
3 " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. .. 

.. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " .. .. .. .. 1 

36 I 33 36 I 37 I 35 I 44 r-:I 

1936 . 1937 
,'10 

i 1938 

---

31 28 . 30 
10 '4 3 
4 2 1 
4 6 '3 
2 3 7 
2 6 5 
2 3 2 .. 3 2 .. " 1 
8 .5 , 9 .. .. 1 
1 3 1 .. .. .. .. .. 2· .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. , .. ' 

.. .. 

I 
.. 

j 
64 63 I 67 

NOTE.-Figures for the years 1929 to 1934 have been compiled on the basis of the statements supplied by the mills while those for the y~a.r8 1936 to 
1 ()'.)Q \.. ..... _ J... .... n ... l...n .. _~nn thD- ; nfnl"mJl.t inn a.va.ilable in the bala.nce sheets. ... . 

t-:I 

~ 



)\ 

~ 
~ 
". ... 
L 
&' 

(b) Ahmedabad. 
"-

Rate of Dividend per oent. I 1929 1930 1931 1932 .1 1933 1934 ).9311 1936 1937 1938 

-----

Nil .. .. 13 '20 12 10 21 111 26 30 19 20 Below 3 .. .. .. .. .. .. " .. 1 ", .. .. 3 and below 4 .. .. 1 .. .. ", J .. -3 1 .. 4 .. 5 .. .. 3 1 ,2 1 1 1 2 2 3 .. 5 ... 6 
:~ 

.. 2 2 2 2 5 2 1 4 2 1 6 .. 7 .. 11' '11 7 9 12 20 10 11 11 16 7 .. 8 .. .. 1 2 9 5 4 8 7 3 8 5 8 .. .,9 .. .- .. .. 2 7 8 1 3 3 3 3 6 9 .. tIo .. " ..' 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 10 .. . 121 .. .. 6 7 7 13 10 II 8 6 9 6 121, .. 111 .. .. ' 4 1 .. 1 1 II 2 .. 2 .. 15 .. 171 .. .. 3 2 4 4 9 9 6 3 2 3 171 .. 20 .. .. "1 2 .. .. 2' I 1 .. 2 1 20 .. 211 .. .. 4 6 7 7 2 3 2 1 2 1 211 .. 110 .. .. 8 4 7 8 2 3 2 2 2 I 50 .. 75 .. .. 3 8 2 2 I .. .. .. 'I , .. 
75 andover .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 ',' .. Unspecified, .. .. 10 7 5 1 l! .. .. .. .. .. 

-
Total .. f 70 I 71 71 71 

74/ 72 
711 69 

67] 62 

NOTB.-Figures for the years 1929 to 1937 have been compI1ed on the basis of the information available in the "Directory of Ahmedabad Mill 
lndustry .. by N. N. Desai and for 1938 from the balance shee!8 of individual mills. 

t-:I 

~ 
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(e) Sholapur. 

Rate ·of Dividend per cent, 

NiZ 

3 and below 4 

I 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 

·1 
---- ----

'\ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 ~ 
-4 

" 5 1 1 1 

.0 6 1 1 2, 1 2 1 
,6 

" 7 1 2 1 2 1 1 I 1 

7 8 1 1 '.' 

8 
" 9 1 

9 10 

10 
" 121 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 

• 121 " 15 ,', 

15 171 ., 2 2 

171 20 • 
20 25 

25 " 50 

Total 

1 

~ ~ , I " 

5 5 5 1-----;-1 5 (; 5 5 5 
I , 

~----~--

", NOT E.-Figures for the years 1929 to 1936 have been compiled on the basis of the statements supplied by the mills wbile those for 1937 and H38 
h,ve been based on the information available in the balance sheets. ' • 

1;.:1 
II'" 
II'" 



(d) Gujerat (excluding Ahmedabad). 

- . I 
I . Rate of Dividend per cent. 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 

I 
1937 193& 

-

- ---
-I ---. 

Nil .. .. 4 4 3 2 4 4 5 5 : . 5 Below 3 .. .. 1 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. 
I 

.. 3 and below 4 .. .. \ .. .. .. 1 1 .. 1 .. 1 4 .. 5 .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. 1 .. 5 .. 6 .. " . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 .. 7 .. 
"1 

.. 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
j 

.. 7 .. 8 .. .. .. 1 . .. 1 1 .. .. .. .. 8 .. 9 .. .. 
I 

.. 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. 
9 .. 10 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " .. .. 10 .. 12t .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 121 .. 15' .• " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 " 171 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 

j 

.. .. .. 
171 .. 20 .. " .. .. .. 

::~ 
.. .. .. .. .. 20 .. 25 " .. '.' .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 25 

.. 
50 . .. 1 1 1 1 1 .. .. .. . . .. .. 

50 75 .. 

':1-1 
.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 75 and ~~er .. .. .. 1 .. .. " .. 

. . 
, 

7 I I 7 I 
I 

Total 5 6 7 6 7 
7 I, 

! I I I 
I .-

-
NOTE.-Figures in this table have been based on the information available in the statements and the balance sheet. suppli€d by the mill" 

NI.... 
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(e) Khandesh. 

Bate of Divided per cent. 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 

--- ---1-----1 1---1---

NU 1 2 

1 : I 3 and below 4 

" 
Ii 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

.. 

.. 
." 

" 

Ii 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

121 

.. Ii 1 .. 
•. ! 1 1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

I
I 

·1 

1 

1 2 

. 
2 

.1 

1 

.• .. 2 1 1..' .. .. .. I." .. .. .. :., .. ~.~. 11~'~' .. I 11'" ..... 

Total.. .• • • ~ •. • • I · __._ 
NOTa.-Figures in this table have been based on the information. available in the statements and the balance sheets supplied by the mil!s. 

- ~ 
t/>o 
0> 



(f) Maharashtra and Karnatak (excluding Sholapur and Khandesh). 

Rate of Dividend per cent. 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 

~ 
1936 1937 1938 

,----
Nil .. .. 4 4 6 5 4 4 . 5 4 4 3 
Below 3 .. .. .. , .. .. .. .. .. 

J 
. 1 . . 1 1 , 

. 3 and below 4 .. .. .. . . .. 1 2 1 

I 
.. 2 1 2 

4 " 5 .. .. 1 2 .. .. .. 1 .. .. 1 i 
i; 

" 6 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. _. 
6 

" 7 .. .. .. .. 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
7 

" 
8 .. .. .. 1 .. .. 1 1 1 1 .. .. 

8 
" 

9 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. -
9 

" 10 .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
10 

" 12i .. .. 1 .. .. .. 

~ 
.. .. 

~ 
.. , .. 

~ I -
Total .. 7 7 7 7 '7 7 I 7 

NOTE.---Figures in this table have been based on the information available in the statements and'the balance sheets supplied by the milIs. 

In examining the suggestion that dividends should be limited, it is useful to take a comparative view of the returns 
eamed by capital investments in the cotton t~ile industry in ,Bombay, of those eamed in other Provinces and also 
in other countries. This comparative view can be obtained from the following four tables: ' 

~ 
004 



TABLE ~o. 68. 

FrequenrYJj Distribution oj Dividends paid by'Ootton Textile Mills in other Provinces. 

-- ---- ~--- ------

United Provinces. Centrad I PBravincee Madras. Bengal. 
Rate of Dividend per cent. an erar. 

~\~L1938_ 19361193~ I~I~I~I~I~I~~~-' ~938 
I ! 

Nit .. I 2 2 . 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 ./ 1 1 
3 and below 4 1 1 
4 " 5 5 6 11 11 .. I 311>:) 
6 7 1 ~ 
7 8 1 1 "1

1 
8 9 1 ••• 
9 10 

10 .. 12! 1 1 2 1 1 2 
~ U .~ 
15 17! 
17! 20 

20 .. 25 "I I I 1 I I I I 
25 ." 50 .. 1 I I I 1 Unspecdied . 1 

Tot&! •. / -51--51-4'1-41-51-'21-51-51~-~-1 51 3 

NOTE.-Figures taken from the Investor's India Year.Book, 1938·39. 
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TABLE No. 59. 
Dividends paid in Textile lrulust'Ty in Groot Britain . . 

Period. , Rate-of Dividend per cent. 
: . 
I 

Year ended June 30th, 1932 .. \ 4'4 
Do. 1933 "1 4'6 
Do. 1934 6'2 
Do. 1935 5'5 
Do. 1936 6'2 
Do. 1937. .. 5'2 

::1 6'0 
6'4 

Quarter ended June 30th, 1938 
Do. 1939 

N oTm.-}'igurea taken from the" Economist". 
TABLE No. 60. 

Divideruls paid by CoUon Manufactwring Companies in Japan. 

1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 

Year. 

Rate of Dividend per cent. for 

First Half Year. Second Half Year. 

n'4 
12'1 
12'6 
12'0 
12'5 
12'3 

NOTB.-These figures are taken from the monthly circular pupJi.hed by Mitsubishi 
Economio Research Bureau. 

TABLE No. 61. 
Index of Cotton Mill Dividends(l) in the United States of America 

(Includes cash dividends only) 

Year, ') Rate of Dividend Number of Mills. 
per cent. 

1915 .. 5'7 67 
1916 9'1 69 
1917 11'0 60 
1918 13'4 60 
19~9 lr7 60 
1920 1 '4 60 
1921 0'5 60 
1922 9'2 60 
1923 8'0 60 
1924 7'2 60 
1926 6'2 60 
1926 4'9' 60 
1927 6'0 60 
1928 6'1 60(1) 

1929 .. 6'8 68 
1930 4'2 57 
1931 2'7 66 
1932 1'7 53 
1933 1'4 60 
1934 3'2 48 

NOTE.-These figures are taken from "Profits and Losses in Textiles" by 
S, J. Kennedy. . 

(l) This series is based upon actual dividend disbursements ,,~eighted by the total 
common and preferred stock outstanding each year . 

• 11 The 60 mills included in 1928 had an aggregate capital. investment of 
'1260,360,000 and represented 7,738,000 installed spindles OJ: approximately 22% of 
the total production capacity of the industry, 
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. The question of limitation of ,dividends is' one whIch reJa.tes to all 
industries. From that standpoint, it is pertinent to examine the 
dividen~s obtained in some of the other principal industries in India, 
such as Jute and 'Sugar. The following table contains information about' 
the dividends paid in these industries in recent years: ' 

TABLE.No.62. 

Frequency Distribution of Dividends paid in Jute and Sugar 
'Industries in 1936, 1937 and 1938(1). 

NumBer of Mills declaring dividends. 
, 

Bate of Dividend per cent. -/ 
. 

Jute. ,Sugar. 

1936 I 1937 I 1938 I 1936 I 1937 I I 

Nil .. .. 10 16 I 27 7 10 

BelowS .. .. I) I) 10 1 .. 
3 and below 4 ", ,. 3 4 3 .. 1 

0 

4 ," I) .. .. .. 3 1. .. .. 
I) 

" 
6 .. .. 3 4 4 3 5 

6 
" 7 .. .. 3 2 2 .. 1 , .. 8 .. .. I) -4 2 2 2 

8 .. 9 .. .. 2 1 1 1 . -
9 . , 10 .. .. .. 2 1 .. .. 

10 
" 121 .. .. 7 6 4 7 6 

121 " 
15 .. .. 4 2 3 1, 

I 
1 

15 .. 17j .. o • 1 4 2 3 3 

I 171 .. 2,0 •• .. 5 2 .. .. .. 
0 25 .. .. 7 4 .. j 3 .. 

" I 
2 5 SO .. - 1 . . 

, .. .. 

1938 

12 

2 

.'. 
-

2 

-
1 

.0 

. . 
6 

2 

3 
0 -
-

1 
.. 5~ I I 

I --I Total .. 
60

1
60 60 29 29 29 

I I 

(1lFiguIeS taken from the Investor's India Year-:Book, 1938-39. 

An examination of the figures shows that, while the cotton textiJe 
industry in Bombay has not fared worse than the industry in other 
countries, the dividends declared in the last few years cannot generally 
be said to have been excessive. Nor are they high in proporti,on to th~ 
dividends earned in other cent.res of t.he Indian textile industry or . 
other industries in our country. It has been argued that the paymen 
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of' dividends" in a ~roteci"ed industry should be regulated; That 
argument, however, will lpply also to- other industries like iron and 
steel and sugar. Without entering into tlle question of the adequacy or 
inadequacy -of the protection that is enjoyed, it may be observed that 
an obligation is laid on the State to ensure that ~here is no element of 
profiteering in the working of an industry which is protected and that 
there is a similar obligation laid on 'the industry itself. . As the figures 
show, the scale of dividends paid since -the grant of protection does not call 
for the imposition of a limitation. At the same time, i~ is the duty of 
the industrialist to see to it that when surplus profits are available in 
future they are utilized not in increasing the rate of dividends but in 
providing, if D4lC~ssary, for arrears of depreciation and for the betterment 
of the position' 91' ~M industry and the workers in it. 

The textile iruiruUry derives its importance by virtue of the fact that 
it is the larg~t and oldest among our organized industries ; it does 
not, however, possess the essentials of a public utility undertaking. 
The principle of limitation of dividends has not been applied eVi 
to public utility concerns in India, though the Government of Bomba 
have decwed their intention of restricting, in future, dividends . 
electric supply companies. The position of the t.extile industry is 
radically different from that of public utility undertakings which are 
placed in a monopolistic p~ion. Nor caD. the position: of the units 
in the industry' be compared to that of co-operative societies-the 
distribution of the profits of which is limited by statute---because of 
the di1Ierence in their structure. 

On a balance of the considerations set forth above, we incline to the 
opinion that no statiltory limitation of dividends is called for, although 
we strongly hold the view emphasized by the Tariff Board (1927) that 
in a period of prosperity it is in the ultimate. interest of the industry 
itself to husband the resources by building up various types of reserves. 
While the conservation of resources should be the keynote of the POliC~ 
of the industry as- a whole, it is open to flourishing individual units, 
which, owing to a v~iety of c~uses, earn profits much ab~ve-the averag~ 
to a.llocate some portIon of theIr surplus profits to workers welfare funds. 
They can utilize the funds for providing additional amenities for the' 
own employees, thus adding to the attractiveness of employment in 
their concerns. It is often found' that the mills that earn large 
profits are the mills that pay wages-unless they are standardiz~d 
-above the normal level. With the gradual acceptance of scheJIl6s for 
the standardization of wages, the level of wages will become unifor~ 
throughout the industry in a centre. The mills may thus lose the 
advantage that the higher scale of wages afforded them of attraotina 
and retaining a. better type of labom.:. That advantage they can re~' \ 
,by the provision of special amenities for their labour which, it may b 
hoped, will serve as a means for buildizig up an efficient and stable labo 
force. _ ' " 

There may be a case for limitation if it is shown that by the payment 
of large dividends the capacity of the industry to pay a fair .s~ale of 
remuneration to workers is adversely affected. The figures of diVIdends 
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paid in ,recent years do not bear out this contention. The questions of 
a living wage standard and of a minimum wAge, the need for legislative 
and administrative measures ~or the improvement of worlring conditions 
-these are problems by themselves which need not be correlated to 
the limitation' of dividends. The proposal is also inspired by the desire 
to ensure that the workers derive some share in the profits of the industry. 

i
The suggestion has been made that out of surplus profits mills may 
build up funds for th& e~~ the same manner as they 

rovide for funds for the eq~tion of dividends. Attractive as the 
roposal is at first sight, it is found on examination to be of little practical 

utility in helping to 'raise the level of wages. The raising of that level 
will be dependent on the acceptance of the principl~ of a minimum wage, 
on the introduction of well-considered schemes of standardization of 
wages, and, ultimately, on the strength of collecti~e. bargaining. The 
amounts that may be available out of surplus profits can scarcely be 
relied upon to afford any tangible relief. However, the larger aspects 
of the question of profit-sharing are not dealt with here, as they are 
examined in the chapter on the automatic adjustment of wages. 
Here we may only point out that schemes that are feasible in a unified 
industry may not be applicable to an industry where the units are 
numerous and scattered. 

But, while we do not favour the imposition of any restriction on the pay
ment of dividends by these units, we recommend that, when questions of 
the capacity of the industry to pay are under examination, a standar~ 
should be kept in view for a fair return to the shareholder and that thi 
return cannot be placed at a figure which is much in excess of the average 
return on long-term gilt-edged securities in the period under examination. 
The conception that we have in mind is a net return on the share capital 
that is invested. Reference is often made in the course of discussions 
regarding" the capacity to pay" to the percentage of dividend on the 
block account. That, in our opinion, is not the appropriate method 
of gauging the return to the investor. It may be useful to show t~e 
gross'realizations on the aggregate block,account from 'year toyear~n 
order to indicate the comparative position in different years .. But m 
correlating dividends to the block account, there is a danger of ignorn:g 
some very important factors. Much will depend on how the block IS 

financed. If it is financed partially by borrowed capital, the fact should' 
not be overlooked that the borrowed capital has already earned interest 
and that such portion of the block cannot earn interest twice over. 
Similarly, if the block is financed by various aggregations of owned 
capital, such as the reserve and depreciation funds, a set-off should. be 
allowed in respect of the interest that such accumulations of capItal 
would have earned had they been invested elsewhere. ·If these factors 
are lost sight of, the entire picture becomes distorted; and, therefore, 
the only sound policy, in our opinion, is to correlate dividends to the 
paid-Up share capital alone and when the conceptio~ of.a ret~ on the 
block is discussed to make full allowance for the varIOUS Items ill respect 
of which set-offs have to be given as explained above. 
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~UNERATION OF MANAGING' ~GENTS. 
The managing agency system is a peculiar featuxe of industrial 

organizatio~ in India. ·It .was examined at considerable length 
by the Tariff Board (1927), and the amendment made in the Indian 
Companies, Act in 1936 has dealt with some of the undesirable featuxe8 
of the system that had previously come in for criticism. Among the 
important matterl!! in regard to which safeguards have now been provided 
under the amended Act may be mentioned the regulation of the grant 
of loans to managing agents, of the grant of loans to or by companies 
under the same management, of the puxchase by a cQ.ID.pany of shares 
of another company under the same management, of the' business in 
which managing agents may engage themselves, of the number of 
directors to be appointed by managing agents and of contracts with the 
company enter~d into by managing directors. The Jaw now limits the 
tenuxe of the appointment of managing agents to a term of twenty years I 
at a time and prescribes conditions applicable to agreements such as 
cancellation of the agreements Or their modification in certain eventuali} 
ties. The Tariff Board (1927) recommended in paragraph 79 of its repod 
that any transfer of interest in the managing agency agrllement should 
be subject to the approval of the shareholders.. No transfer of the 
agreement .itself should be valid without the consent of the company. 
The Tariff Board (1932) pointed out that the provision for grant .of 
compensation to the managing agent ;in case of a company being wound 
up had little justification at least in the case. of. cotton textile mills. 
The position in both these respects has now been set right by the Indian 
Companies Amendment Act, 1936. 

The basis to be adopted for the payment of remunera.tion to managing 
agents has also been defined in Section 870 according to which, after 
the commencement of the Amendment Act, "the remuneration of the 
managing agent shall be a sum based on a ~p 
~ta.". It has been further provided that any remuneration 
additional to or in any form other than that specified can be allowed 
only if sanctioned by a special r.: wlution of the company. The net 
profits as a percentage of which rhe remwieration is to be payable have 
to be determined after allowing for all the usual working charges, repairs 
and outgoings and depreciiLtion. As these provisions apply only to fresh 
agreements, the old bases· of remuneration provided for in the original 
m,·tnaging .agency agreements continue in existence. The three f0IID:B of 
remuneration as described by the Tariff Boa.rd (1927) are : 

" 1. . The system of remuneration by commission on profi.ts which, 
since profits increased so largely during the war period, has been the 
most common system in Bombay and in most upcountry c~nt~es 
where it was, we believe, first adopted in 1888. The com~sslon 
in Bombay ranges from 71- per cent. to 121 per cent., .but, ill the 
majority of cases, it is 10 per cent., and the managmg agency 
agreement Usually' provides for a miIlimum commission: 

"2. The system of commission o!!..J.l~ojy,c.t!Ql,l ,:,hich is still in 
force in a few mills in Bombay and Allllieaabad but IS more common 
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in up country centres. The usual rate of comlnission is three pi~ 
per pound. In most cases, provisionjs made in the managing agent,~' 
agreements for the relinquishment of a portion of the commission 
according to the percentage of dividend distributed. ' 

" 3. 1he system of commission on sales which is the most common 
system in Ahmedabad where it wasmtFoaJced in 1895. It prac~ically . 
completely replaced the system of commission on production in 
1917 when,the era of high prices set in. It is also in force in three 
mills in Bombay and .in several mills in upcountry centres.. The 
rate of commission is usually 3!- per cent. In this case also, provision 
is made in the managing agents' agreement for a reUnquishment of. 
a portion of the commission." 

These three methods are still in opera.tion as is seen from the following 
table: 

TABLE No. 63. 

Forms of Remuneration to Managing Agents in the Province 
of Bombay. 

Number of mills payiDg 
Number of remuneration. 

Number of 
Region. mills 

working. 

Bombay .. I 69 .. 
Ahmedabad 70 .. .. 
Sholapur .. .. 
Gujerat (exoluding Ahmed-

abad). 

Khandesh .. .. 
M aharashtra aDd Kamatak 

(exoluding Sholapur and 
Kha.ndesh). 

5 

i 

5 

8 

mills 
supplying 
informa •. 

tion. 

69(1) 

51(9) 

5 

7(9) 

5(9) 

7(4) 

--- --- ---.- ~ ---------
On pro- As per-

ductionor On sales. centageof 
deliveries. profits. 

I 4 5 

I 
57 I 

I 3 46 1 

I 2 .. 3 I 

I 
I 4· 2 I .. 
; 

; .. .- 4 

I .. .. 6 

(1) molude three mills, one of which is a proprietary COB<-em, another paying a fixt'd 
BUm and a third which does not pay any commiBBion .. 

(II, Inolude one mill which does not pay any commission. 
(S) Include one mill each which pays a fixed sum. 
(') Inolude one mill whioh is a proprietary ooncern. 

The method of remuneration has to be examined from two main points 
of view-whether it is suitable and fair considering the services per~ 
formed by the managing agents and whether it imposes any unduly heav 
burden on the industry. Judging from both these points of view, 
it· is our considered opinion that the payment of remuneration as 
a percentage of the net profits is the most equitable of the three methods 
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and that it tends to evoke the greatest measure of effort to secUfe 
profitable working. Over a series of years, as, the Tariff Board (1927) 
points out; the system ofcomrrUssion on sales is the most expensive 
of the three. This is further' evident from the following table showing 
the profits calculated before providing for depreciation and deducting 
agents' commission and the commissions' paid and. forgone in the 
different regions: 

TABLE No. 64. 
. , 

Oommis8ion Oharged., Oommis8ion Gi~n Up and tke Profits Oalculated 
before Prooiding Jor Depreciation and Deducting ,Agents' Oom

mission in Ootton Textile Mills in tke Prwince otBombay 

Region. I 
I 

Bombay .. .. 
Ahmedaba.d .. .. 
Sholapur .. .. 
Gujerat (exclujling 

abad). 
Ahmed. 

Khandesh .. .. \ 
, I 

Mabarasht.ra and KarDatakl 
(excluding Sholapur 8oII,d 
Khandesh). 

(Rs. Lakh.s.) 

(a) Profits. 

1934 1935 

I 
- , 

68'0 43'0 
I 

95'0 111:0 

I 
ll'~ 3'1'. '\ . 
5'9 3'6 

9'0' 6'9 I 
7'3 5'1 : 

i . 

1936 

66'0 

77'0 

3'7 

1"4 

13'0 

7'7 

(b) Annual Commission charged. 

I 
: 

RegioD. 1934 1935 I 1936 

I I 
Bombay .. .. 11'0 8'0 10'0 

Ahmedabad .. .. 29'0 28'0 25'0 

Sholapur .. .. 3'3 2'3 2'6 . 
Gujerat (excluding Ahmed· 1'2 , 1'1 1'0 

abad). 
. 

Khandesh .. 1'7 1'2 2'1 

Ir.ban.hm .... "-"'1 • 0'8 0'6 

t 
0'9 

, . (exoluding Sholapur and 
, Khandesh). . 

I 

I 
1937 1938 

133'0 IM'A) 

129'0 136'0 

8'2 . 23'9 
, 

8'4 6'5 

I 
6'5 7'9 

0'4 9'8 

-

1937 1938 

I 17'0 22'0 

I 35'0 32'0 

I 
2-l 3'9 

1'4 1"4 

I 
! 1'3 1'3 

0'7 1'7 
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( c) Annual Commission given up. 

Region, 1934 

Bombay 4'0 

Ahmedabad 19'0 

Sholapur 0'7 

Gujerat (excluding 
abad). 

Ahmed- 1'4 

Khandesh 0'3 

Ma.ha.rashtra and Kamatak

l 
0'6 

(excluding Sholapur and 
Khandesh), 

1935 

6'0 

18'0 

0'5 

1'3 

I 
I 

0'6 ! 
I 
I 

I 

1936 "\ 1937 

5'0 

18'0 

2'0 

18'0 

0'5 1'0 

1'5 

0'5 

1938 

. 3'0 

23'0 

0'9 

0'02 

N OTB.-Figures for Bombay have been taken from consolidated balance sheets while 
those for the other ,regions have been taken from the balance sheets and statements 
submitted by mills, 

~ 
The payment of remuneration on the basis of production puts 

a premium on mere increase in production without any reference to 
he disposal of the products. X-siniilarolifection applies to the method 

. ommonly adopted in Ahmedabad; for merely selling the goods 
manufactured does not provide a suitable basis for remuneration to .the 
management, unless the management effect the sales profit!:!!?, 
Thus it is clear that the soundest system is '£0 ' provide or 
remuneration on the basis of profits, allowing at the same time I 
a minimum remuneration in case the concern fails to show adequate 
profits in a particular year. It was clearly the intention of the Central: 
Legislature to standardize this as the basis of remuneration, permit
ting variations in exceptional circumstances. It has, however, 
happened in Ahmedabad that the half a dozen new agreements 
entered into in the last two years, when transfers of managing agencies 
were effected, all provide for the payment of commission on the basis 
of sales. That the same practice would continue to be followed for other 
new agreements or when the existing agreements came up for renewal 
after the expiry of twenty years from the date of the introduction of 
the Indian Companies (Amendment) Act was the view put forward by 
the representatives of the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association who 
admitted;however, that payment of remuneration as a percentage of profits 
was a much sounder method than commission on the basis of sales. 
Apparently, the shareholders in Ahmedabad either do not believe that 
the managing agents they appoint will continue to render the same 
services as they do at present unless remunerated on a basis which is 

. admittedly unsatisfactory or they are so largely dominated by the 
managing agents that they are not in a position to make their voice heard 
at general meetings. It seems to be overlooked both by the shareholders 
and the managing agents that by adhering to the system of commission 

, " 
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on sales they impose on their concerns'a disproportionately heavy 
charge reducing to that extent the capacity of the industry to pay. 
It has been argued ;tha'; correl~ting remuneration to profits will 
enable the management to derive large gains in a period' of J 
prosperity~ In such times, howeveJ;, the additional payments to be\ 
made may not be grudged. But this apart, it has to be recognized 
that, in the. face of intensified internal and external llompetition, and 
of the pressIng demands of labour for a higher sca.le of wages, the 
possibility of bumper profits over a. series of years may well be taken 
to have disappeared. 

It has also been urged that the incidence of the charges payable on 
account of comm.illsion to managing agents has to be assessed in relation 
to the services performed and that the cost should not be. deemed great if 
the system yields good results. The implication is that with a. lower 
scale of remuneration the standard of management may not be equally 
high. While we have admiration for the high level of financial and 
administrative efficiency that obtains in Ahmedabad and the manner 
in which the managing agents as a class have identified themselves with 
the interest of their concerns~ we do not agree that the same kind of 
efficiency or identification of interests cannot' obtain in centres where 
the system, of remuneration for managing agents is different. 
In other countries, efficiency in management is secured even though 
payment for the management is on a salary basis. We hOlj 
that it will be a reflection on Indian employers as a class to 
suggest that to induce them to exert themselves to their highest capacity, 
remuneration has to be offered to them on a basis whicK is generally 
recognized as unsound. In. justification of the system of payment 
adopted in Ahmedabad it has been claimed that the mill agents and 
their partners have contributed largely towards securing capital in the 
initial stages. It is true that, owing to the mills having been started with 
small amounts of share capital, even the block account had to be 
,financed in the early days by resort to 'borrowing. With the building 
up of depreciation and other funds, this type of financing is not ordinarily 
required and this particular ground for differential treatment in the 
matter ,of payment of commissions no longer holds good. It may be that 
deposits are still attracted to mills owing to the good credit of the i 
agents, but that is part ·of the service for which they draw remuneration 
everywhere in India a.nd it is no unusual feature for which special 
consideration should be made. Moreover, even in Ahmedabad,-credit 
from banks is now more in vogue than- in the past. 

On behalf of the employers- in Ahmedabad it has been urged that 
there is provision in the managing agency agreements for sw.:render 
of the commission in certain contingencies. Commission .has to be 
foregone to the extent of one-third when the rate of dividend is below 
12 per cent. There is no similar condition about ~ull provision for 
aepreciation, but it is contended that, as a. rule, mills in Ahmedabad, 
have not failed, to make adequate provision in this respect. The fact 

)I: BkR)l6-17 
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remains, howe~er:.'ihat as shown in Table ~o. 56 on pages 238 to 240 
full commissions have been drawn by agents in some units in years when 
they have-failed to make provision for depreciation on the income-tax 
basis. The vollintary surrender of commission is common to all the 
centres incluQ.ing Ahmedabad, .and a glance at Table ~o. 64 on pages 255 
and 256 'shows that even taking into account the commissions foregone, 
payments are on a higher scale in Ahmedabad than':iri any other centre. 

A minim.~m sum by way of commission in the case of absence 0l 
inadequacy of profits is provided for in the managing agency agreements 
where commission is calculated on the basis of profits. This minimun 
should, we recommend, bear some relation to the size of ~he uni 
concerned. ~he law now permits, and the existingagreements~ 
almost invariably in Bombay-provide for an office allowance being 
paId in addition to the commission. rhis office allowance is exclusive 
of the office salaries and other expenses, as distinguished from the 
salaries and other expenses at the offices on inill premises. If all the' , 
actual expenses on salaries, rents and contingencies are met by 
a company and a -reasonable minimum remuneration is paid as 
commission even when there are no profits ot the profits are inadequate, 
we see no jU8tific~tion for the continuance of the system of office 
a.llowances. It is the practice, we understand, in some concerns not to 
charge any such allowance and we suggest that this should be the 

, convention until agreements are modified and the law is altered. As it is, 
the office allowances in Bombay represent sums which, in the aggregate, 
are considerable. The following table gives the figures of office expenses 
and allowances in difierent regions in the Province: 

TABLE No. 65. 

Allowances and Other Expenses of the Managing Age-nts' Offices i'li tlte 
Province of Borllhay.(l) 

(Rs. Lakhs.) 

Region. I - 19:17 1938 

Bombay 10'05 16'51 
(43) (43) 

Ahmedabad 1'33 1-37 
(II) (9) 

Sholapur 0'93 0-93 
"(3) (2) 

Glljerat (excluding Ahmedabad) 0'20 0'07 
(2) -I (I) 

Khandeah 0-19 0'19 
(3) I ' (2) 

Maharasht.ra and Karnnt.nk (excluding. Sholnpur and 1'20 I 1'29 
Khandesh): I (6) (6) 

I 

(l)Figures taken from statements suppl~ed by.wills. Figlll'es in' bra~keta indkate 
thl' number of mills Bupplying infol'JllMion. 
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We deal, lastly, with tp.e contention of the mill age~l.liI ~ 'Ahmedabad 
that the scale of commission paid to them does not impose a heavier 
burden on the industry than in Bombay for the reason toot, while in 
Ahmedabad the usual commission on sales of yarn and cloth is !per cent., 
in Bombay the charges are as high as Ii to 2 per cent. The following 
table gives the incidence of the charges-incurred by mills on the sale of 
yarn and cloth in·d.ifierent regions in the Province: 

TABLE No. 66. 

Sales of Cloth, Yarn and Waste and Oommission on Sales and 
Other Oharges. ' 

(a) Bombay. 

I' 1937 ,1938 

'Number?f mills supplying information 53 

Sales of cloth, y;'rn and waste 

Commission OD. sales and other charge,s(1) 

Percentage of oommission oharges to sales 

(Rs. Lakhs.) 
2Q,77 21,30 

37 

1'80 

39 

1'84, 

(1) lD.olusive of chaJ;ges on account of cartage, tares and hoops reported by ten mills. , 
(b) Ahmedabad. 

1937 ,I 1938 

Number of mills supply~g information 

Sales of oloth, yarn and waste 

Commission on, sales and other charges 

Percl1ntage of commission, charges to sales 

(c) Sholapur. 

., 

32 32 , 

(Rs. Lakhs.) 
7,33 . 7,'72 

4'6 

0'60 

1937 1938 

Number'of mills supplying information 

Sales of cloth~ yarn and wastc 

CommissioD. on sales and other charges(l) 

Peroentage of commission charges to 8~les '. 
(1) Inclusive of discount and brokerage in respect of two mills • 

• BkR 26-17a 

5 

(Rs. Lakhs.) 
2,15' 2,25 

4'9 1-' 
2'29 . 
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(d) 'Gujerat (excluding Ahmedabad). 

Number of mills supplying information 

8alea of cloth, yarn and waste 

Commission on sales and other charges 

Percentage of commission charges to Bales 

(e> Khandelh. 

.. 
Number of mills supplying information 

Sales of oloth, yarn and waste 

Conunission on aales and other charges(1) 

Percentage of commission charges to sales 

, 1 1937 1, 1938 

"I " 

._/ 

2 2 

(RI.' Lakha.) 
, ~. I 

" SO' 23 

0'17 

0'56 

0'15 

:. 
1937 1938 

4 

,a. Lakhi.) 

1,0:1 93 

1'7 l'4 

1'63 1'48 

III Inolusive of railway freigh~ oharges in respeot of two mills. • 

(I) Maharashka and Karnatak (excluding Sh~lapur and Khanduh). 

'J 1987 I 1938 

• ,-
Num~r of mill. supplying information 

• 
3 3 

(Ra Lakhs.) 

Sales' of eloth, yal'll and waste 37 43 

Commission on aales and other charges 0'3 0'3 

Percentage of eommi8s~n charges to sales 0'90 0-78 

It is clear that much higher charges for the marketing of cloth have 
to be paid in Bombay than in Ahmeda~ad. It is claimed in justification 
of this, higher scale that the a.gents whose services are employM in 
Bombay in selling the yam and cloth make themselves responsible for 
the fulfilment of the financial obliga.tions undertaken by the pUrchasing 
parties. These risks,.it is pointed qut, ~ by no means nominal, and 

" the payment' the mills make is not incominensurate with the freedom 
from finanolal complications that they secure. On' the other hand, 
it i8 urged by the mill agents in Ahmedabad tha.t the a.~ent8 and the 

\intermediarit>s they employ act in Ahmedabad in as responsible a manner 
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as the salea·agents in Bombay and that in a weIl~rgani~ed market the 
. risk of losses is small if the mill agents exercise vigilance. - Experience 
in Ahmedabad, it is asserted, shows no higher percentage of losses than 
in Bombay. We ·are disposed to agree with the view that the incidence 
of the charges ~o! marketing yarn and cloth is high in Bombay, and.we 
recommend th~ efforts should be made to bring down the scale of 
commission. w •. ' • • • 

GOVEIUfJ4EKT ASSISTANCE. , 
At several places in different chapters we have had occasion to refer 

to the steps that Government can take to assist in raising ; the level 
of .;wages. When the All-India Indu8trial Council is constituted, i~t 
ShdUld. ha ve a special section devoted to the question of the development. • 
of the export trade in cotton textile' products. The principal -market 
for the Indian industry is undoubtedly the home market, but the v~lu . 
of the export trade is not altogether negligible. When special tr;ule 
agreements are the order of the day, it is essential that. those entrusted 
with the duty; of entering into the agreements always keep before them 
the views of t~e industry as put forward through a representative body. 
The Council nl&Y also put forward pr&pol!&ls for securing facilities for 
credit and reduction in freight charges lor the export trade in textile 
manufacturea. 

The mills in Sholapur have a grievance in the matter of the freight 
charges they have to pay. These charges compare unfavourably with 
the tariffs for Bomba.y and Ahmedabad, both "for cloth and for cotton. 
The following table contains the ratea in respect of which a complaint 
was made to us, and we. 'ecommend that the Government of Bombay 
should make proper' repreaentations in the matter to the Railway 
Board: 

• TABLE No. 67. 

Freight Charges for alotl, and Yarn. 

'" 
Railway Station. 

From 

Sholapur to Bombay 

• to Nagpur 

t_Madura 

Bombay to Madura 

toNagpur 

Ahmedabad to Madura .. 

toNagpur •• 

y. ··1 
....... 

I 

.. 1 
1· 

" .. 1 

..j 

Freight 
charges per 

maund. 

"' R8. a. p. 

1 8 6 

211 2 

2 8 2 

1'" 0 

2 211 

2 12 3 

2 610 

! . 

. Number of miles. 

.. 
283 

672 

778 

1,136 

; .. '520 

1,360 

696 
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The authorities or" the mill in Poona mad~ a representation about the 
octroi oharges on coal and cotton and' there were shnilar. complaints '. 
from other centres. For instance, the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
compla.ined. of the charges levied in Bombay for the water c'onsumed 
for industrial purposes. ,Instead of there being any . concession, the 
indus\rial consumer, it was compla.ined;. paid ·highercharges. We 
.recOmmend that som.e unifofm.ity of policy may be recommended by 
Government for adoption by the local bodies concerned. The basis 
on which special treatment can be accorded may be determined after 
consultation with all the interests affected" .• 
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, .. · .. ·tHAPTER X . 
. -

WELFARE WORK AND SQCIAL LEGISLATION . 
• 

" In. ChaJ?ter~ Y~!~ and IX we have dealt with the broader as~ects of 
ratlOnaljzatlOU" In so far as the term relaies to what is known as 

"efficiency moo~es" and w~h such aspects of financial and indlijltrial 
organization as. will secure to employers economies which will enable 
them to pay higtei' wages to the workers. We no~ proceed to consider I 
certain ~ther " measures which the employers, the employees and th<; 
Government should take t~ improve the wage level" and also to· deal 
with matters germane to this subject. In this chapter we shall, there
fore, examine the various methods by which the wage levels existing' at. 
any particular time can be raised by reducing the expenditure which trhe' 
worker, through no fault of his own, haS to incur, out of all proportion to 
his pt'esent income, for keeping himself in good health and in a condition 
that Will enable him to discharge his duties efficiently.' The provision by 
an employer or by any other agency or by the State of cheap, sanitary and 
adequate hou.sing is one such method. The.safeguarding of the workets' 
health by preventive care is another. the provision of facilities for the 
encouragement of thrift and for cheap borrowing and for safeguarding 
the worker from want during periods of sickness and unemployment 
and on retirement is at third. Others include such matters as primary 
and vocational educa.tign, t.he proper utilization of lei~ure and a number 
of activities that ard covered by the term" welfare work ". 

We were often told during the course of our ,examination of the 
representatives of millowners' associations and' of individuai mills that 
cotton textile workers were given to an undue amount of loitering Whil3 
a~ work, that absenteeism and labour turnover in the industry were ve 
high and that, as a. consequence, efficiency suffered. During the coUfs 
of our tours in the Province, we visited several representative mills . 
Bombay and Ahmedabad and. all mills in the other textile centres in 
t.lli! Province. In some centres we were' p'articularly struck bi -the 
poor physique of the' vast majority of the workers. They were 
bq,dly clothed .and. appeared to be under-nourished. In a. number of 
mills lighting and ventilation in certain departmel\tswere far from being 
satisfactory an~ conditions of work were such. a's to make sustained 
effort, for. periods of four-and-a-half to :five hours, difficult. In 
several mills atmospheric conditions left much to be desired and}he 
heat: in a few departments, was intense.' In one or two mills, shafts, 
rafters. and machinery in most departments were full of dirt-laden Huff. 
Sudden ch~nges in atmospheric conditions consequential on entry into 
and exit from hot and moisture-laden rooms often result, particularly 
during clrtain hours and seasons, in chills, colds and fevers, especiall~ 
in the case of weak and under-nourished persons. In view of these condif! 
tions, the desire on the part of a worker to break away from work fot 
short spells of time is understandable. The inhalation of quantities o~ 
cotton fluff and dust by persons whose physical condition is generally 
low may lead to more serious pulmonary infections and other afflictions, 
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compelling them to resort to both frequent a~d prolonged absences from 
work. "~ .. ; 

It has dften been stated that tlte Indian wo~ker is inclined to be slack' 
in work and lazy, but there have been almost no investigations into the 
physical and psychological reasons behind the alleged laziness. It is 
axiomatic that in all pursuits a high standard of efficiency can be 

• expected only from persons who are physIcally fit·and free from mental 
worries, that 'is, only from persons who are properly trained, properly 
h01l;sed, properly fed and properly clothed.. • 

.. In. most of the leading industrial countries of the world, organiza~ 
•• tions such as industrial fatigue and health· reseaJ1ch boards, institutes 
,of. industrial hygiene, industrial 'welfare societies, institutes of 

. inC!ustrial psychology and institutes of industrial welfare workers 
are doing extensive pioneering work, both by way of original 
research and propaganda, in the field of industrial welfare. These 
organizations, in many cases;' in addition to being aided 'bygrants by 
Government are maintained largely by generous donations :i:nade to them 
both by associations of employers and the employed and by individual 
employers. As far as we are' aware, there are no similar organizations in 
India, although there are a few institutions which interest themselves in: 
the w~lfare of the ~orking classes. We think that it would be highly 
desirable if a beginning were made in the Province of Bombay for 
the creation of a eomposite institute of indus~~ hygiene, industriaL 
psychology and industrial welfare. The duties ohiuch an institute would 
comprise the carrying out of research work,into industrial fatigue by 
making time and motion studies of di:frer~n:t processes in industrial 
establishments and acting as a general Clearrng bouse for the collection 
lnd dissemination of up-to-date information regarding welfare activities 
ill industrial establishments both in foreign countries and in'India. We 
recommend that the initiative in this direction should be taken by 
Government and that employers should be requested t.omake 
contr,ibutions both for the starting and for the maintenance of such 
an wtitute. • -

WELFARE WORK. . •. • 

At this stage ~t·would be useful to understand what is meant by the 
term" welfare work". Mr. Arthur. James Todd in his book" Industry 

. and Society-A Sociological. Appraisal of Modern Industrialism "(1) 

states: " A series of sharply ~ver8d opinions exists on the motives and 
merits of industrial welfare work. There is not even complete 
!lgreement on a definition of welfare work. The United. States 
Bnreau of Labor Statistics in Bu.lletin 250 , defines it as :'. anything 
for the comfort and improvement, intellectual and socialot of the 
employees, over and above wages paid, which is not ~. necess~~ ~f the 
industry nor required' . . . , One of the chief actIVIties of 
the National Civic Federation (which includes representatives of both 
liberal employers and labor leaders) tis welfare work. Its· attitude is, 

(1) Pa.ges 529 and 532-533. 
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theref~re, significant. '"Welfare work is defined by it, as • the voluntary 
effort of the employer t., improve the living,and working conditions of 
his employees' ; the underlying assumption of course being that' the 
first essentials to the welfare of employees are s~_work, a fair wage 
and reaso!1!lble hours o( labor'. That the employer has a. further-obliga
tion andShould not attempt to· substitute welfare work for better wages 
and shorter hours is clear frJm its added pronouncement that C the spirit 
of the age has thrown upon the employer duties involving a proper regard 
for the comfort, health, safety and well-being of the employees '." In 

• a note on " Welfare Work" in the Encyclopredia of the Social Science~l 
lIr. H. S. Person stf].tes : " This term is used to describe the vohmta.rJ! 
I\fforts of an em~o establish.#,ithin the existing industrial s}'!tem: 
working and sometimes livintand cultural conditions of his employeei 
beyond what is required by law, the customs of industry and the cQ;ndje 

. tions of the market."(l) Certain authorities make a distinction betweell 
welfare ?"ork and social work. Thus,Miss Harriet L. Herring in her book 
"Welfare Work in ~fill Villages-The Story of Extra Mill Activities it 
North Carolina" states: "Welfare work has one very fundamenta: 
distinction from..' Social work". The latter implies no relation betweer 
employer and employee, but ratoor suggests the activities of a ~tf 
department or a volunte~ organisation. Welfare work is always thE 
work ~pl~. SoCial work m~ to, most people adVice in thE 
soluti9ilof inatVld1)al or family problems ·through any possible adjust, 
ment. Welfare work attacks its problems in terms of the mill villagE 
and the m.ill trades. ,Most social. work deals with separate families 
welfare work does this onlyirJ, part, for it coDsistsIargely of group ani 
community adjustment aJ;l.d)tctivities. So~e mill welfare workers cal 
themselves, and are called~ social workers; such in a sense they are, bu1 
social workers with a difference."(2) According to this test, the worl 
which the Social Service League, the Textile Labour Association 
Ahmedabad, and the Labour Welfare Department of the Government 0: 

Bombaya are doing at their various welfare centres would properly.coml 
within the sphere of social work. • . 

t, There are several enactments whioJt govern conditions of work an( 
remunerationin ilia cotton textile mills in the Provinell tfBombay. ThE 
Indian Factories Act, 1934, empowers Local Governments, under the rule 
m.aking -power ·given to them by the Act, .to,lay down standards fo] 
cleanliness, artificial humidificat.i0l ~nd eoolP:tg, overcrowding, lightin~ 
p!W'ision of drinking water and water for purposes of washing, latrines an( 
urinals;provis1on of first-aid appliances, rest shelters, rooms for childreI 
and fQf the, fenciIig of dangerous machinery in motion...? ,The Workmen': 
Compe~sa.tion Act, 1923, provides for the payment, by certain classes 0; 
employ81's, of compensation to their workmen for injury by accident anc 
to the dependants of workmen involved in fatal accidents. 3 -The Paymen1 
of Wages Act, 1936, regulates the payment of wages by enforcing promp' 
payment. of wages due and by restricting the deductions which aI 

(1) Volume XV, 1935, page 395. 
(II) Pages 9 and 1(1. 
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employer may make from such wages in respe.pt of fines and other matters, 
',The ~ombay Maternity Benefit Act, 1929, regulates the employment.oJ 

'women in factories some time before and after confinement and provideE 
for the payment of maternity benefit~ to them. We shall examine the 
relevant provisions of some of these Acts while commenting on each oj 
the subjects we shall be dealing with in this chapter. 

During our visits to the mills we paid particular atten:tion to the welfare 
activities conducted by the ~gement for the benefit of the workers, 
We were impressed by the welfare work undertaken by some of the mills 
Speaking generally, organized welfare work of a. comprehensive charactel 
in cotton ~ills in the Province of Bombay 'is 'conspicuous by its absence 
and is. undertaken only in a comparatively small number of mills. The 
third' of. the General Wage Census Reports published by the -Labour 
Office of the yovernment of Bombay gives a comprehensive survey of the 
welfare activities conducted by cotton textile mills in the Province in thE 
year 1934 .• "we considered the inforrn.ation then collected as somewhat 
out-of-date a.nd we conducted a fresh survey in order to ascertain the 
position existing today. The details of existing facilities will be givell 
in the respective sections dealing with each particular' subject in thi~ 
chapter. ~ ," 

Mr. Stones during the course of his oral e~tion before us, said: 
_H The whole trend of my evidence both on behalf of the millowners and 
for myself has been that whatever you do in the way of higher wages 01 

whatever you do in the way of shorter hours;' you must provide amenitiee 
. of some ,kind to employ that man's time healthily in healthy amusements 

and if you do not provide him any means of interesting himself, he' wil 
go to the grog shop. You must educate him 'to the higher standa.J:d oj 

.l'vi,ng." In this connection we may quote Mr. Chas. Cheney,"aleadin~ 
'New England manufacturer who, whilst spe~g on the . subjectoJ 
" What keeps workers contented ". before the Ninth Annual Conveiltior 
of the.Society of Industrial Engineers in the United States of America: 
said: 

" I very sincerely believe in in1elligently ~lanned 'and well organized 
C welfare work" and think that it is a first obligation of all 
employer of labor to do, :all .that he rightly and reasonably can tc 
make the lives of those- who join with him in his undertal~ings at 
full of opportunity and of happine1s "nd health as he possibly can ; 
but he must do it with a large, broM spirit and look upon its doin~ 
as the fulfilment of. his obligations and not as a means of making hil 
subjects amenable to his will .' . . Does it pay r I don't know-
1 believe it does and I certainly hope it does, but that is not the 
point, Does it pay to be honest. ~ I don't know. I believe-it doee 
and I certainly hope it does, but you and I are going to go on trying 
to be honest whether it pays or not, and we should shoulder our 
duties towards our' associates in just the same spirit. We should 
do it because it is just and right to do it, but do not fool yourself into 
thinking that it will buy - the kind of grateful plianoy that will 
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eliminate discontent and prevent frictions and troubles with your 
~mployee8 . . . It will not do that but ·it can help to providc 
a: background for a right understanding based upon justice and fair 
play."(l) , 
Hepresentative workers who gave evidence before lIS in Bombay and 

at all' other centres preferred. various complaints of a general 
character regarding c,onditions of work. The absence of any 
specific demands in tMir evidence for different kinds of welfare work 
appeared to us to be due more to ignorance of the improvements .that 
could be effected than to a lack of appreciation of them. The attitude 
of the representatives of the Bombay Pr~vincial Trade Union .cong~ss 
and the other unions who appeared before us may best be summed up 
in the words of Mr. Dange who told' us that "until such time. as 
monetary wage Jevels reached a minimum standard, no qontribution 
should be made to the indirect wages from the worker's wa&e ".. . 

Welfare work, intelligently conccived and generously ad~inistel'ed, 
must in the long run repay the employer in the higher standards of effi
cient work which..b.e will be able to sec~e from his employees, There 
are and there always will be limitations on the extent to whj.ch legislation 
can effectively con.trol conditions olwork in a factory. 11; can seldom, 
if ever, consider conditio»l "itll. regard to the individuaV9) Here, and 
in many other cases,. vQiunta.cy effort on the part of th~ management is 
called for. As the· Royal CQ..m:q;!.ission on Labour in India observed: 
" There is a danger in giving t~','\Vel,fate ,what should go in wages and so 
depriving the worker.,.of i~dependence and of the educative exp~rience 
which comes from having a margin after necessities hav~ been met. But 
ordinarily there is l10 question of choosing between' raising, wages and 
developingrwelfare activiti~s .. Employers. who have done most in t~e 
way of welfare work do not ljIIually pay lower wages than their neighbo,urs;· 
Indeed, we!fare work is generally associated with wages higher .than are 
paid in corresponding est~blishmentswhere no such work is attempted. 
Extensive welfare schemes may be regarded as a wise investment which 
should, and usually does, bring in a proJitable return in the form of greater 
efficiency."(B) • • ' .-

Housing. ' .. . , 

Of the needs of the worker, scarcely any!s'so important as cheap and 
decent housing accommodation. ,litis now over twenty years since the 
Indian Industrial Commission e1ll.phasized the ·urgent neQ.~ssity of 
improving the health and housing of the industrial populaiioll. if the 
existing and future industries of India were to hold their own against 
ever-growing competition. Health and housing are closely interlinked 
and they have a direct influence 9n industriaJ efficiency although; as 
Mr. Harold Butler observes, it is astonishing to tina how seldom, any 

(1) Quoted at page 533 of " Industry a.nd Society", Arthur James Todd, 1933, . 
(Il) This is borne out by the special memora.ndum regarding diffel'ell,CeS in individual 

treatmell,t required by workers prepared by Dr. Dast.ur for the Tam Mills a cop;, ,of 
which was furnished to us by him. , 

(B) "Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in, India ", 1931, page 260. 
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attention is paid to the factor of hygienic living wh~n thc' efficiency of 
the Indian worker is discussed.(l) When comparisons are instituted; for 
instance, between the textile workers in India and Japan; the di~erence 
in the living c~nditions of· industrial labour in the two countries . .is, 
o£tener than not, ignored. It' was urged before us, as it was befoxe th~ 
Royal Commission on Labour in India, that workers' houses in industria 
areas were no 'Worse than those to be fOllild in the rural areas whenc 
industrial labour was drawn and that workers in factories had no right t 
expect a better standard of amenities than they had in their native places 
The Royal Commission has effectively dealt with this plea in the 
folJowing terms : 

"' .J "In the villages the houses may be dark and unventilated and their 
surroundings insanitary, but most of them have some sort of enclosure 
or courtyard. which provides light, air_an.d ~Certain degre~ of privacy. 
In the urban and industrial aJeas, on the other hand, cramped siteS, the 
high value of land and the necessity for the worker to live in the vicinity 
of his work have all tended to intensify congestion and OYeJ:c):"Q:wding. 
In the busiest centres the houses are built close together, eave touching 
eave, and frequently back to back in order to make use of all the llovail
able space.: Indeed, space is s.o valuable that, in place of streets and 
roads, narrow winding lancs provide the only approach to the houses. 
Neglect of sanitation is often evidenced by heaps of rotting garbage and 
pools oj sewa~e, whilst the absence of latrines enllances the general 
pollution of air and soil. HousC$, many without plinths, windows and 
,adequate ventilation, usually consist of a single. small l!)om, the only 
opening being a doorway often too low to enter without stooping. In 

.drde.r·to secure some privacy, old kerosene tins and gunny bags arEl 
Jl:46d to form screens which further restrict the entrance of light and alli la dwellings such as these, human beings ~e born, ,sleep and eat, liv 
and die."(2) '. 
Despite the attention previously bestowed on the question and the 

recoDunl4ndations made by the Royal Commission, it has to be recorded 
that the last decade has witnessed no 4ppreciable change for 
the better in the matter. of hoUsing in the. yarious centres of the 
~otton textilc, industry in the Province. ·The Report of the Rent 
Enquiry Committee, for inst~nce, shows that both in Bombay and 
Ahmedabad the supply of Lousing accommodation of one-room and 
two-room tenements for the working classes has not kept pace with the 
demand, that rents continue to reniain high and that the minimum 
.amenities provided are still deplorably.inadequare. Although, in the 
opinion of the Rent Enquiry Committee, high rents do not present 
much of a problem in Sholapur, the housing conditions in that centre 
are far from being, satisfactory. From our own observations we are 
able to endorse these views and would like to add that in the other 
urban areas covered by ,the industry in the Province, the housing 
conditions are, in gencral, equally unsatisfactory. These observations, 

III .. Proqlpms of Industry in the East", Harold Butler, 1938, page 28. 
(II) .. Repori of the Royal CoInmiseioD OD LabouriD India ",1931, pages 271.2. 
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ho;;ever; may'not hold good, as a general proposition, in respect ofthe 
provision for housiJlg made by mills in various centres and by Govern-
ment or the local authorities in 8. few ones. . 

PRQVISIOIi OF HOUSING BY EMPLOYERS. 

We )lhall first examine the housing &ccommodation provided by the 
employe~s m v~ious centres, either individ~y or tm:o~ a separate 
corporatIon as In Ahmedabad. The followmg table gIveS' information 
aholl,t the provision ma.de for housing by employers : . . 

TABLE No. 68. 

Extent of IlousVng prOvided by Ootton MiUEmpZoyers in different 
. • centres in the Province of Bumha'!l' 

I 
. 

I • I No.of ~ 

em· Total Three 
ploy~a number of Single. Double- rooms 

Centre. . prond. tene· room • .room. and 
l ing menta.- over. . . housing • .-

, . ..1 

Bombay .. .. . . 21t 4,301. I 3,354 ~ 939 8 
; 

Ahmedabad .. .. 28t 2,749 2,282 

I 
467 .. 

Sholapur Ii I,M7 
I 

1,238 219 90 .. .. .. 
: 

Viramgam .. .. . . 2 450 450 ! .. .. 
Nadiad '" .. .. 1 470 , 470 I .. .. , 

I i ., . ':'" . • Broach .. .. .. 1 275 I 275 .. .. 
I . I 23 I Surat .. .. .. 2 73 50 .. 

I I . 
Amainer .. I. .. 1 266 266 .. It .. 
Dhulia .. .. 1 335 315 .. 20 . 
Barsi • 1 116 116 .. .. .. .. 
Tikekarwadi .. .. 1 70 "'10 .. .. 

• 
Golr.fk .. .- .. .. 1 1,230 ·1 .. 1,081 149 

Hubli 1 

2:: I 256 
' . .. .. .. .. .. 

<Ie 
20 20 Gadag .. .. ." 1 '" 

-Includes rent free quarters provided to some of the menIal staff. 
tThere were 58 reporting milia in Bombay and 67 in Ahmedabad-:-two mills wel'c 

closed and one did not supply information. . 

Of the mills that have provided housing accommodation in' Bombay, 
fonr are concerns which took advantage of the facilities available un~er 
the BOInbar City Improvement Trust Act (since repealed) whlC1! 
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,enabled the .Improvement Trust to acquire land,' to 'conStruct chawls 
and to treat the aggregate expenditure- involved as a loan repayable 
by the mill concerned in thirty annual instalments. Funds were 
raised by the Improv~ment Trust by means of a special loan. The 
accommodation,provided in'the chawls own~d by the m.ills in Bombay 
consists mostly of one-room tlmements. The total number of chawls 
is 166, of which 99 have some vacant space around them. Nahnis or 
bathing places'are provided in 101 oithe chawls, and 103 have veran
dahs attached to the rooms. Electric lights are supplied onl' by one 
group of mills owning 504 tenements; in' the remaining, only the 
common passages and staircases have electric lights. Latrines are 
fitted with fl11shes except in four sets of chawls located in the BOlubiJ.y 
Suburban District where there is no system of underbound drainage. 
The majority of the rooms are between 10' X 10' and 15' X 12' in size 
and the monthly rent varies from Rs. 3 to Rs. 5. • The average nun;lber 
of persons residing in a teneme1l.t is shown to be between 3 and 4. The 
figure of capital expenditure incurred by the mills for 157 chawls for 
which information was available is put do~ a~ Rs. 57,OqtO and the 
expenditure on annual repairs for 155 of the 4awls is shown to be 
Rs. 78,106 or,l'44 per cent, of the capital expen'diturl'~he net return 
varies from 1'3 per cent. to 3 per cent. and in no f;ase does the income-
exceed 4 per cent. ' 

,The figures of workers h.oused in Ahmedabad as shown in the table 
given above are inclusive of the persons residing in the 435 tenements 
provided by the Ahmedabad Mills' Housing Society Ltd. This is a 
body registered in 1933 under'he Indian Companies Act with the main 
object of providing "proper sanitary hous~g arrangement for the 
working classes and other middlli'class persons employed in, the textile 
and other industries by newly constructing and/or repairing existing 
tenements for the purpose." The Society has a paid-up share capital 
of Rs. 1,14,000 mainly aubs~ribed by the mills in Ahmedabad and has 
raised debentures of the value of RS'. 1,65,000. The cost of the 
tenements owned by the Society is Rs. 2,50,000, and the gross income 
from rent was Rs. 20,609 in 1938.' The accommodation, which is all 
one-storeyed, consists of two-room tenemellts of 12' X 12' and 6' X 12' 

. with an open verandah of "/' X 12', there beirig also some open space 
in front. Rent is charged.. at Rs. 4 per month per tenement. 
Though the tenements were not fully occupied in the early years, the 
percentage of unoccupied tenements went down to 4'2 in 1938. In 
the tenements provided by iRdividual mills, -the accommodation does 
not usually reach the standard adopted by the Mills' Society! although 
that provided by a few mills is even superior.. The rents charged vary 
from. Re. 1-1-0 to Rs. 8-0-0 per month, the" most common charge 
being between Rs. 4-0-0 and Rs. 5-0-0. . , 

In Sholapur, all the mills have constructed tenements for the housing 
of a section of their labour force, and the accommodation is ordinarily 
better and cheape:c than that available elsewhere in the city. The usual 
rent for tenements consisting of one room and a verandah is Rs. 1-8-0 
per month, the minimu~ being as low as annas twelve per month. 

, , .... 
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The investment on buildings, according to the representat.ives ot t,he 
mills in Sholapur, brings in nO'net return as in addition to the low rents 
charged certain other amenities are also provided. . 

'. At a majority of the other centres, t~ere are arrangement.s made 
for housing some of the workers employed at the mills. The standard 

,of accommodation varies. Among the labour colonies visited by us, 
st one end we saw the well laid out, self-contained colony that has grown 
round t~eo.Gokak Milijl where no less than 1,967 out of the 2,983 persons 
employed in'the mills reside. At the other end were some old tenements 
provided by one of the mills at Viramgam. In olir opinion, there is 
no utility in the mills supplying housing accommodation unless a definitely 
higher standard. is aimed at and unless considerations' of profit-making 
do not enter into the transaction. -

PROVISION OF HOUSIA'G THROUGH LOCAL BODiES AND GOVERNMENT. 

The only two centres where public authorities have interested 
themselves in the, problem of industrial housing are Bombay and 
Ahmedabad. Tht: firs1/' move was taken in Bombay about thirty years 
ago with the provisio.~,of facilities through the Bombay CityJmprove
ment Trust -;'0 which a reference has alreaay beeJ;l. maq.e. . With the 
outbreak of the war in 1914 this move received a setback; this was, 

. indeed, unfor,tunate as the need for ,the expansion of housing was never 
so keen as during the period that succeeded, the close of the war. The 
total number of tenements constructed by the Improvement Trust for 
four mills was 2,045, while, as a 'Part of the programme of rehousing 
persons dishoused by the sluin cleltrance operations of the Trust, the 
number of tenements constructed ·was '9,330. These tenements are 
exclusive of the semi-permanent sMI'1!'ppt up by the Trust which today 
number about 2,800. ,The percentages 'Of tenements f)ccupied by textile 
workers in the chawls and semi-permanent sheds owned by 'the 
MUnicipality are estimated by the ¥unic~'£ommissioner, Bombay, 
at 20 and 35 respectively. The monthly rents per tenement vary 
from Rs. 4-15-0 to Rs. 10-8-0 for the cbt!.wls and from Rs. 2-8-0 to 
Rs. 6-0-0 per month for the sheds. The.,Municipal Commissioner stated 
during the course of his .vid&nce that the r&).t was not sufficient to meet 
the outgoings and the Municipality had t4,'iuffer a lOIS of Rs. 3,96,696 
per annum or Rs. 3-5-0 per room per 1Il0JAth. ,13esides this, the Bombay 
Municipality hold.$, in the estates acquired~ by . the old Improvement 
Trust, chawls conslating of some 5,000 o~-room tenNnents, 25 per cent. 
of which are reported to. be occupied B1 te~filewfrk~rs. Out of the 
tenements owned "bf the. Municipality.. t5~ lleIJ?i~pel'manent sheds and 
717 roolIlB in ~quired chawla are Y.Ilcitnt. Apcording to the evidence 
before us thJ1Jombay Municjpality has formulated no programme fOJ 
the housing of '-ndustrial workers in the city. 

In 1920 the Government of Bombay embarKed upon an ambitiollii 
scheme of industrial housing to provide 50,000. tenements estimated W 
cost 5'5 crores of rupees. The scheme "YatloFnanced Qut o~ the Develop
mentLoan issued by Government, the charg~8 on which were m.ei 
partially out of the tOWIl duty of one rupeefol' ~very b;tle of c9tt.on entering 

. .. ' ' 
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Bombay_ The total number of 'one-room tenements provided under 
the scheme was 16,524, built at an average cost of Rs. 2,084 per tenement. 
Out of these tenements, 327 have been reserved for shops. In 1937, 
Government appointed an Industrial Housing Committee on the 
recommendation. of which they agreed to spend a. total sum of 
Rs. 10'5 lakhs for the purpose of effecting certain. stiltctural 
alterations and improvements. Expenditure to, the extent of 
Rs. 4'5lakhs was incurred for this purpose in 1938 and, as a rWiult of the 
alterations effected and the amenities provided, the teneurents of the 
Development Department have begun to attract tenants in larger 
numbers than before. Out of the 207 chawls, no less than 192 are .D<tw 
occupied, and' the monthly income from rent increased from Rs. 50,668 
in 1937 to Rs. 69,751 in 1939. The following table shows the number 
of tenements occupied in the chawla owned by Government, the population 
housed in the chawla being now well over 63,000' persons not all of 
whom are, of course, textile workers: 

TABLE No. 69. 
\ 

Number of LWimg Rooms provided and occupied in tIre Development 
Department ·Vha.u'ls, Bombay. 

Localit,y. 

Naigaum 

DeLisle Road 

Worli 

. Sewri 

• 

Total 
~umberof 

rooms. 

2,543 

Number of rooms occupied 8S on 

; 31st March I 31st' Mareh I 
i 1937. 1938. 
I . ! 

! ~ 
i. 

2,677 2,880 

l,932 2,047 

29th July 
1939. 

3,189 

2,203 

': " g,::: I 3,: i
l
'-__ 4_':_:6_

9..., ___ 6_':_:_:_ 

Total .• .' 16,197 I .8,422 9,762 13,126 . 

The tenements, as remodelled .. are fairly well lighted and they contain 
suitahle bathing places and latrines. Still, as the Royal Commission 
on Labour in India 'observes, it is hoped that this plan will not be copied 
in any future housing schemes. ' . 

In Ahmedabad, it ~ o~y' durin$ the last ten years that there has 
been some appreciati"ori. "on the part of tJl.e local authorities of their 
responsibility in the matter of housing. The progress In the construction 
of houses is, however, still very slow, only 154 tenements having been 

. provided till now for Harijans and 100 for others. The number of 
tenements under construction is 580. The rent charged is Rs. 2-0-0 
for Harijans and Rs. 5-8-0 for others. The standard of accommodat.ion 
if! two rooIllS and a verandah, all in single storey structure, with some 
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open space on all'sides. To our knowledge, no other local body in the 
cot~n te~iIe cent~es of t~e Province has interested itself in the problem 
of mdustnal housmg. . 

," 

GENERAL HOUSING CONDITIONS. 

We sha~ now proceed to survey, briefly; the housing conditions for the 
bulk of thEl.labour population in the principal centres of the industry
that large &ection of the population which is not housed in the chawls 
or huts Duiltr by the employers or by Government or by municipal 
authorities. These conditions were examined so recently as in September 
19a8 ~y: th~ Labo~ Office of the Governme~t of Boin~ay with the object 
of facilitatmg the work of the Rent Enquxry CoIimuttee ; and Volume 
II, Part IV, of the Report of that Committee contains the results of 
this inquiry by the LabomOffice into working class housing and house 
rents in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur. The inquiry was by the 
sampl& method and the number of families for which information was 
collected was 2,175 ill Bombay, 1,872 in Ahmedabad and 667 in Sholapur. 

In Bombay, the investigation was confined· to the E, F and G wards, 
which are the prinbipal working class IOCjolities in the city. The statistics 
collected show that of the families covered, 91'24 per cent. live in one
room tenements and that the average number of persons residing in 
each such tenement is 3'84. The approximate floor space available 
per person and· tenement is 26'&6 a.nd 103'23 sq. ft. respectively .. 'The 
average monthly rent isRs. 6-14-4 for one-room tenements, the figure 
varying between Rs. 5-0-0 and Rs. 9-0-0 for 79 per cent. of the total number 
of families. Taking the two and three-room tenements into consideration, 
the average monthly rent for all tenements is Rs .. 7-6-6 and represents 
17'07 per cent. of the average income,-although for the income groups 
comprising the maj,oritY-Q5 per cent. of families covere~-the proportions 
are between 18'30 per cent. and 23'51 per <!ent .• One-room tenements 
constitute 81 per cent. of the total tenements in the city, 74 per cent., 
of the population of which dwells in these. tenements. The average! 
~umber of persons occupying the one-room tenements according to the 
last census is 4·0l. There are back to baCK houses, and the lighting 
and ventilation in the older structures are defective as are the sanitary 
conveniences. The rules and bye-laws of the Bombay Municipality 
regulating building and housing conditions are found by experience 
to be inadequate to deal with the growth of slums. 

Housing conditions in Ahmedabad are hardly better. Chawls are 
not very common, but their place is taken by huts and semi~permanent 
sheds comprising 35'77 per cent. of the total number of tenements 
occupied, RiB estimAted by the Textile Labour ASsociation,' Ahmedabad, 
that there isadencitof20,OOO working class tenements and, according to 
the Rent Enquiry Committee, the level of rents shows a definitely upward 
tendency. In S.kola;pur, theinvestigatioil reveals that ventilation iS

j

, 

bad in ;no less than 88'64 per .cent. of the structures examined. The 
huts in which large numbers of the population reside are nobetteri 
than hOllels put':Up without l1ny plan and provide bare shelter but 
scarcely any ai'enities. As the growth of this form of housing res~ts 
in the creation of shuns, these hovels call for demolition. The followmg 

• 11 Bk R 2i1-1S ' 
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figures compiled' on the basis of th& investigations maae by the Labour 
. Office show the position in respect of overcrowding and rents in 

Ahmedabad and Sholapur: , ' 

" TABLE No. 70. 
Average Monthly Rent paid by aru1;.the Approrimate Flow Space 

. availo,blefw Fa~ilies.· • 

~ Ahmedabad. I' Sholapur. 

Peroentageof families occupying one·room tenements. 
Number of persons residing in one·room tenements 

(per person 
Floor space in sq. ft. for ~, 

one·room tenements. tper tenement 

Average monthly rent for
One.room tenements 
All tenements . . . . 

Proportion of average monthly re" for all tene· 
ments to average monthly income 

& 
73'82 
3'95 

35'98 

142'01" 

Ra. ~ p. 

5 ° 4 
511 7 

Per cent. 
14,09 

# 

58'24 
4'31 

21'25 

91'62 
.~ 
Rs. a. p. 

2 5 3 
2 15 4 

Per cent. 
11'39 

The highest proportion of rent to income is 37'97 per ~ent. in Ahmedabad 
and 26'55 per cent. in Sholapur, but-the range of the highest frequency 
lies between '14 per cent. and 19'04: per cent. in Ahmedabad and 10'34: 
per cent. and 17'63 per cent. in Sholapur. For the oliher centres, no 
detailed statistical information is available, but the inquiries into family 
budgets conducted by the Labour Office convey an idea of the expenditure 
incurred on rent ,.t the various centres. The following table sets out 
the proportion that the expenditure on rent bears to the total monthly 
expenditure of the families for whioh figures have been collected: 

TABLE No. 71. 
Average Amount of Expenditure on Rent ani/, Proportion of Rent to Fal~!ily 

Jalgaon 
Amalner 
Chalisgaon 
Dhuli. 
Viramgam 
Nadiad 
Bro&t'h 
Surat 
Barei 
Gadag 
Hubli 

Centre. 

.. , 

. ExperuJ,iture. . 

Percentage of 
Average amount expenditure on 
of expenditure house rent to 
on house rent. total expeDditure. 

Rs. a. p. 
233 
276 
1 13 9 
~ 6 5 
2 ° 9 161) 
1 10' 1I 
213 
112 
o }3 10 
1 1 6 

I 

~ 
9'03 

10'07 
7'20 
9'33 
7'20 
4'83 
5'ii4 
7'00 
6'19 . 
4'14 
4'59 
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BEED rOR STUll! AID • 

. Neither in the smaller centres nor in the three principal centres of the· 
Ind~t~, namely, Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur, can the housing 
con~tlOns of .the. workers ~e deemed ade~uate or satisfactory. It is 
ObVIOUS that, In VIew.of the Influence attaching ~ decent hygienic living 
conditions in increalling the general efficiency ot workers, the proble~ 
is not one which can any longer be left to private enterprise to solve~ 

. It is necessary, in our dpinion, to Iormulate a well-planned housing 
programme. We recommend that, pursuant to the recommendation 
JI\ade by the Royal CoIIlIhission on Labour in India, Government should 
convene, as early"as possible, in ihe various centres, conferences of all 
the parties interested in the provision of housing for examining the 
requirements and for drawing up plans for the construction of houses 
and for meeting the cost of the schemes. The Director of Public Health 
has stated in his memorandum that Governm.""ent have prepared: for free 
circulation type plans of cheap and hygienic quarters. They have also 
published plans and specifications of houses suitable for working classes. 
These plans, specifi6ations· and estimates should be furnished to the 
proposed conferences. Although Govtrnment should participate in the 
formulation and exe(JUtion of the hous~g programmes, the main 
responsibility for development should rest with the local authorities. 
This is in accordance wi~h the practice followed in other countries. 
The British National Housing Committee, for instance, in its report on 
" A National Housing Policy" published in 1934 held the view that while 
provisioq for housing accommodation was to be planned under the aegis 
of a statutory housing commission, the local authorities themselves would 
undertake to build houses according to the programmes drawn up from 
time to time. This is also in consonance with the trend of devolution 
of authority in India. It is the local body which is responsible- for 
controlling the layout of areas and the constructIon of houses, for 
maintaining proper hygienic and sanitary conditions and for attending 
to the health and well-being of the residents. Overlapping of authority 
or divided responsibility is scarcely conducive to ordered progress. 

It is plain, however, that in .large industrial centJes liD Bombay or 
Ahmedabad the problem has now assumed such vast proportions that 
the Municipalities of both the cities may find it difficult to cope with· the 
situation unless their efforts are supported by the Provincial Government.. 
This help may be given in diverse ways. Where Government land is : 
available, Government should agree to lease or sell it on concessional 
terms to or· tlJ.rough the local body. Government shQuld supplement 
the resources of local bodies by making grants and, where necessary, by 
means of legislation increasing their sources of revenue. ;Lastly, 
Government may assist in the floatation of loans for the financing of 
housing programmes or they may even float special loans themseJves for 
this purpose or grant some form of guarantee such as will entitle. the 
debenture or other stock that is issued to rank as a trustee secunty. 
The housing of the lower paid workers at rents within their means should 
thus be accepted as a publi~ service and the conferences to be convened 

111 'Bk R 26-1Sa 
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should draw up programmes to be completed in a period of ten years, as 
recommended by the Rent Enquiry Committee. The primary respon
sibility for performance of this service should be t~at of the local body 

, with the assiStance of Government in the raising of funds, the provision 
of land and the enactment of suitable legislative measures of control, as 
suggested above. Experience in other countries indicates that the 
prQblem of the housing of. low paid industrial workers "annot be sOlve~ 
effectively except on a subsidized :t>1!!is, for th~re is no prospect of the 
need being met satisfactoruj1;hroj,lgh private enterprise building fo 
profit. The main reason why private enterprise cannot be depended' 
upon to meet the situation is that, considering the low sC,!11e o(J:ents which 
alone it is within the capacity of the bulk of industriat'wOrkers to pay, 
landlords. can earn a return on their investment only by ignoring 
considerations of health and hygiene in the building of their tenements 

,.and by permitting overcrowding. The extent of, the subsidy that is 
.. neetls~ary, the form in which it can most suitably be given and the agency 
t~ugh which the local b~dies can best administer the scheme~these are 

, . all ':matters which may well ,form part of the initial discussions at the 
joint conferences that we recomme~d should be convened bv Government 
at an early date. . ~ . ' 

The representative bodies' of the employers in Bombay and in 
Ahmedabad both dlliclaim d~p,on._siQ~ty for the provision of housing 
accommodation for tne1abour employed in the mills. The primary 
responsibility, in their opinion; rests with the local authorities, although 
some of the employers have undertaken v&\untarily to house their 

. workers. They urge that housing schemes invariably turn out to b~ 
unremunerative, and, therefore, indirectly add to the bUrden on the, 
industry. The textile concerns are no more responsible for 'h,qusing theiJ:l 
employees, it ·is further argued, than any other employers of -labour. 
Among large employers 'of labour, it is only agencies like Government, 
or the Railways, the Port Trust or the Municipal C~rporation in Bombay 
that arrange, for the housing of some part of their total labour force; 
tliere is, however, no provision for housing the labour employed at the 
workshops of the two railways in Bombay. The Bombay Provincial 
,Trade Union Congress also holds the view that the responsibility for 
hous\ng workers should be placed on ~~~Q!L~~ ground, among! 
others, that in the premises provided by mills the plllbu<ractivities ofl 

. the workeis are likely to he hampered by restrictions impQ8t'd by the 
employers. Inconvenient situations have, it is stated,·often arisen during! 

, times of industrial strife when workers have been caned upon ~ 
res~ work or to vac!'-te the houses provided by employel'll. The nght 
to organize uieetmg; in .tlie compounds of chawls has been denied and 
trade union organizers and other public wOl'kers are occasionally refused 
access to the workmen's dwellings owned by employers. A recent High 
Court judgment makes it clear that so long as the workmen pay rents, 
they have the right to the unfettered use of the premises let to them, 
subject to the exercise of this use not being prejudicial to the tenants, 
relations with their neighbours and to there being. no annoyance caused 
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to the public. What rights are accorded t~ ten,a.ntsby law cannot b~ 
denied to workmen staying in tenements owned by th.e employers. 
Neverth~less, t~ ~ievance strengthens the case for h01!-smg being owned 
by public authontIel! 'and not by the employers. While ~he burden of 
actually providing q.wellings for industrial workers cannot be placed· 
on individual employers, the employers 'of labour as a class,can well bel 
called upon to· a~sist in the provision of fi.ru,\nce for housing, schemes i 
undertaken by fOcal bo~ies. ; , ., . 

For this reason, too, we do not favour the proposal put forward by the 
Tariff l30ard (1927) in paragraph 66 of its Report that blooks of chawls 
built by the Bombay Development Department, might be taken ove; 
by groups of mills or by the Millowners' Association, Bombay. One 
chawl has been taken over by a mill by an arrangement which has led 
to a reduction in rent for the workers as a result of a guarantee given by 
the mill for the payment of rent. The Bombay Pro~incial Board Df the 
Harijan Sevak Sangh has also .entered into a similar arrangement. witJt 
the Bombay Municipality. These a.rrangements are capable of extensidu' 
though, in our opinion, the leasing of chawls should be not by'thi 
employers but by a public welfare bedy or by a tenants' co-operative" 
society which can collect a sInll>ll guarantee fund of its own. Some of the 
larger co-operative societies for empl~ees of mills which hav,e 
accumulated fairly substa.p.tiaIfunds of their own may well interest 
themselves in this new form of co-operative endeavour. 

CO-oPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETIES. • 

The Royal Com.m.issiob,· on Labour in India favoured the provision 
of housing thtough workers' co-operative societies. The societies wou.l~ 
stimulate tIi~desire among workers. to secure· better living conditionB\ 
and instil a ~nse of responsibility in the matter of sanitation and hygiene. 
Government and the employers, the Com.m.ission recommended, Plight 
encourage this line of action by granting suilable faci1~ties for the 
acquisition of land and the r~ising ~f ~~s, while the employers might' 
assist by giving loans and allowing suoSidies. The Textile Labour .Asso
ciation, Ahmedabad, approves of the formation of co-operat,ive housing 
societies on the lines. recomm:ended; the Bombay Provincial Trade 
Union Congress, however, hol~s the view. that the problem i:;.too V&st.t~~. 
be solved by co-operative e:!fort. Co-operative housing has .JllJide sorrie 
progress in thiB Province, but it has been almost entirely among the m,iddl 
classes. U ill ~n1y in Ahmedabad, that there are co-operative housin 
societies for workmen, and it is interesting to note here that they do not 
receive any subsidy from Government, the MUnicipality or the employers. 
This enterprise is 'confined to workers in textile mills belonging to 
the scheduled classes.. The number of registered ijooieties is. two wh'ile 
two more have not yet ~ecured registration.' Some details in connection 
with tIre working of the societies will be of interest. The two registered 
societies have supplied housing acconlmodation'to 110 ~amilies. The 
special feature of these societies is the socia1 work carried on for several 
years prior to their .organization. All buildings in .this society are 
uniform. They are se~-detached tenements,' each having one living 
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room 15' X 8', a small room 8' X 10', a kitchen 8' X 8' and two covered 
verandahs 23' X 8' and 10' X 8'. They are built in brick and mortar. 
They have a reinforced concrete terrace over tlre main room, and a 
Mangalore-tiled roof ewer the rest of the building. The area of the site 
for each tenement is 255 square yards, each teneIQ.ent is open on three 
sides and has an open space for gKdening. The cost of the land was 
Rs. 400 and that of the building Rs. 800, bringing the total cost of each 
tenement to Rs. 1,200. The amo~t contributed by each member was 
Rs. 400, and the Ahmedabad People's Co-operative Bank Ltd., advanced 
a loan of Rs. 800 to each member(. repayable by monthly instalments of 
Rs. 10.. Before joining the societies, the members lived in rooms 12' X 12' 
and paid Rs. 6 per month as rent. The total value of the houses 
.with the land is Rs. 1,32,000, against. which the members took loans 
aggregating to Rs. ~3,200. By the end of 1938, 37 members had cleared 
off their liabilities to the bank. The two unregistered societies have 
a membership of 63, and the value of the buildings and lands in their 
colonies is Rs. 69,800 against which they have taken aggregate loans of 
Rs. 37,800 from the bank. . 

Akin to these co-operative .colonies is the housing colony comprising 
65 tenements which has been formed through the efforts of the 
Textile Labour Associatio~ Ahmedabad. The construction of the 
houses was undertaken by the Association in a town planning area with 
a view to providing a model for private owners, the Municipality and 
the employers. The tenements consist of two rooms 14}-' X 10' and 
11' X 18' with a kitchen 8' X 7', a verandah 19}-' X 7' and a courtyard 
19.' X 18'. The cost of construction is Rs. 1,300 per tenement and 
the workers who take this up have to pay Rs. 10 per month on an amorti
Zation plan to become owners of the dwellings in 25 years~ time . 
. tn order .that the co-operative type of organization may be encouraged 

and ro.ay fiop.rish, it is necessary that not only should Government 
continue th~ltpolicy of granting long term loans at low rates of interest 
to co-operative housing societies to the extent of three-fourths of the 
cost of the land and buildings but also that they should a:ctively encour
age the formation' of such societies. In case there is a prospect of a large 
number of co-operative housing societies being organized in centres like 
Ahmedabad and Sholapur, Government may examine whether a special 
building corporation on the lines of the public utility societies. that are 
a feature of recent housing 'development in, Great .Britain cannot be 
started to provide these societies with cheap long term capital. 

STANDARD OF HOUSING ACCOMMODATION. . 

.It is recognized cn, all hands that the present conditions of working 
class housing need ta be improved radically in the interest of the health 
and well-being of the workers and their families. ~ the Rent Enquiry 
Committee has recommended. it is desirable in future to discourage the 
construction of one-room tenements in Bombay. Wherever such 
tenements are in existence, the standard of accommodation should be 
a minimum size of 180 square feet to house not more than four persons. 
To conform .to this standard, the existing one-room tenements should 
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not provide for the residence of more than 2·5 persons per 100 square 
feet, so that each individual would enjoy a minimum floor space of 40 
square feet. A two-room tenement is considered fS the minimum 
requirement by almost aU the witnesses we. exaII)ined on the subject. 
We endorse this view but would add that along with this accommo
dation there should be proper provisi(Ul fori a kitchen, a loft and a bathing 
and washing place. This accommodation should be exclusive of the 
area required for bath room and latrines for general use to be -provided 
in suitable numbers on different floors· in case the accommodation is in 
the form of chawls· with more floors than one. Water connections 
should be so devised as to ensure a reguJar supply at least in the .mornings 
and -evenings, especially for the upper floors of chawls. The municipal 
regulations should provide that the landlords should arrange for the 
maintenance of dust bins and their regular cleaning and for the sanitary 
upkeep of the coID.ID.On passages, courtyards and compounds .. The 
building and other bye-laws may be amended for this purposa, if 
necessary. These observations apply als~ to Ahmedabad, Sholapur and 
other centres. Along with this, municipalities should be empowered 
to d~al expeditiously with houses considered 1l?fit for human habitation 
and to arrange for their demolition or immediate conversion to 
non-residential use. The structures constructed entirely of corrugated 
iron sheets and other types of semi-permanent sheds should, we 
recommend, be similarly dealt with. Lastly, by suitable changes in the 
present enactments, local authorities should be authorized, we recom
mend, to take in hand and execut'1.housing schemes in the areas served 
by them. Into the details of the legal enactments that may have 
to be made or ·amended we do not enter as we are in general agreem~nt 
with the recommendations made in this behalf by the Rent Enquixl 
Committee. _ . . • 

Education. 

Nothing imp,essed us more during our tours of the various cotton 
textile centres of this Province than the almost complete absence o! 
education among workers. This lack of education is .partiall~ 
responsible for the slow and tardy development of labour organiza~io~ 
in this Province; it also affects the efficiency of the workers. While 1 

is not necessary for us to deal with the question of education in general, 
we feel that. we would be failing in our dutI" if we did not examine ce.rtain 
aspects of thill problem in 110 far as they concern the welfare and effiCIency 
of cotton mill workers. 

Reporting as far back as 1918, the Indian Industrial Co~ssion stat~d : 
" A factor which has tended in the past to delay the progress of IndIan 
industrial development has been the ignorance and conservatism of the 
uneducated workmen.. The evidence tendered by employers was almost 
universally in favour of labour~ both s!ci~led. and.unskille~, th~t had.at 
least received a.primary educatIOn. This IS gIven III countrIes WIth which 

.' . 
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India will h/love to compete and is a sf.ne qua non in this country alao.;'(l) 
As the Royal Comtnission on Labour in India pointed out, "in- India 
nearly the whole mass of industrial labour is illiterate, a- state of affairs 
which is unknown in any other country of industrial importance." It 
went on to add: "It is almost impossible to overestimate the conse
quences _ of thi& disability, which are obvious in wages, in health, 
in productivity, in organization and in several otherdirectipns. Modern 
machine industry depends in~e~l!li~~clegree on __ ~d,.~ca1ion and the 
attempt to b-qild it up with an Illiterate body -of workers must be, 
difficult and petilous. We would emp.hasize the fact that, precisel1. 
because of this, . the education of industrial labour should receive' 
special attention."(2) Referring to the question of the employers' 
responsibility in the matter of education, the Commission observed: 
"The main responsibility for education in industrial areas caIlIl~ 
tltro'Y,ll. upqn ~~'ploye!:s. In this, as in other matters, some employers 
have done admiratle work in. the attempt to remedy the deficiencies 
of the responsible authorities, and we believe that few would be 
unwilling to co-operate if definite and reasonable schemes were 
put before them . . . . Without doubt the task is primarily 
one for the community, acting through local ~~~es and Government, 
and we would repeat, in the interests of Indian ind~anQ 
labour, that the industrial areas have a special claim -to attention 
. . . . It is for the education authorities to take the lead, but the ~l!d 
in view justifies them in calling on employers' associations and indivilual 
employers to assist . . '.' W~uggest that employers might a.llist, 
wherever possible, by lending buildings in the workers' lines or the fact<;>ryj 
compounds, by equipping schools and in other ways. "(3) An almos~i 
sifnilar view was taken by the Bombay Adult Education Committe~' 
which said: " While the primary responsibility for the literacy education 
of the adult worker rests with Government, theCo:mrilittee feel that 
the employer must also share in this responsibility."(4) The four 
representatives on that Committee (representing the Bombay and the 
Ahmedabad ?l-Iillowners' Associations and the G. I. P. and the B. B. & 
p. I. Railways), however, attached a minute of dissent to the Qommittee's 
Report objecting to any responsibility being placed on employers in the 
matter.(5) In this minute they stated tha~ their dissent was based 
upon what they regarded as a matter of principle, namely, that there 
should be no compulsion upon employers as a class-much less on any 
particular class or classes of employers-to contribute financially towards 
the education of their illiterate adult employees. Their objection was 
two-fold: (1) education (including that of adults) being primarily a 
responsibility of Government and local authorities, the employers of 
labour as a cll.!-ss should not be singled out for sharing it with them; and 
(2) no invidious discrimination should be made between one employer 

(') "Report of the Indian Industrial Commission n, 1918, page 96. 
(I) .. Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India n, 1931, page 27. 
(0) Ibid, pages 28 and 29. 
(') .. Report of the Adult.Euucation Committee", 1938, -page 19 . 

. (5) Ibid, pages 55 to 57. 
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and another. In the opinion of these ~epresentatives, alltllat':mployefll 
might reasonably be required to do at the present stage should be Ihnited 
to affording facilities for the use of their premises for the conduct of adult 
education classes, wherever this is found possible. Although we hold 
that the main responsibility for education must ultimately rest with th~ 
State, we cannot subscribe. to a. principle which absolves employers 
as a. class from assuming any responsibility in the matter of the education 
of their employees and their children. Industry is bound to benefit by 
having a. body of educated workers. We shall indicate below the manner, 
in and the extent to which employers should assist in liquidating 
illiteracy; 

PROVISION OF FACILITIES BY EMPLOYERS . . 
Out of fifty-eight mills in Bombay which have supplied lnformation 

to us on the subject, twenty-two have made provision for either primary 
or technical education 'of workers or their children. Messrs. E. D. 
Bassoon & Co., Ltd., conduct three schools at a cost of a little over Rs. 1,200 
per year. Thtee mills had eve~g or night schools, four had special 
classes for adult education; two mills provided workers' chiidren 
attending municipalscnools with books and stationery, and one mill 
conducted. a sewing and embroidery class for the benefit of its women 
workers: One mill reported that the Jiight s~hool run by it for some time 
had to be closed on account of feeble response from workers. Sixteen 
mills in all granted scholarships or concessions or both in the matter of 
leave with pay to those workers·who attended the technical school_ 
conducted by the Social Service League or the Saturday classes for 
technical apprenti.ces at the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute. '.nhe 
total amount paid as sch~larships by eleven mills during the year 1938 
was Rs. 758, out of which mills under the agency of Messrs. E. D. 
Sassoon & Co., Ltd., granted sixteen scholarships of the total value of 
Rs. 638. Only three mills in Ahmedabad had provided schools for the 
benefit of workers' children, but it is understood that. 'Other mills are 
considering opening adult education classes in response to an appeal in 
this direction made by the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. Among 
centres in Gujerat outside Ahmedabad, one mill in Broach has provided 
rent-free quarters to a niission school which caters for ,the education 
of its workers' children, while the mill at Nadiad pays the rent of the 
building in which the pr~ary municipal school is housed. Two out of 
the five mills in Sholapur con!iqct kind~!$arten schools and gra~~ a.~um 
of Rs. l.55 by way of scholarships to their workers attending the mUIDClpal 
technical school. Only one out of the five mills in.Khandesh conducts 
a primary school, while one mill gives rent-free quarters to the municipal 
primary school. Four out of the • eight mills in Maharashtra 
and Karnatak, excluding Sholapur and Khandesh, have lIl9:<i.ej 
provision for primary schools. ·These include the mill at ,Gokak whi~li 
conducts an ;English middle. school and night classes for workers, m 
addition. In view of the above facts, the actien taken by employers 
in the cotton textile industry in regard' to education must be , 



considered as very meagre. In this' connection it will be of interest 
to note.that 25 out of 40 s~gar factories in Bihar maintain at least four 
literacy olasses. Some h.3.ve appointed their own literacy officers. The 
employers bear the whole cost .and the only contribution by Govern-

, ment is the free supply of books .. At Jamshedpur, the Tata Iron and 
Steel Company conducts 60 classes and gives instruction to more than 
2,000 adults, including women. Most of the colliery owners have also' 
started adult classes of their own. 

Among unions of cotton mill workers, the only one which is doing any 
work in the field of education is the Textile Labour Association, 
Ahmedabad. During the yea:r 1938 the Union conducted' fourteen 
day and night schools and fifty-nine adult education' clasess at 
a total expenditure of over Rs. 26,000 which included the annual 
contribution of Rs. 15,000 from the Tilali Swaraj Fund c'!,llected by the 
Millowners in Ahmedabad. The figures for numbers enrolled and the 
daily average attendance are as set out in. the following table: 

TABLE No. 72. , 
Educational Work undertaketif hy.Qie.. Textile Labour 

Association, Ahmedabad. 
...... i.· 

Num.bers enrolled. 
Num.ber 

Type of education. of 

\Females.\ Total. j o~es. Males. 
4-

Da.y and Night Schools - 14 519 158 677 .. .. 
A dult Educa.tion Classes .. .. 59 1,063 191 1,254 

• , .. Total ·f. ... ;,'0\ 73 1,582 349 1,931 

e 

Average 
daily 

attend· 
ance. 

527 

852 

1,379 

We had the opportunity of seeing the educational work done by the 
Textile Labour Association at Ahmedabad and we think' that the 
attempts made by the Association to spread literacy are creditable. 

PROVISION FOR COMPULSORY EDUCATION,. 

The position with regard to primary education and the introduction 
of compulsory elementary education in most centres of the cotton textile 
industry in this Province is as follows: In Bombay, compulsory primary 
education was introduced in the F and G wards of the city in the year 
1925. The Municipal Corporation decided in 1939 to introduc 
compulsion 1n the remaining five wards of the city from January 1940 
and Government have given their sanction to this proposal. It wa 
estimated that in October 1939, 20,000 children (of all ages) of textil 
workers were attending municipal schools in the F .and G wards, and an 
additional 10,000 such children Were attending municipal schools in 
the other five wards of the City. If children of compulsory school-goin . 
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age (namely, six to eleven years) alone are considered it has been 
estimated, on the basis of a recent census conducted by the Municipality 
of Bombay; that over 82 per cent. of the children belonging to the 
texti.le. workers' C~S8 (namely, 14,000 out of 17,000) were attending 
munlClpal schools m the F and G wards at the beginning of October 
1939. If the whole of the city is considered, this percentage was 74 
(20,000 out ,of 27,000). 

The Ahmedabad Municipality reported to us that it submitted 
a scheme for compulsory primary education in the city of Ahmedabad to 
Government in 1925, but that it had not yet been sanctioned. The 
Municipality has, therefore, worked for expansion of prinUtry education 
on a voluntary basis and has opened new schools whenever a demand 
has been made in any. locality. In October 1939, there were 211 
municipal primary schools in the city with 41,205 pupils. In order to 
satisfy the educational needs of the children of textile workers coming 
from Northern India and Maharashtra, the Ahmedabad· Municipality 
has started eight Hindi and three Marathi schools in textile labour areas 
and the number of pupils atteJlding these schools in October 1939 was 
1,089. The Municipality eati~ that provision for the education 
of about twenty thousand more children will have j;o be made if 
compulsory primary educatiell is introd_ed in the city and that of 
these 20,000 children 13,000 will be children of 'persons employed as 
textile workers. 

Compulsory elementary education was introduced in wards numbers 1, 
2 and 3 of Sholapur City in Novf!mMr 1927 Mr boys only. With a view 
to applying compulsion to the whole city, a census of all boys of school
going age was taken between June and September 1939, which showed 
that 6,848 out of 9,871 boys attended either municipal or aided boys' 
schools. No information is a;'\Tailable regarding the percentage of 
children of textile workers in these figures. The Surat Borough 
Municipality was among the first local .uthorities i~ this Province to 
introduce compulsory elementary education. 'ThiS"wt, i.Il January 1920. 
Compulsion was applied both for boys and girls and no <portion of the 
city was omitted from its operation. On the 31st March 1939, there 
were 14,722 children of compulsory school-going age who Fere attending 
primary schools. These represent approximately 65 per cent. of the total 
number of children of school-going age in the city. No compulsion has 

. been introduced in Nadiad, but the Municipality estimates that about 
250 c~ldren of textile workers attend one or the other of the 17 schools 
managed by the local authority. Compulsion was applied within the 
limits of the Dhulia Municipal Borough on the 1st March 1923 both for 
boys and girls. The total number of children attending' municipal 
schools on the 31st March 1939 was 6,365 and these represented 96·8 
per cent. of the children in the city to whom compulsory education wa~ 
applicable. The Amalne.r Municipality reported that compulsion ha. 
not yet been introduced within the area of that local authority, but I 
was estimated that 1,150 children of cotton textile ,workers were attend
ing the primary schools established by the Municipality and that these 
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represented 76 per cent. of the total number of all children of schoo1-
going age in the area. Compulsion had also not been introduced in 
Jalgaon and Chalisgaon, which are the two other textile centres 

. in Khandesh. In Jalgaon there were 15 municipal schools on the 1st 
October 1939, which were attended by 5,446 pupils of whom 775 or 14-2 
per cent. were children of cotton mill workers. Primary education in 
Chalisgaon is under the control of the District Local Board, East 
Khandesh. The total number of district board schools in Chalisgaonin 
October 1939 was seven and these were attended by 2,542 children of 
whom 350 or 13'5 per cent. were children of cotton textile workers. 
The Poona City Municipality introduced compulsory primary 
education in five wards of the city in December 1929. According to a 
censuS of children of school-going age taken in the areas of compulsion 
in 1938, 3,179 children were attending municipal schools. The Hubli 
Municipal Borough has submitted proposals to Government to start 
compulsory elementary education in one of the municipal wards, but 
the Municipality reports that this area does not form a part of the city 
inhabited by cotton textile workers nor does it lie in its vicinity. The 
Bharat Spinning and Weaving Mills,' Hubli, run two unrecognized 
achools which are attended by 42 boys and 32 girls who are children of 
the employees in the mill, t1J.e rest of th~ children being scattered over 
among different local schools. The Gadag-Bettigeri Municipal 
Borough reported that there were 23 municipal and 14 approved schools • 
under its School Board and that the total number of textile workers' • 
children attending these 37. schools on 28th October 1939 was 
1,464 which is approximately 35 per cent. of the total of 4,110 children 
of compulsory school-going age and 23 per cent. of the total of 6,164 
children of all ages attending all schools in the area. 

The employers in the cotton textile industry in this Province can do 
much to help the local authorities by keeping a record of the children of 
their workers and persuading the latter to send them to schools 
ill areas where they exist. These efforts would meet with considerable 
success if the. employers would also offer to pay the cost of all books, siatesl 
and pencils. Wherever possible, the employers should place suitable 
premises either in mill compounds or in mill chawls at the disposal of the 
educational authorities for the opening of schools. Employers can also) 
assist by buying suitable literature for children and distributing it free 
of charge to such of their workers as desire to make . use of them for ~ 
their children. This would be helpful in preventing lapse from literacy. 
Continuation of literacy in Japan and in all western count~es is 
ensured by the availability to children, both whilst in and after leaving 
school, of literatute containing short stories and simple tales specially 
written for children. 

ADULT EDUCATION. 

In almost all countries, ill order to secure universal education of the 
masses, educational effort does not cease with the completion of the 
compulsory school career, but is extended by the adult education 



movement to periods o.f adolescence and adultness. To.day, almo.st ' 
every conntry. in the wo.rld. has a netwo.rk. o.f institutio.ns catering 
for the educatlOn of adults m all walks o.f hfe. In India, where o.nly 
seven per cent. o.f her peo.ple are . literate, the problems in co.nnectio.n 
with adult education are mainly centred ronnd the remo.val o.f illiteracy 
as a first step. But, to CQncentrate entirely o.n the liquidatio.n o.filliteracy 
wo.uld be a great mistake. There are everywhere, and in industrial 
centres in India especially, substantial numbers o.f peo.ple who. kno.w ho.w 
to. read and write, -but very little, if anything, has been done to. give 
them further enlightenment in things that matter, as far as iiheir lives 

I and work are co.ncerned. We are co.ncerned primarily with the immediate 
, aspects of the education o.f textile wo.rkers, bo.th actual and po.tential, and' 
it wo.uld, therefore, be pertinent fo.r us to examine the aims and o.bjects 
o.f wo.rkers' education, as distinguished fro.m adult education as a whole. 
These have, been summed up· b:y Miss Hilda Worthington Smith 
in a note(l) from which we reproduce below two paragraphs: . 

"WQrkers' educatio.n is designed to. meet the educational needs of 
wage-earners, who have had little formal schooling. Hs purpose 
is to stimulate an active and continued interest in the economic and 
social problems o.f the times,. and to develop a sense of responsibility 
for their solutiQn. Workers' education received its impetus from 
educational needs revealed by the labour movement, and assumes the 
right of workers to. form their own organizations, to consider and take 
action on their own problems. Free.dom of discussion and freedom of 
teaching are taken for gra'!J.ted in workers" education. Above all, 
\forkers' education leads straight from the classroom to the community, 
encouraging the student to analyse his own situation as a worker and 
as a member of that community, to follQW the classroom term with 
further study of industrial and social problems and, on the basis of new 
facts discovered, to. assume definite responsibilities leading to various 
forms of social actiQn. ... • ' 

" : 'Ve want classes at a time we can come, rhich we can afford, 
and which we can nnderstand " is the consensus as expressed bY.Qne 
industrial wQrker. Others state practical ideas Qf education: 'My 
union needs my help, and I am coming to class to learn something 
I can take back to help my organization '. 'I don't want anything 
up in the air. Something that will explain to. me why I am out of 
work, and what's going to. happen next.' 'I want to nnderstand what 
is happening in the Government, and what workers ought to do. to 
get their rights'." 

Recently there has been a spurt in the movement for liquidating 
illiteracy in India. The Government of BOlp.bay appointed an Ad~lt· 
Education Committee which submitted its report to. Government m 
April 1938. Following the recommendations-of the Adult Education 

(1) Bulletin No. XVI-Second Series-:-published by The World AssociationforAdult 
Education, 1939, pa.ges 3·5. 
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.. Committee, the Government of Bombay constituted a Provincial Board 
for Adul1i. Education in September 1938 to take necessary s~eps for the 
promotion of l\dult education in the Province. The Provincial Board 
organiied.. Sllb-committees to work in" their respective areas, including 
one called the' Bombay Adult Education Committee for the City of 

. ftoinbay. At the instance of this Committee a literacy campaign was 
. organized in the City of Bombay for a period of one month in May 1939 . 
• The Cintpaign Committee was able to open 596 classes in the City and 
Suburbs of .Bombay of which 544 were for men and 5! for women. The 
total number of students in these classes was 12,564 of whom a consider
able proportion were textile workers. The total expenditure on the 
campaign amounted to nearly Rs. 19,000, all of which, except for a grant 
of Rs. 2,000 from the Provincial Board, was received in the form of 
donations. Government took over the work of the adult classes started 
by the Literacy Campaign Com,:rn.ittee from 1st June 1939. At 
that time there were 573 classes in existence. Some of these were 
amalgamated and the number was reduced to 360. A course of four 
months up to primary standard II for two hours a day and for six days 
in the week was laid down. At the end of August, 5,000 persons passed 
the test laid down for li,teracy and were awarded literacy certificates. 
The months of September and October were Used. for the organization of . 
new classes for a further course of four months from November 1939 to 
February 1940. 

The educational work done by extra-government agencies in the 
Province of Bombay has been described in a note contained in Appendix 
III attached to the Report of the Adult Education Committee. Pioneer
ing work in this field is that done by, among others, the Social Service 
League and the Nagpada Neighbourhood House in Bombay and the 
Textile Labour Association in Ahmedabad. The work done by the last 
of these has already been noticed in an earlier paragraph. A provincial 
association for adult education known as the Bombay Presidency Adult 
Education Association was founded in Bombay in July 1934. Us 
activities are largely directed to the holding of extension classes for the 
further education of the educated. It has, however, also taken interest . 
in the spreading of literacy. It has organized twelve literacy classes, 
four of which are situated in the Crown, the Morarji Goculdas, the Spring 
and the Textile Mills, one each in the Worli Development Department 
chawls and in the Matunga Labour Camp, and the rest in other parts of 
the city. The management of three of the four mills contribute amounts 
varying from Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 per month towards the maintenance of the 
schools in the mills, and all of them provide free premises. The total 
number of students in all the literacy classes conducted by the Association 
during the year 1938 was about 180 of whom 110 were made literates. 

We may refer here to an interesting development that has a bearing 
on the question of the spread of literacy among industrial workers. In 
the Deccan Paper Mills at Mundhwa (Poona) illiterate workers are 
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allowed by the management to attend literacy classes held iIi. the mill 
premises during working hours. The classes are in. session daily from 
7 a.~. to 8 p.m. The male workers receive instructi<!ll. i01: a period of 
45 mmutes from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m., 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. an<\ . 'l~\,.m. to 
8 p.m. in nine batches. The wome~ workers receive instrilotiOli fro~ 12 
noon to 4-30 p.m. in six batches. The management supply prenu'sQ&i 
share in the direct expenses of the classes and assume the indiJect cost. 
resulting from the loss of labour.(1) The Adult Education C~ttee. 
thought that it was not practicable to introduce the Mundhwa seheme in 
the larger industrial establishments, particularly those in which there 
are continuoulfprocesses and those in which the workers are engaged on 
piece work. But, at the same time, it thought that·it was possible to 
extend the Mundhwa plan to those smaller establishments where a 
feeling of mutiial goodwill pevails between the employers and employees, 
and those departments of larger establishments where the work is 
such that an individual worker can attend a class without affecting the 
working of the general machinery. The Committee, howeve:c, felt that 
the general introduction of the l\1undhwa plan should not be made 
compulsory. . 

Efforts directed in the past for the holding of night-classes for workers 
in employment have not always met with much .success. The majority 
of the teachers in night classes are very poorly paid-for the purpo!3es of 
the Bombay Literacy Campaign and the - classes organized by th~ 
Bombay Adult Education Committee an honorarium of Rs. 10 is paid 
to each teacher-and they are ordinarily men who have already put in 
a whole day's effort in day schools. The pupils at these classes too, are 
themselves tired individuals who have put in nine hours' work requiring 
great physical effort all day in a factory. An undernourished body 
strained by physical effort is not likely to respond to mental effort in night 
classes. The en>erience of all institutions which have started night 
classes for adults in India has been that, after a preliminary period of 
enthusiasm, attendance has gone down considerably. Institutions doing 
work in this field suffer also from diversity in outlook. There is a lack 
. of systematization and co-ordination, with. the result that there are 
striking contrasts in methods and in aims. 

',[he supervision and inspection of educational classes for adult 
workers conducted by the various agencies should be taken up by 
the Provincial Board of Adult Education, which should be the 
co-ordinating authority for the' proper direction of t~ese classes. The 
Board may have for this purpose a special committee on which it may 
co-opt representatives of employers and workers' organizations. It 
should be the function of the Board to frame suitable curricula and to 
undertake and encourage the pUblication of cheap and usefulliterat~e. 
The special committee may also co.:ordinate other efforts for the promo~lOn 
0/ adult education such as the preparation and display of lantern sbdes 
and the opening of libraries and reading rooms for workers. 

(1) .. Report of the Adult Education Committee ". 1938, page III. 
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The liquidation of illiteracy must always remain an ideal to which 
our efforts must continuously be directed, but that by itself will not 
provide a solution of the many problems of life and work of our masses. 
Quite apart fro!ll the efforts made to open literacy classes for adults, we 
are_ however, of opinion that everything possible should be done to 
attemp~ mass education in 'directions other than the acquisition of mere 
literacy. One, of the possible ways of promoting adult €ducation is by 
aural and visual means. Today the world is fortunate in possessing 
twc:( . great aids to mass education in the form of the taking 
screen and the radio, and advantage should be taken of these, in 
conjunction with others, for the spread of wider knowledge among 
industrial workers. It ,will be useful, in our opinion, for the special 
committee of the Provincial Board of Adult Education to interest itself 
in efforts in this, direction. Under its directions programme~ may be 
drawn up for the'display of films of educational interest in industrial 
areas either in the compounds of chawls or in'mill precincts. Similarly, 
when radio sets are installed in the dining sheds, recreational clubs or 
workers' tenements owned by the employers or by Government, 
arrangements may be made by the' committee through All-India Radio 
for the reservation.of suitable hours for broadcasting programmes likely 

, to be of special interest to industrial workers. 

Maintenance of ~ealth.' 
In the previous section on " Education" we have laid emphasis on 

the value of education for the purposes of. the maintenance of h~alth. 
In the words of the Royal Commission.on Labour in India, "the 
problems associated with health are always difficult; they are much 
more so in a country where both climate arid the poverty and ignorance 
01 the people contribute to recurring outbreaks of tropical and other 
epidemic disease~."(l) We support the Commission 'Pere they state 
that "expenditure on public health, ,besides yielding an immense, 
return.in human happiness, is bound to produce great economic 
advantages. There are few directions offering such great opportunities 
for profitable investment on the part of the State. The economic loss 
involved in the birth and rearing of great numbers of children who do 
not live to make any return to the community, in the sic1.."D.ess and 
disease which debilitate ,a large proportion of the workers and in early 
death, with the consequent reduction of the earning years, is incalcu· 
lable. Ev~n a small step in the prevention of these iUs would have an 
appreciable effect in increasing the wealth of India i a courageous 
attack on them might produce a revolution in the standards of life and 
prosperity. "(9) 

In a speech which Dr. l\I. D. D. Gilder, ex-Minister of Health, Govern
, ment of Bombay, delivered early in 1939 at the Nagpada Neighbourhood 
House, he stated that there were 429 institutions for affording medical 

(1) "Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India ", 1931, page 244. 

(9) Ibid, page 243. 
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r~lier in the Province of Bombay which mea~t that each hospital or 
dispensary served, on an average, 180 square mIles of territory, or 41 94G 
soul in terms of population. IJuring the course ot om examinatio~ oj 
representative workers in various textile centres in the Province WE 

'were told that the existing medieal facilities were iI~adequate, that ~vell 
in th~ ~iggest.hospi~als difficulty was experienced ~y work~rs iIi obtaining 
admissIOn as In-patIents and that delays occurred In securmg attention as 
out-patients. The total number of beds available in the Stare, public 
municipal and local fund and private-aided hospitals and dispensa.rl,es ~ 
the Province during the year 1938 was 6,573 including 2,772 beda. fO! 
women. We consider that the present provision of beds in public 
hospitals is inadequate and that attempts should be made to increase 
this provision. 

Rule' 80f the Rules governing the Levy of Fees in Government 'and 
State-aided Hospitals provides that ~ the case of employees in mills, 
factories, etc., whose monthly income does not exceed Rs. 40 in Bombay 
and Rs. 30 in the mofussil and who are admitted as in-patients at the 
inst.ance of their employers, a charge of annas 8 a day for each patient 
will be levied on the employers to c.over the cost of medical advice, 
nursing and diet. This amount is to be collected in advance for a period 
of ten days at a time; "but this condition may be relaxed With the 
Surgeon General's permission in the case of well established firms who 
undertake to pay the hospital charges claimed by the Superintendents 
of hospitals in accordance with the rules."(l) A letter from an employer 
offering to pay the charges laid down in the rule quoted above will facili
tate admission into a hospital for his workers and we think that employers 
can, at moderate cost, render in this manner necessary medical service 
to such of their workers as may requiremstitutional treatment . 

. The Director and all Assistant Directors, of Public Health in the 
Province of Bombay, the Certifying Surgeons for Bombay and 
Ahmedabad, the Bombay Medical Service Officers at Nadiad, Bhiwandi, 
Gadag, Hubli and five other places and the Subordinate ~Iedical Service 
Officers of not less than seven years' service stationed at 'Viramgam, 
Broach,Surat. Sholapur, Poona, Dhulia, Chalisgaon, Jalgaon, Amalner, 
Gokak and at eighteen other places have been appointed additional 
ex-officio Inspectors of Factories. The powers of such inspectors are 
limited to entry into any factory within the limits of their jurisdiction 
'with a view to the examination of the premises and of any prescribed 
notices, registers and ~uster rolls as Jll.8.Y be necessary for the purposes 
of satisfying themselves that the sections of the Indian Factories Act, 
1934 with regard to the following matters are being properly observed: 
cleacl.iness, ventilation, puri.ty ot water used for artificial humidification, 
overcrowding, lighting, water for drinking and washing,. latrin~s and 
urinals, the adequacy and the proper custody of first-ald applIances, 
and hazardous occupations. Any defects fOu'hd and re~edies suggested 
for enforcing compliance are to be reported by these addi~lonal Inspec~rs 
of Factories to the Chief Inspector of Factories who IS the. authorIty 

(1) .. Government Notification in the General Department, No. 9374, dated the 
9th February 1937. . 

JtI BkR26-19 
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to pass final orders in each case. It seems, however, that, .with the 
exception of the full-time Certifying Surgeons, these officers are not 
able to perform-t\J,ese..duties regularly. We attach special importance 
to the regular inspection of factories by qualified medical officers and 
we, therefore,recommend the strengthening, if necessary, of the 'present 
medical staff in ?rder that these duties may be carried out properly. 
PROVISIQN OF MEDICAL FACILITIES BY EMPLOYERS. 

Out of the fifty-eight mills in Bombay City which supplied information 
on thilil subject fifty-three provide dispensaries. Forty of these dispen· 
saries are open during working hours while the rest are open for shorl 
periods either in the mornings or afternoons or both. Seven mills haVE 
full-time while.43 bve part-time doctors. These seven mills, however: 
are mostly under agencies which have two or more mills and they emplo, 

. full-time men to look after the dispensaries in all the mills under thei] 
agency. Three mills which have not engaged doctors have made 
arrangements with medical practitioners to call at the mills whell 
necessary. Forty-six mills employ full-time and five part-time compoun, 
ders. Eighteen mills engage assistants as dressers or dispensary boys 
In 36 mills in Bombay the medical facilities given at the dispensariel 
are extended to cover the families of the workers as well. Medica: 
attendance on the workers at their homes is permitted in only twentJ 
mills and that, mostly, in case of emergencies. Complete informatioI 
was not supplied with regard to the expenditure incurred by'the miUl 
on running their dispensaries. Where this information was furnished 
the annual cost generally va~ied between two and three thousand rupees. 

Out of 67- mills in Ahmedabad for whi<lR we were able'1;o collect infor· 
mation, 34 mills had made .no arrangements of any kind beyone 
satisfying the statutory re~uirement of maintaining first-aic 
appliances. Thirty-threll mills reported that they had dispen,saries 
but a number of these dispensaries contained little more than ~ 
small cupboard with a few drugs like -quinine, aspirin and magnesiun 
sulphate and a few bottles of stock mixtures served out by a peon 
a store-keeper or the head of a department. One mill sends it: 
workers to a general charitable dispensary maintained by the agents 
two to other charitable dispensaries, two to the civil hospital 
while one mill has a contract with a medical practitioner wh<. 
treats all cases sent to him by the mill for an annual payment ofRs. 250. 
Only one dispensary is in charge of a full-time doctor, 17 mills have 
full-time compounders and 3 mills have dressers. Thirty-one mills 
extend the benefits of the dispensaries to the families of the workers 
but only two mill doctors have instructions to attend to the workers 
at their homes. Only a few mill dispensaties in Ahmedabad keep open 
during working hours; most of them are open either between 8 and 10 
in the mornings, or 12 and, 2 in the afternoons, or for an hour after the 
mills are closed at 5-30 in the evenings. Some are open both in the 
mornings and in the evenings. The remuneration paid to the mill 
doctors varies generally from Rs. 40 to Rs. 75 per month though in 
a few cases it exceeds Rs, 100. The annual eXJlendit\lfe incurred by 
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mills in Ahmedabad on the provision of medical facilities varies con
siderably ; one mill spent only Rs. 75 while the expenditure of another 
amounted to Rs. 200, eight mills spent betweeJ1 Rs. 500 and Rs. 750, 
three about Re. 1,000 and nine mills over Rs. 1,(l0(J:' Among the last 
is the Ahptedabad Advance Mills of which Messrs. 'Tata Sons Ltd., 
are the agents and which reported an aIinual expenditure of abQut 
Rs. 10,000. Pioneering work in the field of medical relief of mill workers 
in the Province of Bombay is that done by the Ahmedabad Manufacturing 

'and Calico Printing Mills and the Jubilee Mills. These two 
mills maintain hospitals for indoor and dispensaries for out
door treatment. The Calico Mills Hospital has 40 beds in the general 
and 20 beds in the special maternity wards. The staff consists of a chief 
medical officer, two resident male doctors for day and night duty, one 
resident woman doctor and one matron and thirteen· nurses. The cost 

. of running the hospital amounts to over Rs. '30,000 a yeu and this is 
partly met from the,...fines' fund which amounte~ to over Rs. 15,000 
during each of the years19Maif<f1:938. We visited the hospital and 
dispensary at the Calico Mills and were impresse~by the good work 
that was being done there. The hospital at the Jubilee Millshas 20 beds 
and it has a staff very similar to that in the Calico Mills except that 
it has no resident medical officer for special night duty. The.aunual 
cost of running the Jubilee Mills Hospital amounts to about Rs. 18,500 
of which Rs. 5,557 and Rs. 7,495 were met from the fines' fund in 1937 
and 1938iespectively. 

All the mills in Sholapur maintain dispensaries which are open during 
working hours. The Narsinggirji Mill maintains 15 beds in the Raja 
Dhanrajgirji H~pital for the sflecial benefit, of its workers and for which' 
it pays an annual grant of Rs. 1,000 to the hospital. In all the mills 
in Sholapur, it has been reported to 'US, the benefit of medical aid at 
the dispensaries extends .to,the families of the workers and the dOJ)tors 
attend at the residences of the workers in serious cases. Three mills 
which include two under the same agency employ full-time doctors. 
The doctors in. all the mills were reporte~ to have been given the assis
tance of an adequate number of full-time compounders and dressers. . 

AU the mills in the region of Gujerat excluding Ahmedabad maintain 
dispensaries. In Khandesh, four out of five mills have them and the 
remaining mill sends its workers to the civil hospital. In both these 
regions, except for one mill which has a full-time doctor, the rest engage 
the services of part-ti,.me men. Seven mills have full-time and four 
part-time compounders. The dispensaries are generally 'open for three 
hours either in the morning or in the afternoon. Medical relief is extended 
to the workers' families and- in most cases 'patients. are also attended 
to at their homes. The annual expenditure incurJed by' e'abh mill 
varied from Rs. 700 to Rs. 2,000. Five out of the eight mills in the 
Maharashtra and the Karnatak region (excluding Sholapur and 
Khandesh) maintain dispensaries. The three mills which provide no 
dispensaries send serious cases to Civil or mission hospitals and have 
arrangements with local docto:n~ t9 lttteJld to other ClISes which are sent, 

¥BkR26-19a 
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to them whenever necessary. Only one mill-that at Gokak-has a 
full-time doctor and only one of the five mills has a part-time 
compounder, the remaining mills having part-time doctors and full-times 
compounders. In' the mills which have dispensaries, treatment is 
given, it is stated, to the families of the workers and the more serious 
cases are attended to at the workers' homes. 

During our tours we saw the dispensaries at all the mills which we 
visited. The standards· adopted for the maintenance of these 
dispensaries varied widely. Those at the Calico Mills at Ahmedabad,' 
at the Gokak Mills at Gokak, and at the Jayashankar Mills at Barsi, 
to mention a few among the better type, appeared to be well equipped, 
both with medicines and staff. On the other hand, some of the dispen
saries consisted of a small cupboard placed on a verandah with a' few 
bottles o~ stock mixtures. The existing medical work done by the mills 
is directed entirely to the curative side and no attention is paid to t1ie 
preventive side for the maintena.nce of the good health of the workers. 
In his evidence submitted to us" Dr. Dastur laid considerable 
emphasis on this aspect of the question. He said: "What it (the 
medical work done in the Bombay mills) attempts to, do is only 
curative work under ,conditions which cannot possibly succeed. For 
such work to be effective, a close and effective touch is necessary 
between the doctor and the patient which under present conditions 
is not forthcoming in a mill dispensary." He added: "If medical 
work is to benefit all concerned, its first and foremost duty must 
be to know the workman, to find out his weakness and his 
strength. . . This means that periodic medical· examinations, are 
a necessity and ·not a luxury and in bad' times the necessity is greater, 
not less. You overhaul your machines periodically and would consider 
it insane if anyone suggested anything to the contrary. I submit it is 

'equally insane not to overhaul your workman periodically. Such 
medical work has several sides to it-humanitarian, scientific and busi
ness . . . Looked at from any side, periodic medical examinations are 
necessary and the necessit.y is greatest from the owners' point of view." 

" Whilst dealing with the subject of health insurance in a subsequentl 
section, we recommend that Government should introduce a scheme 0:

1 sickness imilITance for industrial workers in this Province and that ~ 
beginning should be made in the cotton textile industry in Bombay and) 
Ahmedabad. Any scheme of sickness insurance, however, can cover 
only permanent workers who alone can, be insured. If our 
recommendations on the subject of sickness insurance are aceepted, 
a question that would arise would be as to what should be done with 
the existing dispensaries which have been established in those mills 
which have thelIl.- The question deserves careful consideration. ' 

In the first place, no scheme of sicI.."Iless insurance can cover 
the large proportion of temporary and badli workers and probationers 
and apprentices who are to be found in every mill. ,In the second place, 
sickness insurance schemes do not usually cover the families of the 
insured workers as well. In the .thu·d . place, there is the preventive 
aide: the maintenanc~ Q£ health froIl). the point of view of a regular 
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medical e~m~tion of w~rkers, particularly of ~hose employed on 
processes, m which there IS danger of 9.Q.lllip~tlOnal disease; the 
maintenance of proper hygienic and sanitary condit1Onson. "the--pt~mises 
()f a factory; and the taking of early measures against such minor 
ailments as colds, chills, cough and low temperatures which if neglected 
often lead to serious complidations. . There is thus a strong case not 
only for the maintenance of the existing mill dispensaries side by side 
with a. scheme of compulsory sickness insurance but also for an improve
ment in the present standards and for the estabftshment of dispensaries 
in all those mills which have not got them at present. 
, In a special report which Dr. Dastnr compiled on the subject of 
medical exa.mination of workers, a copy of which was furnished to us, 
he states that there is a common belief not only amongst lay people 
and owners but amongst mill doctors themselves that such exa.minations 
cause 'bad blood and lead to serious trouble. Dr. Dastur says: 
"I emphatically deny this. They are bound to cause bad blood J 
they are undertaken, as they are generally, only and'solely for . th"J 
purpose of elimin~#<:!~,_a.11-<l retJ;.~nchment." We. lay considerable 
emphasis on Dr. Dastur's opmion'tlia1;-these exa.minations should be 
not for'elimination but" so to say, for accomInodation-to fit the 
workman and the machine to each other, to prevent misfits between 
them, to prevl,lnt the workman's weaknesses coming in the way' of the 
highest production the machine can yield, to prevent the machine from 
damaging the workman in/such a way a.s to reduce his working 
capacity." We agree with Dr. Dastur that when examinations have 
been conducted on such lines for some time, the" elimination of 
undesirables will come in. naturally and smoothly. We need hardly 
emphasize "the value of a properly conducted periodical medical 

. examination of the workers, especially of those engaged in processes 
prone to cause occupational diseases. We recommend that committeE)s 
of mill 'doctors 'should be formed at all the important centres of the 
cotton textile industry in the Province. The de1;ies of these com~ttees 
would be to collect information on existing practices, to seoure improve~ 
ments wherever necessary and to exchange ideas. 

.• L 

ACTION TAKEN BY UNIONS. 
We cannot conclude this section without noticing the' work done 

by the Textile Labour Association at Ahmedabad in providing medical 
aid for its members. This Union maintain!! a hospital with 15 beds 
and Uas a dispensary attached to it which is attended, on an average, 
by 75 to 80 persons daily. The hospital is in charge of an honorary chief 
medical officer and a resident house physician. The Union has also 
engaged the services of a. visiting doctor who goes lound to working 
class localities, gives general medical advice and serves 'as a liaison officer 
with hospitals in different parts of the city in order to.facilitate admission 
of workers as in-patients. A ward of six beds in the union's hospital 
is maintained for women, but maternity cases are sent to a special 
municipal maternity home which was established in the city in 1938 
with 40 beds to serve the needs of industrial workers. Indoor treatment , 
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m: the Union hospital is free but is reserved only for the members of the 
Union. Medical aid at the dispensary is also free to members but a fee 
of one anna is charged to non-members. The total expenditure incurred 
by the Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, on medical aid amountj' 
to over Rs. 12,000 a year. We visited _the Union's hospital and dis 
pensary and were ,much impressed by the work which the Associatio 
has been doing in this field; 

·Co-operative Societies. 

A majority of the workers in the cotton textile industry-like other 
industrial workers---':'are in debt for the greater part of their lives. The 
inquiries conducted by the Labour Office into Working Class Family 
Budgets in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur, and the special i.n,)resti
gations carried out for us in other centres all point to the magnitude of 
the evil ofind~btedness. The following table gives ail analysis of the 
incidence of indebtedness in various income groups in Bombay and 
Ahmedabad: 

TABLE No. 73. 

1 nciderwe of 1 rulebtedne8s in Bombay and Akme.ilabad. 

Average monthly income Average indebtedness_ 
- of a working class per indebted 

family in family in 
Income group. 

I ~ombay. I Ahmedabad. Bombay. I Ahmedabad. 

• I Rs. ~ p • I I Rs: a. p. Re. a. p. Rs. a. p • 

• Below Re. 20 
}25 

f7 0 :} I 10{ 
23511 9 _ 

3 8 122 
Re. 20 and below Rs. 30 '1 25 5 246 15 0 

Re,30 .. .. Rs.40 .. 34 3 3 33 15 8 136 6 6 27311 6 . . 
Rs.40 .. .. Re.50 .. 43 4 3 43 5 9 153 1 1 27910 3 .. 
Re.50 .. .. Re.60 .. 53 3 5 5312 4 173 0 8 366 13 10 . 
Re.60 .. .. Re.70 .. 63 1 8 63 0 5 216 6 6 399 8 2 

Re.70 .. .. Re.80 .. 73 3 4 73 5 4 283.12 6 381 210- • 

Re.80 .. .. :&e. pO .. 82 15 8 83 " 0 281 " 10 555 8 3 . -
Re. 90 and over .. 114 9 " 118 8 6 

1

295 5 0 693 9 6 

I 

~l" All incomes .. / 50 . 1 7 9 2 322 5 7 
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Ratio of'indebtedness to 

Income group. 
monthly income for . 
indebted fa.inilies in 

Bombay. I Ahmedabad. 

BelowRs.20 

Rs. 20 and below Re. 30 
... }. 
.. 4,'84 { 13'83 

9'75 

R •. 30 Rs.40 3'99 8'06 

Re.40 RB.50 3'54 6'45 

Rs.50 
" 

Rs.60 3'25 6'82 

Rs.60 Rs.70 3'43 6'34 

Rs.70 " Rs.80 3'88 5'20 

R8.80 Rs.90 3'39 6'67 

R8. 90 and over .. , 2'58 5'85 

All incomes ~ ·1 3'48 6'96 

A similar comparative view is available from the following table which 
shows the ratio of indebtedness to monthly income for families in tlebt 
and. for all families in the other centrelf of the Province:' 

Sholapur 
Jalgaon 
Amalner 
Chalisgaon 
Dhulia 
Viramgam 
Nadiad 
Broach 
Surat 
B&rsi 
Gadag 
Hubli 

TABLE No. 74. 

Incidence oJIndebtedness in Other Centres oj the Cottoo • 
, Textile Industry. 

Centre. 

.. 

Average ratio of indebtedness 
to monthly income for 

Families 
~ debt. 

5'95 
7'04 
9'42 

.7'61 
6'03 .. 6'19 
7'30 
4'77 
6'16 
3'95 
2'63 
6'10 .\ 

All 
families. 

4'33 
5'91 
8'61 
7'01 
5'48 
4'5'1 
4'99 
4'32 
5'45 
3'16 
2'55, 

.5'06 
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We do not propose to go into the causes of indebtedness beyond 
observing that borrowing at usurious rates of interest must necessaril.~ 
lead to a state of permanent indebtedness. Relief from this is possibl . 
only if action is taken simultaneously for the protection of the interest 
of the debtors and for the prevention of the growth of future indebted 
ness. Among the measures necessary for the protection of debtors the 
principal is legislation for the.r!lgulation of money-lending, and we hope 
that the Bill on the subject which has already been introduced in the 
Bombay Legislative Assembly will soon be placed on the statute-book. 
Among the measures recommended for-checking the growth of indebted
ness none is considered so important as the ·development of co-opera
tion in all its aspects. The co-operative movement, although ordinarily 
identified in India with the extension of facilities for cheap CJ;edit, 
stands for the organization of persons of small means for the promotion 
of common economic interests on the baaisof thrift and self-help. 

,Co-operative societies are helpful in promoting eoonomic organization 
on sound lines to the extent that they provide for the control of credit 
and for the education of the members in its right use. Experience in 
other industrial countries has valuable lessons for workers in India. 
Among the textile workers in England, one of the principal activities in 
which organized labour interested itself for the promotion of common 
economic aims was the co-operative movement. The pioneers of the 
co-operative movement in Europe were 28 poor but enthusiastic 
weavers' working in a. textile mill at Rochdale in Lancashire. The 
hundred years that have elapsed since this humble attempt was first 
made 'ha ve witnessed the growth of a. vast organization of consumers' 
co-opera.tive s6cieties all over England. Apart from the direct economic 
gains secured, it is through this organization that facilities have been 
provided for, the working classes for education in co-operation, in general 
economics and in the methods and machinery of business . . 
'CREDIT SOCIETIES IN BOMBAY. 

It was not until the second decade of this century that an attempt 
'Was made in Bombay to introduce the co-operative movement among 
workers in cotton textile mills on the initiative of Sir Vithaldas D. 
Thackersey and Mr. G. K. Devadhar.· These early attempts were. 
restricted to the provision of facilities for cheap credit and for the 
collection of members' savings; but a majority o! the co-operative 
societies that were then started collapsed during the prolonged strikes of 
the next decade, and in some cases even earlier. The co-operative 
societies that are now in existence are of more recent origin, an.d these 
too confine their activities to the encouragement of the practice of thrift 
and the provision of ch~ap credit.' Rules made under the Payment of 
Wages Act permit deductions being made for payment to co-operative 
societies approved by the' Provincial Government. This facilitates the 
recovery of instalments of shares and loans, and the Chief Inspector of 
Factories and the Millowners' Association, Bombay, ha.ve decided to 
take full advantage of this provisio~ by organizing societies in as many 
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mills &8 possible. Fro~ the following table,. it will be seen that in 
Bombay there are co-operative credit societies in 24 out of the 62 mills 
and that in the aggregate these command resources exceeding 
Rs .. S lakhs: 

. TABLE 1fo. 75. , 
Co-operative Credit Societies in Bombay Textile Mills. 

30th J1lne 1939: ' 

Name of Society. 

Alexa.ndra &, E. D. S. 
• Apollo 

Bradbury 
Century 
Crown 
Dawn 
Edward (Spg.) 
Edward (Wvg.) 
E. D. 8. Staff •• 
E. D. S. Turkey Red Dye Works 
Elphinstone (Carding) 

(Engineering) 
(Weaving) 

Hind~;tan 
(Women) 

Indian Bleaching •• 
J &co b (Carding) 

(Engineering) 
'.. (Folding) .: 

(Reeling) 
(Spinning) .. 

.. (Weaving) •• 
Kha.ta.u 
Ma.nchester(Spinning) } 

.. (Weaving) 
Morarji 
Meyer Sassoon 
Pralhad 
Rachel 
Tats. 
Victoria No.1 
Western India 
Raymond Woollen •• 
Kurla Swadeshi (Weaving) 

.. 

". (Ring) 
(Folding) 
{Carding) 

.. (Mechanic) 
(Dyeing &, Bleaching) 

.. (Reeling'&' Winding) 
(Clerks) 

S~Niv~' 

Membership. 

1,438 
• 845 

752 
690 
440 

1,090 
.. 386 

618 
616 
279 

• 245 
104 
222 
129 

.626 .. 117 
276 
105 
119 
331' 
372 
620 

1,252 

970 

2,700 
930 
735 
396 
720 
238 
494 
537 
462 
267 
151 
132 
129 
90 

• 86 
40 

692 

Total ~ .. j---::l 

Shue 
Capital. 

Rs. 

49,021 
62,231 
10,866, 
22,056 
10,515 
12,940 
9,232 

14,432 
1,03,300 

llJi30 
13,407 

8,877 
28,094 

9,084 
25,000 

1,663 
16,999 
7,093 
5,407 

13,Oui 
23,571 
31,296 
63,976 

1,28,058 

40,000 " 
26,769 

8,273 
9,995 
8,560 
4,610 

22,000 
21,293 

•. 9,115 
5,790 
2,657 
3,115 
3,280 
1,832 
1,112 
1,186 
5,780 

8,5'7,033 

. 



Principal among the societies in Bombay a~d Kurla are those for 
the workers in the E. D. Sassoon group of mills and in the Svadeshi 
Mills at Kurla. In both these groups, as elsewhere also, the manage
ment of the mills act only as. advisers and leave the internal 
administration to be conducted by elected n)preseI\Siatives of the 
members of societies. They provide facilities for the work of the 
societies and generally supervise anq. watch over the working through 
the manage.r or head of the . department who is almost invariably 
nominated as an ex-officio president. Labour Officers, wherever 
appointed, have special directions bom the mana.gement to promote the 
fo!'mation of societies and to keep in touch with their working. Steps are 
occasionally taken, as in the ~. D. Sassoon group 01 mills and at the 
Svadeshi Mills at Kurla, to secure a settlement of the outside debts' 
of members of societies and to payoff the compounded debts. Qwing 
to the interest evinced by the workers and the increase tha~ has taken 
pla.ce in the resources, it is proposed a9 the Manchester Mill to extend 
the scope. of co-operative effort to the management of tea shops and 
canteens and even a co-operative buildings scheme has been thought 
of. It is necessary that the co-operative societies that have been 
organized through ~he joint efforts of the workers, the employers and 
Go"ernment should be used for a much wider range of economic, social! 
and cllltural activities than have been contemplated hitherto. The/ 
societ~es should become agencies for. providing various educational 
and recreational facilities, such as the starting of adult literacy classes, 
the opening of reading rooms and libraries and t~ encouragement of 
games and entertainments, financing these out of the combined surplus 
profits of the various sectional societies in a mill and making joint 
arrangements for the supervision of the work. The collection of small 
savings may be tried on more systematic lines than is the case today, 
and the societies should provide faoilities for the remittance ,of funds 
to the homes of workers through the Post Office or local co-operative 
banks. . 

. . 
INTRODUCTION OF CONSUMERS' CO-OPERATION. .' ," 

. Another line of development will be ~or the soCieties to be associated 
with the running of departmental tea ~hops, restaurants, g.!!I.J~~ 
and...clotlr stores. It is generally recoghised that' the privately-owned 
tea; sliops and restaurants in the mill premises lead to the creation of 
vested interests, and while departmentally run institutions yield better 
results, the most suitable form of organization is to entrust the manage
ment to co-operative societies of workers. Co-operative credit societies 
cannot undertake non-credit activities except as agents, and it is hence 
desirable that along with the credit societies there should be organized 
consumers' societies. It is this type of organization that has met with 
remarkable success in England and elsewhere; and while not minimizing 
the difficulties~at will have to be overcome, we recommend that steps 
should be taken to promote the formation of cOI).sumers' co-operative 
societies in Bombay and other textile centres. The4- main object will 

,. I 



be to enable the workers who become members to purchase food-grains, 
• cloth and other household requisites of good quality, and either these 
societies or separate institutions should be encouraged to take over the 
management of. tea. shops, restaurants- and canteens. Cheap gra~ .. 
shops are att841hed to some mills in Bombay and elsewhere, and sinc 
the enactment of the Payment of Wages Act' the sales at these are 0 

8. cash basis. Credit for the supply of grain is commonly in vogue, 
but it ,will not be possible to control the source of credit in the interest 
of the workers and their families and at .the same time to provide grain 
of good quality and at fair prices .. ~ess the work is ta,ken in hand by 
8. co-operative agency. It is true that the task of organization is beset 

, with numerous difficulties, but it is oUJ view that a beginning should 
be made, if necessary, in a restricted area and within circumscribed 
limite. The Royal Commission on Labour in India. held the view that 
it would:: be of advantage, at least in the larger industrial areas, for 
employers and trade unions ,to organize co-operative shops at w)llch 

. pur~and "lean food of all kinds could be obtained."ll) This is also 
the view put forward before us by nutrition experts. 

DEVELOPlIIENTS Il'f OTHER CENTRES. 

The observation's that we have made about the .formation of 
co-operative credit societies and the extension of the co-operatiye form 
of organisation for PllIioses other than credit are also applicable to 
centres outside Bombay, although it may be mentioned that the progress, 
achieved hitherto :even in the limited field of- co-operative credit has 
been uneven. The number of societies in exiStence outside Bombay 
on 30th June 1938 were as follows: 

Ahmedabad 
Sh~lapui 
Khan~h 

Region. 

Gujei:a~ (excluding Ahmedabad) 
M.aliju:ashtra. and Karnata.k 

Shola?ur and Khande~f. 

• Number of 
mills with 
society. 

3 
3 
5 
2 

(excludillg 3 

·16 

Number of 
societies. 

4 
10 
5 
2 
3 

24 , 
In addition to these credit societies, there are two co-operative housing 
societies in Ahmedabad for sched.uled cllltss workers not belonging to any 
particular mill or group of mills. The possibilities of providing housing 
on co-operative lines have been dealt with separately in our remarks 
on housing. . ' . 

It will be, seen from. the foregoing figures that there are only four 
co-operative credit societies in Ahmedabad. From Tables Nos. 73. and 
74 on pages 294 and 295 it will be observed that the average ra.tIo of 

(1) .. Report of the Royal Commission on La.bour in India". page 251. 



indebtedness to monthly,income for indebted families for all income 
groups is twice as high in Ahmedabad as in Bombay and it is also 
higher. than at most other centres. This indicates the urgency of the 
need for dealing, with the problem. of debt in Ahmedabad. The Textile 
Labour Association, Ahmedabad, had started a labour ba¥ to meet this' 

"need, put. the· attempt was not successful. Till recently it was not 
uncommon for ,the management in a few mills to empower outsiders 
to carry on money-lending operatioIlS under their patronage; b)lt this 
practice has ,been stopped as recoveries cannot be deducted from wages 
since the introduction of the Paym~nt of Wages Act. The agents of 
several mills are now disposed to grant facilities for the starting of 
co-operative credit societies. The main hitch seems to be the 
disinclination ·of the Textile Labour Association to approv.e of the 
organization of. societies, of which the managers or other officers are 
ex-officio office-bearers. The presence of the supervisory staff on the 
managing committe~s, it is urged, will curtail the power of societies 
to regulate their own affairs. This fear does not, however, seem to 
be justified by the experience of the working of societies ill Bombay, 
where there is a general demand from labour for the. extension of 
co-operative credit oJt the present basis.' 

GROUP INSURANCE. 

There is one form of insurance to which we propose to make special 
reference in this section, for it represents an attempt to meet a common 
economic need by conjoint action. Group insurance is defined as 
" a form of insurance contract. which grants p~otection to a group of 
individuals as distinct from the ordinary insurance contract' with 
a coverage for one individual only."ll) ,All types of insurance contracts 
whereby a number of persons are covered against a given risk under 
one single policy come under the general heading of" group insurance ". 
The group method may be adopted in connection with any kind of 
insurance, although in current parlance the term group insurance is 
generally understood to apply to the group life insurance' plan. for 
insuring a group of persons-usually a firm's. employees-under one 
policy, on a modified form of term insurance basis, usually without 
medical examination. The purpose of group· insurance is' to provide 
insurance for moderate amounts to the working population through 
policies' issued to employers pf labour, insuring their employees 
at minimum cost. Ordinary life insurance, is beyond the . means of 
a majority of wage earners. Through a scheme of group insurance many 
grades of wage earners are enabled to obtain the benefit of protection of 
life insurance at least during the period of their employment. The reduc
tion in the cost of gr6Up insurance is rendered possible by the elimination 
. of much of the expense incurred ordinarily in canvassing and administer
ing individual business. It is only in the United States of America and .. 

II) Enoyclopoodia of the Sooial Sciences, Volume VII, page 18:), 



Japan that group insurance has made considerable progress. It 
possesses advantages from' the points of view of both the employers 

• and the employees, reducing the costs Q/ insurance for the latter and 
increa;sing the- stability of tl).e labour force for the !ormer. Undo~btedly, 
such msurance cannot take the place. of the other forms of social 
insurance dealt with by us in this chapter, but, pending the introduction 
of the forms of social insurance recommended by us, we believe an' , 
attempt maybe made to introduce a scheme of group insurance in some 
of the larger and more prosperous mills in Bombay, Ahmedabad or 

• 'Sholapur. . If such a scheme is drawn up with the necessary safeguards, 
i~ will'be proper, in our view, ,to aU.thorize under the Payment of Wages 
Act deductions being made from. wages for payments on an approved 
contributory basis. ' , ... 

~ 
Facilities for Rest and Refreshment, 

The third of the General Wage CenSUS Reports.relating to perennial 
factories published by the Labour Office of the Government of Bombay 
in 1937 coIitains a description(l)of the provision made by cotton textile 
mills in 1934 for rest shel1'4lrs,tiffin rooms and canteens for the benefit 
of their workpeople. The inquiries .eonducied by us into these matters 
show that there has been practically no advruice in the positism as described 
in that report. During our visits to the mills we found that in most 
cases the provision made for dining sheds and rest shelters was defective. 
With the exception 9f Ii few mills where the accommodation provided 
was spacious and clean and there were proper seating arrangements, the 
majority of the dining rooms were unfurnished and ill-kept, and many of 
the workers preferred to take their meals in shady spots in the 'mill com
pound. In an earlier chapter we have made a reference to the inadequacy 
of the existing dining room,accomniodation and we caunot too strongly 
empha,size the need for the provision of be~ter .and IJ?ore spacious 
accommodation. We recommend that the Government o~ Bombay 
should make rules under section 33 (1) of the ,Factories Act, 1934, requiring 
all mills in the Province to:make adequate provision, for dining rooms 
and rest shelters on standards, to be prescribed by the Chief Inspector 
of Factories. These rules should further provide that all mills employing 
fifty or more women workers should have separate retiring rooms for 
women. , 
SUPPLY OF ,DRINKING WATER. 

During the course of our ,examination of representative workers, we 
received complaints regarding t~e inadequacy and the unsuitability of 
the drinking water provided in many mills. Section 19 of the Factories 
Act, 1934, prescribes that " ~n every' factory a suflicie~t supply of :;ater 
fit for drinking shall be proVlded for the workers at sUltable places~ an~ 
that such supply" shall comply with such standards as may be prescnbed. 
Rules 30 to 32 of the Bombay Factories Rules, 1935, provide (1) drinking/ 
water shall, in ali cases, be supplied to the workers free of cost; (2) ~hat 

(1) Pa.ges 64-66. 
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wherever practicable, drinking water shall be supplied (a) from taps 
co~ected with any public water supply from which a sufficient supply 
of water can at all time's bll dtawn as required, or (b) from a well or wells 
so situated as not to be polluted or contaminated with org~c mat~r 
or impurities; and (31 that if i, is not practicable in any factory to 
supply water in accord"ance with the methods described above, or if 
the public water supply is intermittent, then there shall be provided 
a, storage 'of water) fit for ·drinking, supplying at least as 'many gallons 
per day as there are persons -employed in the factory. As will be seen, 
the standards' prescribed by the Govern~ent of Bombay: make no 
provision for the supply of cooled water. In several mills the drinking 
water tapa and the pipe lines which se:rve'themare not covered and are 
exposed for several hours in the day to the rays of the sun; the water 
running from such pipe lines is warm and not suitable foI'"drinking. 
The majority of the mills in A,hmedabad, all the mills in SholaPlf and 
many mills, in other centres provide separate water rooms where water 
for drinking,purposes is kept in ear~hen jars. The,se water rooms are in 
charge of watermen. Most mills provide more than ono lIuch water 
room and in October 1939 ten mills had more than four each.' In 
OJ;le or two mills in Ahmepabad the watef served through covered 
taps is cooled by a mechanical process and the management of these 
mills reported that it did not cost the mills' anything to do this. 
Among mills which we visited, we may make special mention of ,the. 
arrangements made for the supply .of cool drinking water in the 
Narsinggirji Mills at Sholapur. We recommend that the Government 
of Bombay should modify the Factories Rules in such a way as to make 
it compulsory fo}: all factories, where more than one hundred workers 
are employed, to arrange for an adequate supply of cool drinking water 
according to standards to be prescribed by the Chief Inspector of Factories 
and for the supply of such water in or ne~r all the departments of 
a factory. 

TEA STALLS AND RESTAURANTS. 
Almost eve~y cottCin textile mill in the Province has some arrangement 

'where the workers can secure tea and light refreshments. The 
arrangements vary from the provision of a stall where only tea is sold ~o 
a 'canteen where hot meals are served at fixed prices. There is 
consiaera.ble confusion, however, about the terms used' fOf describing 
these arrangements .. and the terms "canteen". "boarding house ". 
" refreshment room". "restaurant" and "tea stall" are often made 
use of without any specific indication as to ,the exact type of service 
offered. For example, many mills in Bombay and Ahmedabad reported 

, that they had provided canteens, but from inquiries we have been able to 
make we find that only three cottQD. textile mills in Bombay-(I) the 
Manchester, (2) the Alexandra and E. D. Sassoon, and (3) the Crown
have proper restaurants where hot meals are supplied at fixed prices. In 
the first two mills the canteens are run by committees having on them 
representatives of the staff, jobbers and the workers, and the mill manage.; 
ment pays the wages of the cooks. The price of each meal varies between 

. .. 
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two annas three pies and two annas nine pies. and the meal consists of 
rice, dal, vegetables and cMpatis. The average daily number of meals 
served during the year 1938 varied from 62 tn. December to 81 in June in 
tha Alexandra and E. D. Bassoon Mills and·from 38 in October to 57 in 
February in the Manchester Mill. Payment for the meals supplied is 
effected by means o( coupons which are purehased by the workers. 
The canteen in the Crown Mill is· run by the management and hot meals 
are served at a cost of two annas an~ three pies without and two annas 
and nine pies with ihapatilJ. Recoveries are effected on pay days from 

'the wages';' the customers~ The average daily number of persons 
who are served. ~ this canteen is about 70. At our request, 
Dr. Aykroyd, VISIted the canta,m at ihe Manchester Mill and he 
furnished a report to us qn the subjec£ which we append to our report 
in Append~ tx at page 008. We suggest that all mills should consider 
the advisability .of starting proper cante~s. 

The MilIowners' Association,BOJ;nbay,in collaboration with the Indian 
Tea Market Expansion Board, formulated a scheme in 1939 for establishing 
mill-managed ~ea stalls in all mills in Bombay for the supply of good 
and cheap tea. It was reckoned that if the proposed scheme was worked 
on the basis of joint purcha:e of tea, milk and sugar by all mills, a five 
ounce cup of tea could be sold at a price of one pice and that this would 
permit of a Tair margin of profit. It is reported that a ~umber of mills 
havlrstarted their own tea shops as a result of these proposals. 

A large majority of mill restaurants and tea. stalls are run by contractors 
to whom the mill managements charge rents-which in many cases are 
exc~ssively high-for the use of the premises supplied.' .For example, 
the total monthly rent recovered ·by mills in Ahmedabad in respect of 
74 restaurants and tea stalls amounted to Rs. 16,229 in September 1939, 
which gives an average monthly rent of Rs. 219 for each restaurant. 
In forty-four mills the rents varied between Rs. 100 and Rs. 300 per 
month; in ten between Rs. 300 andRs. 400; in five between·Rs. 400 
and Rs.· 500, and in one mill each between Rs. 500 and Rs. 600 and Rs. 600 
and Rs. 700, and over Rs. 700 respectively. The information given by . 

. twenty-four mills in B.ombay regarding rents charged to restaurant 
contractors shows that rent 0( Rs. 100 or below per month -was charged 
in ten mills, between Rs. 101 and Rs. 200 in nine mills, between Rs. 201 
and Rs. 300 tn. three mills, and between Rs. 300 and Rs. 400 in two mills. 
The average monthly rents· recovered by mills in 4lentres and regions 
other than Bombay and Ahmedabad.were as follows:: Sholapur Rs. 23 
per restaurant for nine rest&urants ; Khandesh Rs. 15 per restaurant for 
six restauaints; Maharll.shtra and Karnatak: (excluding Khandesh 
and Sholapur) Rs. 59 per restaurant for six restaurants; and Gujerat 
(excluding Ahmedabad) Rs. 64 per- restaurant for eight restaurants. 
We are of opinion that mill restaurants, canteens and tea stalls should 

. be run by co-operative societies of the employees or by the employers 
and they should be given over to contractors only· as a last resort. 
Employers should not make any profits in respect of the supply ?f 
refreshments to their workers and we, therefore, r~comm.end that Ul 

• 
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all cases where such establishments are given over to contractors nominal 
rents should be charged by the mills con~erned. We also recommend 
that the mill labour ,offi.cer~ or, in their absence, the mill authorities, 
should periodically inspect :the restaurants .attached to the mills in 
order to see that. 'the refreshments supplied thereat are of good quality 
and that they ar!l sold 'at reasonable prices. . . ' ~. 

Recreatio~. 
: There is a movement in all the industrial countries of the world today 

for a reduction in the hours of work. The Factories Act, 1934, reduced 
the permissible weekly hours for process workers in perennial factories 
in India from sixty to fifty-four. pne of j;he objects in reducing the 
,length of the working day is to secure greater leisure to the workers. 
: Adequate leisure properly spent makes for better efficiency wAilst at work. 
We are, therefore, of opiniop that no 'attempts should he sP3:red-by 
Government, by local bodies, by the employers and by' trade unions
to provide industrial workers with adequate facilities for a proper and 
helpful utilization of their leisure time. . ' . 

. Recreational facilities 'of various kinds are provided by twenty-two 
mills in the City of Bombay. Eleven niills have wrestling pits and 
gymnasia; eighteen mills including three of the above have sports clubs 
for such team games as football, cricket and volley ball; seventeen mills 
including some of the above have libraries and reading rooms, .and in one .. 
case a central library has been established for the benefit of the workers 
in all the mills under the same management; two mills have organized 
scouts clubs; one mill has a bhajan mandal and a theatre; and one 
mill has a stage suitably equipped for theatrical performances .• One 
large group of mills organizes excursions to pl~asure spots and to places 
of historical interest. Thirty-six mills in Bombay reported that they 
had made no provision for recreational facilities of any kind. ,Only 
one mill in Ahmedabad provides facilities for both indoor and outdoor 
games. All the mills in Sholapur provide ~mnasia and' wrestling 
pits for their workers. In two mills arrangements have also been made 
for outdoor games such as cricket, football and hockey. One mill has, 
a library. No mill in the cotton textile centres ot.Gujerat excluding 
Ahmedabad has made ani provision. for the recreation of its workers. 
IJ;l Maharashtra and Karnatak excluding Sholapur three out of the 
five mills in Khandesh and four out of the six mills in the· other cotton 
textile centres in this ·region reported varying arrangements for workers' 
recreation. One mill has a library and a football and volley ball club, 
one mill provides a playground and gives rent free quarters in the mill 
compound for.a municipal library, four mills provide open spaces for 
cricket and football and three mills including, two of the above have 
gymnasia. • • 

The Government of Bombay created a Labour Welfare Department 
during the year 1938~39. They had made a provision of one lakh of 
rupees in the budget estimates for the year 1938,39 for" amenities to 
industrial labour." out of which a sum of approximately Rs. 48,000 
was expended for the purchase' of equipment, furniture, .books, etc:, 
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for five recreation centres .. A similltr provisioI\ was made by Govern
ment in the bndget estimates 'for the year.,l939-40 and of this a sum of 
Rs. 59,000 was' allocl\ted for. the erection of buildings and the 
balance for establishment charges and il~enditUf~ on contingencies. 
The first of the centres esta~lished unde; the scheHle in Bombay was 
opened in Apn11939. The centre provides facilities for both outdoor 
and indoor games, it has a large reading room and a library, a radio set, 
a canteen, and a thelttre in which cinema and musical 'Performances 
and lectnres accompanied by epideiscope and magic lantern projections 
are. given. It has also a homeopathic, natnre cnre and biocheinic 
dispensary for health advice!' A similar centre has been started in 
Ahmedabad. These two centres are classified as "A" type centl;e\!, 
In addition to these two exis~g .. A "me cen~es, Government hail; 
by the ene!' of 1939, opened eIght othe~ .. recreatIon centres known as ,. 
~, C " type centres in Bombay in localities inhabited by the working 

.classes. The activities oBhe .. C " type centres are confined to indoor 
games and to .the 'maintenance of a reading room and a library. The 
average daily attendances at the .. A" and "C"· tjpe centres are 
approximately 2,000 and 5QO persons respectiyely. 

Among unions of cotton mill workers; only one-the Textile Labour 
Association, Ahmedabad-undertakes recreationill activities. This 
Association conducts twenty-five reading rooms and libraries at an· 
annual cost of Rs. 8,000 and seven physical culture centres at a cost 
of RS:,..2,500 per annum. T~e average daily attendance at eac$ of these 
centres is 300. On holidays ru1d. on special OCCasIOns these centres 
organize sports' meetings and prizes are distributed from collections 
made by the workers from among themselves. In addition to the 
above, the Association he.s established.several "clubs and development 
oentres." 

Attempts b,. employers to provide recreation facilities for their workers 
must be considered as '" move in the right direction, and expenditnre 
incurred on such facilities would result in secu,ring a healthier body of 
workers. Wherever possible, mills should provide gardens and pleasant 
surroundings where the workers can relax during their spare honrs . 

. '. .. 
Day Nurseries and Creches. 

Sub-section (2) of section 33 of the Factories Act, 1934, empowers 
Provincial Governments to make rules" requiring that in any specified 
factory, wherein more thanjfty~~!!!.e~orkers are ordinarily employed, 
a suitable room shall be reserved for the use of children under the age of 
six years belonging to such women, and prescribing th~ standarga for 
such rooms and the l\&ture of the supervision to be exercised over 'the 
children therein." In 1938 the Government of Bombay made rules 
under the Factories Act for the provision of rooms for children and 
these rules were applied to 157 factories including 150 cotton textile 
mills in the Province of Bombay .. These rules, which apply to factories 

'employing more than 100 women workers, provide, inter alia, for the 
construction, height, lighting and ve:p.tilation of such rooms, for. the 
provision of proper sanitary ute~l!! ~1l4 ~ I!¢!!c;ieut supply Qf hot ~nd 
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cold water therein and for th~ empl;tment of trained n~ses and fema~e 
. servants for attending to the children occupying the rooms. A' trained 
nurse is defined as one certified to have taken a six months' training course 
in any maternity home or child welfare centre Approved as satisfactory 
for this purpose b, the Chief Inspector ~~ Factories. Out of sixty mills, 
notified in Ahmedabad City, eleven reduced the nu1nber of their women 
employees to l,>elow one hunfued; but all the cotton mills cover~d by 
th,e notifications which employ more than one huniIFed women rorkers 
are n?w reported as having established creches as.required by the mIes. 

'the rules framed by the Government'of;c;3ombay in connection with 
the establishment of. creches contain no '\Jro.visions with regard to t.he 
,number of cradles or cots, the type of cradles to be installed, the supply 

.'()fmilk.a.nd clothing, etc. Th~ standards maintained by the different 
mills, therefore, vary widely in this respect. 'We inspected the creches 
in the mills we visited. Some of the best are iD..charge of matrons assisted' 
by a'staff of trained nurses and ayahs and are inspected by the mill doctors. 
We were informed that the children were given a warm water bath in 
the, mo~ning, clothed in clean white clothes supplied by the mills and 
served with milk and biscuits. Infants in arms are breast-fe'd by their 
mothers who are,allowed to vis~ the creche for the purpose once in every 
two to three hours. The rooms are provided with clean w'bite enamelled 

-railed cots or cradles and the whole appearance of the creche is clean 
.. and pleasant. In some creches provision is also made for a free supply 
of toys suitable for small children, ll.nd in ~ne or two creches the older 
children have a nursery room all to tllemselves, At the other extreme 
we saw several creches housed in dirty tin sheds or in portions of hot and 
stuffy godowns where tne cradles consisted of dirty gunny bag sacking or 
stout pieces of cloth the ends Qf. which were tied to hooks suspended 
from ,wooden or'iron bars. There was little or no supervision and no 
arrangements were mad6 for the supply of niil.k or clothing. 

In I:\. special note, which thlChief Inspector of Factories had submitt€d 
to us on the subject, he states that the amount of State inspection needed 
to maintain a certaIn stlill.dardin the creches depends on the attitUde of the 
mill management to the matter. on the extent of the medical supervision 
provided and on the type ~f'thenurses,engaged. In Ahmedabad the 
training of creche nurses is supervised and controlled by a committee 
composed of reprefientatives of the local Millowners' Association, the 
1;~xtile Labour Associa.tion and officials connectea with the Department 
of1actories. . A sch~ has been formulated under which creche' nurses 
are given a .cQurse of theoretical and practical training for a,' period of 
six months. ' They are certified as fit to take charge only after passing 
certain prescribed tests. In Bombay similar work is done by the Bombay 

,Presidency Baby and Health Week .Assoqlation. The number of mill ' 
creches that are under medical supervision is relatively small but the 
Certifymg Surgeon in Ahmedabad and the Lady Inspector of Factories 
inspect creches from time to time. We recommend that in mills which 
have mill doctors they should be entrusted with the duty of supervising 
the working of the creches. We j.lso recommend that standards should 
be laid down for the number and size .of cfadles for infants in, atms 

" 
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and.cots for young children. We fqtther reoommend that the existing 
. rules should be 80 amended and amplified as to make it compulsory 

that free milk and ~lean ctlothing.is supplied by the mill management 
in all ~reches, on standards t? be prescribed by the .~ief Inspector. of 
FactorIes.. ., " . 

'rovisi~n of Sanitary AccolI!-odation. 
Section ~O of the Faefories Act, 1934, provides that" for ~ery factory • 

. sufficien~ latrines and urinals,. according to the prescribed standards, 
shall be provided, for male w~kers and for female workers separately, 
of suitable patterns and at convenient places as prescribed, and shall 
be kept in a clean and sanitlory eonditionduring all working hours.'" 
Rules numbers 34 to 36 of the Bombay Fa~tories Rules, 1935, qhtam.·: 
the regulations which have'b'een prescribed in the matter. We iruipected::' 
thilatrioos and the urinals prQyided in.a number of mills .. In several 
mills the conditions were bad and the accommodation seemed insufficient. 
We consider that the minima laid down by the factory regulations are 
not sufficient and we recommend that Govenll:nent should take iinm,ediate 
steps to make a ~ore adequate provision in the matter!' We also' 
recommend that steps should Pe taken for ~:more frequen1i examination 

. by inspectors of the sanitary arrangements in and around the Iatrip,es 
and. urinals of all cotton textile millf\ in the Province. - '. 

Paymentol Maternity Benefits. 
l>uring the, course of our eXlJ.m~:tion of representative workers in ' 

the various 'ceJttres of the cotton textile industry in this Province" women 
operatives in certain centres complained that they did noft, receive 
maternity benefits when there was a brea\ in the qualifying period as 
a result of strikQS or absences from work for other feasons. The proviso 
to section 5 (1) of the Bombay Ma.ternit~fte!lefi£ Act, 1929, laYIi down 
that "a woman shall not 1)e entitled to ~ternity benefit unless sh~ 
has been employed in the factory of the emplor8~ from whom she claims 
maternity benefit for a period of not less than nine months immediately 
p&ceding the date on which she gives not~" claiming the benefit. ' 
According to section 3 (b) of the Act, the term. "employed" hafJ' the 
same meaning as in the Indian Facpories Act, 1911, and both according 
to that Act and section ~.(h) of the Factories Act, 1934,aperson who 
" work!\ " in a factory is deemed; to be " employed:! therein. ;,.' I 

• It· has bee~ reported to us by the Chief Inspect~r of Flltctories tha~ 
the manager of a mill in Sholapur recently took the view that absenCE!" 
from work without leave constituted a break in service, and that unless 
a woman claiming benefit was ,ble to show nine months' uninterrupted 
service she was not entitled to it. He .accordingly stopped pa~gl 
benefits to all women who were absent WIthout leave .. An eXCeptIOn 
was, however, made in the case of those, women who had applied for 
and had been granted leave. The matter was. made the subjec1; of 
a question in the Bombay Legislative ASllembly and, on personal repre·· 
sentations made to him by the Factory Department, the manager 
.agreed to pay all the claims but withdut giving way on the interpretation. 
that he had 'plaCel;l on the p:wvisw~ Qf ~~ Aot. 

)I Bk B 2&-:-2011" 
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The wording of the Madras Maternity Benefit Act with regard to the 
qualifying period is similar to that of the" Bombay ~ct, and the same 
difficulty has arisen in the Province of Madras. Contrary to experience 
in Bombay, the provisions of the Act are stated to have been widely 
evaded in that Province. A niling was given by the Madras Factory 
Department to the effect that a woman who was 'absent for more than 
fourteen days in the qualifying period did not lose he:r~ri~ht to benefit. 
This, however, was 'not, found to be effective and" a ;munter-proposal 
that a woman should attend for 240 days in the twelve months prior 

. to her notice, to qualify for the benefit was put forward. One cotton 
mill in Ahmedabad had a rule that women who were absent without 
leave for fourteen days woUld be deemed to have been discharged. 
This mill also raised the question whether women who had been.dismissed 
and rer-engaged ';were entitled to count the time they were ~ work, 
and also whether the qualifying time before dismissal coUld be added to 
,the subsequent period to make "nine months". Legal opinion was 

. Utat if a woman was validly dismissed and re-engaged, the qualifying 
period started from, ~er re-engagement. It was also held that, in case 
a factory ceased operations and restarted, the gualifying period would 
begin at the restart. An interruption of work due to a strike would 
be interpreted similarly. The Chief Inspector of Factories has informed 
us that so far no prosecutions have been launched in connection with 
the question'of non-payment of maternity benefits, that every endeavour 
is made to secure compliance with the spirit .of the Act and that the 
Act has in most cases been interpreted by the employers in, the cotton 
textile industry in the Province as a whole in a liberal manne': However, 
the proviso to section 5 (1) of the Bombay Maternity Benefit Act as it 
stands air-present is liable to be interpreted as entitling an employer to 
refuse payment· of maternity benefit to a claimant who has not put in 
nine months' continuoUs service up to the day when she .gives notice of 

. her claim. We consider this to be an rinsatisfactory position and we 
recommend that the Act shoUld be so amended as to condone breaks 
in continuity of service due to strikes, playing-off or casual absence. 
~: . 
."'~ Appointment of Women ~abour Officers .. 

• 

The Royal Commission on Labour in India recommended that where 
women were engaged in substantial riumbers, there should invariably 
be employed at least, one educated woman in charge of their welfare 
and supervision throughout the factory and that this peJl.'lon should 
be responsible to the Labour Officer, where there. was one, and to the 
Manager, where there was not, for the engagemep.t and dismissal of a~ 
the female staff, whether permanent or temporary. So far, no cotto 
textile mill in the Province of Bombay has appointed a woman labou l 
officer. We support the Royal Commission's recommendation in this 
matter .. 

. '" Expenditure from Fines' Funds. 
Xccording to the provisions of sub-section (8) of section 8 of the Pay~ 

m~!'-t of Wages Act, 1936, all realizatiQn.!! a.()(,ltuU:tg from fines in.fIicted 

'" 
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on workmen in concerns to w~ich·lilie Act has been made applicable art'! 
to be utilized only for such p,Uq>0ses beneficial to the persons employed; 
in the factory or establishment concerned as are approved by the prescribec( 
authority. Where the persons employed in any factory or industriall 
establishment are part only of a staff employed under the same manage-' 
ment, realizations from fines are permitted to be credited to a common 
fund mainta~ed for the staff as' a whole provided, however, that the 
fund shan be af>pli~ only to such purposes as are approved by the 
prescribed authority.' Under rule 9 of the Bombay Payment of Wages 
Rules, 1939, except for persons employed by the Municipal Corporation 
for the City of Bombay, the Chief Inspector of Factories is the authority 
competent to approve the purposes on which the proceeds of fines shall, 
be expended. The fonowing have been approved by the Chief InspectOllL 
of Factories as the purposes for which fines' funds in catton textue'mills 
may be utilized: . . . 

(1) Medical aid-subject to cancellation by the Chief Inspec~. 
if the standard is not adequate. (The provision of mst-aid boxes 'is • 
not to be deemed to be a charge on the fines' f~d.) 

(2) Educational falillities for workers. 
(3) Aid to establishment of or more successful working of co-operative 

societies for the benefit of employees and their dependants. 
(4) Sickness benefit schemes and sickness insurance schemes 

approved by Government .. 
(5) W~lfare activities for employees and their dependants including 

canteens, lestaurants and indoor and outdoor sports and recreation 
of all kinds. (Canteens and restaurants are to be run by the factory 
on a non-profit basis and the Chief Inspector has :(lower-to cancel 
the allocation of the fines' fund to this purpose if the standard is 
not satisfactory.) . 

(6) Assistance to persons who are slightly injured provided that 
such assistance is granted to persons 'not entitled to compensation 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act., ~ . 

(7) Donations in special cases (after sanction by the Chief Inspe~t;Q~: 
of Factories) to schools attended by workers' children. . '. 

(8) Excursions of workmen and their families and children. 
According to the statistics comcted annually by the Factory Depart

ment, the total amount recovered in fines from the workers in those 
cotton textile mills in the Province of Bombay which had, recovered 
more than Rs. 10 in fines during 1937 amounted to Rs. 1,55,462 of which 
a sum of Rs. 36,627 was expended on medical aid and Rs. 938 on other 
objects,' The unspent balance at the credit of the fines' funds for 1937 
was Rs. 1,17,897. The total amount recovered in fines during 1938 
was Rs. 2,40,834 of which Rs. 1,01,817 was spentOn iiiedica~ aid ahd 
Rs. 9,501 on other objects, the unspent balance amounting~9;M.6. 
From the statistics supplied to us by the Factory Department we find 
that two mills in Ahmedabad recovered as much as R8. 23,294 in fit!h 
from th~ir operatives during 1938 and that the whole of this amount 
was expended by them for the upkeep of ~he medical facilities provided. 
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We recommend that the expenditure incurred by cotton textile mini 
in ~cmnection with the provision 'Of .Jl1~ffi~~ili~ies for their opocativ~ 
should not be met from fines' funds.. ~ . -----......-..-- ..... 

An examination of the statistics of fines inflicted dm;ing these two 
years shows that the incidence' of fining varies widely from mill to mill. 
The foll~wing tab~e .se~i out the amounts of fines collected in two groups 
of ten mIlls each In Bombay and Ahmedabad where the extent of fining 
was the highest and the lowest.for 1938 from among millB which recovered 
during that year fines exceeding Rs. 10: . 

TABLE No. 76. 

Groups of ten mills each inflicting Highest and Lowest Fi'R£S for the 
year 1938 exclusive of mills whick recovered fines of Rs.10 and under . . .... t' I . 

Bombay. 

I 
Ahmedabad. 

Group. 
Total Amount Total Amount 

number of of fines number of of fines 
employees. recovered. employees. recovered. 

,.- I Rs. Rs. 

Ten mills inflicting higltest fines .. 25,072 57,754 15,682 58,331 

Ten mills inflicting lowest fines .. 13,853 688 10,094 1,452 . . 
We find that in many mills the fines collected did not amount to more 

than Re. 10 during the year. The annual factory reports published; 
by the Home Office in England show that fining as a means of maintaining! 
discipline has heen practically abandoned in British industrial concerns.; 
We see no reason why fining as a method of enforcing discipline should: 
not be abolished in this Province also.' We recommend that the Govern- . 
ment inspectors, who are entrusted with the work of examining the 
fines' registers in the concerns to which the Act has been applied, should 
60 all they can to persuade the managers of such concerns to reduce 
fining to a minimum. 

Bonuses.. 
The term" bonus" is applied to a cash payment made in addition 

to wages. It generally represents the cash incentive given conditionally, 
on certain standards of attendance and efficiency being attained. The 
Labour Office of the Government of Bombay has, from time to time, 
collected detailed data on the payment of bonuses in cotton textile 
mills in the Proyince of Bombay and full information on the subject 
is contained in a number of reports published by that office(I). 

(llIn this conn~ction reference may be made to pages 22, 32, 38 and 890fthe Report 
on an Enquiry into Deductions from Wages and Payments in respect of Fines; pages 61· 
66 of the Report on an Enquiry int,o Wages and Bours of Labour in the Cotton Mill 
Industry, 1926; pages 165·68 of the Memorandum submitted to the Royal Ccmmission ' 
on Labour in India. by the Government of Bombay; and pages 31·34 of the third of the. 
General Wage Census Reports relating to Wages, Bours of Work and Co~itions of 
Employment in the Textile Industries,in the Bom.bay Presidt'D<'Y. 
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It is not necessary for the purposes of our Report to trace the extent 
to which these bonuses were paid ~ cotton textile mills in this.bovince 
fro~ time to time. The position today is that a bonus ofto"fu annas 
per loom per hap'f is paid"to weavers in all cotton mills in Ahinedabad 

,on certain standards of efficiency ~ing attained. Similar bonuses 
~or good work are paid to other piece-work operatwes in a few milIa 
m Bombay, Sholapur and other centres. ~he system of paying good 
attendance. bonuses is widely prevalent·in the spinning'departments 
of most mills ip, Ahmedabad, all mills in Sholapur and in a few mills in 
Bombay and other centres. There is little uniformity as between mill 
and mill in any particular centre of the industry with regard to' the 
occupations in which such bonuses are paid or the amounts of these 
bonuses or the conditions which must be ,satisfied before they can be 
earned~ For example, reelers and doffers in most mi:lJD in Sholapur are 
paid a daily good 'attendance bOIQls in addition t<Jt.~ortnightly bonus 
which is earned onlyifattendanceforall the days in t:qe fortnight is put in, 
Ring siders in one mill in Sholapur get a rupee per month for full 
attendance and eight 'annas per month provided they are not absent 
for more than four days in the month. In another mill this amount is 
a rupee per fortnight with an additional 30 per cent. on il. The Royal 

,Commission on Labour in India pointed out that efficiency or production 
bonuses were in operation in several ind~strial establishments in India 
and were a direct incentive to increased effort., It held that there was 
s()ope for considerahle extension of these methods Qf payment in 
industry.(l) In another section of its:repoIQ however, the Commission 
stated that if fines were abolished, the bonus system might, easily be 
developed into something almost indistinguishable from a system, oi 
fines.'2) 

Both the report and the evidence given before the Departmental 
Committee set up in Great Bti,tain in 1906 to inquire into the operation 
of the Truck Acts contain a great deal of useful information on the 
subject of good attendance ,and ,efficiency bonuses. Sir Henry 
Cunynghame, K.C.B., Legal Assistant Under-Secretary of State a1 
the British Home' Office, in giving evidence before this' Departmelltal 
Committee on the nature of bonus stated: "'rhere is no, doubt in 
commonsense everybody sees it must be a :6.D.e slll'ely, because you may 
ca.ll a thing a fine if you like, but you cannot ride J1 coach and six through 
the whole of the Act of 1896 simply by calling thtngs bonuses. "(31 

Much of the evidence led before' the Departmental Committee was to 
,the effect that bonuses were a device resorted to by employers for eva.ding 
the .limitations imposed by the Truck' Acts' on the extent to which fines 
might be inflicted because the withholding of something which was 
offered in addition to the normal cash wage as an incentive to, more 
regular attendance or better work could not be, regarded in law as 
a deduction within the meaning of the Acts. The annual report of the 

(1) "Report of th~ Royal Commis~ion on Labour in India ", .J.9~l, page 210. 
(~) Ibid, page 218. . 
(3) .. Minutes of Evidence taken before the Departmental Committ~e on the Truck 

Aots., Volume II, page 8. ' 
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Chief Inspector of Factories in Great Britain for the year 1908 points. 
out that an Inspector of Factories found the most elaborate system of 
bonuses drawn up in thirteen different notices which were affixed
all over a laundry situated in London. This was managed by an American 
who admitted that he had spent much time in devising these methods; 
which W'ould keep him ""Clear of the Truck Acts" .Ill 

- In its writte~ memoranaum the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
stated that it was not opposed to the payment or-certain classes of bonus 
in addition to the basic wage, but it felt tha.t it was precludea from 
going into details since a case regarding the payment of bonus as distinct 
from wages was under appeal in Ahmedabad. The Ahmedabad 
Millowners' Association stated that it was ndt in favour of merging 
all bonuses into the wage itself as they were dependent on -conditions 
and circumstances -the fulfilment of .which alone entitled a worker-to 
.obtain them. In its opinion, bonuses were a reward and an incentive 
for better work and their consolidation with the wages would defeat 
the purpose for which they were intended. The Textile Labour 
Association, Ahmedabad, urged that. whatever might haye been t~h 
ground, historical or otherwise, for. the payment of various bonuses 
there was no reason today why all these monetary additions shoul 
not be consolidated into fixed wages .. and rates. The experience of th 
Association was that the system of keeping bonuses separate from wage 

I ~ad been a fruitful cause of permanent friction btltwee!l the employe 
: jmd the employees and had been responsible for quite a number of trade 
'.disputes resulting in avoidable losses to the workmen and the industry. 
IThe Association- stated that wherever such bonuses existed there was 
a tendency to resort to manipulations in order to deprive the workers 
of their legitimate dues. As pointed out above, good attendance bonuses 
differ from unit to unit and even from department to department in 
the same unit. We have not been able to obtain any evidence that 
the existence of the bonus has the efiect of reducing absenteeism in 
departments or units where it is paid. On the other hand, this bonus 
as well.as the efficiency bonus acts as a fine on workers who fail to attain 
the expected standard of performance in respect of attendance or 
production. 

Section 2 (vi) of the:Payment of Wages Act, 1936, defines wages as 
"all remuneratidn capable of being expressed in terms of money, which 
would, if the terms of the contract of employment, express or implied,. 
were fulfilled, be payable, whether conditionally upon the regular 
attendance, good work or conduct or other behavigur of the p~son 
employed, or otherwise, to a person employed in respect of his employment 
or of work done in such employment, and includes any bonus or other 
additional remuneration of' the nature aforesaid which would be 80 

payable and any sum payable to such person by reason of the termination 
of his employment. . . ". Since the passing of this Act, a doubt 
has been felt whether good attendance and efficiency bonuses are a 

(1) Page 160. 
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part of wages. The First Class Magistrate of Ahmedabad in 8: recent 
case held that bonuses were wages for the purposes of the Payment of 
Wages Act, that once bonuses became wages all conditions which made 
the non-payment thereof possible otherwise than in accordance with 
section 7 of the Act were inappropriate and ~hat the only dedllction 
which an employer would be permitted to make was a pro 'Tata deduction 
in accordance with the provisions' Qf section.9 of the Act. On appeal 
the Assistant Judge, Ahmedabad, confirmed that decision, holding 
that the view taken by the Magistrate was correct: A revisiona} 
application in the matter was filed in the Bombay High Court and 
it has reversed the decision of the Assistant Judge at Ahmedabad. 
As we are, however, of opinion that good attendance and efficiency 
bonuses should be regaraed as part of wages we recommend that 
the Government of Bombay should move the Central Government to 
amend the Payment of Wages Act in such a way as to . make it 
clear that good attendance and efficiency bonuses are to be regarded 
a part of wages. We are not against the grant of bonuses on special 
occasions such as, for example, the grant of a week's or a fortnight's 
pay to all the employees of a concern on a festive occasion, or against the 
grant of a periodical bonus dependent on profits to which no conditions 
for the earning thereof are attached. 

We have already dealt with the Sholapur grain allowance both in 
our Interim Report and in the, chapter on Automatic Adjustment of 
Wages in this Report. The earning of this allowance is dependent on a 
worker not being absent for more than four days in a month. We 
recommend that th!s condition should be done away with and that so 
long as the allowance continues workers should be entitled to purchase a 
certain quantity of grain for a fixed amount deducted from their wages. 
In order, however, to overcome the difficulty' of any particular worker 
demanding the full quantity of the grain permissible to him irrespective 
of the number of days' attendance which he has put in in any particular 
month, we' recommend that the quantity of grain sold to him should 
be in proportion to the. number of days put in by him in that 
month. 

Working Conditions in C~tton Textile Mill. 

HUMIDIFICATION. 

The manufacture of cotton cloth requires a high percelltage of moisture 
in the air for good weaving. Sizing tends to make warp strands brittle 
and unless there is sufficient moisture in the air these threads are liable 
to frequent breakages with consequential loss in loom efficiency. ?r,!any 
cloth manufacturers maintain that natural humidity, even in Bombay 
where there is comparatively a much higher percentage of moisture 
in the air than in other centres, is not sufficient for the successful 
weavinl{ of certain classes of cloth. The practice has consequently been 
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established in the indlliltry of increasing the humidity of theaidn the 
weaving sheds by the introduction of atomized water or ·ofsteam or by 
some other process. This is called·" artificial humidification ", or, 
in short, "humidification". The extent to which humidification is 
necessary varies according t~ seasons and climatic 'Conditions.. Little or 
no artificial humidification may be required during the monsoon months 
in centres like Bombay, whereas in the same months in mills in certain 
of the drier centres, humidification equivalent to the extent effected in 

'Bombay in the winter months may be necessary. 
It is generally accepted that production in weaving is favoured by 

a high temperature and a high relative humidity. Ji!r: S. Wyatt, as 
a result of evidence collected .by him during the course of his inquiries 
into the subject on behalf of the Industrial Fatigue Research Board in 
England, maintains that, if the human factor is eliminated, productive 
weaving efficiency tends to vary directly as the product of the numerical 
values of temperature and humidity. But, when high temperatures 
are reached,' the unfavourable effects of the atmospheric conditions 
on the weaver are reflected in the loss of his efficiency. It. is reckoned 
that in England after a dry-bUlb temperature of 75°F. is exceeded the 
onset of fatigue becomes pronounced. ~. Wyatt reaches the conclusion 
that work ·tInder too high a temperature is uneconomic and results in 
diminished prodootion notwithstanding its favourable physical effect on 
the yam. Many 'ttempts have been made in England and America to 
find a suitable substitute Jor sizing or, in the alternative, to confine the 
area of hUmidification to that portion of a loom where the warp is in the 
process of being woven without affecting tM attendant weaver. The 
attempts so far made have not been successful but active researches 
into these lnatters continue to be made. . 

Ever since artificial humidification was first introduced mto the weaving 
shed, British trade unions of cotton mill operatives hav.e been insistent 
in their demand for the complete abolition of this device on the groUnd of 
its injurious effects on the health of the workers. Their protests have 
led to several Parliamentary inquiries which have resulted.in statutory 
regulation. . The first comprehensive piece of legislation on the subject 
in England was the Cotton Cloth Factories ACt of 1911 which prescribed 
the limits within which artificial humidification should be permitted. 
In 1924 a Departmental Committee was appointed to consider and report 
whether any modifications in9 the existing regulations appeared to be 
desirable and practicable and, at the instance of this Committee, variollil 
inquiries into the several aspects of the subject. were conducted 1:>y the 
Indlliltrial Fatigue Research Board of the Medical Research Council. 
These investigations have been considerably facilitated by the lliIe of an 
instrument known as the kat&: thermometer invented by Dr. Leonard Hill 
about the year 1917, and described by him as ".designed primarily for 
the measurement of its own rate of cooling when its temperature 
approximates to that of the human body". The human body is 
a mechanism which is constantly producing and losing heat and under 
normal conditions of existence is maintained at a fairly uniform 
temperature of 98°F. which means that the rate of heat production is 
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balanced. by the tate of heat loss., Unless the air in oontact with the body 
is constantly renewed, it tends to become heated to body temperature 
and saturated with .;water vapour from the body at that temperature. 
In Buch conditions the, rate of evaporation is greatly retarded and the 
consequent cooling effect is considerably reduced. Movement .,9f the air 
in the vi~inity of the body facilitates evaporation, and by so doing 
increases the flow of heat from the body. Air movement thus has a 
double effect; it not only promotes the loss of heat when the body is 
comparatively dry, but it also increases the cooling effect due to' 
evapo:t:ation when the body is moist. 

During the year 1921-22, Mr. Maloney carried out, at the, instance of 
the Government of India, an intensive investigation into humidification 
in cotton textile mills in India during the years 1921-22 and his report to 
Government on the subject was published in 1923. Mr. Maloney found 
that the temperatures in the weaving sheds of many mills were excessive 
and caused great discomfort to the operativ~s and that appreciable 
reductions could be effected in these temperatures by comparatively 
inexpensive means Imch as the white-washing of roofs, the spraying of 
roofs with water, the provision of electric fans or by the attaching of 
small devices to the shafts. Prior to 1935, the only provisions contained 
in the Indian Factories Act with regard to ven~lation and artificial 
humidification were those' embodied .in. saQtion ~_ gescribing "the rule
making powers of Local Governm~ts, clause (~ of sub-section (2) of 
which laid down that Local Governments might ~e rules regarding 
"tlie standards" of ventjla.tion and artificial humidification and the 
methods to be' ad.opted in "order to secure· 'their observance". 
The Royal Commission on Labour in India, at 'page 59 of its report, 
observed that some of the cotton mills which it visited were; in the hot 
weather, much pleasanter than the outside atmosphere and that those 
employers who had spimt"large sums in installing the best cooling and' 
humidifying plants had secured gratifying results in production. The 
Commission, however, added that side by side with the advanced mills 
there were others where the atmospher~ in the weaving sheds was almost 
unendurable even in the cold w;ea$er,and .that i~ was pointed out to 
it in Bombay that the provisions of the Factories Act were not 
sufficiently elastic to permit of the framing of all the rules that were 
desirable. The Royal Commission made a series' of important recom
mendations 'on the subject including one to the effect that rigorous 
action should be taken against those factories where conditions in regard 
to humidification were very bad. 

:Many of the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Labour in 
India on the subject of working conditions in factories were accepted by 
the Government of India and were incorporated in the Factories Act" 
~934:, sections 14, 15 and 16 of which contain provisions regarding the 
maintenance of satisfactory standards of ventilation, artificial humidifi
cation and cooling. The rule-making powers of Provincial Govern
ments have been widened and authority has been given to Inspectors of 
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Factories to call upon managers of factories to carry out such improve
ments as appear to be necessary where these improvements can be 
effected without much extra cost. The rules made by tha Government 
of Bombay on· ilortificial humidification provide that, under certain 
specified conditions, no artificial humidification shall be permitted in 
any room of a cotton spinning or weaving factory by the use of steam 
during any perio.d of the day when the dry-bulb temperatUre of that 
room exceeds 85 degrees. No rules have, however, been made about 
cooling largely because of the expense likely to be mvolved in asking 
factories to install special cooling plants. . The Department of Factories 
has so far had to content itself with persuading mill agents and managers 
to improve conditions wherever possible and to obtain the humidity 
required by air conditioning. As a result of these efforts a marked 
improvement in this respect has been effected in many cotton textile 
mills in the Province in th~ last fifteen y~s. 

AIR CONDITIONING. . . . 
The Empress Mills, Nagpur, about the year 1891, installed gutters 

with holed pipes to eject water and fans to draw or blow the air through 
the jets and holes in the wooden flooring in order to pass the cool ~d 
humidified air into the departments. By 1913, a few mills in 
Ahmedabad, two mills in Sholapur and the Morarji Goculdas Mill in 
Bombay had also installed gutters, fans and sprays. The modern air 
conditioning plant either as a large unit with a spray chamber or a series 
of fans with separate chambers is ·an improvemenii on the above and 
a few plants with overhead ducts were installed in some mills in Bombay 
by 1920. Modern a~ conditioning in mills in the Province of Bombay 
commenced with the' installation, by the late Mr. Narottam Morarji 
Goculdas, of a Carrier plant in the Sholapur Spinning and Weaving Mill 
about the year 1924 .• This was followed by the installation of similar 
plants in the Narsinggirji Mill at Sholapur and the Ambica Mill at 
Ahmedabad. The plant, at the Ambica Mill was utilized for 
demonstration purposes and within a year or two about a. dozen mills in 
Ahmedabad installed modern air conditioning plants and also improved 
the ventilating and humidifying arrangements 'that had already been 
installed. In some of. the new mills the ducts were built in during 
construction. The Chief Inspector of Factories has reported to us that 
nearly every' mill in Ahmedabad has now effected material improve
ments in these directions at a total cost of over forty lakhs of rupees: 
According to him. the highest inside temperature recorded on the hottest 
day of the year in one of the best sheds in Ahmedabad :was 88° with an 
external temperature of 112° in the shade. He has also reported 
to us that it has not been possible to secure the 'same advance in the 
installation of air conditioning plants in mills in Bombay. Since 1925 
Bombay has la.gged behind Ahmedabad in effecting improvements in 
working conditions. Apart from improvements in a few small plan~s 
that had already been installed and the installation of modern plants in 
the Manchester and the Toyo Podar Mills, little headway was bde. The 
position remained much about the same until the year 1934 when the 
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general manager of a group of mills who was familiar with conditions in 
Ahmedabad was persuaded by the Chief Inspector of Factories to dri~e 
a few gutters through one of his sheds and to provide fans and spray' 
chambers. This mill was used for d.emonstration purposes and a couple 
of other mill managers with similar experience also agreed to do the same. 
Since thed, over a dozen mills in' Bombay have installed modern air 
conditioning plants. The progress in t!ris respect in mills in other regions 
was until recently also slow. In the last few yars, however, the mills 
in Chalisgaon, Jalgaon, Dhulia and Barsi have installed such plants. 

During our visits to mills in the different cotton textile centres oUhis 
Province, we were considerably impressed by the efforts made in a number 
01 them to secure comfortable atmospheric conditions for t~e operatives, 
but in others the conditions in some departments, especially in the 
preparatory and the weaving processes, were intolerable. Under Buch 
conditions efficiency in working is bound to suffer, quite apart from the 
deleterious effects which they may produce on the health of the workers. 
W 8, accordingly, recommend that all cotton textile mills in this Province 
should be required to maintain. adequate air conditioning plants, on 
specifications and standardS to be prescribed by Government, in the 
blow, card, frame, ring spinning and wea...mg departments. 

PROTECTION AGAINS/INHALATION OF COTTON DUST. 

A considerable amount of cotton dust is liberated into the air ill the 
processes preparatory to spinning, especially in the mixing and carding 
departments. The stripping of cards in most mills is done by hand and 
this raises an amount of dust. There are several methods of removing 
the dust at the source, but the only process in use in cotton mills in thitl 
P.rovince is the vacuum stripping method., Only thirteen mills in 
Ahmedabad ~d a few mills in Bombay and elsewhere have so far installed 
vacuum stripping plants. The Royal Commission on Labour in India 
recommended that Inspectors of Factories should use their powers more 
freely in connection with dust removal. This view was accepted by the 
Government of India ..... and & new provision was incorporated in section 
14 of the Factories Act, 1934, empowering Provincial Governments to 
" make rules for any class of factories requiring mechanical or other 
devices to be provided and maintained for preventing the generation 
or inhalation of gas, dust or other impurities, which may be injurious to 
workers and specifying theInature of such devices". The Government 
of Bombay have so (arnot framed any rules in the matter owing to the 
difficulty, we are informed, of securing definite proof on the question of 
injury to health. 

During eur visits to the carding departments of various mills, we 
noticed that the atmosphere was laden with cotton dust in thoseIirills 
which had not installed vacuum stripping plants and that breathing was 
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easier in those mills which had done so. We are informed that vacuum 
stripping,-with the recent improvements that have . been made in the 
plant. is not only of hygienic value but th~t its installation also helps to 
prevent accidents.. The use of artificial respirators has not been found to 
be of much value in the 'carding department and the workers have not, 
moreover, taken.to them kindly in the few mills in which they have been 
tried. A dust laden atmosphere, apart from its deleterious effects on the 
health of the operatives, causes considerable discomfort. We, therefore. 
recommend ~hatthe Government of Bombay should amend the ]factories 
Act; 1934, in such a way as to enable them, irrespective of the question 
of proof of injury to health, to' frame rules with regard to the installation 
in all cotton textile mills of the necessary plant for the mechanical 
removal of dust . liberated during the stripping process in the carding 
room. Conditions in the mixing roo~ where the mixing is done by 
hand are not such as to lend themselves to protection against dust being 
afforded by the installation of machinery and m such cases we 
recommend that employers should provide nasal respirators for-the use 
of workmen. 

SPACE BETWEEN MACHINES. 

We were impressed by the superior layout of machinery in some 
modem mills as compared with that in the older otles. - In many o,f the 
latter the spaces between the frames in the slubbing, inter, roving and 
ring spinning departments and between the looms in the weaving 
departmen.t were cramped. Such cramping of the machinery, apart 
from the discomfort caused to the attendant operatives, must ob~ously 
increase the risk of accidents. We realize- that structural difficulties 
may prevent a.wholesale rearrangement, but we think that thE! questio:u, 
of ~chinery spacing should be examined with a view to the provision 
of more space between machines in tnose mills where sufficient attention 
doos not appear to have been paid to the matter. 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN BLEACmNG AND, DYEING SHEDS. 

In the course of· lii.s evidence, Dr. Dastur submitted to us a copy 
of a report compiled by him on an investigation which hehad conducted in 
the Tata Mills into the incidence of occupational diseases in the bleaching' 
an<l ~yeing departments of cotton textile mills. In this report he suggests 
that in'all processes in these departments, where chemicals are used, 

, 'gloves, goggles and foot protection should be given to the *orkers 
conoerned. We recommend that the Department of Factories should 
conduct inquiries into this matter and the Government of Bombay 
shou,ld, if nece!isary. make rules requiring all employers to provide the 
neoessary protection t.o the workers in these departments. '. 
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Gratuities and Pensions.-
. Altho~. the p~ciple that s.ome fO.rm of proyision for old agJ 
18 essentIal m the mterest of the mdustnal worker 18 now being increas
ingly recognized, clrcumstances do not permit the immedia.te introduc
tion of old age pension schemes in the cotton" textile industry of 
this Provin~e. A feW' mills are reported to be giving pensions to some of 
their employees with long and continuous service, but the number of 
workers actually in receipt of such pensions is negligible. About thirty 
mills in Bombay City, a few mills in Ahmedabad and the two mills at 
Kurla give compassionate allowance or gratuities to some of thek workers 
for long and faithful service. There are, however, hardly any niles 
regarding the grant of such allowances, gratb.lties or pensions and the 
decision of tIre mill manageniellt is final in all such cases. The E. D. 
Bassoon group of mills, in Bombay have formulated a discretionary 
scheme for the payment of lum!! sun gratuities to all workers who have 
put in twenty or'more years' service: -rhl'rBCAles of gratuities under the 
scheme vary according to the pay and length of se1=Vice. Thus, workers 
whoSe pay at retirement is Rs. 20 per month or less get a gratuity of 
Rs. 60 for service of 20 complete years, Rs. 75 for service of 21 to 25 years, 
Rs. 90 for 26 to 30 years' service and Rs. 100 for over 30 yearf!J' service, 
while the maximum gratuity payable is Rs. 350 for jobbers earning over 
Rs. 200 per month and retiring after 30 years' service. In three mills, 
which have got provident fund systems fot tlieir employees, gratuities 
for long service are usually sanctioned to retiring employees who 'are not 
members of the provident funds. Two other mills in Bombay give 
gratuities equivalent to one, two or three months' pay to all workers 
who retire after 20 years' service or earlier in cases of incapacity, while, 
in the remaining mills, pensions and gratuities are granted in deserving 
cases at the discretion of the managing agents. One mill in Bomb~y, one 
in Kurla and one in Shola pur also give discretionary pensions or gratuities 
to the widows of workers who die while in service. The most liberal of 
all tohe superannuation schemes. to be found in the cotton textile industry 
in'the Province of Bombay is that which exists in the Gokak Mills where~ 
retirement gratuities are paid to workers with long" servjce at th 
discretion of the management on the basis of two years' pay for 20 years' 
service, two and a half years' pay for 25 years' service and three years' 
pay for 30 years' s8rvice. 

All the exist~g systems of sup~rannuation benefit are VQ1untru:y in 
character and gratuity cannot be claimed by a worker as a matter of right. 
Some mills, however, favour the gratuity system for their workers as it 
helps to retain workers in their service. In his, evidence before us on 
behalf of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, Mr. Stones saidt~t.ii 
would be desirable to have th.e gratuity system introduced in all mills. 
We are in ~greement with this view. Owing to the imprBtcticabiIity in 
the present state of development of the cotton textile industry of making 
any other immediate provision for old age or retirement, we can only 
suggest that the system of paying retirement gratuities after about 
fifteen years' qualifying service should ~e introduced in the cotton textile 
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mills in this Province.· Model rui~s'u;. this c~nne;tion should be framed 
by the millowners' associa'tions in this Province . .. 

Provident Funds. 
The institution of a provident fund system enables a more substantia: 

provision being made against old age and retirement than the payment 
of gratuities.. Under the provident fund system, the workers arE 
encouraged ~o deposit·a small percent~g~of their ~ages !.d~rly everJ 
lJ!Q.nth a~d the employers also contrIbute to tli~ indivI ua accourit! 
of the workers sums' which are usually equal to, or half of, the amount! 
subscribed by the workeJ;§. The subscribers to provident funds arE 

. granted tempora.ry advances from the amounts standing to their credit 
for specified purposes. . 

Very few of the cotton textile mills. in Bombay City having provident 
fund systems for employees have kept the funds open to wage eameJ;s, 
The Kohinoor Mills, however, have a. provident fund open to allclasse~ 
of employees the membership of which is 6ptional. The company 
contributes to the fund, annually, a. sum equal to 75' per cent. of th~ 
total amount subscribed during the preoeding year, provided a dividend 
of not less than 5 per cent. is declared Qn the ordinary share capital 
of the company for that year, and a further 5 per cent. for every additional 
1 per cent., but in any event not exceeding 100 per cent. In the CentlllJi 
Mill, subscription to the provident fund is compulsory for all permanent 
employees and servants in receipt of a salary' 0:(,. Rs. 30 per month and 
over and optional for those in receipt of a . salary of less than Rs. 30 
per month. The company contributes to the fund each year a sum equal 
to the aggregate contributions of all the subscribers during that year ; 
but no subscriber becomes entitled to receive his share of the c(mtributions 
by the company or any part thereof until he has been in the service of the 
company for a period of twenty years. In most other mills, the funds 
are primarily intended for supervisory and clerical staff, but jobbers 
are sometimes permitted to join. The Svadeshi Mill at Kurla has 'got 
a provident fund- scheme to which every worker can contribute at the 
rate of half an anna per rupee of earnings and the company contributes 

. an. equal amount ahd further grants 5 per cent. interest on the workmen's 
as. well as its own contributions. The number of operatives taking 
advantage of the scheme was stated to be 710 in August 1939. The 
Ahmedabad Advance Mill has also been maintaining a provident fund 
for all its employees since 1912. The .subscribers' contributions to the 
fund are at the rate of one anna in the rupee of earnings and the company 
contributes an equal sum every year. The number of operatives 
subscribing to the fund was 112 in August 1939 .. No mills in Sh<?lapur 
have instituted provident funds. Amongst mills in the other regions 
of this Province, the Goka.k Mill has a fund wlOOh is open to all.employees 
who contribute at a uniform rate of 5 per cent. of their wages-the 
company also contributing an equal amount; any member of the provident 
fund retiring after having completed fifteen. years' membership of the 
fund is entitled to the whole amouut standlngtonlSCredit,'while 'Workers 



retiring'through ill health are usually pail! the company's contribution' 
irrespective of the length oftheir service.' In 1935 the number of workers 
contributing to the fund was nearly 2,000. We were informed during the 
course of our inquiry that though the Kohinoor and the Svadeshi Mills
admitted all workers to their provident funds, a large number of them did 
not become members. In the Svadeshi Mill; the workers are reported 
to have found it difficult to subscribe to the fund at the rate of one anna 
in the rupee. The sub,st1ription was subsequently reduced to half an 
anna in the rupee, but only 700 out of about 3,000 workers took 
advantage of the facility.~ .' 

It will be seen that the progress made so far in the institution o~ 
contributory provident funds in the cotton ,textile mills in this Province 
is meagre. The difficulties in the way of an extension of the system 
of pro'tident funds are obvious. Low paid workers cannot afford to make 
re~s out of their scanty earnings. Contributions 11y the 

-employers mean an appreciable addition to the wage bill. ' We suggest, 
however, for financially strong concerns the establishIp.ent of provident 
funds open to all classes of employees as a suitable ,method of 
building up a stabfe labour force. We recommend that Government 
should make llm·-proviswilS;-oI the 'Provident Funds Act, 1925, 

, applicable to such funds and include in the schedule of the Act the 
names of the cotton textile mills establishing provident funds so 
as to protect, under section 3 of the Act, the workers' contributions 
from attachment. 

Sickness Insurance. 
The urgent necessity of making provision for the maintenance and for 

the medical relief of workers during periods oisickness was stressed, before 
uS.in evidence by the representatives both of the employers and of the 
workers. The representatives of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
however, pointed out that" the rate of advance must be dictated by the 
industry's capacity to finance its lilgitimate share of such schemes with
out imperilling its competitive . .!lapa..Q}.]y' ".,On the other hand, the 
Bombay Provincial Tr8.ae'·'Onion Congress ,stated: "Such 'beneficent 
legislation provides real and· indirect help ta ;raise the wage levels and 
should be adopted in India. It is not that such measures help only the. 
worker and. that also only to raiSe his wage level They protect society 
also indirectly. . . . This provision has to come by Stat61egislation." 
The representatives of the Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, 
advocated "the immediate adoptio~ of the system of granting annual 
holidays with pay and sickness benefit-" and added that" a scheme of 
sickness benefit is a dire necessity in our country'" 

The International Labour Office Year Book for 1937-38 states that the 
principle of social insurance ,may now be said to have obtained offi~ial 
recognition everywhere .• It goes on to add that even those coun~rIes, ' 
which had hitherto rejected the idea of organized collective proVld.ent1 
schemes in social welfare, have come to realize their absolute neceSSIty, 
and it is generally admitted today that material progress calls for ~he 
establishment of a system of social seow:itr ~o ~ns~~ ~b,~ fa.ir distributIOn. 

H Bk R. 26-21 
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of purohasing power and to proteet w~rkers and thelr families against 
risk.(1) The 1938-39 edition of the Year Book states that the develop
ment of sooial servioes, of whioh oompulsory insuranoe is the most 
important part, has gone forward in spite of the ups and downs of the 
eoonomio and politioal situation and even perhaps beoause of them.(9) 
Two Draft Conventions and one Recommendation on international 
regulations of s~hemes of siokness insuranoe were adopted by the Tenth 
Session of the International Labour Conferenoe in 1927. The Confer
enoe reoognized that "oompulsory siokness insuranoe provides the best 
means of oonstantly and systematioally applying provident measures to 
obviate or make good any loss of the workers' produotive effioienoy" 
and it, therefore, emphasized the prinoiple of oompulsory insuranoe in 
both the Draft Conventions. Sixteen oountries have ratified the Draft 
Convention oonoerning siokness insuranoe for workers in industry and 
commeroe and domestio servan.ts, while legislation for o~mpulsory 
siokIiess insuranoe has either been passed or is in progress in twenty-three 
countries. The Draft Conventions and Rel)ommendation were dis
cussed in the Indian Legislative Assembly in Maroh 1928 ; but they were 
not r~tified on the ground that 'the introduotion in India of any oompre
hensive soheme on the lines of the Conventions was ~raotioable in the 
then e:.Psting oiroumstanoes. The Government of fn--ai&,nowever, 
expressed their entire sympathy with the ideals underlying suoh legis
lation and stated that they were satisfied that the need'of Indian workers 
for some provision was in no way less than that of workers in other 
oountries, and the problem, as it presented itself to. them, was one of 
determining the extent to whioh the serious praotioal diffioulties that 
must attend the introduotion of any soheme could be overcome. (S) 

The problem of siokness ~surance had also engaged the attention of 
the Royal Commission on Labour in India whioh recognized the great 
need of the workers for some provision during sickness. In the oourse of 
its discussion on this subject, it observed: "There has been a tendency 
on the. one hand to overlook the difficulties and on the other to be 
content with stressing them. That the difficulties in the way are formid
able must. be recognized. The main diffioulties include following the 
workers to their villages, arranging for proper medical treatment there, 
and providing for medical oertification, in order to enable workers to 
obtain extended benefits should sIckness continue. The lack of 
faith in modern medical methods is still an important faotor, and the 
administrative expenses likely to be inourred in working on a national or 
even a provincial scale a system .of insurance based on Western lines 
would probably be extremely heavy. But none of these arguments 
diminish the need of the worker for provision during sickness. "(4) The 
recommendations made by the Commission in ~his matter were 
considered by the Government of India w:ho addressed a oircular letter 
in 1935 to Provincial Governments requesting them to report on the 

(1) .. International Labour Office Year·Book " 1937·38. page 278. 
Iii) .. International Labour Offioe Year.Book " 1938·39, page 167. 
(S) .. Indian Industries and Labour Bulletin No. 63",1937, page 2. 
(4) .. Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India, 1~3l ", page 266. 
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feasibility of conducting a statisticat inquiry into the incidence of 
sickness contemplated by thil. Commission, and, alterD./Ltively, on the 
possibility of building oil. the actual experience gained in the operation 
of small experimental schemes. The conclusions reached by the' 
Government of India' on the subject, after an examination of the replies 
received ,from Provincial Governments on the recommendations of the 
Commission, are contained in their circular letter of May 1937 addressed 
to Prorincial Governments.II) We reproduce below some extracts from 
this letter: 

.. There is gcneral agreement with the Government of India that 
the statistical enquiry would be too elaborate in character, besides 
being almost impossible to execute and, that, even if it could be carried 
out, it would yield unreliable results which would not be commensurate 
with thE! time, trouble and cost involved .. , .. 

". With. regard to the suggestion for building on actual experience 
of small schemes, the replies generally agree that this is a sounder 
method than a general statistical enquiry; but the Provincial 
Governments point .out that no. experience is available on which to 

,build. They have only been able to furnish details of 14 schemes in 
actual operation: . The benefits provided in them vary froll\ the mere 
provision of medical aid and medicine, to payment of a proportion of • 
wages for an indefinite period during sickness. In some cases _other 

. benefits, such as funeral expenses; temporary' loans, lump-sum 
payments for births and deaths are given. There are so few schemes 
in operation and even in them. so much variety in the nature of the 
benefits given that these schemes' cannot be used as a basis for 
conclusions about the incidence of cost of a sickness insurance scheme 
for any class of workers in India. . ... 

" As regards initiating experiments with small schem!ls applicable 
to individual establishments, it has been urged that even these would 
require some preliminary statistical investigation v-ndthat the 
migratory habits of labour introduce a very uncertain factor into the 
calculations. Provincial Governments are not hopeful of being able 
to persuade employers to embark upon experimental schemes in the 
present conditions of industry and with -the .pres~nt.~~ge posit~on the 
workers are not likely to show fiuch readmeslf to Jom contnbutory 
schemes..... ' 

" At the prese.nt moment, there is, therefore, a lack of real dema.nd 
for any experimental schemes on the part 'of Provincial Governments 
and employers and, indeed, from workers if the schemes are to involve 
contributions from them. But schemes can be started by employers 
where conditions are favourable on the empiric lines suggested by the 
Commission and the Payment of Wages Act makes it possible to 

. deduct contributions from wages for sound schemes; . The pow~rB .of 
the Government of India al;e limited to legislation and as no ProvmcIaI 
Government is in a position at present to t~keup t~e- problem 0!l. 
general lines they cannot take any further &ctlOn at thlB stage on thlB 
question." , 

(1) .. Indian Industries and Labour Bulletiu No, 6;1 "! ~~~7. Fsell126 to 129. 
II: BkR26-21a 
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The attitude of the Government of Bombay towards the question of 
sickness insurance, however, underwent a change in 1937. Thus in 
paragraph 4 of the communique dated the 17th August 1937 regarding 
the Bombay ,Government's policy in respect of the industrial worker, 
it was stated:" For the protection of the industrial population 
Government visualize the development of a comprehensive system· of 
social insurance." Under instructions from Government, the Commis
sioner of Labour issued'a circular letter in October 1937 to all employers' 
organizations, trade unions and other interested persons and bodies, 
requesting them to favour Government with suggestions with regard to 
the feasibility of legislation for leave with pay during periods of sickness, 
The scheme outlined in the circuLu letter was as follows: ' 

, "Sb.bject to certain qualifications regarding the length of ·service, 
every industrial worker will have a legal right of three to' four weeks 
sick leave with pay during each year, of which he may avail himself 
under certain easily enforceable conditions regarding certification. 
If there is any balance of leave left unutilised <luring the year, it is to 
be turned into cash-the calculation being ba~ on certain average 
scales of wages-and the amount thus ascertaineCl is to be handed over 
to a fund to be maintained by Governme,nt. -The worker will be 
required to contribute ten days' wages to the fund every year. The 
amounts which may thus accumulate in the account of each individual 
worker will be drawn upon on his retirement from industry or on his 
attaining a certain age and will be paid to him either in a lump sum OI 

in instalments. The scheme will thus have some of the characteristics 
of sickness and retirement, old age and death benefits and ~ successful 
may pave the way for specific schemes of social insurance on the lines 
of those to be found in the more advanced countries." 
This scheme is a composite one intended to meet a number of require

ments. In our opinion, such a scheme cannot meet the need fOf 
insurance against sickness which; as we emphasize elsewhere in 
our Report, should claim priority over other social benefits. We thinK 
that a more satisfactory way of dealing with the problem would be to 
start a tentative sickness insurance scheme on a modest scale. Many 
countries, which wished to introduce social insurance schemes in the 
past, bega'n by starting special cpmpulsory insurance schemes fOI 
miners, seamen, railwaymen and wbrkers in large industrial under-

, takings that appeared to lend themselves most easily to the introduction 
of social legislation, and this Province can well make a beginning in the 
direction with the cotton textile industry. In instituting measures of 
this kind, we would advocate the adoption of the approach which has 
proved successful in other countries. This becomes all the more 
necessary ,when it is found to be practically impossible to collect any 
reliable morbidity statistics for framing scientifio siokness insuranoe 
sohemesfor this Province. We feel that the absenoe ofreliable morbidity 
statistics and the difficulties in the way of instituting an inquiry into the 
incidence of sickness should not be allowed to stand in the way of the 
introduction of a scheme of sickness' insurance for the cotton textile 
industry in this Province. Muoh valuable statistical and other material 
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on the different aspects of health insurance schemes in foreign countries 
for example, their scope, administration, financial resources benefits' 
average cost per insur~d person, has become available during the last 
twelve years. We believe that a careful study of the working of the 
different sickness insurance schemes introduced in various countries, 
including that of an E.astern country !ike Japan, should make it possible 
to start in this Province a modest scheme on the usually accepted lines. 
The main feature of such schemes is that they are elastic and t.hat as/ 
experience is gathered and the funds grow in size the benefits may be 
extended. Even· in countries in which such schemes have been in 
existence over a fairly long period it has been found necessary to make 
changes from time to time in the scope and character of the benefits so 
as to enable the greatest possible advantage to be given to the insured 
consistent with the solvency of the funds. Thus, in addition to the 
medical and cash benefits which are generally offered under sickness 
insurance schemes, they also provide for what are known as " additional 
benefits" which usualJy take the form of either an increase in the cash 
benefit or the provision of special hospital or other treatment, reduction 
or abolition of the 4. waiting period ", or granj of funeral expenses. 

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF SICKNESS INSURANCE. 

Any sickness insurance scheme' to be introduced in this Province must 
be on a contributory and compu.hory basis. The Internatibnal Labour 
Office Report on the subJect of Sickness Insurance makes the following 
observations with regard to the necessity for compulsion: "Many 
workers fail to insure, some by improvidence and others through lack ~f 
means. In particular, those earning low wages do not join the societies; : 
forced as they are to apply the greater part or the whole of their earning 
for the satis4ction of immediate needs, they are both less able to sav 
and more frequently ill. . . . In spite of its valuable achievement , 
the voluntary insurance movement has been found insufficient 
and it has become clear that the way to secure general and effective 
protection against the rIsk is by mak!!t~WJUI.Ce..JlOZllP~!'Y."(l) We 
are of opinion that the scheme should be very simple in char.acter at least 
in its initial stages and that both the contributions ahd the cash benefits 
payable under it should be fixed on a flat rate basis as in the British 
Health Insurance Scheme. The scheme should be restricted to perma
nent workers in cotton textile factories and should be introduced first 
in Bombay and Ahmedabad. It should be under the control of a Central 
Board of Management consisting of representatives of Government, 
local bodies employers' and . workers' interests and of the medical 
profession. Expenditure in connection with the Board and its establish
ment sh~uld be borne by the Provincial Governmen~. We recommend 
the following benefits under the scheme: 

(i) Medical benefit consisting of free medical treatment and attend
ance and free' medicines and appliances. The insured persons .should 
be entitled to medical benefit immediately.after the payment of the. 

(1) .. Compulsory Sickness In.surance", lD,ternatiop.al Labour Office; Studies and 
Reportl, Seriel M., No.6, 1927, pagel 9·10. 



first insurance contribution and they should also receive fre~ m~dical 
certificates for health insurance purposes from the doctors appointed 
under the scheme. . 

(ii) Cash benefit commencing from the fourth day of incapacity and 
continuing for a period or periods up to a maximum of six months in 
a year at a fla.t rate but not exceeding 75 per ·cent. of the insured 
person's average daily wage during the preceding quarter. 

(iii) Additional benefits as may be decided up~n by the Central 
Board of Management from time to time according.to the availability 
,of surplus funds. 

, The cash benefits should ordinarily be payable to the wor~ers in the 
towns in which they are employed but not in cases where compensation 
for accidents or maternity benefits are provided for the insured persons 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act; 1923, or the Bombay 
Maternity Benefit Act, 1929. The Central Board of Management may, 
howevel:, allow th& ,insured person, even if he temporarily leaves the 
town of his employment, to draw sickness benefits either at full or at 
reduced rates, ,provided-he produces, in a maItner to be prescribed, 
satisfactory evidence of his continued incapac.ity during the period for 
which the benefit is claimed. . 

The principle of joint contributions by the employers and the 
employees to social ' insurance funds is now being increasingly 
adopted in most countries. The Recommendation on Sickness 
Insurance adopted by the International Labour Conference at its Tenth 
Session in 1927 states: "The financial resources for the ins\lI'ance 
scheme should be provided by contributions from the insured persons 
and contributions from employers. The provision thus jointly made can 
be supplemented to advantage by contributions from public funds, 
especially for the purpose of improving the health of the people." Even 
in India the principle of contributions by employers has already been 
recognized in the Workmen's Compensation and the Maternity Benefit· 
Acts. In other countries the State also contributes a share to social 
insurance funds in varying proportions either for meeting the cost of the 
benefits or for administrative expenses. In this connection, the Inter
national Labour Office Report on Sickness Insurance states: "The fact 
is that the basis for the sharing of cost is the result of a complex of condi
tions which varies from country to country, and even in the same 
country at different periods; the level of wages in relation to the cost of 
living (i.e., the ability of insured persons to contribute), the prosperity 
of production (i.e., the a.bility of undertakings to bear social charges); the 
state 0'1 the public finances (i.e., the possibility of obtaining from the 
taxpayer money to subsidize insurance), the power of trade unions of 
employers and workers, the composition, tendencies,. and attitude On 
social questions of Governplents and Parliamentary majorities."(l) 

(1) .. Compulsory Siokness Insurance". International Labour Office, Studies and 
Reports, Series 1'4., No.6, 1927, page 22. 
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Though there is no uniformity in the apportionment of the contributioIi!! 
between the employer, the worker and the State, it is now generally. 
recognized that, in the case of workers w1!-ose wages are low, the 
employer's share should be larger than that of the workers. 

We recommend that a compulsory and contributory ~ickness I 
inBurance scheme in which the eID,ployer~, the workers and the State 
will all contribute should be started, on the lines ,suggested by us, in ( 
Bombay and Ahmedabad in the first inBtance and extended subsequently, 
to the other cotton textile c~ntres in the Province. The inBured 
workers' share of the contributions should be deducted from, their 
wages by the employers who should be' held, responsible for the pay-' 
ment into the sickness insurance fund of the total contributions of all 
the inBured workers employed in thekfactories. By way of illustrating 
the manner in which a scheme of sickness insurance can be worked out 
in accordance with the general principles formulated by us, we give 
below the approximate calculations of such a scheme on a ten~ative 
basis. 

'f 
ILLUSTRATIVE SCHEME. 

. The monthly contributions payable by the employers; the employees 
and Government may be at- the following rates, subject to the condition 
that the rate of contribution of the insured person shall in no case exceed 
five per cent. of his or her average monthly wages during the preceding. 
quarter: . 

Monthly contribution p&y&ble i 

by I 
Insured worker. Tot&l. 

IEmPloyer. Worker. ~overn. 
ment. 

Male .. .. .. As. 10 As. 5 Anno. 1 Re.l 

Fem&le .. .. .. As. 10 As. 4 
III 

Annal As. 15, 

These rates are at a much lower level than those suggested by 
Mr. Stones in the course ·of his evidence, namely, eight annas per month 
per adult w. orker with a contrtbution by the employ~r of one'rupee pe

1 ,month, as we are of opinion that it is desirable to make a beginning on 
th{l basis of a. scale of payments by the employers whi<!h does not impos 
an unduly heavy burden on the cotton mill industry. Because of th 

• 
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Same considerations the cash benefits may be placed at the following 
rates: 

Daily cash benefit 
from the fourth 

Period. day of incapacity. : 

• Men • Women. 
, • .' 

(a) Durin,g first six months after entering insurance . .. Nil. Nil . 

(b) After oompleting six months' insurance period and pay. 
ment of Biz monthly contributions but before completingl 
24 months' insur&D.ce period .. .. .. As. 6 As. 5 

(c) After oompleting 24 months' insurance period and payment 
of 24 monthly oontributions • • . • . • As. io As. 8 

If we proceed on the basis of an average daily number of 1,50,000 
persons permanently employed in the cotton textile mills in Bombay 
City, the contributions from employers, workers and' the State in 
respect of both men and women workers according to the rates given 
in the above table would yield a total annual revenue of approximately 
Rs. 17,80,000. It is, however, unusual to insist on the payment of 
contributions by sick persons during the period of their. incapacity for 
work; and, making an allowance of about Rs. 25,000(1) for the loss in 
contributions on this account, the total revenue derived from the 
contributions of 1,50,000 workers would amount • approximately to 
Rs. 17,50,000 per annum. 

The results of a limited inquiry into the incidence of sickness conduct
ed by the Labour Office of the Government of Bombay(9) show that the 
total duration of illness during the period covered by' the inquiry ia all 
cases of sickness of three or .more days' duration among the 11,744 
workers employed daily in the three mills studied amounted to 53,850 
days. This works out at an annual average rate of 4'6 days of sickness 
per .worker 'Without making any allowance for the various· limitations of 
the inquiry mentioned in the Labour Office report. The number of 
days of sickness for which benefit was paid in Japan in the year 1934 
was, on an average, about six per insured person.(al It must not be 
forgotten, however, that the introduction oJ a sickness insurance 
scheme generally tends to increase the average number of days of 
incapacity for work. As pointed out in the memorandum of the Actua-. 
rial Advisers to the Union Government appended to the Report of the 
Departmental Committee of Enquiry on National Health Insurance in 
the Union of South Africa, the rates of sickness depend to a very large 
extent on efficient administration which involves the exercise of a strict 

(1) The b&ais on which this figure has been arrived at is the assumption that the 
sickness rate per insured worker would be nine days per annum. 

(9) .. Labour Gazette ", Maroh 1933, pages 520·521. 
(9) .. International Labour Review". July 1937, page 88. 
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control, the' necessity of keeping continuous records,. the comparison of 
the actual sickness cIa.ims with the expected claims at each centre and 
the investigation of the circumstances at the centre or centres where the 

. incidence of sickness is found to be above the average. The figures cf 
the actual duration of sickness per insured person in various countries 
having sickness insurance schemes allowing maxilllum benefits for a 
period of six months in a year should, therefore, be useful in arriving at 
a tentative figure of the cost of the scheme which, as has already been 
pointed out, can be made suffi.cieIlily elastic to allow its e:qenditure side 
to be adjusted to its total rel!ources. • 

In the light of the exPerience of other countries, it would be adequate 
"to make a provision for sickness benefits in the scheme at the maximum 
daily rate of ten annas per insured person on the basis of a sickness· 
rate of nine days per annum. The average daily wage of a cotton mill~ 
worker in Bomb~y City roughly works out to Rs. 1-4-0 including) I 
~creases giv~n to' the workers in acc~rdance with the reco~en~tions \ 
m our Interun Report. As the obJect of a cash benefit 1S to give to 
the worker some assistance against loss in wages during' the 
period of incapacity, we consider that the full rate of sickness benefit, 
to be given to a sick worker should be about 50 per cent. of the average. 
wage. At the same time, the' grant of a. cash benefit should not lead 
to malingering; sick benefits do 'not, therefore, ordinarily exceed, 
three-fourths of the amount of the' daily wages drawn by a worker. 
Under the British scheme, payment of cash benefit does not begin until 

1;he fourth day of incapacity. A provision at the rate of annasten 
per day from the fourth day or incapacity may, therefore, l>e made for' 
sick benefits hl all cases qualifying for the receipt of full sickness 
benefit on the completion of twenty-four monthly payments into the 
fund. The cash benefit payable before the completion of the qualifying 

, period according to this scheme would be nil during the first six months 
all6l at reduGed rates from the seventh to the twenty-fourthmO)lth 
of 'the insurance period. The cost, on account of. cash benefits at the 
full rate of annas ten per insured person for each day of illness for 
1,50,000 workers in Bombay-City would come to about Rs .• 7,15,000 
for all cases of sickness of three or more days' duration on the oasis 
of an average of nine days of sickness ,per insured person. 'rhis, 
however, is an over-estimate as the cash benefits will be lower for women 
and will be gradEid, as in the British scheme, according to the- length 
of time that a worker has been contributing to the fund; In case of 
the assumed sickness rate being exceeded it should be possible for the 
Central Board of Management to adjust the expenditure on Sickness 
benefits either by slightly increasing the rates of contribution or by 
reducing the cash benefits. On the other hand, if the act~l sickness 
rate is found to be below the assumed rate of nine days per worker per 
year, the Board could utilize the surplus either in increasing 
the sickness benefit, rates up to As. 15 or 75 per cent., of the 
insured person's average daily wage, which ever is lower, or-m 
granting other additional benefits as, already provided for in the 
scheme. ' • 
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A~ has already been pointed out, medical be~efit$ consisting ,of free 
medIcal attendance and the free supply of 'medioine&. form ari, essential 
part of a sipkness insurance scheme. The systerit to be adopte<f for 
providing medical attendance to the insured persons during times of 
illness, therefore, requires careful consideration. Medical' attendance 
is provided in ,En~land 'through what js known as the panel system. 
Under this system a doctOO' is ordma.rily not allowed to have more than ' 
2,500 insured persons on hi& list; he receives nine .hillings per annum 
for each ins~ed person on his list an~ he is allowed to go in for priva1ie 
practice. The aoetor is expected to ,have his own consulting room 
and surgical equipment, but he is not expected to'treat the more serious 
cases which go to specialists. The 'average number of patients per 
panel doctor in England and Wales in 1937 was 964. One reason 
for the success of the National Health 4surance Scheme in England 
is the right given to the insured person of choosin.z1fis own doctor from 
,the panel. We recommend that 'the, same principle should be adOPted

J 

in this Province. We may calculate.the cost of free medical attendance 
on the basis of Rs. 3 per annum for each insured person and this would 
cov.er' all medical and surgical attendanee at thehomE!s of the insured 
when necessary, the issue of free medical certificates for health insurance 
purposes and. the maintenance of proper statistical records. We have 
already recommended that there should be nQwaiting or qualifying 
periods for medical attendance on the insured and this should begin 
simultaneously with the entry of the insured ~rson on the list of a panel 
doctor;' The total annual cost for free medical attendance would, at, 
the Tate assumed, amount to Rs. 4,50,000. The charges for drUgs and 
appliances in Scotland(l) were found to be about two shillings per head 
in 1935. The cost on account qJ. medicines' and appliances on this 
basis for 1,50,000 insured persons would ceme to about Rs. 2,00,000 
per annum. In addition, the cost of the maintenance of dispensaries 
in respect of rent, salaries of chemists and compounders, etc., may' be 
put at about Rs. 1,35,000. ~e total expenditure tin acc.ount of both 
the cash and medical benefits works out roughly a:t Rs. 15~90,000. .Any 

-insuran"e scheme of this type must, how~ver, by its very nature provide 
also for reserves for meeting extra expenses during epidemics, and it is, 
thei'tlfore, essential to make a provision of at least 121 per cent. or about 
Rs. 2,00,000 on this accoUnt. Thus, the total expenditure on account 
of sickness insurance would work out to about'Rs. 17,00,000 for 
1,50,000 insured workers in Bombay City. 

On the basis of the above calculations, the employers in Bombay 
IIond Ahmedabad will have to con~ribute about six days' wages for' each 
inslUed person per :year while the workers' contribution will be about 
three days' earnings of an average worker. Regarding c~ntributions 
from employers, Mr. 'Kasturbhai Lalbhai on behalf of the Ahmedabad 
Millowners' Associa~ion stated: "We shall be willing to favour these 
propositions provided they are based on the co-operfl.tion of W, the 

(1) .. P. E. P. Report on British Health Serrlces ",1937, Jl&I!e 216. 
t., 
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State, Labour, ~unicipal Corporation and tbe Millowners Hand thiSI 
statim~nt is typical of the gene~al attitude of, the miIlowners towards 
the financiA~ side. of social insurance. In this. connection we may also 
draw !Iottentlon to the letter dated the 30th December 1937(1~ addressed' 
to us by the Government of Bombay on the subject of legislatiQtl. 
regarding lIickness and old a.ge benefits of _hich we took due' 
cognisance in making the recommendations contained ,in oUr Inte;im 
Report. _ t . 

l • Unemployment Insurance. • . . ' 

Unemployment Insurance is now universally regarded as a necessary 
means for protecting the workers' standard, of life .. It may' also help 
in securing st@zatioIlc.d, employmej!t. It is necessary to emphasize 
that unemploymen\.wsurance is not a cure for prolonged unemployment; \ 
it is primarily iritended to enable wprkers to ti~y.t~uhort periods of " 
unemployment due to trade fluctuations and to provide for temporary 
and partial compensation for loss of wages during such periods of involun
tary unemployment. The International Labour Conference discussed 
the qutlstion of unemployment at its first session convened at Washington 
in ~919 and adoptetl a Con'tention on the subject; a Convention on 
Unemployment Prov~ion was adopted at the Eighteenth Session 'of the 
Conference held at Geneva in June 1934. The first Convention on 
Unemploymell.t has been ratified· by 31 States and the second by 3 States 
according to'the International Labour Office Year-Book for 1938-39 
whiclr states. that the "progress in the' adoption and extension of 
unemploymelt jnsurance schemes continues unabated". About twelve 
bpuntries have now introduced ,ompulsory unemployment insurance 
schemes and eleven countries (including Switzerland which is inCluded 
in both categories) have got subsidized volimtaryschemes.(2) :.. . 

In the Province of Bombay the question of the liability of the . 
6otton te,::tile in~~try to help the unemployed 'Was considered by the 
Bombay 'Strike Enquiry Committee with regard to unemployment 
resulting from rationalization. After expressing the opinion'OIjjhat· there 
is some obligation on the miIlowners to try and take some steps t<1)vards 
mitigating hardship due to loss of emploYI\lent caused by the introduc
tion of th~ efficipncy scheme, the Committee suggested the fOfmation of 
an "Out-of-work Donation- Fund" for the payment of a 'gratuit1 to 
a worker amounting to four to six weeks' wages " according to his length 
of service, payable in suitable cases of discharged employees, who may 
neQd help durmg the waiting period while they are seeking· employ- ,'~ 
ment."(S) The great drawback of the sche:ro.e - proposed by the t, 
Committee was ,that it was~ voluntary and it was, therefore, s]J.~lv~ • 
jp':"d~finitely in spite of the rac-r-thaf' 'its urgency and unportance 
wereaiIini.tted in several -quarters. 9ur recommendations regarding 

(1) Pnnted a8 Appendix D at page' 102 of our Jnterim Report. 
(9) "InternatioJ!al Labour Office year.Book ", 1938<-39, page 248. 
(3) "Report of tha '~om.bay Strike Enquiry Committee", 1928-29, page 160. 



tinempioyment callBed by rationalization are contained in t'hechapter 
on Rationalization. • . 

We now proceed to . consider the· question of provision agaillst 
un~mployrnent in general. It is evident that an unemploymell.t insurance 
scheme, under which the cotton mill workers in this Province would 
be enabled to get.a gUaranteed benefit during short tlPell~-1 
mcnt in return for regular payment of small monthly premia, will go.' 
a long way towards protecting~heir ·Jltandar4.._9f...living, increasing 
their efficiencY' and staJ:>:i1iz~ihEtJ~1>our force of _the._ ~c!llstry. Lack 
of sufficient d.ata, the unstable character of indiistriallabour and the. 
large extent of JapQur t\!,ffiOv~r .are the main reasohs usually put forward 
against the introduction of unemployment insurance schemes in this 
Qountry .. Mr. Paul II. Douglas answers criticisms similar to these in-' 
the following words: " One of the common objections to uneJ:IWloyment 
insurance is that we cannot foretell its volume and hence cannot :fix 
the needed premium rates. The implication of this criticism is, therefore, 
that we should either abandon the idea of instituting such insurance 
or that we should wait until sufficient information has been accumulated 
to permit us to make precise actuarial calculations of the risk involved. 
. . • There is indeed no J?racticable way of accumulating aJequate . 
actuarial experience without mstituting such a syatem and as in'every 
other form of i1lsurance, the system can 'buy experience' as it goes 
on."(l) In his book entitled" Unemployment Insurance and Assistance 
in Britain", Mr. Percy Cohen states: " Indeed, the forerunner of the 
present comprehensive systems of Insurance and Assistance was intro
duced almost as a side-line. . . . The sole administrative asset 
placed at the service of the original scheme of UnemploYment Insurance 
consisted of the Labour Exchanges created by an earlier Act. Research 
and stl!-tistical data were virtually non-existent. Apart from. very 
sketchy and limited schemes of unemployment insurance undertaken 
by the Trade Unions there was little experience at hand."(~ He 
further observes: " In arranging the finance of the peTInanent scheme, 
the Actua~y assumed a rate of unemployment of 6 per cent. throughout 
Jhe whol~eriod commonly regarded as a trade cycle. That this ~ssump
tion proved to have been very far 'removed from reality was no. reflection 
on the Government Actuary, who could not foresee all the reactions 
following the dislocation o.f 1926, nor ... indeed, the ~eater Ilepression 
of later years."(S) , 

NEED FOR DEVISING SCHEME. 

" The other factors, nameiy, the instability of labour and the size.o.f 
its turnover, should not present insuperable difficulties in an established 

• industry especially in centres. like Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur. 
Moreover, the intrOduction of sch~mes of sickness and unemployment ~ 
insurance which afford protect~on.to the workers in their times of difficulty ,I 

(1) .. Standa.rds of Unemployment In.surance n, Paul H. Douglas, page no. 
(9) Pages 9 and 30.' . . 
(9) 0/. pa.ra.graphs 9,43 and 44 of the Report o~ Ull8D1ployment Insurance iII. Austra.lia 

by Godfrey H. Ince, 1937, pages 6,13 and 14. 
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themselves constitute a stabilizing influence on the· labo~ force. 
Improvements in methods of recruitment and condiirions of service such 
as are suggested elsewhere in our report will also have a similar effect . 

. ~. view ~f'.these con~iderations it is neithe~ desirable nor necessary, 
m our opmlOn, to-walt for attempts at collectmg data and fo. a pOBllible 
increase in the stability of labour. We, therefore, recommend ,that 
the Government of Bombay should devise a scheme of unemployment 
insurance to be brought into operation, in the first instance, in BOmbay~ 
and Ahmedabad... Such a schwne will necessarily be conlined to perma 
nent workers in the industrY and be of a c~ and contributory 
character. "It is a principle of insurance that there Shall be a,-poo1ilig 
6fliiiK8." All give up a little in order that some may z{ot lose much. 
In this way all the insured lessen their' mental worries of what may 
happen. should they be unlucky enough to experience the loss. "~} 
Regarding contribution by employers the P. E. P. Report on the British 
SociaJ Services h~s the. following: "Employers of insured workers 
are compelled to contribute to each of the three insurance funds in 
recognition of the need for maintaining a reserve labour force during 
periods of slack trade, a.nd., for maintaining the health and physical 
fitness of their employees at all times. In the case of unemployment 
and Malth insurance, and in that of old age pensions, the justification 
in principle of a compulsory contribution from the employer seems 
clear. Employers plainly have a responsibility for their laid off or 
temporarily incapacitated workers, and they should help to look after 
them, just as they do in fact look after any capital equipment which 
is not in use or which has broken down. They have also some responsi
bility for the welfare of their employees at the end of their working 
lives, and some progressive firms have long made provision for this 
on their own account."(2) . 

We expect that any scheme'that may be devised will be similar 
in character to unemployment insurance sohemes in other countries. 
It will have, for. instance, a provision for a waiting period whioh 
:will considerabfy lessen the administrative difficulties and enable, 
the available funds to be. distributed amongst persons whose need 
is the greatest; a condition regard~g a minimum period ,;.r previous 
employment in the industry and tlie payment of a minimum ninnber 
of contributions during the period immediately preceding the date 
of the claimant's applioation fo; benefit whioh will ensure the aocumula
tion of a moderate reserve fund; a restriotion regarding' a minimum 
period of employment before a worker can be considered as 
" unemployed" ; and the limitation of unemployment benefit to certain 
maximum days in a benefit year which would facilitate the adjustmenti: 
of the expenditure to the income side of the fund. Thus, as irI. 
a sickness insurance scheme, an unemployment insurance scheme' 
can a18~ be framed on an essentially elastic basis. ( 

We have already suggested that the Siokness Insurance Soheme,. 
the adoption of which we have recommended above, should be under the 

(I, .. Standarcis of UnemploymelUl Insurance ", Paul H. Dougias, page 98. 
(il) Page 126. ' 
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control of a Central Board of 'Management consisting of representatives 
of Government, local bodies, employers' and workers' interests. We 
consider that the administration of a scheme of unemployment insurance 
should also be under the general c'ontrol of the same Board. The Board 
should establish' Employment Offices at suitable places which the 
une~ployed would he able to visit without having to pay-any traitsporta-

."t,ion charges. Under the British Unemployment Insurance System, the 
expenses of the Unemployment Insurance Statutory Co1IlIllittee, including 

. ~alaries and allowances, are paid out o.f mo.neys pro.vided by Parlia
mentP) We suggest that the expenditJr~ o.n the administratio.n o.f 
the scheme o.f unemplo.yment insurance in Bombay should be borne 
by the Provincial Go.vernment. The Pro.vincial Go.vernment. ShOUl~ 
also assist (i)'by making tempo.rary lo.ans to. the Unemplo.yment Insuranc 
Fund i£ and when it is unable to meet its immediate liabilities 
on co.ndition that the repayment o.f such lo.an amo.unts sho.uld be made 
within a liniited perio.d o.ut of the o.rdinary revenues o.f the Fund, and 
(ii) by co.ntributing its quo.ta With a view to strengthening the reserves 
of the Fund. . 

Holidays with Pay. 
Most industrial countries o.f the world have no.w develo.ped systems o.f. 

granting ho.lidays with pay to certain classes of wor1~ers either by legisla
tion, by co.llective agreements, by arbitratio.n· awards, by individual 
co.ntracts or by custo.m. As po.inted out in the Report of the Director 
of the Internatio.nal Labo.ur Office to the Twenty-Fifth Sessio.n o.f the 
International Labo.ur Co.nference, 1939, no mo.vement, perhaps, is mo.re 
symbolical of the change taking place in the standard o.f life than the rapid 
extensio.n o.f holidays with pay. ·He go.es o.n to. add: " It is widely felt 
that with the increasing pro.ductivity o.f industry it sho.uld no. lo.nger be 
.necessary for the' workers to drudge a ceaseless ro.und, year after year, 
witho.ut intermissio.n. This movement, to which the Internatio.nal 
Labo.Ur Co.nference gave a fresh stimulus by the ado.ptio.n o.f the 
Holidays with Pay Convention in 1936, is based o.n a reco.gnitio.n o.f the 
needs o.f the wo.rker as a human being and no.t merely an instrument o.f 
productio~. The fact that in so.me countries wo.rkers are now entitled 
to a fo.rtnight's ho.liday wita pay is one of the outstanding triumphs of 
social advance. The. rapidity with· which this mo.vement has spread is 
remarkable. In 1920 only one country had ado.pted legislation 
providing paid ho.lidays fo.r wage earners in· industry and commerce. 
In 1925 five countries had done so, in 1930 seven, in 1935 fo.urteen and 
in 1939 twenty-three."(9) 

The duration o.f the ho.liday in mo.st of the co.untries that have ado.pted 
legislatio.n on the subject varies fro.m a week or less to a fo.rtnight .or 
mo.re, the most frequent period being a week. The duratio.n of the' ' 

. ho.liday increases with the length o.f service in certain qountries. The 
qualifying perio.d is generally a year's service, but in some co.untries 

(1) .. Uneinployment Insurance and 'Assistance in Brit~in u, Perey Cohen, 1938, 
page 146. '. . . 

(9) Pages 70-71. 
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servic&· of I~ss than a year is considered sufficient for granting the full 
minimum holiday or a holiday of a proportionately shorter period •. 

The necess~t>: of holidays fo~ fact~ry \f~rkers was recognize.d by the 
Royal CoIllIIUBslon on Labour m India which made the folloWIng obser: 
vations on the subject in its report: "We consider that employe¥ 
generally should recognise the need and the value of the holidays taken . 
by 80 many workers. We recommend that workers should be·· 
encouraged to apply for definite periods of leave, and should go with a 
promise that on their return a~ the. proper time they will h~. able to 
resume their old work. The mere granfof regular leave, even when no 
allowance is attached to it, woUld mark a great advance on the present 
system. It would give the worker an increased sense of security and of 
attachment to a particular factory, and grelter efficiency would follow. 
At the same time, we Urge that, wherever possible, an allowance should 
be given to the worker who goes· on leave after approved service. The 
value of holidays in maintaining and increasing efficiency is undoubted; 
and few workers need these holidays- so much as. those employed in 
Indian factories. . . . The scale of allowance is 9f less importance 
than the recognition of the leave of absence."!l) 

After the Holidays with Pay Convention had been adopted by the 
International Labour Qonference, the Government of India stated, in 
a circula!: letter on the subject issued in 1937 to all Provincial 
Govel'll1l\ents, that they did not propose to ratify the Convention because 

. they believed that the statutory application of its provisions to all the 
establishments mentioned in it was administratively impracticable under 
existing circumstances and that they had the support of the Indian 
Legislature in adopting this course. Although they were satisfied 
that no comprehensive measure could be considered in the prevailing 
circumstances, the! believed that the general principle of holidays with 
pay was a sound one and that it was securing increasing recognition in 
labour legislation in other countries. It was pointed out that in India 
workers in most Government establishments and in some private ones 
enjoy paid holidays on a scale which was ordinarily more generous than 
the minimum scale required under the Convention and that the systems 
already in force should not be inoapable .,f a wider extension or 
adaptation. . 

In the ootton textile industry, t4ere is no provision for leave with pay 
for wage earners, although the clerical and the supervisory staff are 
entitled tp leave with pay. Standing Order No. 11 of.the Standing 
Orders as finally settled by the Industrial Court, Bombay, under 
Section 26 (6) of the Bombay: Industrial Diilputes Aot, 1938, for 
operlj.tives in cotton textile mills, however, provides that service for a· 
total period of twelve months in a. mill shall qualify an operative for a 
total period of one month's leave"with or Without pay aocording to the 
terms of contract, custom or usage of the mill and, that the grant of such 
leave shall depend on the exigencies of the. mill and shall be a.t the 
discretion of t~e company. 

• (l)l'a.ges 26-27 • 
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As already pointed out at the beginning of this section, legislaiion in 
regard to holidays with pay is a very recent feature of industrial life in 
most countries and schemes of sickness . and unemployment insurance 
and old age pensions, etc., have always had precedence over it. The 
cost on account of holidays with pay has to be borne by the employers 
atone and is not, as· in social insurance, shared by either the 

. employees or the State. It may be mentioned here that, in replying to 
the circular letter from the Government of Inm, referred to above, the 
Government of Bombay commended a suggestion madE) by the Commis
sioner of Labour, Bombay, that the workers in private indust~es should 
be granted fifteen days'leave with fulI pay peryear.{l) Although we think 
it desirable that employers should grant holidays with pay to cotton mill 
workers in this Province, we consider that the adoption of such a 
measure should'be postponed until schemes of sickness and unemploy
ment insurance and old age pensions, which, in our opinion, should 
have priority, have been introduced. 

(1) Government of India Bulletins of Indian Industries a.nd Labou1;O No. 63,1937, 
page 56, 



CHAPTER XI. 

LABOUR MArtAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION. 

In the preceding three chapters we have discussed the measures which 
the employers, the employees and Government should take to improve 
the wage level. in the' cotton textile industry of our Province and have ' 
made recomniendations regarding them. (The adoption of the best and' 
most efficient technical processes and fJ:J.e most scientific methods in 
industry.-ill'll.ot, however,-ttain its purpose if the human element is 
ignored.'" In the present chapter we discuss, the technique of labour 
administration, especially in its human aspects. That industry is best 
managed which reduces the. conflict .in the relations between employers 
and employees to the minimum and thus seeks to eliminate industrial 
unre.st. Maladjustments in industry arise mainly in relation to the 
recruitment and management of labour and the opportunities offered to 
workers to influence the conditions of their work and remuneration. 
These maladjustments can be remo~ed by adopting proper methods of 
recruiting and training workers and thus reducing excessive labour J 

turnover, by ,avoiding friction between men and management in regard: 
to such questions as those of promotions and dismissal!!, and by fostering 
better in4ustrial relations through co-operation with workers' unions
in short. \ by keeping employees efficient, contented and 10yalJ All \ 
employers seek the greatest possible output at the least possible cost. '\ 
But few employers realize'that scientific manag;ment of industry in its 
technical and financial aspects, however essential, will not be enough to 
secure economy and efficiency and that it is equally essential to control 
the human factors intelligently and equitably. How tQ control the 
human factors in the industry intelligently and· equitably constitutes 
t.he problem of labour management and organization which 'we examine 
in this chapter.' . 

Recruitment. 

We deal first with the question of recruitment oflabour. The average 
number of workers employed in the cotton terlile industry in the Pm
vince during" 1938 was 3,27,745. Of these workers, 1,63,932 or .about 
50 per cent. were employed in Bombay, 1,12,743 or about 34 per cent. 
in Ahmedabad,II) 22,405 or about 7 per cent. in Sholapur(l) and the rest 
at other centres. ( Though complaints were made in certain centres~ 
about the ~earth of skilled workers for night shift, there was no evidence i 
before u~ to show that employers ordinarily exp~riencedany difficuitr 
in securing an: adequate supply of labour~ The general trend of the . 

~
eVidence gl.'ven by the wo.rkers and their repr.esentatives, however., was 
that the methods ~f recruitment adopted by the employers were far from 

eing satisfactory, that they gave rise to bribery, corruption and favouri
'sm and that they' called for immediate and radical improvement. The 

wer ~El.I~ed by the jobgers in. r~rpi~K a!l~"cl~missing t~e workers 
was, accordmg to the representatIves of the latter, the most Important 

(I) Thes~ figures q.re for AhmedILhd a/ld Sholapur di8trkt~. 

14 Bk :a. 26:-22 
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factor in the management -or labour, inasmuch as it was the principal 
cause of bribery and corruption. The corruption takes various forms. 
The nsual form is the payment of a lump sum to the jobber by the worker 
for securing employment, either permanent or temporary.' Sometimes, 
the worker is compelled to make a regular payment out of each month's 
,wages. (The Royal Commission on Labour in India had recommended 
that the jobber should have nothing to do with engaging and dismissing 
workers.). The jobber, hO'\yever .. continues .to be .chiefly -responsible~ £. 
the rec:rUltment oflabour ill those oentres, ¥1clud.mg Ahmedabad, wher 
the badli control system has not yet been adopted. Even in centres 
Bombay and Sholapur-which have introduced this system, the 
jobber, according to t,he represent!lotives of workers, has not lost his 
influence over recruitme~t. Mr. Maloney said that, though the Bombay _ 
millowners had not been able to eliminate the jobber altogether, his' 
power was today very much less than it was in the past. ,He hoped that 
in course of time the jobbe! would be what he was in other countries; 

- that is, he would not supply labour but supervise it while at work and 
attend to mechanical repairs. The view on this subject of the 
Government Labour Officer, Bombay, (Mr. Pryde) was emphatic. He 
said that the jobber had not been 'eliminated, in practice, for 
purposes of recruitment. 

~~~M •• 
The badli control'system was started by the Mi1lowners' Association, 

Bombay;in 1935 and has since been adopted by all member mills in 
Bombay and Sholapur; The o~t of the system, according to the, 
Association, iVll~~~!frion of.~l!.4liJabour. Every mill require~ 
a supply of substitute laboUr or badlis to fill up .y!tcan~i~s ~ca:u~~ b 
absenteeism. Before this system was introduced, it was foUiid that t"h 

, turnover among the badlis was high and that they did riot become attached 
to any particular mill, but sought work from day to day in different 
mills. The excessive turnover among badlis was ascribed mainly to th~ 

. fact that the day to day employment,~f badlis was left entirely in the' 
hands of the jobbers who were pecuniarily interested in extending the' .' 
patronage to as large a number\of badlis 80S possible, with the result tha 
badli workers, on an average, 'secured only a few days' employment 
per month in the same mill. While the jobber exploited this state of 
things for his benefit, it meant a loss both to the individual worker and 
to the mills inasmuch as the earning of the former fell and the,latter 
suffered in efficiency by too largfl a.. \urnover. (The badli control system/ 
was devised with the two-fold purpose "of giving the badlis regular 
employment and eliminating the influence exercised by the jobber in the 
recruitment of labour.,). 

Under' this system every mill estimates each month the probable 
number of absentees in each department. The number of badlis enrolled 
is based on the figure of absenteeism on the day after pay day which,is 
gonerally the day of maximum absenteeism. On the first of each month 
special badli cards are given to a selected number of these persollswho are 
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assigned to different departments according to their requirements: The 
badlis are asked to present themselves every morninl.=tt the mill when. 
temporary vacancies are filled up fro~ among them. ~.New badlis are not 
employed Ij.S long as persons holding cards are available.' Whe~ 
a permanent vacancy arises in any occupatiop., the senior bfldli fills it an 
~ets a per~nen~ 'Yorker's place, each subst~tute moving up one place' 
In the semorlty hst.) The cards of the badl~s for whom thereYis nol 
work available are Initialled daily. by .the heads of departmeIUs. 
If the badlis do not attend the mills regularly, inquiries are made and 
a warning is givf!n to thenl if no satisfactory explanation is offered. 1£, 
in spite of the' warning, a badli is irregular in attendance, his card is 
oancelled. A' record of employment, attendance and absence of each 
badli is maintained in a separate register from day to day. This register 
is helpful in selecting badlis at the end of the month when fresh c"'ardi-are 
issued. The record is also checked in the light of the repor~s of heads of 
departments and if outsiders have been ~mployed when holders of badli 
cards were I\vailable, prompt action, we are informed, is taken. . .. ' .. . 

The badli registers are scrutinized by the mill management and monthly 
statements showing the-extent of the labour turnover in eac1lrmajor 
department are prepared. The ~lowners' Association, we are infor:tned-, 
closely watches the working of this system and, from time to time, 
recommends imprpvements suggested by experience." In 1936 the mills 
were asked to print instructions in ~arathi on the back of the badli cards 
describing the rights and duties of badlis.(l~ Standardized instructions 
were also issued by the Associatioll to managers and departmental heads 
with a view to secure that the jobber was dissociated from engagement 
of labour for temporary vacancies. Returns about the working of the 
system are collected and examined by the Labour and Technical Advisory. 
(Managers') Sub-Committee of the Association every month. In April 
1937 the Millowners' Association' appointed an Assistant to its Labour 
Officer speci8.ny to see that the badli control system was properly workelol, 
and recently it recommended the appointment of,Labour Officers in 
individual mills to supervise' ,the .~(:)l:king.,()~ this SX~teIll as well as to 
perform other dutieS. (The total number of oadli card holders varies 
between seventeen and twenty thousand from month to month, and in 

(1) Thefollowingis a translation of these instructions : 

"(1) All persons carry~g badli cards should present themselves for work every 
morning with their badli cards; otherwise, th~se Qards are liable to be cancelled. 

"(2) They will be given first preferllllce .f employment as badliB and those who 
have been attend~ng work regularly will be given first chance of employment on 
permanent vacanCIes. ' 

"(3) They must not roam about in the department but must wait in a place allotted 
for the purpose of employing badlia. . , 

"(4) H substitutes carrying badli cards, but not employed for that day, find that 
a new man without a card has been engaged. on the type of work they have been 

, doing, they must report the matter to the head of the department . 
.. (5) Ifba.dl. work isnot given to them, they must obtain the signature of thehee.d 

of the department before leaving the mill,". • 
U 13k a 26-22a . 
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May 1939, in 50 mills in Bombay! employi~g 87,380·workers, there were 
16,356 Qadli card holders.Fro.m tho figUres .'lllpplied w us it appears 
tl;tat in a. majority of mills the total number of baill~s employed during 

" the month does not exceed twice the number Qf maximum absentees, and 
~his margin is considered necessary, because absenteeism varies durmg 
: the month and all badlis do not turn ~ at the mills every day. 

The Millowners"'Association, "Bombay, co~iders that the badli control 
system has to a great extent improved recruitment and. points out that 
its value has ~eeIf reco~zed by ~overnmentr who, in a c~rcular le~ter 
addressed to all IndustrIal establishments, recommended Its adoptIon. 
The a~~~s which, they claim, have been,:secured by the working 
of this system are thus briefly stated: t 

-'{I) !t has brought about a gradual reduction in the amount of casual 
labour employed, and has been responsible for an imp!9j'em.~ in the 
ej:)i.!t.kllC1_oLsuh.atjt tiw..Jabour. . " "T 

" "(2) It h~~ ~~~~any c~t~fI~d the P~lof jOPEe!s to employ labour 
and to obtaIn Illegal gratificatIon from workers seeking emp1oyment. 

"(3) It has'made it possible for the mills to have stable, ,dequate, 
trained and efficient' badli labour ready to fill up casual as well as 
permanent vacanciesJn the mills." .. -
The, ~adli control syiltem does not exist in Ahmedabad, but the 

r~presentatives of the Ahmedabad Minowners' AsBOciatitm in'· theiJ; 
.evidence stated that they approved of it, and, provided the Textile 
Labour Association offered its co-operation, there were prospects of 
introducing it in that centre." t. 

. The representatives of labour did not share the millowners' view of 
this system. For instance, Mr. R. S. Nimbkar, one. of the representatives 
of the Bombay Provincial Trade Union Congress, said: "The badli 
c[)ntrol system has been very much praised by the millownElrs before this 

. Committee. 'But it is not followed even a.s the miilowners want it to be 
: follo",:ed. I .can" -prQduce witnesses to th.e f~ct that workers. who haye 
been ill badl, for "two yeaN! have not been gl\ren ~l!lanent Jobs, while 
favourites have 'been given. Even badlis have to give"biibestoSeCure 
jobs in nearly 25 per cent. of the xpills in the City." (The-main critIcism 
against the system is that thou~h it 'has, to an appreciable extent, 

I curtailed the power of the jobber to employ the workers, it has not 
'~entirell dissociated him from this b;,nction, for i~ is still he who fills up 
vacancies fi<1Jnamongst the badlis assigned to him. To the extent it 
has not done so, the' scope "for brib~ry and corruption.remains.) 

MILL LABOUR OFFICERS. 
After the passing of the Bombay Trade Disputes Conci~ation Act, oj 

1934,.the Millowners' Association, Bombay, appointed a Labour Office! 
of its own to work in collaboration with the Government Labour Officer, 
According to the Association,(among the matters which he has kept in 
the forefront of his progra.mme are the 'plevention of unfair dismiss~ll; 
and the strict observance 01 the provisions of the Standing Orders designed 
to prevent unjust treatment of workers,) He supervises ,the,working of th~ .' ~ . 
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badli control sYsteinand perfor~ var~oll&l functions. We are inform~d 
that he tries to asaertainin advance any alterations in working conditions 
which mil~ ~1. ptopose. ~a ma~e a~d, after consulting the Secretary o~ 
the AssoClatlolf, he adVISes-the ·DiIlls whether to proceed with the· 
proposals or not. ~ ... He maintaiDJ' tohch with the Government Laboup' 
Officer for the purpose of settling complaints and grievances of workers 

,employed in member mills. We are told that almost all complaints 
relating to bribeu-, assault and wages are jointly iavestigated by,the 
two officers. The,jfillow'ners' Labour Officer also ariangesan informal 
conference between th~ Chairman and the Secreta,ry of the Association 
and the Gove~nt Labour Officer every month to discuss matters of 
importance arising from the day to day work of both the off¥:ers. (In' 
the evexiji'of a strike in a member mill, he proceeds immediatelyo'to \hel 
mill concerned and tries to get work restarted~; ,If .this is not possible" 
he advises the mill, after consulting the Secretary of the Association, to' 
take necessary steps to dlltl with the dispute. In conciliation pro-
ceedings !r' acts as a delegate on behalf of the Association or' of any 
inllividual ~ember mill concerned in them and ~~mpileill! report on each 
conciliation proceeding for the i:qformation of the·:!ssociation. Naturally, I 
one of rus importallt function~'is to obtain inform.ation about the activities I 

of the labour organizations and the 'labour situation generally, and if ,I 
any ~bour ,unrel$.is found to.exiiit in any particular miH, he draws the' 
attention of the authorities of the mill to it. \, He prepares a monthll 
report of all important happenings relatmg to 1af>our. This report alae' 
Contains a brief description of th. work done by him and of the disputes 
during th_ month. He' attends all meetings of the Labour and Technical 
Advisory (Managers') Sub-Committee of the Association and the meetings 
of the special Sub..cQIIUD.ittees dealing with questions affecting :ta.bour 
and places proposals with regard to these questions before the former. 
With the help of the Assistant Laqour O~er he maintains information. 
on the progress of rationalization in the industry, i~portant alterationi!.' 
in working conditions, and tither "l!latters. He '&!lllil'tl! all member 
mills in giving effect to the recommendatiofls of the' Association and 
ma¥s periodical reports on the progress achieved in this direction. 
He also advises them 'on all matters concerni:ng labour which are 
referred to him and -he assists the Secretary of the Assqciation in 
training Labour Officers for appointm~nt in member mills. .\ '.' , 

Recently the Millowners' Associ~ti~~, Bombay;at the sU~S'lstion of its 
special Labour Sub-Committee, recommended tb its members th

J 
appointme.nt of Labour O~fficers and ill r~sponse to this. suggestiQn 26 mills 
have appOIilted such officers; The dutles of the mIll Labour Officer 
accotding to the instructions'issued by the Association, are not to infring 
on the duty or author~ty of the managets or heads o£.department6,and 
his main .tasks in the early days of his appointment are t~. to supervise 
recruitment, prevent abuses, ensure a fair deal t~ labour, and generally: 

'to assist the management in al\Jabour matte~,~' )It may be mentioned 
here"that Bombay is the only centre where Labour Officers have .been 
appointed by a number of mills. The ',expiDiment is too recent anq., 
has been mad~ 'in too limited a' add ~r a definit~ judgment to 'bel 
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pronounced on its success "011 failure. . While, the. employers a~ticipate r 
very good results from the ..experiment, the tepreseI;rtatives of labour 
have looked upon it with indifference, if :/lot suspicion. The main reason 

I~'tor this a.1fit.ude. 'of ~abour. ~s.sta~ed to be that th,e La .. ~iur. Offi~ 
~1!d~~~deE! authonty,~nd IS ~oo m,uch llIld~§e lPJIiitlIlcJt9fThe- J 
rellt t? be ~b!~_effectively to protect the interests of the WQlk!:n>. 

~ . 
The Royal Coill.mission on Labour in India had 'recommended the 

appointment of a Labour Officer, who should be subordinate to no one 
except the generallMn~ger of the factory. The Commission had also 
recommended that no employee should be selected except by the Labottr 
Officer personallf. in consultation with the departmental hea&, and that 
none should be ~i8missed by the~ without his consent, except by the 
manager who might do so after hearing what the Labour Officer had to 
say .• In defining the dutres of Labour Officers mills in Bombay do no 

·seem ~o have acted in the spirit of this recommendation. T~e power 
given to the ~abour Officer are not sufficient to induce the workeIII t 
place confidence in him. His functions JOust be clearly defined and h 
must have a p;sition of greater responsibility than a\present. tRecruit 
,ll\ent oflabour must b. his exolusive concern. He must be empowered· t 
lake effeotive.measures t9 stamp out cm.ruption and bribery. He mus 
. see that senior and efficient workers are promoted and only new worker 
,are s"nt away, when retrenchment becomes neoessary. He must see tha 
'the standing orders as regards leave,. dismissals and other matters ar 
properly carried out. 'I 

., 
In1. his evidenoe before us, Mr. P. B. AQvani, the Director of 

Industries, made an interesting suggestion that the aJ?llointment of 
'!" ~ersonnel manager in 8Qoh unit of the ·industry lVas. essenhar 
rot [riipro;iiii,g:the 'system 'of recruitment of labour. The appointment 
of a. personnel matlager, is essential dot merely for imprdving the 
system of reoruitment of labour but also for promoting efficient and 
smooth working of, and ensuring peaoe and goodwill in, the ind\l~try. 
In many Western countries it, is being increasingly, realized tha~ 
the sucoel's of every unit of industry depends on the extent to whio 
teohnological and human factors are co-ordinated and that the d~velop 
ment of the ~echniqu.for the administration of human relations.is no 
less important than the scientific organization and direction of the materia 
forces of production and distribution. What is, therefore~ called a per
sonnel deparlment -is a feature of many industries in these countries.' 
The task of the head of this department, the personnel manager, .is to 
advise on all matters' touching human relations. (" Since the' human 
faotor is the main agency·through which all the processes of ,;production 
are carried out, the head executive does not release his control over 
personnel polioies and functions. He merely delegates his responsibility 
in these matters to a specialist who knows the industry, is familiar with 
the problems of the working fproes as well as .with the problems of 

. management" understands tllearly the objectiveg,.of;,. the Company's 
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program of labor relations and apprecilttes the needs aIld desires 'of 
the workers. The personnel job, then, is not separable from other jobs, 
since problems of p~rsorinel exist in every .depar\n!ent and employees 
are linked up with every phase of the enterprise."(l») The administration 
of industrial relations is most~uccessfuti.n: those industrial un.its where 
the responsibilities and authority of thephsonneldepartment are definite 
and fixed and instrl!-ctions and directions issued by it are accepted 
without question and· faithfully obs~ved by other departments 
and where every attempt is made to co-ordinate its activities with 
tho.se of other departments. Thus methods of paying wages and 
planning of work are often determined jointly bY,lhe production and 
personnel departments. The reasons for the (J;eatio~of a --per~_~!!llel 
department are ma!l.Y. In the fiist pLice, those In cliijge oTprOduction 
areapt to neglect the human factor and to devote the~" attention more to 
obtaining maximum production at the lowest cost. " tt is one of the 
re~onsibilities of the personnel executive to 'Cultivate ·the goodwill. of 
the work~~a!1d ~hus induce t~em to res~ond"tothe, dema~d f<?J: ~iicleasedi 
output, eliminatIon of waste and reduction of cost. -# Agam,.lt IS seldomi 
that heads of departments" consider the effect which the 'lneasures "theyl 
adopt f~ secming inlmediate efficiency may have on thl'f workers. '.£he.i 
~ersonnel manager:- however, has to give special attention to this aspect 
of industrial relations and he strives to secure the introduction of only. such' 
changes as are beneficial to th~ workers as well as the industry. "Thl\ 
average empllSyer in an" industrial dispute manifests an apJ;lallirig. 
ignorance of the baSic philosophy and psychological motivationb'ehind 
the labor movement. His idea of the radical ill!-plicatiolis of unio~ism 
is usually a gross misconception; he sees re~"and revQlution in every 
strike and boycott and obstinatelz refuses tb exaInine cRspassionately 
the possible causes of discontent., rHis conscience is invariably easlM by 
his readiness.oto attribute all unrest among his employees to the activities 
of the • 'outside agitator~.1 Hjs is an attithde of 'l\J~nagement can db, 
no wroGS '."(ll) A personnel manager provides the corrootiv'e"by giving 
the necessary emphasis to, tnd 'by truly interpreting'; the workers p'oint 
.of view. (Antiquated notions of prestige and discipline frequently lead to 
unjust punishment and wrong disInissal of workers. Such"injustice can, 
to a large extent, be avoided by a personnel manager empowered to deal 
with grievances and to represent the view of the workers.) . 

(Th; suc~ess of the personnel manager mainly iepeIfds on t,he official 
status he enjoys~) Recently the tendency in ~ estern countrieil has been 
to raise his status and extend his ~uthority and power, and, in some 
places; h!l plays ,an increasingly important part in deterInining changes in 
rates pf wages, hours of work, conditions. of employment, schemes of I 
training and redress of grievances.) A hig~ ,s~tUs.a.nd the authority. 
which goeS" with such a status are neCEtss,ry 1Il()- tha.tf he may be able 
to give his judgment in an independent ma~er, "and it is only when he 

-.------,,-
U) "The Management of Labor Relations ", Watkin"s and Dodd, 1938, page 1.5. 

(I) Ibid., page 67: .0 " 
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Can e~fo'e~ his juagm;:nt independently that he will be able to lnspire 
confidenqe among the workers and to win their gO"odwill.,· " . 

If the purpose which the Millowners~ Association, Bombay, has in view 
in embarking on the experiment of appointing Labour Officers is to ~ 
achieved, we suggest that the status and authority of these officers shoul 
pr~gressively approximate to those of personnel officers in Weste 
countries and that such office;rs should be appointed in all mills iIi th 
Province. The advantages, both to the industry and the workers, 0 

the appointment of such officers are many. But these advantages ,wilt 
be secured only if competent men, with a sympathetic understanding 
of the needs of the workers as well as a clea?uerception' of the interests 
of the' industry,. are appointed to . the posts The services which these 

,officers can render will, however, be inva uable only if their wor~y 
,supplements the legitimate activities of trade unions and is not intended J 
'to be a substitute for them) , , 

. In Bombay, as has already been pohtted out, a special sub-coIIlDlittee 
of managers of mills meets at frequent intervals and discusses questions 
a~ectin~ labour a?d ~t~ re~o~endations, we. are inforwed, a~eusually 
gIven effect to by mdiVIdual m,ills. A suggestIOn has been made that the 
labour officers of the ~lls as 'Well as the Labour Officer of the Millowners' 
Association should meet periodically to exchange views and recOOWlend 

• new pOlicies and practices calculated to improve the lot of the workers as 
well as their ,relations Wl,'th the employers. L If the Governm, ent Labour! 
Officer and the representatives of <trade Ulllons are also invited to this 
conferenCll, their contribution to its deliberations will certainly be very 
helpful and .the value of the conference itself will be considerably -
~nha.nced. '") " : ' 

. JOBBERS. 

Describing the system of the employment of jobbers in Indian factories. 
the Royal Commission on Labour in India !lays: "The jobber. " . : 
is almost ubit],uitous in the Indian factory system and usually combines 
in one person a formidable series of functions. He is primarily a charge-. 
man. Promoted from the ranks after full experience of the factory, he is 
responsible for the supervision of labour while at work. .' . . lIe has 
also, o'n many occasions, to act as assistant mechanic, and to help in 
keeping the machines in running order. So far as the worker is given 
technical training, the jobber is expected to provide it. He is not, how-, 
ever, merely responsible for the worker once he has obtained w?rk; thel 
worker has gene. rally to approac~ him to se~ure a job, and is nearly always 
dependent on him for the securIty of that Job as well as for a transfer to 
a better one. . . .' As impc;>rtant as any of these functions is the duty 
which the jobbers perform in their capacity as intermediaries between, 
employer and employee.· It is to the jobbers that the employer generally 
,goes when he wishes to notify a change to the workers; it is from the 
jobbers that he derives most of his information regarding their needs and 
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desire~.'~(l) Si~ce the :pu~lication of the heport j)r the Royal Cq~ission, 
the Millowners AsSociation, Bo~bay, clauns to have restric~d the in
fluence of the jobber by transferring from hfm to the manager and depart
mental heads the powers of engaging and dismissing men and of inflicfing 
·fines and granting leave. But the action taken in this behalf does not, 
seem to have been effective and the jobber still continues to be the main 
inst~ent of labour. management. 

The Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, states that the jobbers 
&s a class do not possess adequate calibre, status, e.ducation and com
petence for the authority and influence which they exercise. Because 
the jobber is constantly in direct and intimate- contact with the workers, 
his position in the industry is very important and it is obvious that he 
must be worthy of that position and .capable not merely of securing ~h~ 
best results from the adoption of scientific methods of management, bu 
also of ~g the goodwill of the workers on which the efficiency Qf 
production largely depends.· If his work is to be done well, it is necessary 
that, apart from having received a reasonably general education and 
technical training, he must be an expert in the handling of men as well 
as in the techniqu!l of production. He .}:ta,il·'his place in the industry 
provided he ha~ nothing to dO with -the recIUitnient, dismissal or 
promotion of workers and the granting .of.lea.vc! to them. \' . '. . ' 

Usually the jobber is a senior wor~b. who is'promoted to his post on 
account of his experience and he receives no special training for his work.' 
A few jobbers in Bombay ,have attended or .attend the TextileoTechnical 
School conducted by the Social Service League, BombaJt. If training 
courses for jobbers are organized as is done in some other countries, the 
usefulness of the jobber to the industry will be cOlisiderably enhanced:
In the United States of America traininlcourses. for supervisory staff 
are grouped into three divisions.: "Informational and inspirational 
courses, the aim of which is primarily to disseminate certain lines of in
formation and to stimulate interest in. the job; organization courses, 
designed chiefly for the purpose of teaching foremen to organize, classify 
and clarify the knowledge which is already theirs by virtue of many 
years' experience; and problem courses, the purpose of which is to 
examine critically the difficult problems of human supervision which the 
foreman faces in the daily routine of his duties."(2) 

.. 
In 1935 the Millowners' Assdciation, Bombay, introduced a system of 

record cards for all head jobbers and women supervisors employed iIi 
·member mills in the city. These cards contained all the essential.parti
culars regarding the head jobber~s past experience, the reason for leaving 

• 
(1) II Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India .. , 1931, pnge 23. 

(I) II The Management of Labour Relations", Watkins and Dodd, 19i1B, page 441. 
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his previo1!S employer, "-technical and other qualifications and address. 
These record cards were maintained at the Association's office and their 
main purpose was to serve a~ a source of information regarding a man's 
qualifications when he applied for a head jobber's post in another mill. 
Member mills were asked to consult the Association before appointing 
a head jobber ora woman'supervisor. After alyear's experience of thia 
system, it was extended to all assistant head jobbers. With a view to 
keeping the information contained in the cards up-to-date, mills are in-· 
structed to inform the Association whenever a jobber or woman. 
supervisor is dismissed from service or resigns. As the record cards 
contain the reasons why a jobber has resigned or been dismissed from 
service, they serve as a· deterrent against corruption and bribery 
provided, of course, mills do not engage jobbers who have been dismissed 
by another mill for taking bribes .• We suggest that this system of record 
cards may also be adopted in other centres of the textile industry in the 
Province, 

WOMEN SUPERVISORS. I 
What·has been stated about jobbers holds good, to a large extent, of 

women supervisors also. ';l'hese supervisors are recruited in the same 
manner as t.he jobbers and exe.rcise similar authority over women workers 
as the jobbers do over men workers. With very few 'exceptions, these 
supervisors are nneducated and nntrained. We suggest that in future 
women supervisors should go through courses of training similar to those 
wh~ch we have proposed for jobbers. 

BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION ... .! 
Bribery and corruption. are not peculiar to the textile industry. 

They prevail in other industries and in public departments· also. 
The representatives of emiloyers, who appeared bHore us, urged 
that every possible effort was being made to combat these evils. 

· In 1928 the Millowners' Association, Bombay,. replaced the varying 
rwes and reglilations which then existed in different mills by uniform 
standing orders approved of by the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee; 
These were calcwated, as Claimed by the Association, to protect workers 
from unjust harassment, to offer opportunities of promotion, to afford 
a certain security of tenure and to give the assurance that they wowd 
not be disc1;J.arged or dismissed except for adequate reasons. But to 
· formulate a set of rwes is one thing, to see that the rwes_are strictly 
I observed in the spirit as well as in the letter is quite a· different thing. 
As admitted by the Association itself, "olq. customs, however, die hard 
and practical experience showed. that only a nQminal tfsnsfer of 

· power (from the jobber) had been achieved by the 1928 Standing Orders. 
and it was not until after the ;introduction of the • Badli' control 
scheme. . . . that the Jobber's malign influence was seriously 
diminished.'lll) We are informed that in Bombay when a complaint 
for bribery is received by a mill manager, the Government Labour 
Officer or the Millowners' Association's Labour Officer, an inquiry is: 
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held, the evidence of either side is carefully sifted, and, if the guilt 
of the accused is established, dismissal invariably follows. It 'is also 
pointed out that the introduction of service cards for all head jobbers, 
jobbers and weaving line jobbers has, to a considerable extent, 
discouraged the tendency to extort bribes. The most important step 
towards eradicating ~ bribery and corruption must be the complete 
dis80c~ation of the jobber from the work of recruitment and dismissal. 

Employment Exchanges. 
In 1921 the Indian Legislature ratified the Unemployment Convention 

adopted by the First Session of ,the Internation:;tl Labour Conference 
which was held iii'Washington in 1919. Recognizing the importance of 
public employment agencies as one of the }Ileans of ~'.preventing 'or 
providing against unemployment," the Conference had adopted the 
following Article: 

"Each member which ratifies this Convention shall establish 
a system of free public empioyment agencies under the control of 
a central authority. , Committees, which shall include representatives 
of employers and of, workers, shall be appointed to advise on matters 
concerning theocarrying on of these agencies. 

"Where both public aI.!-d private free employment agencies exist, 
steps shall be taken to co-ordinate the operations of such ,agencies on 
a national scale. 

"The operations of the various national systems shall be 
co·ordinated by the InternationalLabour 'Office in agreeme~t with the 
countries concerned." 
In spite of ita ratification by the Indian Central Legisbture, no action 

has yet been taken either by the Government of India or by any Provin
cial Government to implement this Convention. The trend of the 
evidence given before us was generally in favour of. the establishment of 
public exchanges as an important means of removing the existing defects 
of recruitment of labour for the cotton textile industry. The represen
tatives of the Bombay Provinctal Trade Union CongrE',lls advocated the 
organization of labour exchanges and so did the Textile Labour Associa
tion of Ahmedabad and the spokesmen of the Sholapur Labour Union. 
The Gover~ment Labour Officer strongly urged the necessity of a central 
labour exchange in Bombay and the Director of Industries also supported 
the idea. MJ;. N. M. Joshi thought that some experiment in the way 
of starting 'an exchange might. be made. The Ahmedabad Millowners' 
Association, which had itself started a labour exchange as an experi
mental measure in 1936, stated that if -Government sponsored a scheme 
for a labour exchange, it would extend the fullest co-operation in carrying 
it out. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, representing the Association, expressed 
himself in favour of a labour exchange started by Government and 
Afr. Ambalal Sarabhai suggested that recruitment through an exchange 
conducted by Govern;ment should be made compulsory and that on the 
executive committee of that exchange employers and emplo.yees, amoJ?-g 
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others, should 'be represented. Mr. J. F. Gennings, the late 
Commissioner of Labour, and the spokesmen of the Millowners' 
Association, Bombay, however; expressed doubti about the need 

, for and the ~uccess of a labour exchange. Mr. GenniIlgs thought 
that the institution of a labour exchange woUlUilot be worth the 
expense and trouble involved and that, if the object was to eliminate 
the exaction of bribery by the jobber/it would be frustrated because it 
would be possible for the latter to, \.eto the selection of the workers 
who would not agree to bribe him. As we ha.ve suggested that the 
jobbers should have nothing to do )with the selection of men, ,the 

'objection urged by M!. Gennings loses much of its force. 

The spokesmen of the l\U.l!9~ers' _Ass<?~!!!.iJo,J?-,_Bombay, considered\ 
tha~ the establishment of a labour' exchange was ~either n~cess~ry nor 
~e.!lrable. ,It was not necessary because the 'tJciilJi QQn.t,tol system-was, 
in. their view, working_~~~isfactorily. It was not desirable because it 
would be more diffiCult to worK alliI would involve waste of time in 
securing recruits. Even accepting the view of the millowners that the 
badli control system has been working satisfactorily, it cannot be denied 
that' it has disadvantages as well as advantages. The system prevents 
fih,e badlis holding cards in one mill from securing employment in other 

, ~1l8 where there may be vl&Q..a!lQi~. It necessitates, on an average, 
a larger body of, surplus labour being attached to each mill. Another 
argument that is urged is that while under the badli control. sys~m the 
badlis are present at the mill gate every day, considerable time .would he.. 
wasted in getting workers from the exchange to the mills and that this 

. woUldresulf'Tn loss oiproductioil. "~his is not an insuperable difficulty 
and ca'Q. be met by locating the branches or offices of the exchange as near 
the mills as P9ssible. Besides, as l\!r. Pryde pointed, out: if a man got 
work through the agency of an exchange, he could only hope to work as 
a badli at first and would be required to turn up at the mill ~tejlvery 
da] until. he secured a permanent job .. Though the representatives ~f 

emPloyers in Bombay did not consider it necessary to depart from the 
present system of recruitment of labour/Mr. Stones admitted that if 
a badli control system could be organized to 'function. well, there was no 
reason why a ll\hour exchange should not function equally well and he 
added that he would not refuse co-operation if an exchange was 
established. ") , 

The need for and the advantages of an employment exchange are 
clearly emphasized by the Ahmedabad ~illowners' Association in its 
Labour Exchange Scheme which was circulated to its member mills in 
1936.' The following ·is a passage from a note giving a description 
of the scheme: "The object of a Labour Exchange generally is to 1 
adjust the supply and the demand of labour by creating a machinery 
through which the employer and the employee would come into contact I 

, and suitable and deserving persons obtained for ~tiIlg vacancie.l,..~t.!igh:_ ' 
time. An Exchange also ...... eliminates the evil J)LDi'iP~ A thud 

f
use'fs to make statistics of unemploy.m~llt..a.y~iliibre'Whichserves as an 
economic baromereriiiaicating'tne ups and downs of industrial fluctua

I, tions." After referring to the fact that many countries in the West and 
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Japan in the East have resorted with success to employment exchanges 
and emphasizing that Japan's .. ~as~ is very similar to that of India, 
because, like the jobbe~oya bun" deducted 10 to 14 per cent. of 
wages of men 'undcr him, the notcpi;icceds to state: "This evil has 
been" checked very succesl)fully by the Labour Exchange. This could 
be seen from the fact that the average number of workers who applied . 
for vacancies in the course of a single year was 60 lakhs. Similarly, ' 
employers have also discovered these exchanges to be very useful and 
59lakh vacancies were n.otified through the exchange in 1930 representing 
a 40 per cent. increase over figures of the previous 'year. These 
statIstics prove that the Labour Employment Exchange is popular both 
with the employers and the workers. The. entire system in Japan is 
controlled. by the Central Employment Exchange Board in Tokio. 
The work of the. exchange is co-ordinated by local "exchange centres." 
It is, however, not merely in Japan that employment exchanges have 
made remarkabl~ progress. (In Europe and America also their success 
has been a pronounced one; especially in recent years. "The organi-. 
zation of employment exchanges as a gratuitous socia] service under 
public control is now' part of the industrial l!0licy of most EUropean 
states and of many states outside Europe."(l) ,} 

The progress wJich employment ~xchanges have made in European. 
and other countries is a measure of the need for organizing what may be 
called the labour market. These exchanges do. not reduce unemploy
ment;.but, by pooling labour supply, they secure its' most economica, 
distribution· and considerably reduce the aimless wandering from plac 
to place of men out of work. There are other functio~swlll@temp oy 
ment exchanges can -p-erform such as controlling the administration of 
unem~meJ?t : t1l!lurance and affording" .Y.Ocat.i,onal guidance p~ . yo:ung 
persons. Not the' least "important service which they can render is 
tlrlEtOf the collection of statistics. "If careful records of all applicants 
for work and of all applications for help are kept and adequately analysed 
and studied}>y a corJ>s of sta~isticians, a sysu;m of public employment 
offices prOVIdes answers to lmportant questlOnsas to excesses 'andll 
deficiencies in the labor supply in different trades, as to types of trai:iting~ 
Jleeded, as to employability, etc."(2) '. " 

Apart from the fact that India has already ratified the Un
employment Convention, the experience of other countries suggests that 
a beginning should be made in large industrial centres in this country in 
organizing employment exchanges. Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur. 
in our Province, are, i;u our view, suitable centres .for initiating this 
experiment. We, therefore, recommend that employment exchanges 
should be 'organized by Government in these centres. The exchanges 
should organize the laboUr supply for all industries, including Govern
ment factories and workshops, but they will, obviously, be most useful 
to the textile industry. For centres other than Bomb~y, Ahmedabad 
and Sholapur we recommend the extension of the badli control system. 

(11 .. EnoyoloplEdia of the Social Sciences", Volume V, page 519 • 
. ~I II lA\bor's ~i~ks MHl SOQiallnSllra!lce .. , Milli~ anil MO!ltgomery. 1988, lla.~e 68, 
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The Unemployment Convention passed by the First Session of the 
International LaHour Conference and ratified by the Government of India 
laid down that committees, including representatives of employers and 
of workers, sho\1Id be appointed to advise on matt('rs concerning the 
adininistration of public exchanges. The representation of employers 
and workers secures impartiality and efficiency of adininistration and is 
a regular feature of the constitution- of e,xcItanges in many countries. 
In Great Britain advisory cominittees appointed by the Minister C!f 
Labour are attached to all exchanges. These cominittees consist of an 
eqUp,1 number of representatives of employers and workers, with certain 
Qther persons (representatives of local authorities and other local'insti
tutions and persons with special knowledge or experience), the latter not 
exceeding one-third of the total membership of the cominittees. The 
chairman is noininated by the Minister of Labour. According to the 
Ahmedabad Millowners' Association, its scheme of an employment 
exchange had to be abandoned for want of adequate co-operation on the 
part of the Textile LaboUr Association. The representatives of th~ 
Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, however, stated that the schem 

Ifailed because labour had not been given any share in its managemen 
\.-f and control. As the Convention passed by the International Labou 

Conference stipulates and as the experience of other countries shows 
f\~qu!'>tParticiPatiO.ll_. by.tepre!'lelltatjyE:~. of.~mployers Jl.nd.~mploy.eca.il! 

he management of the employment exchanges is essential for their 
) uccess:· We, therefoie,-recommend that a local cominittee on which 
both the employers and the workers are represented should be associated 
with each of the exchanges to be established in Bombay, Ahmedabad 
a~d~ Sholapur. 

Training of Workers. 
.. ~ Among employers in the textile industry in this Province, as aniong 
employers in most other indl\lltries in India and elsewhere{ a belief is 
current that workers are not as efficient as they ought to be. If there ~. 
any justification for this belief, the responsibility f()l: the present state 0 

things rests more. upon the shoulders of the State and !he employers than 
upon those of the workers. ,. If the work of the average operative in the 
textile industry in this Province does not come up to a very high standard. 
of efficiency, the reason is thallittle or no a:ttempt is made to equip him' 
properly through training. Proper industriar training can be based only 
on the foundation of Fteracy ana. the workers in the textile industry in 
this Province as those in almost all other industries are, as a class, 
illiterate. Except in some places, there is no system of universal com
pulsory education in India as there is in many other industrial countries. 
If primary education. has been, until recently, neglected, facilities for 

( technical training hll:ve been most inadequate, and no attempt is ~de to 
teach workers in the factories themselves. The worker has to shdt for 
himself to obtain training.) • 
. Mr. Maloney, in the course of his evidence before us, stated that the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay, had conStantly been discussing how 
the mills could get adequately trained beginners in the industry. They 
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had to engage, he added, raw persons on many occasions and if the 
difficulty of getting trained men was eliminated, the industry woUld 
benefit a great deal. , Describing how weavers were recruited in the mills 
at Ahmedabad, lIr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai said: "Any raw person who 
comes from a town or village, if he happens to be a relation of a weaver, 
already in service, is taken into the'mill and whatever knowledge he ...
picks up in the mill enableS' him "to be a weaver in four or six. months. • 
All the training he gets his at our cost." Mr. Kasturbhai!cided, that' 
as the learner was engaged as a full-time worker, efficiency suffer~d 
considerably. The Indian Merchants' Chamber..fIi its memorandum 
submitte.d to us ur$ed that the chief problem with labour was education. 
In spite, however, of the realization of the importance of training for 
increasing the efficiency of the worker, the practical steps 'taken by 
industrialists to supply the required facilities are. meagre and no 
institutio~ Jor imparting such training are being conducted by them. 

In Bombay City, apart from the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute/ .... 
training for workers in textile mills is mainly provided by the Tex,tilEl 
Technical School conducted by the Social Service League 'and' the 
Mahomed Haji Saboo Siddik Industrial and Technical Institution. "'In 
the Social Service League School, which was started fifteen, years' ago, 
only those who are actually employed in the mills or have had experience 
of mill work and have completed at least four standards in Marathi ar~ 
admitted as students. T4e classes are held' in the evening for the 
convenience of workers and fees varying from eight annas to one rupee 
are charged. The medium of instruction is Marathi and the students are 
given lessons in theory and practice according to a syllabus prepared by 
experts. The course is divided into two sections, spinning and w~aving. . 
each section requiring three. years' training. The Millowners' Associa-I 

tion has recognized the t:.:aining received in this school as a qualification. 
for promotion in employment. The average monthly number of students . 
on the roll of this school during-l938 was 211, the average daily attendB.nce 
being 163. A number of mills pay regular attendance scholarships to 
their.workers attending this school. The school received during the yeJ1r 
grants of Rs. 1,383 from the Committee of Direction for TechIiical Educa
tion in Bombay Province and of Rs. 300 from the Municipality as well'as 
donations 'from the Millowners' Association and some mills~ T).e 
Mahomed -Haji Saboo Siddik Industrial and Technical Institution is of 
more recent origin. One department of' this institution imparts free 
instruction in cotto!l weaving technology, to. Muslim b?ys who have 

. passed the fourth prImary standard and who are below SIxteen years of 
age. The classes have a total accommodation for 30 boys and a few 
paying students belonging to other communities are also admitted. 
Textile apprentice)llasse's were started by the Victoria Jubilee..Technical 
Institute,Matnnga; in 1923. They offer a two-year course in cotton 
spinning. and weaving .. The Sassoon Polytechnical School is' another 
institution where persons are trained' for lower grade posts. These 
institutions and classes, though they render useful service in their own 
sphere, can hardly be said to offer an adequate solution of the proble~ 
of providing technical training for the large number of persons 
employed in the cotton textile industry in Bombay. ' 
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The R. C. Technical Institute, at Ahmedabad' teaches, among other 
subjects, cotton spinning and weaving. The course is of tInee years' 
duration. In addition to the r<,gular course, t.he Inst.itute has now made 
provision for tI~e training of apprentices under the apprl'nticesllip sclleme 
of the Director of Industries. The apprentices working in industrial 
establishments attend the evening classes at the Institute. The Sholapur 
Municipality conducts a, small technical school which is supported by 
the mills in that city. The school offers a three-year course in lower 
grade cotton weaving on the successful completion of which certificates 
are issued by the 'Committee of Direction for Technical Education. Two 
out of the five mills in Sholapur grant' scholarships to those' of their 
workers who attend this school.· Considering the Province as a whole', 
it may be stated 'that the opportunities for textile workers to obtain 
technical training are limited and we think that the need for expanding . 
the facilities for such training where they exist and providing them where 
they do not exist is urgent. ' 

. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. 

Vocational education has, in recent years, made great progress in most 
industrial countries. The prevailing view in Western countries today is 
that the interests both of the individual and the nation demand that 
public authorities should proviae vocational as well as general education. 
" In no country has the problem been so simplified as in the Soviet Union, 
where vocational education is" definitely coordinated with a planned 
eoonomy. Not only has sociltIly useful labor been made a oonstituent 
part of education, but all education above the primary has been 
vocationalized. . Its organization includes lower vocational schools 
based on ,four years of primary school; factory and technical schools 
offering two and three-year courses above the seven-year schools for 
training skilled workers, administrative personnel and technical staff; 

. and industrial academies and higher institutes, with two to five-year 
co~es on a foundation of ten years of education."!l) Vocational 
educa.tion in this Province. and in India generally is of recent origin. 
In 'January 1938 the Government of Bombay appointed a Committe~ 
to advise them on the question of vocational training for boys and girls 
in primary and .econdary schools in the Province. IThe Committee 
put forward a scheme of primary and secondary eaucation with a 
Bubstautial practical bias; but it recognized that the majority of pupils 
completing primary education would be compelled by force of 
circumstances to seek employment and that it was highly questionable 
if immature boys and girls at the tender age of 14 to 16 would 
be sufficiently equipped educationally fo-r the requirements of 
the complex modern age:\' It, therefore, recommended that part-time . 
classes for continuation or -tocational education of th()se who could not 
avail themselves of education in day or full-time schools should be 

,; organized as suggested in the Abbot-Wood Report, wherever there was 
demand for them. The Comlnittee also recognized that a complement
ary system of specialized vocational education was necessary particularly 

III .. Eno)'olopredia of ,he Sooia.l Sciences ", Volume XV, l?BR8.1174. 
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for the benefit of those who ~ad to lea.ve scIioot'at the end of primary 
and secondary stages or in the middle of the secondary stage.' -Hence 
it considered it essential that Government should establish an adequate 
number ·of specialized vocational, industrial, trade and technical 
institutions. \ We agree with the Committee that the main requirements 
of organized industry in respect of skilled workers and supervisory grades 
can be met only by establishing specialized industrial and technical 
institutions. We, therefore, recommend that such institutions and also 
continuation classes should be established by Government and that the 

, employers should be called upon to contribute to 'their cost; We also 
recommend that workers, who obtain training in such institutions, should 
be given preference whenever new employees are engaged by the mills. 
If the facilities for such training are adequate, they· would gradually 
ensure t~at all those who wish to be employed in the textile industry 
will have obtained the necessary technical training. The- ifnportance 
of active public interest, in the problems of vocational" education and 
industrial training, is thus emphasized by the Federal Board for ' 
Vocational Education (U. S. A.: "Society as a whole has to pa~ 

" the bill for labor inefficiency. Half-trained or poorly-trained worker 
in any field increase production costs, which in turn are passed on to th 
consumer. Clearly the public, laborers as well as others, have an 
interest in securing an adequate supply of well-trained workers for every 
line of necessary work."(l) , . 

Experience in other industrial countries, however, has shown thal; 
vocational education, including part-time continuation instruction, 
can be only a supplement to and not a substitute for training in industry. 
In America, generally two methods of training prevail-training through 
a~tual daY.:.t~:dal wo~~!n the f~ctory i~self and triining::::1n,~o?iri.s 
separate from ilie 1ac'tory but eqUIpped With all the tools and machmes 
necessary for successful instruction in processes ,of production. Ithas 
been found by experience that the latter method is the "more successful 
of the two. For several years to come the majority of workers' in the 
textile industry will not have passed through the vocational or technical 
schools. This fact should induce employers in the interests of the 
industry to follow the example of their conberes in America and some 
other countries who meet the need for industrial training by maintaining 
apprenticeship schools and classes for general educational courses in 
their own factories. 

APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM. 

(The Director of Industries, Bombay, in his memorandum submitted 
to us expressed the view that better training of workers could be ,secured 
by the adoption of a scheme of apprenticeship training such as the one 
that had been recently organized by his department on a modest scale.) 
This scheme, which covers boys who have read up to the matriculation 
standard,' would, he added, ordinarily produce skilled workers, but in 

(11 .. Apprentioe Eduoa.tion ", United States Printing Office, Bulletin 87, June 1928, 
page 60. ' " 
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order to have duly qualified per.sons for" the sup~rvisory posts it was 
neoessary to promote teohnioal edu6ation. 1'he objeot of the Govetnment 
soheme is mainly to produoe skilled operatives some of whom may rise 
to be supervisors and heads of departments. Some mills' have their 
own system of apprenticeship the object of whioh is to train up men 
for higher post. Graduates or other properly qualified students are 
engaged by th~ mills for this purpose and the' evidenoe of representatives 
of millowners showed that wherever this practioe had been followed, 
it had been attended with suooess. We suggest that in the interest of 
the industry it should be more widely followed than it is at present. 
The advantages to the industry of this system as well as of the soheme 
introduoed by the Director of Industries are evident. But, from the 
point of view Of. the average industrial worker, there is one draw
baok in both these systems whioh oannot be overlooked. For, the 
greater the importation of the outside eduoated element in the higher 
grades in the industry the lesser would be the soope for promotion of the 
ordinary wor.iier. (There are in the industry many persons holding high 
posts who have risen from the ranks. It is to the good of the' industry 
that the number of suoh men should increase. ~ In other oountries the' 
continuous flow of workers from the ranks to the higher grades in industry 
maintains it at a high level of effioienoy. As the Royal Commission 
on Labour in India observed: " As a rule the suooessfulsupervisor should 
know the workman's task, not by observation, but through intimate 
experience as a worIanan. A mere knowledge of the prooesses and 
maohines is insufficient; there must be that deeper, almost psychologioal, 
knowledge whioh evades definition, but whioh is born of sharing the 
mentality and the life of the operative. The deep cleavage between the 
ranks and the supervisory grades in Indian industry is a constant souroe 
of weakness."!l) The weakness to whioh the Royal Commission referred 
can be remedied only by offering adequate opportunities to the workers 
in the faotories to obtain s].lOh training as would make them better and 
more skilled workmen and supervisors. Such.systems of training obtain 
in many industrial countries and, as we have pointed out above, the . 
. employers reoognize their obligations to workers and the industry to 
provide suoh tq,ining for different departments. As reoently as in 
March 1939, th~overnment of Japan issued Deorees requiring employers 
in oertain industries, where there was an inoreasing need of guarding 
against shortage of skilled workers, to introduce at their expense three
year oourses of technioal training for a certain proportion of their workers 
between 14 and 17 years of age. The training time was to be included 
in the normal working hours. A feature of the evidenoe given before 
us by representatives of employers was the emphasis l~id by them on the 
low efficiency of the average worker and, in some centres, on the shortage 
of'skilled labour. We see no reason why the employers in the cotton 
textile industry of this Province should not provide some faoilities for 
the training of a certain proportion of their workers in a manne~ similar 
to that aocepted in Japan. 

nI II Report of the Royal Oommissioll o~ Labour ill Illdia ", 1931, page 29. 
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• Security of Employm!nt and Dismissa.ls. 
(There is no fear which haUnts an industrial worker. more constantlYI 

than the fear oflosing his job as there is nothing which he prizes more than 
economic security.) The f~ of being summarily dismissed for even a 
slight breach of rUles of discipline or for Jnterjlstmg himself in trade 
~~c.tiritLdisturbs his peace of mind. It is a notorious fact th~ 
dismissals of workers have be~ the originating causes of not a ,few 
industrial disputes and striketf." (The provision of effective safeguards I 
against unjust and wrong dismissals is, therefore, in the interest as much, 
of the industry as of the workers.) Before the Bombay Strike Enquiry 
Committee of 1928-29 was appointed, the rules and regulations regarding 
dismissals of workers as wE')1 as conditions of employment, work and 

. payment generally varied in Bombay .from mill to mill. One of the 
important tasks before that Committee was to standardize these rUles 
and regulations. The Committee prepared'a set of standard standing 
orders based on one submitted by the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
and these orders were adopt~d by the Assooia.tion in 1929. The standing 
orders were altered in 1935 to bring them int<vuonformity' with, the 
provisions of the Payment of Wages Act, 1936/Similar standing orders 
had, however, not been ~ramed for Ahmedabad and other centres. 

It was revealed after the introduction of the Bombay Tra4e Disputes 
Conciliation Act of .1934 that a very large number of cases dealt with by" 
the Government Labour Officer related to complaints of wrongful 
dismissal and in m9st of these .the workers alleged: that they had been 
dismissed unfairly!' It was contended on behalf of the millowners that, 
&s a result of their efforts to prevent unfair dismissals and to secure strict 
observance of the provisions .of the standing orders, the number of 

. complaints had been reduced to negligible proportions. / The trend of 
evidence on behalf of the workers subm:~tted to us in Bombay, however, 
was that these complaints were still numerous though not. all of them 
were investigated and that there were instances of ~orkers having been 
dismissed for participating in trade union activities., It was also stated 
that the workers were, in several cases, dismissed by the jobbers, that 
the sanction of.the manager was a mere formality and that .this power 
. of dismissal which· the jobbers continued .to enjoy was a. 'perennial 
source of corruption and bribery. Lastly, the standing orders in fOJ,"Ce 
till 1939 did not, in all cases, provide for the worker being informed 
about" the-details- of his alleged misconduct or for the circumstances 
alleged against him being explained to him. The application of 
the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 1938,..to' the cotton textile 
.industry with effect from June 1939 necessitated the framing of.a set of 
standing orders in acc~rdance.-with..the provisions of section 26 of the 
Act-:--Difierent'-associations and units submitted draft ordElrs to the. 
Commissioner of Labour who. settl~d them. Appea.ls against a. number 
of the orders settled by the CoIIlJIlissioner of Labour were filed before 
the In:tustrial Court' which has now framed a. uniform set of orders 
for most cotton textile :oiills in this Province. Standing Order No.' 22 
of the set of orders settled· by the Industrial Court for cotton mills in 

• Bk ~ 26-2811 
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Bombay lays down the procedure in connection with suspensions and 
dismissals of workers found guilty of misconduct. This .order reads as 
follows: ' " 

"22 .. (i) An operative may be suspended for a period not exceeding 
four days or dismissed without notice or any compensation in lieu 
of notice if he is found to be guilty of misconduct. ' 

.. The order of suspensi~ shall be in writing and ·may take effect 
immediately on communication thereof to the operative. Such order 
shall set out in detail the alleged misconduct and the operative shall 
be given an opportunity of explaining the circumstances alleged against 
him. If on enquiry the order is confirmed or modified, the .operative 
.shall be deemed to be absent from duty for" the period of suspension 
and shall not be entitled t.o ~ny remuIferation for such period. If, 
;however, the order is rescinded, the operative shall be deemed to be 
.oIl duty during the full period of suspension and shall be entitled 
to the same wages as he would have received if he had not been' 
suspended. 

"N.o .order of dismissal shall be made unless'the operative concerned 
.is informed in writing of the alleged misconduct and is given an 
opportunity to explain the circumstances alleged against him. 

"In awarding punishment under this Standing Order the Manager 
shall take into account the grAvity of the misconduct, the previous 
record, if any, of the operative 'and any other extenuating .or 
aggravating circumstances that may exist. . 

" (ii) A copy .of the order made by the Manager shall be supplied t.o 
the .operative concerned." .' 
The new Standing Order thus remedies a defect in the.old orders by 

providing safeguards against wrongful suspensions and dismissals. 

I
i Section 64 of the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 1938, protects workers 

J against dismissal for participation in trade union ac't,ivities or in strikes 
which are not illegal.- . 

Labour Courts. 
The Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 1938, provides machinery for 

the .. peaceful and amicable settlement of industrial disputes." But 
~his machinery! so .far as the redress of gri~vances o~ in, d~vidua.~ workerl 
18 concerned, IS M~.2!l. }~nd ap~_~o be l~~<'>E.clu!y~.!. ~or mstance 
a worker, who has been dlSinisse.i,.cannotliavethis ma.chmery brough 
into operation unless a notice is given by him to the employer through 
the representative of the employees who has also to forward a copy .of 
the notice to the Commissioner of Labour, the Chief Conciliator, the 
Registrar, the Labour Officer and such other persons as may be prescribed. 
If within fifteen days of the notice no agreement is arrived at between 
the parties, the niatter has to go to the Conciliator. During the pendency 
of the proceedings before the Conciliator, the Government may, and, if 
both 'the parties agree either prior to the commencement of the 
proceedings or after failure of the Conciliator to bring about a sett1ement, 
shall refer the dispute to a Board of Conciliation. The total period for 
all stages of conciliation proceedings must not ordinarily exceed two') 
months. If the worker is a member of a registered union and if the 

" 
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latter has entered into an agreement with the employer to submit disputes 
to arbitration, the question of his dismissal may be referred to arbitration 
or to the Industrial Court if an arbitrator cannot be appointed. While 
the conclusions of the Conciliator or the Conciliation -Board are not 
binding on the parties, those of the Arbitrator or the Industrial Court 
are. If the worker is a member of a trade union which satisfies the 
conditions laid down under the Act; the riiiion will carry on negotiation~ 
on his behaU before the Conciliator or Conciliation Board or represen 
his case before the Arbitrator or the Industrial Court. If there is no suc 
union in existence, this work has to be d,one by such representatives, 
not being more than five, 3S may be. elected by the employees from 
among themselves. If such representatives are not elected, the Labour 
Officer would represent the worker. . ..•. 

Whatever the. meritS of the machinery provided by the· Bomba~' , 
• Industrial Disputes Act, 1938, for settling disputes Of. a complicated natur 
, affecting a large number of workers, it is obviously not the most suitable\ 

one for deciding whether. injUstice has been 'done in individual cases~ 
such as those of dismissals./ For such matters the creation of iii speedier 
and more conclusive machinery is desirable. Many western countries 
have found it indispensable to establish special1ii.l:tQ~ courts to hear and 
dispose of labour disputes, as such courtsinvohreleaa.delay~~~~llB.e 
for litigants than proceedings before the reguIar-·courts. Labour courts 
are tribuna16 composed of an equal number of employers and worker!!. 
In some countries the chairman is appointed by Government and in some 
others by the State judicial authorities and he is usually a judge. As one 
of the objects of special labour courts is to reduce the cO!lt of proce. edin. gs, 
the expenditure involved in their working is defrayed in some countrie~ 
by the State, in some by the municipalities and in some others by tradCi 
ch~mbers. Generally, there is no stamp duty on the documents relating\ 
to the judicial procedure before the courts, nor is there a registration fee! 
for the legal validation of agreements arrived at by mutualunderstanding 
between the parties. The procedure, again, is simplified. Inpractically 
all countries, the parties to a dispute may go direct before the court or 
the clerk of the court to lay their, complaints orally. The whole 
procedure is oral and not only are the parties allowed to appear in person 
to represent their case but,· usually, it is their duty to appear in 
person before the chairman of the court who endeavours to settle the 
matter by amicable arrangement. .In fact, a distinct.feature of the labour 
court is the importance attached to the conciliation efforts which must 
be made as a preliminary to the trial of a dispute by judicial process. 
Labour courts exist in twenty-three countries. "History shows that 
no country which tried the experiment ever abandoned it altogether. 
On the contrary, the changes made were nearly always designed to extend I 
the jurisdiction. of the special labour tribunals, and in certain countrie1 
th~y handle practically all cases ?f friction affed!ng e!D. p~oyment relatio~·'1 
shipS."(I) Labour courts constltuted on the hnes mdicated above Wln 
secure speedy and definite disposal of complaintslofrom workers as well 

Q) "Labour Courts "-International Labour Office Studies and Reports, Series A I 
(Industrial Relations), No. 40, 1938, page 54. <# ' 
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a.s employers and we recommend that Government should consider the 
advisability and feasibility of the early establishment of such .courts 
in· this Province. '/ 

Provision for Leave. . 

The facility of obtaining long leave at periodic intervals is an 
indispensable condition of, the ,stability and contentment of the labour 
force. ,Leave affords a break in a long period of phYl.lical and mentar 
strain and provides necessary opportunities for rest, change and 
recuperation, apart from enabling a large number of workers to go.to 
their native places or to give special attent~on. to the needs of their 
domestic or socia! life. ~~a~dJng orders numbers 11 and ,12 . framed by 
the ~11.<lu..~trial Court for cotton mi14 in Bombay City make the following 
'provision in -the ,~tter of leave: ' . 

"11. Service for a total period of 12 months in a mill shall qualify . 
an operative for a .total period of one month's leave. Grant Of.sUChl 
leave shall depend on the exigencies of the mill and shall be at the . 
discretion of the Company. . 

" .AJJ.y operative who desires to obtain leave of absence shall apply 
to an officer or officers appointed for the purpose by the Company. 
It shall be the duty of such officer or officers to obtain the ~rders, on 
such application, of the authority appointed by the Company on two 

, .days in a week fixed -for tM purpose; provided that j.f the leave 
applied for is of an urgent nature, that ~s, to commence on the date 
of the application or within three days thereof, the orders of the 
authority empowered to grant leave shall be obtained without any 
delay. If the leave asked for is granted, a leave pass shall be issued 
to the operative. If, however, the leave is refused or postponed, the 
fact of such refusal or postponement and the reasons therefor shall .be 
recorded in writing in a register to be, maintained for the purpose, and 
if the operative so desires a copy of such entry in the register shall be 
supplied to him. If the operative after proceeding on leave desires an 
extension thereof he shall make ali application for the purpose to the 
authority granting leave either in writing or orally or through any 
other person. In any case, a written reply either of the grant or 
refusal of extension of leave shall be Bent to the operative if his addres8 
is available and if such r~ply is likely to reach him before the eXpiry 
of the leave originally granted to him. , 

"If the operative remains absent, beyond the period of leave 
originally granted or subsequently extended, he shall lose his lien. on 

. his appointment unless he (1) returns within eight days of the expiry 
of the leave and (2) gives explanation to the satisfaction of the" 
authority grantmg leave of his inability to return before the expiry of 
leave. Incase the operative loses his lien on the appointmen~ he 

, shall be entitled to be kept on the' badli ' list. ' 
"12. .AJJ. operative may be granted casual leave of absence not I 

exceeding 10 days i'n the aggregate in a calendar year. Such leave 
shall not be for mo~e ~han three days at a ti~e e~cept in case of si?k
ness. Such leave IS lUten~ed to meet specIal Clrcumstances which, 
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cannot be foreseen. Ordinarily, the previous permission of the head." 
of the department shall be obtained before such leave is taken, but 
when this is not possible, the head of the department shall as soon as 
may be practicable be informed in ~iting of the absence from work 
and of the probable duration of such absence." . 
In the existing circumstances we consider' that these provisions a.re 

adequate. 

Promotion and Transfer. 
In all progressive industrial countries it is recognized that one of the 

effective methods of secUling contentment among workers and creating 
loyalty to the organization is 'ilie eXlBWnlie-oh'definite-aud well-planned 
system of transfers and promotions .. Sometimes a worker xnay·. have 
lieen wrongly pTiooairi: work for which he has less aptitude thanfor work 
in another department. It would be fair to him and would also be in the 
interest of efficiency to transfer him to any other department where he 
may prove himself to be more useful and competent •. There are certain 
blind alley jobs like those of sweepers in the mills. These jobs offer no 

. promise for the future. Yet some of the men holding them may, if 
transferred to more promising jobs, prove effiCient ... and improve thei~ 
prospects. (It is only fair that· opportunities for such transfers shoul 
be available to them:, In some cases considerations of health or ag 
may neceasitate transfer. The necessT£y"iOrBu:cli -transfers-liecomes 
imperative· fipecialIy- iii' those departments of the industry continuous 
employment in which is hazardous to health. 

It is stated on behalf ofthe millowners that opportunities for promotion 
in all departments ,of the :riJ.ills are provided and permanent or casual 
vacancies in higher paid posts in 8. department are filled up from the ranks 
of permanent workers in it. On the other hand, individual workers who 
gave evidence before us complained that it was not seldom that the claims 
of permanent workers were ignored and outsiders were taken in to fill 
up vacancies. In many cases, .where permanent workers were selected, 
the I!-ppointment was the result either of favouritism or bribery. The 
promotion ladder, in the ordinary course, for a doffer boy in the spinning 
department should be doffer boy, tarwaIIa, single sider, double sider and 
jobber. According to the evidence of rep resentati yes of millowners, 
a doffer boy should not ordinarily take more than two years to become 
a tarwaIIa or 8. single sider. Complaints were, however, made to us 
by representatives of workers and individual workers that, in not a few 
cases, aofier boys had to remain doffer boys for many years while outsiders 
were recruited as tarwalIas or single siders. We cannot too strongly 
emphasize that for promoting efficient management as well as securing 
a stable and contented labour force it is necessary not only ~hat there 
should be a. properly devised plan of promotion but also that it should 
be impartially carried out in accordance with rules framed for the purpose. 
Whilst merit should be the main ground for promotion, the length of 
service of a worker should not be ignored. (As Professor Slichter says: 
" When workers can see a definite opportUllity to advance by demonstra
ting their ability, they may be expected to take greater interest in the 



possibilities of their jobs and not to change readily to others the 
possibilities of which they do not know. Systematic promotion 
based upon merit is needed to induce. workmen to take a long-run 
view."(l) ) 

Loitering. 
The Royai Commission on Labour in India stated in its report that one 

of the points stressed before it by employers in the textile industry was 
the substantial difference between the nominal hours and the hours of 
actual working. It was emphasized that although in practically every 
case the operative was then nominally working for ten bqurs l he spent a 
considerable part of his time in the compound smoking, loitering or taking 
his meals. The representative. of the Alunedabad Millowners' 
Association told the Commission that the worker actually worked only 
for seven· hours during the day, while the corresponding estimate of the 
representatives of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, was eight to 
eight and a ,half hours. The Commission had no doubt that it was 
" impossible for the average operative to remain at wOIk regularly through 
Ii 10 hour day either in a cotton mill or in any other factory "(2) and in 
its view the unauthorized intervals were a form of self-defence against 
overwork. The.Commission also emphasized that it was significant that 
the .statements . made to it by employers regarding the great difference 
between nominal and actual hours of work were mainly.confined to the 
cotton mill industry. ( While not suggesting that loitering was unl-nown 
elsewhere, the Commission stated that it was" satisfied that, generally 
speaking, the short working week is associated with closer attention to 
work and stricter ijupervision than the long one"(~ and that, further, 
" in no case did those workers who were wor1.-ing a short week with strieter 
discipline suggest that they would like a longer and less intense day OJ: 
more intervals."(4) The Commission suggested the remedy of shorter 
hours of work. That remedy has heen adopted and the weekly hours . 
of work have since been reduced from, 60 to 54. Nevertheless, the 
oomplaint about loitering persists and in their evidence before us the • 
representatives of employers, particularly those of Ahmedabad, reiterated 
the statements made by them before the Royal Commission: According 
to the Ahmedabad millowners, even now, though the hours of work' 
have been reduced to nine, the workers do 'not actually work for more 
than seven to seven and a half hours. Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai reports 
that; as a result of investigations carried out for a period of three months 
in the Calico Mills, it was found that the time spent by ring spinners 
outside their department wasl on an average, one hour and twenty minutes 
out of the nine working hours. It may be argued that the fact that there 
is still a. substantial difference between the nominal hours and actual 

. hours shows that the hours of work have not been sufficiently reduced. 
In fact, representatives of labour in Ahmedabad, while agreeing that the 

(l) .. The Turnover of Faotory Labor", Slichter, page 856. 
.(1) .. Report of· the Royal Oommission on Labour in India ", 1931, page 41. 
(I) Ibid., pages 41-42. 
(&) Ibid., page 42. 
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di1ference exists, plead that a reduction in the hours of work as welL 
as improvement in the conditions of work is essential for the 

·elimination of loitering. They urge that it is difficult for workers to do 
strenuous work for four to five hours continuously without some rest. 
In the chapter on Rationalization we have stressed the need for a rest 
pause~bbout ten .minutes d~iDg each (lon~inuous perio~ of fpur to five. 
nours fif 'Order-"to reduce· fatigue and tQ mcrease effiCIency. If such 
rest pauses are allowed at regular intervals during the shifts and if the 
conditions of work in the factory are· improved on the lines suggested 
by us elsewhere in this Report. it may be expected that workers will not 
resort tq una~thorized and irregular intervals of rest which at present 
cause IJJ.uch loss of time. Provided the conditions stipulated by us are 
satisfied, we would favour stricter regulation of permission to workers 
to leave their work. 

In this connection it is necessary to point out that constant standing 
while at work causes fatigue and has deleterious effects 01'1 the health 
and efficiency of wo~kers" Work in.most departments in a textlIe 
mill .will be done more efficiently if· the workers are 'provided with 
~ls on ..l!hich they can occasionally sit and rest. There is every 
likelihood of This facility reducing fatigue and increasing efficiency. 
We, therefore, suggest that, wherever possible, stoQ.ls should be provided 
for the workers. 

Labour Turnover. • 
An essential condition for the efficient working of every industry or 

unit of industry is the stability of its labour force. But, .for a variety 
of reasons, industry has to face everywhere the problem of instability 
of labour whichf' is regarded by all those who have given any se. riou~ 
consideration to"-the problem as one 9f the maladjustments of our 
industrial life, wasteful and d~structive of the potential man-power o~' 
the nation and a serious obstacle to the complete utilization of thet 
country's productive forces."(l) ':Labour turnover measures the extent' 
to which old employees leave and new employees enter the service of an 
industrial organization in a given period. The success of any organization 
largely depends on the extent to which it reduces its labour tunwver. 
Some turnover is inevitable in every organization consequent npon 
illness, old age or death among the workers and ~hanges in_tlt~ 
~of ~l!~~ Some in~ustrialis~s may wel.ctime a. certain 
amount ··oITurnover m so far as It result!! m the acceSSIOn of .new ..blood. 
Broadly speaking, labour turnover is due to two mam"causes::.:resignation 
and dismissal. It is the general experience of industry that, in normal 
times, the turnover due to the former is greater than that due to the 

Ul .. Labor Turnover in Industry", P. F. Brissenden and Emil Frankel, 1933, page 1. 
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latter. According to the Third Report of the General Wage Census 
published by the La.bour Office in 1937,. the percentages of labour 
turnover for particular months during 1934 in cotton textile mills in 
Bom~ay and Ahmedabad were 2'59 and' 2'64 respectively, while the 
percentage for Sholapur was 0'93. The census in Sholapur was taken 
within six weeks of the end of a general strike and this partly accounted for 
the lower percentage in that c~ntre. Accerding to this report, labour in 
Sholapur is more stable than in Bombay or Ahmedabad, as it is drawn" 
18.!~ely !~<2n:!,~e!g~1>ourinlU@!,~s. The average extent of turnover 
for all cotton iiUlIs ill line 'Provmce was 2'36 per cent. for the census 
month or 28'32 per cent. for a year. These figures related to "labour 
turnover'" used in the restricted sense of permanent separatIons and 

. accessions and not in the wider' sense of. the total extent of change, 
temporary as well as permanent, in the personnel of a factory over a given 
period. Separate figures were computed about the substitutes employed 
in temporary vacancies in the mills. These showed the percentages of 
substitutes ~o the total number of persons permanently employed to be 
27'78 for Bombay, 21'13 for Ahmedabad and 31'95 for Sholapur for the 
census month. Taking the Province as a whole, it was revealed that 
during the month; while the total number of permanent workers was 

{
258,921 as many as 64,341 persons were employed in the industry as 
temporary substitutes. Though' a high rate of turnover exists in all 
organized industries in India, there are no reliable data available 
concerning the extent of the turnover. Reliable and adequate records 
uniformly filled in and accompanied by careful critical analysis are 
essentia~ and, without. these, percentages of labour tUrnover have little 
practical value. 

It is difficult to measure exactly jihe cost of excessive labour turnover 
to the worker and to the employer.v' The cost to the employer of constant 
ohanges in his la.bour force, involving the employment of new men, is 
represented by reduced .rroduction/inore spoilt work and less careful 
handling of machinery. The worker also suffers by excessive labour 
turnover. /Frequent changes of the place of employment may affect, 
in the long run, his skill and efficiency besides depriving him of various 
advantages of continued employment in one concern such as opportunities 
of promotion. \. -

, 
For a proper solution of the problem of exoessive labour turnover it is 

necessary to examine its causes. We have already referred to 
two br8adcauses: resig~tions and dismissals: -Resignation o~ 
voluntary quitting by workers is often due to dissatisfaction with wages 
and working conditions or to the unsympathetic attitude of ~e manage. 
ment. It may also be due to the diffioulty of getting leave.; Sickness, 
old age, the distance of the factory from the home, or family circ~
stances may, again,lead workers to quit their jobs. Some workers may 
also be victims of wander-lust or be too restless to remain long in one 
job or in one faotory. Dismissals account for a large amount of labour 
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turnover. The causes of these dismissals- may be, among others, 
inefficiency, misconduct,' breach of discipline or habitual' irregularity 
in attendance. Not seldom are workers dismissed' for trade union 
activities or for, having participated in a strike. Labour turnover is 
also caused,by lay-offs which are themselves due mostly to industrial
depression, financial difficulties of any particular unit of the industry, 
introduction of efficiency measures, strikes or lock-outs. Distaste for 
continuous night work and the irregular working of night shifts are also 
frequent causes of labour turnover .. We have dealt with this aspect of 
labour turnover in the chapter on Working of Shifts. 

Many of the causes of excessive labour turnover are avoidable and the 
most effective way of reducing it is to remove these causes. Improve-

. ment in methods of recruitment is one of the principal remedies for 
excessive labour turnover. The badli control system introduced byj 
the Millowners' Association, Bombay, has to some extent, applied this 
remedy. But more radical and effective methods such as establishment 
of employment exchanges, restriction of the" powers of the jobber and 
organization of a personnel department are required ansi these have been 
already indicated in 'the early pages of this chapter: tImprovement of 
working conditions generally along lines .indicated in the preceding " 
chapters, adoption of an en!i.Eh!~lle_<!Jlolicy of management in respect <>f , 
wa~~s~ tra~~ers an~" 'promoti?n.~, leave a~d holidays; provi~i~n of 
faCIlitIeS for educatlOn ami' trammg, promotIon of welfare work, mtro
duction of unemployrilent and sickness in,surance; of gratuities and, • 
pensions-all these .will contribute to make the labour :t:.<?!~JIlOllUih,l,pJe,' 
than it is at present.) Not the least important factors contributing to 
stability will be the attitude of the employers to workers' organizations 
and the provision of effective machinery for the ventilation and redress 
of the grievances of the workers. 

Absenteeism . . " 
Another aspect of the instability of labour is abs~nteeism. There is a. 

definite relation between absenteeism and the absence of systematic 
provision for holidays and leave. Frequent absenteeism adversely 
affects both the workers and the industry, but it is not always unavoid
able'! " In industries where the work is excessively fatiguing, periodical 
abse&ee from the job constitutes a sort of defence mechanism for the 
tired workman and- tends to prevent an abnorinal accumul3tion of 
fatigue poisons and a resultant breakdown in health."(}) ') The follow
ing table based on the information supplied by the mills {o the Labour 
Office, shows the extent_ of absenteeism in cotton textile mills in 
Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur, during 1938 and 1939: 

nI If The Management of Labor RelationB ", Watkins and Dodd, 193a, pages 259-60., 
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.. ',I.'ABLE No. 77. 

Absenteeism in Cotton Textile Mills in Bombay, Ahmedabad and 
Sholapur. 

• 
Percentage Absenteeism . 

Year and month. I Ahmedabad., Bombay. Sholapu.r. 

1938 January .. .. .. 7'48 3'17 10'00 
February .. .. .. 7'75 3'28 10'71 
March .. .. . . 9'12 3'21' 9'83 
April .. .. .. 8'60 '3'35 10'52 
May .. .. .. 9'13 3'78 11'41 
June .. .. .. 8'08 3'52 11'02 
July .. .. " 7'63 3'51 10'56 
August .. .. .. 7'62 3'55 11'41 
September .. " .. 8'17 3'21 10'86 
October .. .. .. 9'01 3'09 11'35 
November .. .. .. ' 8'52 3'16 10'75 
December .. .. .. 8'59 2'86 10'28-

, 
Annual Average .. 8'30 3'29 . 10'73 

1939 January .. .- .- 8-58 3-13 10-,81-
February -- _. .- 9'54 3'42 12-00 
March _. -- -- , 9-48 3-46 11-33 
April .. _. -. 9-99 3'61 11-30 
May -- -. -- 10-37 3'73 12-74 
June _. .. _. 9-79 3-23 ' 10-88 
July -- -- .- 10'36 2'99 9-16 
August -- -- -- 10-74 2'98 8-47 
September _. _. _. 12'01 3-10 8'88 
October -- -- _. 13'24 3-32 12'15 
November _. '- .- lI-77 3'31 n-71 
December'- .- -- -- 10-56 3'37 10-08 . 

I·- I - Annual Average 10'50 3-30 10'77 

Among the causes of absenteeism are fatig¢( sickneslIand industrial 
accidents. ( The economio loss to indust~ and the worker as a result of 

_ absenteeism need scarcely be emphasized.) Little concerted attempt has 
b~en made in this Province to reduce absenteeism or even to study the 
factors which cause it. It may be stated in general terms that Whatl 
ever improves conditions of work and lire for the employees, whateve 
leads to the increasing adaptation of the worker to his task an 
whatever makes him feel contented will lessen his desire or need 
to leave it for a time and lighten for him and the industry the burdell of 
absenteeism. Sometimes attendance bonuses are offered to ~ouragel 
absenteeism, but such bonuBM have not been found to be effective. 
Proper conditions of work in the factory, adequate wages, protection 

I' • 
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from accident and sickness and' facilities for obtaining; leave for rest 
and recupera~ion constitute the most effective means of reducing 
absenteeism. , 

Contract Labour. 
A considerable body of workers in cotton mills in Ahmedabad are not 

directly under the control of the management. In some departments in 
most of these mills, workers are engaged, discharged and paid wages not 
by the management but .by contractors. The mills keep no record 
of the wages paid to the men engaged hy the contractor who gets a lump 
sum for the work done. The main advantage of this system, according 
to the spokesmen of the mills, is that it saves the management the trouble 
of engaging a large body' of unskilled workers and supervising their ,work. 
In not a few caae8,]iowever:"tne iriilf also~gairiS financially as. t4e lump 
sum paid to the_c.;ontractor js smaller than the total amount that would 
be paid to the workers if they were' engaged direct by its management. 
The workers employed by the contractor get lower wages than tiiey 
would ordinarily get if employed direct by ~he mills. The advantage 
clalmeaior-the--eontract system by the spokesmen of the Ahmedabad 
millowners is a doubtful one, while its disadvantages are obvious and 
many. We agree with the view of the Royal Commission on Labour in 
India that the employment of labour through interrp.ediariell tends 
generally to diminish the prospect o~ that labour securing reasonable 
conditions of work and wages. If the management of the mills do not, 
assume responsibility for such labour, there is every likelihood of its 
being ~'!1e_(L~nd .~J.Ploited.by, the. contractor. One of our colleagues, . 
1I!r. Khandubhai Desai, held the view tnat the contract system involved 
either reduction of wages or intensification of work. According to him, 
the wages of toplawallas (basket carriers) in Ahmedabad, for instance, 
were, as a result of the introduction of the contract system,. reduced by 
30 to 40 per cent. In the drawing-in department in the mills in 
.Ahmedabad the men, whose work requires much skill, were employed 
under the contract system until October 1938 when, as a result of the 
threat of a strike by the Gujarat Sarni Kamdar Association, which iii. 
composed of workers employed in that depar~hJ.ent, it was agreed that the 
contract system should be abolished. In its memorandum submitted to 
us, the Gujarat Sarni Kamdar Association has urged that the contract 
system should not be re-introduced in the Ahmedabad mills. Airwpg 
the grounds urged by it against the contract system are that though 
the contractor gets a lump sum for the work.to be done, he does not pay· 
the workers wages in proportion to the work done by them, that, owing to 
competition, ~ont1:actor bids less for the contract fro~ the mill th~n • 
another contractor and the wages of the 'workers have to be 'reduced In 

consequence, that there is no security of service, as with the change of· 
contractor the old workers are replaced by the men brought by the new 
co~tractor, that the contractor, with a view to earn greater profit, employs 
lesd number of men than are' required, with the result that the latter 
have greater difficulty in getting leave. The disadvantages urged by the 
Sarni Kamdar Association are inherent in the contract system, wheth.er " 
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it prevails in' one, department of, the mill or. another, and outweigh 
whatever advantages it may. possess. The system certainly gives no 
advantage to tlle worker. We recommend that the contract system of 
engaging lapour shouJi.b.e..abolished as so<}n as possible and that workers 
for every departnleil;t in a mill shouId'he recruited and paid direct by the. 
management. . / 

Employment of Workers from" Criminal Trib~s ~'. / 

In centres of the cotton textile industry.like Sholapur and Rubli a 
number of persons from the local criminal tribes settlements are 
employed in the mills. According to the information supplied to us by the 
Settlement Officer, Criminal Tribes Settlement, Sholapur, 246 persons 
from the Settlement and 378 from the"Free Colony under his supervision 
are employed in the mills iJ:.l that centre. The Sholapur Settlement was 
established in 1912 and a large number of its members obtained employ- I 

ment in the mills. The mills pay to the authorities of the settlements 
a certain amount per head per month as capitation charges for the labour 
provided from the settlement. The Criminal Tribes Settlements at . 
Rubli, Gadag, Dhulia, Jalgaon and Ahmedabad also supply a number of . 
workers to the local mills. The Criminal Tribes Act Enquiry Committee 
in its Report (1939) observes: "The sending out of 'settlers' to the 
towns as free labourers for the whole of the day and subjecting them 
to the discipline of a settlement during the night has a great disadvantage. 
The psychological effect of such a system on the settler is undesirable."(}) 
Apart from this, the fact that these workers are subject to the discipline 
of the settlement in all matters prevents them from fully participating 
in trade union activities. They have often in the past, owing to. the 
rules of the settlement, been unable to join strikes. Their continued 
employment during strikes is naturally looked upon by other workers 
with suspicion and disfa·vour. It is undesirable that an element, which 
is thus unable to identify itself with the general body of workers, should 
continue to exist in the industry. We, therefore, recommend that the 
rules of the settlements in respect of those of the settlels who are employed 
in the mills should be such as to .enable them to participate fully 
in all legitimate activities of trade unions. If, however" this is not 
possible, we suggest that the employment of members of the settlements 
in mills should cease. 

O~ganization of Labour. 
In the preceding chapters we have considered the measures which the 

employers, the employees and the Government can and should take to 
improve the wage level in the textile industry in this Province£. AI. 
these measures are essential. But, in the ultimate resort, the mos~ 
effective measure for securing the end in' view is the devel(>pment oj. 
.~h~_"~rs..aniz~t~ stre~g~h o~_~~e_~o!~~~he!ll~es:\ Inalt'i?Unt;,:,ies 
Improvement urthe conditIon of ~orkers has been achIeved by legIslatIOn, 

Q.) Page 5~, 
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by the pressure of public opinion fnd brcolkctiJl.eJ!argl!Jnin..E~ Never~ 
theless, it is true to state that the raising or the maintaining ot-he level 
of wages has been secured by collective bargaining rather th~ by State 
action and the success of collective bargaining, from the workers' point 
of view, depends on their organized strength. The forms, characteristics 
and policies of trade unions have varied in different countries according 
to the stage of their industrial development and their social and political 
conditions, but, "despite the challenge on the right by fascism and 
on the left by communism and despite the fact that world depression 
has effected a profound alteration in, the relations between trade unions 
and the State, the mass of the organized wageworkers in Great Britain 
and its dominions, in the Scandinavian countries, in Holland, SWitzerland 
and in the United States still regard,the autonomousvolrintary trade 
Union as the basic instrument by which they can maintain'andimprove 
their status as workers under' capitalism and a democratic form of 
govemment."(lV In India the trad.e union movement is of recent origin, 
but its need has not been less urgent. 

tJ'he main objects of a trade union are to secure for the workers adequate 
wages, shorter hours of employment, satisfactory conditions of work and 

. proper safeguards for health and life. It fulfils its pUrpose through col
lective bargaining and the constant struggle of organized labour res9lves 
itself into maintaining the right and power of collective bargaining and 
opposin~ all practices and restrictions which sap the effectiveness of such 
bargainmg. The proceedings of the Tripartite Technical Conference 
on the Textile Industry held in Washington in 1937. bear testimony to. 
the importance of organization of labour and the need for. maintaining. 
its power of collective bargaining for the benefit not merely of the workers 
but also of the industry as a whole. The report of the proceedings has 
the following: " Spokesmen representing not only workers' organisations 
but also both the employers and the Governnlents of three such important 
textile-producing countries as Great, ,Britain, Franc,eand Belgium, 
all paid tribute to the value, as a, means of securing stability, good 
relations and progressively better conditions in the industry, o~ free 
organisation on both sides and the conclusion of collective agreements 
after negotiation on a basis of equality and mutual respect between 
the employers' and workers' orga.rusa.tioDs."(2) trhe advantages to 
industry: as well as to the workers of collective a:~ee~ents ca:nnot b~. 
over-estlIDated. Such agreements promote stablhtym the. mdust ' 
by eliminating intemal strife and by regulating the level of wages an 
other main conditions of employment. Again, as these agreement 
bind all or most of the units of an industry, they tend to eliminat 
unhealthy competition. As the Report of the Washington Tripartite 
Conference states \ "Collective agreements are of special importance 
m&inly in the regufation of matters which are not dealt with by legisla- ,/ 
tion and may serve as a very useful preparation for future legislation"(S)/ 

Ul .. EnoycloJlllliia of the Sooial Soiences", Volume XV, page '1. 
Ull II The World Textiie IndusUy", Volu.me II, published b7 the International Labour 

Office, 198'1, pages 259-60. ' 
III Ibid., page 261, 
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and" they may also be of great utility in the working out and application 
of the detailed execution of legislrtion, subject to and within the general 
limits laid down by the law."(l) \The success of collective agreements 
from the poin~ of view of the industry depends on the effectiveness 
of the organization of workers as much as of the employers. And 
from this point of view a strong trade union movement is no less beneficial 
to the industry than to the workers> The Royal Oommission on Labour 
in India laid emphasis on this aspect of the trade union movement. 
It stated: "It would be' foolish to pretend that in present conditions 
particular employers in particular centres cannot gain an advantage by 
thwarting and repressing attempts to, organise, and all employer~ are 
bound to find, on occasion, that the organisation. of their men limits 
their power. But whilst the advantages to be gained from repression 
are temporary and precarious, those that accrue from healthy' organisa
tion are lasting."(2) In recent years legislation has been playing an 
increasing part in the regulation of working conditions in industry 
in all countries. But even legislative measures and State action depend 
·for their success on the strength of labour organization . ./ 

There are other forms of organization s1,!ch .as~yvorks councils and 
_~~!!rE!,J;oIlUllJt~eet\,~~~].t.o s~me extent, safegua.r~ t~e~stsof ~he' 
workers. In these organIZatIOns employees of mdlvldual factorIes, 
through their representatives, participate. in adjusting conditions, of 
employment. These organizations may succeed in creating cordial 
relations between management and workers, in adjusting complaints 
and disputes, in enforcing decisions of boards of conciliation or arbitration, 
in 'promoting efficiency and economy and in administering welfa.r~ 
serv. ices. ;nut they are' useful only so long as the employers are weI 
disposed. They cannot be a substitute for trade unionism. ';rhe 
cannot, owing to their constitution, deal with problems which affec 
all the workers in an industry. They are concerned only with employees 
w~~in,~I1.;!:!!!.it, ~hereas trade unions are organizations. of workers 
hi an-occupatIOn or mdustry and safeguard the common mterests of 
all workers in that occupation or industty. It is obvious that an organi
zation confined to an individual unit will not be able to deal with 
a recalcitrant employer as successfully as a strong trade union would. 

I 
Again, questions of general interest like increases in wages can most 
effectively be dealt with only QY trade unions whose bargaining power 
.is considerable. 

It is not seldom that publio opinion has to be mobilized to secure 
protection of the interests of the workers through legislative or State 
action in the face of the opposition of employers. Strong organizations 
oflabour have been potent means of mobilizing such public opinion. 

Apart from collective agreements, investigation and mediation, con
ciliation and arbitration have been increasingly resorted to by the State 

U) .. The World Textile Iudustry ", Volume II, published by the International Labour 
Offioe, 1937, page 261. 

'III fI ReJ'ort of the Royal OommiSsioQ on Labour in India ",1991, l'sse 822. 
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in recent years in order to Secure. industrial peace. The efficacy of 
these methods alBo presupposes the existence of organized trade unions .. --

TRADE UNIONS IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY. 
Thus, whether we consider it from the point of view of the workers 

or of the employers or of society, the trade union movement cannot 
but be regarded as most desirltble. It is_ not surprising that the textile 
industry being the most important industry in the country, the first 
attempt at labour organization was made in it. This attempt was 
made in Bombay in the .eighties of the last century. But, until after 
the end of the war of 1914-18, the organizational work done in the 
textile as well as in other industries was spasmodic. The end of the 
war witnessed much labour unrest due largely to a rising cost of living 
and this unrest found expression in, among other things, the organization 
of labour. The first trade union was the 1r!adras Labour Union, composed 
of workers of the Buckingham and Camatic Mills, which was started in 
1918. The establishment of the InternationarLabour Conference, with 
the right it conferred on organizations of labour to send their delegates 
to it, as well as the new hopes roused among workers throughout the 
world, as a result of the war, also stimulated the growth of the movement. 
Finally, the bringing into being of all .All-India Trade Union Congress 
in 1920 gave a further fillip to it. The Province -of Bombay had 
an important share in the development of the movement and the extent 
of the progress made may be measured from the fact that the total 
number of trade unions in the Province on 1st September 1939, was 

.173 as against 21 in 1922. Of these 173 unions, 78 were in Bombay 
City and 19 in Ahmedabad. On 1st September 1922, the 21 unions 
had a total membership of 47,322, while on 1st September 1939, 
the 173 unions had a total-membership of 166,047. Members of textile 
workers' unions, the largest single group of organized workers, con
stituted 45'86 per cent. of the total -membership of all unions on 
1st September 1939. 

UNIONS IN ROMBAY CITY. 

A brief description of the growth' of the trade union movement in 
the textile industry of the Province will not be out of place 'here. The 
first successful attempt in Bombay to form a union pf textile workers 
on a large scale was made in 1926 when the Bombay Textile-Labour -
Union, with a membership of nearly 7,000 workers, was estabIisJted 
under the presidentship of Mr. N, M. Joshi. The other four unions, 
which were in existence then, were the Girni Kamgar Mahamaridals 
at Colaba, Chinchpokli, Ghorupdeo and Prabhadevi. In 1926 the Girni 
~amgar Mahamandal (Colaba) closed down but the others continued 
in existence till the end of 1927. During 1928 the Bombay Mill Workers' • 
Union, with a. membership of 300, was started under the p.esidentship 
of ~. S. H. Jhabwala and. the Girni Kamgar Mahamandals were 
registered as one union. The Bombay Textile Labour Union and the 
Bombay Mill Workers' Union, however, continued to work, and a new 
union, the .Bombay Girni ·Kamgar Union, was organized under the 

II Bk B 96-2f 
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presidentsmp of Mr. A. A.Alwe ~tha membership of 174. In 1929 the 
Chinchpokli Textile Workers' Union was formed which, after working for 
nearly a 1.ear, became defunct in 1930. In the same year the Grant Road 
Parsee Textile League Association was brought into being. In 1933 anothe 

. union, the Lal Textile Kamgar Unio:q, which subsequently changed it 
name to Lal Bavta Girni Kamgar Union, was established. This unio 
however, ceased to function in 1934, as it was declared by Governmen 
to be an unlawful association. The number of unions, however, rose 
eight in 1935 by addition of three more unions, the Swatantra Kamg 
Sangh, the Girni Kamgar Union and the New Bombay Girni Kamg 
Union. In 1936 the Swatantra Kamgar Sangh, the New Bombay. Girni 
Kamgar Union and the Girni Kamgar Mi\hamandaI ceased to exist, . 
leaving only five unions, the Bombay Textile Labour Union, the Bombay 
Mjll Workers' Union, the Bombay Girni Kamgar Union (Red Flag), the 
Grant· Road Parsee Association Textile League and the Girni Kamgar 
Union. These unions have continued to work till this day. The Red' 
Flag Ginii Kamgar Union was started in. Kurla in 1932 and still 
continues to exist. 

There have been some remarkable fluctuations in the membership 
of the Girni Kamgar Union (Red Flag), the biggest of the unions, during 
the last decade.. There was. a sudden rise iii. the membership of this 
union in 1928, the total number of members on its roll being 54,000 

• whjch was the highest in its career. The membership was maintained 
.found about this figure throughout 1929 but, after the failure of the 
general strike of that year, it came down to 800 in 1930; it steadily 
rose to 7,535 in 1932, but again declined to 4,655 later on in that year. 
In 1934 it had an increase of 2,000 members. In 1935 the number 
lIuddenly fell to 2,000 from 6,000, but immediately rose to 6,700 in the 
same year. The year 1936 saw a fall in the membership by about 1,200, 
but a rise was observed in 1938, when the membership rose from 5,500 
to 8,000. The membership stood at 8,218 on 1st June ·1939 and 
increased to 19,877 on 1st S~ptember 1939. 

l1RIONS IN AHMEDABAD. 

In Ahmedabad textile laboUr was organized by Shreemati.Anasuyaben 
Sarabhai and Mr. Shankarlal Banker under the guidance of l1::!Lhatma 
Gandhi.in 1918 ·during which year there was a general strike of textile 
workers in that city. As a result of this strike and at the instance of 
Mahatma Gandhi attempts were made to establish a perma,nent machin~ry 
for the settlement of labour disputes. In 1920 the Ahmedabad Mill-. 
owners' Assooiation passed the following resolution on this subject: 
" If any dispute. or difference of opinion arises between the millowners 

• and the workpeople and if they are not able to set~le it among themselves, 
suoh dispute shall be settled by Mahatma Gandhi and Seth Mangaldas(l). 
In doing so, they are invested wIth such powers as are ordinarily given 
to arbitrators on fluch occasions." .It was agreed by both the parties 
that in case of a difference of opinion between the arbitrators the matter 

I~ Tbeu President of the 4hmedabad Millowners' 4BBooiation. 
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should be referred to an umpire whose d,eoision wo~ld be final and binding 
on both parties. The existenoe of this permanent maohinery of arbitra
tion has been a feature of the relationship between capital and labour 
in Ahmedabad during the last two deoades and has. faoilitated the 
organization of labour in that city. The Textil~ Labour Assooiation, 
Ahmedabad, was established in 1920 as a federation of eight ocoupational 

-unions. These lJnions were: (1) Weavers' Union, (2} Folders' Union, 
(3) Throstle Union, (4) Sizing Union, (5) Winders' Union, (6). Card 
Room, Blow Room and Frame Department Union, (7) Drivers', Oilmen 
and Firemen's Union, and (8) Mill Jobbers' and Mukadanis' Union. In 
1922 these unions had an aggregate membership of 11,550. In ~922 the 
Mill Jobbers' and Mukadams Union oeased to exist and the rest continued 
till 1923. In the same year the Sizing Union and the Folders' Union 
were closed down. In 1925 the Winders' Union reported that its mem.ber
ship was nil and so for all praotioal purposes it ceased to function. In 
1926 a new union. the Jobbers' and Mukadamil' Union, was a.dded to 
the list bringing the number of unions then existing to five •. In. 1927 
the Winders' Union was revived. In 1929 the Winders' Union ceased 
to exist; in 1930 the.Reelers' Union was organized.. '. In 1934 th~ Reelerljl' 
and Winders' Unions ceased to exist as separate ~its, but were revived 
in 1939 when a new union called the Ward Union was organized. All 
the unions we have so far mentioned were affiliated to the Textile Labour 
Assooiation. The' Mill Mazdoor Union was organized in 1933, but 
in the following year was deolared bi Government to be an unlaWful 
assooiation. Towards the end of 1934 the Mill Kamdar Union was 
formed.' In 1938 there were two additions, namely, the Gujarat,Sarni 
Kamdar Association and the Khristi MillKamdar Sangh with 1,340 
and 70 members respeotively. In September 1939 there were eleven 
unions of cotton mill workers in existenoe in Ahmedabad.: The total 
numbet of members in all these unions was 32,477 of whom 28,454 were 
members of the unions affiliated to the Textile Labour Assooiation. 

DIIIONS IN OTHER CENTRES. . 
Broach.-In 1923-24 two unions, the Fine Counts Mill Labour Union 

and the Saraswati Mill Labour Union, wert} formed in Broaoh and were, 
in existenoe till 1926. ' 

Su,at.-The Surat Kamgar Sangh W3S established in 1937 and 
continues to exist. 
~la~-The Sholapur Textile Union was formed in May 1925 

wi an inl ial membership of 2,000. This Union subsequently became 
a branoh of the Bombay Textile Labour Union and was in existence .till 
1930. In 1931 the Lal Bavta Girni Kamgar Union, with..a membe~ship 
of 386, was formed. This membership rose to 5,336 by 1st September 

. 1939. In August 1939 the Tirangi llavta Girni Kamgar Union was 
formed with a membership of 500. • 
. ,Jalgaon.-The Khandesh Textile Workers', Union was formed in 
1937 and after working for nearly a year ceased funotioning. In. 
September 1939'a new union ~alled the Jalgaon Girni Kamgar UnioD 
was formed with a. membershlp of 130, 

M Bk B '26-2'ci . ..... . 
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Amalner.-The Pratap Mills Kamgar Union was established in 1932 
but it remained in existence for only one year. Another union, the 
Amalner Girni Kamgar Union, was formed in October 1937, and is 
still in existep.ce. TWs union had a membership of 1,392 on 
).st September 1939. • 

. Okalisgaon.-':'In 1933 the Chalisgaon Lal Bavta Girni Kamgar Uni~n 
was formed but it remained in existence for only one year. There is 
no union of cotton mill workers in that centre today. 

Dhulia.-Thereis only one union, the Dhulia Girni Kamgar Union, 
which was formed in 1932-33, and is still functioning. 

BarBi.-The Lal Bavta Girni Kamgar Union was formed in October 
1937. Another union.cal1ed the Rashtriya Majur Sangh with a member
ship of 454 was. formed in July 1939 . 
• Gokak.-The Ookak Mi).l Employees' Union, formed in 1936, is still 

in existence. It had a·membership of 2,784 on 1st September 1939. 
Hubli.-The Hubli Textile Labour Union was organized in 1930. 

It worked for nearly three years and was closed down in 1933. A new 
union, the Girni Kamgar S~gh, started in November 1938. is still in 
existence and this has a membership of about 400. • 

DIFFICULTIES OF ORGANIZATION. 

Considering the number of workers employed in the textile industry 
in the Province, it can hardly be said that the progress made in organizing 
them has been satisfactory. There is, however, little doubt that many 
of the unions bve exercised, .and still continue. to exercise, in some 
respects, a much greater influence over the workers than their member~ 
ship would indicate and have, on many occasions, been able'tosecur 
united action for the ventilation of their demands and the redress 0 

their grievances. The trade union movement during the last two 
decades has been confronted with numerouS difficulties. The foremost 
"of these difficulties are the a~~thy and the indif!erence of the wo.rkers. 
The general poverty and the tow level of wages present anothm:fomudable 

. obstacle to the work of organization. To a majority of workers whose 
wages are low,· who are more often than not in debt and who can hardly 
make both ends meet, the regular payment of even a ~J1?3!Lsubs~tion 
to the union beoomes a burden. The migfato.r)!. character_of. a consider
able section of the workers is also another serious obstacle. Many of 
the workers are either members of peasant families or have connections 
·with villages. They are, therefore, accustomed to return to their villages 
at periodic intervals: They hre naturally less able, if not less inclined, 
than workers who live permanently in industrial centres, to maintain 
constant interest in, or contact with, labour unions. Further, to quote 
the Royal Commission on Labour in India, "the fact that so many 
workers look forward to a proximate or ultimate escape from industry 
tends to diminish their enthusiasm for efions to ameliorate their con
ditions and to enhance their readiness to tolerate disaoilities."(l) 

(U .. Befort of the BOTal Oo~ission on :4a.bour ill India., If 1931, ~ge ~21. 
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Formidable as are the obstacles mentioned above, they can be over
come if trade unions are not faced with other difficulties. The workers 
and their representatives who gave evidence before us in Bombay stated 
tha~ the chief ,Of Q~.~.~!.!~j!l!~lt, i~ .were ,the h08til~,,-,of th~ ?mPl!>~81: 
their refusal to recogruzlf' the UJ1lon!l and the fear amollg'tlte worlters of 
being victimizea' for associating themselves with trade union activitieS 
At other centres of the industry also, including Ahmedabad, complaint 
about the hostile attitude of the employers and allegations regarding 
victimization were made by' workers and their representatives. The 
:Millowners' Association, Bombay, has in this connection drawri our 
attention to its letter to the Government of Bombay in which iii had 
defined its attitude towards unions and laid down the conditions subject 
to which it would recognize a trade union 'of textile workers. A copy of 
this letter was furnished to us. We shall deal with the points raised. in 
this representati9n when we eElomine the question of recognition of trade 
unions. Our colleague, Mr._ Khandubhai Desai, said that even in 
Ahmedabad trade unionism had a. chequered career during the last tw~ 
decades of its existence and no employer, with the exception of one 
or two, in 'spite of existing agreements, had allowed a union-to be formed. 
without resistance, victimization aDd strikes. The Royal Commission 
on Labour in India referring to the attitude of employers towards trade 
unions said: "In many Cases we found, it difficult to ascertain what 
active steps had been taken to enc~ge the growth of healthy trade 
unionism; whilst the attitude of some employers in their dealings with 
trade unions. was sinf1larly iIl-~!~l::te<!..1Q.~~J,jhat,,~nd."(l) .These 
words descrIbe, '"Wil Iiilr "ltoouracy, the, attItude oGmp16yers m the . 
textile industry of this Province towards trade unions of their workers. 
Such an attitude is, however, not peculiar to employers in India. It is 
an attitude characteristic of the tlmploying class all the world over" 
especially in the early days of a trade union movement. However, in 
most Western countries the advantages of trade unionism to industry 
itself as well as its inevitability are being increasingly rea14ed &nd~ 
though industrial strife has by no means been eliminated, rfis acknow
ledged that a strong trade union is one of the most powerful inst:qunent , 
for averting such strife and securing stability and peace in industry. f' 

VICTIMIzATION. 

Under the Bomba.y Industrial Disput'es ' Act, 193{-V!ctimi;ation of 
workers for being members of trade unions or for participatmg iIi union 

. activities is made an oflenee and it may be hoped that, as a result of this •. 
complaints about victimization will cease. As we have stated above. 
at every centre workers and their representatives drew our attention to 
these complaints and urged that victimization or fear of victimization 
constituted one of the most serious obstacles to the growth of trade 
unionism. One of our colleagues, Mr. Saklatvala, agrtled that there. 
had been a few instances in which a mill official had victimized a worker 
more or less on the ground that he belonged to a union, but, in his. 'view. 

, (1) Page 323. 
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these Were isolated instances. ,While Mr. Genninga had had no 
complaint about Victimization placed before him in his capacity as Chief 
Conciliator, Mr. Pryde said that he had known of some cases of victimi
.zation but thit very 'often it was hard·to say whether a worker had bee~ 
viotimized for trade union activities or Rot. Mr. Dange also referre 
to the difficulty of ascer1!aining, without a proper inquiry, whethe , 
a worker was ~missed for brea~h of a Standing Order or for being JI 
member of. a uruon. In a: prec~ding .pw;agraph w~ have r~ferred to ,t~~ 
new 'Standing Order dealing Wlth diSmISsal. This Standing Ordet, m 
our view, would provide an effective safeguard against victimization of 
workers for interesting themselves in trade union activities. Whether 
there are numerous cases of such victimization may be disputed by the 
spokesmen of employers, but there is little ~oubt that the fear that they 
will be victimized if they join a trade union or interest themselves in its 
activities prevails among a large number of workers and constitutes a 
obstacle to the growth of trade unionism among them. The safeguard 
mg of the workers' right to organize, without intimidation and discrimi 
nation, in order top~otect and improve their standards of life is th 
essence of trade unionism and employers who wish to see the growth 0 

a BOund trade union movement in this Pr...ovince should refrain from doin 
anything that would 'deter 'workers froI\l exercising their right 0 

organization. 

ComplaintS ~ere made before Us 'by representatives of the workers 
that some employers did not permit . .wQ~lf~.rs living in_mill~~wls to 
carry _ o~ any tradepnion actiVities in the chawls;-'' Workers living in-
,mill chawls pay r~nts and their ~elations with the employers owning 
the chawls are those of tenants with their landlords. There is no reason, 
therefore, why such rights' as the law confers on tenants to carry on 
legitimate activities in their residences should be denied to workers living 
in mill chawls. Such restrictions, wherever they exist, not only hamper 
the working of trade unions but may also prevent workers from taking 
advantage of the housing facilities provided by their employers. We are 
strongly of opinion, therefore, that it is undesirable for employers to 
place restrictions on workers carrying .on any activities in the mill 
chawIS in which they live except to the extent to which the law 
permits such restrictions.' ',~, 

PAID OmCIALS AND TECHNICAL ADVISERS. 

A criticism of trade union organization that. was made before us by 
the spokesmen of the employers was that a majority of trade union 
le'aders did not understand the working of the industry. Onr colleague, 
Mr.SakIatvala, urged that it was necessary for the successful running 
of a trade union that the majority of its leaders al!~uld be able-to under
stand something of the technical aspect...o~mdustry-S()'lhat they 
might be able to diSCUss witIltlieeinployers matters' iiiresJiectoHvhich 
such knowledge was essential and to plQ,ce their case adequately b.efore 
the Chief Conciliator., Mr. Maloney thought that there was hardly 
a trade union lea<ler in -Bombay who could understand a standard 
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weaving list. He added: " In England it is not anybody who could be 
a secretary of a trade union in the textile industry. He must pass 
a definite exa.mination before taking his app~in~ment.~' Mr. Pryde 
endorsed the VIew of Mr. Maloney about the paucIty in Bombay of trade ,. 
union officials possessing a howledge of the technical aspect of the 
industry. He said: "Certain amount of outside· element may be 
necessary to start with; but even the outsiders must acquaint them
selves with the working of the industry, otherwise they cannot~ b 
efficient. If a dispute. arises, unless they are technically qualified the 
are not in a position to place the workers' case before any tribunal or 
bring about a settlement." v.~g~Jn£i@,1radeUnions Act, 11~6.not 
less than half of the total number of officers of a'iiriiOil mowd' oe persons 
.. actually engaged or employed In an industry with which the trade 
union is concemedr and we found during the course of our inquiry that 
a majoritY2U~.Ille~ber~ o~_t~e.:ma ... naging ~o.mmi~tees. oftrade~iiil~03_ 
were workers so enga~~ .()!...were me~ who li.ad m·the past .aery 
in textile miIIiI-:-Tlie unIons thus had at their disposal some knowledg 
or-thetechnical side of the industry. Besides, :we found -that at 
least some of the leaders of the trade unions showed a good ·gr~sp"' .. 9f 
the\VQrking of the industry. It is, however, true that, with a few 
exceptions, trade unions in the text;ile industry of this Province suffer 
from a paucity of officials who satisfy the standards of qualifications,' 
training and equipment that are considered indi~pensable in countrieS 
where the trade union movement has been well 'developed. The main 
reason for this defect in trade union organization,. is that, in most 
instances, trade union officials are not trained for tAe ;work they have. 
to do. If the trade unio~ in the textile industry are to become more 
efficient instruments for protecting the interests bf the workers and 
securing improvement in their standard of life, they must have atiheir 
disposal the services of an increasing number of men who are conversant 
with the technical details of the industry .and who have received neces
sary training for the work not merely of organizing trade unions but also 
of carrying on their day to day activities. Efficient.service of this kind 
can only be available to the unions if the officials are full-time men and 
are adequately paid. Such officials BhOUldPerf. erably ~e recruited fro. m\ 
the ran¥ of workers. Educated young men~ho have received special 
training for the purpose and are interested in the . work, will· also 
make efficient and useful trade· union officials. The' Textile Labour 
Association, Ahmedabad, has for some time been conducting a class 
for training educated young men for trade union work. While it is 
primarily the concern of trade unions to take the initiative in this matter, 
the State and employers also owe an obligation to the working class to 
110 all they CI4l to help in providing facilities fOJ: training. "The clas8· 
whose education we desire to advance," the Royal Commission on 
Labour in India says in this connection, "h3$ claims which.are in nor 
way weaker than those of political lawyers or Govemmellt officials tOt 
participate ill the provision which the State makes ·for education."(ll(, 

(I) Page 830. 
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Trade unions will always require the assistance of technical advisers 
for carrying on many of their activities, especially. in negotiations 
with em~loyer8 ~r in conciliation or. arbitration proceedings in regard 
to technical matters. (Lack of such advisers has proved a handicap 
in the past. The services .of retired mill officials may prove useful 
in this respect., The Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee emphasized 
the need for a technical adviser to the trade unions in Bombay 
and suggested that the appointment of such an expert was almost 
essential for the proper working of the standardization scheme 
approved by it. It expressed the hope that the trade unions would 
c~tinue to make some arrangements of the kind suggested by it. We 
endorse the suggestion of the Committee. Whether there should be one 
technical adviser for the whole Province "or more may be left to the unions 
to decide; but, in view of our recommendations regarding rationalization 
and standardization of wages, we cannot tOG strongly urge the importance 
and usefulness of such expert' advice to protect the interest of the 
workers., . 
BECOGNmON OF TRADE UNIONS. 

The success of' trade unions depends on the exercise of the' right of 
collective bargaining and it is their Ilonstant endeavour to resist any 
restrictions that underm.ine that right. -The most effective weapon to 
which employers usually resort in order to deny to the workers this right 
of collec~i!~ ~argaining)s to refuse recognition to their unions~ In 
somifconntries;-'the''Statehas 1lIDiSlaered'1t necessary"lO'iiltervene and 
give protection to trade unions in this respect. The most recent and 
outstanlling instance of this State protection is the National Labour 
Relations Act of 1935 of the United States of America, which deClare~ 
that "employees shall have the right to self-organizatioJ)., to form 

. join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively, throu&h repre . 
sentatives of their own choosing, and to engage in conceJ;i;ed activitie , . 
for the pUrpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protec1 
tion .. and prohibits the refusal by the employers" to bargain collectivel)J 
with duly elected employee representatives." The Bombay Industri~ . 
Disputes Act, 1938, confers on a union, which has not less tlt.::w..215 per Qent. 
of the employees in an industry or occupat4>n as its members, the right 
to represent workers in negotiations with employers where some of the 
employees directly affected by a change belong to it and to agree to 
settlements on their behalf. But it does not give this right to a union 
which .has a lesser membership'unless it is recognized by the.JUUPloyex.. 
and has a membership of at least 5 per cmit. 'Of the-i'riiployeesmtlii\ 
industry or occupation concerned. As it is difficult to get a IqemberShi~ 
of 25 per cent. of employees, the question.. 9f recognition pY..Jmll>loy~!§ " 
assumes importance. We consider it necessary'o deal w~th'this question 
in view, especially, of the refusal of millowners' associations to accord 
recognition to the most important trade unions in various centre 
except Ahinedabad. . 

In September 1937 the Government of Bombay addressed a circular 
letter to the various millowners' associations 'and other bodies on the 
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subject ot recogni#on of unions. In that letter Government stated 
that they were anxious to assist in removing real hindrances in the 
way of the growth of labour organizations and to' promote collective 
bargaining between the employers and employees and they asked the 
millowners' associations and other bodies to state the conditions under 
which they would be prepared to give recogrution to trade unions. In 
its reply to Government the Millowners' Association, Bombay, stated 
that its view on the subject. of recognition was that an employers' organi
zation should not be called upon to recognize any labour union which 
was not prepared to agree to make strikes the las. weapon in its armoury 
instead of the first. It urged that no notice for cessation of work either. 
in an individual concern or in the industry as a whole should be given 
until every avenue of negotiation, conciliation or arbitration, which 
existed or might be devised by agreement between the employers and 
workers' org~tions concerned, had been exhausted. Th,is objection 
to recognition has not much force now, in view of the passing of thi 
Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, '1938, which prohibits. strikes befor 
a notice of change is given and before cO!l~!I~t!(:m proc~edings, "at 

«)ompletect The Millowners' Association, Bombay, also indicated othe 
cOllilitlons p~ecedent to recognition. The first condition was that th 
union requiring recognition shouli~~ encourage class war. The object 
of a labour organization in seeEiig recogru'tion iii to represent and protect 
the interests of the w2.rkers and to negotiate with the employers or their 
organizations wheneverrusputesa:dse. The views held by some of the 
officials of a trade-Union on the political or economic structure of 
society ought not to influence the working of -the union as such. 
Insistence on the registration of a union under the Indian Trade 
Unions Act would be reasonable and this is now made a condition 
precedent to recognition by the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 1938. -
When. union is so registered, it must have a 1'~JlOIlStit9~!gn. 
a!!~!14ical "audit. Not less than half o!Jhe-mem,1:Jers o~ 
its executive must be workers. Its general fund 8annot be spent except 
in the manner-provided under the' law/If it has a political fund, it 
must be kept separate from the general fund and no member can be 
compelled to contribute to it. Registration thus necessitates compliance 
with provisions which cOllstitute a guarantee that the activitie!J of 
the union itself would be legitimate ones. The Association also 
made it a condition that the ~~~,.s.b..Quld.Jltt)~)l1!)md..",lontroUed Ja. 
ActUal mill workeI~ It was prepared to concede that in the early stages 
of a uIli()iTs'existence a limited amount of outside assistance on its 
executive might be necessary but it felt that the ultimate aim should 
be an organization run and controlled ef:!.tirely by the workers themselves. 
It was, however, willing to consider the grant of recognition to a union 
which had on its executive outsiders numbering not more than ten per 
cent. of the total strength. The existing law limits the number of· 
such outsiders to 50 per cent. and no case has been made out by the. 
Association for a further reduction to 10 per cent. Tra.de unionism in 
this Province, as in other parts of India, can hardly be said to have 
pe.ssed beyond its early stages, and if this is so, according to the admission . . 
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made by the. Associatiou, a limited amount of outside assistance on 
the executive of'a" la.bour union is necessary. Obviously, the members 
of the union alone can judge the extent of the assistance which they 
need and the employers are hardly justified in dictating to them how 
Jll8,ny and who should be the outsiders to guide and help them in carrying 
out the activities of their wiion. (In fact, until trade unions in this 
Province ha.ve established themselves on a firm. and unshakable footing 
and consolidated their position and until, as recommended by us, 
,a sufficient number of paid officia.ls recruited. from among the ranks of the 
workers are ava.ilable, the need for the guidance and assistance of out
siders will continue to be felt. In India, where the movement is still 
in i~8 early stages and the fear of victimization is not'absent, the help 
of outsiders is still ,necessary. The MilloWners' Association, BOmbay~, 
also insisted that a strike should not be called unless a ballot had been 
taken previoqsly and not less than two-thirds of votes cast and not: 
less than 50 per cent. of the workers involved were in favour of a cessation 

, of work. The acceptance of such a condition may prove useful. But 
this and similar other ~onditions which were stipulated relate lio matters 
of intern3.l working, of a union regarding which, in our opinion, employers 

, ought not to impose any conditions. 

REGISTRATION OF UNIONS. 

We,have already referred to registration of unions under the Indian 
Trade Unions Act, 1926. Under the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 
1938, the Registrar can register " any recognised union which, has for 
the whole of the period of six months next preceding \the date of the 
application, a membership of not less than five per cent., or any other 
union which has for the said period a membership of twenty-five per 
cent. or the total number of employees employed in any industry or 
occupation, as the case may be, in the local area." For the purp~ses of 
the Act there can be only one union in any industry or occupation in 
a local area. In areas. and industries, where aD. industrial union has 
already been registered, there may be separate unions for. difierent 
occupations in one industry only if the occupational union has more 
than twenty-five per cent. <tf the total number of employees in that 
oocupation as its members. t Again, if two -unions apply for registrationj 
unde:.; the Act, that which nas the larger membership, can alone be 
registered and a larger union is entitled to displace the smaller union 
already in existence.'! The functions of representing workers and 
negotiating on their beha.tf can be performed by. two classes of unions. 
The first is a union which has not less than 5 per cent. of the employees 
concerned as its members and which has been recognized ,by the 
employer. Such a union, however, can act only if the majority of the 

'employees affected by any particular change are- its members. The 
second is what is called a representative union. This is a union which 
has not been recognized by the employer but which can perform these 
functions only when it 'has_~ot less than 25 p~cent.()fthe employees 
concerned as its members, witltthlS'difIEirence thaHtcan act on beh3.lf 
of the employees in all cases in which even some of the employees 

, , ' 
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affected by a change are its members. A union which has only five pe~ 
cent. of the employees as its mem1;>ers and which is not recognized by th 
employer, ~an apply to the Registr~ to be ~e~lared as p. q~ipn • 
Such. a 1lIl!0n cannot. take part m negotIatIons between. the partIes, 
but IS entItled to asSISt the representative of the employees in all 
proceedings under the Act where it has more than fifty per cent. of the 
employees concerned as its members. 

~ere ar.e provisions in the ~ha.y Ivwt.tialJ)illJ.l.p.~~.,.,!!ltl • ..!g~~...., 
whIch are mtended to encourage the growth of trade Unlons and ensure 
their independence. These are, in the main, the provisions which make 
victimization of workers illegal, which empower the Registrar not to 
register any union if he is satisfied that the application for registra
tion is not made in the interests of the employees but in those of. the 
employers; which require that a: union depending for its registration 
on the recognition' of the :employer cannot act on beha1(of the 
employees Unless the 'majority. oftha employees affected' by a change 
are its members, and' which provide that a large unrecognized union . 

. can have the registration of a registered union cancelled and can itself 
become 'a qualified union. if it chooses to do so. The representatives 
of the Bombay. Provmcial Trade Union Congress, however, were 
sceptica\ about the Act 'beconi.ing an instrument for encoutaging the 
gro~h of trade union~and ensuring .their ~dependence. Ill; the fl:st J 
place, they urged that It was next to ImpOSSIble to have a,UnIon which' 
fulfilled the condition of having as members 25 per cent. of. the 
employeeS in the industry or a,ny of its occupations for the whole of 
a period of six months next preceding the date of the application for 
registration. , Our C?olleaguel Mr. Khedgikar, also thought that it was 
very difficult for 'a ·rin.i2!!...tQ..g~!~a,_~e~bership of 2!! ~!"Jle~t. of the 
employees and he suggested that tnIs liliu"t"'shouId 5e re ucealg.J~pw:; 
cent. This apprehension was confirmed by Mr.' Gennings who said 
that the chances of a union attaining such membership were incredibly 
remote. Mr. pange .also feared ~hat as.it would not b, e.possible .t?, haV~ 
a representatIve unIOn, the mIllowners; who were m a pOSItIOn t 
compel their employees to form' a union, ttJ.ightput up .another unio 
with 5 per cent. membership .and r~cognize iLJ!e 'added: "Thoug 
there is a provision that the Registrar, if satisfied that a union is not 
a genuine one and that it is in the nature of !lo~.cbmp~p'y""'uni~n.t.. will 
have the right to refuse registration, yeir it'woul e diffictiJI"iO prove 
at least for some tinie that a union is a company one." .Though the 
fear of company unions being established may not be justified, it must 
be admitted that the condition of 25 per cent. membership for 
a representative union is very difficult to fulfil and its imposition may 
operate as a hindrance in the way of encouraging the growth of trade 
unions. Where there are no unions entitled to represent the, worke~s. 
they may elect five representatives from among themselves: Where 
such 'representatives are not elected,' the duty of representing 
the workers for the purposes of the Act would devolv6on the Labour 
Officer. This was also a result anticipated by Mr. Gennings. It is : 
pdssible that if workers have to continue to depend on the good offices 
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of a Labour Officer, however sympathetic he may be, their power of 
initiative and their spirit of self-reliance may sWier and, consequently, 
the development of a strong and independent trade union movement 
among them may be, retarded. There 'may be reason to apprehend 
that the structure of the Act is not such as will facilitate the realization 

, of its purpose, namely, the proper and speedy development of an 
independent trade union movement. However, as the Act was brought 
into operation only recently, there is not sufficient material before us 
tG enable us to form a definite opinion about its effects on trade union 
organization. . 

Government tabourOmcer~ / 

In 1934 the Government of , Bombay-secured the passage, through 
the local Legislature, of the Bombay Trade Disputes Conciliation Act 
the object 'of which was to promote the settlement through conciliation 
of disputes between: workers and their employers. This measuie was, 
in the first instance, made applicable to the textile industry in Bombay 
City and Suburbs.' A Labour, Officer was appointed under it " to watch 
the interests of workmen' with a view to promote harmonious relations 
between employers and workmen and to take steps to represent the 
grievances of workmen to employers for the purpose of obtaining their 
redress." For carrying out his duties he was empowered, after giving 

. reasonable notice, to enter any place fur the purpose of any trad~ or 
industry to which the Act was applied and he was entitled to inspect 
and call for documents relevant to the grievances of the workers. He 
could also enter, after giving reasonable notice, any premises provided 
by an employer for the purpose of resisdence of his workmen. 
Mr. W. Gilligan, I.C.S., was appointed the Labour Officer. He and 
his suocessors have been able to render service to the workers by getting 
some of their grievances redressed. Such success as these officers have 
aohieved was partly due to the fact that the Bombay Girni Kamgar 
Union (Red Flag), having been refused recognition by the employers, 
could not directly negotiate with them. In Mr. 'Gennings's view the 
appointment of a Labour Officer did not tend to help the groWth ofi 
a trade union, but he did not think that it either hindered such growth 
if the trade union was prepared to work with the Labour Officer and 
used him to further its own interests. He pointed out how in England 
the Ministry of Labour had appointed Conciliation Officers in every big 
industrial centre and how they worked in co-operation with the trade 
union movement. He thought that, if there was a spirit of co-operatio

3
D 

the trade union movement could grow even if there was a Labo 
Officer, because a trade union properly organized and run had go 

, something more to offer to the workers than the mere redressing 0 I 
grievances. On the other hand, the view put forward by Mr. Dange; 
Was that the appointment of a Labour Officer was a handicap to the: 
develo~ment of a trade union. He urged that to deal with the day to . 
day grlevances of the workers was the legitimate task of a trade union 
whose development depended on the manner, in and the extent to' 

~ 
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which it secured the redress of their grievances and tackled their 
problems and that if a Labour Officer was appointed to represent the 
grievances of the workers and get them redressed, he naturally deprived 
the trade nnion of its main functions, and thus his appointment 
retarded its growth. It is possible, as Mr. Gennings said, that if there 
was a spirit of co-operation, the trad~ union movement could grow 
even if there was a ,Labour Officer becawie Ii proper trade union had 
got something more to offer to the workers than .the mere redreSsing 
01 grievances. Bu~ it· cannot be denied. that representation and 
redress of grievances are among the riui.in fun«?t;ions of trade unions 
and it is on the extent to which trade nnions successfully discharge 
these functions that they win the confidence and loyalty of the workers 
and ensure their own growth and. development. The· services of] 
Labour Officers are. ~eoessary where there are ~o· labour. unionit.( 
They mAy also be useful even where there are lUJ,lons, proVlde~ the 
officers themselves make it their main functio~ to ~ncourage the growth 
of trade nnions because no agency can replace' w;ell-organized unions 
for the purpose of protecting' an<l; promoting, the interests of the 
workers. 
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'··CHAP~~R XII. ' 
. ' . ,"', ~, . 

'\ ~ CONCLUSIONS AND R~COMMENDATIONS. 

, ·We were char~ed ~ith'the dU;Y' Qf ~ond~cting ~'investigation futo 
tb,e question of the a<lequacy pf wages in the cotton textile industry of 
the Province o( Bombay a.nd hJ.to khldredmattersrelating to the industry~, 
In the pteceding c4pterswe nave dealt with the various aspects of the' 

1 industry in accordance .witt.. our terms of referenee, In this chapter: 
we 'proce~d~" giv~ 3t 'CompreJiensiv6 s1llD.lIlMy ·of the' conclusioIl,l! and.,' 
recomni~n~trons. cont&ib.ed iIt the preceding' chapters.',: ,; , 

., t" • " . 

, ' .,.:" .Wages Sq the Cotton Textile lndu~try. ",' 
. ,'" " .... . ,.. .'-.'. .. ' 

. L ,In t~s .(}h3.pt~r ,:w~ ~IY8e .t)!.e wage positioit in the cotton textile 
induBtry in th~ ,Proyince ef 'B'":tl-bay 'chiefly :with' the ,help of the 

. results .!?f the ~ IIpejtial \Wll.fe:'Cetlsu!1 conducted by the Labour Office .. 
in 1937,' _' '.\ ./: ' •. I 

, 2. We recommend)hs.t thW~ ~hould be:u.niformity with regard to the. 
fixatio'n 'of the p~..perio~ in,. c~~tre;, (!age 11). t, ' . 

,I . . • . ," 

.' ~.,' .. Jdvjn~' Wage Standar~= 
3. Wtf, do not.atiach. muck weight ,to, the plea regalding the, 

inadvisability {>f de~ing -a. J,iving wage ,standard. (Page 59). . 
4. ,We do not accept the contentions that the evaluation of a living , 

wage standard by us would penaliBe, in a special manner, the textile ' 
. ,industry 'Of thiff Province Jm,d fu1'ther that such evaluation must, 

necessarily be 'pJ;eceded by an all-India inquiry covering 8:11 industries. 
{Page 59}.'. .'. ,. .'. 

·5. Although the !lata are not in every respect as ample as we would 
. have wished, we c&Iino~ hold them to be so insufficient as to make it 
impossibl6 for us to frame a general picture of the living wage Standard. 
(Page 63). , .~. # , 

6. 'General consider&tion~ are strong for presuming that the large ' 
majority of textile wqrkers are mArried men. (Page 63). , 

~., It is safe to assume that single men form a negligible proportion' 
of textile workers in the ,Province and we, therefore, decide that the 
living wage standard should be determined in respect of the family , 
unit. (page 65). . .. ..' . . 

8: On a ba.la.nce of c~msiderations it would ~e most appropriate to . 
define the living wage standard in all centres with reference to & family , 
of four persons, i.e., a man, a wife ~d two dependants wh:o would 
ordinarily be children under 14. f{Page 68). "'.' " 

9. The typical family of four members converted into consumption 
units will be equivaleJ;l.t to one ril.ale -,I, a wife = 'S and tw~ dependants 
or children '6 X 2 =41'2 ; altogether 3'0. (page 70). • • 

10. A~cordinlS to. ~r. Aykroy~, the cost of food for a fam~ly of three 
consumptIon unIts ill the Prov~ce of' Bombay would work out to _ 

, ,a total of ~s. 22-8-0 per month. (Page 71). ' 
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11. .other estimates of cost for a minimum yegetarian diet for Bomba.y 
approxunate to .the figure of ltii,23 permonth for .. Jiffiily of three', 
consumptjonumts~ (Page 72l. ,'" ,.', , .•• ', 

12.; The minimum requirements of hous?~g accommodation ,r~ two' 
ZOOlll$ of.a iloor are~ !>lI80 square feet fop'" fami~y offorir in Bombay; 
~~ standard of floor area may ~e put J1a littl~ ,higher in less crowded 
OltieS. " (Page 73). '- ,.',':' " ' '" 
, i3. 'We Msess the'minimum eX'p'endi~e, on"f.~nt'dn·the above 
standards at Re. 12 per month in, Boml)iiy; :a.t" OOtween, Rs. 6-8-0 and., 
Rs. 7 in ..Ahmedabad ,and p.t between Rs., 4 ~n:d.'RS.:4-S-0 'm, .shola'pur~ 

'.(Page'14): " ", ,---~--.~, .. ~ '--~,' ,~- , 
.' .. )r. •• ". 

: "'14~ The minimum' ~~ptmditure~,pnjte!pS othel ih~n'food..and rent 
lYe assess at ~etweeDr Res Hi and Rs. 20 per ~ntH. :(Pages 77 and, 78). ' 
•. • .. t ."'~ -.... ~ '--. \ . . <t. 

15. ' For a typical family of a 'J:lUsDaU~1' wlf'e"aqd ,t~o'ohirdren, the 
range of total expenditure for 'maintaining's. Jiying :Wag~ standar<l we 
calculate at betwe~n B.s.- 50· and 'Bs. ~i)5 tpi: Bonibq.y ~nd at between 
Rs. 45 and Rs. 50 for Ahmedabad. }'or.8holapty the ran.gew~uldbe 

; about Rs. ~ to Re. Ii less thaI! for .Aldnedabad,~·s.nd t'he range for the 
, 'other centres could be apPfoximately determined 1>1'. maKing ~ixnilar 
. appropriatil allowances. (Page ~8)..·' ',/", •. " ' " 

, 16. We 'cannot, for oui typi~rta.mi11.t~~k~ any allowl1nce for the 
, lI~ng~ of the wife. (Page 78). . ,', p .. ''', ' " 

, 17. AJJ.y supplementary 80mcea -of earning il:JQy. PEl safely negtected 
from the calculations in arriving at the total ~xpehditu:re for maintaining 

"a living wage standard. (Page 80). ' A • ;" '\ ' • ' , ',-\' 

· 18. 'Barring the higher grades' of occupations SUah as thos~ of'size.ls 
· and warpers, and a section Of the liest'-paid wea:vers ill: the.bigger cen1!i:es 
of the industry, earn~ngs in all other occttpations fail to come*Up to the:, 
living wage standard. 'FClr tll~ large bulk of the workers, indeed, earnings 
fall fal' short of the 8ta~datd. (l'~ge 80). .. ~. • ~. " , . . . . . . '.. 

'.' MIDlmum Wage. ' , . . 
, , 19. Minimuni wage, fixing machinery has today advanced from the 

position of being applied to a few exceptionally low-wage industries 
for merely restoring proper' competitive conditions to being applicable 
,to all .industries where labOlU is Unorg¥lized ~r weakly' organized. 
(Page 83). " , '. ..'..... , 

.' '20. ,.An exceptionally low wage level can 'nO' longer be' considqed 
a necessary requirem.ent before niinimuni wage'iegulation is introduced. 
The only necessary test is the state of labour oigani~ation., (Page 83). ' .' 
• 21. We do. not agree that tlie Bombay IndustriabDisllutes', Act 
dispenses with the Deed for a special machinery fot 'fixing' qr revising, 
minimum wage rates! (Page 81). "':' '" 
, 22. It would not be sufficient to r~strict the regulation to a single 

, gener8J minimum; all occupational grades in the industry mUst be 
covered and this can best be done through the machinery of the trade ' 
board. (Pages 88 and 89), ' J ~, ,': , ' .. 

'. 
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23. It is not pqssible to lay down, in any well-defined termsa, a basis' 
for the fixation of the minimum wage. The standard of living and the' , 
condition of the industry will always remain the guiding considerations. 
But it is riot possible to define for this purpose in a precise manner 
eitner'of these-concepts or to indicate the weight that should be attached 
to each. (Page 91). 

24.. The capacity should certainly not be measured in terms of the 
individual establishment. (In considering capacity to pay ofthe industry , 
in a centre, the main criterion should be the p;rofit-making capacity of 
the industry in the whole Province. Only such allowances would be 
~de for a particular centre as are 'necessitated by the peculiar nature , 
of its production, or of. any special charges that it has to bear because 
of its location.) (Pages 91 and 92,. " 

, .. ~ , . 
25. It will bq for .. t1].e trad~ board to go .into the question of wage 

differentials and to fix them as fal p.E\ practicable in a logical manner. 
(Page 93). .' 
/26. Where men and women perform identical tasks their wages shon1,d 
be the" same. (:rage 94). 

27. We recommend that a traae board be set up for the cotton te;aile 
industry of this Provintl~ and thafits powers and constitution should 
be similar to those, of the, Trade ~oards established under the British 
Trade Boards Acts of 1909 and 1918. ' (Page 94). 

28. There should be one trade board for the whole of the Province. 
(Page 94).' ,- • 

, 29. It snould be composed' of an equal number of representatives 
of employers and workers and '!!40uld also contain some independent 
persons. (Pages 94 and 95). , 
, so. The nUIbl:>er of representatives of each side may suitably be 
placed between twelve and fifteen. (Page 95). 

31. The nutnber of independent appointed members should be three, 
of whom. OM should be nominated the' chairma~ (Page 95). 

32. ,The representatives of both sides should be nominated after 
asking associations and-unions, wherever they exist, to suggest suitable 
,names, and where such associations or unions do not exist, Government 
should ~ke appointments after ~ect investigation .. (page 95). 

33. The total representation will have ,to be so distributed as to make 
the employers' representation representative of all centres of the industry 
and the workers' representation representative of the various occupations 
in the industry as well as all the centres of the ind~try. (Page 95). 

34. In view of the present state of workers' organizations in the 
Province, it is nec~ssary to provide that among workers' representatives ," . 
on the trade board there may be included some persons~.not exceeding 
in number one-half of the total representatives, who may not Be actual 
workers in the industry. (page,5)' " • 

35. The main duty of the tra e board shall be to fix minimum time 
and/or piece rates for as large a b y of workers included in the industry 
as possillie. (Page 95). . " " 

; 
, . . .~. ., 
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3ft The ttade bdard should have also the ~ow~r to fix guaranteed 
time rates and piece wqrk basis time rates. (Page 95). ' 

,37. The B?ard may tu: special rate's for1~arners, infirm and injured 
, workers. and It may fix dIfferent rates fotA different centres or districts 
(Page 95). ' ' . 

38. The 'trade board may also be authorised to set up, if it 
considers necessary. regional advisory committees to assist it i,n its'work. 
(Page '95). , 

39. Minimum wage regulation by a trade hoard cannot apply to those 
occupations in any centrll for wp.ich wage rates have been standardize!1. 

,(Page 95). , 
40. When a trade board decides to fix' or vary a.rate, it; should 

publish t~ proposed rates of wages fOI the information: of the employers 
and workers in the induStry, ,and, after hearing objections, it should 
communicate its fi:nal decision to t~e ¥inister in clfii.rge.' (Page '95): ' 

41. :rhe Minister should, on .re~tlipt of the decision of the trade 
board, make an order. In making an order it should not be open to 
the Ministe~ to modify the decision, but he may send thedecisioD.6'back 
to the board for .reconsideration. When the Minister makes an order" 
the wage rates ~liould become the legally binding minimum rates for 
all the employers concerned. (Pages 95 and 96). , 

42. Enforcement' should be, guaranteed by providing for the keeping' 
of records by employers and their periodic inspection. (Page 96). 

43. Minimum. rates of wages in industries for which trade 116ards are 
established should be removed from Schedule II framed under section 
28 of the Bombay' Industrial Disputes Act, 1938. A similar ~xception 

, with regard to minimum wages should also be made in: the Act in' the, 
definition of C! Industrial Matter "'. (Page' 96). , 

Standardization of Wages.. 
44. Our discussions in 'connection with the various . schemes 'of 

standardization of wages submitted to us were considerably h&ndicll.pped 
by the fact that the employers could not agree to discusd' the schemes 
with the representatives of labour. ,(Page I02).,~ . 

45. If a uniform standard is to be evolved for all the,.centres, it is '. 
essential that while applying it to the various centres praper allowance 
should be made for v:ariationltin,the cost ofliving. (Page 103)., , 

46. The existing regional variations in the payment of labour cannot 
be ignored altogether in the drawing up of standardization schemes. 
(Page 103). . ~ " -

47. Taking advantage of the introduction of schemes of standardiza
'lion, it may be possible to help iii raising, to some extent, the levellf of 
wages; bv.t thi~ attempt cannot succeed in doing ,,"way altogether with , 
the disparities. (Page 103). .' , . , 

.48. The labour and skill involved in work in the different occupations 
is undoubtedly the main criterion tp be adopted in. determining differen
tials, but illustrations we cite show how the evaluation of this criterion , 
may differ from centre to centre. (Page 104),. ' 

• Bk B 26-25 
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49. While w~ agree tha; advantage should be t~ken ~f the adoption 
of schemes of standardization to reduce di~parities, that end should 
. be achieved not by effecting cuts in the rates for any occupation but 
by a process of levelling up when the standardization lists are framed. 
(Page 105).' . 

50. Standardization of wages can be introduced with success only if 
labour co-operates. (Page 105). . 

51. It is essential that before schemes of standardization:- are drawn 
up or revised in future, proper facilities should be granted by employers' 
organizations to representatives of trade union organizations to study 
the machinery in use and the methods of working in vogue. (Page'l06). 

52. To ignore the increases granted in accordance with the 
recommendations made in our Interim Report' and to seek to stabilize 
wages on th. basis of the level prevailing in 1937 will, in our opinion, 
be tantamount to enforcing wage cuts which were partially restored 
in 1938. (Page 108). . 

53. The various differentials between occupation and occupation are' 
justified by the employers as being determined by considerations of out
put of work, but varying as they do from centre to centre and occasionally 
even in a centre, it is not possible to accept them as having necessarily 
a scientific basis. (Page 109). 
. 54. A formidable difficulty in the way of sta.nda~dizing the earnings 
of winders is that of dividing the work among the women on the musters. 
(Page 1I0). 

1>5. On the whole the scheme for weavers' rates proposed by the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay, is sound. (Page lI1). 

56. In response to a request from the :Millowners' Association, 
Bombay, and after consultin& Gove1'llillent in the matter, we have drawn 
up a scheme of standirdizatIOn of wages for mills in Bombay which is 
reproduced in extenso ,,1:. the end of chapter V. (Page lI4). 

57. We have 'approached the question of standardization not by 
determining a normal period but from a different angle and have based 
our recommendations on what appeared to us to be reasonable and 
fair looking to prevailing economic conditions, that is, the economic 
conditions on the eve of the war. (Page lI6). 

58. It has not been possible for us to accept the contention of the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay, that their proposals represent a level 
suitable for normal times. (Page lI6).· 

69. We hold that the existing level of wages is, at the level of the 
cost. of living ruling in August 1939, suitable for times of normal trade. 
(Page 117). . 

60. The demand for any material reduction or increase in the wage 
bill must be considered by itself as a separate issue and not as 'a part of 
a scheme for standardization. If a wage reduction is incorporated in 
a standardization proposal, this may well result in creating a permanent 
prejudice against standardization in the minds of workers and make them 
always suspicious of such' proposals. (Pages 1I7 and lIB). 
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61. We hold that it would serve no useful purpose if we went beyond 
the facts collected in 1937 and conducted ail. inquiry iAto the 
general question of comparing the levels of wages as between Bomba, 
and Ahmedabad. (Page 118). . 

62. We do not think it necessary to examine this question in detail 
also because we hold that the time has not yet come when it is possible 
to have a uniform level of wages in the industry throughout the Province .. 
(Page 118). 

63. An attempt to enforce a uniform level of wages-even when an 
allowance is made for the cost of living-\vould involve too numerous and 
too considerable changes in wage rates. (Page 118). . 

64. An approach to uniformity must be through. at least two previous 
stages. These stages are: first, the imposition of a minimum wa~ 
level for a region which will considerably narrow the disparities within 
the region, and second, the standardization of wa~es for the re~ion. 
(Page 118). j '" 

65. The introduction in 1934 of the minimum wage schedule in Bombay 
paved the way for standardization in that centre. (Pages 118 and 119). 

66. Standardization should be based on conditions obtaining in 
a centre by itself and its consideration should not at.the initial stage be 
complicated by attempting a definite correlation to an extraneous wage _ 
level. (Page 119). 

67. We have, in framing our scheme of standardization for Bombay, 
adopted broadly the basis of the ~xisting level of wages in that centre. 
(Page 119). ------

68. We have not been able either to-define the duties ofthe different 
categories of workers or to indicate their comparative str~ngth' in each 
process or department. (Page 119). r .• I ' 

69. A precise definition of his duties is of the ~tmostimportance from~ 
the point of view of the worker. (Page 119). ': •. \ • ' 

70. The determination of the n11mber of helpers, whenever they are 
given to piece workers in any department, is absolutely' necessary and 
should be attempted, immediately a scheme of standardized wage rates 
is put into force. (Page 120). . . 

71. It will be advantageous to both parties to have the duties of I. 
workers clearly defined and the musters standardized so that practice is . 
made uniform from unit ~o unit and the investigation of complaints and \ 
the settlement of disputes is thereby made easier. (page 120). 

72. In determining, for purposes of standardization, the present level 
of earnings in each occupation we have proceeded by ascertaining the 
average earnings revealed by the sa.mple wage census of 1937 and 'adding 
thereto the .increment appropriate to the category of earnings in the 
schedule, incorporated in our Interim Report, in which the average fell. 
(Page 120). 

73. We see no justification for differences smaller than eight annll8 
in the wage rate schedule for time workers and we have taken advantage 

II Bk R 26-2/iG 
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of this opportunity to eli~ate to some extent the large number'of small 
differentials that have grown up in the industry through course of time. 
(Page 121). . 

74. We have considered it necessary in respect of the lowest wage 
categories to take action of the type we expect the Trade Board to take in 
the direction of raising the wages and have recommended standardized 
wage :rates accordingly. (Page 121). 

75. The lowest wage proposed by us is Rs. ~ per- month for women 
sweepers. (Page 121). . . . 

. 76. We have put doffers and creelers on an initial wage of Rs. 22 
per month in view of the fact that their occupations are considered as 
learners' occupations. (Page 121). 

77. The wag;;s of men sweepers are put at Rs. 24 per month, and thoSe 
of coolies and other unskilled workers at Rs. 25 per month. (Page 121). 

r 
78. The increases in wage rates which these figures represent are, 

no doubt, somewhat substantial so far as the particular classes of workers 
are concerned; but they amount in the aggregate to a very small 
percentage of the total wage bill. (Page 121). 

79. We have not. attempted any other adjustments regarding occupa
tional grjl.dations and have, in general, adhered closely to existing levels 
of payments. (Page 122). 

80. We have retained the differentials revealed by the 1937 census 
as modified by the graded schedule of the increments granted in 1938. 
(Page 122). 

81. JVD have thought it most proper not to disturb the mutual 
relationship which exiltts today between the different categories of workers 
in the frame depArtment. (Page 122). 

82. Inasmuch'" as doffers and creelers are looked upon ~s serving in 
apprentice.-occupations, we have fixed for these occupations an initial 
wage lower than that for the unskilled workers. (Pag~ 123). . 

83., We recommend that the following scale of increments be granted 
to doffers and creelers in the frame, ring spinning, doubling and ~arping 
departments, provided they continue in the service of the same mill in 
the same occupation in which they were originally recruited:' 

Re. 1 after completion of two years' service; 
Re. 1 additional after completion of three years' service; 
Re. 1 additional after completion of four years' service. (Page 123). 

84. , The proposal of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, for grading 
the wage rates for ring spinning according to the number of spindles alone 
has been accepted by us as more satisfactory than the present one which 
is based also on a differentiation betw:een single and double side working. 
(Pages 123 and 124). 

85. We see no justification for abolishing the additional payment 
for minding weft frames that has always been made in Bombay. , We 
have fixed the scale of, allowance at anllas eight for weft frames containing 
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275 spindl!s or less and at Re. 1 for weft frames having 276 spindles- and 
over. (Page 124). . 

86. We have graded the rates for the different olasses of ring siders 
after an examination of figures relating to the number of spindles in the 
spinning frames in mills in Bombay and after a consideration of the figures 
of the minimum wages earned by siders on the frames with the' most 
common frequency ~der the scheme<>f minimum wages now in operation. 
(Page 124). . 

87. When the rationalized system of work becomes the predominant 
system, it would be wrong to calculate the wage of the rationalized worker 
in terms of a proportion on a given basic wage. The wage should then 
rather be directly calculated in relation to its place in the general 

·scheme of occupational gradation. (Page 124). 
88. This point has been reached iJl. Bombay with regard to the 

working of double sides in ring spinning. (Page 124). . 
89. We have fixed the standard ~age .of the c.louble sider at about 

the level of his actual average earning today. (Page 125). 
90. The smaJler difference in the' percentage between the wage of 

the single sider and that of the double sider which we have fixed has 
been arrived at not by calculating how much more the double sider 
should get than the single sider but how much less the single sider 
should get than the double siaer. (Page 125). 

91. Looking specially to the fact that in Bombay" the single sider 
works mostly on frames spinning coarse counts, the difference between 
the remuneration of these two classes of workers should n,ot b~ greater 
than that provided for by us. (Page 125). ., # 

92. Where single side working is mostly on cl1arser' counts the 
deduction allowed for it from the standard wage for t1;l.e double sider 
should not be considerable. (Page 126). 

93. We have put forward our proposals in respect of ,piece-work 
occupations other than weaving in the form of standard levels of 
earnings on the basis of which piece-work rates should be worked out 
later. (Page 126). . . 

94. We recommend that the work of the preparation of piece-work 
rates for all these departments should be done by the Standardization 
Committee which we propose should be set up. The structure of 
piece-work rates prepared by the Standardization Committee for the 
various departments will have to be the same for all the mills. The 
Committee may, however, allow variations in piece rates if it is satisfied 
that particular circumstances ,warrant .such variations, provided, of 
course, that in each case the piece rates prescribed yield the standard 
levels of earnings fixed by us. (Page 126). 

95. We have based our recommendations with regard to reelers 
and winders on information regarding earnings in mills and centres 
where workers in these depart,ments are kept fullX occupied and on 
conBideration~ regarding the position )Vhich. women process workers 
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should. occupy in relation to the other categories of workers such a8 
men and women unskilled workers. (Page 127). 

96. While realizing fully the difficulties in the way of reducing the. 
excess of workers ,in the' reeling and winding departments, we are of 
opinion that a large permanent excess is in the interest neither of workers 
nor of employers and that steps should be initiated immediately to deal 
with the problem. (Page 127). , 

97. We recommend that the Standardization Committee should 
ascertain the extent of this excess in individual mills and should devise 
means so that it is eliminated within a period of two years. (Page 127). 

98. We have provided that the Standardization Committee should 
see that the actual earnings of piece workers in departments for which 
standard piece rates have not been fixed by us come up to the standards 
of earnings laid down by us. (Page 127). 
, 99. We propose; as a transitional measure, the introduction of 
a guaranteed time rate for workers in these departments similar to that 
provided by the British Trade Boards. (Page 127). 

100. We recommend that a guaranteed time rate of annas eleven 
per day for reelers and grey winders and of annas twelve per day for 
high speed, piru and colour winders should be prescribed and workers 
in these departments whose piece-work earnings for a pay-period fall 
below the earnings calculated according to this guaranteed time rate' 
should be paid according to the time rate. We consider this provision 
absolutely essential in order to provide for minimum earnings to 
workers for the time spent by them in the factory. (Pages 127-128). 

101. We have fixed the wages of the back sizer at 55 per cent. of the 
wages of the ~ront sizer instead of half. (page 128). 

102. Similarly, we have fixed the wages of the reacher at 60 per cent. 
of the wages of the drawer-in instead of half. (Page 128).' , 

103. For the reacher we recommend a standard earning of Rs. 27 
per month. (Page 128). 

104. The standard for the basic rates for' weaving adopted in 
Ahmedabad is somewhat higher than that originally proposed for 
Bombay and we recommend its adoption except for looms 80", 90" and 
100" wide for which we retain the original rates proposed by the Mill
owners' Association, Bombay. (Page 129). 

105. We do not recommend the adoption in Bombay of tlie
Ahmedabad scheme Qf allowances and have incorporated the Bombay 
scheme, with a few minor changes, in our recommendations. (Page 129). 

106. 'While approving in a general manner the structure of the 
scheme of allowances we cannot give a definite opinion on the scales of 
the individual allowances. In our opinion, these scales should not be 
finally fixed until the scheme has been in operation for some time. 
(Page 129). 

107. We recommend that, while payment of wages to weavers 
aocording to the scheme should begin immediately on the adoption 
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of standardized ra~ by the industry in Bombay, the Standardization 
Committee should watch the results of the working of the scheme and 
study the yield in practice on the,different types of cloth and compare 
them with actual e!U'nings and differentials obtaining today. 
(Page 129). " 

108. The Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee had differentiated 
between a two-loom system and more-loom, systems in the case only 
of the allowance for two-beam sorts. We have reintroduced that 
differentiation in our scheme, (Page 130). 

109. We tecommend that the Standardization Committee should 
consider whether it would be necessary to revise the scale of allowances 
when" applied to systems of working other than the two-loom system. 
(Page 130). 

110. In framing our proposals we have taken account of the"increased 
earnings that should accrue to workers in return for the increase ill the 
number of macbines to be attended to by them with the introduction 
of efficiency measures. We have allowed for such increases as have 
scemed to us appropriate for particular occupations. (Page 130). . 

111. If, however, there are any occupations not covered "by our 
proposals, we recommend that it should be one of the functions of the 

. Standardization' Committee hi examine the position and to fix suitalili: 
~andard rates for workers in these occupations. (Page 130). • 

112. We have ke~t out of the. purview of. the scheme dra~up br, us 
all workers engaged In a superVISOry capaCity. (Page 130). " 

113. We recommend that Government should apPl>int, as early as 
possible after the scheme of standardization of wages is brought into 
1>peration, a Standardization Committee for Bombay for the purpose 

, of attending to the workin out of the details of the scheme .. watching 
its operatIon and makinO' su t 'ustments in it. Apart from 
these three main functions, it will be the duty of the Committee to 
examine particularly the working of the scheme of allowances in weaving 
rates as now provisionally approved of by us and to make suitable 
changes six months after the coming into' operation of the scheme, 
in the light of the comments that we have offered and of the experience 
gained of the effect on actual earmngs of the scales of allowances. 
Another function of the Committee will be to exaIfiine and approve 
or revise piece-work rates for the speed frame, reeling, winding, warpi!1g 
and drawing-in departments. (Pages 130 and 131). 

114., The following procedure should be adopted by the Standardi-
zation Conimittee in conducting jts work: , 

J11 A type standard should be set up for an av!\rage mill . 
..(2) A departure from the type standard should be made on~y in 

ascertained special circumstances. 
v(3) Monthly compilations of departmental earnings, average and 
individual, should be obtained and scrutinized. 
J.4) The payment of the guaranteed time rates for piece workers; 

wherever recommended, should be enforce'd. 
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_ the Committee should be made final on expiry of a period of sill 
months froI!l the date of their adoption, after examination of thE 
results in the shape of actual earnings. (Page 131). 

115. The Standardization Committee should consist of seven :memberl 
to be appointed by Government-an independent chairman and threE 
representatives each of employers and workers. The appointmen1 
of these represen:t.ttives should be made by Government after consulting 
the Millowners' Association, Bombay, the Bombay Provincial TradE 
Union- Congress and unions of cotton textile workers in Bomba) 
registered under the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926. (Page 131). 

116. Matters relating to schemes of standardization. of wagel 
should, w. recoinmend, be excluded from the purview of thee BombaJ 
~ndustrial Disputes Act, 1938. (Page 131). 

117. We realise that in particular cases the adjustments in wagE 
rates consequent upon the introduction of the scheme of standardiza· 
tion recommended by us may be considerable in extent. A period 01 
transition must be prescribed during which the adjustments mayb( 
made gradually.- A periQIL~f six months will, in our opinion, b( 
appropriate for the purpose. (Page 131). -----=- ... 
------~- -_ .. ----

118. Demands for particular or general changes in' the scheme oj 
atanda1dization may be ,made any time by either side and it will bE 
necessary -to provide some permanent. machinery which can suitabl) 
deal with them. It will be undesirable to have each such demand 
for change, or dispute in respect of it, taken through the stages provided 
by the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 1938. (~age 132). 

119. In view of the suggested composition of the Trade Board and 
the questions which. it will handle, it can appropriately deal witt 
questions relating to changes in schemes of standardization alread) 
in operation. (Page 132). 

120. We recommend that disputes and demands for changeE 
regarding standardization in all centres-except where the schem~ 
operates under an agreement for collective bargaining-should b( 
~ferred to the Trade Board, (Page 132). 

121. We recommend that the procedure to be adopted by the TradE 
Board with regard to standardized rates should be similar to the OnE 

we have recommended should be adopted by the RationalizatioI 
Committee. . (Page 132). . . 

122. On any matter concerning standardization on which the TradE 
Board is unanimous the decision of the Board should be legally bindin~ 
on the two parties; where, however, unanimity cannot be obtained 
the differing reports of the Board should b'tl published and the partie I 
should then be free to refer tlte dispute, by agreement, to the Industria 
Court, or to arrive at an agreement on any other basis, or to resort, 
if they choose, t() a strike or to a lock-out before arriving at a settlement 
(Pages 132 and 133). - _. 
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123. We recommend that in centres and regions other than 
Ahmedabad and Bombay no attempt should be Illll4e at presel).t to 
standardize wage rates, but that nUnimum wage regulatiop through ~he 
Trade Board should be enforced iriunediately in these centres or regions. 
(Page 133). 

124. We recommend that after some experience has been gained of tli.e 
working of minimum wage rates the Trade Board should attempt the 
framing of schemes of standardization for these centres' and regions, 
beginning with Sholapur and Khandesh. In this manner, wage rates in 
the textile industry may,' we hope, be standardized; in due course, 
throughout the i>rovince. (Page' 133). 

Automa.tic Adjustment of Wa.ges .. 
125. The justice and success of the cost of living slidingsQales depend 

largely upon the nature of the cost of living index number and the extent 
to which the index number reflects changes in the workers' cost of living. 
(Page 147). . '. . 

126. Cost of living sliding scales assume importance in times when 
rapid fluctuations take place in the value of the monetary medium, 
egpecially at times of rapid rise in prices. (Page 148). . 

127. "The Sholapur grain allowance contains some elements akin to 
a. cost of living sliding scale but it has other elements incorporated into 
it, the chief of which is the element of a good attendance bonus. 
(Pages 149 and 150). , 

128.. Except in 'times when prices are rising rapidly, the majority of 
points, in respect of which differences are likely to arise between employers 
and employed regarding wages, cannot be covered by a cost of living 
sliding scale. (Page 150). ' 

129. It is neither desirable nor necessa'ry to recommenQ. the adoption 
of a sliding scale based on any cost of living index number in :the cotton 
~extile industry of this Province. (Pages 150 and 151). ~ 

130. We do not advocate' the establishment· of individual 
profit-sharing schemes in the cotton. textile industry. (Page 152). . j 

131. Sliding 'scales based on some external variables such as :the 
selling price of the product are not suited to the cotton textile industry. 
(Page 152). ' 

132. Without a very drastic legislative limitation of dividends, co!p.
missions, etc., any sche'ffieorproceeds:8liarmg lscapatiteRor augllenting 
the W'lffiiers' wage only by a;-siiiilrjleroen£ige:--rhepercentage will be 
so small that it will not materially affect the efficiency of workers or help 
to improve industrial relations. On the other hand, the variations in this 
percentage addition may themselves well become an additional sQurce of 
disputes. (Page 158). ." .-

133. We do not consider that a scheme of automatio adjustment can 
be used as a means to attain the living wage standard, (Page 159). 

134. The insti:tution of a wages equalization fund for a centre as 
a whole is neither desirable not is it likely ,to be agreed to by employers. 
(Pag~ 159). 
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135. We do not recommend that any attempt be made to set ,up 
arrangements for the automatic adjustment of wages in the cotton textile 
industry. (Page 1/11). ' 

Working of Shifts. 
136. In in~ustries ,requiring continuous processes, night shift is 

inescapable, but, in most coUntries, the tendency has been to discourage 
the working of more than one shift iIi. non-continuous processes save in 
exceptional circumstances. (Page 1M). • 

137. Whatever the purposes for which night shift may be worked
reduction of costs of production, meeting foreign competition or supplying 
a temporary increase in demand-it pOlisesses certain obvious economic 
advantages. (Page 165). 

138: In"the absence of exhaustive investigation it is difficult to say 
at what hour at night appreciable deterioration in production sets in. 
(Pages 165 and 166). 

139. There is a good deal of evidence in support of the view that if 
night work ends at or about midnight, there would be no .appreciable 
difference, either in respect of quantity or quality, between production 
by day and by night. (Page 166). . . 

140. Besides good lighting and ventilation, adequate dining accom
modation is an essential need. It is necessary that such accommodation 
should be more ample for night workers than for day workers because 
it is usually not possible at night to use other parts of the mill compounds 
for the purpose. (Page 166). 

141. Night work involves a disturbance in the usual hours for meals 
and such. disturbance has naturally a harmful effect on health. 
(Page 167). . 

142. The qllestion of extra strain and fatig~e during night shift has 
not been examined by the mill authorities or any other organizations and 
the views expressed before us were not supported by data scientifically 
compiled. (Page 167). 

143. There is little doubt tha.t the living conditions of the workers 
contribute' to making night work more onerous than day work. 
(Page 167). 

144. Living as the workers do, with very few exceptions, in one' 
room tenements, they are not a.ble to have sound, continuous and 
refreshing sleep during the day as easily a.s at night owing to the street 
noises and the sounds inseparable from the carrying on of household 
routine. (Page 167). 

145. Apart from the objection th~t to work at night, turning night 
into day, is unnatural, night shift upsets family life. (Page 168). 

146. The night shift worker is not able to pMticipate in organized 
games or to take ad vantage of recreational facilities and his opportunities 
for social interoourse and activities are also considerably restricted. 
(Page 168). 
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147. Another drawback of night shift from the point of view of the 
working class as a whole is its effect on their organizational work. 
(Page 16S). . 

US. Night shift working, to a great extent,interferes with the 
educational advancement of the worker who may not be able to avail 
himself of the usual facilities for adult education. (Page 16S). 

149. Night shift as a permanent and regulated featute may provide 
increased employment in an industry, but the spasmodic working of night 
shifts, while temporarily offering additional employment, ultimately 
aggravates the evil of unemployment, by attracting to industrial centres 
an unduly large number of men. (Page 169). 

150. Wide B.uctuations in the periods for which night shifts are 
worked create considerable ecoij,omic .distress. (Page 169). 

151. The problem before us resolve~ itself into one not of abolishing 
night shift but of so regulating it as to secure the maximum advantage 
to the industry with the minimum discomfort to the worker. (Page 170). 

152. Having given careful consideration to all aspects of the question, 
we do not suggest an extra pa.yment for night work. We hold that the 
proposals that we make for the regulation of night shifts will adequatelJ 
safeguard the interests of the workers, without placing on the industry 
the burden of additional wages. (Page 171). . 

153. A modification of the two-shift system so that the second shift 
closes. as early as possible at night would best meet the requirements 
we have in view. It would enable the worker to use a considerable part 
of the night for sleep and would thus largely mitigate the evils of night 
work. It would also not impose any considerable handicap on the 
industry. (Page 173). 

154. We recommend that textile mills must cease work for a period 
of at least"six consecutive hours between the hours of 12 midnight and 
7 a.m. except when a three-shift system is permitted and that a two-shift 
system should be allowed only on the basis of two shifts Of st hours each, 
exclusive of half an hour's interval for rest for each shift. (Page 173). " 

155. This recommendation will not only adequately meet the objec
tions to night shift, without involving its entire abolition, but will also 
secure to phe employers all the advantages of two-shift work. (Page 173). 

156. The disadvantages of "night shift become pronounced because, 
in most instances, workers have to do night work continuously without 
a change-over. (Page 174). 

157. The advantages of a change-over system from the point of view ( 
of the workers on night shift are de~_~ar. It gives to workers . 

. periodic relief from the irksomeness of night work and it may be an ""' 
effective measm:e to induce them to accept night shift: (Page 175). 

158. We recommend that whenever night shift in a factory is stopped, 
workers should be retained in employment according to the length of 
their service. (Page'175). ' 

159. This safeguard will meet the :main objection of the worker\. to 
a change-civer, and we, therefore, recommend that the change-over should 
be made compulsory by law. (Pag~ 175). 



. 160. In occupatio~s where ,women are employed, the Chief Inspector 
of Factories may, in exceptional circumstances, permit men working on 
nightsnifts, on jobs or machines attended t() by women workers during 
the day, to be continuously employed on night work. (Page 175). 

161. : Where the number of workers employed on night shift in a mill 
does not exceed fifty or ten per cent. of the total number of employees, 
whichever is less, the Chief Inspector of Factories may anow such 
workers to be engaged continuously on night shift for a period not 
exceeding six months. (Page 175). 

162. We recommend that the period of change-over be fixed at one 
month as it has to be a sufficiently long one to afford the workers a chance 

. of becoming accustomed to altered hours and habits. (Page 176) .. 
. 163. The present P9sition, so far as starting of night work is concerned 

is unsatisfactory, and we recommend that a system of licensing should be, 
adopted with a view to ensure that the minimum requirements regarding 
lighting, dining accommodation as well as working conditions generally 
are satisfied. (Page 176). . , 
. 164. Before permission· is given for starting night shift, an inquiry 
must be made by the Chief Inspector of Factories who should be notified 
at least fifteen days before night shift is intended to be started. 
(Page 176). 

165. The regulations regarding lighting, dining accommodation, etc., 
must be definite and must be strictly enforced. (Page 176). 

166. We recommend that once any type of night work is started it 
should be continued for a minimum period of three months. The Chief 
Inspector of Factories may, however, be empowered to permit, in excep
tional circumstances, the working for shorter periods' of night shift 
which involves the employment of not more than one hundred workers. 
(Page 176). 

167. Having provided that the minimum period for the working of 
night. shift should be thr~e months, we do not think it necessary or 
desirable that a longer notice than that of a month should be given to 
permanent workers for the closing down of night shift. (Page 177). 

168. We do not favour the working of three shifts, as it involves wo~k 
after midnight.· (Page 177). . 

169. WC'--{ecognise' that there may ~e exceptional circumstances 
justifying thre~fts, and we, therefore, recommend that special licenses 
may be given by the Chief Inspector of Factories for working of three 
shifts provided the factory concerned is prepared to continue the shifts 
for a sufficiently long period. (Page 177). 

170. Special permission may also be given for work to be done 
between midnight and 7 a.m. for certain departments, such as the 
engine room. (.Page 177). . 

171. '.£here is one department in which night work should, in. 110 

circumstances, be permitted, and that is the drawing-in department. 
(P~ge 177) .. 
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172. There would be no serious practical difficulty in' getting all the 
work required for two shifts done dw:ing the day in this department, 
especially as the amount of the capital expenditure iny.olved in extending 
this department would be very small. (Page 177). ' 

173. We recommend that, as far as possible, winding and re~eling work 
should be completed during the day as it is undesirable that men should 
be employed continu01l!'ly on ~ight shift work in these departments 
(Page 178). 

174. We suggest that the All-India Industrial Council the early 
establishment of which is urged by us should examine the question of 
regulating night shift for the whole country. All-India action on the 
regulation of night shift, if it could be secured without much delay,. 
would be welcome. On the other hand, it has to be remembered 'that tho 
provinces are now competent to undertake labou~ legislation and there 
is much to be said in favour of the view that if one province gives a lead 
in regulating night shifts other provinces, will follow suit. We recom
mend that legislation on the lines suggested by us be undertaken in the 
Province of Bombay as early as possible. (Page 178). 

175. We recommend that all multiple shift systems sp.ouldbe 
prohibited excellt the double straight shift, and the three-shift systems 
under a special license. (Page 179): 

Rationalization. 

176. We use the term rationalization lUI including efficiency schemes. 
(Page 183). 

171. 'lndia must take tlie greatest advantage o! all means and resources 
at its disposal which will enable it to stabilize the cotton textile industry 
and to face successfully the competition of other countries which have 
attained a high degree of efficiencr jn production. (Page 194.) 

178. It is true that the export market is small, but the internal trade 
demand should prove sufficient to call for much greater production than 
at present. (Page 194); 

179. There is a genuinely rational method of running the industry in 
which higher. wages and lower prices can go together. ,That such 
a method is within the range of economic possibilities is borne out,by the 
results obtained in highly rationalized industries in the modern, world. 
(Page 195). 

180. By a judicious application of efficiency meaaures, the use of 
machinery could be made a means of raising the standard of living of 
wage earners. (Page 195). 

181. It is not necessary ,to elaborate tM point that rationalization 
may lead to an increase in wage rates. (Page 195). 

182.· Besides effecting an increase in wages, rationalization may 
also lead to a reduction in 'hours of work. (Pages 195, and 196). 
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183. If the. use of methods of rationalization reduces the cost 
of production, raises the wages of workers and cheapens cloth, we have 
no doubt ~hat India in general and the Province of Bombay in particular 
stand in need o( its adoption. (Page 196). . . 

184. It is eminently desirable that all the three parties to be benefited 
by rationalization, namely, the employers. the workers and the State as 
representing the consumers should co-operate in facilitating its smooth 
working. (Page 196) . 

.185. It must be realized, above all, that the co-operation of emplovers 
and workers is vital to the sucCess of rationalization. (Page 196). • 

186. We are definitely of opinion that, if the industry is to prosper, 
workers must be taken into confidence and earnest endeavours should 
be made to remove their just apprehensions. (Page 197). 

187. We would commend the suggestion made to us that research 
and experiments for reducing strain and fatigue and for overhauling 
machinery where necessary should be made in Bombay by the combined 
efforts of the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, the Technological 
Laboratory of the Indian Central Cotton Committee and the Department 
of Technology of the University of Bombay and their results should be 
made available to cotton mills in the whole Province. (Page 199). 

18g". We also suggest that the millowners' associations may engage 
experts 'with competent staff whose services can be made available to 
member mills desiring to adopt efficiency measures. (Page 199). 

189. Necessary requisites to the introduction of efficiency measures in 
cotton mills are: (a) the use of better quality of cotton and good mixings ; 
(b) the keeping of machinery in good working condition; (e) the lowering 
of the speed of the machines where necessary; (d) the provision of proper 
arrangements for light and ventilation; (e) the giving of assistance to the 
workers for bringing and removing materials; and (j) the maintenance 
of a separate staff for cleaning and oiling. (Pages 199 and 200). 

190. It is very difficult to introduce rationalization in weaving where 
there are a number of looms of different widths producing different styles 
and designs of cloth. (Page 201).' I 

191. Definite regulations should be framed regarding the widths of 
looms and the types of cloth where more than two-loom weaving is 
resorted to. (Page 201). 

192. Concentrated work fora period of four to live hours naturally 
imposes strain on workers and there is, therefore, some slackening of 
effort especially in the latter part of the period. (Page 201). . 

193. In order to counteract the effects of the strain of rationalized 
work we think that employers would do well to consider the feasibility 
of introducing . a short rest pause during each working period 
(Page 201). .. 

194. We are unable to pronounce any considered opinion on the extent 
of the additional strain involved in work on rationalized processes as we 
have no definite data on the subject. (Page 202). . 

195. An average textile worker in Bombay or Ahmedabad is 
capable of turning out as muoh I!-nd as good work a.s his compeer in 
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industrially advanced countries if he is properly looked after and 
trained and if there is co-operation between him and the management. 
(Page 202). ' 

196. The essence of the success of any efficiency Ifcheme is that it should 
be launched with the co-operation of those who have to work it. This 
must as far as possible be done after mutual consultation and after 
securing the best technical advice available. (Page 202). ' 

197. No employer should be permitted to start any efficiency scheme 
in his mill without previous consultation with 'the workers' and without 
submitting it to ,the scrutiny of technical experts. (Page 202). 

198. We recommend the setting up of a Rationalization Committee 
to be appointed by Government and consisting of three representatives 
of employers and three representatives of workers, with two expert 
assessor rp.embers, presided over. by an ~dependent chairman not 
connected with the cotton textile industry. (Page 202). 

199. The various millowners' associations and trade unions of the 
Province should be asked to recommend the names of suitable persons 
and Government should nominate the members from panels so formed. 
(Page 202). 

200. The function of the Committee should be to examine schemes 
of rationalization submitted to it by employers and also to hear complaints 
and disputes arising out of suc~ schemes already introduced. (Page 202). 

201. The Committee should inquire whether working conditions of 
the nature we have set forth have been established to its satisfaction. 
(Page 203). 

202. After the inquiry is complete, the Committee should publish 
its report in which it may sanction, reject or modify the scheme, or 
sanction it, subject to the fulfilment of certain conditions. (Page 203). 

203. If the report is unanimous, the employer will be entitled to 
introduce the scheme according to the terms and conditions laid down 
in the report. (Page 203). 

204. If it is not unanimous, the majority and minority reports should 
both be published and the findings of the majority report should be 
given effect to. (Page 203). ' 

205. .Any person or party aggrieved by the majority report should be . 
entitled to apply to the Industrial Court, established under the Bombay 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1938, for a revision of the decisions embodied 
in that leport. (Page 203). 

206, The majority report may be mainly in favour of one party, but 
if it is not wholly acceptable to that party, it also can apply to the 
Industrial Court for its revision. (Page 203). 

207. The Industrial Court, after a perusal ~f the reports and after 
hearmg the parties concerned, if necessary, shall publish its award. 
(page 203). ' 

208. The employers can put into operation rationaHzation schemes 
only according to the unanimous or majority report of the Rationalization 
Committee, or under the terms of the Iloward of the Industrial Court. 
(Page 203). '. 
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209. No employer should be permitted to introduce any rationalization 
scheme, and no worker should be permitted to go on strike on t];le 
proposed rationalization until the matter is finally disposed of either by , 
the Rationalization' Committee or by the Industrial Court, all the, case 
may be, and adequate sanctions by way of penalties should be provided 
for breach in both cases. (Page 203).' , 

210. The emp)oyers should have the liberty of taking steps to introduce 
rationalizatiCUl as approved by the Rationalization Cemmittee or by the 
Industrial Oourt and if the workers employed in the departments to be 
rationalized refuse to work according to the approved scheme, the 
employers would be justified in discharging those workers without notice 
and,without any unemployment gratuity and in engaging other workers. 
(Page 203). 

211.' If any workers go on strike in smypathy with the discharged 
workers, such a strike,should be regarded as unjustified. (Page 203). 

212. Itis necessary that a time limit should be fixed for the disposal 
of these proceedings, and we suggest that the Rationalization Committee 
should publish its report within three months of its taking cognizance 
of the matter, unless the time is exten~ed by consent of both parties. 
(Page 203). 

213. The party applying to the Industrial Court for revision should 
do so within one month of the publication of the report, and the 
IndllStrial Court should publish its award within two months from the' 
date of the application for, revision, unless the time limit is extended 
by the Court. (Page 203). 

214. The provisions ~th regard to the constitution of a Rationaliz
ation Committee and, its functions are a departure, from the 
present provisions of the law asielating to rationalization under the 
Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 1938. (Pages 203 and 204). 

215. Whatever measures of rationalization have been introduced in 
. Ahmedabad have operated more smoothly there under .the supervision 

of a Joint Rationalization Committee tlla~ in Bombay, where such 
measures have been introduced without such joint. consultation. 
(Page 206). 

216. We hold that questions connected with rationalization should 
not be allowed to be dealt with under the machinery provided for by the 
Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 1938. (Page 206) . 

. 217. We trust the recommendations we have made will go a long way 
towards removm.g the apprehensions of the workers regarding hasty and 
ill-conceived schemes of rationalization. (Page 207). 

218. Although rationalization may lea~ to unemployment, this would 
be a lesser evil than having a vital industry in a weak and inefficient 
state; such an industry would naturally be incapable of mak~g; 
sufficient profits to give its workers decent wages and to attract· the 
requisite supply of capital and would steadily. dElteriorate, ultimately 
threatening to create a much greater volume of unemployment and 
economic distress. (Page 207). 
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. 219. In order to minimize the volume and effects of unemployment 
caused ther~by! we w~uld. lay stress on the necessity of a policy of 
gradualness ill Its .applicatIOn and of the grant of unemployment relief. 
(Page 207). 

220. We recommend 'that the workers to be retrenched should be 
those with the shortest lengtft of service; and that the employers' 
as~ociations should have the responsibility to see that the workers 
discharged as a result of rationalization in each centre are. reabsorbed in 
the mills in that centre befote new recruits are taken up. (Page 208)1. 

221. The l~our exchanges, millowners' associations and workers' 
organizations can by mutual co-operation do a good deal to reduce the 
volume of unemployment. (Page 208). 

222. We recommend that an employer dismissing workers on 
account of the intj:'oduction of efficiency measures should pay 
out-of-work gratuity to the retrenched workers with s~rvice of one year 
or more .at the rate of one week's pay for every six months' service 
exceeding a period of one year, subject to a maximum of six weeks' 
pay. Workers with twelve months' service should receive two weeks' 
pay. (Page 208). 

223. For the purpose of this gratuity the pay of piece workers should 
be based on the average of their earnings for the three months prior to 
the date of discharge and time workers I\hould receive the gratuity on 
the basis of the pay given to them at the time of their discharge. 
(Page 208). 

224. An unemployment insurance scheme. would JJe a more 
comprehensive form of relief. .As that scheme, involving a contribution 
from employers, workers and Government, may take some time for its 
inauguration, we have .provided for immediate relief in the shape of 
payment of gratuity by employers. (Pages 208 and 209). 

225. It is very desirable that the rates for rationalized working 
should be standardized in each centre, so that all workers. working 
on a particular kind of system get uniform rates. (Page 209). 

226. We are against fixing a uniform percentage for distributirtg what 
are called the gains of rationalization. We think that, instead of having 
an arbitrary uniform percentage for all types of rationalized work, the 
increases for each existing type in each centre should be separately 
standardized after taking all the relevant factors into consideration. 
(Page 210). . 

.227. For new types of rationalization that may be worked in future 
as well as .for efficiency measures . that may be introduced in centres 
for which a standardization scheme cannot be framed, we recommend 

, that the Rationalization Committee should fix the percentage increases 
after taking into consideration the particular circumstances of each 
centre. (Page 210). 

III Bk R 26-26 
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Financial and Industrial Reorganization. , 

228. In the existing circumstances of the cotton, textile industry, 
better ,results are likely to be attained by economies accruing from close 
personal attention than from production or management on- a larger 
scale. (Page 213).' . . 
'229. The formation of pools for certa~n specific ilurposes represent~ 

a more modest method of reorganization which has, within degrees, 
yielded satisfactory results. (Page 214). -

230. The possibilities, of securing further economies by organizing 
a mutual fire insurance concern deserve to be £Unher explored. 
(Page 215). 

231. It is worth while examining whether by extending the scope of 
joint action in the direction of joint purchases of stores substantial 
economies cannot be secured in all the centres of the industry. 
(Page 215). " 

232. The suggestion made by the Tariff Board (1927) for the joint 
purchase of imported cotton is all the greater now, in view of tlie much 
larger quantities of such cotton consumed by the mills, particularly 

, in.Bombay and Ahmedabad. (Page 216).' 
233. The establishment of a warehousing corporation which can issue 

, warehouse warrants or receipts that are of the nature of documents of 
title to goods is necessary in view of section 17 (4) (d) of the Reserve 
Bank of India Act. (Page 217). 

234. Railway receipts should be placed by the Government of India 
on the same footing as bills of lading. (Page 217). • 

235. The ~vision of markets on the basis of the sources of supply, 
the allocation of the production of speoialized sorts to specific 
units or centres and the better organization of the export markets for 
the common benefit of the industry should receive earnest attention if 
unbridled competition is to be checked .• (Pages 220 and 221). 

236. It is still worth examining whether a joint organization for the 
development of the export trade in cotton piecegoods will not yield better 
results than the isolated efforts of 4idividual mills. (Page 221). 

237 . .'The need has to be emphasized for those, in charge ofthe industry 
encouraging subsidiary industries and interesting themselves in the 
production, in India, of articles necessary for their normal requirements. 
(Page 223). 

238. The need for continuous technical development in a highly 
organized and competitive industry like the cotton textile can scarcely 
be overrated. -(Page 224). 

239. We recommend that the arrangements for co-ordinating the 
activities of the Technological Laboratory of the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee, the Department of Chemical Technology of the University 
of Bombay and the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute should be 
systematized and regular co-ordination secured among all the three 
institutions r~!erred to ; contact should be.establishcd by these bodies not 

'r 
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only with mills in Bombay but also .with mills in other centres in the 
Province. (Page 225). 

240. We recommend that the Government of Bombay should, in 
consultation with the industry, take suitable measures for the promotion 
o( technical research. The details of the scheme may be worked out in 
collaboration with the three institutions referred to above and towards , 
the expenses of the proposed additional research equipment and 
establishment, half may be contributed by the industry and half by 
Government. (Page 226). 

24l. The adfantages of having-all mills brought under the influence 
of the millowners' associations are undoubtedly great, but in view of 
the progress made by them in increasing their strength voluntarily, 
there is no need to insist on compulsory membership. H;owever, 
for specific purposes such as the supply of marketing information or 
the application of uniform standards in the registration oftrade numbers 
and lab~ls, compulsion may be called for. (Page 229). . 

242. ~e recommend that an All-India Industrial Council should be 
established in the immediate future to deal with problems relating to the 
cotton textile industry in the various . Provinces and Indian States. 
(Page 232). • • 

243. We suggest that the Council should be fully representative of the 
various interests in the country, namely, the employers, labour and 
Government, and should have ten members ea.ch to represent the 
employers and labour and ten more to represent the Government of 
India,the Provincial Governments and the Indian States. (Page 232). 

244. We recommend that the Council should deal with the various 
matters detailed in the list of functions set forth by the Royal Com
mission on Labour in India and in addition with subjects bearing 
on technological and economic research and the regulation of output 
and prices. (Page 232). ' 

245. It is essential that a convention should grow lip for the policy 
and plans evolved by the All-India Industrial Council to be accepted and 
implemented by the various States as integral parts of their industrial 
and economic programmes. (Page 232). 

246. While we would emphasize the paramQunt importance of making 
adequate provision for meeting the shrinkage in fixed assets, we do not 
see any need to recoJIlIllend depreciation on the income-tax or any other 
basis being made a statutory charge on the profits. (Page 240). 

247. It is.the duty of the industrialist to see.to it that when surplus 
profits are available in future they lJ,re utilized not in increasing the rate 
of dividends but in providing, if necessary, for arrears· of depreciati~n 
and for the betterment of the position of the industry and the workers III 
it .. (Page 251). 

248. No statutory limitation of dividends is called for, although ,!e 
strongly hold the view emphasized by the Tariff Board (1927) that m 
a period of prosperity it is in the ultimate interest of the industry 

H Bk R 26-26a -
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itself to husband its resources by buildiIig up various types of reserves. 
(Page 251). " 

249. While the conservation of its resources should be the keynote of 
the policy of the industry as a whole, it is open to fl!)urishing individual 
units which, owing to a variety of causes, earn profits much above the 
av:erage to allocate some portion of their surplus' profits to workers' 
welfare funds. . They can utilize the funds for providing additional 
amenities for their own employees, thus adding to the attractiveness of 
employment in their concerns. (Page 251). . 

250. While we do not favour the imposition of any restriction on the 
payment of dividends, we recommend that, when questions of the 
capacity of the industry to pay are under examination, a standard 
should be kept' in view for a' fair return to the shareholder and that 
this return cannot be placed at a figure' which is much in excess of the 
average return on long-term gilt-edged securities in the period under 
examination. (Page 252). 

251. The only sound policy is to correlate dividends to the paid-Up , 
share capital alone and when the conception of a return on the block is 
discussed to make full allowance fop the various items in respect' of which 
set-offs have to be given. (Page 252). 

252. The payment of remuneration to managing agents as a'percent-' 
age of the net profits is the most equitable of the three methods of 
remuneration in vogue and it tends to evoke the greatest measure of 
effort to secure profitable working. (Pages 254 and 255). 

253. We hold that it will be a reflection on Indian 'employers as a class 
to suggest that to induce them to exert themselves to 'their highest 
capacity, remuneration has to be offered to them on a basis which is 
generally recognized as unsound. (Pa~e 257). 

254. The minimum sum payable by way of commission in the case of 
a.bsence or inadequacy of profits should, we recommend, bear sonle 
relation to the size of the unit concerned. (Page 258).' 

255. If all the actual' expenses' on salaries, rents and contingencies 
a.re met by a company and a reasoJ?-able minimum remuneration is 
paid as commission even when there are no profits or the profits are 
inadequate, we see no justification for the . continuance of the system' 
of pffice allowances. .(Page 258), : 

256. We are disposed to agree with the view that the incidence of the 
charges for marketing yarn and cloth is hi&h in Bombay, and we 
recommend that efforts should be made to brmg down the scale of 
commission. (Page 261). 

257. It is'essential that in any Unde agreements that are entered 
into, the views of the industry as put forward through a representative 
body should always be k~pt in view. (Page 261). 
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258. ~e Al!-~~dia IndU8t~ial Council s.hould put forward proposals 
for securmg f~ClhtIes. for credIt and reductIon in freightchargel! for the 
export trade In textde manufactUr~s.. (Page 261); 

259. We recom.mend that the Government of Bombay should.make 
proper representations to the Railway Board in the matter of the 
complaint made by mills in Sholapur regarding freight charges for cloth 
and cotton. (p1J.ge 261). 

260. We recommenQ. that Bome uniformity of policy in the 
matter of octroi duties, terminal taxes, water rates, etc., may be 
suggested by Government for adoption by the' local bodies concerned .. 
(Page 262). 

Welfare Work and Social' Legislation. 

261. It would be highly desirable if a beginning were made in the 
Province of Bombay for the creation of a composite institute of industrial 
hygiene, industrial psychology and industrial welfare. (Page 264) . ... 

262. The duties of such an institute would comprise the. carrying 
out of research work into industrial fl!-tigue by making time and motion 
studies of different processes in industrial establishments and acting as 
a general clearing house for the collection and dissemination of 
up-to-date information regarding welfare. activities in industrial 
establishments both in foreign countries and in Ind.ia. (Page 264). 

263. We recom.mend that the initiative in this direction should be 
taken by· Government and that employers should be .requested to 
make contributions both for the starting and for the maintenance of 
such an institute. (Page ~64). 

264. Speaking generally, ·organized welfare work of a. comprehensive 
character in cotton mills i.J;J.the Province of Bombay is conspicuous by its 
absence and is undertaken only in a comparatively small number 
of mills. (Page 266). , 

265. Welfare work; intelligently conceived. and generously 
administered, must in the long fUll repay the employer in the higher 
standards of efficient work which he will be able to secure from his 
employees. (Page 267). 

266. Of the needs of the worker, scarcely any is so important as 
cheap and decent housing accommodation. (Page 267). 

267. The l~st decade has witnessed no appreciable chapge for the 
better in the .matter of housing in the various centres of the cotton 
textile industry in the Province. (Page 268). 

268. We endorse th~ view of the Rent Enquiry Com.mittee, Bombay, 
that both in Bombay and Ahmed.abad the supply. of housing .. 
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accommodation of one-room and two-room tenements for the working 
classes has not kept pace with the demand, that rents continue to 
remain high and that the minimum amenities provided are still 
deplorably inadequate. (Page 268). 

269. The housing conditions in the other urban areas covered by the 
in<\ustry in the Province are, in general, equally unsatisfiLCtory. 
(Page 268). 

270. TPere is no utility in the mills supplying housing accommodation 
unless a definitely higher standard is aimed at and unless considerations 
of profit-making do not enter into the transaction. (Page 271). , 

271. Although improvements have been effected in the D~velopment 
Dep'al'tment chawls in Bombay, we hope the general plan adopted in the 
construction of these chawls will not be copied in any future- housing 
schemes. (Page 272). 

272. The problem of housing is not one which can any longer be left 
to private enterprise to solve in view of the influence attaching to 
decent hygienic living conditions in increasing the general efficiency of 
workers. (Page 275). 

273. It is necessary to formulate a well-planned housing programme. 
(Page 275). ' 

• • 
274. We recommend that Government should convene, as early as 

possible, in the 'Various centres, conferences of all the patties interested 
in the provision of housing for ~xamining the requirements and 
for drawing up plans for the construction of houses and for meeting the 
cost of the schemes. (Page 275). . 

'275. Although Government should participate in the formulation and, 
execution of the housing programmes, the main responsibility for 
development should rest with, the local authorities. (Page 275). 

'f 276. In large industrial centres like Bombay and Ahmedabad the 
problem has now assumed such vast proportions that the Municipalities 
of both the cities may find it difficult to cope with the situation- unless 
their efforts are supported by the Provin cial Government. (Page 275). 

'" 277. Where Government land is available, Government should agree 
to lease or sell it on concessional terms to or through the local body. 
Government should supplement the :N!5ources of local bodies by making 
grants and, where necessary, by means of legislation increasing their 
sources of revenue. Lastly,.Government may assist in the floatation of 
loans for the financing of housing programmes or they may even float 
special loans themselves for this purpose or grant some form of 
guarantee such as will entitle the debenture or other stock that is 
issued to rank as a trustee security. (Page 275). 

278. The housing of ,the lower paid workers at rents ,within 
their means should thus be accepted as a public service and the 
conferences to be convened should draw up programmes to be completed' 
in a. period of ten years. (Pagea 275 and 276). 
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279. What rights are accorded to tenants by law cannot be denied to 
workmen staying in tenements owned by the employers. (Page 277). 
-- 280. While the burden of actually providing dwellings for industrial 
workers cannot be placed on individual employers, the employers 01 
labour as a class can well be called upon to assist in the provision,o~ 
finance for housing schemes undertaken by local bodies. (Page 27,). 

281. We do not favour the proposalput forward by the Tariff Board 
(1927), in paragraph 66 of its Report that blocks of chawls, built by the 
Bombay Development Department, might be taken over by groups of 
mills or by the Millowners' Association, Bombay. (Page 2~7). 

282. The leasing of chawls should be not by the employers but by a 
public welfare body or by a tenants' co-operative society which can 
collect a small guarantee fund of its own. (:Rage 277). 

283. Some of the larger co-operative $ocieties for employees of mills 
which have accumulated fairly substantial funds of their own may 
well interest themselves in this new form of co-operative endeavour. 
(Page 277). 

284. In order that the co-operative type of organization ma.y 
be encouraged and may flourish, it is necessary that not only 
should Government continue their policy of grantmg long term loans at 
low rates of 'interest to co-operative housing societies to the' extent of 
three-fourths of the cost Of the land and buildings but !J.lso that 
they should actively encourage the formation of such societies. 
(Page 278). 

285. In case ,there is a prospect of a large number of co-operative 
housing societies being organized in centres like Ahmedabad and 
Sholapur, Government may examine. whether a special building 

, corporation on the lines of British ,public utility societies cannot be 
started to provide the housing societies with cheap long ter:!U capital. 
(Page 278). , ' -

286. It is desirable .in future to discourage the construction of one,· 
room tenements in Bombay. (Page 278). 

, 287. Wherever lIuch tenements are in existence, the standard of 
accommodation should be a minimum size of 180 square feet -to house 
not 'more than four persons. ,Page 278). 

288. To cor#'orm to this stan~rd, the existing one-room tenements 
should not provide for the residence of more than 2'5 persons per 100 
square feet, so that each individual would enjoy a ,minimum floor space, 
of 40 square feet. (Pages 278 and 279). 

289. We endorse the view put forward by almost all the witnesses we 
examined on the subject that a two-room tenement should be 
considered as the minimum requirement. ,(Page 279). 

,290. Municipalities should be empowered to deal expeditiously with 
houses considered unfit for huma.n habitation and to alTange for their 
demolition or their immediate' conversion to non-residential use. 
(Page 279). 
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291. The structures constructed entirely of .corrugated iron sheets 
and other types of semi-permanent sheds should, we recommend, be 
similarly dealt with. (Page 279). 

292. ~y suitable changes in the present enactments, local ~uthorities 
should be authorized, we recommend, to take in hand and -execute 

... hoUtJing schemes in the areas served by them. (Page 279). 

293. Nothing impressed us more during our tOlBS of the various 
cotton textile centres of this Province than the almost complete absence 
of 'education among the workers. (Page 279). 

294. This lack of education is partially responsible for the slow and 
tardy. development of labour organizations in this Province; it ~1s0 
affects the efficiency of the workers. (Page 279). 

295. Although we hold that the main responsibility for educatio.n 
must ultimately rest with the State, we cannot subscribe to a principle 
which absolves employers as a class from assuming any responsibility 
in the matter of the education of their employees and their children. 
Industry is bound to benefit by having a body of educated workers. 
(Page 281). . 

296. The action. taken by employers in the COttOR textile 
industry in regard to education must be considered as very meagre. 
(Pages 281 and 282). 

297. The employers in the cotton textile industry in this Province 
can do much to help the local authorities by keeping a record of the 
children of their workers and persuading the latter to send their children 
to schools in areas where they exist. (Page 284). 

298. These, efforts would meet with considerable success if the 
employers would also. offer to. pay the cost o.f all books, slates and 
pencils. (Page 284). 

299. Wherever possible, the employers sho.uld plac~ suitable premises 
either in mill compounds or in mill chawls at' the disposal of the 
educational au.thorities for the opening of schools. (Page 284). 

300. Emplo.yers can also. assist by buying suitable' literature fo.r 
children and distributing it free of charge to. such of their workers 
as desire to make use of them for theii'children. (Page 284). 

301. The supervision and inspectio.n of educatio.nal classes fo.r adult 
wo.rkers co.nducted by the vario.us agsncies sho.uld be taken up by the 
Provincial Board of Adult Education, which should be the co-ordinating 
authority for the proper directio.n of these classes. (Page 287). 

302. The Board may h~ve for this purpose a special committee 
on . which it may co-opt representatives o.f employers and wo.rkers' 
organizations. (Page 287). 

303. It should be the function of'the Board to .frame suitable 
curricula and to undertake and encourage the publication o.f cheap 
and useful literature. (Page 287). 
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304. The Special Committee of the. Board may also .co-ordinate 
other efforts for the promotion of adult education, such as the prepara
tion and display of lantern slides and the opening of libraries and 
.reading rooms for workers. (Page 287). . 

305. The liquidation of illiteracy mus~ always remain: an ideal to 
which all efforts must continuously be directed, but that by itself will 
not provide a solution of the many problems' of life and work of the 
masses. (Page 288). 

306. Every possible effort should be made to attempt mass education 
in directions other than the acquisition of mere literacy. (Page 288). 

307. 'Advantage should be taken of the screen.a~d the radio in 
conjunction with others in utilizing both these means for the spread of 
wider knowledge among industrial workers. (Page 288). 

308. It will be useful for the special committee of the Provincial Board 
of Adult Education to interest itself in efforts in this direction. 
(Page 288). . 

309. Under its directions programmes may be drawn Up' for the' 
display of films of educational interest in industrial areas either in the 
compounds of chawls or in mill precincts. ' (Page 288). 
, 310. Similarly, when radio sets are installed in the dining sheds, 
recreational clubs or workers' tenements owned by the employers or by 
Government, arrangements may be made by the Committee through 
All-India Radio for the reservation of suitable hours for broadcasting 
programmes likely to be of special interest to. industrial workers. 
(Page 288) . 

. 311. The present provision of beds in public hospitals is inadequate 
and attempts should be made to increase this provision. (Page 289). 

312. A letter frflm an employer offering to pay the charges laid down 
in Rule 8 of the Rules Governing the Levy of Fees in Government and 
State-aided Hospitals will facilitate admission into a hospital for his 
workers and we suggest that employers could, at moderate cost, render 
in this manner necessary medical service to such of their workers as may 
require institutional treatment. (Page 289).· 

313. We attach special impotJianc~ to the regular inspection of 
factories by qualified medical officers and we~ therefore, recoIIUJ;lend the 
strengthening, if necessary, of the present medical staff in order that 
these duties may be carried out properly. (Page 290). 

.. 314. The existing medical work done by the mills is directed entirely 
to the curative side ·and no attention is paid to the preventive side for. t4e 
maintenance of the good health of the workers. ,(Page 292). 

315. There is a strong case not only for the maintenance of the existing 
milt dispensaries side by side with a scheme of compulsory· sickness 
insurance but also for. an improvement in the present standards and for 
the establishment of dispensaries in all those mills which have not got 
them at l'resent. (Page 293); 
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316. We need hardly emphasize the value of a properly conducted 
periodical medical examination of the workers, especially of those engaged 
in processes prone to cause occupational diseases. (Page 293). 

317. We recommend that committees of mill doctors should. be 
formed at alI the important centres of the, cotton textile industry in the 
Province. (~age 293). 

318. The duties of these committees would be to collect information 
on existing practices, to secure improvements wherever necessary and to 
exchange ideas. (Page 293). ' , 

319. The inquiries conducted by the Labour Office intcr Working 
Class Family Budgets in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur; and the 
special investigations carried ont for us in other centres all point to the 
magnitude of the evil of indebtedness. (Page 294). . 

320. Borrowing at usurious rates of interest must necessarily lead to 
a state of permanent indebtedness. Relief from this is possible only if ' 
action is taken simultaneously for the protection of the interests of the 
debtors and for the prevention of the growth of future indebtedness. 
(Page 296). 

321. Among the measur~s called for for the protection of debtors the 
principal is legislation for the regulation of money-lending, and we hope 
that the Bill on the subject which has already been introduced in the 
Bombay Legislative Assembly will soon be placed on the statute-book. 
(Page 296). ' 

322. AmOll.g the measures recommended for checking the growth of 
indebtedness, none is considered'so important as the development of 
co-operation in all its aspects. (Page 296). 

323. It is necessary that the co-operative societies that have been 
organized through the joint efforts of thl! workers, the employers and 
Government should be used· for a much wider rlj.nge of economic, 
social and cultural activities than have been contemplated hitherto. 
(Page 298). • 

324. The societies should become agencies for providing various 
educational and recreational facilities, such as the starting of adult 
literacy classes, the opening of reading rooms and libraries aRd the 
encouragement of games and entertainments, financing these out of the 
combined surplus profits of the various sectional societies in a mill and 
making joint arrangements for the supervision of the work. (Page 298). 

325. The collection of small savings may be tried on .more 
systematic lines than is the case today, and the societies should provide 
facilitIes for the remittance of funds to the homes of workers t4rough 
the Post Office or local co-operative banks. (Page 298). 

326. We recommend that steps should be taken to promote the 
formation of consumers' co-operative societies in Bombay and other 
textile centres. (Page 298). 

327. Their main objects will be to enable the workers who 
become members to purchase food-grains, cloth and other household 
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requisites of good quality, and ehher these societies or separate institu
tio~ should be encouraged to take over the management of tea shops, 
restaurants and canteens. (Pages 298. and 299). 

328. Group insurance cannot take the place of other forms of social 
insurance, but pending the'introduction of the forms of social insurance 
recommended by us, we believe an attempt may be made to introduce 
a scheme of group insurance in some of the larger and more prosperous 
mills in Bombay, Ahmedabad or Sholapur. (Page 301). 

329. If such a scheme is drawn up with the necessary safegua~ds, it 
will be proper, in our view, to authorise under the Payment of Wages 
Act deductions being made from wages for payments on an approved 
contributory basts. (Page 301). 

330. We recommend that the Government of Bombay should make 
rules under section 33 (1) of the Factories Act, 1934, requiring all mills 
in the Province to make adequate provision for din,ing rooms and re~t 
shelters on standards to be presclibed by the Chief Inspector of Factories. 
(Page 301). . 

331. . These rules should further provide that all mills employing fifty 
or more women workers should have separate retiring rooms for w$en. 
(Page 301). 

332. We recommend that the Government of Bombay should modify 
the Factories Rules in such a way as to make it compulsory for all 
factories, where more than one hudred workers are employed, to arrange 
for an adequate supply of cool drinking water according to standards 

~ tQ be prescribed by the Chief Inspector of Factories and for the supply of 
such water in or near all the departments of a factory. (Page 302). 

333. All mills should ~onsider the advisability of starting proper 
canteens. (Page 303). 

334. Mill restaurants, canteens and tea stalls should be run by 
co-operative societies of, the employees or by the employers and they 
should be given over to contractors only as a last resort. (Page 303). 

335. Employers should not mak;e any profits in resp!tit of the supply 
of refreshments to their workers and we, therefore, recommend that in 
all cases where such establishments are given over to contractors nominal 
rents should be charged by the mills concerned. (Pages 303 and 304). 
-336. We also recommend that the mill labour officers or, in 
their absence, the mill authorities, should periodically inspect the 
restaurants attached to the mills, in order to see that the refreshments 
supplied thereat are of good quality and that they are sold at reasonable 
prices: (Page 3q4). . 

337. Adequat~ leisure properly spent makes for better efficiency 
whilst at work. (Page 304). • 
. 338. No attempts should b~ spared-by Government, by local bodies, 
by the employers and by trade unions-to provide indbatrial worke~s 
with adequate facilities for a proper and help{ul utilization of theIr 
leisure time. (Pag.e 304). 
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339. Attempts by employers to pr&vide recreation facilities for their 
workers must be considered as a move in the right direction, a.nd expe\ldi
ture incurred on such facilities Jould result in securing a healthier body 
of workers. (Page 305). 

340. Wherever possible, mills should provide gardens and pleasant 
surroundings where the workers can relax during 'their spare hours. 
(Page 305).' . 

341. We recommend that in mills which have mill doctors they 
should be entrusted with the duty of supervising the working of the 
creches. (Page 306). 

342. We also recommend that standards should b~ laid down for the 
number and size of cradles for infants in' arms aM cots for young' 
children. (Pages 306 and 307). . . 

343. We further recommend that the existing rules should be so 
amended and amplified as to make it compulsory that free milk and 
clean clothing is supplied by the mill management in all creches, 
on standards to . be prescribed by· the Chief Inspector of Factories. 
(Page 307). " 
3~~ The minima laid down by the factory regulatio,ns for the 

proVision of latrines and urinals are' not sufficient and we recommend 
that Government should take immediate steps to m,ake a more adequate 
provision in the matter; (Page 307). ' 

, 345. We also recommend that steps Should be 'taken for a more 
frequent examination by inspectors o£.the sanitary arrangements in and -
around the latrines and urinals of all cotton textile mills in the Province. 
(Page 307). ' 

346. The proviso to section 5 (1) of the Bombay Maternity Benefit 
Act as it stands at present is liable to be interpreted as entitling 
an employer to refuse payment of maternity benefit to 'a claimant who 
has not put in nine months' continuous service up to the day when 
she gives notice of her claim. (Page 308). 

347. This is an unsatisfactory position and. we recommend that the 
Act should be so amended as to condone breaks in 'continuity of service 
due to strikes, r>laying-off or casua1~absence. (Page 308). 

348. We ,redommend that where women are engaged in substantial 
numbers, there ,should invariably be employed at least, one educated 
womanin charge of their welfare and supervision throughout the factory 
and that this person should ,be responsible to the Labour 'Officer, where 
there is one, and to the Manager, where there is not, for the engagement 
and d,ismissal of all the female staff, whether permanent or temporary. 
(Page 308). 

349. We recommend that the expenditure incurred by cotton textile 
mills in connection with the provision of medical fllcilities for their 
operatives should not be met from fines' funds. (Page' 310). ' 

350. We see JlO reason why, fining as a method of enforcing 
discipline should not be abolished in this"Province. (Page 3lO). 

351. We r~commend that the Government inspectors. who are 
entrusted with the work of examining the fines"registers in the concerns 
to which the Act has been applied should do all th~y can to persuade 
the managers of such concerns to reduce fining to a' minimum. 
(Page 3lO). 
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352. Good attendance bonusea differ from unit to unit and even from 
department to'department in the'same 11nit. We have not been able 
to obtain any evidence that the existence of the bonus has the effect of, 
reducing absenteeism, in departments 01, units where it is paid. On. the 
other hand, this bonus as well as the efficiency bonus acts as a fine on 
workers who fail to attain the 'expected, standard of performance in 
respect of attendance or production. (Page 312). ' 

353. We are of opinion that good attendance and efficiency bonuses 
should be regarded as part of wages and we recommend that the 
Government of Bombay should move the Central Government to amend 
the Payment of Wages Act in such a way as will nm.ke it clear that good 
attendance and efficiency bonuses are to ,be regarded a part of wages. 
(Page 313). 

354.\ye are not against the grant of bonuses on special occasions 
such as, for example, the grant of a week's or a fortnight's pay to all the 
employees of a concern on a festive occasion, or against the' grant of 

. a periodical bonus dependent on profits to which no conditions for the 
earning thereof are attached. (Page 313). - , 

355. We recommend that the condition attached to the Sholapur 
grain allowance regarding attendance should be done away witft. So 
long as the allowance continues, workers should be entitled to purchase 
a certain quantity of grain for a fixed amount deducted from their wages. 
(Page 313). . . ~ , 

356. ' We recommend that the quantity of grain, sold to the worker 
should be in proportion to th' number of days put in by him in 
that month. (Page 313). ' ' 

357 . We were constdera bly impr~sed by 'the efforts made in a number 
of mills to secure comfortable atmospheric conditions for the operatives, 
but in others the conditions in, some departments,. especially in, the 
preparatory and the weaving processes, were intolerable. (Page 317). 

358. We reoommend that all cotton textile mills in this ,Province 
should be required to maintain adequate air conditioning plants, on 
specifications and standards to be prescribed by 'Government, in the 
blow, card, frame, ring spinning and weaving departments. (Page 317). 

359. .We recommend that the ~overnment of Bombay should amend 
the Factories Act, 1934, in such a way as to enable 1hem, irrespective 
of the question of proof of injury to health, to frame rules with regard 
to the installation in all cotton textile mills of the necessary plant for 
the mechanical removal of dust liberated during the stripping process 
in the carding room. ~Page 318). ' ' 

360. Conditions in the mixing roqms where the mixing is done by 
hand are not such as to lend themselves to protection against dust being 
afforded by the \n,staTIation.of machinery and in such cases we recommend 
that employers should provide nasal respirators for the use of workmen. 
(Page 318). 

36l. StructUral difficulti~s may p~event a wholesal? rean;angem?nt 
of machinery spacing, but the question shouJd be exammed WIth a VIew 
tQ the provision of more space between machines in those mills where 
sufficient attention does not appear to ,have been .paid to the matter. 
(Page 318). ' 
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362. We recommend that the Department of Factories should conduct 
mquiries into the question of the necessity of providing 'gloves, goggles 
and foot protection for workers in bleaching and dyeing sheds. 
(Page 318). 

363. The 'Government of Bombay should, if necessary, make rules 
requiring all employers to provide the necessary protection to the 
workers in these departments. (Page 318). 

364. Although the principle that some form of provisionJor old 
age is essential in the interest of the industrial worker is now being 
increasingly recogniz~d, circumstances do not permit the immediate 
introduction of old age pens~on schemes in the cotton textile industry of 
this Province. (Page 319). , 

365. Owing to the impracticability in the present state of develop
ment of the cotton textile industry of making any other immediate 
provision for old age or retirement, the system of paying retirement 
gratuities after about fifteen years'. qualifying service should .be intro
duced in the cotton textile mills in this Province. (Pages 319 and 320). 

366. . Model rules in this connection should be framed by the 
millo.wners' associations in this Prov:ince. (Page 320). 

367. The institution of a provident fund system enables a more 
substantial provision being made against old age and retirement than 
the payment of gratuities. (Page 320). .-

368. We suggest for financially strong concerns the establishment 
of provident funds open to all classes ot employees as a suitable method 
of building ~p a stable labour force. (Page 321). 

369. We recommend that Government should make the provisions 
of the.Provident Funds Act, 1925, applicable to such funds and include 
in the· schedule of the Act the names of the cotton textile mills establishing 
provident funds so as to protect, under section 3 of the Act~the workers' 
contributions from attachment. (Page 321): 

370. The scheme formulated by the Government of Bombay to 
provide for sickness and retirement, old age and death benefits, is a com
posite one intended to meet a number of requirements. Such a scheme 
cannot meet the need for insurance against sickness which. in oui opinion, 
should claim priority over other social benefits. (Page 324). 

371. A more satisfactory way of dealing with the problem would 
r:. be to start a tentative sickness insurance scheme on a modest scale. 

(Page 324). .. 
372. The absence of reliable morbidity statistics and the difficulties 

in the way of instituting an inquiry into the incidence of sickness 
should not be allowed to stand in the way of the introduction of a scheme 
of sickness insurance for the cotton textile industry in ·this Province. 
(Page 324). 

373. A careful study of the working of the difIerent sickness insurance 
schemes introduced in various countries, including that of an Eastern 
country like Japan, should make it possible to start in this Province 
a modest scheme on the usually accepted lines. (Page 325). 
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374. The main feature of such schemes is that they are ela~tio and 
that as experience is gathered and the funds grow in, size the benefits 
may be extended. (Page 325). 

375. We recommend that a compulsory and contributory sickness 
insurance scheme. in which the employers, the workers and the State 
will all contribute should be started in Bombay and Ahmedabad in 
the first instance JIond extended subsequently to th~ other cotton textile 
centres in the Province. (Page 327). 

376. The scheme should be very simple in character at least in its 
initial stages and both the contributions and the cash benefits payable 
under it should be fixed on a flat rate basis as in the British Health 
Insurance Scheme. (Page 325). , 

, 377. The scheme should be restricted, to permanent workers in cotton 
textile factories. (Page 325). 

378. It should be under the control of a Central Board of 
Management consisting' of representatives of Government, local 
bodies, employers' and workers' interests and of the medical profession. 
(Page 325). 

379. . Expenditure in connection with the Board and its establish- ' 
ment should be borne by the Provincial Government. "(Page 325). 

380 .• We recommend the following benefits under the scheme: . 
(i) Medical benefit consisting of free medical treatment and 

attendance and free medicines lind appliances .. The insured persons 
should be entitled to medical benefit immediately after th~ .payment 
of the first insurance contribution and they should also receive free 
medical certificates for health insurance purposes from the doctors 
appointed under the scheme. 

(ii) Cash l>enefit commencing from the fourth day of incapacity 
and continuing for a period or periods up to a maximum of six months 
in a year at a flat rate but not exceeding 75 per cent. of the insured 
person's average daily wage during the preceding quarter. 

(iii) Additional benefits as may be decided upon by the Central 
Board of Management from time to time according to the availability 
of surplus funds. (Pages 325 and 326). 

381. The cash benefits should ordinarily be payable to the workers 
in the towns in which they are employed but not in cases where com
pensation for accidents or maternity benefits are provided for the insured 
persons under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923, oJ:. the Bombay 
Maternity Benefit Act, 1929. (Page 326). 

382.' The Central Board of Management may, however, allow the 
insured person, even if he temporarily leaves the town of his employ
ment, to draw sickness benefits either at full or at reduced rates, provided 
he produces satisfactory evidence of his continued incapacity during 
the period for which the benefit is claimed in a manner to be prescribed. 
(Page 326). ' 
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383. The insUred workers' share of the contributions should be 
deducted from their wages by the employers who should be held respon
sible for the payment into the sickness insurance fund of the total 
contributions of all the insured workers employed in their factories. 
(Page 327).' -

384. By way ofillustratinKthe manner in which a scheme of siclaless 
insurance can be worked out in accordance with the general principles 
formulated by us, we have given approximate calculations of such 
a. scheme on a tentative basis. (Page 327). 

385. The monthly contribution of an! int:lured person shall in no 
case exceed five per cent. of his or, her average monthly wages. 
, (Page 327). 

386. • There should he a sliding scale of cash benefits according t~ 
the length of the period during which insurance contributions have 
been paid by a worker, but n.o benefits will be payable during the first 
six months after entering insurance. (Page 328). 

387. -As the object of a cash benefit is to give to the workers some 
assistance against loss in wages during the period of incapa
city, we consider that the full rate of sickness benefit to be give)). 
to a sick worker 'should be about 50 per cent. of the average wage. 
(Page 329). . • 

388. In case of the assumed sickness rate being exceeded it should 
be possible for the Central Board of Management to adjust the expendi
ture on sickness benefits either by slightly increasing the rates of 
contribution or by reducing the cash benefits. (Page 329). 

389~ On the other hand, if the actual sickness rate is found to be 
below the assumed rate of nine days per ·worker per year, the Board 
could utilize the surplus either ,in increasing the sickness benefit rates 
or by granting other additional benefits. (Page 329). • 
,390. We recommend that, under the ~cheme, the insured person 

should have the right of choosing his own- doctor from a 
panel. (Page 330). 

391. On the basis of approximate calculations for the tentative 
scheme, employers in Bombay and Ahmedabad will have to contribute 
about six days' wages for each insured person per year while the 
workers' contribution will be about three days' earnings of an average 
worker. (Page 330). _ 

392. We may refer to the fact that our attention was drawn by 
Government ~o their proposal for the introduction of legislation for 
certain sickness and old age benefits which might entail an addition 
of three or four weeks' wages to the annual wage bill. We took due 
cognizance of this in making the recommendations contained in our 
Interim Report. (Page 331). 

393. An 1l;Ilemployment insurance scheme under which the cotton. 
mill workers in this Province would be enabled to get a guaranteed 
benefit, during short spells of unemployment in return f?r regular 



payment of sma~l monthly pre~a. wili.go a I~ng way. towards protect
lllg the workers standard of hVIng, mcreasmg theIr efficiency and 
stabilizing the labour force in the industry. (Page, 332). 

394. The instability of labour and the size of its turnover should 
not .pre8e~tiiJ.superB:ble difficulties in an established industry, 
especIally m ~entres l~e Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapui', in the 
way of the mtroductIOn of a scheme of unemployment insurance. 
(Page 332). " 

395. It is neither desirable nor necessary to wait for attempts at 
collecting data and for a possible increase in the stability of labour. 
(Page 333). , 

396. We recommend that the Government of Bombay should devise 
a scheme of unemployment insurance to, be 'brought' into operation, 
in the first instance, in Bombay and Ahmedabad.' (Page 333). 

397. Such a -scheme will necessarily be confined to perllIanent 
workers i,n the industry and be of a compulsory and contributory 
character. (Page 333). ' • 

398. Any scheme that may be devised should be similar in character 
to' unemplO'yment insurance schemes in other cO'untries. It should 
have, for instance, a provision for a waiting period which will consideJ;
ably lessen the, administrative difficulties and enable the available 
funds to be distributed amongst persons whose need is the greatest ; 
a condition regarding a minimum period of previO'us employment in 
the industry and the payment, of a minimum number O'f cO'ntributions 
during the period immediately preceding the qate _ of the claillIant's 
application for benefit which will ensure the accumulation of a_moderate 
reserve fund; a restriction regarding a minimum periO'd of employment 
before a worker can be considered as " unemplO'yed " ; and the limitation 
O'f unemployment benefit to certain maximum days in a benefit year 
which WO'uld facilitate the adjustment of the expenditure to the income 
side of the fund. (Page 333). ' '. 

399. Like a sickness insurance scheme, an 'unemplO'yment 
insurance 8cheme can also be framed on an essentially elastic 
basis. (Page 333). 

400. The administration of a scheme of unemployment insurance 
should alsO' be under the general control of the Central BO'ard of 
Management for the Sickness Irisurance Fund. (Page 334). ' 

,401. The Board should establish EmplO'yment' Offices at sJIitable 
places which the unemployed would be able to' visit without having to' 
pay any transportation charges. (Page 334). 

402. The expenditure O'n the administJ;ation of the schen;te .O'f 
unemployment insurance in Bombay should be borne by the PrOVInCIal 
GO'vernment. (Page 334). 

403. The PrO'vincial Government should alsO' assist (i) by making 
, temporary loans to the. Une~p~oymen~ Ins.urB:ll:c? Fund if ~~d when 

the Fund is uMble to meet Its ImmedIate lIabIlItIes on condItIOn that 
the repayment O'f such loan amO'unts should be made within a limited 

M Bk R 26-27 
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period out o~ the or~inary revenues of ~he Fund, and (ii) by contributin~ 
Its quota wIth a VIew to strengthenmg the reserves of the Fundi; 
(Page 33~). 

:404. In the cotton textile industry, there,is no provisio.n for leav1 
wIth pay for wage earners, although the clerIcal and the ~upervisory 
staff are entitled to leave with pay. (Page 335). 

405. Although it is desirable that employers should grant holidays 
with pay to cotton mill workers in this Province, the adoption of such 
a m:easure should be postponed until schemes of sickness and unemploy
ment insurance and old age pensions, which, in our opinion, should have 
priority, have been introduced. (Page 336). 

, Labour Management and Organization. 

406. The main criticism against the badli control system is that 
though it has, to an appreciable extent, curtailed the power of the 
jobber to employ the workers, it has not entirely dissociated him from 
this function, for it is still he who fills up vacancies from amongst the 
badlis assigned to him. To the extent it has not done so, the scope 
for bribery and corruption remains. (Page 340). 

407. In defining the duties of labour officers mills in Bombay do 
not seem to have acted in the spirit of the recommendation of the 
Royal Commission on Labour in India that· no employee should be 
selected except by the Labour Officer, personally in consultation with 
tpe departmental heads, and that none should be dismissed by them 
without his consent except by the manager who might do so after hearing 
what the Labour Officer has to say. (Page 342). 

408. The functions of the Labour Officers must be dearly defined 
and they must have a position of greater responsibility than at present 
Recruitment of labour must be their exclusive concern. They must, be 
empowered to take effective measures to stamp out corruption and 
bribery. They must see that senior and efficient workers are promoted 
alid only new and less efficient workers are sent away when retrench
ment becomes necessary. They must also see that the Standing Orders 
as regards leave, dismissals and other matters are properly carried out. 
(Page 342). 

409. The status and authority of Labour Officers should, wherever 
possible, progressively approximate to those of personnel officers in 
Western countries and such officers should be appointed in all mills in 
the Province. (Page 344). 

410. The advantages to the industry and to the ~orkers of the 
appointment of Labour Officers will .be secured only if competent 
men, with sympathetic understanding of the. needs of the workers as 
well as a clear perception of the interest!;! of the industry. are apl'omted 
to these posts. (Page 344). 
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411. The services .which Labour Officers can render will be 
invaluable ~mly if t~eir w~rk supplemenfs the legitimate activitie~ 
of trade unIons and IS not mtended to be a substitute for them~ 
(page 344). 

412. The Labour Officers of the mills as well as the Labour Officer of 
the Millowners' Associati~~ should meet .periodically to exchange views 
and recommend new policies and practices calculated to improve the 
lot of the workers as well as their relations with the employers and the 
Government Labour Officer and the representatives' of trade unions 
should also be invited to this conference so that the value of the con
ference may be enhanced by their contribution to' its deliberations. 
(Page 344). 

413. The action taken by the 1tfillowners' Association, Bombay, to 
restrict the influence of the jobber by transferring from him to the 
manager and departmental heads the powers of engaging and dismissing 
men and of inflicting fines and granting leave does not seem to have 
been effective and the jobber still continues to be main instrument of 
labour management. (Page 345). 

414. Because the jobber is constantly in direct and intimate contact 
with the wQrkers, his position in the industry is very important. 
(Page 345). . . 

415. If his work is to be done well, it is necessary that, apart from 
ha.ving received a reasonably general education and technical training, 
he must be an expert in the handling of men as well as in the technique 
of ,Production. (Page 345). . 

416. The jobber has his place·.in the industry provided he 
has not~g to do with the recl'1}itment, dismissal, or promotion of 
wqrkers and the g~anting of leave to them. (Page 345). 

417. If training courses for job~ers are organized as is done in some 
other countries, the usefulness of the jobbers to the industry will be 
considerably enhanced. (Page 345). 

418. The system of record cards for' jobbers and head jobbers 
introduced by . the 1tlillowners' Association, Bombay, should be 
adopted in other centres of the textile industry in the Province. 
(Page 346). 

419. Women supervisors should go through courses of training· 
similar to those which we have proposed for jobbers. (Page 346). 

420. Th~ first and most important step towards eradicating bribery 
and corruption must be the complete dissociation of the jo\>ber from 
the work of recruitment and dismissal. (Page 347). 

421. A beginning should be made in large industrial centres in this· 
. country in organizing einp.loyment ex?hanges. Bombay! !\h~edaba.d 

and Sholapur, in our Provmce, are sUItable centres for IDltmtmg th18 
:at Bk R 26-27a 
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experiment. ,We recommend that eUlployment exchanges should be 
organized by Government in these centres. (Page 349). 

422. The exchanges should organize the labour. supply for all 
industries, including Government factories and work~hopB, but will, 
obvio'usly, be most useful to the textile industry. . (Page 349). 

423. For centres other than Bombay, Ahmedabad and ShoIapur we 
recommend the extension of the badli control system. (Page 349). 

424. Equal participation by representatives of employers and 
employees in the management of the employment exchanges is ess~ntial 
for their success. We recommend that a local committee on which 
both the employers and the workers are represented should be associated 
with each of the exchanges to be established iIi. Bombay, Ahmedabad 
and Sholapur. (Page 350) . 
. 425. If the work of the average operative in the textile industry in 
this ProvInce does not come up to a very high standard of efficiency, 
the reason is that Jittle or no attempt is made to equip him properly 
through traip.ing. (Page 350). 

426. In spite of the realization of the importance of training for 
increasing the efficiency of the worker, the practical steps taken by 
industrialists in the ProviIlce to supply the required facilities are 
~eagre and no institutions . for imparting such training are being 
conducted by them. (Page 351). 

427. Considering the Pr?vince as a whole, it may be stated that the 
opportunities for textile workers to obtain technical training are limited 
and we think that the need for expanding the facilities for such training 
where they exist and providing them where they do not exist is urgent. 
(Page 352). 

428. The main requirements of organised industry in ·respect of 
skilled workers and supervisory grades can be met only by establishing 
specialized industrial and technical ihstitutions. (Page 353). 

429. We recommend that specialized industrial and technical 
institutions and also continuation classes should b~. established by 
Government and that the employers should be called upon to contribute 
to their cost. (Page 353). 

430. We recommend that workers who obtain training in such 
institutions should be given preference. whenever new employees 

. are engage~ by the mills. (Page 353). 

431. Until adequate arrangements are made for the technical training 
of workers, .the majority of workers in the textile industry will not have 
obtained such training. This fact should induce employers in the 
interests of the industry to follow the example of their conferes in 
~merica and some other countries who meet the need for industrial 
training by maintaining apprenticeship schools and classes for general 
educationa~ courses in their Qwn factories. (Page 353). 
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432. The practic~ of ~ngaging ~aduates or other properly qualified 
students as apprentICes m the mIlls should be more widely followed 
than it is.at present. (Page 354). .' 

433. In .1939, t~e .Gover~ment of Japan issued Decrees requiring 
emplo.yers ~ certam mdustr~s, where there ~as an increasing need of 
guarding agamst shortage of~kilIed ~~rkers! t? mtroduce at their expense 
three-year courses of techmcal trammg. durmg normal working hours 
for a. certain proportion of their workers between 14 and 17 years of 
age. We see no reason why the employers in the cotton textile industry 
0"1 this Province should not provide' some facilities· for the training of' 
a certain proportion of their workers in a manner similar to that accepted 
in Japan. (Page 354). 

434. The provision of effective safeguards against unjust ahd wrong" 
dismissals is in the interest as much of the industry as of the workers. 
The new Standing Orders settled by the Industrial Court remesly a defect 
in the old orders by providing safeguards against wrongful suspensions 
and dismissals. Section 64 of the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, 
1938, protects workers against dismissal for participation in trade union 
antivities or in strikes which are not illllgaI. (Pages 355.and 356). 

435. What~ver the merits of the machinery provided by the Bdmbay 
Industrial Disputes Act for settling disputes of a complicated nature 
affecting a large number of workers, it is obviously not the most suitable 
one for deciding whether injustice has been done in individual cases 
such as those of dismissals. (Page 357). 

436. Labour courts, constituted on "the lines adopted in other 
countries, will secure speedy and definite disposal of complaints from 
workers as well as employers and we recommend that Government 
should consider the advisability and feasibility of the earlyestablish
ment of such courts in this Pro~nce. (Pages 357 and 358). 

437. The facility of obtaining long leave at periodic intervals is 
an indispensable condition of the stability and contentment of the labour 
force. Leave affords a. break in a long period of physical ,and mental 
strain . and provides necessary opportunities for" rest, change and 
recuperation, apart from enabling a large number of workers to go t.o 
their native places ,or to give spedal attention to the needs of theIr 
domestio .or sooial life. StancLing Orders numbers 11 and 12 framed by 
the Industrial Court for ootton mills in Bombay City make adequate 
provision in this respeot. (Page 358). 

438. One of the effeotive methods of securing contentment among 
wbrkers and creating loyalty to the o.rganization is the existenc.e of 
a definite and well-planned. system of transfers and promotIOns. 
(Page 359). . . . 

439. We cannot too strongly emphasize that f9r promoting efficient 
management as well as seouring a stable a!1d contented l~bour force 
it is necessary not only 'that there should ?e a pro~erly deylsed plan of 
promotion but also that it should be impartially carrIed out m accordance 
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with rules framed for the purpose. Whilst merit should be the main 
ground for promotion, the length of service 'Of a worker should not be 
ignored. (Page 359). 

440. If rest pauses are allowed at regular intervals during the shifts 
and if the conditions of work in the factory are improved, it may be 
expected that workers. will not resort to loitering. Provided the con
ditions stipulated by us are satisfied, we would favour stricter regulation 
of permis~ion to workers to leave their work. (Page 361). 

44l. Constant standing· while at work causes fatigue and has 
deleterious effects on the health and efficiency of workers. Work in most 
departments in a textile mill will be done more efficiently if the 
workers are provided with stools on which they can occasionally sit 
and rest. We suggest that, wherever possible, stools should be provided 
for the workers. (Page 361). 

442. The success of any organization largely depends on the extent 
to whi{fh it reduces its labour turnover. (Page 361). 

443. ThOugh a high rate of turnover exista in all organized industries 
in India, there are no reliable data available concerning the extent of 
the turnover. Reliable and adequate records uniformly filled in and 
acoompanied by careful critical analysis are essential and, without 
these, percentages of labour turnover have little practical value. 
(Page 362). . 

444. The cost to the employer of constant changes in his labour force, 
involving the employment of new men, is -represented by reduced 
production, more spoilt work and less careful handling of machinery. 
The worker also suffers by excessive labour turnover. Frequent changes 
of the place of _employment may affect, in the long run, his skill and 
efficiency besides depriving him of various advantages of continued 
employment in one cOJlcern such as opportunities of ptomotion. 
(Page 362). 

445. Improvement in methods of reoruitment is one of the principal 
remedies for excessive labour turnover. Thebadli control system 
introduced by the Millowners' Assooiation, Bombay, has, to some extent, 
applied this remedy. But more radical and effective methods such 
as establishment of employment exchanges, restriction of the powers 
of the jobber and organization of a personnel department. are also 
required. (Page 363). 

446. Improvement of working conditions generally, adoption of an 
enlightened policy of management in respect of wages, transfers and 
promotions, leave and holidays, provision of facilities for education 
and training, promotion of welfare work, introduction of unemployment 
and sickness insurance, of gratuities .and pensions-all these will 
contribute to make the labour force more stable than it is at present. 
(~age 363). 
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447. N~tthe least important factors contributing to -stability will 
be t~~ attitude o~ the employers to workers' organizations, and the 
pr?VISIOn of effective machmery for the ventilation, and redress of the 
grievances of the lorkers. (Page 363). / 

448. There is a definite relation between absenteeism and the absence' 
of systematic provision for holidays and leave. (Page 363). 

449. ~e economic loss to ind~stry and the worker as a result of 
absentee18m ~eed. not be. emphasIZed. Little, concerted attempt has 
been made m this Provlllce to . reduce absenteeism or even to study 
the factors which cause it. (Page 364). 

450. Whatever leads to the increasing adaptation of the worker to 
his task and whatevet makes him feel contented will lessen his desire 
or need to leave it for a time and lighten for him and industry the burden 
of a.bsenteeism.(Page 364). . . , 

. 451. Proper conditions of work ill the factory, adequate wages, pro~ec
tlOn from accident and sickness a.nd facilities for obtaining leave for 
rest and recuperation constitute the most effective means of reducing 
absenteeism. (Pages 364 and 365). . 

452. The disadvantages of the contract system outweigh whatever 
advan,tages it may posset¥3. The system certainty gives no advantage 
to the worker. (Pages 365 and 366). 

453. We recommend. that the contract system of engaging labour 
should be abolished as soon as possible and that workers for every 

. department in a mill should be recruited and paid direct by the 
management. (Page 366). 

454. The fact that workers recruited from Criminal Tribes Settlements 
are subject to the discipline of the settlement in all matters prevents 
them from fully participating in trade union activities. They have 
often in the past, owing to the rules of the settlement, been unable to 
join strikes. Their continued employment during strikes is naturally 
l(,)oked upon by other workers with suspicion and disfavour. It is 
undesirable that an element, whieh is thus unable to identify itself 
with the general, body of workers, should continue to exist in the 
ind,ustry. (Page 366). 

455. We recommend tha~ the rules of the ~ettlements in respect 
of those of the settlers who are employed in the mills should be such as to 
enable them to participate fully in all legitimate activities of trade 
unions. If,however, this is not possible, we suggest that the elllploy
ment of members of the settlements in mills should cease. (Page 3G6). 

456. The advantages to industry as well as to the workers of collective 
agreements cannot be ove~es~~ted: Such ap"eeme~ prom?te 
stability in the industry by ebmmatmg mternal strife and by regulatJ.?-g 
the level of waaes and other main conditions of employment.. Agam, 
as these agreem~nts bind all or mos.t .of the units of an industry, they 
tend to eliminate unhealthy competitIOn. (Page 367). 
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457. The sue('ess of collective agreements from the point of view or 
the industry, however, depends on the effectiveness of the organization 
of workers as much as of the employers. (Page 368). 

, . 
458. Even legislative measures and state action depend for their 

success on the strength of labour organization. . (Page 368). 

459. Works councils and works committees are useful only so long 
as the employers are well disposed. They cannot be a substitute for 
trade unionism. (Page 368). 

460: Apart from collective agreements, investigation and mediation, 
conciliation and arbitration have been increasingly resorted to. by the 
State in recent years in order to secure industrial peace. The efficacy 

, of these methods also presupposes the existence of organized trade 
unions., (Pages 368 and 369). 

461. Considering the number or wQrkers ,employed in the textile 
industry in the PrQvince, it can hardly be said that the progress made 
in organizing them has been satisfactory. (P!ge 372). 

46~. The advantages of trade unionism to. industry its~lf as well as 
its inevitability are being increasingly realized and thQugh industrial 
strife has by no. means been eliminated. it is acknowledged that a strong 
trade union is one of the most powerful instruments ror a vertingsuch 
strife and securing stability and peace in industry. (Page 373). 

463. There is little dQubt that the fear that tliey will be victimized 
if they join a trade union or interest themselves in its activities prevails 
amQng a 'large number of workers and constitutes an obstacle to the 
grQwth of trade unionism among them. (Page 374). 

464. The safeguarding of the workers' right to. organize, without 
intimidatiQn and discrimination, in order to protect and improve theiI 
standards of life is the essence of trade unionism and employers who 
wish to. see the grQwth of a sound trade union movemen~ in,this ProvincE 
should refrain from doing anything that would deter workers from 
exercising their right of organization. (Page 374). 

465. It is undesirable fQr emplQyers to. place restrictions or 
workers carrying on any activities in the mill chawls in which the) 
live except to. the extent to. which the law permits such restrictions 
(Page 374). 

466. With one or two. exceptiQns, trade uniQns in th~ textile industr) 
of this PrQvince suffer from a paucity Qf officials who. satisfy the standard: 
of qualifications, training and equipment that are cQnsidered indis 
pensable in ~untries where the trade union movement has been weI 
developed. (page 375). 

467. The main reaSQn for this derect in trade uniQn organization i 
that, in most instances, trade uniQn Qfficials are nQt trained fQr the worl 
they have to. do. (Page 375). 
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, 468. If the trade unions in the textile industry are to become more 
efficient instruments for protecting the interests of the workers and 
securing improvement in their standard of life, they must have at their 
disposal the services of an increasing number of men who are conversant 
with the technical details of the industry and who have received necessary 
training for the work of not merely organizing trade unions but also 
of carrying on their day-to-day activitIes. (Page 375). 

469. Efficient service of this kind can only be available to the unions 
if the officials are full-time men and are adequately paid. Such: officials 
should preferably be recruited from the ranks of workers. (Page 375). 

470. Educated young men who have received special ,training for the 
purpose and are interested in the work will also make efficient and 
useful trade union officials. (Page 375). 

471. While it is primarily ,the concern of trade unions to take the 
initiative in this matter, the State and employers also owe an obligation 
to the working class to do all they can to help in providing facilities 
for training. . (Page 375). • 

472. Trade unions will' always require the assIstance of technical 
advisers for carrying on many of their activities, especially in negotiations 
with employers or in conciliation or arbitration proceedings in regard 
to technical matters. (Page 376). . ' 

473. We endorse the suggestion of the Bombay Strike Enquiry Com
mitte~ for the appointment of a technical adviser to the trade unions 

, in Bombay ahd suggest that the appointment of such an expert is 
essential for the proper working of schemes of standardization. 
(Page 376). 

474. The success of trade unions depends on the ex~rcise of the right 
of collective bargaining and it is their constant endeavour to resist any 
restrictions that undermine that right. The most effective weapon 
to which employers usually resort in order to deny to the wprkers, this 

. right of collective bargaining is to refuse recognition tp their unIOns. 
(Page 376). 

475. The objection taken by the Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
to the recognition of any labour union which was not prepared to 
make strikes the las1: weapon in its armoury instead of the first h.~s 
not much force now, in view of the passing of the Bombay Industrl~l 
Disputes Act, 1938, which prohibits strikes before a notice of change IS 

given and before conciliation proceedings are completed •. (Page 377). 

476. The views held by some of the officials of a trade .union on the 
political or economic structure of society ought not to mfluence the 
workin!! of the union as such. (Page 377). 
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477. The existing law limits the number of outsiders on the executives 
of trade unions to 50 per cent .. and no case has been made out by the 
employers for a further reductIon to 10 per cent. (Page 377). 

478. The members of a union alone can judge the extent of the 
assistance which they need and the employers are hardly justified in 
dictating to them how many-and who should ~e the outsiders to guide 
and help them in carrying out the' activities of their union. (Page 378). 

479. Until trade unions in. this Province have established 
themselves on a firm and unshakable footing and consolidated their 
position and until, as recommended by us, a sufficient number of paid 
officials recruited from among the ranks of the workers are available, 
the need for the guidance and assistance of outsiders will continue to 
be felt. (Page 378). 

480. In India, where the movement is still in its early stages and 
the fear of victimization is not absent, the help of OJ1tsiders is still 
necessary. (Page 378). 

48L Though the fear of company unions being established may not 
be justified, it must be admitted \hat the cbndition of 25 per _ cent: 
membership for a representative union, as required under the Bombay 

. Industrial Disputes Act, is very difficult to fulfil and its imposition 
may operate as a hindrance in the way of encouraging the growth' of 
trade unions. (Page 379). 

482. It is possible that if workers have to continue to depend on the 
good' offices of a Labour. Officer, however sympathetic he may be, their 
power of initiative and th,eir spirit of self-reliance may suffer and, 
consequently, the development of a strong and independent trade union 
movement among them may be retarded. (Pages 379 and 380). 

483. There may be reason to apprehend that the structure of the 
Bombay Industrial Disputes Act is not such as will facilitate the realiza
tion of its purpose, namely, the proper and speedy development of an 
independent trade union movement. However, as the Act was brought 

• into operation only recently, there is not sufficient material before us 
to enable us to form a definite opinion about the eflects of its working. 
(Page 380). 

484. It cannot be denied that representation and redress of grievances 
are among the main functions of trade unions and it is on the extent 
to which trade unions successfully discharge these functions that they 
win the confidence and loyalty of the workers and ensure their own 
growth and development. (Page 381). 

485. The services of Government Labour Officers are necessary where 
there are no labour unions. They may also be useful even where there 
are unions, provided the officers themselves make it their main function 
to encourage the growth of trade unions because no agency can replace 
well-organized unions for the purpose of protecting and promoting the 
interests of the workers. (Page 381). 
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APPENDIX I. 

TEXTILE LABOUR INQUIRY. COMMITTEE 

QUESTIONNAIRE RELATING TO MAIN INQUIRY 

A. 

Please give information about your mills on 
the following pointe :-

(1) Number of spindles worked durmg 
July 1937 ahowmg ring and mule 
spindles separately on-

dsyshift 

night shift, 

(2) The production of yarn up to ant! 
including 168, 168.22&, 238-30s, 
31s.408, 41s.60sand608 and above 
during -the above month on day 
ahift and on night shift separately. 

(3) (a) Your average count in the spin. 
ningdepartment forallyarn; 

. (6) your average count for yarn 
used in wea.ving ; 

(e) your average count for salea.ble 
yarn. 

(4) The average number of 100ll!8 
worked !iuring July 1937 on-

day shift 

night s?ift 

(5) The production of cloth during July 
1937 in pounds and in yards and 
the average picks for the total 
production on-

day shift 

night shift 

(6) (a) The avera.ge dally number of 
persons employed in July 
1926* and in July 1937, 

(6) their wages bills for these periods, 

(e) the average count, and , 
(d) the number of working hours 

per week. 

.Date olthe Third Labour Office enquiry into wages. 



(7) What has been the effect of the 
reduction of hours of work from 
60 to 54 per week on production 
and on the earnings of workers in 
different occupations y. 

(8) Your wage costs per pound of yarn 
and per 100 yards of cloth in July 
1937, separately for day shift and 
night shift. . 

• (Please indicate all the items 
included in'these wage costs.) 

(9) The proportion of your wage costs 
to the total cost of production 
during your last financial year. 

(10) (a) Profits or losses of your mill 
during the last 10 years and 
the dividends declared. 

(b) If your mill had any losses, what 
were the reasons therefor? 

~ 

(11) The percentage of selling chargcs 
to the total value of goods sold 
during the last financial year. 

(12~ (a) Has your mill got a dividend 
equalization fund! 

(b) Whl"n was it created? 

(e) In what year or years since 1918 
and to what extent was it 
used Y 

(d) What was the amount standing 
to its credit at the end of the 
last financial year? 

(13) (a) What was the rate of dividend 
declared, the total amount of 
dividend paid, the amounts 
carried to reserves, the 
amounts paid as bonus to' 
wage-earners, in each ycar 
since 1918! 

(b) Indicate the ycars ill which 
• dividends have been paid 

trom reserves or from any 
otherfunds. 

(14) Please fill ill the following schedule 
separately for the last 10 years. 
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PROFIT AND LOSS SCHEDULE 

Profit aM Los. Acoolltlt lor 'he year ended. ; ._ ............. .. 

• Byrealiz&tionofYam, Cloth and Wastes 

By Other Receipts . 

Total •. 

1. To Cotton, Yam, etc.,. consumed 

2. To Power 

3. To Mill Stores •• 

4. To Machinery and Buildings Repairs .. 
O. To Mill Salaries .. .. 
6. To Mill Wages .. . . .. 
7. To Office Expenses .. .. 

w,:Office Allowance 
Managing Agents 

given up by 

8. To Interest (including . interest OD 
debentures) 

Lea.: Given up by Managing AgeDts .. 
9. . To Insurance .. .. .. 

10. To Rents, Rates and Taxes .. 
ll. To Direotors' and Auditcrs' Fees .. 
12. To All other General Expenses (Printing, 

Stationery, Telegrams, etc.) 

13. To Agents' Commission 

Lea,: GiveD up by Managing Agents .• 

Total .. 

~ aa per Profit &l1d Loss Account •• 

Profit as per Profit and Loss Aocou~t as 
above 

Allocated to Depreciatiol1 Fund •• • • 

Profit . De . t-Loss before chargmg preCla Ion 

Lu,: Depreciation to be provided as 
. per Inoome.Tax Rules 

Balance Profit/Loss for the year •. 

IIBkR26-28 

R8. &. p. 

.. 

_____ ·-------1-----------

L-________ ~~--------



(15) (tI) Give the total number of looms 
in your mi1lsin July 1937. 

(b) Give details of re;'d space and 
speeds aa under :_".-< . 

I 
Number of looms 

Reed.pace 

I Plain 

(e) State for each reed space 
the average number of looms 
worked per day in. July 1937 
under the following 
categories :-

1. Plain 

2. Dobbiea 
• 3. Drop.box 

4. Susis with coloured warp 
up to 25 per cent. 

SUBis with coloured warp 
up to 50 per cent. 

SUBia with coloured warp 
up to 75 per cent. 

Susie with coloured warp 
all colour. 

5. Other fancy Barts, speci
fying the cloth. 

(d) Please etate your average weav· 
ing efficienoy. for the month 
of July 193'1 in percentage 
for dif[erent reed space for 
following Barts :....:... 
Plain sorts, coarse up, to 

average ISs. 
Plain Barts, medium lOs to 36s 

Nole._.1Jl caloulating effioienoy 5 per 
oent. may be allowed for 

-. 'slippage of belt-no otheor 
allowanoe ehould be made. 

Basio yardage should be caleu, 
lated aooording to the number 
of working days in the month. 

The average number of loami 
worked in eaoh reed spaoe for , 
difterent types of oloth shoulll 
be oarefully oaloulated for 
working out the effioiellCy 
figureR, 

Dobby 

I 

Actual speed Calculate! 
speed 

, , 
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Plain sorts, fine above 36s-
1i9s 

Plain sorta, superfine 60s and 
above. 

Dhoties, with plain borders 
ooarse up to average 18s 

Dhoties, with plain borders 
medi1lJl1 19s to 36s 

Dhoties, with plain borders, 
fine above 36s-59s 

Dhotjes, with plain borders, 
superfine 60s and above. 

Dhoties, with Dobbie borders, 
ooarse up to average 18s 

Dhoties, with Dobbie borders, 
medi1lJl1 19s to 36s 

Dhoties, with Dobbie borders, 
fine above 368-59s 

Dhoties, with Dobbie borders, 
superfine 60s and above. 

Saries, with plain borders, 
. ooarse up to average 18s .. 

Saries. with plain borders, 
medium 19s to 36s 

Baries, with plain borders, 
. fine above 36s-59s. 

Sa.ries, with plain borders, 
superfine 60s and above, 

Suies, with Dobbie borders, 
ooarse up to average 18s 

Saries, with Dobbie borders, 
medium 19s to 36s 

Saries, with Dobbie borders, 
. fine above 36s-59s 
Baries, wi.th Dobbie borders, 

superfine 60s and above. 
Susis and shirtings, coarse up 

to average 18s . . 
• Susis and shirtings, medium 

19s to 36s • 
Susie and shirtings, fine above 

368-59s 
Susis and shirtings, superfine 

60s and above. . 
Otherfancy Sorts_pecifying 

the cloth, coarse up to 
average 18s . 

Otherfancy Sorts_pecifying 
the cloth, medium 19s to 
36s 

. Other fancy S09'_pecifying 
the cloth, fine above 36s"-
69s 

, Other fancy Sorts_pecifying 
the cloth, superfine 60s and 
above. 

N Ilk B 26-28" 
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(16) Please state the average productioa 
for the month of July 1937 per 
spindle per 9 hours day for different 
counts of yarn worked in that 
month with the average speeds of 
spindle and front roller. 

(17) State the number of Dofter Boys and 
Tarwallas employed per 1,000' 
spindles separately for different 
counts. 

B. 

(18) How would you define a living wage 
standard f 

(19) What do you think would be the 
effect of the payment of a living 
wage on the efficiency of the 
workers! 

(20) What should be the composition of 
a standard family in reference to 
which the living wage standard 
should be fixed! 

(21) What provision for (a) food, (b) 
housing, (c) clothing, (d) fuel and 
lighting should be made in the 
living wage standard! 

(22) (a) What additional items do you 
oonsider essential ingredients 
of a living wage standard! 

(b) Indicate what provision you 
would make for items from 
any of the following which 
you oonsider essential :-
(i) education, <it) traD.sport. 

(tii)holidays,(itl) amuse· 
DlIlnts and recreation, 
(tI) expenditure on medical 
relief, (tit) insurance, 
(tlti) interest on and 
repayment of debt, 
(mi)sooialand oeremonial 
expenditure. 

(23) Should these provisions differ from 
oentre to oentre' If so, why and 
to what extent' 

(24) In oonsidering whether the wage ia 
.. living wage should the possible 
eaminge of other members of the 
family be taken into account or 
should each wage earner be consi. 
dered to have to support an entire 
family' 

.c. 
(25)'Are you in favour of the establish. 

ment of a minimum wage! 
Give reaaonl fo~ yoUI' viewa. 
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(26) On what principles should the mini •. 
mum wage be baaed r 

(27) What Dl&Chinery would you suggest 
for bing aD.d revising the mini. 
mUDl wage r 

(2S) Should the level of the DWUmum' 
wage clitIer from centre to oentte 
ud if so, why' 

(29) What measures would you luggestto 
prllvent the minimum wage from 
becoming the maximum , 

(30) What would be the effect of fixing 
the miD.imum wage on (II) total 
employment ud (6) employ. 
ment. in particular occnpatioDi 
in the industry 7 

(31) What is youresperience olthe work· 
ing of the Minimum Wage Schedule 
of the Bombay Millowners' Associa
tion' 

(32) It has been'suggested that industries 
enjoying proteotion should 
properly bear the respol18ibility 
of paying the miD.imum wage. 
What are your view8 in this 
matterY 

D. 

(33) Are you in favour of night shift 
working' How does production. 
on night shift compare with pro. 
duotion 011 the day shift? Does 
the quality of production on night 
shift deteriorate and if 80 after 

• what hour' ,/ 

(34) To whatextentis thestrain of night 
shift work greater than of day 
shift work! ' 

(II) with adequate sleeping facio 
lities during day time; • 

(6) without such facilities' 

(35) Are workers engaged on night shift 
paid at the same rates as those on 
day shift.' 

(36) Werenightshift workers paidhigher 
ra.tel or allOW&IlC88 than day shift 
workers before 1933 and if so, 
What 19'&11 the difference between 
day and Jdght shift wages Y 

(37) Are you in favour of paying workers 
. ou. night shift at rates higher t~aD 

those paid to workers all day shift , 



(38) Are you in favour of shorter hours 
of work for night shift than for 
the day shift t 

(39) Istheturn-overoflabourgreaterfor 
the night shift than for the 
day shift r 

(4Q) Are you in favour of a system of 
ohange-over ! If so, at what 
intervals should suoh ohaDge-over 
take place' 

(41) Have you any syetemfortheabsorp. 
tion of night shift workers 
when night shifts are closed' 
If 80, please give details,_ 

E., 

(42) What are the measures usually 
, included in the term rationalisation 

as applied to the textile industry , 

(43) What is the extent to which they 
have been adopted in various 
direotions in your centre' 

(44) What are the effects of the various 
forms of rationaJ.isation on :-
(0) total employment in'the oon· 

, cem; , 

(6), employment in partioular 
oooupations; , 

(e) wage-rates; 
(Il) earning8 ; 
(e) produotion; 

(I) working oou-ditions, espeoially 
, straiAandfatigue' 

[41i) What steps for improving the oondi. 
tions of work were neoessary and 
were adopted to facilitate rationali-
sation' , , 

[(6) What are your views on the question 
of rationaJ.isation' If 'you are 
opposed to rationaJ.isation, do you 
do so on prinoiple or do you objeot 
only to lIome form of it , 

Give reasons for your views. 

[47) Can you suggest any methods not 
usually inoluded in .. rationalisa.
tion II for improving the effioienoy 
andearningsof the workers , 

[(8) What steps have been taken or 
should be taken to mitigate the 
effeots of the immediate unemploy. 
ment caused by rationaJ.isation , 

Over what period would suoh speoial 
lIleasure8 be neoessary t 
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(49) What is the proper proportion in 
whioh the gains from ratioll,&liaa
tion should be divided between 
the workers and the employers! 
How would you determine this 
proportion r ' 

1'. 

(50) Have you devised'any scheme for 
staQdardising the wages and 
musters of time and piece workers 
in the various oooupations in the 
industry! If so, please Bend, 
a oopy of the soheme. 

(51) Has thesoheme been put into opera
tion! If not, for what reasons' 

(52) If no standardisation sohemes have 
been devised, please give your 
suggestionS' i:~8.rding the fraJning 
of suoh sohem's. 

(53) Do you think it desirable at present 
to standardise wage rates or only 
the earnings ? 

(54) What machinery would you set up 
to enforce any standardisation 
sohemesljhat may be adopted! 

(55) Whatoonditions would you oonsider 
essential for the smooth working 
of a standardisation soheme ! 

G. 

(56) What is the extent to whioh effect 
, has been given by the industry 

to the reoommendations made as 
a result of Government inquiries, 
partioularly by the Tarilf Boards 
and the Fawcett Committee 
regarding the finanoial and 
technioal reorganisation of the 
industry r 

(57) ,What is the extent to whioh effeot 
has been given by the industry 
to the reoommendations made by 
the Royal Commission on labour 
regarding conditions of labour in 
the industry ! 

(58) What attempts have been made by 
the industry to form pools, oom
binations, ete. and to adopt other 
forms of joint action to efteot 
economies in produotion costs r 
To what extent have they 
sucoeeded or failed! Give reasons 
for the failures. 

(59) Can you suggest any measures of 
finanoial, teohnical or any other 
form of reconstmotion of industry 
likely, in' your opinion, to help 
raising the level of wages , 



(60) in order to secure a fair share to the . 
workers of the profits of industry 
'Would you suggest limitation of 
dividends to the share holders or 
any profit sharing scheme' 

(61) (a) What in your opinion would be 
an adequate provision for depre. 
ciation! 

(b) Are you in favour of making the 
above provision compulsory' 

(62) What would in your opinion be the 
fair rate at which Managing 
Agents of Mills should be 
remunerated 1 

(63) Are you in favour of paying acoWlo· 
lidated wage by merging allallow· 
anees, bonuses, etc. iIl,to the wage. 
itself ! 

If not, what are your reasons 
therefor? 

(64) What measures would you suggest 
for providing an improved system 
of recruitment, better training, 
an4 greater security of employ. 
ment and for the reduction of 
labour turn-over' 

(65) (a) Would the bringing into exist. 
ence of a sound and strong trade 
union movement help in improv. 
ing the wage level ! 

(b) What are the difficulties in the 
way of building up such a trade 
union movement ill, your centre , 

(66) Would a strong" and representative 
'association of employers also help 
ill, this direction' ' 

(67) (a) What are your views regarding 
the adoption of indirect 
measures for improving wages 
suoh &8 holidays with pay. 
insuranoe against siokness, 
old-age, unemployment,etc. , 

(b) Estimate the cost of sohemes 
suggested by you and indicate 
the manner in which it should 
be met. 

(68) (a) Please desoribe briefly the hous. 
ing oonditions of textile 
workers in your oentre. 

(b) Do you think that these condi· 
tions require improvement f 

(e) If so, what are your suggestions 
in this regard f 

H. 
(69) Do you think it desirable that wage 

adjustments should take place 
automatically f 

Give reasons for your views. , 



(70) If automatic adjustments are desi' 
rabie, what methods would you 
advocate for bringing about such 
adjustments ! 

(71) Would a simple linking of wages with 
the working olass cost of living 
index number fIllffice t Or, would 
you suggest any other factors. 
which should be oonsidered ! 

(72) What machinery would you suggest 
to determine and carry out auto
III&tic adjustments t 

(73) Are you satisfied with the existing 
working class cost of living index 
numbers of the Bombay Labour 
Office! Ifnot, what improvements 
would you suggest! 

(74) Do you think' that wage disputes 
could be averted by some system 
of adjustment of wages to rates of 
profits! 

(75) If you are notin favour of an entirely 
autolll&tio adjustment- of wages 
would you still devise some machi· 
nery for partial &D,d occasional 
adjustments ! 

Explain in detail the arrangements 
you propose. 

I. 

(76) Have you any other suggestions to 
make regarding matters germane 
to the Committee's terms of 
referenoe , 
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APPENDIX II. 

LIST OF BODIES AND PERSONS WHO SUBMITTED' MEMORAND.I'! 
IN REPLY TO THE COMMITTEE'S MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE 

(Paris" B" to "I ".) , 
A. MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATIONS, GROUPS OF MILLS AND INDIVIDUAL 

AGENTS •. 

1., The MilloWD,ers' Association, Bombay. 
2. The Ahmedabad MilloWD,ers' Association, Ahmedabad. 
3. The Kha.n.desh, Berar and Burhanpur Millowners' Association, Chaiisgaon . 

. 4. Cotton Textile Mills in Sholapur. 
6. Cotton Textile Mills in Barsi. 
6. Cotton Textile Mills in Vira.m.ga.m. 
7. Cotton Textile Mills in Broach. . 
8. Cott;oD, Tllxtile Mills in Surat. 
9. The'New Shorrock Spinning and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Na.diad. 

10. The Raja Bahadur Motilal Poona).fills, Ltd., Poona. 
11. The Gokak Mills, Ltd., Gokak. 
12. The Bharat Sp~ and Weaving Co., Ltd., Hubli. 
13. The Narayandas ChUllilal Cotton Spinning and Weaving Mills, Gadag. 
14. The Shree Ram Mills, Ltd., Bombay. (On shift working.) 
16. Mr. F. Stones,·O.B.E., M.L.C., Ma.n.a.ging Director, Messrs. E. D. Ss.ssoon & Co., 

Ltd., Bombay. 
16. Mr. Amba.lal Sarabhai, Ahmedabad. 

B. OTHEB EMPLOYERS' INTERESTS. 

1. The Indian Merchants' Chamber,' Bombay. 
2. The MarWadi Chamber of Commerce, Ltd., Bombay. 
3. The Native Share and Stook Brokers' Association, Bombay. 

O. WORKERS' ORGANIZATIONS. 

1. The Bombay Provincial Trade Union Congress, Bombay. 
2. The Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad. 
S.. The Mill Ka.mdar Union, Ahmedabad. 
4. The Gujarat Sa.rni Kamdar Assooiation, Ahmedabad. 
6. The Ahmedabad Satni ASsociation (Punch), Ahmedabad. 
6. The La.l Bam Guni Kamgar Union, Sholapur •• 
7. ,The Dhulia GirD.i Kamgar Union, Dhulia. 
8. The Girni Ka.mgar Sangh, Hubli. 
9. The Textile Labour Union, Bhiwandi. 

D. GOVERNMENT OFFICERS., 
1. The Director of Publio Health, Government of Bombay, Poona. 
2. The Municipal Com.m.issioner. Bombay. 
3. The Director of Industries, Bombay. ' 
4. The Government Labour Officer, Bombay. (Mr. A. W. Pryde.) 
6. Dr. Nazir Ahmed, O.B.E •• M.Sc., Ph.D., Director, Technological Laboratory, 

Indian Central Cotton Committee, Bombay. 
6. The Chief Inspeotor of Factories, Bombay. 
'I. The Prinoipal, R. C. Technica.l Institute, Ahmedabad. 
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E. DIETISTSAND DOCTORS. 

1. Dr. ·W. :&. Aykroyd, M.D., Se.D., Director of Nutrition Research, Indian 
Research Fun.d Association, Coonoor. . 

2. Lt.-Colonel S. S. SOkhey, M.D., I.M.S., Director, Hallkine Institute, Bombay. 
3 .. Dr. A. S. Erulkar, M.D. (Lorid.), Bombay. 
4. Dr. H. V, Tilak, M.B.B.S. (Lond.),F.R.C.S. (Ji:din.), B.Sc., J.P., Bombay. 
5. Dr. H. P. Dastur, L.M. & S., Medical Officer, Tata Mills, Ltd., Bombay. 
6. Dr. D. G. Vyas, D.O.M.S. (Lond.), Bom~ay. 
7. Dr. A. N. Tankaria, t.M. & S., Ahmedabad. 

F. ECONOMISTS AND OTHER INDIVIDUALS. 

1. Prof. S. &. Davar, M.L.C., Principal, Davar's College of Commerce, Bombay. 
2. Mr. N. N. Desai, ~ditor, Comm:ercialNews', Ahmedabad. 
3. Mr. H. K. Dikshit, Santa Cruz, Bombay Suburban District. 
4 .. Prof. M. H. Nanavati, M.A., Morris ColJege, Nagpur. 
5. Prof. D. G. Karve, M.A., Sangli. 
Ii. Mr. G. B. Sirdeshpande, Bijapur. 

G. OTHER MISCELLANEOUS BODIES. 

1. The Bombay Presidency WOD)e11'S Coun.cil, Bombay. 
2. The Social Service League, Bombay. 
3. The Maharashtra Branch of the All-India Women's Conference, Poona: 
4. The EaStern Bedaux Co., Caloutta. 
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APPENDIX 11I. 

LIST OF WITNESSES EXAMINED ORALLY BY 
THE COMMITTEE. 

AT BOlllllA.Y. 

7th, 8th, 9th and i2th December 1938. 

MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY. 

1. Mr. Krishn&raj M. D. Thackersey (Acting Chairman). 
2: Mr. H. F. Milne (Deputy Chairman). 
3. Mr. F. Stones, O.RE., M.L.C. 
4. Mr. Dharamsey Mulraj ;Khata.u. 
5. Mr. T. Maloney, M.C. (Secretary). 

13th, 14th and 15th (Moming) December lS38. 

BOMBAY PROVINCIAL ,TRADE UNION CONGRESS. 

6. Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta, Bar.at·Law, M.L.A. 
7. Mr. S. A. Dange. 
8. Mr. R. S. Nimbkar. 
9. Mr. S. S. Mirajkar. 

10. Mr. S. C. Joshi, M.L.C. 

16th December 1931. 

(Afternoon.)' 

11. Professor S. R. Davar, M.L.C., Principal, Davar's College of Commerce, 
Bombay. / 

16th December 1938. 

(Morning.) 

12. Mr. P. B. Advani, Direotor of Industries, Bombay. 

(1" camet'G). 

(Afternoon.) 

ROMBAY l'tIUNICIPALI'l'Y. 

13. Mr. M. D. Bhat, I.C.S., M~icipal Commissioner. 
14. Mr. H. B. Shivdasan.i, Deputy Municipal Comnussion;r (Improvements). 
15. Dr. R. K. Mha.tre, Exeoutive Health Officer.' , 

19th December 1938. 

16. Mr. J. F. Gennings, C.I.E., C.B.E., Bar.at.Law, J.P., Commissioner of Labour, 
Bomba.y. 

17. Mr. S. V. Joshi, ~.A. (Cantab.),Assistant Commissioner of Labour. 

(I. ClIIfIWG). 
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'ZOth Decembet' 1938. 

(Morning.) 

THE ldARWADI OHAMBER OF OOMMERCE, BOMBAY. 
18. ~ii::!~r Somani, Joint Managing Agent, Shrinivas Cotton Mills, Ltd., 

19.. Mr. Madanlal Nemani, Managing Agent, New Swadeshi Mills C Ltd 
Alunedabad. 0., ., 

20. Mr.K. V. Acharya, M.A., Assistant Secretary of the Cham,ber. 

ZOth (AJtemoon), 21st, 22ml MIll Z3rd December 19:J8. 

REPBESElfTATlVE WORKERs FROM OOTTON MILLS IN BOMBAY. 
21. Mr. Nathya Rama, Flat Grinder, The Kohinoor Mills Co., Ltd. 
22. Mri~~sunder, Carding Jobber, The SasSOOI\ Spinning and Weaving Co., 

23. Mr. MahadeoTubaji,Ring Sider, The New Kaise/.'.I.HindSpinning and Weaving 
Co., Ltd. ' , 

24. Mr. Erappa, Double Sider, The Jubilee Mills Ltd. 
25. Mr. Elmath Maruti, Double Sider, The New City of Bombay lfa~ufacturing 

Co., Ltd. i . 

26. Mr. Shankar Bala, Doubling Sider .. Zenith Mill. 
27. Mr. Shankar. Ring Jobber, The Tata Mills Ltd. 
28. Mr. Mahadeo Ganpat, Ring Sider, The Ihoenix Mills Ltd. 
29. Mr. Pargas Kalika, Speed Frame Department, The Meyer Sassoon Mills 

Ltd. 
30. Mr. Govind Ramji, Warper; The Bombay Suryodaya Mills Ltd. 
31. Mr. NiIkanth Gopal, Sizer, The"Modern Mills Ltd" !fo. 2. 
32. "Mr. Shantaram, Sonu, Jacquard Weaver, The Finlay Mills Ltd. 
33. Mr. Abdul Suttar, Weaver, The Dhanraj Mills Ltd. 
M. Mr. Sakharam Bayaji, Weaver, The Swadeshi Mills Co., Ltd. 
35. Mr. Babu Mahadev, Weaver, Room Nil. H, Block C, Spring Mill's Chawl. 
36. Mr. Parsharam, DhulajiRane, Weaving Supervisor, No. 11, Bombay Develop. 

ment Department Chawl,DeLisle Road. . 
37. Mr. Ramnath Parwatan, Calenderman, The Sir Shapurji Broacha Mills Ltd. 
38.. Mr. DhoI\diba Vithoba, Machine Folder, The Indian lIanufacturing Co., Ltd., 

39. Mr. Pundalik, Weaver, The Standard Mills Co., Ltd. 
40. Mr. Harbansingh, Weaving Fitter, The ~eksaria Cotton Mills Ltd. 

A~ AmllIIDAJlAD. 

4th, 6th, (Jth aml 10th (Morning) January 1939. 

THE AHMEDABAD MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION. 
41. Mr. Ratilal NathalaI (Vice·President). 
42. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai. 
43. Mr. ShantiIal Mangaldas. 
44. Mr. Nanddas Haridas. 
45. Mr. B. L. ~marvadia (Secretary). 

. AT VJR,WGAM. 

9th January 1939. 

WORKERS FROM OHANDRODAYA MILLS LTD. AND ~AYANTI MILLS LTD. 

46-70 •. Twenty.five workers. 
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l()th (AJternoon), 11th aM 12th (Mornif1{l) January 1939. 

THE TEXTILE LABOUR ASSOCIATION, AHMEDABAD. 
71. Smt. Anasuyaben Sarabhai. 
72. Mr. Shankarlal Banker. 
73. Mr~S. R. Vasavada. 
74. Mr. N. H. Shaikh. 
75. Mr. K. R. Vahela. 
76. Mr. S. P. Dave. 

12th (AJterflOOn), 13th aM 18th (AjterflOOn) January 1939. 

REPRESENTATIVE WORKERS FROM COTTON MILLS IN AHMEDABAD. 

(Spinning Section.) 

77. Mr. Pochaji Chaturji, Card Tenter, The Ahmedabad JubilEe Spinning and 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

7S. Mr. KanjibhaiNathabhai, Frame Tenter, The Cityof Ahmedabad Spiniung and 
Manufacturing Co., Lt.d. 

79. Mr. Aljibhai Mag~a!, Single Sider, The Shri Vivekanand Mills Co., Ltd, 
.SO. Mr. Dhulabhai Ambaram, Double Sider, The New Maneckehowk Spinning and 

Weaving Co., Ltd. 
81. Mr. Beoharbhai Gobarbhai, Double Sider, Gujarat Spinning and Wea,,-ing Co., 

Ltd. • 
tJnd 16 other,. 

(Weaving Section.) 

9S. Mr. Isabhai Karim1?hai Patel, Weaver, The National Mills Co., Ltd. 
99. . Mr. Tribhovanda.a Pragjibhai, Weaver, Shrinagar Weaving and Manufacturing 

Co., Ltd. 
100. Mr. Keshavlal Pragjibhai, Weaver, Shrinagar Weaving and Manufacturing Co., 

101. 
102 . 

Ltd. \ 

Mr. Laljibhai Khimjibhai, Weaver, The Saraspur Mills Ltd. 
Mr. Narbheram Jethalal, Warper, 'l'he AIyodaya Spinning and Weaving Co., 

. ' Ltd. 
103. Mr. Shankarlal Panohal, Fitter, The Ahmedabad Jul,ilee Spinning and 

Manufacturnig Co., Ltd. ~ . , 
104. Bai Gangabai Radhabai, Winder, The Ahmedabad Jupiter Spinning, Weaving 

and Manufacturing Co., Ltd. . -
105. Bai Venu Rudi, Winder, The Aryodaya Spinning and Weaving <;:0., Ltd. 
106. Bai Hashuben Vijuben, Winder, The Ahmedabad Jupiter Spinning, Weaving 

and Manufacturing Co., Ltd. . . 
107. Mr. Mahomed Shaft Qureshi, Weaver, The Ahmedabad Manufacturing and 

Calioo Printing Co •• Ltd. ' . 
lOS. Mr. Dahyabhai Khemabh'ai. Weaver, The Bharatkhand Cotton Mills Co., Ltd. 
109. Mr. Manila! Ranohoddas, Weaver, The Aruna Mills Ltd. 
1l0. Mr. Gourishankar Naranji, Weavel', The Aryodaya Spinning and Weaving Co., 

Ltd. 
Ill. Mr. Tribhovandas ChaganlaI, Weaver, The Aryodaya Spinning and Weaving 

Co., Ltd. 
112. Mr. Mohanlal Mangaldas, Weaver, The Rajnagar Spinning, Weaving and 

Manufacturing Co •• Ltd. 
113. Mr. Isabhai Ahmedbhai, Weaver, The Rajnagar Spinning, 'Weaving and 

Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 
114i Mr. Chumlal Ranohhoddas, Weaver, The Vikrllm. MillaLtd. 
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U5. M~. Nazimlahomed Yahb, Weaver, The Natio.l\ll(MilIs Co., Ltd. 
116. Mr. AIIlzada,li.V a.risali MllJIshi," Wea.ver. The S~ina.ga.r Weaving and Manu. 

fMming Co., Ltd. " , 
117. Mr. Nazira.li Munshi. Weaver, The N.l;iona.\ Mills Co., Ltd. 
118. Mr. Sh&nkaraji lliraji, Fireman., The Shorrock SpillJling and Ma.n.ufactU1~in'" t"f_ . Ltd.' .. \,N., 
119. Mr. Ga.ndalal Kho~, The National MUls Co., Ltd. 

120. Mr. Ambale.l &re.bhai. 

mi Jemflll'7l1939. 

18t'/J JMWIWy 1989. 

(KonUng.) 

TUE MILL KADAR UNION, AHMEDABAD. 
121. Mr. Abdul Rai. 
122. Mr. Zavh&r 1IlWIein. 
123. Mr. Maganlal :Patel. 
124:. Mr. Dhanpal Sutal. 
125. Mr. Dinka¥tehta.. 
126. Mr. Dha.nvant Oze.. 

AT NAJ)lAl). 

19tTl.T IMlUGl1/ 1989. 

WORKERS FROM NEW SHORROCK s1INNING AND MANUFACT11BllfCJ CO,. LTD. 
127·150. Twenty.four worJrelll, 

30tTl .T MlUGl1/ 19S9. 

(Morning.) 

WORKERS FROM BROACH FINE COVNTSSPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD., AND 
GOPAL MILLS to., LIMITED. " 
151·177. Twenty·seven workem. 

AT Smu..T. 

30iTt. J"aMlaI'!l1939. 

(Afternoon.) 

WORKERS FROM SURAT COTTON SPOOlING AND WEAVING MILLS LIMITED. 
178. Mr. Waha.na Jceke., Oarding Linema.n. 
179. Mr. Gavind Wa.lji, Dra.wing Tenter. 
180. - Mr. Walji Jaitha, Slubbing Tenter. 
181. Mr. Ramj! Devji, Inter Tenter; 
182 •. Mr. Kalyan Ja.ira.nl., Roving T'lllter. 
183. Mr. Govilld Rama, Fra.m'l Do.ller. 
184:. Mr.·Moti Govinq" :Ring Sider. 
185. Bai Ra.tall Jeevi, Ring Sider. 

"186. Mr. Bha.gwan Uta, Ring Sider. 
187. Mr. K.8oll11 Ranchhod. Ring Sid'lr. 
188. Mr. Jaya.t'am Bana, Riitg Dafter. 
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189. Mr. Rusal Ratan, n.ing Dofter. 
190. Bai Jeevi Pr"mi, Reeler. 
191. Rai Jama.n Ka.li, Reeler. 
192. Mr. H. Noormahomed, Weaver. 
193. Mr. Mahomed Noormahomed, Weaver. 
194. Mr. Gula.m Rasul Abdul Rahema.nr Weaver. 
195. Mr. Mirza Ahmed, Sizer. 
196. Mr. 'rricumlal Kavirdas, Warper. 
197. Bai Kanku Nandi, Grey Winder. 
198. Bai Pa.ni Bhai, Grey ,":inder. 

WORKERS FROM NIRANIAN MILLS CO., LTD. 

199. Mr. Framji Davar, Sizer. 
200 Bai Ambo. Bhiki, Grey Winder. 
201. ,Bai Ganga Na.ni, Grey Winder. 
202. Mr. Chlma.nlalJeenabhai, W~rper. 
203. Mr. Raghunath Laxma.n, Drawer-in. 
204. Mr. Thakurdas Atmaram, Weaver. 
205. Mr. Hussain Kadar, Weaver. 
206. Mr. Sit&ram Kunde, Weaver. 
207. Mr. Mahomed Gulamhussain, W~aver. 

AT BOMBAY. 

208. Mr_ A. W. Pryde, I.P.; Labour Officer, Bombay. 

25t1l January 1939. 

(Morning.) 

THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY WOMEN'S COUNCIL. 

209. Mrs. M&neoklal Premchand, J.P. (President). 
210. Mrs. D. Racoosin. 
211. Mrs. E. G. Currimbhoy. 
212~ Miss DODgre. 

(Afternoon.) 

213. Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A. (Central). 

26t1l January 1939. 

(In cam_). 

, . 
(15 camera). 

214. Mr. T. W. Johnstone, O.B.E., A.R.C.S., D.I.C., Cbief Inspector of Factorif'8. 
215. :r.fr •. W. H. Phillips, Senior Inspector of Factories. 

(15 camera). 
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27t4 January 1939. 

~rr .. J. F. G3nnin~s, C.I.E., C.B.E., J.P., Bal'.at.La.w, Commissioner of Labour • 
. M.. S; V. Joslti, B.A. (Cantab.), Assistant Commissioner of Labour. . 

AT JA:LOAON. • 

30t4 January 1939. 

(In camera.) . 

WORKERS FROM KHANDESH SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS CO., LTD. 
216.. :Mr. Rajaram Ganpat, Carding Lineman. 
217. Mr. Nathu Ramji, Drawing Tenter. 
218. Mr. Ganpat Gopal, Slubbing Tenter. 
219. Mr. Ganga. Ba.rku, Inter Tenter. 
220. ,Mr. Wama.n, Roving Tenter: 
221. Mr. Raghu Senpadu, Warp Sider. 
222. :Mr. Sukla.1 Ananda., Ring Dofter. 
223. Mr. Bonu Motira.m, Ta.rwaUa.. 
224. Mr. Boma. Asa.ra.th, Sider. 
225. Mr. Va.jif Fa.tu,.Bider. 
226. Bai Soli Krishna., Reeler. 
227. Ba.i Deeps. Vithoba., Reeler. 
228. Mr. Sekla.l Kassam, Weaver. 
229. M.. Da.doo La.xman, Weaver. 
230. Mr. Supdu :Ra.mchandr .. , Weaver. 
231. :Mr. Omdar Bupdu, Wllaver. 
232. Mr. Amir Nathu, Warpel'. 
238. Mr. Dhondu Supdu, Front Sizer. 
234. Bai praupadi Trimba.k, Grey Winder. 
2311. 13ai. Savitri Tikambar, Grey Winder. 
236. Bai Laxmi Ananda, ColOOr Winder. 

23'. Mr. Narayan Dagdoo, Drawer.in. 
238:11£1'. Shankar Ganesh, Machine Folder. 

WORKERS FROM GENDALAL MILLS, LTD. 

239. Mr. Shriram Mahabir, B!ow Room 'Tenter. 
240. Mr. Soma Dalpat, Carding Linesman. 
241~ Mr. Amrut Dodhoo, Drawing Tenter. 
242. Mr. Girdhar Shrawan, Slubbfng Tenter. 
243., Mr. Ga.ngajee Shankar, Inter Tenter. 
244. Mr. Dhondu Shakadoo, Roving Tenter.' 
245. :Mr. Shankar Sakharam, Weft Sider. 

246. Bai Rewoo Shankar, Reeler. 
247. Bai Baraspati Kaloo, Reeler. 
~48. Mr. Budha. Narayan, Warp Sider. 
249. Mr. Trimbak Sakhara.m, Ring Dofier. 

250. 13ai Rewoo Soma, Grey Winder. 
25\. Bai Gangoo Laxman, Colour Winder. 

252. Mr. Laxman Anant, Warper.· 
253. Mr. Rahiman Meerbha, Weaver. 

M,BkR26-29 
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254. Mr. Anallda Maruti, Weaver. 
255. Mr. Abdul GafIar Shaikh Rahema.n, Weaver .• 
25~. Mr. Jabbarkhan Imamkhan, Weaver. 
257. Mr. Sakharam Dhondu, Weaver. 
258. Mr. Chaganlal Rajaram, Sizer. 
259, Mr. Hyatkhan Abdurkhan, Drawer·in. 
260. Mr. Damu Nathu, Folder. 

AT AMALNER. 

31,8/ January 1939. 

WORKERS FROM PRATAP SPINNING, WEAVING AND MANUFAQTURlNG CO •• 
LTD. 

261. Mr. Shankar Nothu, Warp Sider. 
26? Mr. Babu Dodhoo, Weft Sider. 
263. Mr. Jairam SODU, Weft Sider. 
264. Mr. Karim Vazir, Tarwalla. 
265. Mr. Sukdeo Sahadoo, DofIer. 
'266. Bai ltrishnabai Ramcha.ndra, Reeler. 
267.· Ba.i V~di Rowji, Reeler. 
268. Mr. Dagdoo Mahadoo, Inter Tenter . 

. . 269. Mr. Shivram Motiram, Roving Tenter. 
270. Mr. Nivritti Bhawoo, Slubbing Tenter. 
271. Mr. Gopal Barkoo, Drawing Tenter. 
272. Mr .. MusaYasin, Frame. DofIer .. 
273. Mr. Ramdas Motiram, Carding Tenter. 
274. Mr. Suklal Vedoo; Blow Room Attendant. 
275. Mr. Tookaram, Machine Folder. 
276. Mr. Dwarku Annaji, Warper. 
277. Mr. Ghanshyam Shankar, Sizer . 

. 278. Bai Laxmi Bapu, Grey Winder. 
279. Bai Nathi Ukha, Colour Winder. 
280. Mr. Hamidkhan Bhika.nkhan, Drawer·in. 
281. Mr. Mahadeo Ganpa.t, Warping Boy. 
282. Mr. Vazir Mat.hum, Weaver. 
283. Mr. Vishram Dodhu, Weaver. 
284. Mr. Krishna Ga.nba, Weaver. 
285. Mr. Devrao Dada, Weaver. 

AT CHALISGAON. 

2nd February 1939. 

WORKERS FROM CHALlSGAON SHRI LAXMI NARAYAN MILLS LTD. 

286. Mr. Lalitha Bindisari, Blow Room Attendant. 
'287. Mr. Supdu Navjee, Card Room Tenter. 
288. Mr. Govinda Tooka, Drawing Tenter. 
289. Mr. Sahadeo Hari, Slubbing Tenter. 
290. Mr. Pa.njoo Dhavan, Inter Tenter. 
291. ~. Budha Pima, Roving Tenter. 
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292. Mr. Sh&nkar Doulat; Single Sider. 
293. Mr. Sh&liwa.n Sawaloo, Single Sider. 
294. Mr. Pandoo Moau,Double Sider. 
295. Mr. Dasarath Ghopji, Double Sider. 
296. Mr. Jairam Kothik, T&rwalla. 
297. Mr. Umaid Singh, Doffar Boy. 
298. Bai llhikoo Laxmi, Reeler. 
299. Bai Y&muna Kondaji, Reeler. 
300. B,ai Sundar MaJhari, Grey Winder. 
301. Bai Janaki Ramdeo, Grey Winder. 
S02. Mr. Laxman Raoji, W&rper. 
303. Bai Sundar Das&rath, Colour Wincler. 
S04. Mr. Ramkrishna Shridhar, Front Sizer. 
305. Mr. Ana.nda Shamji, Drawer·in. 
306. Mr. Raja.ram Vedoo, One.loom Weaver. 
307. Mr. Kashinath Gopal, Two·loom Wea.ver. 
308. Mr. BeHr&m Parsur&m, One.loom Weaver. 
309. Mr. Dattat,raya. Mallappa, Two.loom Weaver. 

Ar DH17LJA. 

3rc! February 1939. 

WORKERS FROM NEW PRATAP SPINNING, ,WEAVING AND MANUFACTURING 
CO., LTD. 
310. Bai Bhima Bhika, Reelei-. 
311. Bai Sita Paulad, Reeler. 
312. Mr. Dhondu Shivram, Single Sider. 
313. Mr. Subhanna Elanna., Single Sider. 
314. Mr. Sukdeo Nana, Single Sidell. 
315. Mr. Ramanna Elanna, Doffer Boy. 
316. Mr. Sonu Padgu, Single Weft Sider. 
317. Mr. Janglu Lala, T'arwalla. 
318: Mr. Ananda Ba.la.ji, Roving Tenter. 
319. Mr. Kesha.v Dhondu, Inter Tenter. 
320. Mr. Harichand .Laxman,Inter Tenter. 
321. Mr. Kisan Madhu, Drawing Tenter. 
322. Mr. Appa Jairam, Slubbing Tenter. 
323. Mr. Yeshwa.nt Dagdu, Carding Linesman. 
324. Mr. Shivashankar Gay&, Grinder. 
325. Mr. Nana Bhau, Blow Room Attendarot. 
326. Mr. N. J. Bharke, Creel Boy. 
327. Mr: Tamm&nD& Rajappa, Warper~ 
328. Mr. Ra.nchod Vishnu, Front Sizer. 
329. Mr. Bhagwan Sopandeo, Drawer·in. 
330. Bai Devaki Babu, G~ey Winder. 
331. Bai Anusuya Laxman, Colour Winder. 
332. Bai Veetha. N&rayan. Grey Winder. ' 
333. 'Bai Krishna Rama, pirn Winder. 
334. Mr. Kiaan Motiram, ·Two·loom Weaver • 
• M Bk R 26-29a 
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335. Mr. Kisan Maruti, One.loom Weaver. 
336. MJ:. (,jangadhar Dullabha, Two·loom Weaver. 
337. Mr. HariMotiram, One·loom Weaver. 
338. Mr. Supdu Iraji, One·loom Weaver.' 
339. Mr. Rambhau KA:ishDa., Number Marker. 

A-r BOMBAY. 

6th F,brvary 1939. 

340. Dr. H. P. Dastur, L.M. &. S., Medical Officer, Tata Mills L~d: 

. 'Ith February 1939. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF BROACH FINE COUNTS SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS 
AND GOPAL MILLS CO, LTD., BROAQH • 

. Mr •• Nanddaa Harid&s. 
341; Mr. A. C. Yagnik. 
342. Mr. Balmukund K. Tulian. 
343. Mr. O. V. Nanavati. 

$th and 9th February 1939. 

THE KHANDESH, BERAR AND BURHANPUR MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION. 

344. Mr. Chhot,u"Shet. 
345. Mr. M. C. Kelkar. 
346. ~Ir. D. H. Vyas. 
347. Mr. H. vi. Pat&akar. 
348. Mr. B. Samirmal. 
349. Mr. G. V. Tongaonkar (secretary). 

10th February 1939. 

350. Dr. H. V. Tilak, M.B.B.S. (Lond.), F.R.C.S. (Edin.), B.Sc., J.P. 

13th February 1939. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE SURAT COTTON SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS 
LTD., AND NIRANIAN MILLS LTD., SURAT. 

351. ?lIr. Ambalal B. Mahadevia. 
352. Mr. A .• H. Dalal. 
353. Mr. J. O. Khatsuria. 

Uth,15th and 16th February i939. 

Mr. F. Stones,' O.B.E., M.L.C., Manag!ng Director, lIIessrs. E. D. Sassoon & Co., Ltd. 

(1 .. eqm/rll.) 
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Ar GADAG • 

. 18th February 1939. -

WORKERS FROM NABAYAKDAS CHUHlLAL COTTON SPINNING AND WEAVIN( 
MILLS. 
354. Mr. Yella.ppa Venk&ppa.. Finisher Tenter, Blow Room, 
355. Mr . .K&sa.nya. Ninga, Ca.n Boy. 

356. Mr. Govinda Rudra, Slubbing Tenter. 
357. Mr. Ja.nga.liJa.lal, Inter Tenter. 

358. Mr. Rasui Suita.n, Roving Tenter. 
359. Mr. Malia. Gal&l, Dra.wing T~nter. 
360. Mr. Vitha.lsa Surbantha., DofIer. 

361. Mr. Lache. Chandya, Ta.rwa.lla. 
362. Bai Yamuna Bora.ppa., DofIer. 

363. Ba.i Ja.la.di Siva.d, DofIer. 

364. Bai Nanga.mma Neelappa, Sider 
365. Bai Yamanava Hoovappa, Sidel . 
366. Bai Laxmi Ba.loom, Reeler. 

367. Bai Ma.d&nbi Husain, Reeler. 

368. Bai Fathma Muiik, Winder. 

369. Ba.i Goushidi Raja, Winder.' 

370. Mr. Merchappa Tuka.ra.m, Wa.rper. 

371. Mr. Rustom Allesa.b, Dra.wer·in. 

372; Mr, Gaibusa.b Na.zimsab, Sizer. 

373. Mr. Vithe.lsa Yella.ppa, Two.loom Wea.ver. 

374: Mr. Moha.dinsab NaJisab, One·loom Wea.ver. 

375. Mr. Cha.ndra.ppa Ira.ppa, One·loom Wea.ver. 

376. Mr. Hajarat Ad&m, Two·loom Weaver. 

Ar HUliLI. 

20th FebrfUW!l1939. 

WORKElts FROM BHABAT SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS CO •• LTD •. 
377. Mr. Kh&ja. Ba.hib Myamsab, Finisher Soutcher, Blow Room. 

378. Mr. Tirulll&1 GoviI\d, Grinder. 

379. Mr. Ba.lappa Kela.ppa, Stripper. 

380. Mr. Mohadinsa!' Ibra.himsab, Drawing Tenter. 

381. Mr.lmamsab Dawoodss.b, Stripper. 

382. Mr. Abdul Kadar Babasa.b, Slubbing Tenter. 

383. Mr. Kbljasab Goususab, ~ter Tenter. 

384. Mr. Ga.fIa.rsa.b Kbaja.sab, Roving Tenter. 

385 .. Mr. Yashin Saiyad&thu, Doffer. 

386. Mr. Ayyappa. Ramappa, DofIer. 

387. Mr. Hima.m Peersab, Sider. 

388. .Mr. Moha.m.edgoUB Ka.rimsab, Sider. 

389. Mr. Jaguri Sira.j. Sider. 

390. Bai Gangabai Laxman, Reeler. 
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391. Ba.i Ra.hlmbi Sa.yedea.b, Reeler. 

392. Mr. Ahmed Moha.dinsa.b, Dra.wing Tenter. 

393. Mr. Moha.din Fa.krusa.b, Sider. 

394. Mr. Ahmed Isma.il, Rea.cher. 

395. Mr. Ra.ja Dastageer, Drawer·in. 

,396. Mr. Solomon Yohan, Front Sizer. 

397. Mr. Yellappa. Laxappa, Warper. 

398. Mr. Jaganna.th Dattatraya, Creel Boy. 

399.' Mr. Davalsab Karimsab, Two.loom Weaver. 

400. Mr. Mahomed DawoQd, Two·loom Wea.ver. 

401. Mr. Hasamsab Usmansab, One.loom Weaver. 

402. Mr. Mahadu Oomarsab, One·}oom Weaver. 

403. Mr. Hanumant Srinivas, One·loom Weaver. 

404. Mr. Na.rayan Venkatesh, Hand Folder. 

405. Mr. Abdul Kadar Usma.nsab, Calenderman. 

406. Bai Nannima Karimsab, Colour Winder. 

407. Bai Hussa.inbi Baksarsab, Colour Winder. 

408. Ba.i Irava Kallappa, Grey Winder. 

AT GoKAX FALLS. 

218t February 1f139. 

WORKERS FROM THE GOKAK MILLS LTD. 
409. Mr. Bapoo Ghudoo, Opener Attendant .. 

410. Mr. Dastageer Khadirsab, 4p ·Carrier. 
411. Mr. Rajasab Mahomedsab, Drawing Tenter. 

412. Mr. Baloo Ra.ma, Slubbing Tenter. 
413. Mr. Hussa.insab Sultansab, Frame Doller. 

414. Mr. Hussainsab Khadirsab, Roving Tenter. 
415. Mr. Mallappa. Basappa, Roving Tenter. 

416. Mr. Hamid Mahomed, Inter Tenter. 
417. Mr. Dastageer Madarsab, Single Sider. 

418. Mr. Meera Peersab, Single Sider. . 

419. Mr. Gouskhan Alamkhan, Single Sider. 

420. Mr. Meera Hamid, Single Sider. 
421. Mr. Shankar Peerappa., Single' Sider. 

422. Mr. H~aD Mohideensab, Double Sider. 
423. Bai Imamboo Hasansab, Single SidE'r. 

424. Bai Kulsumbi Gousa.l, Reeler. 
425. Bai Kadirbee Peersab, Reeler. 

426. Bai Vithabai Nana, Reeler. 
427. Bai Masabee Hamid, Reeler. 

428. Mr. Gous Mahomedsab, Mule Star 
429. Mr. Kadappa MalIo.ppa, Grinder. 

and 2 Strippers. (Nos. 430 and 431) .• 
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AT BOJlllAY. 

23rt1 FeiwfJ4'111939. 

Mri.!.Stones, O.B.E.,M.L.C., Managing Director, Messrs. E: D. Sassoon &Co., 

(1,,_a.) 

, (Meeting adjourned at 2 p.m. as a mark of respect owing to the death of 
Lord Brabourne.) 

24th Felwfl4ry 1939. 

(Morning.) 

REPitESEMTATIVES OF CHANDRODAYA MILLS LTD. AND JAYANTI MILLS LTD., 
VIRAMGAM. 
432. Mr. F~kirbhai Bhagubhai. 

($l1l3. Mr. Keshavlal Lallubhai. 
434. Mr. GordhanbhaiNathabliai. 

(Afternoon.) 

REPRESENTATIVE OF NEW SHORROCK SPINNING AND MANUFACTURING CO., 
LTD., NADIAD. • 
435. Mr. Gordhanbhai I. Patel. 

2'/th FelnfUM"!/ 1939. 

(Morning.) 

REPRESENTATIVES OF GOKAK MILLS LTD., GOKAK FALLS. 
436. Mr. T. V. Baddeley. 
437. Mr. E. H. Pogaon. 
438. Mr. J. C. Lancashire. 

Mr. T. Maloney, M.C. 

(Afternoon.) 

REPRESENTATIVES OF SHREE RAM MILLS LTD., BOMBAY. 
439. Mr. P. N. Mehta. 
440. Mr. BhogiIal Lehrcha.nd. 
441. Mr. S. M. Cooper. 

28th Feiwuary 1939~ 

(Morning.) 

Mr. F. Stones, O.B.E., M.L.C., Mana.ging Director, Messrs. E. D. S&8soon & Co •• 
Ltd. 

(In camera.) 

, • (Afternoon.) 

REPRESENTATIVE ~F NARAYANDAS CHUNlLAL COTTON SPINNING AND WEAVING 
MILLS, GADAG. 
44.2. Mr. B. G. Joshi. 
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18t Marek 1~ 

(Morning.) 

Mr. F. Stones, O.B.E., M.L,C., Managing Director, Mcssrs. E. D. Sassoon &; Co., 
Ltd., . 

(In camera.) 

. (Aftcrnoon.) 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE BHARAT SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS, LTD., 
- HUBLI. 

443. Mr. ~ranjiTulsidas. 
444. Mr. Govind A. Nadkarni. 
445. Mr. M. R. Bavle. 

., 

3rd March 1939. 

(Morning.) 

446. Dr. W. R. AylIToyd, M.D., ·Sc.D., Director of Nutrition Research, 
In.dian Research Fund Association, Coonoor. 

(Afternoon.) 

Mr. F. Stones, O.B.E., M.L.C., Managing Director, Messrs: E. D. Bassoon & Co., 
Ltd. 

9th March 1939. 

Dr. H. P. Dastur, L.M. & S., Medical Officer, Tata Mills Ltd. 

10th March 1939. 

(In camffa.) 

Dr. H. V. TiIak, M.B.B.S. (Lond.), F.RC.S. (Edin.), B.Sc.,J.P. 

13th March 1939. 

(Morning.) 

447. Dr. G. D. Vyas, D.O.M.S. (Lond.). 

(Morning.) 

448\ Dr. A. S. Erulkar, M.D. (Lond.). 

(Afternoon.) 

449. Dr; Nazir Ahmed; M.Sc •• Ph.D., Director, Technological Laboratory, Indian 
Central Cotton Committee, Bombay. ' 

(In camera.) 

14th March 1939 •. 

450. Lt •• CoI. S. S. Sokhey, M.D., I.M.S., Director, Haftkine Institute, Bombay. 

15th March 1939. 

THE INDIAN MERCHANTS' CHAMBER, BOMBAY. 
451. Mr. M. C. Ghia, M.L.A. 

,452. Mr. A. D. Shroff. 
453. Mr. J. K., Mehta (Seore~ary). 
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UtA MarcA 1939. 

Mri.~ Stones, O.B.E., M.L.C., Managing Director, Messrs. E. D. Sassoon & Co., 

(In cameTII.) 

AT SHOLAJ.>UB. 

23rd March 1935. 

WORKERS FROM SHOLAPUR SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS CO., LTD. 

454. Mr. Dnyanadeo Maruti, Scutcher Tenter. 
455. Mr. Mahiboob Abdulla, Can Boy. • 
456: Mr. Rajasab Rajabhai, Grinder. 
457; Mr. Govind Kundlikar, Stripper. 
458. Mr. Samba Dasarath, Drawing Tenter. 
459. :Mr. Ganoo Malhari, Slubbing Tenter. 
460. Mr. Walkappa Sidlingappa, Inter Tenter. 
461. Mr. Dhondibhai Shidram, Roving Tenter .. 
462. :Mr. Rajaram Tukaram, Frame Dofter. 
463. Mr. Ambadas Mahl1odeo, Ring Dofter. 
464. Mr. LaIsab Martug, Sider. 
465. Mr. Narayan Ramdeo, Sider. 
466. Bai Parvati Gopal, Reeler. 
467. Bai Bayag Kedari, Reeler. 
468. Mr. Vithal Yellappa, Roving Tenter. 
469. Mr. Tukaram Girappa, Sider. 
470. Mr. Dhyanappa Devapp&, Sider. 
471. Mr. Ramo. ;ruljaram, Sider. 
472. Mr. Bakhanna Badranna, Ring Dofter. 
473. Hr. Ambadas Dhondu Jadhav, Sider. 
474. Mr. Durgappa Bhima, Sider. 
475. Mt:. Shendya Poma, Sider. 
476. Bai Lachamma Laxmayya, Sweeper. 
477. Bai Amboobai Sakharam, Colour Winder. 
478. Bai FoobaiDadarao, Grey Winder. 
479. Mr. Jadhav Raoji, Warper. 
480. Mr. Sumarsing Ramsing, Drawer·in. 
481. ,Mr. Gurpadappa Basappa, Front Sizer. 
482. Mr. Sadashiv Tat yo., Two.loom Weaver. 
483. Mr. Ramayya Pappayya, Two·loom Weaver. 
484. Mr. Keroo GoviDd, One-loom Weaver. 
485. Mr. Aboobakar Usmansab, Two·loom Weaver. 
486. Bai Shantamma. Tukaram, Colour Winder. 
487. Mr. Pentayya Bhumayya, One-loom Weaver. 
488. Mr. Hanumantu Channappa, OIJ,e-loom Weaver. 
489. Mr. Kisan Nagnath Sali, One-loom Weaver: 
490. Mr. Nivritti Khandu, One-loom Weaver. 
491. Mr. Bachanna Mallappa, One-loom Weaver. 
492 •. Mr. Vyankappa Dattatraya, Two.loom Weaver. 
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493. Mr. Narsappa Tuka.ram, Two.loom Weav~r: 
494. Mr:Vyankappa Annegiri. Two·loom Weaver. 
495. Mr. Shiv'a Shantaram, Dyeing Department. 
496. Mr. Channappa Chanbasappa, Folder. 

WORKERS FROM NARSINGGIRJI MANUFACTURING CO., LTD. 

497. Mr. Shidu Balu, Inter Scutcher. 
498. Mr. Siddappa Channappa. Stripper. 
499. Mr. Saranappa Badlingappa, Drawing 'renter. 
500. Mr. Ganpat Tukaram, Slubbing Tenter. 
501. Mr. D~da Sitaram, Inter Tenter. . . 
602. Mr. Ellappa Parshuram, Roving Tenter. 
503. Mr. Ramchandrjl. Gitidhari, Tarwalla. 
604. Mr. Kisan Ra~chandra, Do.IIer Boy. 
505. Mr. Rajaram Laman, Half.time Dofter. 
506. Mr. Sitaram Ha.rischandra, Half.time Dofter. 
507. Mr.'Malliram Bhagirath. Sider. 
508. Bai Anjana Krishna, Reeler. 
509. Mr. Mallappa Lalappa, Roving Tenter. 
610. Mr. Dhalya Tuljaram, Roving Tenter. 
611. Mr. Yellappa Balappa, Sider. 
612. Mr. Baloo Muttappa, Doubling Sider. 
613. Mr. Tukaram Tuljaram. Roving Tenter. 
614. Bai Godabai Kippanna. Winder. 
,616. Mr. Abdul Aziz Madarsab, Warper. 
516. Mr. Govind Jagannath, Front Sizer. 
617. Mr. Baburao Krishna., Drawer·in. 
618. Mr. Tukaram Ye'nkappa. Two·loom Weaver. 
619. ¥r. Subanna Dhondhu, One·loom Weaver. 
620. Mr. Jamalsaheb Esmailsaheb. Two·loom Weaver. 
52l. Mr. Ramchandra Dajiba, Two·loom Weaver. 
622. Mr. Dattatraya Sadhu. Two·JoomWeaver. 
623. Mr. Tipanna Venkappa. Folder. 
624. Mr. Bandappa Mo.lkappa, Folder. 

WORKERS FROll JAM SHRI RANJITSINGHJI SPINNING AND WEAVING MILL~ 

525. Mr. Babu Jeenu. Grinder. 
626. Mr. Bhimayya LaJappa, Stripper .. 
627. Mr. Pandurang Bhagwan, Drawing Tenter. 
628. Mr. Sripati Parsuram. Slubbing Tenter. 
629. Mr. Rajaram Hariba. Inter Tenter. 
530. Mr. Tatya Shiduram, Roving Tenter. 
531. Mr. Daniel Nathuba; Sider. 
532. Bai Shivbai Lingappa, Rel"ler. 
633. Mr. Maganbhai Nathubhai Patel, War-per. 
634. Mr. A. P. Thtrwar, Front Sizl"r. 
635. Mr. Bhimrao Shidram, Reacher. 
636. Mr. Abdul Gafoor Ismailsab, Two.lo(j)ll Weaver. 
537. Mr. Chand Appabhai,Two.loom Weaver. 
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1138. MI-. Abdul Karim lIaboomia, One.loom Weaver. 
639. Bai Tulsibai Krishna, Grey Winder. 
540. ?rtr. Khajabhai Rahmansab, Weaver. 

WORKERS FROM LAKSHMI COTTON MILLS LTD. 
541. Mr. Yellappa Shivram, Inter Scutcher Tenter. 
542. Mr. Hanumantoo Narsappa, Opener Tenter. 
543. Mr. Eknath Jaywant, C"n Boy. 
544. Mr. Pirsaheb Kasimsaheb, Stripper and.Grind€T. 
545. Mr. Bapll Namdeo, Drawing Tenter. 
546. Mr. Dhruva Piraji, Slubbing Tenter. 
M7. Mr. Rachappll.l)£algappa, Inter Tenter. 
548. Mr. Dastagir Mahomed, Roving Tenter. 
549. Mr. Hirachand Gena, Frame Dotter. 
550. Mr. Irappa Dhondappa, Ring Dotter. 
551. Mr. Raulappa Narsappa, Doffer Boy. 
552 .. Mr. Bapu Mogali, Sider. 
553. Mr. Rakhmaji Mahadeo, Sider. 
554. Mr. Pirsab Kadirsab, Double Sider. 
555. Bai Chandrabai Manginath, Reeler. 
556. Bai Tai Balu, Reeler. 
557. Mr. Daka.ppa Ayallappa, Carding Tenter. 
558. Mr. Dagdu Kisan, Roving Tenter. 
559. Mr. Rama Dattu, Roving Tenter. 
560. Mr. Narsappa Kashinath, Ring Sider. 
561. Mr: Hanmanta Ragappa, Roving Tenter. 
562. Mr. Lingayya Baloo, Sider. 
563. Mr. Dasharath Parshram, Sidor. 
564. Mr. Dagdoo Nana, Sider. 
565. Mr. Da,stagir Hussein, Pirn Winder. 
666. Bai Shanta Keshav, ~inder. 
567. Bai Chandir Hassansab, Winder. 
668. Mr. Imamsaheb Ismail, Warper. 
669. Mr. Chandsaheb HUseinsaheb. Front Siz"r. 
570. Mr. Bujrook Ghudubhai, Drawer·in. 
571. Mr. Khajabhai Mahomed, Reacher. 
572. Mr. Bhadrappa Bhumayya, Two·loom Weaver. 
573. Mr. Venkappa Magappa, Two·loom Weaver. 
674. Mr. Bhagayya Bhumayya, One·loom Weaver. 
575. Bai Laxmi Rajaram, Colour Winder. 
576. Bai Siddamma Venkappa, Colour Winder. 
577. Mr. Birbal Lalkhan, Sizer. 
678. Mr. Narayan Vithoba, Two·loom Weaver. 
679. Mr. Venkappa Dharmayya, Two.loom Weaver. 
580. Mr. Ramaswami Shivayya, Two·loom Weaver. 
681. Mr. Narasayya Venkayya, Two.loom Weaver. 
682. Mr. Muddayya Narsayya. Two·loom Weaver. 
583. Mr. Vithoba Mallappa, Two·loom Weaver. 
684. Mr. Sidram Posheti, One.loom Weaver. 
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~ORKERS FROM VISHNU COTTON MILLS LTD. 
585. Mr. Ram&: Govinda, Carding Tenter. 
586. Mr. Bandappa Timpa, Carding Tenter. 
587. Mr. Bhima Tima, Cooly. 
588. Mr. Kashappa Gangappa, Sider: 
589. Mr. Narayan Malhari, Sider. 
590. Mr. Tukaram Appanna, Two-loom Weaver. 
591. Mr. Sidram Sayanna, Two-loom Weaver. 
592. Mr. Venkappa Mallayya, Two:loom Weaver. 
593. Mr. Irappa Laxmi, Kandi Khata. 

AT BARSI. 

24th March 1939. 

WO.RKERS FROM BARSI SPINNING AND WEAViNG MILLS LTD. 
594. Mr. Dnyanoba Narayan, Fi~isber TCD,ter. 
595. Mr. Genu Sadu, Stripper •. 
596. Mr. Sabadev Nepal, Grinder. 
597. Mr. Laxman Vithoba, Lap Carrier. 
598. Mr. Pandurang Appa, Slubbing Tenter. 
599. Mr. Ramdya Govind, Drawing TeD,ter_ 
600. Mr. Ramrao Vishwana"th, Inter Tenter. 
601. Mr. LimQa Nathela, Roving Tenter. 
602. Mr. Panjya Dhondi, Sider. 
603. Mr. Hiramani Shamrya, Sider. 
60i. Mr. V~thoba Pandurang, Sider. 
605. Mr. Maruti Irappa, Sider. 
606. Mr. Hiramani Dhanjya, Tarwalla. 
607. Mr. Nagnath Bap,?o, Tarwalla. 
608. Mr. Malkappa Sheti, Frame Dofter. 
609. Mr. Lachya Tulja,Half-timer. 
610. Mr. Ansar Surtya, Half-timer. 
611. Mr. Prayag Bbau, Reeler. 
61~ Mr. Pandhari Ganpati, Warper. 
613. Mr. Dagdoo Narayan, Warping Creeler. 
614. Mr. Mahomed Kasim Ansari, FrOI\t Sizer. 
615. Mr. Gel!-a Tatya, Back Sizer. 
616. Mr •. Rama Nama, Drawer-in. 
617. Mr. Kalyan Manohar, Reacher. 
618. Mr. Babulal Ismail, Two-loom Weaver. 
619. Mr. Janardan Rama, Two-loom Weaver. 
620. .Mr. Sopan Govind, Two-loom Weaver. 
621. Mr. Ekambar Maruti, One-loom Weaver. 
622. Mr. Narsi Eknath, One-loom Weaver. 
623. Mr. Abdul Gulab, Machine Folder. 
624. Bai Kashibai Dhondi, Grey Winder. 
625. Bai Parvati Krishna, Grey Winder. 
626. Bo.i Sundra Krishna, Pirn Winder. 
627. Bai Chandvi Hajeka, Colour Winder. 
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WORKERS FROM LOKMANYA MILLS, BARSI, LTD. 
628. Mr. Jl'Cna Sadu, Inter Finisher Scutcher. 
629. Mr. Tatyaba Tuk .. r .. m, Fly Collector. 
630. Mr. Sop .. n N .. rayan, Stripper. 
631. 101r. Sakharam Kushab .. , Grinder. 
632. Mr. Digamber Tllk .. ram, Drawing Tenter. 
633. Mr. Dagdoo, Mija, Slllbbing Tenter. 
634. Mr. Tukaram Nivri~ti, Inter Tenter. 
635. Mr. Bhagwan Raosahib, Roving Tenter, 
636. Mr. Mahankala Daula, Sider. 
637. Mr. Krishna Yedoo, Sider. 
638. Mr. Balbhim Malkarjun, Sider. 
630. Mr. Eknath Yadav, Dofter Boy. 
640. Mr. Ganp .. t N .. mdeo, Dafter Boy. 
641. Mr. YeUappa Raj .. ppa, Dofter Boy. 
642. Bai 'J,'auu Maruti, Reeler. 
643. Bai Kali Limba, Reeler. 
644. B .. i Mathura Bhagwant, Pim Winder. 
645. Mr. Dattatraya Ramchandra, Reacher. 
646. Mr. Shivlal Harischandra, One.loom Weaver. 
647. Mr. Bhaskar,Laxman, One.loom Weaver. 

WORKERS FROM JAYASHANKAR MILLS LTD. 
648. Mr. Bapoo Vithoba, Finisher Scutcher Tenter. 
640. Mr. Changdeo Bapoo, Can Boy. 
650. Mr. Pans; Aba, Stripper. 
651. Mr. Babllrao Rambhau, Drawing Tent..,r. 
652. Mr. Sadashiv 1olalkarjun, Slubbing Tmtcr. 

653. Mr. Bhagwant Bapoo, Inier Tenter. 
654. Mr. Tulsiram 1olukund, Roving Tenter. 
M5. Mr. Rama Bapoo, Sider. 
656. Mr. Rawoo S .. yaji, Sider: 
657. Mr. Dattoo'Dayappa, Dofter Boy. 
658. Bai Tippava Vasant, Reeler. 
659. Bai Gangoo Maruti, Reeler. 
660. Bai Krishnabai Mahadev, Reeler. 

AT rOONA. 

25th March 1939. 

WORKERS FROM RAJA BAHADUR MOTILAL POONA MILLS LTD. 
661. Mr. Ramcha~dra Dhondi, Blow Room Attend .. nt. 
662. M~. Ramchanda Tatya, Carding T~ter. 
663. Mr. Shivram Lawha, Stripper. 
664. Mr. Govind Laxman, Dra~ing Tenter. 
665. Mr. Shripat Bheem .. ti, Slubbing Tenter .• 
666. Mr. Shivr .. m Vithu, Inter Tenter. 
667. Mr. Nana Tukaram, Roving Tenter. 
668. Mr. Bhau Vithu, Sider. 



669. Mr. Devji l\Iulji, Sider. 
670. Mr. Yesh..want.l3aburao, Sider. 
6:71. Mr. M:alla Fakira, Sider. 
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672. Mr .. Hiraman Sakharam; Ring Doffer. 
673. Mr. Pandurang Gopal, Frame Daffer. 
674. Bai Ganga Kashiram, Colour Winder. 
675. Bai Yamuna Basappa, Grey Winder. 
676. Mr. Babu Kushaba, Warper. . 
67'7. Mr. Balwant Mahadeo, Front Sizer. 
678. Mr. Rajaram Dhondu, Drawer-in. 
6'9. 1IIr. Tukaram Govind, Two-loom Weave.-. 
680. Mr. Abu Imam, Two-l~om Weaver. 
681. Mr .. Balli. Ab"ji, lIIachine Folder. 

AT BOMBAY. 

28th ana 29th March 1939. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF MILLS IN SHOLAPUR. 
682. Mr. F. Light. 
683. Mr. A. L. Hutson. } 

Representing Lakshmi Cot.to~ and Vishnu Cotton 
Mills, Ltd. 

684. Mr. ValIabhdas G. Mehta-Representing Jam Shri Ra~iitsinghji Mills. 
685. Mr. B. D. Motiwala-Representing Narsingghirji Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 
686, Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal-Represl'nting Sholapur Spinning and Weaying 

Co., Ltd. ' 

30th March 1939. 

THE INDIAN MERCHANTS' CHAMBER, BOMBAY. 
:rolr. M. C. Ghia,M.L.A. 
Mr. A. D. Shroll. 
1IIr. J. K.Mehta. 

M April 193.9. 

THE NATIVE SHARE AND STOCK BROKERS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY. 
687. Mr. K. R. P. Shroff. 
688. Mr. Jamnadas Morarjel'. 
689. Mr. N. N. Dubash (Secretary). 

200 April 1939. 

, (Moming.) 

REPRESENTATI~ES OF THE MILLS IN BARSI. 
690. Mr. B. P. Sulakhe-Repre~enting Lokamanya Mills, Bar~i, Ltd. 
691. Mr. G. R. 7.adhuke-Representing Jayashankar Mills Ltd. 
692. lIIr. J. B. Arwade. ,Rel'rl'smting the Barsi Spinning and Weaving 
693. lIlr. V. S. Mehta. J Mills Ltd. 

(AHel1iloon.) 
, 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE EASTERN EEDAUX COMPANY, C-A,LCUTTA. 
694. Mr. J. 111. Moon', Managing Director. 
695. Mr. M. K. Rao. 
696. Mr. M. R. Ll'ach. 
697. Mr. D. D. Fouche.. 
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3rt! ApriZ 19311. 

Jl!ILlO~NERS' A~SOCIATION. BOMBAY. 
Ttfr. T. V. Baddeley (Chairman). 

fj98. Sir H. P. Mody, K.B.E. 
Mr. Kri.hnaraj M. D. Thac,kersey. 
Mr. Dharamsey Mulraj Khatau. 
Mr. H. E. Ttlilne. 
Mr •. T.'Maioney, M.C. (Secretary). 

699. Mr. R. G. Gokhaie (Labour Officer). 

11th April 1939. 

THE LAL BAWTA GIRNI KAMGAR UNION, SHOLAPUR. 
700. Mr. G. D. Sa.ne. . 
701. Mr. S. G. Sarde8ai. 
702. ' Mr. R. G. Karhadkar. 

Mr. Khajabhai Rahmanbhai. 

12th April 19311. 

THE GIRNI KAMGAR UNION, DHULIA. 
703. Mr. S. S. Para.njape. 
704. Mr. N. T. Lohar. 
705. Mr. S. V. Sape. . . 
706. Mr. B. T. Ranadive. 

13th. April 193fJ. 

(Morning.) • 

THE GIR.tH KAMGAR SANGH, HUBLI. 
707. Mr. K. M. Dundur. 
708. Mr. Gudleppa HalIikeri. 
709, Mr. Sumitragouda Patil. 
710. Mr. N. B. Hiremath (Secretary). 

(Afternoon.) 

REPRESENTATIVES OF RAJA BAHADUR MOTILAL POONA MILLS, POONA. 
711. Mr. Madanlal Jalan. 
712. Mr. P. M. PampaIia. 
718. Mr. Purshottamda8. 

14th. April 1939. • 

MILLOWNERS" ASSOCIATION, . BOMBAY. 
Mr. T:V. Baddeley (Chairman). 

714. Mr. Neville N. Wadia (Deputy Chairman). 
Sir H. P. Mody, K.B.E. 
Mr. Krishnaraj M. D: Thackersey. 
Mr. Dharamsey Mulraj Khatau. 
Mr. H. F. Milne. 
Mr. T. MaloneJ:' M.e. (Secretary). 
Mr. R. G. Gokha.le (Labour Officer). 

(In camera.) 
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a'lth .April 1939. 

THE GUJARAT SARNI KAMDAR ASSOCIATION, AHMEDABAD. 
715. Mr. Rahimkhlm AbduIkhan. 
716. Mr. VaIiuIlah Hafeezullah. 
717. Mr. S. A. Arab (Hon. Secretary). 

- 718. Mr. Abdul ~asool Noor Mahomed. 

20th April 1939 • 

. MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATI08, BOMBAY. 
Mr. T. V. Baddeley (Chairman). 
Mr. Neville N. Wadia (D'~Futy Cbairman). 

719. Mr. Amubhai M. Mehta. 
720. Mr. J. A. Sutton. 
721 .• Mr. Hinchclitle. 

Mr. T. Maloney, M.e. (Secretary). 

(Evening.) 

(In camera.) 

722. &ir N~S8 Wadia, Agent, Tbe Bombay Dyeing and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.: 
Bombay. . 

lIlr. Neville N. Wadia. 

11th and 12th May 1939. 

MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY. 
Mr. T. V. Baddoley (Cbairman). 
1I1r. Noville N. Wadia (Deputy Chairman). 
lIIr. Krishnaraj M. D. Thackersey. 
lIIr. H. F. Milne. 
1IIr. Amubha;i 1I1.·Mehta. 
1I1r. T. Maloney, M.C. (SN·~taTY). 
1I1r. R. G. Gokbale (Labour Officer). 

'ltl July 19.'19. 

AHMEDABAD MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION. 
1I1r. Shantilal Mangaldas. 

723. lIIr. Surottam P. M. Hutheesing. 
Mr. Nanddas Haridas. 
Mr. B. L. Umarvadia (Secretary). 

l'lth July 1939. 

BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 'l'RADE UNION CONGRESS. 
Mr. S. A. DaDge. 
Mr. S. S. Mirajkar. 

(In camera.) 

-(In camera.) 

([n camera.) , 

ClacaJlWtJ.) 
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19th July 1939. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MILLS IN SHOLAPUR. 

Mr. A. L. Hutson .• } Representing Lakshmi Cotton and Vishnu Cotton 
724. Mr. C. A. Cookson • Mills Ltd. 

Mr. Vallabhdas G. Meh~Repre~enting Jam Shri Ranjitsinghji Mills. 
Mr. B. D. Motiwal_Represen.ting Narsingghirji Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 
Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal-Representing Sholapur Spinning and Weaving 

Co., Ltd. • 

12th August 1939. 

(Moming.) 

. BOMBAY PROVINCIAL TRADE UNION CONGRESS. 

Mr. S. A. Dange. 
Mr. S. S. Mirajkar. 

(Afternoon.) 

THE LAL BAWTA GIRNI KAMGAR UNION, SHOLAPUR. 

Mr. G. D. Sane. 
Mr. S. G. eardesai. 

725. Mr. Sidramappa Falmari. 

.. 
18th Aug"'" 1939. 

MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY. 
I 

. Mr. T. V. Baddeley (Chairman). 
Mr. Neville N. Wadia (Deputy Chairman). 
Mr. Amubhai M. Mehta. 

726. Mr. H. Bracewell. 
727. Mr"N. S. V. Iyer (Actin.g Secretary). 

Mr. R. G. Gokhale (Labour Officer). 

26th Aug"'" 1939. 

(In camera.) 

(In camera.) 

(In camera.) 

(In camera.) 

KHANDESH, BERAR AND BURHANPUR MILLOWNEa.s' ASSOCIATION. 

Mr. M. C. Kelkar. 
Mr. D. H. Vyas. 
Mr. G. V. Tongaon.kar (Secretary). 

MBkR26-30 

(1 fI camera. ) 
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31st Augusl 1939 • . 
80lYIBAY PROVINCIAL TRADE UNION CONGRESS. 

Mr. S. A. Dange. 
Mr. S. S. Mirajkar. 

728. Mr. K. N. Joglekar. 
729. Mr. S. P. BhiBe. 

; 
lsI ,September 1939. 

MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY. 

Mr. T. V. Baddeley{Chairman). 
Mr. Neville N. Wadia (Deputy Chairman). 
Mr. Amubhai M. Mehta. 
Mr. 'H. Bracewell: 
Mr. N. S. V. Iyer (Aoting Secretary). 
,Mr. B. G. Gokhale (Labour Offioer). 

23rd Seplember 1939. 

(Morning.) 

AMALKER AND DHULIA GIRNI KAMGAR UNIONS. 

(I" CGmera.) 

'730. 
'731. 

Mr.V.G.Bhagwat •• } 
Mr. V. A. Kulkarni " 

Representing Amamer Girni Kamgar Union. 

Mr. S. S. Paranjape 
Mr. S. V. Sape 

. ·1 .. f Representing DhUlia GirDi Kamgar Union. 
732. Mr. D. S. Sonar .. 

(Afternoon.) 

REPRESENTATIVES OF MILLS. IN SHOLAPUR. 

Mr. A. L. Hutson. 
Mr. C. A. Cookson. 
Mr. Ranohhodlal Amratlal. 

733. Mr, L, F, H. Goodwin. 

(I" CGmera.) 

(I" camera.) 
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APPENDIX ~. 

A LIST OF MILLS, FACTORIES, INSTITUTIONS, ~TC., 
VISITED BY THE COMMITTEE. 

MOMoy, 141h November 1938. 

The Kohinoor Mills Co., Ltd., Bombay. 

SotuTaay, 'Ith January 1939. 

The Ahmedabad Manufacturing and Calico Printing Co., Ltd., Ahmedabad. 
The M~tiIal Hirabhai Spinning, Weaving and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Ahmedabad. 
The MWleklal Harilal Spinning and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Ahmedabad. 

MOMay, 91h Jon_y1939. 

The ChaJIdrodaya Mills Ltd., Viramgam •. 
The Jayanti Mills Ltd., Viramgam. 
The Office of the Branch of the Textile Labour AsSOCiation of Ahmedl\obad. 

Viramgam. 

ThursiJay, 121h January 1939. 

The Arvind Mills Ltd., Ahmedabad, to see Night Shift Working. 

Monday, 16th January 1939. 

The Offices of and the various'Welfare Activities conducted by the Textile Labour 
Asaocmtion, Ahmedabad •. 

ThursiJay, 191h Jan_y1939. 

The Ne~ Shorrock Spinning and Ma.nufaoturing Qo., Ltd., Nadiad. 

FriiJay, 20lh January 1939. 

The Mill Chawla provided by Millowners, Broach. 
The Broach Fine Counts Spinning and Weaving Co •• Ltd •• Broach. 
The Gopal Mills Co., Ltd., Broach. ' 
The Niranjan Mills Ltd., Surat. 
The Surat Cotton Spinning and Weaving Mills Ltd., Surat. 
Housing -and Toddy Shop Area, Surat. 

Wednesday. 25th January 1939. 

The Jacob Sassoon Mills, Bombay. 

Mo.May, 30th JontIMI/ 1939. 

The Gendalal Mills Ltd., J algaon. 
The Khandesh Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., Ltd •• Jalgaon. 

TuesiJay, 3ls/JanUary 1939. 

The Prat.ap Spinning. Weaving and Manufactur~ Co., Ltd •• Amalner. 

Thursday, 2nd February 1939. 

The Chali.gaon Shri Laxmi Narayap Mi.lls Ltd., Ch~li~&Q~. 
lrl Bk R 26-'-300 
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.. 

Friday, 3rd FebrtMJry 1939. 

The New Pratap'Spinning, Weaving and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Dhulia •. 

Saturday, 4th February 1939. 

The Gujarath Weaving Mills, Dh~ia. 
The Saraswati Weaving Mills, Dhillia. 

Saturday, 18th February 1939. 

The Narayandas. Chunilal Cotton Spinning and Weaving Mills, Gadag. 
The Criminal Tribes Settlement, Gadag. 

Monday, 20th February 1939. 

The Bharat Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd., Hubli. 
The Office of the Gimi Kamgar Sangh, HUbli. 

'. Tuesday, 21d February 1939. 

The GOKak Mills Ltd., Gokak Falls. 

'Friday, 24th Febrwrrry 1939. 

The Jacob Sassoon Mills, Bombay. 

Thursday, 16th March 1939 •. 

The Turkey Red Dye Works, Bombay. 
The Jacob Sassoon Mills, Bombay. 

Mon4ay, 20th March 1939. 

The Laxmi Cotton ManUfacturing Co., Ltd., Sholapur. 
The Vishnu Cotton Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Sbollipur. 
The Sholapur Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd., Sholapur. 

Tuesday, 21st March 1939. 
, , 

The Narsingghirji Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Sholapur. 
T}le Jam Shri Ranjitsinghji Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., Ltd,.,Sholapur .. 
The Dhanrajgirji Hospital, Sholapur. 
The Branch Office of the Gokhale Institute of Politic~ and Economics, Sholapur. 
The Municipal Technical School, Sholapur. . 
Handloom Factories, Sholapur. 
The Office of the L~l Bam Gimi Kamgar Union, Sholapur. 
Housing of Workers, Sholapur • 

• The Criminal Tribes Settlement, Sholapur. 

T/lur8day, 23rd March 1939. 

The Tikeka.r Textile Mills, Tikekarwadi. 
The Shivaji Metal Works, Tikekarwadi. 
The Jam Shri Ranjitsinghji Spinning and We,ving Mills Co., Ltd .• Sho!apur, to •• e 

Night Shift Workini.. . . 
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Friday, 24th March 1939. 

:ihe Barsi Spinning and Weaving Mills Ltd., B'arsi. 
The Jayashank&r Mill, Barsi, Ltd., Barsi. 
The Lokmanya Mills Barsi, Ltd., Barsi. 

Saturday, 25th March 1939. 

The Raja Bahadur MotHal Poona Mills .Ltd., Poona. 
The Gokhale Institute "f Politics al\d Economics, POllna. 

Sunday, 2nd April 1939. 

The Office of theGirni Ka.mgar Union (Red Flag), Poibavdi, Bombay. 

Monday, 3rd April 1939. 

The Office of the Government Labour Officer at the Development De;partment Chawls 
at DeLisle Road, Bombay. ' , 

\ ' 
Tue8day, 11th Apn11939. 

The Technological Laboratory of the Indian Central Cotton Committee, Bombay. 

Wednesday, 12th April 1939. 

, The Healds and Reeds Manufacturing Company of India L~d."Bombay. 

Monday, 17th April 1939. 

The Sir Shapurji Broacha Mills Ltd., Bombay. 

Tue8day, 18th April 1939. 

Thll Factory of the Western India Match Co., Amberl)ath. 
Messu. Lever Brothers' Soap Factory, Sewri. 
Th~ Sir Shapurji Broacha Mills Ltd.; Bombay: 

Wednesday, 19th April 1939., 

The Carrage and Wagon Shop of the G. I. P. Railway, Matunga, Bombay. 
Th~ Textile Technical School of the Social Service League, Bombay. 

'fhur~day, 20eh April 1939. 

The Century Mill at midnight to see Night Shift Working~ 

Friday, 13th October 1939., 

The Government Welfare Centre at DeLisle Road, Bombay. 
The Government Weifar; Centre at Kalachowki, Bombay. 
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APPENDIX V. 

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE COMMITTEE AND GOVERN
MENT ~N REPRESENTATIONS MADE ON INTERIM REPORT. 

Fao. 

To 

Sm, 

No. 5075. 

Oll'll'ICB OF THB TEXTILB LABOUR 
INQUmy COMllITTBB, TOWN HALL: 

Bombay, 3rd April 1939. 

THB HONOURABLB MR. JUSTICE H. V. DIVATIA, 
Chairman, Textile Labour Inqui~ Comnrittee, 

Town Hall, Bombay. 

To CHIEF SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT, 
Political and services Department, 

Bombay. 

I have the honour to refer to your memorandum No. 1988/34-E, dated the 30th 
January 1939, and also to your letter No. 1988/M.E, dated the 22nd March 1939, in 
connectioll with the Interim Recommendations of the Textile Labour Inquiry 
Committee. . 

2. With reference to your letter No. 1988/M·E, dated the 22nd March 1939, I have the 
honour to inform you that the representatives of the Khandesh, Berar and Burhanpur 
Millowners' Association, to which all the cotton textile mills in East and West Khandesh 
are affiliated, were exanrined by the Comnrittee at length on the 8th and 9th February 
1939. While exanrining them thtl Committee had in view the representation made by 

·them to the Prime Minister, and this representation will be given consideration before 
framing the final Report. . 

S. With reference to your letter No. 1988/34.E of 30th January 1939, I have the 
honour to inform you that the second term of reference of the Comnrittee, viz., whether 
.. in view of the present condition of the industry an immediate increase in 'wages can be 
given in any occupation, centre or unit of the industry, pending the conclusion of the 
.Comnrittee's work and the preparation of its report" was considered and disposed of . 
when the Comnrittee submitted their recommendations in their Interim Report. The 
Committee hold that they have completed their t&8k so far as this term of reference is' 
concerned. • 

4. The various representations of the millowners raised questions regarding the 
correctness of the conclusions and assumptions made by the Committee in its Interim 
Report and also regarding the changes in the conditions of the industry subsequent to 
the submission of the Interim Report. Any examination of the issues raised will 
require a detailed investigation, perhaps even more elaborate than the one undertaken 
by the Comnrittee before presenting the Interim Report. The Committee feel that, 
having once fully disposed of the second term of referenre, they cannot hold another 
inquiry into this question; nor is it for them to traverse again the same ground on which 
their considered opinion is already embodied in the Interim Report. 

o. The Comnrittee therefore feel that the representations made to Government by 
various &88ociatioDS and bodies in connection with the Interim R~commendations, as well 
&8 the question whether the position should be re·exanrined, are matters which it is 
entirely for Government to consider. . -

I have the honour to be,' 
Sir, 

Your moat obedient sen-ant, 

(Signed) H. V. DIVATIA, 
Chail'DIIID, 

Textile Labour Inquiry C< n Djtt~e. 



FIIOM 

To 

SIR, 

4'11 

APPENDIX V~nJA1. 

No. 1988/34.E. 

POLITICAL AliD SERVICES DEPARTMENT: 

Bombay Castle; 26th May 1939. 

SIB GILBERT WILES, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., 
Chief Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 

Political and Services Department. 

THE CHAIRMAN, 
Textile Labour Inquiry Committee. 

8ubjed.-Interim Recommendations of the Committee. 

I am directed to reply to your letter No. 5075 of the 3rd April 1939, and to say that' 
Government accept the view expressed in paragraphs 3 and 4, of the letter that with the 
submission of the Interim Report, the Committee completed the task referred to them in 
the second term of reference. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(S~gned) G. WILES, 
Chief Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 

Political and Services Department. 
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APPENDIX VI. 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF EARNERS AND DEPENDANTS IN 'COTTON , 
MILL WORKERS' FAMILIES AT CENTRES OTHER THAN BOMBAY, 
, AHMEDABAD AND SHOLAPUR-BY INtOME GROUPS. 

I Dependants . 
Income group. I Earners. Dependants. living away Total. from the 

I .family. 

VIRAMGAM. 

Below Rs.I5 .. .. 1'60 2'00 . ... 3'50 

Rs.IS and below Re. 20 .. 1'50 2'39 .... 3'S9 

Rs.20and .. Rs.25 .. 1'37 - 2'74 .... 4'11 

Re. 25 and .. Re.30 .. 1'45 2'SS ..... 4'33 

Re. 30 and 
" Rs.35 .. 1'58 3'16 0'16 4'90 

Rs.35'and .. Rs.40 .. 2'00 2'17 0'06 4'23 

Rs.40 and .. Rs.45 .. 2'00 2'60 .... 4'60 

Re. 45 and .. Rs.60 .. 2'33 3'50 0'33 6'16 , 
Rs. 50 and over .. .. 2'S3 2'67 0'33 5'S3 

Allincomee .. .. 1'67 2'76 0'07 4'50 

HADIAD. . 
Below Rs. 15 .. .. 1'00 2'20 .... 3'20 

Re. 15 and below Rs' 20 .. 1'17 2'S9 0'06 4'12 

Rs. 20 and .. Rs.25 .. I'SS 2'50 4'38 

Re. 25 and .. Rs.30 .. 1'30 3'40 .... 4'70 

Rs. 30 and .. Rs.35 .. 1'57 2'S6 
, . 0'10 4'53 

Re. 35 and .. Rs.40 .. 1'37 

I 
2'94 0'13 4'« , 

Rs.40 and .. Rs.45 .. 1'41 3'24 0'47 5'12 

Re.45and .. Re.50 . . 2'00 3'00 .... 5'00 
• , 

Re. 50 and over .. , 
I'SO 3'10 0'70 5'60 ", . -

Allincomee .. .. 1-44 2'99 0'17 4'60 ./ 
I 
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Dependants 
Income group, Earners, Dependants, living away 

from the Total, 
family, 

BROACH. , 

Below RI,16 .. .. 1'67 0'66 .... 2'33 

RI, 15 and below Re, 20 .. 1'14 2'52 . ... 3'66 

Re,20and .. RI,25 .. 1'67 2'75 ..... 4'42 

RI,25and .. Re,30 .. 2'05 2'26 .... 4'31 

RI,30 and .. RI,35 .. I'S3 3'50 0'12 5'45 

RI,35and .. R8,40 .. 1'69 4'62 .... 6'31 

RI, 40 and .. R~,45 ' .. 1'67 3'00 .... 4'67 

Rs,45and .. Re,50 .. 3'00 2'50 .... 5'50 

RH, 50 and over .. . .. 2'63 5'50 0'13 S'26 

Allincomel I 1'76 3'16 0'04 4'96 .. .. , 
SURAT. 

BeiowRI,15 .. .. 1'00 ' 2'00 ... .- . 3'00 

Re, 15 and below RI, 20 .. 1'33 , 2-17 .... 3'50 

Rs. 20 and .. RI,25 .. 1'72 2'72 0:17 4'61 

RI,25and .. R8,30 ,. 2'25 2'75 O'OS 5'OS 

RI,30and .. Rs,35 .. I'S6 4"14 ..... 6'00 

Be, 35 and R8,40 1'40 3'20 0'10 
~ 

4"'0 .. .. 
B8.40 and .. Rs,45 .. 

\ 
1'50 3'67 .... 5'17 

RH,45and .. Re,50 .. 2'50 3'50 .... 6'00 

Re, 50 and over ee .. 2'33 3'67 2'00 S'OO 

All incomes .. .. 1'75 3'01 0'16 4'92 

AMALNER. 
BelowR8,15 .. .. I-liO 3'13 .. , . 4'63 

Re. 15 and below,Re, 20 " 1'27 3'65 .... , 4:92 

Re, 20 and . Re,25 .. 1'57 4'71 . ... 6'2S .. 
Rs,25and Rs,30 .. 1'50 4'00 .... 5'50 .. , 

Rs.30and Re,35 .. 1'75 ,4'25 .... 6'00 
" 

Rs,35and RI,40 1'67 4'00 ..... 5'67 .. .. 
Re. 40 and RI.45 2'00 5'00 .... 7'00 .. .. 
R,e, 45 and R8.50 2'00 5'00 0'75 7'75 .. .. 
Bs, 50 and over 2'00, 4'00 1'00 7'00 

e. 

"I Allincomee "1-49 3'S2 0'06 0'37 
.,' .. , 

, 
I 



.. 
Income group; 

-
JALGAON. 

Below Rs.15 .. 
RB. 15 and below Rs. 20 

RB.20 and .. R8.25 

Rs. 25 and .. Re,30 

RB.30 and .. Rs.35 

Rs.35and .. RB.4O 

Rs.40and .. RB.45 

Rs.45and .. Rs.50 

Re" 50 and over .. 
A1lincomlls .. 

CHALISGAON. 

Below Rs.15 .. 
Re. 15 and below Re. 20 

Rs. 20 and 
" 

Rs.25 

R9.25and .. RB.30 

Rel'"30 and .. Rs.35 

RB, 35 and .. Rs.4O 

R&.40 and .. R&.45 

Rs.45and -" Rs.OO 

R B. 50 and over .. 
All incomes .. 

DHULlA. 

elow Rs.15 .. 
s. 15 and below Rs. 20 

B 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

It 

R 

&.20and .. R&.25 

B. 25 and .. R&.30 

B. 30 and .. Rs.35 

B.35and .. RB.4O 

8.40 and .. Rs.45 

s.45and .. RB.50 

s. 50 and over . ". 
'l.llinoomeB . ". 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
. " 
.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

." 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

,-

Dependant' 
Earners, Dependants, living away 

from the Total. 

family. 

\ 

1'31 2"64 .... 3"95 

-1"41 - 3'31 0"07 4"79 

1'66 3'67 .... 5"33 

2"00 4'28 .... 6"28 

2"83 2'83 .... 5'66 

I "SO 5"40 .... 7"20 

3'00' . ... 2"00 5"00 

2'00 3"50 .... 5"50 

3"40 6'20 .... 9"60 

1'73 3"48 0"05 5"26 
, 

, 1'27 3'00 .... 4"27 

1"45 3'55 . ... 5"00 

2'50 3'00 .... 5"50 

1'57 4'14 . ... 5"71 

2"17 3'00 0'17 5"34 

3'00 6"00 . ... 9'00 

3'00 6"33 . ... 9'33 

.... .... .... . ... 
1'00 5'00 ' ........ 6'00 

1'73 3"70 0"03 5'46 

l'a3 3"67 .... 5'00 

1'20 3'76 0"16 5"12 

1'91 3'92 0'17 6'00 

1'92 4'23 0'23 6'38 

2'00 3"50 .... 5"50 

1'33 3'00 . ... 4'33 -

2'00 5'33 .... 7'33 

2'00 4"00 ... -" 6'00 

3'33 5'34 .' ..... 8"67 

1"63 3'94 0'12 5'69 
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Dependants 
Income group. Earners. Dependants. living away 

from the Total. 
family. 

BABSI. 

BelowRa.l0 .. .. 1'33 2'66 .... 3'89 

Ra. 10 and below Rs.20 .. 1'90 2'00 . ... 3'90 

Ra. 20 and .. Ra.20 .. 2'14 2'43 .... 4'57 
-

Ra.25and " 
Rs.30 .. 2'28 3'86 . ... 6'14 

RB.30and " 
Rs.35 .. 3'00 2'34 . .... 5'34 

Ra.30and " 
Rs.40 .. . ... . ... . ... . ... 

Ra. 40 and " 
Ra.40 .. .. ~ .... . ... . ... . ... 

Ra.45and .. Rs; 00 .. . ... . ... . ... . ... 
Rs. 50 and over .. .. . ... . ... . ... . ... 
Allincomea .. .. 1'84 2'60 . ... 4:44 

HUBLI. 

Belo,!, Rs.l0 .. .. 1'29 3'57 . ... 4'86 

Rs. 10 and below Rs. 20 .. 1'42 t!'26 . ... 3'68 

Rs. 20 and .. Rs;25 .. 1'64 4'09 . ... 5'73 

Ra.20and " 
Ra.30 .. 2'40 4'80 .... 7'20 

Rs. 30 and .. Rs.35 .. 1'60 3'40 . ... 5'00 

Rs.35 &J!.d .. Rs.40 .. 3'00 0'00 . ... 8'00 

Ra. 40 and .. Rs.45 .. . ... .... . ... . ... 
Ra. 45 and .. Rs.oO .. 0'00 3'00 3'00 U'OO 

R8. 50 and over 2'00 
. 

4'00 .. .. .... 6'00 

Allincomea .. .. 1'68 3'41 0'05 0'14 

GADAG. , 

BelowRs.15 .. .. 1'43 1'57 .... 3'00 

Ra. 10 and belowRs. 20 .. 2'14 3'00 .... 0'14 

:B.a. 20 and .. Rs.25 .. 2'14 3'14 .... 0'28 

R8. 25 and .. R8.30 .. . 2'67 1'67 .... 4'34 

Rs. 30 and .. Ra.35 .. 3'50 4'50 ;,- .. 8'00 

Rs. 35 and R8.40 . , , 1'00 3'00 .... 4'00 .. 
Ra.40and R9.45 .. 1'00 6'00 ..... ,7'00 .. 
Ra. 45 and .. Rs.50 .. .... .... .... . ... 

Ra. 60 and over- ... 
"I 

.... .... .... . .... 
All incomes .. 2'04 2'75 I .... 4'79 .. 
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APPENDIX VII.' 

SCHEMES OF STANDARDIZATION OF WAGES. 

1. AHMEDABAD. 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE STANDARD- FOR THE WEAVING RATES 
AS AGREED BETWEEN THE AHMEDABAD MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION 

AND THE TEXTILE LABOUR ASSOCIATION. 

(This standard does not apply to automatic looIllil.) 

(1) Basic Rate: • 
The standard to be adopted will be 23 pies for weaving ten yards on 44' loom at 

10 picks in a quarter of an inch. _. 

(2) Dedv.ctwnB to be made lor lea8e'! reed 8pace : 

If % to be deducted per inch below 44' up to 32'. For looms from 32* to 25', the 
deduction will be made in the following manner :- . 

11% to be deducted from 44' up to 32' and belo"\Y" 32' the rate of deduction sball 
be 1 % per inch. For looms below 25', no deduction to . be made and on such 
a loom, the rate for 25' shall be given. 

(3) AUowa'/l.Ce8lor higher reed8pace: 

1~% increase per in~h from 44' up to 50' reed sp~ce. 

For 51' and 52'looIllil, 11% from 44' to 50' and 21% per inch up to 62', 

For looms above 52', the allowances will be as follows:-

11% per inch from 44' to 50", and 

21% per inch for 51' and 52' looms, and 

2i% per inch for looms above 52'. 

Note.,-In order to faoilitate ~arculations of the above deductions and allowances, 
a schedule of loomwise rates for 10 yards and 10 picks calculated as per clauses (2) and 
(3) i8 given below :- ~ 

Looms. Rat.esin Looms. Rates in . pies. pies • 

26' 18-17 47' 24'035 
28' 18'68 48' 24'38 
30' 19'09 50' 25'07 
32' 19'55 52' 26'105 
34' 20'125 54' 27'255 
36' 20'70 56' 28'405 
38' 21'275 58' 29'555 
40' 21'85 60' '30'705 
42' 22'425 62' '31'855 
44' 23'00 64' 33'005 
45' 23'345 66' 34'155 
46' 23'69 70' 36'455 

The above.mentioned rates apply to plain cloth only. For calculating the ratu for 
any 80rt w:orking on aDy 100JIl, the following method should be adopted :-

The basio rate of the particular loom given above first converted into rate for one 
'pick one yard and then should be multiplied by the number of yards of the piece and 
the number of pioks. To the results so arrived should be added the total of all 
allowanoes and deductions which are payable for addition.Rl specifications. 
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(4) Allowances jor varw""Pecijicalioft8: 

Reed ~owance-

Ca) For counts 18'5 and below th~ standard reed shaH be 40. 

(6) Fr~m counts 18'51 up to 28'50 the standard reed shaH be 52. 

(c) From ,counts 28'51 t.o 38'50, the standard reed shaH be 56. 

Cd) From counts 38'51 to 48'.50, the standard reed shaH be 64. 

Ce) From counts 48'51 to 58'50, the standard reed shal\ be 68. 

(/) From counts 58'51 'and above, the standard reed shall be 72. 

INCBlIASE FOB lliGHER REE~B. 

I~ the reeds a,re higher than standard reed mentione.,t above, increase on the foHowing 
bllll18 shaH be gIven :- ' 

(a) From 40 to 56 reeds, 1 % for every 4 reeds and 11% when the r,eeds exceed 56. 

(b) From 52 to 68 reeds, 1 % for every 4 reeds and 11% when the reeds exceed 68. 

(e) From 1>6 to ,76 reeds, 1% for every 4 reeds and 11% when the reeds exceed 76. 

Cd) From 64 to 88 reeds, 1% for every 4 reeds and 11% when the reeds exceed 88. 

ee) From 68 to 92 reeds, 1 % for every 4 reeds and 11% when the reeds exceed 92. 

CJ) From 72 to 100 reeds, 1% for every 4 reeds and 11% when the reeds 
exceed 100. 

Nothing is to be deducted when the reed used is below the standard. 

Nole.-The usual practice is to draw two ends in a dent. In order to find out the 
number of reeds the warp ends drawn in the manner mentioned above have to be 
calculated. If the ends are drawn in a different manner than the usual one, the number 
of warp ends in an inch will be countell as the number of reeds; e.g. when three ends 

. are drawn in one d~nt. the reeds will be calculated 11 times the original number. 

(5) Allowances Jor malting, mockleno, crepe, etc. 

The stave alIowances for the above types of cloth are to be given as follows :
(n) For allY number of staves from 1 to 6-4%. 
(b) Foranynumberofstavesfrom 7to 10-8%: 
Co) For 11 staves and more, 1 additional percent. per stave over and above 8%. 

(6) A!lowanuJor artiji.cialsilk: 
ea) If artificialsilk is used in border, an increase of 21%. 
(b) If artificial silk is used in body.weave. an increase of 5% shal1 be given. 
(e) If artificia.1silk is used in weft. an increase of 5% shall be given. 

(7) Allowanu Jor coloured yarn. : 

If coloured yarn is used in warp. the foHowing al10wances shal1 be given :-

From 1 to 20% 21% 
Above 20 up to 40% 5% 
Above 40 up to 60% 71% 
Above 60 up to 80% 10% 
Abov~ 80 up to 100% '121% 

NOle.-{I) If'coloured yarn is us,:d? in border, or in skirt ~order, ~o a\1owance for. 
the same shall be given, since proV18lOn for that type of work IS made In clause (8). 

(2) To find out the pet:centage of coloured yarn in warp, total ends of warp 
in the whole beam are to be taken into account. 
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(8) A.Uow~ Jor Borders: 

The following allowances for the width of the borders such as Sares and Dhoti 
borders, Nakshi Patti, Bangalore Patti, Yuvraj Patti; Chulput, Dhamankathi, etc., 
shall be given :;-

(a) Up to t' an inorease of 2%. 
(b) Above t'to II', an increase of 4%. 
(c) Above II' to 21', an inorease of 6%. 
(d) Above 21' to 31', an i!lorease of 10%. 
(e) Above 31', an increase of 121%. 

(J) For Chaddar and Voyal Patti, an inorease of 2%. 
To find out the width of the borders of the skirt cloth, total width of all the borders 

shall be divided by 2 and resultshall be taken for purpose of calculation. 
Allowanoes for stripes where coloured or doubling yam is used (e.g. in Zibra or Doria 

Barees) shall not be given under this clause as the provision for the same is made in 
the preoeding clause. • 

To find out the width of the borders of the pancha and the skirt sarees, total width 
't0f all the borders shall be divided by 2 and the result shall be taken for purposes of 

oaloulation. 

(9) AUotoaflWl Jor N akBhiu tft DhotiB aflll 8arees : 
Up to 7 jacks 4% inorease. 
From 8 to 12 jaoks , 6% increase. 
From 13 to 20 jacks 8% inorease. 
From 21 to 30 jacks 12% inorease. 
From 31 to 40 jacks 15% inorease. 

Note.-The allowanoe for fanoy border shall be given over and above the allowance 
for the border as provided for in the previous olause. ' 

(10) AUowaflWl Jor heading8 per pair oJ pieces : 
(a) An increase of 1% for 10 yards. 
(b) 2% 9 
(c) .. 3% 8 
(d) 4% .. 7 
(e) 5% 6 

(J) .. 6010 5 
(g) .. 7% 4 
(h) .. 8% 3 

• (0) 9% .. 2 
(k) 10% .. 1 yard. 

Note.-(I) As for allowanoes for ohola headings, half the number of yards per chola 
shall be oonsidered as the basis. 

(2) As for allowanoe for Saree headiD.g, thii length of eaoh Bares shall be the basis. 

(ll) Allowance Jor 8huttle changes \ft 8aree8: 

The following inorease s\).all be given for t.otal shuttle changes in Barees and Patal 
Sarees :-

(a) From 7 to 13 shuttle ohangt's-I % inoreast'., 
(b) From 14 to 20 shuttle changes-2% increase. 
(e) From every additional 5 shuttle changes above 20, an inorease of I % shall 

be given. 

ilofe.-If in any cloth besides Saree the number of shuttle changes is more than 26. 
the allowanoe for the same shall be given as per (el above. • 
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(12) AUQuxmcelor twill: 

Au increase of 2% shall be given for this type of cloth. 

(13) A~/or8plitrJoth: 

Z"(o inorease shall be given for the cut.cloth, but if the blade is used on the beam, 
the Increase shall be '%. 2% more shall be allowed for each extra split. 

(14) AUowanulor dobby.8U8hiea: 

In dobby.sushi sorts stave allowance shall be given in addition to the increase fOr 
colour percentages. _. 

(15) All<noanu lor eolourtd weJt: 

When coloured yarn is used in weft, an increase of 3% shall be given. 

(16) AllowanceJor MaMmal Patti: 

For Makhmal Patti borders an additional allo)Vance of,2% shall be given over and 
above the allowanoes for the border. 

(17) Allowance lor plai", and Jancy Dorias i", the Bo~y Weave: 

2% inorease shall be given when there are plain Dorias in the Body Weave. 

Note.-If coloured warp is used in the Body Weave, allowance as mentioned in 
olause (7) shall also be given. Additional allowance for as many staves as are used 

. for fancy weave should be given in case of fancy J)orias. 

(18) Allowance lor Sati", Weave: 

Au additionai allowanoe of 3% shall be given for Satin Weav~ in the body of the 
cloth. . 

(19) AUowance lor diJ!erem eou1&l8 01 warp : 

(a) From 28'51 to 38'50, an increase of li% shall be given. 
(b) From 38'51 to 48'50, an increase of 5% shall be given. 
(e) From 48'51 to 58'50, an increase of 7i% shall be given. 
(d) From 58'51 and above, an increase of 121% shall be given. 

Note.-If Doubling yarn is used 8S warp in body weave to asoertaiD. the count of yarn, 
one·haIf of the doubling yarn shall determine the count allowance. 

THE AHMEDABAD MILLOWNERS' AS~OCIATION. 

Ahmedabad, 18th May 1920. 

The following rates are fixed today by Mahatma Gandhij i and Sheth Mangaldas :

Warp piecers-Rs. 12·12'{) for 340 to 380 spindles. 
Rs. 12.8-0 for less Ilumber of spindles. 
Rs. 13·0'{) for spindles more than 380. 
Bonus as per standard of the Century Mills. 

Weft piecers-These workers will receive for weft, same additional amo~t on the 
new wages of Warp Piecers, which they used to reoelve. For 
example-If a warp piecer in a mill receives ~s. 9·8·0 and a ,:"eft 
piecer reoeives Rs. 10·0·0 and the warp plecer no~ reoelves 
Re. 12.8·0, acoording to the new standard, the weft plecer shall 
now reoeive Rs. 13·0·0. 

Dollers-Ra. 94.0 shall be paid for a full day, and Rs. 6·0·0 for half a day. Bonus 
according to the standard of the Century Mills. 

, Those working doubles shallreoeive Ii times these wages. 
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These wages are fixed fOi a day of 10 hours. The Hapt&. shall contiD.ue 
as itis. New rates will be appliedfor.wages payable after 12th June 1920, 
however, the new wages will begin from 1st June 1920. . 

The standard rates for other departments will be fixed and announced after 
3 days.. . 

In the case of 12 hours working day, the warp and weft piecers shall get 
an additional amount of Re. 2-8-0 per Hapta, a dofier boy working for 
the whole day Rs. 2 per Hapta and a dofier working for haf a day Re. 1 
.per Hapt&.. 

No wages are to be pai~' by any mill for any department on strike days. 
In the case of such unjust demand, it is recommended to introduce in the 
first group. 

(Signed) GORDHANDAS I. PATEL_ 

THE AHMEDABAD MILl,.OWNERS· ASSOCIATION. 

Ahmedabad, 26th September 1921. 

O'rcular No. 1'/1. 
The workers in the Frame Department have demanded an insrease in wages and for 

Moghwari Allowance. On inquiry a:nd finding that wages are lower in some mills; 
I find it neoessary to immediately give decision in the matter. I declare that particularly 
in the Drawing and the Roving Departments, wages are comparatively lower. 
I, therefore, reoommend that the mills paying less than Rs. 14-8-0 including Bonus on 
an average m those departments should adjust the rates 80 as to bring the wages to that 
level, and give a Moghwari allowance of Rs. 1-8-0_ This does not apply to those mills 
paying on an average of Re.)6 including Bonus. The mills· paying wages between 
&S. 14 and Rs.16 shall so adjust the wages that the average wages with Bonus amounts 
to Rs. 16. This shall be put into operation soon.' I recommend this arrangement to be 
followed for wages payable on 25th September. 

Toplawalas, Cartmen and Sweepers are to be paid a Moghwa.ri allowance' of Re. 1 from 
1st OctobE!r. 

(Signed) Mang&ld!lS Girdhardas •. 

25th September 1921. 

2. BOMBAY. '''' 
STANDARDISED LIST OF WAGES AS FRAMED BY THE SPECIAI;'. 
SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BOM·;BAY. 

TIlIni WOBKERS. 

Occv.patioftll common '0 variotul Departments : 
1. Departmental Oilers . 
2. Shafting Oilers 
3. Oilers and Banders wherever employed 
4. Mochies 
5. Tare Pickers 

Bardan Pickers 
Bobbin Cleaners 
Waste Piokers 

6. Sweepers 

7. Hoistmen 

• 

Standard basic wages 
including Dear Foo.d Allowance. 

(26 days per month of 9 hours 
each). " 

Ra. a. p. 

24 0 0 
26 0 0 
26 4 0 

•.. 24 8 0 

•• }Men 19 0 0 
:: Women 16·0 0 

{Men 19 0 0 
•• Women 16 0 0 

21 0 0 
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Standard basic wage. 
including Dear Food 

Allowance, 

(26 days per month 
of 9 hours each.) 

Mizing Room: 
Bs. a. p, . 

I, NavganieB or Bale Stackers' • 24 8 0 
2. Tare Pickers ,. ". Men 19 0 0 
3. Bale Breaker Attendants 23 8 0 
4. Mixing Spreaders ~. } Mixing Breakers ,. 21 0 0 

Coolies ,. 
BlotDBoom: 

1. Hopper Feeder "} Lattice Feeder ·c' " 21 0 0 
Hand Feeder ." ~, 

2. Exhaust Opener , , ,.} 
Exhaust and Lap Machine Men' II' " ~ 0 0 
Crichton OpenelJ , • " 

3. Breaker Scutcher Men "} Inter Scutcher Men '. 22 0 0 
Finisher 8cutliher Men .. 

4. 2 Breaker 8cutcher 
. 

"} 2 Inter 8cutcher " 29 + 0 
2 Finisher 8cutcher 

O. Thread Extractor •• - 20 0 0' 

6. WilloWlllen • , ... 21 0 0 

7. Dust Carriers 
, 

"} Dust Coolies " 20 0 0 
Dropping Carriers " 

8. Hard Waste Machine Men "} Cop B,eaker " 21 0 0 
Boving End Breaker " 

OlmlBoom: 

1. Lap Carriers 21 b 9 
2. Fly Gatherers 20 0 0-

3~ Can Boy!! and/or Card Tenters 20 0 0 

4. Grinders and/or Strippers .. ~ 23 0 0 

O. Flat Grinding Machine Mpn , , 24 8 0 
(Not less than two machines). 

Frame Department : , 
1: Doffet Jobber 37 0 0 

2. Creelers or Doffer, Boys . .. 17 ,0 0 

3. Bobbin Carriers and Bobbin Coolin 20 0 0 

4" Frame Tenters " 
(See separate list.) 

Bing 8piWlling Depart~nt : 

1. Deffer Jobbers 40 0 0 

2. Siders ... (See separate list.) 

)lBkB26-3l 



Rifl{l Spinning Depart~ontd. 

3; Tat"Wallas 
Followers 
Gaiters 

4. Doffer Boys 
5. Bobbin Carriers 

Bobbin Coolies 
Doff Carriers 
Doff Coolies 
SoalQ Coolies . 

DoubZifI{I Dep4rlmem : 

1. Doffer Jobber 
Siders .. 

• 

Doff;r Boys (if required) 
i Doff and Bobbin Carriers 

Doll and Bobbin Coolies • . . 
Malt SpiMifl{l DepMtmem: 

~ 
1. Creelers 
2'1 Bobbin Carriers 

Doll Carriers 
Coolies 

Redin9 Dep4rlment : 

1. Coolies 
2. Reelers 

]" 4m Bundling Dep4rtmenl: . 

1. '\f eighers 
2.- Knotters , 
3. Pressers or Bundlers 
,.' Wrappers .. 

La~llers or Bundle Boys 
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.. ' 

.' . 
• .. 

., 
too 

"'! .• 

, ..... 

, 

Standard basio wages 
including Dear Food 

Allowance. 

(26 days per month 
of 9 hours each.) 

Re. a. p. 

.. } .. 21 0 0 

- 17 0 0 

OJ .. 
20 0 0 

". 

.<1 •• 

• .. 
.... 

·40 0 0 
(See separate list.) 

17 0 0 

.. } ... 20 0 0 

... c 11 8 0 

"}"~ -: . .. . 20 0 0 

20 0 0 

(See separate !ist.) 

.. ... 25 9 0 
~8 0 0 . :10 0 0 

',.J 19 8 0 

. . . 
04rciifl{l, ~iAAifl{l (MwceZl4neow) LiAS Letlsllifl{l,Dep4rtment8: 

.1. Departmental Carpenters •• • 
2.. Ro~ Splicers 
3. Ticket Boys 

Number Markers 
Wrapping Boys 

4. Fitter Coolies ." 
5. Head Roller Coverers 
6. Assistant Roller Coverers 

.. l 

7., T\1bular and Cone Banding Machine Men~. 

.. 1 .. > 

.. J 

. (If on pieoe work. rate to be adjusted tq give "t least 
this wage o~ full work.) 

36 0 0 
;17 0 0 

. 20 0 0 

20> .0 0 
30 0 0 
24 8 0 
22 0 0 



" Winding GtIII W Mping Deparlme'll~ t 
, . 

I. NumberMarkers ... : 
2. Coolies 

Bobbin Carriers .... 
3. Beam Carriers 
4. Creelers or Creel Boys 
IS. Winding 8Jld Warping Rates " 

Sizing Deparlmem : 

I. liIeem Carriers 
2. Bizl :reaers. • 
3. Front Bizers 
4. Bacrt Bizers • 

DratDi'll1.m or Beami'llg Departme'llt : 

I. Beam Ca~1~;' 
2. Heald Cleaners and Repairers 
3. Reed ,.epaire~s •• 
4 •• Drawmg.in Bates •• 
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• 

.. 

,. 
.. } .. 

( ,. 

~, . 
. 

Standard basic 'wagea 
including Dear Fooel 

Allowance. 

(26 days per month 
of 9 h~urs each.) 

Re •.•• p. 

20 0 0 

20 0 0 

26 0 0 
17 0 0 

(See separ~telist.) 

• , 
26 0 0 
2$ 0 0 

.70 O· 0 
85.0 0 

26 0 0 
25,0 0 
25 0 0 

(See separate liat.)· 

W eavi~ M i8cella~ And Weaving LiRe L~lJelUng Departmems: 

I. Beam Carriers 
2. Weft Muccadam •• 
3. Weft Coolies or Weft Carriers •• 
4. ~ Loom Cle8Jlers 8Jld Oilers . 
5. Line Levelling Coolies 

• 

26 0 0 
.27 0 0 
20 0 0 
20 0 0 
20 0 0 

Warehouse, Oakndering.l'i'llishi'JII and Folding Departme'llIB : . . . 
1. Head Cutlooke~ •. . • • • • 
2. Cuilookers 

3. Btitc:hll[8 and Be,?rs 

4. Damping Men or Cooli. 
o. Front Calendermen 
6. Back Calendermen 
7. Finishers 
8. Front Machine Folder 
9. Back Machine Folder 

1.0. . .Ilfnd or Table Fol,~ers , 
11. Head Stampers •• 
12. . Assistant Stampers· 

, ;. 

13. Ticket Appliers and Bundlers 
14. ,Bundle Carriers or Clotb COQlies 

N ~k R 26--31" 

... 

,. 

t· . 

40 0 0 
33 0 0 

"{Men 2000 
.. Women 170 0, 

'". 

" 

21'0 0, 
o •• 

25. 8 0 
23 0, fI 

·23 
23 
21 
23 
32 
23 
20 
20 

o 0 
8 0 
4.0 
o 0 
o 0 
0'0 
8:.0 
8 0' 
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Standard basio wages 
in.oluding Dear Food 

Allowance. 

(26 days per month of 
9 hours ea.ch.) 

Warehouse, OaleMering: Finishing aM Folding Deparlmentll 
.....contd. 

15. Pieoe Cheokers, Sorters and Measurers' 
16. Scale Boys 
17; Number Markers and TlIlly Boys 

010116 11M Yarn Bailing'Departmem : 

1. Bale Marker •• 
2. Hoop Men or Hoop Cutters 
3~ Navg~es .. 

Bale Sta.ckers, and 
Bale Coolies 

•. • 4.' Coolies 

W ast~ OleIJ,,~ng IJfUl Soning Department: 

1. Coolies 

# 

RING SIDHU. 

fl'wisl aM Weft frames. 

Sidere atten~ing :-

Up to and inoluding 200 spindles 

201 to 225 spindles 

226 to 250 .. 
2'lil to 275 .. 
276 to 300 -, 
301 to 325 .. 
326 to 350 .. 
351 to 400 .. 
401 to 450' .. 
'Ill to 500 ... 
OOlBJlindles ~4 OVer •• ... ... 

• 

• 

Re. a. p. 

26 0 0 
21 4 0 

•• 21 4 0 

24 0 0 
20 0 0 

..} .. 24 0 0 

20 0 0 

.20 0 0 

• 
Standard basio wages 
including Dea.r Food 

.Allowance. 

(26 days per month of 
9 ~ours ea.ch.) 

Re. a. p~ . . , . 
22 O· 0., 

23 8 0 

.. ' ~4 8 0 

2lj 8 0 

26 8 0 

27 8 0 

28 8 0 

29 I 0 

31 8 0 

33 8' 0 

.., 36 8 0 



lJrGwing: 
Single 

2 Men per 3 Heads • 

8l.ubbing: 
72 to 76 
78 to 82 
84 to 88 
90ta04 
96 and above 

IfItermetliate : 
100 to 108 
110 to 118 
120 to 128 
130 to i38 • 
140 and abov~ 

&wing: 
128 to 142 
144 to 156 
158 to 170 
172 to 184 
186 and above 

.. , 

t' 

.. 

,,' 

Standard basio wages 
inoluding Dear Food 

AUow&noe. 

(26 days per month of 
. 9 houra each.) •. 

Rso a..p. 

23 8 0 
28 4 0-

26 8 0 
27 Q 0 
27 8 0 
28 0 0 
28 8 0 

2310 0 
24 4- 0 
2414 0 
25 8 0 
26 2 0 

"2300} • • 23 12 0 1111.14 33% 
" 24 8 0 fortwon. 
.. 2040mes. 
.. 26 0 0 

. . 
The piece work rates per lIank to be worked out 80 as to give the wages speoitied .in 

a 26 day month to an efficient worker working full time. 

DRAWINQ·nr, 

The following eonsolidated rates are recotnmended per 1,000 ends :-

Grey and 100% Colour Plains and Twills and 
Drills woven on 4 shafts or leas •• 28 pies per 1,000 ends. 

Grey and 100% Colour Dosuti (dou.hle drawn) 20 .. ., 
Plain Striped Susia 31 .. " 
Dhoties up to and including i' plain !lorder 28 " .. 
Dobby b~rdered Dhoties up to and including i' 31 .. .. 
Saries with plain borders over i' 31 ., 

" 
Dobby b~rilered Sarles up to i' border 32 .. .. 
&ri~fuU dobby borders over i' 39· ., .. 
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Dobby oloths inoluding Dobby striped clo~hs and in
cluding Drills on more than 4 sha.fts, but excluding 
Dhoties and Sa.ries :-

5 and 6 shafts . 38 pies per 1,000 ends. 
7 to 12 .. 

13 'to 16 
17 to 20 '" 

" 
... 

49 
60 
76 

" 
" " 
" " 

Douhle BeamWork.-Above rates plus 4 pies'per 1,000 ends. 
W~re Healds.-Above rates plU810 per cent. \ 

: Double DraWn. Bea11l8.-Three·fourtbs of the above ra.tes. 
N9Ie.-2 and 1 Drill drawn in on 6 sha.fts would be paid at 6 sha.ft Dobby rates. 

. . Sorts drawn iii on, 80 actual reeds and finer (2 ends .pe~ dent) : add 4 pies liD 
.. . above rates. 

CONSOLIDATBD RATE LIST FOB RBBLING-1IANb R:EBLS-40 Sl'INDLl!S l'EB RBBL. 

'1'Leas Btraigk/. Reeling-(2 Be.elera per Bed) • .. 
Counts Resl~. Doffs expected per day. Rats • Equivalent to 

2& • ~ 24 doffs of 20 threads. 67 pies per 6 doffs. 120 standard banks. 
4s .. 20 

" 40 " 
.; 67 ." 5 

" 
' •• 200 

" 
6/6is •• 24 

" 40 " 
.. 67 

" 6 " 
.. 240 " 

8/8is .. 28 
" 40 " 

.. 67 " 7 ., .. 28b " 
10/1°is .. 34 

" 40 " .. 67 .. 81 " .. 340 " 
12/12i& _. 36 

" 
4()0. 

" 
•• 67 .. 9 

" 
.. 360 " 

14/141& .. 40 
" 40 " .. 67 t. 10 " 

., 400 

168 '0 42 " 40 tt .. 67 to 101 " .: 420 " 
ISs .. 44 to 40 " 

.. 67 .. 11 " .. 440 • " 
208-26s •• 48 to 40' 

" .. 67 12 .. ... 480 tt 

2&·3& .. 52 .. 40 t, .. 67 13 to .. 520 

. 1/ conditions are 8ucll that one reele, per reel could be worked, the basic rate would be 50 
pies for the number of doffs specified aga.inst each .bount in th~ last column, e.g., for one 
reeler per reel on' ISs, the rate would be 50 pies per 10 doffs or 400 standard hanks. For 
40s and over, one reeler per reel should be compulsory .• 

Expected doffs per day = 44. 
Rats for 40s and O'V8r would thus be 50 pies per 11 doffs, and would give a wage of 

Re. 27.8·0 per reeler. '-
Single oross reeling, above rates less 5%. 
Double cross reeling, above rates less 10%. 
Two·folds yams up to and inoluding 30s, pay rate for resultant oounts. 
Two·folds yarns from 31s onwards, pay rate for resultant counts less 5%. 
No!e.-The above list is for 5' and 6' lift twist bobbin and up to 'and including 

7' mule oops. When reeling from weft bobbins, the list rate plu, 10% to be paid. 

lAoles. 

28 
30 

WEAVING STANDARDISATION SOHBMB. 

. The BaBia-Plai" Cloth-Grey. 

Appropriats Loom Width. 

.. 
Rate per 10 yards of 

40 pioks per inoh. 

Pies. 

18'88 
19'06 



Inches, 
32 
34 
36 
38 

'40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
1>2 
04 
1>6 
58 
60. 
62 
64 
66 
68 
70 
72 
74 
80 
90 

100 

Appropria.te Loom Width, 

'" 

.. 
". 

.. 
:kate per 10 ya.rd~ ~f 

40 picks pe~ inch, 

',. 

.... 

Pies, 
I9'S3 
19'56 
19'80 
20'31 
20'92 
2l'43 
22'08 
22'62 
23'56 
24'40 
25'30 
26'21 
27'l8 
28'03 
29'66, 
30'58 
31'04 
32'5/; 
33'58 
35'84 
36'99 
38'22 
,43'34 
51'18 
60'91 

N ote.-The term "Pla.in Clotb.-GreJ" for the' purposes' of' this list includes 
oloth oonta.ining up t,o 16 ends of colour ih the body of the cloth, and cloth conta.ining 
no colour except in the selvedges, The term" Plain Grey cloth" al80 includes cloths of 
twill weave woven on Tappet Loom on not more than 4 shafte, but excludes Drills, 

Payment for any clQth under li6" wide will be on appropriate loom width which will be 
ta.ken as cloth width in grey sta.te plfUlI0 per cent. Fractions of an inch to be ta.ken &B 

the next higher incl. ' 
For olotJ156' wide and over, the rata. for the loom in which it is actually woven to be 

paid. • 
WEFT At.r.OWANCES. 

Up to 51- Lift 

r 
6' Lift. lover 6" Lift and 

Universal Pirns • . 
Counts, Below w~ 52' 

Below 42" 52" Below 42" '52' 
and and a.nd and 42' bela 42' below and 4~ below and 

Loom, 1>2' o,:;,r. Loom, 52'. over. Loom' over. 
% % % % 

' 52', 
% % Yo % % 

3s aDd below .. .. . . .. " .. .. 30 35 40 
48 .. .. .. .. 32 37 42 25 30 34 
Ss .. .. .. .. 26 31 36 20 24 29 
68 .. 33 38 43 22 27 32 16 20 24 
7s .. 28 33 38 18 23 28 12 16 20 
8s .. 23 28 33 14 19, 24 9 13 17 
9s .. 18 23 .28 11 16 21 6 10 14 
lOs .. 13 18 23 8 13 18 4 8 12 
11s .. Il 14 19 I> 10 15 3 '1 10 
12s .. 6 11 16 3 8 13 2, 6 9 
13s .. 4 8 .12 2 5 9 .. 3 6 
148 3 . '1 9 .. 2 6 4 .. .. .. 
ISs ., 2 /),.. '1 .. .. 3 .. .. 2 

. , 
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I I Over 6' Lift and 
Up to 5!' Lift. 6' Lift. Universal Pima. 

Counts. Below 42' 52' Below 42' 62' Below 42' 52' 
42' and and 42' and and 42' and and 

Loom. below over. Loom. below over. Loom. below over. 
52'. 52'. , 52'. 

% %, % % % % % % % 

I 
16s .. ;. 3 I 5 ,. .. .. .. .. .. 
17s .. .. .. I 3 ,. .. .. .. .. , . 
18s .. . - .. , .. , . .. .. .. .. .. 
19s .. .. .. , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
208 and over .. .. .. I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

NOle.-Do8uti WeJl-i.e., rewoWld 2 ends up-countto be calculated as resultant 
OOWlt, e.g., if 16s Dosuti Weft on Universal Pima was being used, allowance to be as 
for Sa in appropriate Wliversal column. 

Folded WeJt.-CoWlt to be treated as" resultant COWlt plus 2 COWlts, e.g., 2/16s would 
have the allowance applicable to lOs single yarn; 3/30s would have the allowance 
applicabll! to 12s single yam. If two difterent COWlts of weft are used in a check loom, 
the allowance applicable would be the allowance applicable to the· weighted average' 
of the two oolumns used, e.g., if the checking was 8 picks of 208 and 24 picks of 
8s, the allowance payable would be the allowance appropriate to 11s single yarn." 

8 picks of 208 = 160 
24" = 192 

352 divided by 32 
Average oOWlt-lls. 

REED ALLOWANCES. 

Standard. 

Counts of Warp. 

u~ to and inoluding 8s •. 
A ove 8s and up to and inolud· 

ing 128 
.. 12s 14s .. 14& 18s .. 18s .. 22s 

228 26s ... 26s 30s .. 30, 40s .. 40s 50~ 
Above 50s 

Ends per inoh in reed 
permissible witho 'It 

allowance in 2 per dent 
sorts. 

(1) 

36 

40 
44 
48 
52 
56 
60 
68 
72 
80 

Ends per iuh' 
permissible without 
allowanoe in Drills. 

, .Sateens and Duoks , 
woven 3 or more ends 

per dent. 
(2) 

54 

60 
66 
72 
78 
84 
90 

102 
108 
120 

In the oase of oloths woven two ends per dent. :n allowance of 1 per oent. to be given 
for every 2 ends in excess of the figures given in oolumn (1). 

In the oase of Drills woven 3 ends in a dent, an allowanoe of 1 per cent. to be given for 
ev1lry 3 ends in exoe88 of the figures given in oolumn (2). 

If a Drill is woven 4: or 5 ends in a dent, an allowance of 1 per cent. to be given for , 
every 4: or II ends in excess of the figures given in column (2). 
, When plain oloth is woven 4: ends in a dent, the permissible ends per inoh in reed would 
be as in oolumn (I), i.e., if a oloth is woven in a 36' reed, 4 in a dent, the allowance would 
be oaloulated as if there were 72 reed. 2 in a dent. 
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HIGH PIOJ[ ALLoWANOES. 

For Plain and Stave work cloths, allowance to be given as under: 

I 35a.!~~~ and I Above 35&. weft. \ Allowance. 

" 
Picks per inch .. 61 to 64 '3 to 76 Add 1% 

65 to 68 77 to 80 2% 
69 to 72 81 to 84 3% 
73 to 76 85 to 88 4% 
'17 to 80 89 to 92 5% 
81 to 84 93 to 96 6% 
85 to 88 97 to·l00 7% 
89 to 92 101 to 104 • 8% 
93 to 96 105 to 108 9% 
97 to 100 109 to 112 10% 

101 to 104 113 to 116 11% 
105 to 108 117 to 120 

I 
12% 

109 to 112 121 to 124 13% 
113 to 116 

I 
125 to 128 14% 

11'1 to 120 129 to 132 15% 

Note.-;-hl the oase of Twills, Drilla and.weft faced Bateens, heJf the above allowanoes 
to be gIven. . ' 

FlNB WABP ALLoWANOB. 

41a to 50s 
51s to 60s 
61s til 80s 
Over 80~ 

.. 4% 
6% 
8% 

10% 

COLOUR AND bTD!'IOIAL SILK WABP ALLoWANOES. 

Up to and inoluding 25% 
26% to 50% . 

.51% to 100% 

Up to and inoluding 15% 

16% to 25% 
26% to 50% 
51% to 75% 
76% to 100% 

.. Colour Allowance. 

5% 
1()% 
15% 

Artificial silk 
allowance (single). 

5% 
10% 
15% 
25% 
35% 

Where single ~lOlour and single artificial silk aru both used in warp, the percentage 
of colour and artifioial silk to be taken out separately and the appropriate allowance 
for each to be given. 

Doubled ooloured yam, half the single oolour allowance to be given. 
When two.fold artificial silk is Used, or when artificial silk ia doubled with cotton yarn, 

the allowance to be given as per oolour and not as per artifioial silk scale. 

N.B.-(I) No allowance to be given for less than 17 ends of oolour o~ artifioial 
silk in the warp or when oolour is used only in selvedges. . 

(2) The above allowanoes are ~ot payabl~ for oolour or artificial silk in the 
_ borders or patchas of Dhoties a~d Banes. . 
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ARTIJ'lOIAL SILK WEft Au.oWANOIIS. 

Artificial silk weft 

, • Not&-This allowance is only to be given in single shuttle sorts. It is not to be 
given in drop box sorts for which separate allowances are provided. 

DROl' Box ALLowANoES • 

• Shuttles. 

2 3 

. Up to 40' 30% 35% 40% 
~toW ~ ~ ~ 
51' to 60' • • • 20% 25% 30% 
WtoW ~ ~ ~ 
'13' and over 10% . 15% 20% 

When one shuttle sorts are woven in drop box looms, the allowances in the left hand 
column. les8 10% to be given. _ 

E.g.-For a plain oloth woven in a 40' drop box loom, the allowance would be 20%. . . 
DOBBY SHAl!T WOBB: Dr GRomm. 

1 to 6 staves •• 
For each additional stave, add 

The above allowances are not to be given for patcha stripes or skirt bordered dhoties 
which are provided for separately. . " , .. 

CUMBER BOABD ALLowANOES Dr DHOTIES A.ND SARlES OF'ALL SORTS INOLUDING 

P A.TOBA. STBIl'BII AND SKIBT Boin~. 

From 1 to 8 Jacks 
.. 9 to,16.!, .. 
.. 17to24 .... ' 
.. 25to32 .. ·~ .. 
... 33 to 40 .. 

Jacquard Bof'flerll, 

100 hook Jacquard 
200 
400 .. .. 

4% 
6% 
9% 

~ • 12% 
15% 

15% 
20% 
30% 

Iu Dhoty and Saree ilorts. which have shaft work in the ground and Dobby cumber. 
board work in the border. the total shaft allowance would be the sum of the appropriate 
shaft and cumbel"board allowances. ' 
• For example. a saree with a. dobby pattem on 10 sha.£ts in the ground, and a fancy 
border requiring 10 Jac.ks : . 

The total allowance would be as under:- ' 
10 sha.£ts in gro~Dl 
10 jacks in border 

Total 

.. 8% allowance 
6% allowance 

14% allowance 

In Saree oloths in which there is a Jacquard ground and a Jacquard border. the 
allowance to be paid will be according to the allowances for Jacquard all·over styles. 
No !'8parate allowance would be.payable for Jacquard border in BUch cloths. 
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BoanBB ALLOWAliOB I'OB DHOTDIS AlID SAlIlBS. 

Dhoties with 
patcha 

stripes. 
2% 21% Up to •• (each side) 

Over .·to 11· .. 4% 5% 
Over 11· to 11· .. • •. 6% 71% 
Over 11· to 21· •• •• 8% 10% 
Over 21· to 31· .. 120/0 15% 

• Over 31· .. - 15%----w~ --~ 
NoI&.-The above allowances are additional to any allowances for cumber.board 

work. .. 
lIJuDllI'G ALLOWAlrOBS (PJm PAm) I'OB SHOBT LENGTH SOBTS. 

(Dhoties. Sarles, Chadara.) 

1% for 10 yards. 
2% for 9 yards. 
3% for 8 yards. 

41% for 7 yards. 
6% for 6 yards. 

71% for 5 yards. 
9% for 4 yards. 

11 % for 3 yards. 
_ 13% for 2 yards. 

15% for 1 yard. 
For Chola.a with 4 headings per pair : 

11% for Chola heading in addition to above. 
E. g. Chola 8 yards long: 

2% allowance for C1iola heading, pZU8 
3% &8 per list . Tota15%. 

ADnmoluL SHll'l'TLB CHAIIGH .ALLoWAliOBS I'OB COlllPLIOATHD IlEADJ;IIGS Ill' 
. • SABIES AlID DHOTIES. • . . 

Up to 8 ahuttIs changes per heading (average) 
D to 15.... .. ... 
16 to 20 .... .... 

Over 20 shuttl, changes, add 1% for every 5 changes. 

:tnL 

~% 
4% 

The allOW&ll088 to be given by adding together the shuttle changes in each heading 
in the sa1'88 and dividing by 2. . 

SPLITS. 

Add 3 % for first out split. . 
Add 11% for each additional cut split. 

DBILLS. 

For Drills. the following allowancee to be granted :-
2% for DrilL . 
4% if pick finding is insisted npon in cloths woven in 84 reed and below. 
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For Drills woven finer than 84 reed: 
4% for Drill , 
8% if piok finding is insisted upon. 

CBAm.l:ED STRIl'ES. 

No allowanoe to be paid for yam extra dented in the reed unless the ave~ge enl 
per inoh in the oloth is ~ enough to oome within the fine reed allowanoe, whioh wi 
then apply. . 

DoullIJII DRAWN WABl'S. 

Double.drawn warps (dosuti) to be treated as an inorease in reed of 121%. e.g •• 11 
warp Dosuti in 48 reed would be treated &1154 reed and have 3 per oent. allowance addl 
as per list. 

MIUlD DENTING, 

Average reed to be taken for allowance. 

Emmple.-Total nutnber of ends. say. 2,200 divided by reed space, say 28' = ~ 
reed with 248 warp would have a.n allowance of 11 % added. 

Two BlWII SORTs. 

Allowance of 21%. 

JAOQUARD--ALL·OvER STYLES. 

List to be settled later. 

TwB WOllXEB/l. 

All the more important occupations in the Industry oonnected with. the actual 
manufacture of cloth and yam except those of a supervisory character have been oovered 
by the above list. 

WINDING. , I 

Owing to varying conditions both in regard to speeds and allocations of spindle per 
winder, length of yam on bobbins etc. from which winding is being done, it is not possible 
at present to lay down standard rates for the industry as a whole, but mills will be 
permitted to fix their piece work rates to suit their partioular productions per winder 
on various olasseS of work. suoh rates to be fixed so as to give the under-mentioned 
monthly earnings for 26 days of full work (9 hours per day) to effioient winders : 

Orey winding 
Orey winding on high speed machines 
Colour and artifioial silk winding •• 

The above basio earnings will apply only in the case of unrationalised mills: 

WABl'IlIG. 

Re. 
18 
19 
20 

Mills will be permitted to fix their own piece work rates to give a wage to a warper of 
Rs. 40 per month of 26 working days of nine hours per. day on single machine. In 
mills where the two machines per man system is worked, the rates to be 70% of the 
single machine rates. For high speed warping, the rates to be fixed should give a wage 
of Rs. 55 for a full month of 26 working days of nine hours per day to an effioient 
warper. . 

SIZING. 

Standard piece work rates have not been fixed, in view of the fact that many mills 
prefer to pay their aizers on a time work basis. 
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WBAvnro. 

The appropriate rate&. to be paid when three or four looms per weaver are worked 
will t.as onder: 

Three-looms system 
Four-looms system 

iths of the two-looms rate. 
iths of the two-looms rate. 

3. SHOLAPUB. 

STANDARDISED LIST OF WAGES AS FRAMED BY THE MANAGERS 
OF THE MILLS IN SHOLAPUR. 

TIMB WOBKBBS. 

Occupaliorla common to I1tJrtous Departmenl8-

DepartlIdlntal oilers 
Shafting oilers 
Machies 
Bobbin Cleaners and Collectors 
Hoistmen 

M i:ring Boom-

Navganies or Bale stackers 
Mixing coolies 

Blow Boom

Hopper feeders 
Exhaust and Crichton men 
Scutcher Men (one machine) 
I'!l<utcher Men (two machines) •• 

{The above includes Inter Finisher, etc.} 
Willow Machine •• 
Waste Breaker 
Bondas and Thread Extractors 
Dust Carrier 

CardRoom-

Lap Carrier 
Fly Gatherers 
Can Boy or Tenter 
Grinders and/or Strippers 
Flat Grinder. 

Frame Department

Dofter or Creeler 
Bobbin Carrier 
rr~me Tenter , , ., ., 

Men 

Standard basic 
wages including 

Dear Food 
Allowance. 

Rs.". p. 

17 0 0 
19 0 0 
19 0 0 
13 8 0 
16 0 0 

17 0 0 
17 0 0 

150 0 
15. 0 0 
16 0 0 
22 0 0 

16 0 0 

.16 O· 0 
15 0 0 

15 0 0 

16 0 0 
15 0 0 

15 0 0 

17 0 0 

18 0 0' 

13 8 0 
15 0 0 

•• (See separate list.) 
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Standard basic 
wages includin! 

Dear Food 
Allowance. 

Bing Department-
Re. a. p. 

Tarwallas Hi 0 0 
Doffers 13 8 0 
Bobbin Coolies 15 0 0 
Bobbin Cleaners and Strippers 13 8 0 
Empty Bobbin Colleotors 13 8 0 
Pieoers 17 0 -0 

(8ee separate list.) Basis 225 spindles. 

Winding fixed,-

Weighing ooolies 15 0 0 
Col. Yam ooolies 15 0 0 
Bobbin Carriers 15 0 0 
Empty Bobbin Collectors 1~ 8 0 

Warping Department-

Creelers 15 0 0 
Warpers (8ee piece work rates).' 

Sizing Department-

pack Sizer 24 0 0 

Beam ooolies .. ... 20 0 0 

Sizers (Minimum) •• 40 0 0 

Size Mixing ooolies 16 O. 0 

Drawing.I. Department-

Reed Repairer, x'9- 0 0 

Heald Repairers .. l8 o '0, 

~:aw:!;in, } (8ee pieoe work rates.) 

WeatJinj' fixed- • 
Beam coolies ,. ~O 0 0 

Weaving and Weft coolies 15 0 0 

Bobbin Collectors •• 13 8 0 

Mochies 19 0 0 

Line Level Coolies (when employed) . '. ., 15 0 0 

Calender and Folding Department-

Front Calender Men 17 0 0 

Back Calender Men 16 0 0 

Finishing Machine Attendant •• s· 16 8 0 

~nt Machine Folder .. /16 8 0 

Back Machine Folder· 15 ,8 0 

~d Folder Men 16 0 0 

,lJuudler (Meu) . , , . 15 0 0 



Cakfllkr 11M Foliling Deparlmetat--oontd. 
Cloth Clm"ier 
Real Stampers (when employed) _ 
Assistant Ste.mpers ( .. ) 
Cloth Weighing Coolies 
IIa.nd Ste.mper 

Y IJI'n anti ClotA Bailing Department
Coolies 

• ClolA GoIlottm DepMtment
Coolies 

JJve;ng Department
-Coolies 

EnUim Department
Engine Oilmen 
Shafting Oilmen •• 
Rope Splicers 
Mechanio Coolies •• 
Humidity Coolies •• , • , 
Moulding, Painting Cooliell 
General Coolies and Coal C'uolies 

• 
General Department

Coolies 

SaflitMy Department
Bhangis, 
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FUlIlB TJi:N'l'ERS. 

Drawi1l(lT
Single 
2 Dlen per 3 heads •• 

Blubbing-
'12 to '16 spindles 
'18 to 82 
M,to 88 
90 te D4 .. 
96 and abave 

Intmnedial&-

100 to 108 spindles 
no to 118 .. 
120 to 128 
130 to 138 

.. .. 
" " 

Standard ba.sio 
wages including 

Dear Food 
Allowance. 

,Rs. a. p. 

15 0 0 
19 0 0 

" 16 8 0 
15 0 II 
l6 8 0 

17 0 0 

17 0 0 

21 0 0 
19 0 0 
18 0 0 
17 0 0 
17 0 0 
17 0 0 
17 0 IJ 

17 0 0 

17 0 0 

l!.s.a. p •. 

18 0 0 
24 0 0 

19 ,8 0 
20 0 0 
20 8 0 
21 0 0 
21 8 0 

18 8 0 
19' 0 0 

19 80 
20 0 0 
20 8 I) 



ROIling-

128 to 142 spindles 
144 to 156 .. 
158 to 170 
172 to 184 
186 and above 

" .. 
" .. 

The above rates include dear food allowance, 

RING SIDERS, 

Biders atttfllling-

U:P to and including 225 spindles 

226 to 250 spindles 

251 to 275 .. .. 

276 to 300 ... . 

301 to 325 .. .. 
326 to 350 .. 
351 to 375 .. .. 
376 to 400 .. .. 
401 to 425 .. .. 
426 to 450 .. .. 
451 to 475 .. 
476 to 500 .. .. , . 
Over 500 .. .. 

The above wages inolude dear food allowance, 

.' 

.', 

FEMALB TolE WOBltEBS. 

Sweepers in aU mill departments 
Compound sweepers 
Waste Piokers 
Bobbin Cleaners , • 
Fixed Wmders'(when employed) 
Fixed Reelers (when employed) 

Folding Deparlmefll

Pastera' 
Bundlers 
Knotters 
Hand folders " 

,', 

,. 
" 

.. 

,. 

Standard basic 
wages including 

Dear Food 
Allowance. 

Rs •• , p. 

,18 8 0 
19 0 0 
19 8 0 
20 0 0 
20 8 0 

Rs. a. p. 

17 0 0 

18 0 o • 
19 0 0 

20 0 0 

21 0 0 

22 0 0 

23 0 '0 

24 0 0 

25 0 0 

26 0 0 

27 0 0 

28 0 0 

29 0 0 

Rs ••• p. 

8 0 0 
8 0 0 
8 0 0 
8 0 0 

10 0 0 
10 0 0 

10 0 0 
JO 0 0 
10 0 0 

I~ 0 0 
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GREY WINDING. 

I Bombay Mill· 

Comits. 
Recommended! owners Circular nailywages rats per I Expected Prodn. 

100 Ibs. 

I 
per Winder on the Prodn. 

per day. 

As. p. Lbs. As. p. 
, 

18 to 68 .. .. 9 0 120 10 8' 
88 to lOs .. .. 9 6 115 10 9 
12a , .. .. 10 0 111 11 1 
148 .. .. 10 0 107 10 7 
1& .. .. 10 0 103 10 3 
18a .. .. 11 0 94 10 8 
20s .. .. n 0 95 10 4 
228 .. .. 12 0 92 n 0 
248 .. 12 0 89 10 7 
268 .. .. 12 0, 86 10 3 
288 .. .. 13 0 83 10 8 
30s .. .. 13 0 80 .10 4 
32. .. .. 14 0 78 10 9 
348 .. . .. 14 0 76 10 6 
3& .. .. 14 6 74 10 'I 
388 .. .. 14 6 711 10 4 

Rate fur M and B High .peed winding to be 121% less than the above mtes. 

Counts. 

68 and below 
88 
108 
128 , 
148 
168 
188 
208 
228 
248 
268 
2Sa 
30s 
328 
348 
368 
3Ss 
40s 
428 
448. , 
50s 
60s 

COLOUR WINDING. 

From Hanks to Bobbi1l8 016 Drum Winder8. 

From Hanks to Bobbi1l8 on Vertical Spindk Winding. 

... ' 

Rate per 100 Ib8. 

,R8. &. p. 

014 0 
100 
120 
1 4'0 
160 
180 
111 0 
1 14 0 
210 
240 
270 
2 10 '0 
213' 0 
3 0 0 \ 
330 
360 
390 
312 0 
315 0 
420 
411 0 
510 0 

• BkR26-32 
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CONSOLIDATED RUlli LIsT :rOB REELING HAND RsELS-40 SPINDLES PllIB REEL 

Counts :Reeled. 

4s .. 
6/61s .. 
8/81s .. » 

10/I°ls .. 
12/1218 .. 
14/14ls .. 
16s .. 
188 .. 
208-268 .. 
288-38s .. 
Single Cross Reeling 
Double do. .. 

2 Reelers per Reel. 

I Rate pies. \ 

.. 54pies .. 54 
" .. 54 .. .. 54 .. .. 54 .. .. 54 
" .. 54 
" .. 54 
" .. 54 
" .. 54 .. .. ..... .. . ... 

Per doffs of 
40 hanks. 

5doft's 
6 
7 
81 
9 

10 
101 
11 
12 

I 13 Above rateS less 5% 
Do. 10% 

The above list is for 5' and 6' Lift Twist Bobbins. .-

ForlWeft Bobbins!10% ~xtra jlhould be paid. • 

I Standard Hank 

200 
240 
280 
340 
360 
400 
420 
440 
480 
520 

. ... 

. ... 

Rates for one reeler WOf'king one reel.-The rate to be 48 pies instead of 54 pies 
the number of doft's (or standard hanks) specified above. 

Drawer: 
Grey ends 
Colour ends 

Reacher : 
Grey ends 
Colour ends 

Presser : 
Rate per 1,000 Bundles 

10,000 lbs. 
KnaUer : 

Rate per 1,000 Bundles 
10,000 lbs. 

Weigher" : 
Rate per 10,000 lbs. 

Wrappers: 
Rate per 10,000 Ibs. 

DRAWING·IN PIEos WOBK. 

Annas 2 per 1,000 ends. 
Annas 2 pies 6 per 1,000 ends. 

Anna 1 per 1,000 ends. 
Anna 1 pies 3 per 1,000 ends. 

BtT.NDLING DEPARTMENT. 

• R8. a. p . 
4 -4 0 

312 0 

220 

114 0 

WBAVING STANDARDISATION SOHEMlII :rOB Till!: M:n.u o:r SHOLAPUB. • 
We accept the scheme put forward by the Bombay Millowners' Association, but the 

rates per 10 yards to be 10 per oent.less than the Rates in this.Scheme. . 

e.g. 
Appropriate 100m width: 30 
Rate per 10 yards of 40 picks per inoh : Pies 17'16 
etc. 

These rates on Sholapur average ~orking efficiencies give a wa~ of Rs. 31·8·0 to 
,. ~wo.loom weaver in a 26.da.y Wor~ng month. 
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PllUfWnIDIHG. 

From Warper,' BobbifW and Cheese8 10 PirfW on Univer,al No. do M/lChine. 

Counts. 
Rate per 100 lbs. 

Pies. 
88 and below 125 
10. 133 
12a 143 • 148 153 
168 161 
18s 169 
20a .. 179 
22. 188 
248 197 
268 204 
288 224 
30. 238 
32. 248 

The basis for the above rates is 20 spindles per winder on 20s count. 
Should a winder be given only 10 spindles, the above rates plus 25% will be given. 
For working 15 spindles the above rates plus 121%. 

W AlU'BBS' RATIIS ON SLOW SPIIIID MACHIlI'lIS. 

A. recommetaded be/ore :. 

4ato 6. 
7s to lOs 
11atol48 
15s to 18a 

, 19s to 228 
248 to 27a • 
288 to 31a 
32s to 37s 
388 to 44a 
45s to 508 
5la to 61a 
70s 

For whole ooloured beams the above ratea plus 10%. 
For Pattern Beama individual mills to fix their own rates. 

~ .ADDlIlI'DA TO TWII WORKERS' WAGES. 

E f1gine PeptJrt1mnt : 
(1) Fireman working on Boilers with automatic stokers 
(2) Fireman working on La.n,cashire Boilers 

GUIDII TO EABlI'IHGS ON PIEOE WORK RATES GIVEN. 

(1) (hey Winders.-
On prod1lction given by the Bombay Millowners' Association. 

o 20a 901bs. per day. Monthly wage °Rs. 17. 

As. p. 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

10 
12 
14 
15 

Rs. 
19 
22 

6 
Ii 
3 
9 
6 
0 
0 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 



(2) Pirn W~nder8 No. 90:- -
Cheeses to Pirns. 

500 

(a) On production of 70 lbs. for 20 spindles on 20s.-Rs. 17 per month. 
(b) On production of-35Ibs. for Hi spindles Rs. 1ll-8'() per month. 

(3) Oolour Winder8:-

Basis 12 spilldles 30 lbs. Production 20s. count. 
Earnings Rs. 14-8-0 per month. 

(4) Reeling:-

On production givlllJ. by the Bombay Millowners' Associatio~, i.e., -208. count 19 
hanks per reel, Earnings Rs. 14-8-0 per month. . 

4. KHANDESH. 

Khandesh, Berar and Burhanpur Millowners' Association 

STANDARDISED LIST OF WAGES FOR MILLS iN EAST AND 
WEST KHANDESH. 

Department. 

Blow Room:-
Mixing Coolies 
Bale Breaker 
Opener attendant 
Opener Assistant 
Scutchers 
Willow 
Mixing Cutter 
Roving Waste Opener 
Sweepers 
Oilers 

Oard:-
Card attendant-
Strippers 
Flat Grinders 
Lap Carriers 
Oilers 
Fly oollectors 
Sweepers 

Draw, Blab. Inter, Roving:- -
Draw TenterS} .-
Siub See separate 
Inter" list.' 
Roving .. 
Doflers 
Sweepers 
Oilers 
Siders-Warp 
Siders-Weft 

Standard basic 
wages including 

Dear Food 
Allowance. 

Rs. a. p. 

15 0 0 
14 0 0 
15 0 0 
14 0 0 
16 8 0 
14 0 0 
16 8 0 
13 ~ 0 
12 0 0 
17 8 0 

13 8 0 
16 0 0 
17 0 0 
15 0 0 
17 8 0 
14 0 0 
12 0 0 

18 8 0 
17 8 0 
18 8 0 
18 0 0 
'9 0 0 
11 0 0 
17 8 0 
16 0 0 
16 8 0 

Remarks. 

On the basis of up to and 

} including 225 with Re. 1 
more for every additional 
25 spindles. 
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Standard basic 
Department. wages including Remarks. Dear Food 

Allowance. 

Draw, Slub, lntef', .RotIlRg-COntd. I 
Rs. &. p. 

TarwaIlas ::1 13 8 0 
Doffers , 9 8 0 
KantawaIlas 16 8 0 
Oilers 17 8 0 
Bobbin carrier 13 0 0 
Doff carrier 11 0 0 
Roller Cove1'ers 20 0 0 
Assistant Cove1'ers 17 8 0 Rs. 2 per I,OOO-spindles. 
:Band Fasteners 17 8 0 
Tubular :Bandmen 13 0 0 
Wrapping Boys ,. 16 0 0 
Bobbin Strippers •• 11 8 0 
Sweepers •• 12 0 0 
Bond Waste Collectors 12 0 0 
Mochi 18 0 0 Re. 1 per 1,000 spindles and 

not less tb&n Rs. 18. 
Carpenter •• 32 0 0 
Doubling Tenter&-Warp 16 0 0 
Doubling Tenter&-Weft 16 8 0 
Weft Carriers 11 0 0 

Reiling:-

Reelers (see separate list) 12 0 0 Reelers working 20 spindles, 
Rs. 12 per reeler. 

Sweepers 12 0 0 • 
Winding Deparlment :-

Oilmen 17 8 0 
Assistant Oilmen ... 12 8 0 
Bobbin Coolies 13 0 0 
Sweepers 12 0 0 
Bobbin strippers 11 8 0 

_W~} 12 0_ 0 Rs. 12, 20 spindles for fUn.. 
working day. 

Colour Winders 15 0 0 Rs. 15, 10 spindles for full· 
. See separate list. working day. 

Pim Winders 15 0 0 Rs. 15, 10 spindles for full· 
working da.y. . 

Cup Winders 15 0 0 Rs. 15; 25 spindles for full· 
working day: 

Warping Department :-

C1'eeIBoys •• 12 8 0 
Warper (see separate list) .35 0 0 
Bobbin carrier 13 0 0 

Sizing Deparlment :-

Front Sizer 
. 35 0 0 .. 

Back Sizer . 17 8 0 
Mixing coolies 18 0 0 
Beam Carried 18 0 0 
Beam (shoulder) carriers 22 0 0 
Empty Beam carriers 12 ·8 0 
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Sta.ndard basio 

Department.' wages including 
Dear Food :Remarks. 

, Allowance. 

Drawers·;" and Reachers : 
Rs. a. p. 

Heald and Reed Repairers 16 0 0 
Heald and Read Cleaners 9 8 0 
Drawers·in (Bee separate list) 22 0 0 
Reachers ( do. ) 16 8 0 

, Heald Cleaners 9 8 0 

Oalender aeparlmem : 
Coolies 12 8 0 
Calender attendants 15 0 0 
Stitchers 12 0 0 
Da.mping front men 14 0 0 

Folding : 
CuUookers 18 0 0 
Weighmen 18 0 0 
Number markers 14 0 0 
Front machine folders and :Back 

and Hand folders 15 8 0 
Folders 14 0 0 
Hand stitchers 10 0 0 
Sta.mpers 15 8 0 
Folding ooolies 12 8 0 
llundlers 15 0 0 

13 0 0 
lloard ooolies 14 0 0 
llale oheckers 17 0 0 
Godown ooolies 12 8 0 
Wayalars 16 8 0 
lllanket stitchers 15 8 0 

Weamng aeparlmel'll : 
Carpenter ooolies 10 0 0 
Sweepers 12 8 0 
Weft-men 15 0 0 
Weft ooolies 12 8 0 
Weavers (Single loom) 13 12 0 See separate list. 
Weavers (Double loom) 27 8 0 Do. 

Fixed on the 80 per' cent. 
effioienoy 77/78 pies per loom 

per day pllUl 30 per cent. 
allowance. 

Nott.-Jobbers, Assista.nt Jobbers, Carpenters, Mochie and all such skilful operatives 
inoluding Mechanio department, Engine and Moulding department, are all omitted, 
work being ekiIful. 

STANDARDISED Pmolll RATES INCLUDING DEAl!. FOOD ALtOWANOE. 

Drawing Tenter' : 
lOs Pies 4'5 per hank. 

16s .. 4'5 

20s 4'0' .. 
22s .. 4-5 

30s .. 4'5 

50s 4'0 .. 
16 Colour .. 5'0 .. 
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STUDABDISED PIECE RATES INCLUDING DEAR FooD ALLOWAl!fCE--OOfItd. ' 

BltWb,,,, Tenters: 

lOa 

16s 
20. 
22. 
30s 
50s 
16s Colour •• 

Inter Tenter,: 

lOs 

16s 
20s 
22s 
26s 
30s 
50s 
16s Colour .. 

Rovi", Tenters: 

lOs 

16s 
20. 
22s 
24s 
26s 
30s 
36s 
50s 
16s Colour 

Pies 15'00 per hank. 
.. 15'00 
.. '15'25 
.. 15'25 
.. 15'25 
.. 14'00 

15'75 .. 
Pies 20'25 per hank, 

" 20'25 
17'75 
21'25 
21'25 
21'25 
18'25 
20'50 

Pies 25'75 per hlftlk. 
23'00 

.. 23'00 
23'75 
23'75 
24,25 
24'25 
24'25' 
20'25 
24'25 

'! 

Oross Reeled Yarn: 2 Reelers per Reel 40 spindles: 

4is to lQis ~ingle Warp Pies 7'25 per doft. ' 
16s 4,25 

20s 
20s 
22s 
30s 36s 
30s 36s 
50s 

" 

Warp & Weft 
Warp 

Weft 
Warp 

21168 Double 
212282,508 

21308 
2/308 Weft 

4'25 Basis 20s: 
4'25 Re. 13·12·0 per 
4'25 .. month at 1920 
4'25 
4'25 
4'25 
5'25 
4'25 
4'25 
5'25 

hanks pel: reel. 

G~ell Winding Winders: • 
lOs Pies 18'50 per box of 20 lbs, 20 spindles. 

12. 18'50 Do. 
16s 21'00 Do. 
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STANDARDISED PIECB RiATES INCLUDING DEABFCOD .ALLOWA.NC~. 

Grey Winding WinderB--Contd .. 

228 Pies 25·25 per box of 20 Ibs. 20 spindle!'. 
30s 36·00 Do: 
408 
2/168 

2/22!i 
2/308 

.. .. 43·00 
14·50 
14·50 
14·50 

Drum Winding Winder8: 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

lOs Pies 33·00 per bundle of 10 Ibs. 10 spindles. 
12s 33·00 Do. 
168 45·00. Do. , 
22s 49·00 Do. 
30s .. 69·00 Do. 

2/30s 33·00 Do. 

2/40s 41·25 Da. 

2/22s 33·00 Do. 

Pim Winding Wind~B: 

3s Pies 17·00 p;r bundle of 10 Ibs. 10 spindles •• 
4is .. , 23·00 Do. 
6is 25·00 Do. 
1& 32·00 Do. 
20s •• 35·00 Do. 
228 35·00 

Warping WarperB: 

1& Grey 
228 Grey 
30sGrey 
16s Colour 
22s Colour 
168HtoH 
22sHtoH 
2/168 Grey 

·2/22s Grey 
2/30sH to H •• 
2/50Hto H 
40s, 50s, 56s 
12s,14s 

Drawerll·i,. : 

AJiy count 

BeacMrIl: 

Any count 

Do. 

a. p. 
4 0 per 100 lba. 
5 0 
5 7i 
6 3 
7 2 
5 4 
6 3 
3 Ii 
3 5 
4 0 
4 0 

10 7i 
3 9 

1 9 per 1000 ends. 

1 4i per 1000 ends. 
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STAJIIDABDISED PIECBRATBS INCLUDING DUB FooD ALx.owAJIICE-contd. 

Loom Bhed: 

Weavers fixed on 80 per cent. efficiency at ples 77/78 per loom per day plus 
30 per.cent. allowance. 

Super Kha.thi Dhoti Khandeshi 
Nakshi Kinar do. 

. Fancy Kinar do. 
Fancy Kinar Dhoti Sholapuri 
Whole colour Snsi split 
Whole colour Check split 
Whole oolour Sari 

x Bk 826-88 

pies 5 per lb. plus 30 per cent. 
.. 5 do • 
.. 51 do • 
.. 61 do. 

4 do. 

.. 51 do. 

.. 71 do. 
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APPENDIX VIII. 

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE COMMITTEE AND 
GOVERNMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF 

STANDARDIZATION OF WAGES. 

1. LeUer from the Millowners' Association, BombaJ. 

THE MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION. 

PATEL HouSE, CUUBCHGATli STREB'l, 

Bombay, 9th Deoember 1939. 

No. 5055/184 of 1939. 

THR SECRETARY, 
Textile Labour Inquiry Committee, 

J?EAR Sm, 
Bomba.y. 

. During the la.st few days labour ha.s shoWD.signs of restiveness on a.ccount of the 
increase in the cost ofIiving due to the wa.r, a.nd the Associa.tion wishes to ta.ke early 
eteps to allevia.te the sit~tion. . 

It Would be very diffioult to dea.l adequately with the situation until we know what 
recommendations the Textile Labour Inquiry Committee will make regarding standard 
levels of wages. for various occupations in normal times. If the war continues, the 
position may develop rapidly a.nd in these circumstanoes, the Association would earnestly 
~quest that the Inquiry Committee might see their wa.y to make their recommendations 

. In the matter of normal basic wa.ges a.nd submit them to Government in adva.noe of 
the other portions of their fina.l report, in order that the problems brought about by the 
existing abnorma.l oonditions oa.n be dea.lt with equita.bly a.nd promptly. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) T. MALONEY, 
Secretary. 

2. Committee's letter to Government. 

No. 9038. 

IMMEDIATE. 

To 

OmOE OJ!' TRE TEXTILB LABon 
, blQUlRY COlllllUTTlllB, TOWN HALL, 

Bombay, 9th December 1939. 

N. A. MEHRBAN, Esq., M.B.E., F.S.S., J.P., 
Secreta.ry, Textile Labour Inquiry Committee, 

Town Ha.ll. Bomba.y. 

THB CHIEF SECRETARY TO TRB GOVERNMENT Olr BOMBAY. 
Political a.nd Servic&J Department. 

Seoreta.riat.. Bombay. 
SIR, . 

I have been direoted by the Honourable Mr. Justioe H. V. Diva.tia, Chairman, and 
the Members of the Textile Labour Inquiry Committee to forwa.rd to you a oopy of a 
letter No. 0055/184 of 1939 of today's date which I have received from the Millownera' 
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.Aaaooiation, Bombay, and to say dJat the Committee are in a position to mde to the 
,.,quest made by the Association. The Committee's scheme for standardization of 
WIIf!8B in cotton temIe milla in B9mbay and K1lrIa is expected to be ready by the end 
of next week, and my Committee would like to know whether Government desire thet 
this scheme should be Bubmitted to Government in advance of their final report. 
I am desired to requeet you to let me have a verY early reply to this letter. 

J[ emorarulum. 

I have the honour to be. 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant. 

(Signed) N. A. MEHR13AN, 

SecretarY, 
TemIe Labour InquirY Committee. 

Reply from Government to Committee. 

No. 1988/34-E. 

POLITICAL AND SBBVICES DEPABTIIERT, 

Bombay Castle, 11th December 1939. 

Subjecl.-TemIe Labour Inquiry Committee. . . 

The undersigned presents compliments to the SecretarY, Textile Labour Inquiry 
Committee and with reference to his letter No. 9038, datsd the 9th December 1939, is 
directed to state that Govemment desires thet the scheme regarding the standardiza
tion of wages and musters should be submitted as Boon as possible and in advance of 
the final report. It is requested that this matter should be treated as immediate. 

By order of the Govemor of Bombay, 

(Signed) H. T. SORLEY, 
Chief SecretarY to the Govemment of Bombay, 

Political and Services Department. 
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APPENDIX IX.· 

NOTE ON CANTEENS FOR INDUSTRIAL WORKERS. 

W. R. AYXROYD, M.D., Se.D . 
. (Director oj Nutrition Re8earc1&, I.R.F.A., CooMor, B. India) 

While in Bombay in March 1939, I had the opportunity, through the courte:Y of the 
management, of visiting the canteen in the Manchester Mills. The working of the canteen 
was explained to me. This was the only canteen I visited and I do not know how far 
it is typical of other canteens for industrial workers in Bombay. I submit here some 
reflections arising out of my inspection and some general remarks on the running of 
industrial canteens for industrial workers. 

The Manchester Millcanteen has two activities: it sells what, for want of a better word, 
may be called" snacks '!, and also non-alcoholic drinks of various kinds, to workers who 
feelln need of such refreshment during working hours. It also supplies a full meal 
in the middle of the day 'to limited numbers. The snacks in general are cheap, the 
following gi'lOing an idea of the price: 

A cup of tea or coffee 1 pice. 
Bread (3-4 ozs.) 1 pice. 
Sweetmeats (portion) 1 pice. 

The meal supplied, which is a tolerably well-balanced one a.nd includes rice, wheat, 
and potatoes and other vegetables, costs 2 annas 3 pies. I was informed that out of 1,2CO. 
hands about 60 take advantage of the meal provided. A proportion of these belong 
to the clerical staff. 

In: my opinion, a canteen organised on the above lines, while it is a pl'ajseworthyeffort 
on the part of the management and appreciated by the workers, does not do much to 
improve the diet of the average worker. In general the snacks which are for sale do not 
supply in abundance the elementS' in which the worker's diet tends to be deficient. The 
midday meal, while it is wholesome and liberalin quantity, is too expensive, in relation 
to the current level of wages and commitments, to be taken advantage of by the poorer 
workers who are likely to be in most need of a gqod meal. 

I would not regard the extension of canteens run on the above lines as being likely to 
prove effective in raising the standard of nutrition of the workers. In order to produce 
this eftect canteens must sell at very low cOlit food of high nutritive value and in particular 
foods which supply the elements ("-itamins, etc.) which.the worker mostrequtres. 

With regard to the particular" snacks'" mentioned above, a piece of white bread 
or a portion of sweetmeats supply calories, but they are not rich in certain of the more 
important oonstituents of food. A cup of tea or colfee is essentially water plus a little 
stimulant. On the other hand, whole meal bread, cheap fruit, butter-milk, and many 
other foods which could be mentioned, are of higher nutritive value. Canteens could be 
organised so that foods which are specially good from the stand-point of nutTition are 
offered for sale, and the workers encouraged to buy them. 

In l'C)spect of midday meals, the most satisfactory procedure would be to sell a very 
oheap meal, which is fairly rich in essential food factors. Unless the price is equal to. 
or below, the usual price of a meal consumed in the workers' own homE'S, there will be 
little inoentive for them to spend money on meals in the canteen. Hence the meal 
provided should be based on cheap foods of relatively high nutritive value, such as whole 
cereals, pulses, oertain classes of vegetables, etey Some knowlE'dge of nutrition is 
necessary in devising satisfactory feedinp; at minimum cost and due regard must of course 
be paid to the dietary habits of the workers. 

A oomprehensive scheme for the development of canteens on sound lines in Bombay. 
under the guidance of nutrition workers, is worth oareful consideration. A trained 
worker, in consulta.tion with the various managements and after full consideration of local 
oonditions and requirements, could draw up a suitable scheme at the outset, and 
superintend its working and development in practice. In certain countries (e.g. U.S.A.) 
canteens have been organised and run by expert" dietitians" ; this develoFment has 
been oharaoteristio of factories, etc., conducted on the best modern lines. It would be 
fitting for Bombay to give & lead to the rest of India in this matter. 

The development of canteens along the above lines would probably result in the genuine 
improvement of the nutrition and health of the workers. 

BOMBAY: PRINTBD AT THII GOVBRNMBNT CBNTRAL PRBSS. 
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